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Foreword involvement in environmental prbtection, ele-:
rnentary and secondary. education, and l{igher
eddcation showed a significant rise in national
r ulation and a growing state and local con- ,

During the past detade and half,' a wholly ern about rigid, intrusive, and sometiines
new development ha? surface in the field of ostly requirements."'
intergovernmental relations,: t e emergence of These developments'are examined in more

.-

'a host of federal regulatory programs aimed at detail in this study. in it, the Advisory Commis- t.-:'
or implemented by state and local gov'ern- sion on IntergovernMental Relations has .

merits. With this regulatory spill-over froin the probed the growth andoperation of the new
traditional economic %phete, the nation's forms of intergovernmental regulation;
states and localities were conscripted into the ideiilified and classified the major types` of
battles Oyer pollution, discrimination, civil such regulations; analyzed their legal bases
rights, energy conservation and greatersafety. arid treatment by the courts; traced their evo-

This trend was noted in an earlier ACiR re- !talon through the nation's legislative process;
port, The Federal Role inthe Federal System: reviewed the problems associated with rule-
The Dynamics of Growth, published in 1W4,. making, administration, and enforcement;
That study' concluded with the Commission',s," chronicled past efforts and present proposals
finding that

Over the past 20 years the federal
role has become bigger, broader,
and deeperbiggei within the fed-
eral system,. both in size of its inter-
gowrnmental outlays ,aid the nurn-
ber of grant prograrni,- broader in its
program and policy col terns, and
the wide range .of subn-ational gov-
ernments interacting directly with
Washington; and deeper in its regu-
latory thrusts and preemptive
prpcliyities,

Case studies prepared as a part of that report,
particularly the volumes dealing with federal

for-regulatory relief and reform; and sought to
gaugesorne of the fiscal and administrative im-
pacts of federal intergovernmental regulations
on state and local governments. The seventh
and final chapter of this- report.. presents the
findings and the issues raised by those find-
ings, along with Commission's recommenda-

- tions for reform.
The report was approved by the Commission

at its.rneet(ing of December 2-3,.1982.

S. Kenneth Howiard ,

Executive Director

David B. Walker -,

Assistant
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Chapter 1

the GroiArth of
Federal Intergoveminentai.

'O'rigin and Issues

FROM SUBSIDY-TO REGULATION
Traditionally, when federal policymakers

have wished to encourage state and local gov-
ernments to perform some particular activity or
provide some particular servicethey have,
relied upon the technique of,,subsidization. Al-
though land grants were common during the
19th century --- helping, among other things, to
establish a system of state universitiesiz-by far

e most iemoron subsidy, device since the
1880s has Vim the categorical cash grant-in-
aid. According to an 4ACIR tabulation, at the
end of 1980 there were about 540' funded
speciatpurpose grants to the states and locali-
ties, for purposes ranging from airport plan-
ning to youth employment. Each: provides, a fi-
nancial incentive to state and local officials
(and voters) to do Washington's bidding.

Over the past twig decades, however-,-and
since 1969 in particular-Ahere has been a dra-
matic shift in the way in which the,-federal gov-
ernMent deals with states and lotalities. Al-
though the 'upward climb in grant subsidies
persisted during most of, this era, federat
policymakers also turned increasingly to new,
more intrusive, and More compulsory regula-
toiy programs to WOTii their will Tq Cite just a
few prominent examples, all or some state\and
local governments were mandated to:

1.1

- " 4 '
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'0 eliminate discrimination in pubfiC empl4:,
.meat and federally ,assisted services;

0 make their.publie:transit systems fully ac-
cessible to.the physically disabled ;.<
establish and enforce a' 55 Mile perAhour
maximum speedlirnit;.,'

0

u upgrade the conditions of prisons and
jails;

``

offer elassrooin instruction in the native
language. of students, with, limited English.-
speaking abilities;
proyide wastewater treatment at advanced
technoloeical levels;

IP protect the health and 6afety Qf'workers in
;private' industry;

n. assure 'a free publieeducation to all handi-
capped ehildrept.

At first, this "regulatory shift" attracted little
public notice. For most jef the 1970s the
intergoVemmentaT agencliwas dominated by
problems relating, to grants-in-aid, granrcon2
solidation,\andGeneral,Revenue Sharing. Over
recent years, however, state and local govern -

111011 concern about/ federal I/mandating"' has
becorne' a prominent political 'issue. The Rea-

gan Administration,infturrt, has identifi'ed reg-
ulatory relief-as a prinCipal objective ,of its

Federalism.!!'
Even though the mandating.is"Silelaurst sud-

denly into political awareness, it Culminated a
well established, trend.". The .cctmprehensiVe
ACIR study, .The ',Federal Role in \the <ifedert

Sy ,tern: The, Dynamics of,,Growttf, -clearly
traced the rise- of federal regulatory controls in
several functional areas. Case studies profiling
the, development Of national pOlicy in the fields
of elementary and seeoridary eftcation, higher
education, and 'enVirorimental protection 'in

rticular noted a dramatic increase in regula-
ry initiatives during the past dozen years. 'in

tIf field of pollut 'ion control, for example, the
Coirrimission's case analysis noted a progres-
sion from federal research (inaugurated in the
late 1940s). to Construction grants (beginning
in the 1950s and exparkded in the"l960s)., to
mandatOry,national standards imposed on state
and local governments in the early 1970s.'
IntergovernmentAl. tensions 'rose simultane-
OU.sly, As lames Krier and Felmu 11 0 Urs in1,

observe,

2

. <

Where.as past policy reflected a sort
)ot "cooperative federalism"
consisting in some national but also
considerable state apthorityr4iifft of
the present undersclires "federal'
and .. , is distinctly uncooperative.
folluti-on -policy, is national policy,
and the states are little mare than re-
lOctant minions mandated to do the
dirty,work---1-to implement federal di-
rectives often distasteful .a4the local
level.... The Oct that federal PolicY
of today is simply the culmination cif
a slow but steady trend ;that began ,
years ago should not ObsCure the es-,

Sential difference between old polity
and new; between federalism. and
federalzation."'

imilar trendS 'were noted in Other fir 'ti's -

studied. During the 1950s and 1960s, ,whether

or not the federal government shad role to
play in eduxational finance was the.slecisive is-,

sue. ThlS,-ques.tion was resolved affirMative
by the passage of the 'Nat Tonal, Deletys0 Edi.ica=

tion. Act in 19 rrd, especially, w'th the tie-
,

Mentary and ndary Education Act and the
Fligher:Educatio,n Act in 1965. During the
1970s, howeVer,, new issues emerge&Atcord-,

ing to theCommission's study, ;.

the focus of policy debate In
higher education has largely shifted"
from finance. to regulation.
fCloncern over a variety Of "federal

s, regulations and grant conditions has

increasingly' become ttie subject 'Of

speeches, articles, editorials and re-"

ports. Complaints range fromln-
creaSine red tape and the adfninistra-
tive- costs of regtAatory,cOmpiiance
lo the distortion, of .acadernic Priori-
lies and 'erosion of academic
freedom.'

Similarly'. "the focus of controversy has shifted

to tederal regulation"' in the field of elemental
ry and secondary.edpc.aticin.4

Other close observers have noted a similar
progress6on, suggesting dramatic changes in

the balancelof iriteisoyernmental authority.
According to two political scientists

t4t



Our federal system has evolved
through a number of stages, ead-t'
given appropriate label ,by analySis."-
if we were to labek the-current trend,
perhaps it-should- be best deseribed

, .

as regulatory feeleralisrn.5 'Tf.

The policy conce rns created by federal regu-
lation of state and local governments are the
subject oft-his report. Its aim is to trpce the his-
torical, legal, political and administratiye back-
ground_ of the new federal intergovernmental
regulation,, and to offer the recortipendations
of the Advisory CpmmisSicslk on;fintergover--
mental Relations to make it at once less bur-
densome end more effective.

Distinguishing Subsidy. and Rgulation

Policy analystsindeed, Most observerS' of
governmentview regulation and subsidy as
alternative strategies for influencing the con-
duceotindividuars*and prganizatiorfs. This dis-
tinction iS consistent with the cOmmyn-sense
meanings of the terms. According to Webster,
a subsidy. is a "grant or gift of money," while a'
regulation is a "rule or order having the force
of law.. ", That is subsidies are incentives or
rewards--the helping handwhile regulations
are directives backed by' sanctions or
penaltiesthe mailed fist.'

Modern governments at all levels use a lot of
both. Private-individuals are subject to much
regulation, including criminal and traffic laws.
They also are the beneficiaries of a considera-
ble number of subsidies, among them -Medi-
care benefits, student loans, free public
libraries, and t,tax deductions for charitable
contributions. Businesses, too, are heavily reg-
ulated, and also may be eligible for certain
.subsidies: small bUsiness loans, special mail-
ings. privileges; tax abatements and a variety of
other benefits.

AlthoLigh the general meanings are clear, in
practice a clear-cut demarcation between these
two forms of policies is often difficult aw.
Many times, subsidy and regulation are us in
combination. Both kinds' of programs may be
authorized in a single federal statute, and
sometimes are entrusted to a single govern-,
'mental agency, The western railroads in the
19th century arid nuclear. power in the 20th ,are
examples of specific industries which were

j.

both promoted and corer oiled by government.
Somp,analysts weuld argue that, ire both cases,
protective regulation itself -became a kind of
"subsidy." Similarly in recent years, the health
care systeth has been both heavily subsidized
(via ,Medicare and Medicaid) and increasingly
regulated.

A clear distinction between 'regulation'' and
subsidy is even more difficult to Make' where
intergovernmental programs are \.Concerned.
Few federal programs affecting state and local
governments are pure types. All subtleties are
accompanied'by regulations, and many regula-
tions are tied, in some manner, to subsidies.

Every grant-in-aid programincluding Gen-
eral Revenue Sharing; the least.restricilve form
of aidcomes .with federal "strings" attached..
Here, as in other areas% there is no such thing
as a free lunch. frogram conditionsspecifr.
ipg the purposes for Which fj,inds can.be spent:.
aS well as 'application procedures, planning re= -

quirernents, audit provisions and other admin.:,
istrative standardshave long been 4 -part of
intergovernmental relationships. Although the
earliest grants had few Sdministrative
controlsand these few', were poorly
enforcedprovisions assuring federal over-
sight became commonplace in the first dec-
ades of this,century.5

Despite the efforts of several recent Preii;
dents to devolve decisionmaking through
block grants and to standardize and simplify
grarit administration; federal "regulation"
thrOUgh such conditional grants has increased
sharply over the past two decades. The more ;-
than 200 narrow -pOposst.categorical grants en
acted during the -Great Society era were fol
lowed by an additional 90-odd programs in the
Nixon-Ford years and about 70 more during the
Carter Administration. The ,drive' for .prograrn-
consolidation during the 1970s eliminated only
about 46 such grants, gently slowingbLit cer-
tainly not stemmingthe categorical fide Not
only did the number of programs increase, but
the conditions associated with them in many
cases became more detailed and intrusive.

At the same also is true that most
intergovernmental regulatory programs are
linked in some 'manner to the grant-in-aid sys-
tem. Some rely on federal fiscal leverage to ac-'
complish their objectives, while others have
grants associated with` them to pay at least a



:-. portion of mandated costs. Thistaverlap is
illustrated by the mariner in which Washington
has 'relied chiefly uparY,the threat of the with.t
drawal of federal funds..to advanCenondiscrim-
ination goals; by the fact that the' game-statute
which established national clean water-stand-

_ ards' also created a very large construction
grant to help pay the cost of meeting them;
and ay the combination of grant programs,
court decisions, and xecutive branch rules
,which have advanced the cause of bilingual

. ucation in the Schools. .. 1
..

In'the intergovernmental sphere, then, Regu-
lation and subsidy .areless like different 'parts
of a dichopmy than opposing ends of a con-
tinuum. -At one extreme is the general support
grant with just. a few associated conditions or

-rules; at the other is .the costly, but wholly
unfunded, national '`mandate." In between are

Many programs combining subsidy and'regula-
tory approdefies, jevarying degrees-and in var-
ious ways. . .,

Still, if facile distinctio4i cannot
.
be made,

w he two polar "types must be stressed. To para-
phrase Orwell, all programs are regulatory, but
some are more regulatory than others. Despite.
the conditions which are universally associated
with..them, grants-in-aid_must be classified pri-
manly as "subsidy" rather ,than "regulatory"
programs, and will be so regarded here./ The
difference, as in conventional usage, has to do
chiefly with the cfegfee of compulsion." One
o.f the most important features ofthe gra/It-in-
'aid is that its 4cceptance- is still viewed legally
as entirely voluntary. No' state or local govern-
ment is required to revive funds or suffers
any sort of legal or adtionalfinancial penalty
if it chooses not to do so. Although it 'is diffi-

. cult for many jurisdictionS to forego substantial
financial. benefits, *this op n .remains real.
Witness Arizona's long-sta

e
ng refusal to par-

ticipate in Medicaid, the largest of, all federal
assistance progtams. .

Secondly, most grant-in-aid conditions affect
only the administration of those activities fund-
ed -in whole or in. part with federaerfundi. Al-
though some exc.ptions:may be noted, their

- compass is usual narrow Ind -directly related
to the purpose of the specific program.

Finally; graritS-iii,aid generally provide. signif
icant benefits td the recipient jurisdiction-. That
is they help a state or local government to

meet their own needs by licreasing fiscal re-
, sources. Although federal. progeam conditicins
may raise total costs, these are usually more
thaI offset by federally offered funds.

In sum, The rototSpical grant program
voluntary, imposes 'requirements directly relat-
ed to the purpose of the prograrn,and can of- e
fer substantial fiscal benefitrtWhel recipient.
For these-reasons, and in order,' highlight the
important differences between the new "man-
dating" issue and long established concerns
over "categorical red tape," traditional grant-.'
in-aid conditions tied to the acceptance of a
single program are generally excluded ,fram
this study of the new intergovernmental-
regulation.

What are termed, 'intergovernmental, regula-
tory programs in this report involve more sub
stantial elements of coercion. Voluntariness is
greatly redued or lost by the presence and
posiible application of legal or fiscal sanctions.
Many requirements have far-reaching tvapact;
and the beneficialy relationship is often re-.
Yersed. Thus, while the typical federal grant of

--,fers resources which "assist" a state or local
government in the 'pursuit of its program ob-

, jec,tives,ilthe typical regulatory program,state
and local governments involuntarily, "assise,A
Washington in accomplishing national policy
goals. Under recent laws, for example, state
and local officials have been charged with
enforcing federal ,standards (in such areas as
clean air, occupational safety, highway traffic,
speeds and surface mining); with imple.
Meriting federal policies (relating to such ob-

as bilingual education and health cost
control); and with contributing state and local
fiscal-resources to serve federal ends (as in ed-
ucation ;for the handicapped, water quality,
prison improvements, and billboard removal).

Thus, the prototypical regulatory program is
involuntary, usually imposes' far-reaching re=
quirements, and frequently involves substan=, .

tial unreimbursed, costs for 'affected jurisdic-
tions. Programs of this kind hive been
established in a number of different wAys,
which are treated below. tk

SOURCES OF
INTERGOVERNMENTAL- REGULATION

Though administrators interpret the laws and

14
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enforce the rules, federa) intergovernmental
regution ultimately sterns ,from two basic
.sources the courts and congre§s. Actions of
each have Contributedsignificantly to the ero-
sion,pf,s,tate and local discretion.

Many constraints are constitutional in na-
ture; chiefly derived from interpretations of
the post-Civil War amendments. ,Under tbe'-
14th amenclinent state and local governineptS
are bound to respect the rights of inclividuals.!
to "due process of and;'!equatpiotection

: of the laws," iie the 15th amendment pro-
hibits discriminat voting practices. Over the
past haIfcentury,,thép.me Court gradually
.expanded its! interpretation these require-
ments, bringing much of the Bill of Rights un-
der the coverage of the 14th,knendment.

In terms of historical-orde)., these "man`-
dates" take precedence, for federal budges as-
sume'd an "a-ctivisrposture regarding the reg-
ulation of state and local governments in ,the
1950s., welt before thefresident and Congress
did(Many of the decisions' have been quite far
reaching. For exam*, in well-known cases,

. th*Supreme Court has required state and local
governments t6'.

o reapportion their legislatures on the basis
of 7one man-one vote" principles;

cieliminate prescribed , prayers and other
forms of religithis observance' in public
schools;
notify defendants in crimireal proceedings
of their rights prior to detention and
questioning;

O end legal restrictions on abortion;
O provide legal counsel to inctigent-defent-

ants facing criminal charges; and
elimin'ate facial segregation in the public
schools.

As the foregoing list s i!..;ests, some court
orders have prqhibited ce ain activities and
policies. These are better desci.ribgd 'as "con-
straints" than "mancia4s." in other instances,
however, judges have placed strong, affirma-
tive obligations on states and communities.'
Some school integratic plaps, for example,,,
have entailed extremely' close judicial superVi-
sion of most aspects of school administration.
In certain fields, court orders have imposed
substantial fiscal, legislative, and administra-

LI
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ow-

tive burdens. This is particularly true regardIng
the condition of, institutions for the mentally ill
or mentailV retarded,. prison systems, jails and
juvenile detentron Systems. Thus, federal
judges

h"ave ordered at least 11 states to
overhaul their facilities for the men-

,. tally ill or mentally:retarcied, eleven
states and local governments in sev-
en ot*r states- to 'revarmi their pris-

, on systerns,and six states to improve
their juvenile 'detention facili-
ties . . The decrees in these cases

' mandate massive changes in the op-.

eration of an. inStitution and its prod
grams, changes involving the physi-

'cal condition' of the facility, It
staffing, the quantity, of its services',
or a combination of these items." J

While such court orders clearly are signtfi-.
cant, federal regulations have much more com-
monly been imposed on state and local goy-

' ernments action of the COngress and
President, through the legislative process: The-
greater number of those regulatory statutes
were' adopted during the past two de.cades. Al-
though no ..complete inventory is available,
many of, the most significant are listed in Fig-
ure 1-4.2(Additiobal information about each of
these Jrrograms is presented in Appendix Fig-
fife 1A),.

.
.

. As this, table indicates, much of the growth.
of intergovernmental regulation took place
ifuring the period when the "New Federalism"
of the Nixon and Ford Administrations also was
at its height. Although'..the initial forays'
occurred during, the Johnson .yearstri of the..
34 regillatory. statutesincluding nearly all of
the most far-reaching oneswere enacted be-
tween 1969 and 196. Thus, though few-noted ;
it at the time, this period saw a dramatic shift --

in (he character of intergovernmental refa-
lions, Just as the mid-60s was, marked by an
"explosion". of,categorical grants-in-aid, the
4 part of the last decade was characterized

'a proliferation of new regulatory' programs..
In-large part, this rapid growth. occurred be-

cause state and local governments were given
major r t-1 es in implementing portions of the
"new so ial regulation." This now widely'used
term -refers to the panoply of environmental,

15
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Figure 1-1
it Statutes of

Intergovernmental Regiilatk?n,

1964 Civil Rights Act (Title VI)
1985 Highway Beautification Act

Water Quality,Act
1908 National Ristoric Preservatiorn

Act
1987 Wholesothe Meat Act
1988 Civil Rights Act (Title VIII) .

ArchitecturairBarriers Act
Wholesome Poultry Products'Act

1989 National Environmental Policy:
Act

19 Occapational Safety and Health
Act

Clean Air. Act Amendments'
Uniform Relocation Assistance

and Real Property Aquisition
Policies Act

1972 Federal Water. Pollution Control
Act Am dmenq

Equal Emp ment Opportunity
Acts

Education Act Amendments (Title

Coastal Zone. Management Act
Federal insecticide, Fungicide,.

and Rodenticide Act
1973 Flood Disaster Protection Act

f

1974

1975

197.8

1977'

1978

1966-80

Rehabilitation Abt ($ection 594)
Endangered Species Act .
Age Discrimination Employment

,,Safe Drinking Water Act
Natibnal Health Planning and Re -.

soioces Demlopinent Act
Emergency Highway Energy Con-

seryation Act
Family Educational Rights and

Privacy Act
Fair,Labor Standards Act'Arnend-

ments .

Educe for All tridicapped
Childre ct'

. Age rithination Act'
Resource Conservation and Re-
covery Act
Surface Mining Control and Rec-

lamation Act
Marine Protection Research and
. Sanctuaries Act Amendments
National Energy Conservation

Policy Act.
Put& Utility Regulatory Policy

ct

Natural Gas Ftlicy Act

...
,

health, safety, consumer protection, and
nondiscrimination legislation adopted over the

ast two d6cades, much of it armed at
uencing the conditions under which - goods

and services are 'produced and the physical
characteristics of manufactured productS.12

This body of law contrasts with the more tra-
ditional "old economic regulation." Earlier
federal regulation of business concentrated
chiefly on th-e conditions of entry and ratestcharged in particular industries, nd usually-
was administered by indepenct t nati.onat
conlmissions. The Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, created in 1887, set the pattern; it was
followed .by the Federal Trade Commission
(1914). the Federal Power Commission (1930),
the Federal Communications Commission
(1936), the Civil Aeronautics Board (1938), and

6

the Atomic Energy Commission (1946),ff among
others. State anp cal governments played no
major role in mos of these activities, and were
affectedby them chiefly in that their own regu-
latory powers were preempted, in whole or
part, by national law.

Especially in the past two decades, however,
federal. controls_ have been instituted over the
nonmarket behavior pf business firms as well.
Much of thit legislation has been associated
with pfailititcal movements involving civil rights,
consumer protection,' improved health 'and
safety, and environmental protection'. Al -.

though some of the new social regulation has
been entrusted to independent commis -
sions-- including the Equal Employment Op-
portunity Commission (1964) and 'the Consumr
er Product Safety Commission (1972)--and are

11.



direct federal responsibilities,, more has be, n
4elegated to such line departments as the,En'
ronmental Protection Agency, the Department
of Labor, the Department of Health and Hu-
man Servicest and the. Dtpartment of Educa-
tion. Many of hese latter regulatory programs,
in turn, actually are implemented by the states
and localities. The Environmental Protection
Agency,-for example, relies almost entirely-on
intergovernmental means to accomplish its ob-

4jeCtives, Auto emissions' control is the major
instance in which regulatory authority was
vested directly in EPA's own administrators." "

In these intergovernmenial regtfations
fields, state and Local governments serve as an
interrnediaryt%etween the fedexal goveriment
ohfthe one hand and private business firms on
the other". They are regulated in order to, regu-
late others. ;This.iipproach constitutes one ma -'
jor form of intergovernmental regulation. _

A second approach is refletted in cases
where state and local gOevernment practices*,
and services are the ultimate target of federal
regulation. Witness federal statutes mandating
the elimination of discrimination in state and
local services and employment, an end to the

-dumping of wastes into ocean waters, and the
provision of education to handicapped chil-
dren. Here, the private sector is not affected.
Rather, governmental regulation" is aimed at
government itself.

THE TECHNIQUES OF
'INTERGOVERNMENTAL REGULATION'

As was noted previously, an element of com-
pulsion is one key feature of the new intergov-
ernmental regulation that.distinguishes it from
the usual grant-in-aid conditions. The require-
ment's traditionally attached to 'assistance pro-
grams may be viewed as part of a contractual
agreement between two independent, coequal
levels of government. In contrast, the policies
which the new intergovernmental regulation
imposes on stale and locar'governments are,
more nearly mandatory. lhey cannot be side
stepped, without ,incurring some federal, sand
lion, by the simple expedient of refusing to
participate in a single federal assistance pro-
gram. In One way or another, compliance has
been made difficult to avoid.

00101.1.'
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'A variety of, legal and fiscal techniques have
been employed by the national government to
encourage'acceptance of its regulatory stand-
ards. fourmarcir -S"trategiesdirect orders,
crosscutting requirements, crossover sanc-
tions, and partial preemptionjare described
below and are summarized in Figure 1 -2.

Direct Orders
In a few instances, federal regulation of state

and local government takes the form of direct
legal orders that must be complied With under
the threat of civil or criminal penalties.. For ex-
aniple,' the equal Employment Opportunity Act
of 1972 bars job discrimination by state and lo-
cal governments on the basis of race, color, re-
ligion, sex and national origin. This statist ex-
tended tc,) state-and local governments the
requirements inoposed on private et players
since 1964. Similarly,:the Marini. /Protection Re..
search and Sanctuarie,s Act Amendments of
1477 prohibit cities from disposing of ,sewage
sludp through ocean' dumping. Court orders
based on Constitutional provisions, like those
banning segregated schools, are similar in

_nature. -

For the most prt, however, Washington has
exempted, subnational governments from many
of the kinds of direct regulatory statutes that
apply to businesses and individuals. Hence, al-
though state governments may administer, the
Occupational Safety and. Ilealth Act, they (and
local governments) are exempt.from its provi-
sions in their capacity as employers---.:as is the
federal government. itself. Politics often has
dictated this course, but there also are some
Constitutional ,restrictions on the ability of
Congress to regulate directly. The wage and
hour requirements imposed on state and local
governments by the 1974 amendments to'the
Fair Labor 'Standards Act were greatly circum-
scribed by the Supreme Court in NatiOnal
League of Cities, v. Usery (1976)," The Court's
ruling held that the law interferred with thekir
"integrAl operations in areas of traditional goV-
ernmental functions", and thus threatened
their "independent existence".

In this respect, the relationship of the feder-
al government with, the states and localities
'must be contrasted with that of the states and
their own. local subdivisions. Because local
governments are creatures of state law, state

,
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Figure 1-2

A Typology of Intergovernmental Regulatory PitpgraMS

Program
Type

Direct Orders
t

Crosscutting Re-
quinements

Crossover Sane-
' tions

Partial Priem
toms

'Description
/\

Major Policy Areas Employed

Mandate state or local actions under Public employment, environmental pro-
the threat of ciiminal or civil penal- tection
ties

Apply to all or many federal Nondiscrimination, ,environmentaVprO-
.

assistance programs tection, public imployment, assistance
management

Threaten the termination or reduc- Highway safety and. beautification,' en-
t,,on of aid provided under one or._ vironmental protection, health planning,
more specified programa unless; the hand apped education
requirements oanother program are
satisfied

Establish federal standards, but del- Environment-al, protection, natural ;re-
egste administration to states if they sources, occupational safety and
adopt standards equivalent to the health, meat and poultry inspection
national ones

"mandating" through direct orders is both le-
gally permissible and very frequent."

Much more' commonly, then, Washington
has utilized other regulatory .techniques to
work its will. These-may be distinguiShed by
their breadth of application and the nature of
the sanctions which back them up.

Crosscutting Requirements

First, and most widely recognized, are- the
crosscutting or generally applicable require-
ments imposed on grants across the boardlo
further various national social and economic
policies. One of the most important of these
requirements is the nondiscrimination- provi-
sion included in the Title VI of 'the Civil Rights
Act of 1964; which stipulates that

No person in the United States shall,
on the ground of race,. color, or na-
tionat origin, be excluded from par
ticipation in, be denied the benefits
of, or be subjected to discrimination
under any program receiving Federal

) financial assistartce.1'

*nce 1964, crosscutting requirements have

been enacted for the protection of other disad-
vantaged-groups (the handicapped, elderly,
and --in education 'programswomen). The
same approach was utilized, in theienviron-
mental impact ,statement process created in
1969, as well as for many other environmental
purposes. It also has been extended into such
fields as historic preservation, animal welfare
and relocation assistance." A total of some 36
across-the-board requirements dealing with
various. socio-economic issues, as well as an
additional 23 administrative and fiscal policy
requirements', were identified in a 198Q OMB
inventory." These are listed in Appendix Fig-
ure 1-B. Of the former group, the largest num-
ber involve some aspect of environmental pro-
tection (16), and nondiscrimination (9).'
Two-thirds of. the 59 requirements have been
adopts l since 1969.

Crosscutting requirements have a pervasive
impact' because they apply "horizontally" to all
or most federal agencies 'and their assistance
program. In contrast, two other new forms of
intergovernmental regulation are directed at
only a single function, department err program'..
Thus, both can be described as "vertical"
mandates:9
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Crossover Sanctions
-.

One approach relies upon the power of the
purse. It imposes federal fiscal sanction& in
one program area or activity to influence state
and local policy in another. The distinguishing
feature here is that a failure to coniply with the
requirements of one program can result i,n a

reduction 07 termination of funds from an
other, separately authorized and-separately-en-
tered into, program. The penalty thus "crosses
over".

The history of federal effOrts to secure ,the
141removal of billboards'from along the ation's

major highways illustrates the use of e tradi-
tional financial "carrot" along with-this new fi-
nancial "stick."" Beginning in 1958, the federal
government offered a small bonus in the ,form
of additional highway funds- to states that*
agreed to regulate billboard advertising along
new interstate highways. By 1965, however,
only half of the Mates had .takeri advantage of
this offer-7-not enough to spit the Johnson
White House. ot,

A dramatic change occurred with the adop-
tion of the Highway Beautiqation Act of 1965.
The bonus system was dropped, and Congress
substituted the threat of withholding 10% of a

state's highway construction funds if it-did not
comply with newly expanded federal billboard i
control requirements. Despite the bitter oppo-
sition of the outdoor advertising industry, 32
states had enacted billboard control laws by
1970, though only 18 of these were judged to
be in full compliance. Nearly all of the rest of
the states fell quick4y into, line when COrtgress
made appropriations to compensate for part of
the cost of removing .nonconforming signs,
and the Federal Highway Administrator
stepped up his pressure on them.

A similar fiscal penalty subsequently was em-
.ployed in a-number of other programs. In the
wake of the OPEC oil embargo, federal officials
urged the States to lower their speed limits and
the Senate adopted a resolution to that effect.
Twenty-nihe. states responded to this effort at
"moral suasion ". But.these pleas were quickly
replaced by.a more authoritative measure: the
Emergency Highway Energy Conservation Act
of 1974, which prohibited the Secretary-of
Transportation from approving any highway
construction projects in states having a speed

limit in excess of 55 mph. An of t le remaining
states responded within two moot

Partial Preemption

The crossover sanctions, like the crOssc
ting requirements,4re tied directly tc the
grant-in-aid system. Federal power in these
cases derives from the Constitutional authorityv

. to spend for the general welfare. A final innai-
vative technique, however, has another basis .
entirely. It rests on the, authority of the federal
government to preempt certain state and focal'
activities under the- supremacy clause and the

)commerce power. ,
Yet, this is preemption with 4 twist.4'vkinlik-e

traditional preemption statutes, Keemption _in

, 'these cases is only partial. FeeleraLlavils.qtab-
lish basic policies-, but adminisfrative responsi-
bility may be delegated to the states or locali-
ties if they meet certain nationally determined
conditions or standards.

The Water Quality Act of 1965 was an early
example of this strategy, which one analyst,de-
scribes as the "if-then, if-then" approach. The
statute was the first to establish a national poli-
cy for ,controlling pollution. Although the law
allowed each state -one year to set standards
for its own interstate waters, the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare was authorized
to enforce federal standards in any state that
tailed,to do so. That is,

... if a state does not issue 'regula-
tions acceptable to the U.S., then a
federal agen4y or departrrient will do
SO, and if the state does, not adopt
and enforce these. regulations, then
the federal level of government will
assume jurisdiction over that area.2'

This same techniquewhich Others have
carted the "substitution approach" to
federalism"has since been extended to a va-
riety of other areas. For example, the OSHA
law asserts national control over workplace
health and safety but permits;states to operate
their own programs if their standards are at
least as effective".as the federal ones.

The most far-reaching applications, b.owever,
is in the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1970;
This path-breaking environmental statute set
federal air quality-standards thrOugkout the na-
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tion, but required that the states devise effe'c-
tive plans for their implementation and en-
forcement. its compass as great: for example,
EPA can require states to change their own
transportation policies (perhaps by giving addi-
tional support to mass transit) or to regulate
private individuals (as in establishing emission-,
control requirements andinspection programs
for automobiles)." Two close observers
comment:

Of all the intergovernmental mech-
anisms uwd to nationalize regulatory
policy, nine is more revolutionary
than the approach first applied -in the
Clean Air Act Amendments of 1970. rt
is an approach minimizing both the
voluntariness of state and local par-
ticipation and, the substantive policY
discretion' provided for -officials in
subnational governments. In fact, it
is a Mechanisin which challenges the
very essence of federalism as a
noncentralized system of separate le-
gal jurisdictions and instead relies
upon a unitary. vision involving hier-
archically related central and periph-
eral units.... Nit is an approach al-
lowing national policymakers and
policy ,implementors to Mobilize
state and .local resources on behalf of
a national 4rogram. As preliminary
measures, these' resources can be
mobilized using technical, financial,
of other forms-of assistance, but un-
derlying this mechanism is the ability
of national officials' to formally and
officially "draft", those resources into
national service. We call' this legal
conscription."

4«

Applications and Combinations.

These four techniquesdirect legal orders,
crosscutting requirements, crossover sanctions
and partial preemptionare the major new
statutor' tools in the federal government's kit
for the regulation of states and localities.. Each
has distinctive characteristics, and poses spe-
cial problems of policy, law, administration, fi-
nance and politics.

`Appendix Figure 'ILA classifies each of the
statutes listed in figure 1--1 according to- this

10'

fourfold grouping. Among the major regula-
tory statutes examined, crosscutting require-
ments (18) and partial preeinptions (13) clearly
are relatively numerous, while crossover sanc-
tions 16) and direct orders (6) 'are relatively
rare.

It also should be'rroted that these deVices
have sometimes.been 'combined. A good ex-
anwit provided by the 1970 Clean Air Act
Amendments.' Basically, the law relies upon the
technique of partial preemption. 'States must
prepare State Implementation Mans (SIPs)
which will control pollution to the extent nec-
essary to achieve federal air quality standards..
These must be approved by the Environmental
Protection Agency. If the EPA fudges a SIP to
be inadequate, it mustdisapprove the SIP. In
the event that a state fails to make necessary
revisions, EPA's required to promulgate an ad-'
equate4SIP. )

This, however, is not the only sanction
imposed by the act. More teeth are added by
Section-176(a), which bars both the EPA and
the Department of Transportation from making
grant awards in any lair quality sontrol region
which has not attained primary ambient air
quality standards and fin. which the state has
failed to devise adequate transportation con-
trol 'plans. This, of course, is a tough crossover
sanction. Furthermore, Section 176(c) prohibits
any agency of the federal government- from
providing financial assistance to any ,activity
which dos not conform ip a state SIP. This
provision' uses' the crosscutting requirement
approach to strengthening SIP implemen-
tation.

Fund termination, as in crossover sanctions,
also is sed to enforce compliance with a num-
ber of he crosscutting 'requirements relating
to. no discrimination. Discriminatory actions
can reSult in the cutoff of aid, not only in the
program area in which discrimination was
found, but to an entire, institution or
jurisdiction.

ISSUES AND IMPACTS .

ESpecially in the past four years, the growing
federal regulatory presence has become a ma
jor/ concern of intergovernmental r policy -
makers. State and local officials have sounded
the alarm against costly federal mandates and
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unreasvable federal intervention into their af-
fairs. Even some liberals have objected to the
.fiscal strains and policy controls imposed on
hard-pressed. cities 'and states, while
conservativeswho had always warned that
federal controls would follow federal
dollarsse,eth to have been proven right. In
mid-1980, a New York Times edItorill observed
that

Local governments, are feeling put
upon by Washington. Each new day
seems to brilig some new directive
from Copgress, the courts or the bu-
reaucratst cities must make public
buildings accessible to the handi-
capped; states must extend unkern:
ployment compensation to municipal
and county workers, and oh and on.
The mandates are piling up so fast
that liberal governors and mayors are'
enrolling in a cause once ,pressed
only by arch-conservatives.'. 5

Mayors and .i:ounty officialsresponding to
/lie double whammy of federal as well as state

mandateshave been especially vocal, and all
the major research studies to date 'have fo-
cused on the impact cif federal regulations on
the nation's cities and counties. New York's
Mayor Ed Koch, in a widely read 1980 critique,
called attention to the "maze of complex statu-
tory and administrative dil-ectives [that) has
come to threaten both the initiative and finan-
cial health of local governments throughout
the cpuntry."" While Koch indicated his gen-.
eral support of the booad policy objectives
which mandates are meant to serve, he warned
of the "lack of comprehensibn,by those who
write them as to the cumulative impact on a
single city, and even the nation, "27 Federal
"mandate mandarins ", he 'charged, have hung
a "mandate millstone" around the necks of' the
nation's cities.

Koch's views have much support among his
municipal, county, and state colleagues. City
officials responding to a 1981 Natonal League
of Cities survey identified federal wastewater
treatmenfenvironmental impact, harf'dicapped
access and safe drinking water regulations as
especially burden4ome and most urgently in
need of modification. Refbrms also wer.'4 called
for in_many other areas." That county officials

share these perspectives is suggested by the
'fact that the National Association of Counties
selected "Controlling Mandates"'as the theme
for it's 1981 annual conference. Similarly, a
joint statement issued in,Nov,ember 1980, by
the executive committees of the National Gov-
ernors' Association and the National Confer-
ence of StatLegislatures pushed for the en-
actment of "fiscal note" procedures as a "first
step" in controlling. federal manclates. 'It also
contended that,

. .
... if a situation is of such compel-
ling' nationaksconcern as to prompt
enactment 'of a federal program 'to

'respond to it, the federal govern-
ment sh'Ould normalcy fund that
program."

National officials, too, have been disturbed
by the rising tide of regtilatory efforts. Joseph
A. Califano, an HEW Secretary during the
Carter years, r calls that "Our big trouble
wasn't with th old Great Society programs. It
was with tie explosion, of regulation from the
1970s."" And the view of Many in the Reagan
Administration was aptly summarized by
Murray 1.: Weidenbaum, then the chairksan of.
the Council of Economic Advisers and a noted
expert in the regulatory field. "In the past dec-
ade," Weidenbaum wrote,

we have seen a boom in social regu-
lation with devastating conse-
quences for the federal system. The
federal government, through Many
of, its regulatory actions, has reduced
the autonomy of state and local gov-
ernments and centralized the re-
sponsibility for many important pro-
grams. This loss of autonomy has
weakened .the states and reduced
their independence, while the cen-
tralization of responsibilities better
handled at the "state and local levels
has limited the effectiveness of the
federal gover'nment."

Seven Problems

Although particular problems vary from pro-
gram to program, critics have leveled at least
seven .frequent charges against federal inter-
governmental. regulations singly and as a
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whole. Ttie,i7w mandates, they believe, are
too often expensive, inflexible, inefficient,
inconsistent, intrusive,ffective and unac-
'countable. Each of these interrelate&concerns
is illustrated, with a single example, in the dis-
cussion below.

COST

Given the fiscal pinch caused by an unstable
economy, the federal aid slowdown, and tax-
payer revolts, it is not surprising that the costs
imposed by federal mandates have been a ma-.
jor, perhaps even preeminent, concern.'Simply
put, state and local government-officials object
to footing part of---7or, in some cases, most
ofrthe bill for someone else's program. What
Washington wants done, many. believe, Wash-

Aington, also should be willing to pay for.
Accurate information on the total cost of im-

plernenting.federral mandates.nationwide sim-
ply is not available, However, of the six major
programs examined,in an Urban Institute re-
port, the 1977 Clean Water Act imposed by far
the largeSt fiscal costs on the seven cities and
counties Studied." This act, which supple-
mented and modified the far-reaching Water
Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972, re-
quire the development and implementation bf

, wastewater- treatment management plans that
meet pollution discharge -standards set by, the
Environmenfol Protection Agency. The act also
authorized a very large construction grant pro-
gram covering 75 to 85% of construction and
conversion' costs, but the balance is borne br,
focal (and, in some instances, state) govern-
ments. No aid is provided for operating and
maintenance expenses.

According to the Urban Institute report, the
cost of meeting these requirements :ranged
from zero in Burlington, VT where a new
plant already was under construction to meet
state standardsto $51.8 million in capital out-
lays, plus an additional $10.4 million in operat-
ing expenses, in Newark, NJ. Here, as in many
other states, a portion of this cost *as borne
by the state government. However, local out-
lays totalled $62.54 per capita fot. capital im-
provements and $31.42 per capita for operating
expenses."

As these examples show, the costs of imple-
menting federal regulatory programs can vary
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widely from place, to place. But, EPA estimated
in 1980 that cities, natiopwide, would have to
spend more than VO billion to build additional
wastewater treatment plants to comply with
the Chen Water Act's standards for 1983.3:
Even with such large expenditures, there is no
assurance that the objectives of the program
will be realized". GAO audits have concluded

. that, as a re It of design and operating dVfi-
ciencies, many of the plants built so far are
unable to meet national performance stand -
ards." These failures, according to the-GAO,

',"may represent the potential waste of tens of
millions of dollars in federal, state and ,local
monis.""

INELEXIOILITY, 110

Closely following cost as a concern of state
and local officials are problems of inflexibility

-in federal regulatory pri)grams. Washington,
they believe; has too. often prescribed rigid
policies and perfoimance standards, regardless
of the varying circumstances in which they are
to be applied.

Perhaps no area beitter illustrates state and-
local concerns 'about,'federal inflexibility than
the bilingual education regulations proposed
by the Carter Administration and withdrawn by
°the Reagan Administration early in 1981. Al-
though Washington encouraged bilingual edu-
cation with federafl aid for over a decade, a
strong regulatory role dAtes from thes 1974 de-
cision of the Stipreme Court in Lau' v".
Nichols.° Re pon, ing to a complaint of. some.- *.

Chinese-Am rican parents in San Francisco,
the Court h Id that the Civil Rights AO of 1964
prohibited -hoof districts from taking a "sink
or swim" a roach to the education of non -
English speaking students.

The Court instructed HEW to develop appro-
priate regulations, but specified no particular
approach. Indeed, the decision states that,
"Teaching English to the student of. Chinese
ancestry is ore choice. Giving-insstruction to
this group in Chinese is another. There may be
others." Howpver,' the regulations drafted by
the Departmebt of.Education required that stu-
dents with I,i ited proficiency in English be of-
fered subjec -matter. courses in their -.native
language wh8rever there were 25 or more stu-
dents in twc consecutive grades. Alternative
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approaches, including "immersion" andmEnw.

' lish as 'a Seco'n&Language" (ESL) instruction,
were enerally precluded. A failurt to conforrp

, to nat1 nal standards could result in &cutoff of
educa ion Aid.

i ° The proposed regulations were greeted with
, vociferous opposition frompmany slate, local,

and education groups. Many of these critics
supported 'the use of bilingual education in
certain areasfor example, .gin inner city or
Southwestern school districts with large
Spanish-speaking- popUlations. And cost was
not the major issue, because most schools al-
ready provided 'special instruction for theft
non-English speaking students." What was'ob-
jectionable was the rigid federaLstipulation of
a'particular instructional technique, `to the ex-
clusion of others. Where, critics asked, can a
city find qualified subject-matter teachers flu-
ent in, Vietnamese or llokano (a language of
the Phillippines)?" Why should Fairfax-County,
VA, not be allowed to continue its program of
special, instruction in English for its students
from more than 50 different foreign langauge
backgrounds?

To many state and local officials, there was
no satisfactory answer. A statement prepared
by the National Governors' Associatitin, the
Ittional Conference of State Legislatures, the
Council of Chief. State Scho6l Officers, and the
National Assciciation of State Boards of Educa-
tion. charged that "a national prescription of a
single approach to' instruction to the exclusion
of other alternati%ie methods is educlionally
without merit and would be a disservice to
many children who can benefit more from
other methods of instruction."39

INEFFICIENCY

Efficiencys a matter of the bang for the
buck. "Ilp be "efficient" in economic terms, the
benefits from a program, shoNd exceedits.
costs. Furthermore, the 'efficiency criterion
dictates that a choice between two or more
equally effective means should be decided in
favor of ittfi least expensive one.

Too often, critics believe, Washington has ig-
nored these obvious prescriptions. The bene-
fits of regulations have been poorly specified,
while the likely costs to be imposed' have
sometimes been wholly ignored, Federal, off i-

c
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dais frequently have latched onto Very costly
technicities or standards as the o e-and -only
way, to meet national goals, even when more
economical approaches were available. A

Perhaps' 110 regulatory policy has cone under
as much criticisnion efficiency grounds as the
tiepaert rent of Transportation's regulations
written t rry out Section 504 of the Rehabil-
itatioh Act. This crosscutting requirement, ins
tended to bar- discrimication against the handl-
c4ped, was interpreted by DOT in 1979 to
require full access to-existing trinsttystems,
vt bile prohibiting the use of much cheaper and
mole flexible paratransit alternatives. \

This decision was costly one;ind was---4.
greeted with protes m transit officials
around, nation. Chicago's hardpressed Re-
gional Transit Authority claimed that retro-
fitting its system would cost more than all the
capital invested in its since 1890, and the shaky
New York Metropolitan Transportation Author-
ity spoke of the dangers of bankruptcy." An in-
dependent study by the Congressional Budget
Office also warned of inefficienCy. It noted
that the rules,

require transit systems to equip bus-
es with lifts for wheelchairs, to _install
elevators in many underground and
aboveground rail stations, and to
modify rail cars to accomrc:tate the
wheelchairs. While the pksgram
would be very expensive-46.8 bil-
lion over the next 30 yearsrelative-
ly few handicapped persons would
benefit from it.41

The CBO study estimated that the Coq, of pro-
viding full wheelchair access to mass trAspor-
tation would average abou er trip.41 It in
dicated that alternative pproaches-jsuch as
special taxi service or 'ping the severely dis-
abled to purchas equip their own cars
could serve man more handicapped persons
at lowet cost.

In,july 1981, it should be noted, the Depart-
ment of Transportation issued a revised and far
more flexible interim rule which allows grant
recipients' to certify that some form of special
effort is being made to *vide transportations
for handicapped persons. The ne rules fol-
lowed an Appeals Court decision that the de-

o3
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partment had exceeded the authority provided
by Section 504.

-INCONSISTENCY

The proble of inconsistency is a special
-curse of the crascutting requirements. While
most of these stem from a single statutorren-

.. actment, the requirements are interpreted and
enfprced by. each grant-awarding agency, usu-
ally with some guidance from a designatedo.,
"lead agency." As a result, there may be signif-
icant differences in the manner in which feder-
al requirements are applied in, particular
grams. A 1980 OMB study ndted:

In too many cases, a single generally
, applicable requirement has been im-

plemented differently for several as-
sistance programs. The result is that
a recipient of several agencies may
receive inconsistent or conflicting in-
structions for meeting a singl
requirement."

William GI Colman, a `governmintal affairs
consultant and former ACIR executive director,
made the same point more strongly, testifying
that,.

pro-

... delegation of enforcement, pow-
ers to each granting agency for gov-
ernmentwide statutory environmen-
tal, civil rights, affirmative action,
planning and other requirements
presents recipi&t.state and local.
governments with administrative
chaos defying description.''

Questions of policy and administrative coor-
dination have been an important issue in the
drive to eliminate. diScrimination against
blacks,' ethnic minorities, the elderly; women
and the handicapped. Individual agencies have
followed different, patterns in the interpreth-
tion of such across-the-board requirements as
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act and Section 504
of the Rehabilitation Act. Furthermore,, in addi-
tion to the series 01 nine crosscutting require-
ments in this field, separate civil, rights protec-
tions havebeen written into many particular
programspAncluding general revenue sharing,
the Safe Streets Act, and the Housing and
Community Development Act. As a conse-

,
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quence, state and local officials have been
.faced with a confusing array of sometimes-
conflicting goals, standards, procedures, ;amt.
timetables. Richard B. Capalli contends that
"the nondiscrimination rules provide the best
example of helter-skelter federal decisioninak-
ing."47 He notes that a typical elementary and
§econdary schoordistrict engaging in one act

.of discriminatory conduct against a single
individual,

becomes Ittject to 24 separate en-
.,

forcement actions brought by eight
diff ent parties .under nine distinct

"fede al laws. ... These federal equal-
ity IOU S. have been layered with little
or no concern for. redundancy, con-
sistency, overlap or logic. 41

i
INTRUSIVENESS

f- ...
It is one thing, of coursei for the national

government to tell state and local governments
//what" they must 'do. That, very often, has

''been objectionable enough. But it is yet an-
other thipg to tell them not only whit they
must do but exactly how, thfy_should do, it.
Many intergovernmental rega11ter5ry programs
in fact do 'carry With them rather detailed or-
ganizatiohal and procedural standards. At
times,.state and local ;officials believe, Wash,
ington has intruded into areas that, tty tradi-
tion and even the Constitution, are theirlown
tusiness. . .

The National Health Planning and Resources
velopment Act of 1974 (PL 93-641) is a case

in point. This act created a new health plan-
ning and regulatory network. at the state and
local levels and prescribed, in great.detail, that
network's'structure and functions. Born out of
Washington's concern with theinflationary im-
pact of rising health care costs, PL 93-641 re-
quired each state to designate a State Healt,h
Planning and Development Agency (SHPDA);
the delineation of local health service areas;
and the formation in each area of a .consumer-
and-provider controlled Health Systems Agen-
cy (HSA).

Most importantly, every state also was re-
quired to enact certificate-of-need (CON) leg-
,islation meeting minimum federal standards.
These CON programs set up a review process
whereby the- SHPDA must approve all major

L



capital development projects. undertaken 13),
health care facilities. Moreover, states were
empowered to periodically review the "appro -

priateness" of institutional health services. The
fiSAs were authorized to review and approve
'or disapprove a- variety of federal health funds
coming into their areas.

This highly prestriptive- a'nd extremely de-
tailed statute also Was backed-by an. unusually

48, harsh fiscal'sanction. Atstate's failure to com-
ply jeopardized its entitlement, not just to the
planning funds made available under the act,
but to a variety of programs for public health
services') community mental health, and alco-
hol abuse as well. For...these reasons, attorney
Thomas J. Madden has declared that "the.
Heakth Planning Act intrudes upon state and lo-
cal operations to a greatej degree than almost
any other gra'nt program."4*

State and local opposition to some provi-
sions of the Health Plannirig Act resulted in a
series of political and legal confrontations, in-
cluding argurnnts that the law'is unconstitu-
tional. The State of North Carolina protested
that iewas being forced to regulate'the actions
of_private health care institutionscontrary to
its own state constitution or forego participa-
tion in some 42 federal. assistance programs.
This, it believed, represented unlawful coer-
cion and was a violation of basic states' rights
prbtected by the Tenth Amendment. Similarly,
.Montgomery Counly, MD, challenged the pro-
visions that allow local HSA's to make deci-
sions which cannot be overruled by local coun-
ty governments.

Neither case was successful, hoWever:
North.Carolina v. Gillian° (1978), the U.S. Su-
preme Court upheld the act' as a valid exercise
of the spending power, and a U.S. District
Court reached the same conclusion in
Montgomery County, MD:v. Califano 0979):
Both regarded the law-as essentially a "coop-
erative venture" between' governments, offer-
ing inducements for state action, but not
coercing it.

been voiced chiefly by others. These critics
doubt that the mounting paperwork and red
tape, mandated expenditures; and federal
intrusions into local decisionmakintg have
reaped commensurate benefits. in the quality
of human life.

Many policy analystsparticularly, many
economistsbelieve that regulatory programs
have been rather ineffective in achieving social
and environmental objectives. For example,
Lester B. Lave, the author of a recent
Bropkings Institution study, contends that "so-
cial regulation is in trouble, not because it is
too costly, but becatSe it is ineffective in ac-
complishing social goals." I° Many analysts also
argue that alternative implementation .strate-
gies might prove more successful. At _the same
time, .membersof the intended beneficiary
groups frequently protest that Washihgton has
failed to follow: through adeqiwately on the
commitments enshrined in law. For different
reasons) then, both sets of critics argue that, in
practice, many intergovernmental regulatOry
programs have not worked very well.

The Occupational Safety and Health Act
(OSHA) would be-high on many people's list as
an example of an ineffective regulatory pro-
gram. Launched with high Mapes one legislas-
tiVe sponsor expected a 50% reductiOn in job-
related accidents by 1980- -OSHA instead
became a symbol of bureitucratic red 'tape and
bumbling, Its thousands of, regulations and
standards had little measurable effect on work-
er safety. According to evaluative reports,

... it is clear that OSHA's impact on
injuries has been minimal. Most
studies have been unable to find any
statistically significant improvement.
The mcIst optimistic estimate, based
on a study of "preventable" acci-
dents in California,.suggests a 2% to
3% reduction in injuries and a 5% de-
cline in deaths. There is no evidence
that injury rates decrease after a firm
is inspected: No reliable data are
available op OSHA-induced trends in
occupational illnesses, but there is
little reason to, believe that there
nave been significant improvements-
given the limited attention devoted
to health hazards'by OSHA in the
past.sz

INEFFECTIVENESS
V

As the foregoing suggests; state and local of-
ficials have raised a variety of-objections to the
federal regulations which have been imposed
upon. them. But another sort of concern has
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UNACCOUNTABILITY

A final problem posed by intergovernmental
regulation relates to the democratic process it-
self. "Who is responsible?" is the basic ques-
tion. "Not me" often is the official reply.,

To many critics, regulator'policies seem to
bring out..the worst in both federal legislato'rs
and bureaucrats." it is too easy for officials to
consider only the broad objectives tof a pro-,
gram and ignore operational realitces. It, is sim-
pier to frame standards to fit the few Worst
cases, but neglect the impact upon other jurii-
dictions. And it is tempting tot:forget the costs
of achieving national goals when the money
'being spent must be raised by a lower level of
government, rat erhan by Washington itself.

Furthermore, Ife complex chain of events
from enact , to administrative interpreta-
tion, to adjudication, through final execution
at the state and local. level (or, both) diffuses
policy responsibility. in one too- common sce-
nario,Congressmen blame bureaucrats for
overzealous interpretations of legislative in;
tent; bureaucrats blame Congress for either
over-specificity or a lack of adequate guid-
ance; state and local officials charge.thaetheir
hands are tied*by national requirements. ;. and
WashingtOn points a finger at them for improp-
er performance. Everyone, as Often as not,
k,lames the courts, although judges: reply that
they were only applying the law.

The problems,of accountability in regulatory
programs are aptly illustrated by the Clean Air
Act. The joint federal-state system employed to
establish and enforce air quality standards
means,that most. voters find it difficult to know
whoiii to blame for unpopOlar or unsuccessful
policies. In this and similar partial' preemption
programs,

the relationhip between the levels
of government 'has become so com-
plex and intertwined that the av-
erage citizen is unable to compre-
hend the 'systern or to determine
who is responsible for failure to
achieve goats. The lack of citizen un-
derstanding and the failure of the
system to achieve Congressionally
mandated goals suggest that consid-
eration- should be given to the rela-
tive advantages of alternative meth-
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ods ot, achieving 4tional goals."

Reauthorization\of the ;185-page Clean Air
legislation was forecast to be "as complicated
as reVvrititig,part of the Talmud" since fimajor
policies are hidden in small- phrases, subordi-
nate clauses_and fine print...."" Because of
the intricacy of the issues involved, neither the
nation's citizens nor most of its legislators
were expected 'to play an effective role in the
(lelib`erations-

"It's the kind of thing where a Con-
,gressman is gonig to say to the staff
guy, 'Just tell me hOw to vote,' and
the third-level bureaucrat is the one
who's.going to get the pressure be-
cause the agency administrator will
have to take his word for it, said a* 4former Senate staff worker,_Onlythe
few 'who care very much will be in-
volved in the decisions."'

4,

CONCLUSION

The substantial growth of intergovernmental
regul n during tPie 1960s and 197'Os brought
to e fore a whole new set of comple-,. cliffi-
cu and controversial policy issues. As this're-
.view shows, state and local officials object to
mandated federal costs and protest the,inflexi-
bility, inefficiency, inconsistency and intrusive-
ness,of the new forms of federal regulation.
Other critics wonder if the new regulatory pro-
grams are very effective in accomplishing their
objectiVes and whether national policies accu-
rately reflect the-vlews and preferences Of the
voting public and its elected representatives,.

These problems and issues are explored in
more detail in the balance of this repbrt. Chap-
tei 2 explains the legal foundations of the new

- federal intergovernmental regulation, traces its
origin to interpretations of specific Constitu-
tional provisiOns, and describes the role
played by the judiciary in scrutinizing federal
regulation. Chapter 3 probes the politics of
intergovernmental regulation, rioting factors
which have encouraged the Congress and Pres-

, ident to enact increasing numbers 'of these
statutes ove.r the past 15 years. Chapter 4 is,
concerned with implementation issuespar-
ticularly problems relating to rulemaking and



enforcementwhile Cfiapter 5 examines the
impact of federal regulation on ,States'cities
and counties as indicated 'in=recrent research
reports.

Against this analytical 'backdrop, Chapter 6,
summarizes. alternative., approaches to regula-,
tory 'reform,i,concentrating particularly onac-
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"JoaShe Omang, "The Crtan,Air Act: Straightening Out

a Regulatory Maze," The Washington Post, February n,
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Appendix Figure 12A
Major Federal Statutes Regulating State and Local Governments

Title

Age DiscrimMation Act of
1975

Age Discrimination in Em-
ployment Act (1974)

Architectural Barriers Act
of 1969

F

Civil Rights Act of 19644 (Ti-
tie VI)

Civil Rights Act of 1998 (Ti-
tle VIII)

Clean Air Act Amendments
of 1970

Coastal Zone Management
Act of 1972

'qN

Davis -Bacon Act (1931)3

Education Amendments of
1972 (Title IX)

Education for All Handl-
capped Children Act
(1975)

Emergency Highway Ener-
gy Conservation Act
(1974)5

Endangered Specie Act
,1973

Objective

Prevent discrimination on the basii
.of age in federally assisted pro-
grams.

Prevent discrimination, on the- basis
of age In state arx$ local government
employment.

Make federally occupied and funded
buildings, facilities and public con-
veyances accessible to the physical-
ly handicapped.

Prevent discrimination on the basis
of race, color or national origin in
federally assisted programs.

,Prevent discrimination on the basis
of race, color, religion, sex or nation-
al origin in the sale or rental of feder-
ally assisted housing.

Public
Law Type'

94=135 CC

93-259; DO
90-202

90-480 CC

88-352 CC

90-284 CG

Establish national air quality and 91-604 CC,CO,PP
emissions standards.

Assure that federally assisted activi- 70 CC
ties are consistent with federally ap-
proved*state coastal zone manage-
ment programs.

Assure that locally prevailing wages 74-403 CC
are paid to construction workers em-
ployed under federal contracts and
financial-assistance programs.

Prevent discrimination on the basis 92-318 CC-
of sex in fede1ly assisted eduPation
programs.

Providd a free appropriate public ed-
ucatibn to all handicapped children.

94-142 CO{

Establish a national maximum speed 93-239 CO
limit of 55 mph.

,
Protect' anti conserve endangered 93-205 CC,PP
and threatened animal species.

29
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Title

Equal Employment Oppor-
!unity Act of 1,912

4

Fair Labor Standards Act
Amendments of 1974

Family. Educationo1.1441hts
and Privacy Act of
1974 9.

Federal Insecticide,
cidet, and Rodenticidal
Act (1972

Federal Water Pollution
control Act Amend-
ments of 1972

'Flood Disaster Protection-
Act of 1973 .,

Hatch Act (1940)

Highway Beautification Act
of 1965

Marine Protection' Re-
search and
Sanctuaries Act
Amendments of 1977

National Enirgy Conserve-
iion Policy Act (1978)

'National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969

National Health Planning
and Resources Devel-
opment Act of. 1974

National Historic Preserve-
tion Act of 1966

Natural Gas Policy Act of
.1978

OccurfatiOnal Safety and
Health Act (1970)

Objective
Public
Law Type,

Prevent discrimination on. the basis 92-261 DO
of race, color, religion, sex or nation-
al origin in state and local govern-
ment employment.

Extend federal minimum wage and 93-259. DO
*overtime pay protections to state and.
local government employee 0

,
Provide student and parental access 93-380 CC
to educational records while re-
stricting access by others.

Control the use of pesticides that 92-516
may be harmful to the environment.

.!
Establ federal effluent limitations 92-500 CC. PP

4,
to pontrlie discharge of pollutants.

...,
., .4..i.,

Expand coverage of the national 93-234 CC,C0
flood insurance:orogram. .

Prohibit public employees from en- 70-753. CC
gaging in certain polkiical activities.,.

Control and remove
4
otitdoor adver- 89.7285 CO

tising signs along ml1ighways..

Prohibit ocean duMPOlie.pf munici- 95-153 DO
pal sludge. 401

.

PP

Establish residential one
,vation plans.

Assure consideration of ,t
mental impact of major
tions.

71.

Establish state
;

and loc
planning agencies and proc

95-619 *PP -

on- 91-190. CC

..41c4

ealth 93-64 CO
es.

Protect, properties of hisktori, ar-
chitectural, archeological and
al significance.significance. ,10

89-685 CC.

Implement federal pricing policies 95-621 PP
for the intrastate sales of natural gas.
in producing states.

Eliminate unsafe and unhealthful 91-596 PP

working conditions.

10)
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Title

Public. Utilities Rrgulator'y
Policies Act of 1978

Rehabilitation Act of 1973
(Section 504)

Reiource Conservation
and Recovery Act of
1976

Safe Drinking Water Act of
1974

Surface Mining Control
andOeciamation Act
of 1977

Uniform Relocation Assist-
ance and Real Proper-
ties Acquisilion,Poll-
cies Act of 1970

Water Quality Act (1965)

Wholesome Meat Act
(1967)

Wholesome Poultry Prod-
, ucts Act of 1960

Public
Objective Law Type'

Req-uire consideration of federal 95-617 DO
standards for the pricing of, electricity f
and natural gas.

Privent discrimination against other- 93-112 CC
wise qualified individuals on the ba-
sis of physical or mental handicap in
federally assisted programs.

Esiablish standards for the control
of hazardous wastes.

Assure drinking water purity.

Establish federal, standards for the
control of surface mining.

Set federal poi les. a
reimbiese nt proced es for prop-
erty und federally as-
sisted p rams.

Establish federal water guality stand-
arils for interstate,wate10.

Establish systems for the inpection
of meat sold In initiastate commerce.

Establish systems ,for the inspection
of poultry sold in intrastate corn-
merce.

94-580 PP

93-523 CC, PP. , DO

95-87 PP

914.46 CC

88,668

90 201

90-492

PP

PP

PP

Key: crosscutting requirement (CC), crossover sanction (CO), dlredt order (DO), partial preemption (PP).
2 Coverage of the act, originally adopted In 1967, was extended to state and local government employees in 1974.
3 Although the Davis-Bacon Act applied initially only to direct federal construction, it has since been extended to some 77

federal assistance programs.
Although participation is voluntary, the !allure of a participating state to comply with federal requirements can result In
the withholding of funds from several federal handicapped education programs. The requIremehts of PL.-94-142 are
nearly identical to those established by the DepartMent of Educatioa under Section 604 of the Rehsbilitation Act, a
crosscUtting requiremiOnt.-1
A permanent national *mph speed limit was established by the federal -Aid Highway Amendments of 1974, (PL
93 -843), signed Into law January 4,1975,
Application was restricted by the Supreme Court in National League of Cities, v. Vsery, 428 U.S. 833 (1978).
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Appendix Figure 1-B
National Inventory of Crosscutting Requirements

SOCIO-ECONOMIC POLICY REQUIREMENTS (36)

A. Nondiscrimination.

1 Civil Rights Act of 1964, Title VI (race, color or national origin) (42 U.S.C. 2000d at seq.).-
2. Age Discrimination Act of 1975 (42 U.S.C. 6101).
3. Title IX of the Education Act Amendments of 1972, as amended by PL 9-568, 88 Stat.

1855 (20 U.S.C. 1681 et.seq.).

Housing

4. title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968, Pt.. 90-284, 82 Stat. 73
>

t

18 245).

Handicapped

5. Sec. 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, PL 93-112, and Rehabilitation Act knehdrhents
of 1974 PI_ 93-516. '

6. Architectural Barriers Act of 1968, as amended, PL 90-480 (42 U.S.C. 4151 at seq.).

Apotiolics

7. Comprehensive Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism Prevention, Treatment, and Rehabilitation
Act of 1970, PL 91-616 (42 U.S.C. 4581).

Drug Abusers
:ca

8. Drug. Abuse Officd and Treatment Act of 1072, PL 92-225, as amended (21 U.S.C. 1174).

Construction Activities

9. E.O. 11246, 'September 24, 1965, Part III (race, color, creed or national origin).

B. Environmental (16)

10. National Environme tel. Policy Act of 1969as amended, PL 91190 (42 U.S.C. 4321, et
seq.).

11. Sec. 508 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972 (Clean Water
Act), PL 95-VO (33 U.S.C1251 at seq.).

12. Title XIV, Public Health. Service Act, as amended by Sea. 1424. (e) of the Safe Drinking
Water Act of 1974, PL 93-523 (42 U.S.C. 300f to J10).

13. Conformity of iFederal Activities with State Implementation Plans under thii Clean Air Act
Amendments of 1977, Title I, Sec.' 129(b); -

14. Sec. 306 of Clean Air Act, as added by the Clean Air Amendments of 1970, PL 91 -604, 84
Stat. 1707.

15. Endangered Species Act of 1973, PL 95 -205 (16 U.S.C. 1531 at seq.), as amended by PL
95 -832.

16. Floodplain Management. E.O. 11988, May 24, 1977.
17. Protection of Wetlands, E.O. 11990, May 24, 1977.
18. National Flood Insurance Act of 1968, as amended-by Flood Disaster Protection Act of

1973, PL 93-234, Sec. 102 and 202.
19. Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act of 1934 (16 U. .C. 661 at seq.).



20. Sec. 106 of the National Historical Prirservatk5n Act of 1966, PL 89-665, as amended (16
U.S.C. 470), 84 Stat. 204 (1970), 87 Stat. 139 (1973), 90 Stat. 1320 (1976), 92 Stat. 3467
(i 9'78). -

21. Procedures for the 'Protection of Historic and Cultural Properties (36 CFR 800).
22. Protection and Enhancement of the Cultural Environment, E.O. 11593, May 31, 1971, (36 FR

8921116 U.S.C. 470).
23. Wild and Scenic Rivers Act of 1968, PL 90-542, as amended (16 U.S.C. 1271 et seq..):
24. Secs, 307(c) and (d) of the Coastal Zone Management Acta 1972, as amended (16 U..SV.

1451 et seq.).

Construction Activities (Grantee Contracts)

25., ArchaeoOgical and Historic Preleration Act, May 24, 1974, PL 93-291 (16 U.S.C.
489a-469a-2).

C. Protecti6n and Advancement of Economy (3)

28. Cargo Preference Act, PC664, 68Stat4 832.
27. Use of U.S. Flag Air Carriers, international Air Transportation Fair Competitive Practices

The Act of 1974, PL 93-623 (49 U.S.C. 1517).
28. Placement of Procurement and Facilities In Labor Surplus Areas, 32 A CFR Part 134.

D. Health, Welfare and Safety (3)

29. Protection of Human SubjeLls of giolnedical and Behavioral Research, Sec. 474, National
Research Act, PL 93-348 (42 U.S.C. 289-3) as implemented by 45 CFR 46.

30. Lead-Based Paint Poisoning Prohibition (42 U.S.C. 4831(b)).
31. Animal Welfare Act of 1966 (7 U.S.C. 2131-2147).

E. Minority Participation (2) .

32. Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance, Sec. 7(g), PL 93-638, January 4, 1975,
*25 U.S.C. 450e(b).

33. Creating a National Women's Business Enterprise Policy and Prescribing Arrangements for
Developing, Coordinating, and Implementing a National Program for Women's Business En-
terprise, E.O. 12138, May 18, 1979.

F. Lebo andardi (3)

se contracts Only
.-A

34. Davis-Bacon Act, ,40 U.S.C. 276a-276a-7 and 27 .CFR Pt. 1, 46-Stat. 1494, Appendix A.

Standards Act. 440 U.S.C. 327-332).
35. Anti-Kickback Act (18 U.S.C. 874; 40 U.S.C. 276c),
36. Contract Work Ho and Safety

ADMINISTRATIVE AND FISCAL POLICY REQUIREMENTS (23)

A. Public Employee Standards (2)

37. Intergovernmental Personnet Act of 1970, as added by Title VI, Sec. 602, Civil Service Re-
, form Act, PL 95-454 (42 U.S.C. 4728-4763).

38. The Hatch Act (5 vp.c. 1501-1508).
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B. Adinistrative and Procedural Requirements (General) (IQ)

39. Federal Grant and Cooperative Agreement Act
1

of 1977, PL 95;224 (41 U.S.C. 501-509).
40. OMB CirculaiNo. A-40, Management of Fedecil Reporting-Requirements.
41. OMB Circular N. A-95, Evaluation, Review, and Coordination of Federal and Federaliy-As-

s 7
sisted Programs and Projects, Revised, Janua' 13, 1976. t .

.

.42. OMB Circular No. A-111, Jointly Funded As-si ante to State ,fid Local Governments and

/ Nonprofit Organizations -- Policies and Procedu, s, July 6, 1976.
43. E.O. 12044, March 23, t978, Improving Govern' Regulations. , a

44. Department ofpornmerce Directives for the Cdpcfuct of Federal Statistical Activities, May,
1978 (Formerly OMB Ciroular No. A-46).

45. FMC 74-8, Guidelines for Agency Implementatio of the Uniform fielocation Assistance and
Real Property Acquisition Policies of 1970 PublicLaw 91 7 , October 4, 1976.

46:Treasury Circular No. .16:2, Notifiefition to Sta of Grant-in-Aid Information, August 8,
-.646

1973. \

47. TreasUry'Circular No. 1075 (Fourth Revision), Regulation Governino tl)e Withdrawal of-Cash
from Treasury for AdvEmce Payments under Fedeal Grant and othtf Programs, December
14, 1947. ,N

48. Claims Collection Act of 1966 PL 89-508, 89 Stat 309 (31 U.S.C. 952).
\

C. Recipient- Related AdmInistratiVe and Fiscal RequirerhI ents 9)

1 ir

Nonprofit Organifailons and institutions Ii

if.
....

* I

49. OMB Circular Nct.:A-21 (Formerly FMC 73-8, December 19, 1973), Cost Principles for Edu-
cational institutions, ,March 6, 1979. k,

50. OMB Circular No. A-4010, Grants and Agreements with InstitutiOns of Higher education, Hos-

pitals and Other Nonprofit Organizilon-Uniform Administrative uirements,' July 30,

1976.
.

7

.

51. FMC 73-3, Cost Sharing on Federal Research, December 4, 197. .. ..

52. OMB Circular No. A48 (Pormerly FMC 73-8), Coordinating indirect Cost Rates and Audit at
"Educational Institutions, December 19, 1973.,evised A-88 (formerly FMC 73) to be pub=

tithed in July, 1979.
53. FMC 73-/, Administration of College an'atUniversity Research Grants, December 19, 1973.

(
State and/Or Local Governments

i54. OMB CoordinateNo. A-90, Cooperating with State and Local Governments to nate and

Improve Information Systems, Septeritter 21, 1968. ;

55. OMB Circul9r No. A-102, Uniform Acitninistrative ReOirements for Grants-in-Aid to State
and Local Governments, Revised, August 24, 1977.

56. OMB Circultr No. A-73 (Formerly FMC 73-2 September 27, 1973), Audit of Federal Opera-

. libns and Pftrams, March 15, 1978.
57. FMC 74-4, Cost Principles Applicable to Grants and`Contracts with State and Local Govern-

ments, July 18, 1974.

D.-Access to Information (2)

58. Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552).
59. Privacy Act of 1974, PL`93-579 (5 U.S.C. 522a).

SOURCE : Office of Management and Budget, Managing Federal Assistancei n the 1980s, Working Papers, Volume

(Washington, DC, U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980), pp. A-81 to A-8-8.
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Chapter 2"

The Legal Foundations of
Regulatory Federalism:

Constitutional and Judicial Perspectives

. This Constitution, and the Laws of
the .United States which shalt be
made in pursuance thereof; and all
treaties made, or .which shall' be
made, under the Authority of the
United States, shall be the Supreme
Lawof the Land.. . .1

So, in part, reads Article VI of the. United -

States Constitution, The "implementing", sec-
tion of the nation's paramount legal document.
"[7] he source of much virulent invective and
petulant declamation "' at its '''birth" nearly
two centuries ago, the supremacy clause and
the more expansive, as well as inferential, fed-
eral powers which flow from it have remained
sources of some discontentdiscontent
spawned by the-fact that it is through such
Powers that the national government,. either
directly or circuitously, mayregulate state poli-
cy and/or preempt state_ activity.

Being a relatively brief and open-ended doc-
ument, the Constitution is the subject of ongo-
ing interpretation and reinterpretation. Arid,
despise the obvious brilliance and consideras,
ble difficulty which went into drafting.the orig..
inal document, that task ,may, in fact, have
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been the easiest task involved in the develop-
ment of Constitutional law. Hence, any powers
which the federal government wields today are
powers which have been defined over a peilod
of 193 yearspowers which will, no, doubt,
continue to be redefined for as long as the Re-
public survives.

The supremacy clause, while expansive on
its face, does not authorize the federal govern-
meht to do whatever it pleases. The laws of the
United States are supreme only as long as they
conform to other provisions of the Constitu-
tion. Therefore, if the federal government is to
impose rules and prohibitions on the states, it
must find justification in other portions of the
Constitution. Such legal justificatibns may run
the gamut from those which are fairly explicit,
to those which are plausibly implicit, to those
which, some would contend, require rather
tremendous leaps of faith. Moreover, the vari-
ous justifications' need not be mutually exclu-
sive, as more than one Congressin Constitu-
tionally. hedging its betshas been quite
mindful. Thus, the federal power to regulate
the states is as complex as it always has been
controversial.,

Because of this inherent complexity, there is
no simple method of perfectly dividing, for the
purposes of explanation, eithersthe Constitu-
tional powers of the federal government (and
the states) or the historical tittle frames in
which, thoseowers have been delineated and
refined. Nonetheless, this section, by way of
background, will attempt to analyze those 'pro-
visions of the Constitution which forrn the ma-
jor bases for, and prohibitions against federal
regulation and briefly trace their development
through the New Deal. While such a mammoth
chunk of time (covering the Civil War, the
Great Depression, and the addition of 35 states
to the Union) constitutes an admittedly con-
trived historical "era," it is employed here be-
cause it was a period which witnessed the legal
evolution of federal regulatory powers over
primarily economic matters and the creation,
as a result of a line of legal precedent which
has acted as a strong basis for modern
intergovernmental regulation. Succeeding sec-
tions will exaniine,the legal developments and
changing judicial attitudes which...boe, over
the past 25 years, fostered a virtual explosion
in the number, type and extent of federal'
mandates.
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INTERGOVERNMENTAL REGULATION
AND THE LAW:

CONSTITUTIONAL FOUNDATIONS
AND EARLY APPLICATIONS

The Explicit Constitution:
".Direct" Soinces of

RegUlation and Preemptiol.

THE COMMERCE POWER

The source of intergovernmental regulation
and national' prerogative lies in the powers 9f
Congress. Most of the more expansive powefs
of Congress, both explicit and implicit, are set
forth in Article Section 8 of the Constitution.
And, of those powers, the most direct source
of, potential C9nstitutional restraint upoA state
governments (the 14th Amendment being the
notable exception) is found in the commerce
clause-Lin particular, the Congressional
charge to "regulate commerce ... among the
several states."

As-much as, if not more than, any other fed-
eral power, the grant of Congressional power
to regulate commerce was a reasoned and rea-
sonable reaction to the nation's near disas-
trous experience under the Articles of Confed-
eration, for allowing the individual states such
power had resulted in commercial anarchy.
Thus, while the founders were less than collec-

, tively sanguine. about much of the pr6posed
Constitutton,3 the commerce clause,, according
to James Madison, "seems 'to ,be an addition
Which few oppose and from which no appre-
hensions are entertained." Both opposition

and apprehension,', however, were quickly
forthcoming. ,

Hence, while there was immediate and fairly
universal agreement over who should, regulate

.commerce, the Constitutional ink fii barely
dried When what, how, and where carne info
contention. The "answers," proffered by Chief
Justice John Marshall 158 years ago, remain
central to the definition of commercethis,
despite more than a feiw attempts to limit its
scope.

Marshall, first, spoke., to the "what" and,
here,' his answer sugsted a near all-
inclusiveness, for he SU madly dismissed the,
notion that commerce 1;vas merely a synonym
for,trafTV:i Rather, he ciuntended that:
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Commerce, undoubtedly, is traffic,
but it is something more: it is inter-.

course. It describes the commercial
intercourse between nations, and
parts of nations, in all its branches,
and is regulated by prescribing rules
for carrying on that intercourse....5

At a/time when CongreSsional activity in
"regulating" commerce was limited to policing
foreign vessels and lice,nsing some coastal
traders,b Marshall's definition, held little mean-
ing beyond its immediate impact.in destroying
a steamboat monopoly. Yet, his inclusive ter-
minology had given Congress the power to
control the practices of virtually every sort of
commercial activity --a power not lost on mod-
ern Congresses:

Second, Marshall addressed the meaning of
"among the states:"

The word "among" means intermin-
gled with. A thing- which is among
others, is intermingled with them.
Commerce among the states, cannot
stop at the external boundary lines of
each state, but may be introduced
into the interior....'

Again, at the time, this portion of. the opinion
had only limited meaning. Yet, the statement
implies' a thin, if not nearly invisible', line be-
tween interstate and -intrastate commerce, the
imperceptibility of which,haS been used in mo-
dernity for every,, manner of national regula-
tion.ssFinally,s the Chief justice attempted to
speak to the question of concurrent federal-
state regulatory powers. On this point, how-
ever, he was somewhat vague, calling the fed-
eral commerce power "complete" but failing
to say "whether thetstates had any actual con-
current power over interstate commerce in the
absence.offederal regulation,""

Twenty-seven years following the Marshall
Court's commerce decision, the Supreme
Court, than presided over by Roger Taney, ex-
panded on the issue. of concurrent powers by
calling upon a doctrine of "selective exclusive-
ness." Using that doctrine, Taney conceded
that the states were not "expressly' exclude(d)
.. _from exercising an authority over [corn-
merce.r" Rather, the Coua held that the pow-
er to regulate commerce was Only exclusive to
Congress if Congress chose to exercise it.- In

the Court's words, :`the nature of, [the
merce pawed is such, that until 'Congress
should find it:necessary to exert its power, it
should be left to the legislation of the
states...."

In practice, the federal government did little
to attively regulate the nation's commercial ac-
tivity until the 20th century and what little it
did was primarily in the narrow area of traffic.:
Moreover, even these limited endeavors were
quickly gutted by justices who favored unre-
strained capital expansion." Instead, the fed-
eral commerce power was used restrictively.by
the courts to curb state ,power (thereby, mdk-
ing, something of a legal fiction of the Taney
doctrine), rather-than to promote any federal
activity." In fact, prior to 1900 nearly alt of the
1,400 commerce cases to have reached the SU-
preme Court were, examinations of state laws
and practices.i's

The turn-of-the-century saw the beginning o-f
a "New Nationalism", the policy brainchild of
President Theodore Roosevelt. It also wit-
nessed, through Roosevelt's inventive use of
the commerce clause, the creation of a there-
tofore unheard of federal- police power.
Throughlft power, the President and Con-
gress, with the acquiescence of the Surpeme
Court, moved aggressively into areas
traditionally policed by the states and through
them local governments. These, areas involved
merchandise, people and practices which'
crossed state boundaries. Thus, the federal
government, backed by the Court, attacked
gambling,". tainted food and, drugs," prostitu-
tion's and an array of additional practices and
items deemed socially, medically or economi-
cally harmful to the public."

Moreover, the Court looked favorably on
Roosevelt's enthusiastic trust-busting activi-
ties, 20 as well as on his efforts to revitalize the
crippled Interstate Commerce Commission."
Such endeavors were sustained and enlarged
throughout the equally vigdrous Wilson
years.,"

The quantum, regulatory leap which -the fed-
eral government had made during the first two
decades of this century was not, however,
without its detractors. In fact, so expansive was
that leap23 that an equally "expansive" reaction
was probably inevitable. And, when the reac-
tion occurred, it occurred with gustoin the
Presidency, the Congress, and perhaps most
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visibly and certainly for the most protracted
period of time in the Supreme Court. Thus,
alleging improper use of the commerce power,
the Court 'struck down a child labor law.,"
chipped away at provisions of the Clayton
Anti-Trust Act,2 and, of course, in.some of its
most famous commerce-related decisions,
completely undermined the first New Deal."

NO doubt, the most profound turning point
in the long history of 'the federal interstate
commerce power occurred 'during the second
New Deal of Franklin- Rooseveltprofound not
only because it resulted, in the prodigious ex-
pansion of' the federal government's regulatory
control over the economy but also because the
period's broad legal interpretations of the
commerce power, with few exceptions, have
persisted to this day.

If Supreme Court rulings respond to public
opinion, that response" during the initial dis-
ruptions of'the Great _Depression was dilatory
to say the least, causing an angry. and frus-
trated President to resort: to an extreme and ul-
timately unsuccessful court-packing plan.
While it has never been clear whether Roose-
velt's threat caused the Court .to change,
Change it did and in the extreme. And, the
most extensive changes occurred in the realm
of commerce.

Thus, in kseries of decisidns handed down
between 1937 and 1942, the Supreme Court
sanctioned an -almost Unlimited. Congressional
power to regutate interstate commerce.

Although activities may be intra-
state in character when separately
considered, if they have such a close
and substantial relation to interstate
commerce that their control is essen-
tial or approriate to protect that com-
merce from burdens and obstruc-
tions, Congress cannot be denied
the power to exercise the control.".

The power of.Congress over inter-
state commerce is not confined to
the, regulation of commerce among
the states. It extends to those activi-
ties intrastate which 'so affeCt inter-
state commerce or the exercise of
the power of Congress as to make
regulation of .them appropriaiSr
means to the attainment of a legitii

28

mate end, the exercise of the
granted power of Congress to regu-
late interstate commerce...."

....Riven if appellee's activity be local
and though it may not be regarded as
commerce, it.may still, wbatever its
nature, ,be reached by Congress if it
exerts a* substantial economic effect
on interstate commerce, and this ir-
respective of whether such effect is
what might at some..earlier time have
been defined as "direct" or "Indi-
rect." ..."

By 1942, the \Court had 'decided that there
were few private sector activities which the
federal government? Could not in someway
touch through its pOwer to regulate interstate
commerce. Morever, if a state activity con-
flicted with, or was contrary to a federal' en-
deavor, the state action could be superseded.
Of equal importance, in the wake of this new
"no holds barred' judicial attitude, .however,
would be the use, in succeeding years, of a
kind of "partial preemption"---a way for the
federal government, practically speaking, to
mandate certain state activities in the absence
of any explicit Constitutional authority to. do
so."

THE 14TH AMENDMENT

Through the commerce'power, Congress
may directly regulate private industry and di-
rectly preempt state authority. It is, then vis-a-
vis, the states, a directly negative power. The
commerce power, as will become' clear in' suc-
ceeding sections, may only be used to require
certain positive state actions in a rather circui-
tous, if ultimately; quite effective, manner:In
fact, the foun rs, being representatives of in-
dividual state , were understandably quite as-
siduous in avoiding language which might be
interpreted as giving the federal government a
right to .force an undesired activity upon a
state. While the Constitution conferred on the
federal government- a number of positive-pow-
ers subsequently denied to the states, and
even 'absolutely barred the states from per-
forming certain other functions, it nowhere of-
fered to Congress any, specific power by which
it could require the states to do anything. And,,../
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even when that power was granted 79 years lat-
'er, it was stated in negative terms and used in a
primarily negative manner for approximately
eight more decades.

". Nonetheless, the great 14th Amendment, the
post-Civil War declaration of national suprem-
acy, was not without substantial importance
even in its "negative" stage, for the concepts
developed during that period literally revolu-
tionized Constitutional law and became the ba-
sis for the so-called judicial 'activism of the.
1950s, 1960s, and 1970s. 4.

Thus, although the amendment's potential as
an instrument for mandating positive state ac-
tions was not fully reacized until well into this
century, much of its conceptual promise was
rather quickly gleaned.

Based on the Civil Rights Act of 1866, Section
1 of the 14th Amendment reads:

All persons born-or naturalized in
the United States, and subject to-the
jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of
the United States and of the state
wherein they reside. No state shall
make or enforce any law, which shall
abridge the privileges or immunities
of the citizens of the United States;
nor shall any state deprive any per-
son, of life,, liberty, or property, with-
out due process of Law; nor deny to
any person within its jurisdiction the
equal protection of the laws."

On its face, the obvious purpoSes of the 14th
Amendment were to confer citizenship on the
recently freed black population and to estab-
lish a national citizenry invested with all the
rights and privileges of'the United States Con-
stitution. Yet, these "obvious" objectives were
really accomplished in ,name only until well
into the 20th century.

Hence, the black persoh may indeed have
been granted citizenship and equal protection
of the laws, but "equal" soon came to mean
separate-32 and citizenship was attended by the/
"privilege" of beiris treated unfairly and "im-
munity" from a decent standard of living.
Moreover, the Supreme. Court did not even
hint at the fact that such an interpretation
,might somehow be faulty until, as late as
1938.31'and, then, only in very specific
instances.

Nor did the" idea of national citizenship fare
much better. In fact, a mere five years after the
amendment's ratification, the privileges ..and
immunities clause had, in effect, been judicial-
ly repealed,34 foreclosing large scale applica-
tion of the Bill. of Rights to-`the states, except in
selected (usually First Amendment) areas," un-
til the 1960s.36

All of this is not to say, however, that the
14th Amendment Jay dormant until ,recently.
Quite Abe contrary, it has been employed fre-.
quently and ingeniously throughout its Consti-
tutional 'lifetime. And, some of the concepts
developed during the late 19th and early 20th
centuriesthough used for entirely different'
jaurposesare crudal to an undeestanding of
the amendment's function today,

Substantive Due Process

Due process, of course, is one of the oldest.,
and. most venerable concepts in Anglo-
American lawdating back at least to the 13th
century signing of the Magna Carta. Yet, its tra-
ditional function had been to serve as,a proce-
dural safeguard.. That is, due process of. law
had always been interpreted to mean that a law
or justice must be equitably (and Constitution-
ally) created and applied. And, even this woLild
be a somewhat broad descripti-on, for in prac-
tice due process was almost exclusively, applied
to the administration of criminal justice. Begin-
ning in the late 19th century/7. howevet, due
process was extended and -Constitutional law,
as a result, was revolutionized.

in 1890, the Supreme cdurt first found a

state law unconstitutional on substantive due
process grounds." In that instance it ruled that
a lek, eCluitably, applied, and 'enacted by a duly
ele d and procedurally proper state legisla-
ture violated the 14th Amendment by depriving
the railroads of "property" without due proc
ess of law. This new, and obviously radical, in-
terpretation of the concept transformed it from
a process-related safeguard to "a guarantee
against unreasonable legislative interference
with private property.""

Equal Protection
A./

Though, as noted earlier, equal protection
was selectively applied until the mid-20th cen-
tury, it too signalled a revolutionary change in
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I
Constitutional law from its inception. Hence,
while the principle:of due processif in an-
other forrnwas over 6Q0 years old and had al-
ways been applied to the federal government
through the Fifth Amendment, the equal pro-
tection clausea guarantee that "any classifi-
cation of 'persons: shall be reasonably related
to the purpose of good government"4°is
found nowhere exceprin the 14th Amend-
ment. Of course, the authors' original intent to
protect the rights of blacks"" fell quickly by the
wayside, but thioughoutthe amendment's ear-
ly. life the concept experienced some develop-
ment-through its application, to other "per-

'sons" as defined by the courts.

"All Persons,,"

A final early contribution of the 14th Amend-
ment was the extension of the status of "per-
'sons" to corporations.42 While the fact is not of
imtediate significance for the purposeS of this
ch ter, it is importantowhen viewed. in the
larger context of extending personality to enti-
ties Which are not necessarily individual human
beings. And, as will be discussed in a subse-
quent section, that stanis would be extended;
in the 1960s, to municipalities not as a pro-
tection but as a liability.

THE VOTING AMENDMENTS

As originally. drafted, the Constitution
sought to provide the states with-sOme amount_
of structural influence over national
policymaking.43 Thus, Senators were to be cho-
se-n by the state legislatures" and the qualifica-
tions of voters for Congressional elections
were to be' determined by the states. Begin-
ning in-1870, of course, state power over the
composition of the electorate was severely cur-
tailed, at least in theory, by means of the 15th
Amendment, which prohibited discrimination
in the voting booth on the basis of "race, col-
or, or previous condition of servitude.," The
same prohibition was applied to .discrimination
on the basis of sex in 1920' through the 19th
Amendment and. 44 years -later, the 24th
Amendment banned the use of poll taxes as 'a
means of weeding out "undesirable" electors.
Finally; in 1971, the Constitution wa4 amended
for the .26th time to prohibit discrimination
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against voters 18 years and older on the basis
of age. The' combined effect of these amend-
ments (particular! the 15th, as implemented
through the Votin Rights Acts) and Supreme
Court redistricting decision's in the 1960s
would be to give the federal government a
great deal of regulatory latitude over important
areas of state procedure and effect a corre-
sponding Weakening of the states' 'structural
influence over national policymaking.

,

The Implicit Constitution`:
Indirect Sources of Regulation ..

TAXING, SPENDING AND
THE GENERAL WELFARE

In a sense, as the'previous pages have
shown, even the explicitly regulatory provi-
sions of the Constitution, such. as the com-
merce clause, have been repositories of im-
plicit federal powers which the founders could
hardly have imagined. Nonetheleis, all of the
above mentioned 'Constitutional provisions
were seen, from their or.igins, as explicitly reg-
ulatory in one way or another. The same was
not so explicit for the Cqngressional charge to
"lay and collect and provide for the
... general welfare." " On Its face, the act of
raising and subsequently spending money
does not appear regulatory at all. Yet, both
components of the clause have been used fre-
quently in that regard.

Thus, the Courts haveAong acknowledged
that "(e]very tax is in:. some measure regula-
tory."" What makes the'<use of taxation-as-
regulation implicit, howeyer, is its incidental
nature, That is: in enacting a tax, Congress'
must indulge in the pretense that raising ,reve-
nue is its major purposeeven where that
quite obviously is not the case.4.7

Like the commerce power, the use of the
taxing power as a regulatory device has worked
most frequently to preempt, state activity. How-
ever, clever manipulation of tax policy has also
been used to "induce" state performance of
certain functions. )n fact the now familiar in-
ducement -versus coercion standard "first
evolved 'in cases challenging conditions at-
tached to credits against federal taxes awarded

encourage state developmenl of 'a particular
program'."t48
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Th'9, for example; the (unemployment insur-
ance component 'of the Social Security Act
uses the tax credit. device, for employers
contributing to. estate unemployment funds.

' When.: the att.:Was eha4enged in 1937 as
cOert,ing states to Oass legislation and as an in-
vasion of state powers, the 'Court held that
'the eyyse is not void as involving coercion of
the states in contravention of the Tenth

\ Amendment or of restrictions irrWlicjt in our
federal forM of government.'" Rather, t e jus-
4ces likened tle'act to a "Jerriptation,"5 f om
Which' states were free to "refrain. .

Of course, legality and philosophy aside, no
state could practically have refused: to partici-
pate since, Its 'business employers would not
then have, received the credit. "The'tax-credit.
was thirs: an expedient way of avoiding Consti

,: ".tt4iorial .objections to a direct comptilsiOn of
state action tinder.the commerce power."i,

far,more common vehicle for "tempting"
,statts.to undertake (or refrain from) some at-
tivity,:has been the so-called spending power.
Hence, Congress has long been in the business
of providing financial ,assistance to the states,
conditioned on some desired state responSe.
In Turn, these konditions need only be "rea-
sonably related to. a legitimate ,nationl pup.,
pose" and prOvide the states with "-an optiOn
to fail to respond, so that the program may be
said to, induce but not coerce participation.""
The courts have employed this two-pronged
test since 1"923.

in the case of Massachusetts v. Mellon," the
Supreme Court! dismissed a challenge to a
grant-in-aid program by noting that:

Probably, it would be sufficient to
point out that the powers of the state
are not invaded, strife .the statute
imposes no obligation but simply ex-
tends an option which the state is
free to accept or reject.... If Con-
gress enacted [the program} with the
ulterior purpose of tempting [the
states] to yield, that purpose may be
effectively 'frustrated by the simple:
expedient of licit yielding."

Moredver, in the case of U.S. v. Butler, s5 the
Court-Lthough striking down the .Agricultural
Adjustment Actnonetheless sanctioned the
use of the Congressional spending power to

achieVe ends, not necessarily included in the
enumerated powers. Later, in Oklahoma v.
Civil Service Cbmrnission, SI the Court declared
that; supplementing its liower to spend for the
general welfare, Congress possesses the f''pow-
er to fix the terms upon which its money,allot-
ments to the states.shall,be disbursed:157'

From the beginning, then,. the Court has de-
fined state receipt of federal expenditures as a
,contractual arrangement albeit, a somewhat
special contractual arrangement." States (and
localities) are admonished to abide by all the
terms Of.the contract if they wish td continue
eceiving the benefitseven_if those terms,
under different circumstances, would clearly
be.unconstitutional. Thus, it would be patently
unconstitutional for Congress to directly regu-
late the political. activities, of state efnployees,
but kmay do so indirectly and with fuittonsti-
tutkonal blessing by making such regulaticin a
condition of'federal aid."

Finally, what is, the "general welfare"that
amorphous recipient of -Cohgressional taxing
and spending? It is, according to a, 1937 Su-
preme' Court :decision, what Congress says it

WHAT IS NECESSARY AND PROPER?

Probably no Constitutional phrase elicited
more or greater opposition ;Ilan the Article I,
Section 8 instruction to Congress, "To make all
Laws which shall be necessary and proper for
carrying into execution the foregoing powers)
and all other powers vested by this Constitu-
tion in the government of the.United States, or
in any department or officer thereof." Critics,
not surprisingly, claimed that the vagueneis of
the clause was inherently dangerousthat
necessary and proper could be defined to en-
compass any conceivable legislative action.
Moreover, in addressing the criticism, neither,
Madison nor Hamilton (who, in their post -
Publius years, were to disagree more than

ee), would allow themselves to be pinned
7Swn to specifics.6

Nor did Chief Justice Marshall, in one -of his
most-far-reaching opinions; actually define the
phrase. Rather, he .tiewe'd necessary and prop-
er as investing Congress with unspecified
"means"or implied powersfor tarrying
out its Constitutional "ends":
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Let the end be legitimate, let it be
-. within the scope of the Constitution,
and all means which are, appropriate,
which are plainly adapted to that
end, which are not prohibited, but

4 consist with thi. letter and spirit of
the Constitution, are .Constitu-
tional.. ."

BY the 1940s, through the course of 150 years
of Constitutional development, the federal
government had come to possess--L-if not actu-
ally employa vast reservoir of powerful tools
for achieving national purposes. It could regu-
late intrastate matters if those matters affecte-,
interstate commerceeven remotely. It coUldr
if it' so' chose; protect the rights of state citi-
zens against state laws and practices. It could
regulate, again if it ctiose, many -state electoral
practices. It could attach conditions to receipt
of its maney_which; in turn, could prohibit or
force certain state actions. It could achieveany
,Igttimate Constitutional end through,
'Means not specifically prohibited. And, Over-
arching all of this, its laws were to, be Consid-
ered supreme. Of course, the states, too, had
powers. And, it is to these "reserved" ancl.pro:
tective powers which we shall turn, next.

ity---:of the states under the proposed
Con Iution."

re important, many of-the states 'them-
sel es insisted, as a bargaining point for ratifi-
cation, on the subsequent enactment of
amendments establishing a Bill of Rights, to be
modeled on Similar rights, -found in their own
constitutions."' Andi among these ten amend-
ments is ones addressed to the powers retained
by the 'lutes.

Thus, the Tenth Amendment to the Constitu-
tion asserts that:

The powers not delegated to.. the
United States by the Constitution,
nor prohibited by it to the states, are
reserved to the states respectively,
or to the people.67

Whatever those reserved powers may, (or may
'no0 include todaY, they were vast ifideed in
the' late 18th and early 19th centuries when ma-
jor national concerns consisted primarily of de-
tense, foreign policy and territorial govern--
ment%. Under the Tenth Amendment, then,
according to Professor Lewis B. Kaden:

.[T]he states were left with much of
the responsibility commonly assoCi-

oated with government. -The states,
and the.substate government in cit-
ies or counties they created and con-

dfttermjned which services
to'provide their ,,habitants, and the
form, level and means -of providing
them.' Public safety," eclik'ation,
fare, economic de4lopment, control

private' businesS ,actiVity, protec-
tion of natural resourcesthe clTfini-
tion of collective or social goodS,

r\-a..n`cl the allocation of fiscal and
administrative responsibility for their
provision, both, between public ad-
ministration within the statewere
all matters of state determination.'
The states, accordingly, used their
governmental powers to tall, spend,
and regulate to implerpent the basic
decisions made in these matters.t,e*

The Constitution and the States

Being a document of nationhood, the Con-
stitution does not dwell upon the states. Rath-
er, it is primarily a series of responsibilities and

%-iprphibitioni addressed to the national govern-
ment and its officers. Of course, the states do
figure inpositively, in their control (now
greatly 'diminished) over the composition of
the electorate and elections generally and neg-
atively in a number of admonitions specifically
prohibiting,them from engaging in some of the
Article I, Section 8 powers of Congress." For
the most part, however, the Founders assumed
that state governmentsb ing closer to the
pedple and being the sour 'either directly or
through the people," of he Constitution

. itselfwould do most of t e governing. .

That this Constitutional "assumption" was..
not universally shared is seen in the amount of
space which Madison'and Hamilton devoted in
the Federalist Papers to reassuring doubters of
the continued strengthindeed, the superior-
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As might be expected, the powers subsumed
under 'the Tenth Amendment ebbed and
flawed in 'the opposite direction to thoie of
the federal government. For example, whe?e a
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proponent of federal regulation might.argue an
expansive interpretation of the commerce
clause, an opponent would be likely to argue
for equally.expansive reading of the Tenth
Amendment. Thus, the Supreme' Court in 1935
struck down the National Recovery Act, the
centerpiece of the First. New Dealas an "extra
Constitutional authority precluded by the
explicit terms of the Tenth Amendment."" Yet,
a mere six years-later,-it had reduced the same
amendment to little more than a Constitutional
adage:

OUr conclusion is unaffected by
the Tent)' Amendment.... the
amendment states but a truism that
all rs retained which has not been

,surrendered.'There is nothing in the
history of its adoption to suggest that
it was more than d,eclaratory of the'
relationship between the national
and state governments as it had been,
established by the Constitution be-
fore the amendment or that its pur-r
posewas other than to allay fears
that the ew national government
might see . to exercise powers not

0. granted, nd that the states might
not be le to exercise fully their re-
served powers...."

Whether or not the drafters and adopters of
the Tenth Amendment were engaging in soph-
istry on the one hand or tautology on the
other, as the Court implied, the 'amendment
appeared; by 1941, to have been relegated to a
place of Constitutional insignificance.

Like the Tenth Amendment, the 11th Amend-
ment to theConstitution was designed to pro-
tect the sovereignty retained by the states.
Hencelf the amendment was born of state dis-
satisfaction with the authority of the federal ju-
diciary,. coming to a head when, in 1793, the
Supreme Court allowed two citizens of South
Carolina to sue the state ofGeorgia.71

Ratified in 1798 the amendment states that

The judicial power of the United.
States shall not be construed to ex- -
tend to any suit in law or equity,
commenced oraprosecuted against
one of -the United States by citizens
of another state or by citizens or sub-
jects of any foreign state."/

4,, . ....

Unlike the Tenth A1 mendment4 the 11th
Amendment is more specific and therefore has
at least stood on' its faoi value. Howevcra
series of court cases undermined its actual efffi-.
cacy. Thus, in 1 8, in ex parte Young," the
Supreme Court led that when a state Official
acts unconstit he,Or she is stripped of
official capacity for tlie purposes of an 11th
Amendment' defense. :AcCording -to A.F. Dick.
Howard:

The result of the Young fiction is a
paradox: an uncortskutional act by a

,.state official is "state action" for the .
purposes of the 14th Amendmebt
(the official_ may even be acting
against state policy or violating state
law), but-an injunction against him is
not an injunction against the state
for the purposes of the 11th Amend-
ment,. Asia state can only, act through
flesh-and-blood individuals, Young
'effectively permits equitable.
relief....74

Despite' the Young fiction and the now-
established Congressional power uhder.Sec-
tion 5'of the '14th Amendment to provide for
suits a.gain,st.states or state officials which
would be of questionable Constitutionality-un-
der other circumstances,'5 several Supreme
Court cases of the 1970s have strengthened
somewhat the states' 11th Amendment
immunity."

, I
Afinal explicit source of state 'control has

been the 21st Amendment to the Constitution
which repealed ,f he pr.ohil;itiOn on liquor and,
as a result, made "local, not national, regula-

* tion of the liquor traffic the general Consti-
tutional policy.'" According to Professor
Laurence Tribe:

...lTlhe 21st Amendment does grant
states considerable power to,control
the importation of alcholic bever-
ages. The amendment sanctions state
action which taxes, regulates, or
completely bars the importation of
liquor for actua use within the state
itself, even where such action would
b forbidden [under the commerce
clause( as to any other commodity.' ,
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Overall, in a Constitutional sense, the states
had clearly lost ground to the national govern-

. ment by:the end of the New Deal/ Yet, in many
ways, the los4 was more theoretical than real.'
Congress had, after all, retained a considerable
amount of power over the nation's commercial
activity since the time of John Marshatl--it
merel had chosen not to utilize 'that power to
any neat extent: Moreover, though Court

'on,' by 1941, had trivialized the states'
countervailing power,. embodied in the Tenth
Amendment, that too was more abstract than

tik_ substantive, States still controlled most of their
original functionseducation, the environ-
ment, public safety andofino minor signifi-
cancetheir own budgets:

The functional assignment picture
changed greatly [from the mid-1930s
to 1960.1 The national regulatory role
expanded, though not to the extent
of really undercutting the states' pol-
icy powers in a range of critical social
-and economic areas. Federal reliance
on Jr-ants-in-aid as a means of
achieving a range of specific pro-
grammatic ... purposes became
much heavier ding these years....
Yet this did not reach the point of af-
fecting even a ajority of most state
functions or even any of most cities',
counties', or school districts' basic
services directly."

Nonetheless, this theoretical loss of state pow-
er could' be translated into a corresponding
rise in federal regulatory power, for Constitu-
tional "theory" expounded by the Supreme

. Court is, whether acted upon or not, the "su-
preme law of the land."

THE CONSTITUTIONAL
ACCOMMODATION OF

INTERGOVERNMENTAL. REGULATION:
CONTEMPORARY JUDICIAL

CONSTRUCTION OF THE COMMERCE
AND SPENDING POWERS

The legislation of the New Deal and subsg-
quent Court rulings upholding it produc
what has been called a "Constitutional
R lution"so expansive was the resulting

a th of what the federal government could
"'What it could do and what it actually did,
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however, were, in the immediate aftermath,
tWo different things. Thus, although that legis-
lation gave the federal government enormous
control over the national economy, the states
maintained control over most of their tradi-
tional functions. There were then and still are, 1

after all, areas of state prerogative which the
federal government cannot touch directly.

In addition t9, and enhancing the Constitu7
tional Revolution, was a slightly more subtle
revolution in public opiniona feeling, fol-
lowing the Great Depression,' that the national
government could and should prform certain
functions for the public good. And, if it could
not perform those functions directly, Constitu-
tional means 'to perform them indirectly were
readily available, if not immediately apparent.

Finally, and profoundly affecting the tWo
previous revolutions was a revolution in the at-

'titude of the Court. Thus, on the, one hand, the.
Supreme Courtand, as a result, the lower
federal courtsbecame, what some have
termed, social activists. Yet, of equal, though
less frequently noted, importance, was a corre-
spon-ding passive judicial sidea side willing
:to ,acquiesce to nearly every act of an activist
'Congress. it is to the passive side which we
shall turn in this section.

Regulating Through the
Commerce Clause

PARTIAL. PREEMPTION

Laurence' Tribe' has 'described "judicial re-
straint East. but anothir form of judicial activ-
ism."" The growth of intergovernmental regu-
lation over the past 20 years, unimpeded for
the' most part by any Court rejection of novel.
Congressional mechanisms, attests to that de-
scription. Thus, the previous chapter has
Wentified a number of relatively new tech-
niques by which the federal government has
been able to impose regulations on state and
local governments throughout the 1960s and
1970s. Among these, one of the most powerful
has been partial preemption, in which adminis-
trative responsibility is delegated to the states
or localities provided they meet certain nation-
ally determined standards.$1 .

For all practical 'purposes, this sort of back-
door commandeering is quite' different from
full federal preemption, foragain in
practiceit borders on mandating state activi-
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ty as opposed to disallowing state activity. Yet,
for Constitutional purposes; the courts have
tended to view these partial Congressional
preemptions in a "commerce power-as-usual"
lightthis, despite a number of Tenth thief Id,
ment chAlleriges.

.Hence, current Court doctrine olds that any
Tenth Amendment chall federal legis-
lation "must satisfy, each of three re-

, quirements:"

First, there must be a showing that
the challenged statute regulates the
"states as states." Second,.the feder-
al regulation must address matters
that are indisputably "Attributes of,, .

state sovereignty." And third, it must
be ,apparent that the states' compli-
ance with the federal law would di-
rectly impair their ability "to struc-
ture integral operations in areas of,
traditional functions.""

Moreover, the Court has gohe on to assert
that:

Demonstrating that these three re-
quirements are met does not, how-
ever, guarantee that a Tenth Amend-
thent challenge to Congressional
commerce power will succeed. There
are situations in Which the nature of -
the federal interest advanced may be
such that it justifies state
submission."

Because each of the three requirements is
somewhat vague, or at least "pliable," and be-
cause all must be met in order to dispute a fed-
eral law, successful challenges have been rare
and limited to direct orders. Though regulatory
in nature and based upon the commerce
clause, partial preemptions are imbued with
certain legal "twists" which distinguish them
from direct orders. While NatiOnal League of
Cities v, Usery posited some guidelines, the
facts in that casean instance of Congression-
al direct orderand thus the judgment, are
not really similar to those in most partial
preemptions cases. For instance; with partial
preemptions such as the Clean Air Act it is ex-
ceedingly difficult to make the case that regu-
lations affect the "states as states." ,Rather,

V

they legally affect private parties through the
states:-

If a state does not wish to submit a

proVosed permanent program that
compli,es with the act and imple-
menting, regulations, the full regula-
tory burden will be borne by the fed-
eral government,. Thus, there can be
no suggestion that the. act comman-
deers the legislative process of the
states by directly compelling them to
enact and enforce a federal, regula-
tory program."

In cases of partial -preemption, the courts
:have relied on Congressional findings that cer.
tain problems have substantial impacts on in-
terstate commerce and therefore are legitimate
Congressional 'concerns." Of course, the
courts have been acquiescing to Congressional
regulation of commerce for nearly half a centu-
ry. However, the more unique aspect of partial
preem tionthe state rolehas alio been
giv the judicial blessing. Hence, quite apart
fr negative Tenth Amendment usurpation,
issues discussed previously, the courts have
actually treated partial pr.eeniptions
positively=even to the point of viewing them
as instances of federal deference tostate
authority:

In enacting the Clean Air Act
Amendments of 1970, Congress at-
tempted to foster a symbiosis be-
tween two perceived needs. First,
Congress wanted to preserve the ba-
sic state and local control of the de-
sign and enforcement of air pollution
regulation. Besides a deference to
the states, s'ch .a state role
permitted 'more awareness of indi-
vidual and local problem's in
formulating pollution ,abatement
plans."

Needless to say, the generally positive judi-
cial view of partial preemptions is not shared
universally by ilegal experts. In fact, Le is B.

- Kaden sees the device as an effective li rW. on
the states' basic right to choose among those
services which they feel best nIRt the needs of
their citizens:
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For all their diversity of method,
what these provisions share is the
feature of "federalizing" or "com-
mandeering" the basic deci-
sionmaking processes of state
governments, obliging subnatipnal
legislators and executive officials to
enact statutes Or adopt administra-
iive regulations according to the de-
sign and standards set by the federal
sovernment..'.. When a part of [the]
pool of Estate] resources is comman-
deered to the service of a'federal
directionas when a state is ordered
to pass a.law, establish a regulatory
agency, promulgate a regulation, or
expend an allocation of funds ac-
cording to federal design in, ways de-

, scribed abovethis fundamental ca-
pacity for choice is inevitably
reduced,"

In a world whoie only cut - and -dried certain-
ties are death, taxes and an annual National
League pennant race which does not Include
the Chicago Cubs," there are, of course, ex-
ceptions to every rule. Thus, despite the
courts' general acceptance of partial
preemptions, certain agency interpretations of
one such statute, the Clean Air Act, have trig-
gered judicial opinions which appear to ex-
press some of ?rofessor Kaden's concerns and
therefore may place parametersalbeit very
wide and not altogether clearon the ability
of the federal government to infringe on areas
of state sovereignty through the partial
preemption mechanism. An example,is provid-
ed by-the somewhat ambiguous history of the
"transportation control Cases."'

Section 110(a) (2)1b) of the Clear; Air.Act
amendments mandates the inclusion of trans-
portation control measures in state implemen-
tation plans (SIPs) to; be employed "as may be
necessary" in order. to attain and maintain pri-
!nary or secortdary air quality standards. Such
controls may include restrictions on vehicle
use, altering traffic patterns, and reducing the
emissions allowed in-use vehicles."

in-1973, following a circuit court decision,"
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) or-
dered a number of states to submit trarksporta-
tion control plans with very little further delay.
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When state protestations took the forms of
foot-dragging and inadequate proposals, EPA
promulgated its own- controls:

Especially annoying to the states
was the instruction in these EPA-
promulgated plans that states had to
enact statutes or adopt .regulatiohs
establishing the transportation con-
trol programs and committing the
requisite funds and personnel it was
EPA'S belief, moreover, that because,
these state actions were required by
the (EPA-drafted) SIPs, a State'srecal-
citrince would subject it to.EPA en-
forcement authorities under Section
113 tof the Clean Air Act.]"

Responding to the initial 'challenge brought
by the State of Pennsylvania/93 the Third Circuit
judged the EPA to be within, the paraMeters of
'Congressional intent and the.Congessional in-
tent within the parameters, of tat, commerce
power. SubSequent decisions, however, have
questioned that interpretation. Thus, -in 1975,
both. the Fourth and Ninth Circuits held that
EPA .did not possess the power- /o force the
adoption di particular controls upon the states
under threat of federal sanction." Moreover,
'`Etlhough there was accordingly no need to
discuss Ethel Constitutional issues, both courts-
gave clear indication that the EPA scheme ex -.'
ceeded federal ,poWer under the commerce_
clause and violated states` rights under the
Tenth Amenclmeq."95

The Fourth and Ninth Circuit opinions, a re-
lated District of Columbia Circuit opinion dis-
tinguishing between "persons" and "states,""
and the Supreme Court's decision to vacate
and 'remand for "consideration of
mootness,"" caused EPA to change its tactics.
Hence,. the. agency. promulgated rules requir-
ing the State of California to administer an in-
spection and maintenance program, asserting
now that if Califbrnia refused to comply it
would be acting as .a polluter ("person") rather
than as a government ("-state"):

ND longer arguing that the com-
merce power embraces federal com-
pulsion of state legislative and
administrative acts, EPA now as-
serted only that the act of polluting
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itself (not being an act of govern-
., ance) was within the federal com-

merce powera position obviously
shiped by the teaching of National
League of Cities v, Usery...."

Despite EPA's new strategy, the Ninth Circuit,
in 19717, refuted to interpret state failure, to
adopt inspection and maintenance programs as
constituting the act of polluting per .se, for
while, the court was:"reluctant to interpret the
act in a manner that compels consideration of
Constitutional issues", "" it feared that the EPA
distinction between polluting-aid state action

lmight result in obliterating "the distinction be-
tween governance and commerce...."'"

Muddying the already murky water even fur-
ther is the very recent case of v. Ohio De-
partment of Highway .afety."i'At issue in the
Ohio case was whether EPA could proceed di-
rectly against a state to require state enforce-
ment of an EPA-promulgated inspection and
maintenance, plan. Again, the appeals court
(this time, the Sixth Circuit) refused to accept
EPA's "strained construction"" whereby a
state could be defined as a "polluter." How-
ever, in this case, the 'court found for EPA on
the basis of the state as "proprietor":

Ownership/and control df streets and
highways, along with the historic
practice of licensing vehicles, how-
ever, do combine to provide a com-
pletely rational basis for placing
upon the statethe obligation to pre-
vent use of these facilities by
noncomplying vehicles. When the
state fails to perform that duty it be-
comes a--por-cn in violation of a re-
quirement of he implementation
plan. As a violator, the state is sub-
ject to the enforcement plotedures
of Section-113(a) (1).1"

With this holding, the court dismissed -

Ohio's Tenth Amendment, "NLC," conten=
tions that the EPA scheme represented "an un-
constitutional intrusion into its activities."'"
Rather, tWercourt asserted that a plan

which seeks to enforce state co-
t

operation in an; effort to deal with a
national problem will not fall under
the proscription of ..the Tenth .

Amendment if it leaves the states
free to make choices which are es-
sential to their functions as states. in
the present action, EPA .does not
seek to revamp the Ohio system of
vehicle licensing or, for timt matter,
of operating its streets and fighways.
The regulation which EPA seeks to
enforce does not require the state to
adopt legislation, establish new reg-
ulatory agencies or change its proce-
dures for registering vehicles. It
merely requires the state to deny use
of state-owned facilities to those
whose use adds to the.tiational prob-
lem of pollution.'"

As is readily apparent, the transportation
control cases make up a bewildering complex
of conflicting and sometiMeS evasive law. First,
and most obvious, is the lack of uniformity
among the district and appellate level deci-
sioni. Second, the Ohio case notwithstanding,
the courts have been-,reluctant to rule either
on Constitutional or statutory grounds. Judicial
4eview in most of the cases, was confined to
agency action:

Nlo matter hoW they may preface
the r opinions with praise for admin-

rative wisdom, the courts in prac-
tice have carefully avoided treating
administrative constructions of stat-

-lutes as conclusive. The agency's
views "are only one input in the
interpretational 'equation," to be
considered along with a number of
dtheittiKtors, customarily used to de-
termine*ongress' intention .1"

Thus, more often than not, the decisions speak
only to agency interpretation of Congressional
intentnot to the ConsFessional mechanism
itself. And as to the thechanism itself? In sum,
the courts have treated partial preemptions as
being legitimate Under the commerce power,
as being part of a healthy cooperative federal
system, and, for a variety of reasons, as being
nearly immune from Tenth Amendment
challenges..
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CONGRESSIONAL DIRECT ORDERS

While partial preemptions are by far the
preferred Congressional technique' for
regulating the states through tice commerce
clause, direct orders are not unknown. Still,
thy are rare,'" and, as the best extant
examplethe, Equal Employment Opportunity
Act of 1972illustrates, far more ,`safely"
grounded in Congress' power. to enforce the
14th Amendment.t0'

PrObably, the best example of a commerce
power-related direct order maybe fo,und in.the
1974 amendments to th? Fair Labor Standards
Act (FLSA)amendments Which exemplify the
precarious position of Congress in choosing
such direct means of regulating the states.
These amendments Were, after all, the grist of
the National League of Cities v. Usery battle in
which congress emerged the loser. ,

As noted previously, however, if the NW de-
, cision was notable as a-major state victory, it

was equally notable for its opacity. Thus, par-
ticularly in the realms of "state, sovereignty"
and "traditional governmental functions," the
Court left a`number of questions unanswered.
For instance, what, beyond the power to locate
the state capitol.'" and determine-wages, hours
and overtime compensation"° are the attrib-
utes of state sovereignty? And, what beyond
public safety, health, sanitation and recrea-
tion"' are traditional governmental functions?
Moreover, might not a function be integral in
1982 without beinglraditional in a chronolog-
ical sense'? Such questions have been the
source of endless confusion at the district an
appellate court levelsand, once again, much
of the confusion has arisen over FLSA rules.

Hence, under Department of Labor IDOL)
rules announced Detember 29, 1979, eight
state and local activities were listed as, "not tra-
ditional" and therefore subject to federal wage
and hour regulations: "'

1) alchoholic beverage stores,
2) off-track betting corporations,
3) local mass transit systems,
4) generation and distribution of elec-

tric power,
5) protqsion of residential and commer--

cial telephone and telegraphic
equipment,
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6) production and sale of organic fertili-
zer as a byproduct of sewage
processing,

7) procluctin, cultivation, growing or
harvesting of agricultural commodi-
ties for sale to consumers,and

8) repair and maintenance ofboats and
marine engines for the general
public.413

Both the National league of Cities and the
National Association of Counties were quick to
denounce the rules, particularly as they pertain
to mass transit systems and electric power.
With no clear signal from the Supreme Court,
district court rulings on the subject 14aVe been
inconsistentthe mass transit regulations be-
ing ruled legitimate in.Macon, GA "' and New
Castle, DE,"5 but unconstitutional in San
Antonio, TX."°

In fact, since -the 1976 NLC case, probably.
the most ambitious attempt to identify' and re-
fine those state functions protected from -fecll
eral direct orders promulgated through the
commerce power came from Judge Shannon of
the Sixth Circuit i 9. Thus, in Amersbach v.
Cleveland "7 the alS court observed that

Ebly analyzing' itle services and'activi-
ties which le ESupremel Court char-
acterized. a typical of thpse' per-
foemed -by governments, we: note
certain elements common to each
which serve to clarify and define a
method by which a protected gov-
ernment function may be identified.
Among. these elements \\arb: (1) the
goveinment service or activity bene
fits the community as a whole and is
available at little or no'direct ex-
pense; (2) the service or i activity is
undertaken for the purpose of public
service rather than for pecuniary
gain; (3) government is they principle
provider of the service or) activity;
and (4) government is particularly
suited to provide the service or per-
form the activity because of a

communitywide need for the service
or activity. "8

In 1982, two major cases challenging federal
direct orders on Tenth Amendment grounds
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came before the Supreme ;Igt urt. The results of
each appeared' to signal, least temporarily,
the demise of the NLC defense.

Hence, the Court ruled unanimously ill
United Transportation Union v. Long Island
Rail Roadu9 that operating railroads is not a tra-
ditional state or to -al activity. While the case
constituted a challnge to strike provisions of
the Federal Railway.Labor Act, the decision
probably foreclosed successful state and local
litigation seeking a favorable Supreme COurt
holding 6n RSA provisions' relating to mass
transit.

in fact, the Long Island decision was not
unexpectedthe Court had hinted in NLC it-
self that railroads might, constitute a special
unprotected 'category.'" More distressing to
those hoping for a Tenth AmendMent 'revival
Was the Court's,. upholding of the Public Chili
ties Regulatory Policies Act (PURPA). In fact,
When challenged at the district court level,
Judge Cox found that the act so overreached
the bounds of the commerce power as to re-
sult in a "clear usurpation 9f power that the
federal , government simply does not

.

In Federal- Energy Regulatory Commission v.
Mississippi,'". how9ver, the Supreme Court
found that PURPA, an odd mix between direct
order and partial preemption,"' does "not
trench on state sovereignty in violation of the
Tenth Amendment," but rather, "does nothing
more than preempt conflicting state enact-
ments in the traditional Way."114 The dissent
vehemently disagreed,' calling PURPA and the
fuling "contrary to the principles of National
League of Cities v. Usery , antithetical to
the values of federalism, and inconsistent with
our Constitutional history."'25

Regulating Through the.
Spending Power:

The Congressional Conditioning of
Federal Aid

As noted above, in 'National League of Cities
v. Usery, the Court 'declared unconstitutional
Congressional extension of the Fair Lab=or
Standards Ac/ to the majority of .state and local
emplbyees;lalleging that the amendments vio-
lated the Tenth Amendment by "significantly
altertingl or displacfingl the states' abilityogto
structure employer-employee relation-
ships.. ,,"11.6. thereby., "directly clispladingi tke

states' freedom to structure integral operations
in areas of traditional governmental func-
tions....""7 Providing such 'functions, rea-
soned the:Court, is "essential to [the] separate
and independent existence" of the states."'
Strong words, indeed. However, as the
discvssion above has shown, the federal gov-
ernment may, for all practical purposes, affect
a good many "integral operations" through the
partial preemption technique without encoun-
tering any serious "NW" difficulties.

Of equal (and more frequently occurring)
importance may 'twit been Justice Rehnquist's
majority 'admission hidden amid the footnotes
of the NLC decision: "We express no view as
to whether different results might obtain if
Congress seeks to affect integral operations of
state goVernments by exercising authority
granted it under other sections of the Consti-
tution such as the spending power...-."114

In the first section of this chapter we dis-
cussed briefly the Congressional spending
power, its basis. in Article' I, Section 8 of the
Constitution, and a few of the earlier Supreme
Court decisions interpreting it. Hence, at the
most elementary level, a grant of money
awarded under the spending power may be
said to create a contractual arrangement.
Moreover,- any conditions attached to the
"contract" need only be reasonably telated to
a legitimte national purpose'3° and they must
be attached to grants which provide the poten-
tial recipient with an option not to accept, so
that the grant may be said to "induce" but not.
`coerce."131

In a very significant way, however, the grant
"contract" differs from other contracts. Ac-
cording to Professor Richard B. Cappalli:

,IA1 basic feature of the federal
grant is the lack of negotiation by the
grantee prior to the award. The fed-
eral agency unilaterally determines,
on is own or pursuant to a statutory
formula, the project's costs and
awarck that amount. The terms ac-
companying the grant award are On-
ilarly nonnegotiable."'

Th s, the state or local grant recipient is not
rea on equal contractual footing with the
feder grantor. And, in fact, unlike private'citi-
zens or institutions," seaters and -localities]
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cannot claim Fifth Amendment protection from
arbitrary federal actibn."155

It is not The purpose of this section to ex-
plore the entire realin of grant lawa.young,
perplexing `and still little understood province
of the law.'" Rather, the present inquiry is lim-
ited to conditions attached to grants. Yet, the
overlying notion of _a somewhat imbalanced
convenant is crucial-to an understanding of the
conditions themselves. Moreover, the fact that
the courts have tended to treat the newer
methods of grant regulationcrosscutting re-
quirements and crossover sanctionsin much
the same way as they -have treated grant-iri-aid
conditions, for the 'past half-century warrants a
general discussion of the 'modern legal stand-
ing of greet regulations and regulatory devices.

THE CONDITIONAL SPENDING POWER IN
THE COURTS

The now popular and increasingly catch-all
term "mandate" has nowhere been applied
more frequently Than in relation to grant-in-aid
conditions.. Thus, inasmuch as a mandate is
synonymous with an order, the casual observer
could arrive at the conclusion that a federal
grant condition allows about much discre-
tIdn to those it potentially touches as a
Hitlerian.diktat. Indeed, the frequency and lev-
el of complaints from states and localities' as
men as a growing army of sympathizers in the
federal government and academia attest to' a
widespread perception that such grant-related
mandates have a virtual stranglehold on state
and local grant recipients. The contractually
based notion that compliance is voinntary ("if
you don't like the rule, don't take the money")
is, within the context of fiscal realities, consid-
ered by many antiquatbd if not abSurd:

However, if the political attitude toward
grants and their attendant strings has changed
(or at least become considerably more vocal) in
recent years, the legal ground rules have re-
mained practically unaltered since 1923."5
Hence, although in the intervening 54 years,
grants have become pervasive and their condi-
tions complex, the judicial conception of fiscal

`and, political free-will remains unaffected, as
excerpts from these recent decisions show:

The state, by entering into this ven-
ture, voluntarily submitted itself to .
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federal law. -It entered with its eyes
open, having more than adequate
Warning of the controversial nature
of the project and of the applicable
laws.'"
Neither states nor their political sub-
divisions are compelled to partici-
pate in the grand federal scheme cre-
ated by the act and ;thereby receive
money. The participation is purely at
their option .137
It must be remembered that this act
is not compulsory on the state....
[It) 'gives to the states an option to
enact such legislation and in order to
induce that enactment, offers finan-
cial assistance.t3'

The Courts, then,, have viewed grant
agreementsconditions and allas complete-
ly voluntary mechanisms for disbursing federal
funds and indeed, one can make a very good
case for thii "caveat emptor" approach, in
spite of the often onerous nature of such
agreements. Thus, in his seminal statement on
the matter, justice Cardozo offered an 'emi-
nently practical line of reasoning:

....filo hold that motive or tempta-
tion is equivalent to coercion is, to
plupge the law-into endless alifficul-
ties. The outcome of such doctrine
is the acceptance of a philosoPhical
determinism by which choice be-
comes impossible. Till now the law
has been guided by a robust coin-
mon sense which assumes the free-.
dom of will as a working hypothesis
in the solution of its problem."'

Yet, not every Constitutional expert would
agree with Cardozo and his judicial succest'ors.
For instance, Professor A.E. Dick Howard has
called such reasoning "simplistic:"

It makes Constitutional limitations
on Congress' power illusory by
permitting Congress to do indirectly
what it cannot do directly. The' prin-
ciple is that of unconstitutional con-
ditions. Simply because government
need not create a benefit (e.g., a de-
duction from one's income taxes for



charitable deductions), it does not
follow that the government may .at-
tach such conditions as it pleases to
that benefit: Government may not
require me, as 'a condition of taking
the deduction, to attach an affidavit
swearing that I do not believe in the
principles of world communism. It is
no ansWer to say that I have a -
"choice " --file the affidavit or forego
the deduction. Similarity, the Consti-
tutionality of conditions attached to
federal grants is not assured simply
by declaring that a state is "free" to
refuse the federal money if it objects
to the conditions.1"

Moreover, as Richdict Cappalli points' Out,
there is an after-the-fact component to the
grant agreement:

An important grant principle which
deviates from traditional contract
rules,, is that one partner, the United
States, can unilaterally modify the
terms of the relationship (hiring the
term of the grant. By statute or regu-
lation the United States can impose ,

additional obligations under the
'agreement, although Constitutional
restrictions on the impairment of
contracts limit that power to some
degree."'

.Thus, Under certain circumstances, the fed-
eral government may change the rules, of the
game after the grantee has already botight into
the "contract"---,often an extraordinary invest-

-ment. Though not technically a grant, a leading
example is again"' provided by unemployment
irturance.

In 1970, Congress extended unemployment
insurance coverage to state employees in hos-
pitals and higher education'43 and in 1976, to
all state and local employees.'" After over 40
years of participation, in the program, the ef-
fect of the amendments was to offer a
Hobson's choice to the states:

to conform and tax themselves and
their political subdivisions the costs
of unemployment benefits, or
2) to fail to conform and accept, the
utter demise of the states' exist-

ing : unemployment compensation
program."

Given such an option, the states, of course,
were realistically forced to complyand at
considerble cost:.

...fThel federal contribution to the
costs of the newly required public
sector coverage must be compared
to the very substantial costs to state
and local: governments themselves.
The 'cost of benefits alone has been
estimated to range from $385 million
to over $1 billion annually over, the
next few years, solely as a result of
the additional coverage mandated by
PL 94-=566. Even at the, lower esti:
mate, the cost burden to state and
local governments is 48 times the
federal contribution to implementing
public employee coverage.'.1"

At first blush, all of this would .appear not
only to be coercive ,but, using National League
of Cities logic, to be'an infringement upon. the
Tenth Amendment rights of the states. How-
ever, the Court's prediction that Congress
might accomplish certain objectives through
its spending (and by extension, taxing) prerog-
atives that It could not accomplish through the
commerce clause was borne out when the
amendMents were challenged; Thus, in 1980
the Supreme Court refused to review a lower
court's upholding of the 1976 amendments on
the grounds that the unemployment insurance
program .was technically voluntary and, there-
fore, not subject to Tenth Amendment restric-
tici&s.147 Such decisions have prompted PrOfes-
so*loward to lament that "NLC is an empty
vessel waiting' to be filled up.` 1"

Crosscutting Reqktirements and
Crossover Sanctio4s:
Traditional Legal Responses to
Novel Congressional Techniques

Grant conditions come in a number of
forms--z-the most common being relatively in-
nocuous, program-specifiF requirements.
However, as the previous chapter has shown,
the past 20 years have witnessed the develop-
ment and increasing use of conditional
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techniquesspecifically, the crosscutting re,-
quirement and the crossover' sanctionwhich,
practically speaking, are quite distinct from
their program-specific counterparts. Yet, de-
spite practical differences, in a narrow legal
sense, the .courts° have upheld these mecha-
nisms as perfectly valid exercises of the spend-
ing power.

The modern prototype of crosscutting re-
quirements is Title VI of the Civil Rights Act cif
1964'49an act with .an interesting gynesis in-
deed,,for in its gestation period, the technique
was apparently considered not only to be quite
unique, but to stand on fairly shakylegal
ground as well. Hence,, responding to a 1963

proposal by his Civil Rights Commission that
federal aid to Mississippi be cut, President
Kenhedy asserted that:

I donl have the power to cut off the
aid in a general way as was proposed
by the Civil Rights Commission, and
I would think it would probably be
unwise to give the President of the
United States that kind of power be-
cause it could start in' one state and
for one reason or another it might be
moved to another state which was
not -measuring up as the Piesident
would like to see it measurik up in
one way or- another. I don't think

that we should extend federal pro-
grams in a way which encourages or ,
realty permits discrimination. That is
very clear. But what was suggested
was something else and that was a
general wholesale cutoff of foal
expenditures, regardless of the pur-
pose for which they were being
spent, as a disciplinary action on the
State of Mississippi. I think that is an-
other question, and I couldn't accept
that view.'"

As the above quotation illustrates, even as
late as the 1960s, poiicymakers found it diffi-
cult to envision the Constitutionality of a pro-
gram under which Congress would "confer on
the executive broad authority' under the
Spending Power to effectuate social poli-
cy...."151 Politically, such concerns became

less compelling "after Bull Connor ... let loose
his dogs on black children in Birmingham on
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nationwide television...."1" Responding to
events in the south, President Kennedy re-
versed himself and backed -an across-the-board
prohibition on discrimination in the use of
Federal aid:

Sirnpl.e justice requires that public
funds, to Which all taxpayers 'of -all
races contribute, not be spent in any
fashion which encourages, en-
trenches, subsidizes, `or results in ra-
cial discrimination.- Direct discrimi-
nation by federate state, or local
governments 'is piwhibited by the
Constitution.. But indirect discrimi-
nation, through the use of federal
funds, is just as invidictus; and it
should not be necessary to resort to
the courts to prevent each individual
'violation. Congress and- the execu-
tive-have their responsibilities to

-.uphold the Constitution also....

Instead of permitting this issue to
become a polltical device- often
exploited by those opposed to social
and' economic progress, it would be
better at this time to pass a single
comprehensive provision a

cross-cut) making it clear that the
federal Government is not required,
under any statute, to furnish any'
kind of financial assistance `by way
of grant, loan, contract, guaranty, inak
surance or otherwiseto any pro-
gram or activity in which racial dis-
crimination occurs. This would not
permit the federal government to cut
off all federal aid of all kinds as a
means of punishing an area for dis-
crimination occuring thereinhut it
would clarify the authority of any ad-
Ministrator with respect to federal
funds or financial assistance and dis-
criminatory practices.' 53

Once established in connection with civil
rightsa social policy of unquestionable ne-.
cessity, Constitutionally grounded in the fifth
Amendment prohibition against federal financ-
ing of governments or other entities which
discriminate'"the crosscutting device en-
countered little legal difficulty. While other
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s uch requirementsincluding those copied al-
most word-for-word from Title. V11"have not
received the same judicial hands-off treatment
as the civil rights statute,'" the crosscutting
device itself has been left Constitutionally un-
scathed, despite the fact that generally applica-
ble requirements may "hot [bel reasonably re-
lated to achieving the put-poses of the
spending programs to which they are, at-
tached.'"" Thus, 'althceugh such conditions
have added a third dimension to the legality of
grant requirementsthe federal government
may "prevent the use of federal funds,for pur-.
poses contrary to general government
policies"156 they are, in the greater legal
scheme of things, just conditionsand, a con-
dition is a condition is a condition.

So too, the crossover sanction is a perfectly
egitimate conditional device, albeit a device
with a unique twistfailure to comply with
program ,requirements may endanger contin-
ued funding of other, distinct programs.159 It is
just that feature ,which Lewis, Kaden finds not
only unique, but assails as being the most ob-
jectionable of all conditional techniques in
terms of restricting state sovereignty.'" Yet, in
response to a Montgomery County, MD, chal-
lenge to the National Health Planning Act, a
district court deciared

I
that:

, The act imposes no civil or criminal
penalties on such states or their offi-

. Fiats. While thewithholding of feder-.
al funds in some instances may re-
semble the impoSition of civil or
criminal penalties and white eco-
nomic pressure may threaten such
havoc-to a state's well-being as to
cause the federal legislation to cross
the line which divides inducement
from coercion, that line is not
crossed in this case. Nor does the act
displace local initiative with federal
directives. The act mandates essen-
tially a cooperative venture among
the 'federal government and state
and lycal authorities.1°

Similarly, a North Carolina decision,, affirmed
by the Supreme Court, upheld the same act
despite the fact that it conflicted with North
Carolina's Constitution.'62

More recently, the District of Columbia

Court of Appeals upheld a provision of the So-
cial Security Act which conditions state receipt
of Medicaid funds upon the states" "passing-
thrOugh" Congressioniky approved cost of liv-
ing increases to SuppWental Security Income
recipients. in the' case of Oklahoma v.
Schweikeri" states argued that the "pass-
through" provision constituted an unconstitu-

-bonal exercise of the spending-power and.a vi-
olation of the Tenth Amendment because the
-Condition was completely unrelated to the
Medicaid program. Speaking for the court,
however, Judge Mikva dismissed state argu-
mentation, ruling that:

The contention that the pass-
through provision is unc stitutional
becaUse-there is no relat nship be-
tween a state's suppleme tary pay-
ments and the Medicaid program is
overly simplistic....

Congress',... ability to impose
conditions on the receipt of federal
funds is unquestioned. Although
there may be some limit to the terms,
Congress may impose, this court has
been unable to uncover any instance
in which a court, has invalidated a
funding condition.'"

Pennhurst: Sui Generis Rulingor
Judicial Forecast?

The legitimacy of Congress' power to
-legislate under the spending power
thus. rests on whether the- state vol-
untarily and knowingly accepts the
terms of the "contract" ... Accord-
ingly, if Congress intends to impose
a 'condition on the grant of federal
moneys, it must do so unambig-
uously.'"

In its 1980-81 term, the Supreme Court con-
sidered a challenge to conditions at a

Pennsylvania state institution for the mentally
retarded. The- challenge was based in part on
the Developmentally Disabled Assistance and
Bill of Rights Act of 1975specifically, the "bill
ofights" component. The Court's response,
capsulized in the quotation above, poted ,that
the "bill' of rights"worded in terms of legis-
lative "findings"represented, at most, a.
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Congressional preference and, in theAbsence
of language specifically-saying so, could not be
construed as a condition of aid.,Congress was
thus admonished for its tendency to favor stat-
utory obscurity. Morebver, the decision in
Pennhurst State School and Hospital v.
Haldermaq could poteritipy set "the stage for
attacks on administrative imPlementation of
grant stringsthrough regulations, guidelines,
etc.----on the ground that the agency has'
imposed duties beyond those in the relevant
statute itself."16,,_

Two additional statements made by the
. Court in Pennhurst maythough. won't
necess-arilyhave a profound affect on -future
judicial grant rulings..Thus, Justice Rehnquist's
majority opinion warned that: "Though Con-
gress' power to legislate under the spending
power broad, &does not "include surpriOrg
participlting states with/post-acceptance or
'retroactive' conditions.',',A6 While itis unclear
(by no means has Congress cornered the mar-
ket on inexactitude) what would constitute a
"retroactive". condition, it is at least conceiva-
ble that "Waken seriously, ts approach
would call into question basic feaiure4 of the
grant system such as enactment of new
crosscutting conditions which apply to existing
programs."'"

Adding even ?bore to the ominous tone
taken, by the Court in Pennhurst was a foot-
noted'Suggestion that. "Where are limits on the
poWer of Congress to impose conditions on
the states pursuant to its spending power.'""
Thereafter, among other cases, the majority
cited Nation,al teagUe of Cities v.' Usery.
Whether or not this natty be taken as an intima-
tion thai the Court will, in the future, .be dis-
posedoto "fill up the empty NLC vessel" is im-
possible to kiowa footnote does not a
strong, precedef make. "Still," according to
Professor Geol\ge Brown, "Supreme Court
footnotes are okften harbingers of things to
come; and this particular statement may force
lower courts to take more seriously-challenges
to grant conditions based on state sovereignty
grounds.'""

IMPLEMENTATION IN THE COURTS:
SUING FOR JUDICIAL REGULATION

Despite recent "hints" such as those con-
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tained in Pennhurst, the federal judiciary may
still be characterized as accomodative to Cdn-
gressional uses of tticcommerce and spending
powers. It has been, then, an acquiescent judi-
ciary. However, like classic schizophrenics, the
.courts have, 'in addition, displayed another,
quite different facethus earning, over the
past quarter- century, the more 'commonly
heard 'epithet, activist judiciary.

The notion of the, courts as arenas of activ-
ism is, of course, generally traced to 1954 and
the Warren Court's decision in Brown v.

Board of fducation.171 Thereafter, the federal
courts continued on their "activist course" de:
livering additional decisions in the area of
desegreation, as well as the areas 'of criminal
procedure, civil libertiesand reapportionment.

The effect ofsthese decisions on the'.social,
economic and political fabric of America 'was
profound. First, the series of civil rights rulings
ended long and 'sha eful era of- legal
crimination. Second, terms, of criminal pro-
cedure and civil lib ier, the Court set about
the task of modernizing the Bill of Rights both
by fashioning new guarantees and through the
incorporation of most of its provisions into the
14h Amendment. Finally, through its reappor-
tionment decisions the Supreme Court restruc-
tured political representation, throughout
much of the nation.

that these 'decisions also.. had powerful ef-
fects upon the Alnerican system of feiteralism
is undisputed. They were, after all, federal ju-
dicial decisions mandating often massive
changes in local school districts, ordering al-
terations-in state and local criminal processing,
and overturning state apportionment, plans
thus delving into the very. heart of state pbliti-
cal autonomy. Without doubt, the Warren
Court -era saw the astendancy of individual
rights over federal principles. However, that,
in and of'itsetf, was certainly nothing new, for
as one observer has noted, "The relationship
between the theme) of federalisend individ-
ual rights is one that runs deep inA!nerican in-
tellectual and social history."172 A proper bal-
ance of the two has 'always seemed just outside
the grasp. Yet, whether or not Warren Court
mandates, ran roughshod over state and local
prerogatives is subject to dej,ate and an impor-
tant factor in determining whether the newer
(post-1970), primarily lower :court activism im-
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posing affirmative otligations on state and lo- federalism seems to hide 'more than it re-
cal institutions is a different, more intrusive% * veals. [In the criminal process cases), no pore
and more compulsory form of judicial reguta- than in the case of desegregation' or reappor-

tionment; do the more rabid critics deplore the
fact that the rules were made by the national
government as much as they do the rules
themgtIves.'""

It is probably, however, the reapportion-
ment cases which have caused the most con-
cern among legal scholars over the balance of
power in intergovernmental relations, for
these decisions,. in effect, altered the very
'structure of federalism:.

Commencing with Wesberry v. San-
ders in 1064,. the Supreme Court be-
gan to limit the states' ability to con-
trol the process of Congressional
election districting. District lines
must now be drawn to approach nu-

-merical equality among-the constitu-
encies. Neither municipal bounda-
ries nor attempts to avoid political
gerrymandering will excuse even
slight deviations from mathematical
equality. The courts have also scruti-
nized state plans to ensure contigui

9 \ ty and prevent use of the districting
power to exclude minorities from
political representation. At a mini-
mum, the political effect of the desi-
sions mandating substantial equality'
of Congressional districting has been
to diminish the influence of state
parties on the composition of Con -

gress, and to shift a measure of polit-
ical power from the previously over-
represented rural areas to the cities
and, more recently, to the increas-
ing,' populous suburbS.11°

According to Kurlar, the Court accomplished
this rather astounding .structural and political
revolution "with the precision and determina-
tion of a, toy soldier that had been wound up
and pointed in a certain direction.'""

Yet, despite their high degree of intrusive-
ness, even the reapportionment cases.did not
mandate the sort of large monetary costs
which have come to be associated with con-
temporary intergovernmental regulations.
And, in this way, among others, they may be-
distinguished from, the "new" judicial

tion than that of the -1960s.
In terms of federal-state relationships, by far

the most controversial of. the Warren Court's
"regulatory" decisions have been.those involv-
ing criminal procedUre and reapportion-
men0 3 Thus, Neil D. McFeeley contends that
"[wIhite those Warren Court decisions on due
process and habeas corpus furthered progress
in the protection of individual freedom, theA. ;

had serious and negative institutional effects
which- the Warren Court majority considered
negligible if indeed They considered them at all
in the rush to protect defendants' rights. These-
negative effects. were most vivid in the criminal
justice system. and in the area of judicial
federalism."'"

Not everyone; of course, would agree with
Profess& McFeetey's assertion that the Warren
Court did not consider state and local institu-
tional effects. Indeed, citing three major crimi-
nal procedure` cases spanning the Warren and
purger Courts (Griffin v, Illinois, 1;5 Douglas v.
California,vg and Bounds v. Smith174, Gerald
E. frug contends that they

... involve a ... limited intrusion
into local democratic decisionmak-
ing.... The Court did not design a
detailed list of requirements that a
state must provide, regardless, of
cost, in order to meet constitutional -
'standards ... 'but emphasized flexi-
bility and local experimentation. The
Court did not establish, standards of
quality that necessitate continuing
judicial supervision of their achieve-
ment, ... In short, because unlit
able mandated costs are relati
small, these cases are likely to 'Cause
little impact on the democratic man-
agement of government, and be-
cause the federal judicial intrusion is
limited, little unwarranted federal .

control of state decisionmaking is
required.'"

Finally, PfliIlip P. Kurland believes that mach
of the intergovernmental lamentation which
such cases occasioned was actually little more
than a subterfuge: "The outcry on behalf Of

.5 5
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mandates -- particularly ih the area of Institu-
tional' remedies.

'Federal Judge as
State Legislator and Administrator:

The Institution Cases

If nothing' else, the lower court "institution
cases," ruling upon and ordering changes in
state prisons,"2 local. jails,'" state mental insti-
tutions," and juvenile, detention -facilities.'"
.are notable. fat their volume.'" Yet, the quanti-
ty of such cases is hardly their distinguishing
characteristic --in' the United 'States, the
phrase, "burgeoning field of case law," is a re-

. dundancy if ever there was one. gather, they
are differentiated by an unusual degree of judi-
cial intrusion:

Federal district judges are increas-
ingly acting 'as day-to-day managers
and implementers, reaching into the
details of civic life:, how prisons are
run, medication is. administered to
The mentally ill, custody is arranged
for severely deranged persons, pri-
vate avid public employers recruit
and promote, Though judicial au-
thority and democraCy have always
co-existed in tension, as federal
judges assume a more active mana-
gerial role, politicians and citizens
chafe for quite pragmatic reasons.i"

it should. be noted that few would dispute
the findings, in most such lower court* deci-
sions, that generally conditions in-the instituy
tions under Order are deplorable. For instancec
in the Supreme Court's recent Pennhurst deci-
sion (decided, in part, at the lower court level
on ConstitutiOnal grounds but solely on statu-
tory grounds by the Supreme Court), Justice
Rehnquist admitted that:

Conditions at' Pennhurst are not only
dangerous, with the residentS often
physically abused or drugged by staff
members, but inadequate for the
"habilitation" of the retarded. In-
deed, the court found tharthe physi-
cal, intellectual and emotional skills
of some residents have deteriorated
atTennhurst.'aa
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With such findings in hand, it would be ex--
tremely difficult for even a- moderately com-
passionate jurist not to order changesin-
deed,stvhether in the hands of a compassionate
or heartless fudge, findings of Constitutional
violation demand changeS which would bring
the offending institution into compliance with
the Constitution. However, in contrast to court
actions of only a decade or two ago which
tended to lean toward locally designed compli-
ance plans and implementation with "all delib-
erate speed," the newer court orders are often
maTked by demands for immediate compliance
with court-designed plansthe only alterna-
tive being that the offending jurisdiction shut
down all or part of its prison system, mental in-
stitution(s), jail(s),

Let there be no mistake in The mat-
ter; the obligation of the respon-
dents to eliminate existing unconsti-
tutionalities does not depend upori
what the legislature may do, or up.on

- what the governor may do, or, in-
deed, upon what respondents may
actually be able to accomplish. If
Arkansas is going to operate a peni-
tentiary system., going to have to
be a system that is countenanced by
the Constitution of the United
Statei.""

ln,a sense, such orders share the characteris-
tics of legislative partial preemptions"you
don't have ED) but...." Yet, as the language
noted above suggests, the "but" portion of the
equation offers even less option/ than that
found in partial preemptions. Theri is no offer
of a federal pickup and while the lack of a
clean air plan would pose a serious long-range
health problem, it pales in comparison with
the immediate "health" problem posed by the
release of a state's entire population of. con-
victed murderers and rapists.

Simply, then, a state, must comply. And, the
budgetary effects can be streraendous.
the National Prison Project of the American
Civil Liberties Union estimated Alabama's costs
of compliance with a. 1976 district court order
to be nearly $30 million, including:

additional annual operating costs of
$3.5' million. This would include
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about $1.6 .pt illion for 'new staff,
about $1.2 million for upgrading
food services, and other items;

a additional capital costs of $20.6 mil-
lion. Of this total some $18.5 million
vv' ould go to __Finovating or con-
structing resid4Mial areas at five fa-,

ordet to Meet the Court's
tequirement that each inmate be
given at least 60 feet of living space
and a,single cell; and ,

o, additional program costs of from
$2.6 to $4.3 million, :depending on
how soon the state complies with
the single cell. requirement. This in-
cluded $1.9 million, for education!
vocational,, gaining, $1.7 million for.
work release, pre-release centers
and road camps, plus $600,000 for
prison industries, and $94,000 for
transition re-entry programs.14P

Gerald Frug cites two aspects of such orders v
which "suggest that they are a greater intru-
sion into dem4ratic [state- local] decision-
making than normal invalidation of law on con-
stitutional grounds:"

Rather than preventing the govern-
ment from, acting in an unconstitu.4
tional way, these orders mandate af-
firmative aeon by the legislative and
executive br'anches to correct a Con-
stitutional violation. Moreover; the
court orders involve a subject matter
th"at is the very foundation of the dis-
cretion that is 16dged in the other
branches [as well as autonomous
state gzvernmentsl: the raising, allo
cation/ and spending of government
funds.'"

Donald Horowitz agrees:

The decree of a federal district judge
ordering mentair.hospitals to adhere
to some 84 minimum standards of
care and treatment represents an ex-
treme in specificity, but it is repre-
sentative of the trend to.ward de-
manding performance tflacannot be
measured in one or two simple acts
but in a whole course of conduct,
performance that tends to be open -

0

in time and even in the identi-
ty of the parties to whom the per-
formance will be owed. Remedies
like these are reminiscent of the
kinds of programs adopted by legis-
latures and executives. If they are to
be translated into' action, remedies
of this kind often require the same
kinds of supervision as other govern-

. ment programs do.'"

Finally, even as liberal an observer as Archibald
Cox has some questions about this form of ju-
dicial policymaking:

.9

But are federal courts all over the
country to' decide the policy cisies-,
tions, levy the taxes and distribute
fhb revenues? Not to act would be to,
acknowledge judicial. futility. To act
would be to adopt a tax and fiscal'
policy for the state. It might even be-
come' necessary to set up the ma-
chinery to make policy effective. In
addition, to questions of competen-
cy, those oflegitimacy would surely
arise. Even in the case of legislative
default, does a federal courtusual-
ly a single judgehave legitimate
power to levy taxes on a people with-
out their consent, and to decide
where and how public money shall
be spent?'23

Once more,,o1 course, the problem of feder-
al judicial intrusiveness runs headlong into the
question of individual rights. A very good argu-
ment can be made that the individuals involved
in the institution cases are far more in need of
protection by some source outside the normal
democratic processes than the rest of us be-
ing; for the most part, 'iivoluntarily held and
denied' voting privileges. such instances, is
there room for judicially b lanced decisions,
ensidering democratieand federal principles

alongside individual rights? Yes, according to
Frug, particularly in an era of diminishing fiscal
resources:

Such a division of government bud-
gets bttween voluntary and involun-
tary retients provides the basis for
Constitutional analysis, but, if strictly
applied in this era of limited re-

t£+
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sources, it would seriously reduce
the legislature's ability to allocate
government resources.... Many
beneficiaries of court orders are not
entitled to vote; but neither are the
children whose access to education,
libraries or welfare benefits might be
curtailed to pay for the court or-
der.... To some it may 'seem
oddperhaps conservative is the
wordto Suggest that the limits on
federa,1 judicial power have any rele-
vance when the courts are sicking to
fashion individual liberties.' But if the
courts were to have plenary power to
define constitutional values, and
then control by equitable decree the
spending of the ukoney appropri-
ated, they would be exercising all
power of government -- judicial, leg-
islatiy, and executive.'"

THE SUPREME COURT AND THE
INSTITUTION CASES:
SENDING A MESSAGE OR
SIDESTEPPING THE ISSUE?

In its 1980 -81 term, the Supreme Court ruled
in two of the 4long-pending institution
cases R'hddes v. _Chailiman,195 a prison over-
crowding case, and Mnnhurst State School
and Hospital v. Halderman," the mental insti-
tution case mentioned previously. In both
cases, the Court ruled against. the institutional
respondents. Yet, whether either case.may be
viewed as a high court signal to the lower fed-
eral courts has been clouded by the facts itf
Rhodes and the Court's refusal to rule ori Con-
stitutional grounds in Pennhurst.

The CoUrt's decision in Rhodes that the
double-ceiling of prisoners did not constitute
c'r'uel and unusual punishment under the
Eighth and 14th Amendments becaufrse "Etio the
extent that tprisonl conditioni are restrictive
and even harsh, they are part of the penalty
that criminals-pay for their offenses against so-
ciety,"197 was met with nrnIch ado both by pris-
on adortrawfstrators and civil rights advo-
catesboth, of course, "ado-ing" from quite
different. perspectives. It was all, however,
probably "much ado about nothing."
Compared to most of the nation's pritns,
the,Southern Ohio Correctignal Facility-
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double; ceiling notwithstandingis a model
institution:

SOCF was built in the early 1970s.
In addition to 1620 cells, it has'gyme--......
nasiums, workshops, school rooms,
"day rooms," two chapels, a hospital'
ward, commissary, barber shop, and
library. Outdoors, OCF has a recre-
ation field, visitation area, and gar-
den. The District Court described
this physical plant as "unquestiona-
bly a topflight, first-class facility.""I

Such conditions may be compaied with those
in another p ison which the lower courts
found clearly nsti tional and which the
Supreme Court itself fered as an example of
Constitutional violation:t"

[linmates are compelled to live in
constant .fear of violence, in immi-
nent ,clanger to their physical well-
being, and without opportunity to
seek a more promising, future....20°.
Mack of sanitation throughout the
institutionsin living areas, infirma-
ries, and food servicepresents an
imminent danger to the health of
each and every inmate. . . .2"
Plumbing facilities are in an excep-
tional state of disrepair. '.202 Main-
taining personal hygiene is an 'insur-
mountable problem'. . . .2°2 The
electrical systems are totally inade-
'quate, and exposed wiring poses
a constant danger to the in-
mates.. . .2°4 The food is general-
ly unappetizing and unwhole-
some.. . .1" Inmates suffer physical
deterioration from lea of oppor-
tunitites for exercise and
recreation..

Thus, the facts in Rhodes did not easily lend
themselves to a g-eral pronouncement on ex-
tensive federal judicial intervention in in-
stances where gross constitutional violations
exist. Despite this inconclusiveness, however,
Justice Powell's lead opinion -did appear to
warn the lower courts about excessive
intrusiveness:

When conditions of confinement
amount to'..cruel and unusual punish-

4
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ment,. "federal courts will discharge
their duty to protect constitutional
rights." In discharging this oversight
responsibility, however, courts can-
not assume that stat legislatures and
prison officials are isensitive to the,
requirementS of the Constitution or
to the perplexing sociological 'prob-
lems of how best to achieve the goals
of the penal functraiNn the criminal
justice system...."'7,

for different reasons, the Court's opinion in
Pennhurst, while probably significant for pur-,
poses of grant law, is not particularly resolute
in terms of the institution cases, most of which
are detided on Constitutional grounds. While
the district court found that conditions at"
Pennhurst violated both the Eighth Amend-
ment and the Equal Protection Clause, the
court of appeals'substantially affirming the
district court's extensive remedial
orderavoided the Constitutional claims of
the institution's residents, ruling instead on
purely, statutory grounds. Thereafter, the Su-
preme Court found it unnecessary to address
the Constitutional questioni. Thus, although
the Court overturned the remedial order in its
remand; any Constitutional, issues and; po-
tentially, any remedy based on Constitutional
claimswere thrust back on the court of
appeals.

Understandably, the Supreme Court is al-
ways- hesitant, to rule on broad Constitutional
questions when ruling on a statutory basis will
sufficeparticularly if a Const ally based
decision would create new tive obliga-
tions. Its word, unlike that of an appeals or dis-
trict court, is final and binding troughoUt the
nation. Hence, in its Rhodes decision,-the
Court admitted that its negative judgment was
influenced by such concerns:

This court must proceed cautiously
in making an Eighth Amendment
judgment because,. unless we re-
verse it, "Ca] decision that a given
punishment Is impermissible under
the Eighth Amendment cannot be re-
versed short of a constitutional
amendment," and thus "Crievisions
cannot be made in the light of fur-

experience.'"*-
Similarly, no doubt, the justices' avoidance of

Constitutional questions in Pennhurst suited
from their reluctance to advance a s ries of
new Constitutional rights for the mentally
retarded:

0 a federal Constitutional right to be
provided with "minimally adequate
habilitation" in the "least restrictive
environment" regardless of whether
they are voluntarily or involuntarily
committed,
a Constitutional right to "be free
from harm" under the Eighth
Amendment, and

0 [a Constitutional right] to be proviii:-
ed with "nondiscriminatory habilita-
tion" under the Equal Protection.
Clause.'"

Not surprisingly, the Supreme Court's avoid-
ance of the Constitutional question in
Pennhurst may be influencing the lower
courts. Hence, four months later, Chief Judge
Devirie of the U.S. District Court for New
Hampshire decided that:

Contrary to. the [mentally retarded]
residents' contentions, however,
there-is no statutory [under the
Developmentally Disabled Assistance
and Bill of Rights Act] or Constitu-
tional basis for requiring that the
state provide habilitation in the least
restrictive environment, and the resi-
dent's substantive due process claim
to that /ffect is hereby rejected."°

"OUR FEDER.ALISM"2" AND .

INTERGOVERNMENTAL REGULATION:
IS THERE A JUDICIAL ROLE IN

REGULATORY REFORM?

To many, having read the foregoing pages,'
the answer to the question set forth above may
seem obvious. If states and localities are now
`overregulated (or at least badly' regulated) by
the federal government, the federal courts are
not without'blame.. It follows; therefore, that
being part of the problem, the federal judiciary
should be part of the solution. Yet, -"solutions"
arrived at in the judicial forumparticularly
those of a Constitutional natureare always
the most controversial of remedies, a fact of
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American life aptly summed up (if at our ex-
pense) by an astute foreign observer:

At the first sound of a new argument
over the United States Constitution
and its interpretation, the hearts of
AMericans leap with a fearful joy.
The blood stirs powerfully in .their
veins and, a' new lustre brightens
their eyes. Like King Harry's men be-
ta* Harfleur, they stand like grey-
hounds in the slips, straining upon
the start.2"

Such heady arguments, of coursfa, may and
do take place in the Halts of Congress, the

. Oval Office, and, for that matter, the 'corner
bar, but through tradition and jurisdicti
the federal jUdiciary and ultimately the if-
preme Court which finally disposes of Con
tutional quistions. And, if we may be likene
to straining greyhounds during the argument,
those of us who perceive ourselves to be los-
ers, at its conclusion can be expected to react
toward the "umpire" like those same,dogs
unleashed.

The Acquiescent Judiciary:
Should It Be More Activist?

This Court is simply not at liberty to
erect a mirror its own conception
of a desirable governmental struc-
ture....; [Eiffective restraints ...
,must :proceed, from political rather
than from judicial processes."'"
..;[Tihe states, and their interests as
such, are represented in the-on-
gresA but not in the federal courts."

Both of the above arguments have frequently
been advanced as justifications for judicial def-
erence to Congressional uses of the commerce
and spending powers. The one, in essence, is a
recognition of the fact that the Court, as the
lest democratic branch of government, should
keep to a minimum the number of instances in
which it overrules the most democratic branch.
The second holds that Congressional policy af-
fecting the states runs little risk of destroying
the integrity of the states since, in effect, Con-,

4, gress is a composite of the states.
Whether or not the courts should maintain a

deferential posture toward the CongreSs, the
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first rationale for doing so woild appear to be
the more valid of the two. Indeed, a goad. ar-
gument can'be made that a variety of structural'
and political changes occurring in this century
have combined to make Conoress particularly
insensitive to state and local values.

Thus, in terms of structure, Congress did at
one time reflect state values: Senators were
chosen by their,state legislatures and, the 15th
Amendment notwithstanding, the states con-
trolled the composition of the electorate. As
early as 1913, state structural preponderance
was weakened by the ratification of the 17th
Amendment and the direct popular election of
United States Senators. However, it was not
until a half-century later4hat the combined im-
pact of the four voting amendments, the
Voting Rights Acti.and the'Supreme Courts re--
,apportionment decisions resulted in a state
structural influence more mythical than real.

Perhaps even more significant has been the
gradual decline in tke political influence of
state and local interests at thiThational legisla-
ye level. Brought about in large measure by

t e weakening of the local party organization
and the technological unshackling of the na-
tional media, that decline is both Manifested
in and 'exacerbated by the individual members -
of Congress:

The past 25 years have brought enor-
mous .changes in the' ypes of per-
sons elected to the Senate and
House, and in the techniques used in.

their successful campaigns. The core'
element in- this transformation has
been the decline in importance of
state party organization, itself a
product of seveial lelated
forcesthe effect of money on poli-
tics, fthe changing use of media in
campaigns, the phenomenon of ce-
lebrity, success In politics, and the
substitution of. welfare state pro -
gra n 'fp the community service
functions of he neighborhood polit-
ical organiza on. The consequences

'are varied, bu liarly point in one
s
direction. As Senators and members
of the House develop, independent
constituencies among groups such as
,farmers, businessmen, laborers;
environmentalists, and the poor,
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each of which 'generally sUpports
certain national initiatives, their,
tendency to identify with state inter-
ests and the positions of state offi-
cials is fedUCed.2"

One of the most respected jurists in Ameri-
can history, Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes,
once remarked that "1 do not think the United
States would come to an end if welost our
power to declare an act of Congress void. I do
think the Union would be, imperiled if we
could not make that declaration as to the laws
of the several states;"'"-,Years later, the great
legal scholar Herbert Wechsler asserted that
questions of states' rights-are not the proper
purview of the courts but rather are questions
to be settled in political forum.212 Ironically,
Wechsler's 1954 article dealt with and was ti-
tled, "The. Political Safeguards of tederalismi
The Role of the States in the Composition and
Selection of the National Government." With
those safeguards now badly eroded, a number
of legal analysts believe that questions of state
sovereignty "warrant some broader measure of.
judicial supervision than the courts have re-
cently supplied. "211 And, most such advocates
pin their hopes on a revival and expanion of ,

NLC.
For instance, A.E. Dick Howard believes that

the principles of /%11.0 could -be ,applied to
"grant programs that didate that states', in or-
der to qualify, must structure their administra-
tive Machinery in ways specified by federal reg-
ulations."'" In many cases, such _regulations
affect the "states as states," alter "attributes of
state sovereignty," and impair the ability of
states "to structure integral operations in areas
of traditional functions." To dismiss the three
NLC criteria on grounds that costly conditions
of aid, established after-the-fact, are merely
part and parcel-of a voluntary agreement, is to
say, according to Howard, that there are not
limits on the Congressional power over the
states.

Many analysts, while applauding the Court's
renewed sensitivity to state sovereignty princi-

AzIes in its NLC decision, feel that the logic un-
derlying the opinion was basically unsound
and therefore of limited future applicability.
Indeed, the limited use to which NLC has been
put in the-past five years would appear to add a

measure of Validity to such critit'isms.
Nonetheless, even among those who doubt
the logic of NLC, some feel that its postulates
may be worthy of further judicial gloss.

Thus, although he sees very serious weak-
nasseS in the NW doctrine, Lewis Kaden be-
lievei it, could legitimately trigger court inter-
vention "when a federal program coops l the
statetS political' processes by interfering with
legislative and executive .direction in a signifi-
cant way.'...22° Again, like. Howard, Kaden as-
serts that whether the commerce or spending
power is 'involved, .a Congressional directive
Vich forces states to restructure existing or
create new administrative machinery is a seri-
ous invasion of the states' essential freedom to
be able to "conduct their political processeS
and use their ?scat, political and personal re-
sources, in ways determined internally."'"

The Activist JUrAciary:
Should It Be More Acquiescent(

Courts that make rules for universi-
ties, prisons, welfare agencies, or
other bodies take on the functions of
legislatures. But courts are afflicted
with a kind of tunnel vision. A judge
is not-in a positionnor does he
have the warrantto balance com-
peting politi I, and economic inter-,
ests as legisl rs are accustomed to
doing. Yet h can order heavy ex-
penditures of public funds to, carry
out his decisions, and that means ei-
ther that taxpayers willpay more or
that o/her public projects will get
less.'"

Or, put in more' homely terms:

A federal judge rearranging a state's
penal or educational system is like a
man feeding candy to his grandchild.
He derives a great deal of personal
satisfaction from it and has no re-
sponsibility for the results.223

The above remarks conjure up images of
meddling federal judges, unconcerned with
the state political processeS they amend or nul-
lify. Yet, dearly, one of the chief responsibili-
ties of the federal judiciary is the protection of
Constitutional rights. Indeed, if anything is
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more precious than 'Our Federalism," it must
be our inditidual rights. And when a state
'abuses thost rightswhether they be the
rights of an upstanding citizen or a hardened
criminalfederalism or states' rights can be no
excuse for the continuation of abuse.

The Constitution, however, contains more
than the first nine and 14th amendments. It is,
in addition, a document-mandating democratic
processes and a federal system and these too,
to varying degrees; must factor into the deci-
sionS of federal _judges. Moreover, as re-
sources become increasingly limited, the ques-
tion arises' whether courts should be more
sensitive to economic costs when fashioning
Constitutional remedies? Must the integrity of
state budgets and, political processes be sacri
ficed in the drive for equitable rellf? In other
words, is balance possible (or e n desirable)
in judicial decisionmaking where individual
rights are involved?

Before the form of. judicial relief is deter-
mined, a federal' court must decide whether it
is proper to intervene in the first place. In fact,
one of the chief complaints about the federal
judiciary has been that it intervenes far too fre-
quently into state and locecriminal processes
and institutional, management when state
courts may be fully competent to safeguard
Constitutional rights. As Judge Henry J. Friend-
ly has observed:

It is hard to conceive a task more ap-
propriate for federal courts than to
protect civil rights guaranteed by the
Constitution against invasion by the
states. Yet we also have state courts,
whose judges, like those of the fed-
er I courts, must take an ()WI to sup-
p rt the Constitution andiwere in-
tended to play an important role in
carrying it out."'

Insofar as the institution cases are con-
cerned, it would be a gross understatement to
say that no precise test for intervention exists.
As Justice Harlan F, Stone once acknowledged;
"the only check upon our own exercise of
power is our own sense of self-restraint."2,5. Of
course, self-restraintbeifig a variable
conceptmeans different things to different
individuals. Thus, Judge David L. Bazelon of
the District of Columbia Federal Cdurt of Ap-
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peals has remarked that his test fOr determin-
ing the necessity for federal. intervehtion is

' "Does it make you sick- r'22* White its true, in
attempting to practice a Measure of self-
restraint, that the nausea scale may be. as good
a lest as any other, some individuals are as
likely to be genuinely sickened by double-
ceiling as others are by rat infestatir and
widespread violence.

Here, as in other areas over the past decade,
the Supreme Court has offered little, real guid-
ance. In opining on legal intervention doc-
trines from comity in state court proceedings
to standing In general, the Burger Court has
vacillated. Hence, while it has been more sen-
sitive to federalism 'principles than Its prede-
cessor, its various decisions . have provided
only limited direction to the lower courts.227

Even more problematic than federal judicial
interventionfor clearly, in many cases,
"tests" or no, intervention in the protection of
civil rights is entirely warrantedis the form
which that intervention takes. As discussed
previously, invalidating a law, even ordering
judicially approved changes in state and local
processes and institutions where constitution-
al violations have been proved are legitimate
federal judicial functions. However, the pro-
priety of federal court orders which mandate
highly specific legislative and executive actions
and skew state budgets away. from policies
deemed significant by elected officials has
been questioned. in,such cases, judicial intru-
siveness may, impinge upon three highly inter-
related elemerits of governance: state-local
prerogatives, democratic decisionmaking and
fiscal integrityfactors, which combined, have
long been associated with the notion of "effec-
tive government," With its renewed, if some-
what ambivalent, interest in the former two el-
ements, the Supreme Court appears to be
saying that, democracy and federalism should
be given some weight even in cases involving
rights."'

The more difficult questions, however, re
volve around judicial considerations of costs.

_Shouldeven can' -- judges give some
weight to dollars and cents in making -their
Constitutional rights decisions? While few h
any legal scholars believe that the costs in-
volved in remedying Constitutional violations
should be the deciding, faci,or in the fashioning
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of those remedies, some do argue that finan-
cial values should be given more weight than
they are currently afforded.

In the first place, the cost issue is very much .

tied up with the issues of democratic
decisionmaking and state-local rights in the
federal system. Budgetary decisions are, after
all, at the very heart of governance. When a
judge commandeers 4 portion of a state's
'budget to one purposenot necessarily the
state's preferred purpose ---he or she effective-
ly deprives some other putposeperhaps a
preferred purposeof funds.

Second, on a more mundane level, there is
only so much money to go around. Given that
neither the federal judiciary nor state and local
governments can print currency, costly court
orders represent a depletion of finances
generally.

The Supreme Courtthough, again, far from
sailing a dear coursehas not been adverse to
weighing costs where apprOpriate. Hence, in a
1976 due process case, the Court framed the is-
sue of additional costs in terms of the public
interest:

The most visible burden fof a prior
evidentiary hearing] would be the in-
cremental cost resulting from the in-
creased number of hearings and the
expense of providing benefits to in-
eligible 'recipients pending decision.
No one can, predict the extent of the
increase.... The parties 'submit
widely varying estimates of the prob-
able additional financial cost. We
only need say that experience with
the constitutionaLizing of govern -.
merit procedures suggests that. the
Ultimate additional cost in terms of
money and administration would not
be insubstantial.

Financial cost, alone is not a
controlling' weiiiht in determining
whether due process requires a par-
ticular procedural safeguard prior, to
some administratiVe decision. nut
the government's interest, and hence
that of the public, cin conserving
scarce: fiscal and administrative re-
sources, is a tartar that must be
weighed: At some point the' benefit
Of an additional safeguard to the in-

ft
I

dividual affected by the administra-
tive action and'ociety irj terms of in-
eNeased assurance that the action is
just, may be outweighed by the cost.
Significantly, the cost of protecting
those whom the preliminary adminis;
trative process has identified as likely
to be undeserving may in the end
come out of the dockets of the de-
serving since resources available for
any, particular program of social wel-
fare are not unlimited.'"

Of course, a very convincing argument could
be mane that it is one thing to weigh costs
where the issue is one of procedure in dis-
pensing benefits'and quite another where cru-
el and unusual punishment is being Aped out
in an institutional setting. Still, Constitutional
rights are ConstitOonal rights whether they
be to due process in the receipt of benefits or
equal protection for malevolent forms .of pun-
ishment. If costs factor into one, can they be
factored into the other? Yes, according to
Gerald Frug:

_A recognition that government re-
sources are finite does not allow the
government to refuse to enforce
Constitutional rights b*ecause it is too
expensive to do so. The issue in the
institution cases is not whether there
will be compliancewith the consti-
tutionof that there should be no
doubtbut rather the timing of
achieving the compliance. Because
of myriad demands for limited gov-
ernment resources, only a certain
amount of money can be allocated in
any particular year for a new expend-
iture, no matter how intense the
need for it. A judiCial decision that
institutional conditions are unconsti-
tutional requires that money be
found to correct them,_ but the
amount of money to be applied each
year is a legislative decisions this de-
cision must be accepted by :the
courts, if, in 'the words of the deseg-,

regation cases, it is °made in "good
faith. "?:"

To 'achieve this blend of Constitutional en-
forcement and practical flexibilty, Frug offers
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an example of what he believes tote a reason=
able judicial course of action:

'If, for example, a court were to de-
cide that the .Constitution requires
"provision, of basic medical care to
all.patients Ph the institution," it
could then. require the state to draft
a plan indicating(1) what the ;state
will in the setting of the institu-
ti to meet such a
stan d and (2) how, and over what-
period of time, the state will imple-
ment its plan. The court would retain
the power to review and criticize the
state's particularization of the consti-
tutional standard, but agreement is
likely due to widespread acceptance
of what constitutes minimally ade-
quate care. In fact, the court can
avoid deciding whether the precise
ingredients of the plan amount to
constitutionally adequate care by
treating the state's, plan as provision,
al only.. If the .plan makes .Major
provements in presently'indefeniible
conditions, the court need not bless
that plan as constitutional. The major
issue is not what has to be done to

complete the jobthat is a long war.
offbut how. the job can be be-
gun.... It is the direction and rate of
change that is important, not the de-
tails of timing, staffing, and planning
for capital construction. These de-
tails should not be the business of
the courts.232

Judicial 'decisionmaking is' not conducive
to easy answers or pat formulas. The example
proferred by Frug could not possibly fit every
institutional casein some situations far more
drastic remedies might very well be appropri-
ate. But if we ace to ask oLff legislative and ex-
ecutive branches to consider mdre fully .the
costsfiscal and federalof their policy deci-
sioni, is it any less proper to ask that the judi

-cial branch do so also? Judges may not think of
',themselves as regulatorsa term normally

used to describe certain agency- person-
nelfbuthey are regulators andiregulators of
other regulators as well. They have therefore
special.,duty to balance their decisions. An
while some factors, such as individual rights
and deference to the elected brancheS, must

always weigh in more heavily than others,
those others may deserve some consideration
as well.
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Chapter 3

Tht Legislative Origins oU
Federal I t/ergovernmental Regulation

I do not fora moment claim immunity
from the mandate fever of the 1970s.,
As a member of CongreSs, f voted for
many (mandatesi..; . The bills I voted ,

for in Washington came to the House
floor in a form that compelled approve
al. After all, who can vote against .clean
air and water, or betteri'aC cess and'ed-
ucatiOn for the handicapped?'

Chapters 1 and 2 have documented the °un-
precedented growth of intergovernmental-reg-
ulatory programs since 1960 and have de-
scribed the legal context that nurtured it. This
chapter explore3 the political dynamics of reg-
ulatory growth so that reform proposals can be
tailored to the underlying causes of regulatory,
'expansion. Although the, diversity of new
forms ?f intergoyernmental regulation tends.to
obscure the 'sources of this growth, insights
can be gained from two research perspectives.
It is helpful, first, to examine the increasing
use of all forms of i.gulation as instruments of
federal interventioW, in contrast to traditional,
reliance on incentive-based approaches. The
growth of intergovernmental regulation
occurred within this broader regulatory con-
text, entailing either federal intervention in the
internal processes of state and local goqrn-
ments or federal direction orthe ways these jy,-
risdictions regulate the private sector. The sec-
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end research perspective examines more
closely the ances surrounding the pro-
lifbration of- the fobs specific techniques of
intergovernmental `regulation set forth in
Chapter 1 osscutting requirernents; cross-
over sanctions,
orders).

rtial preemptions, anOrect

. Accordingly, this Chapter begins, b placing
the- rscent growth of intergovernmental regula-
tion into historical and political perspective.
Past periods, of 'regulatory expansion aniil the
factors contributing tq the broad proliferation
of federal regulation in the,1960s and 70s are
reviewed briefly. The legislative histories of;
programs utilizing the four tethniques of inter-
governmental regulate are then probed and ,
the circumstanCts leading tO the initial,formu-
latibn and adoption of each device are ex-

a plored. Finally, several generalizations regard-
ing, the Spread of federal mandates are
advanced.

CONT&U'ITY AND MANGE IN
REGULATORY FORMULATION

Rectrint growth in the scope and numbers of
federal regulations is not a wholly new phe-

,-

nomenon but repr,e4ents a longAgm trend in
the development of public policy in America.
As Murray Weicerthaurn has observed:

e present trends in federal go-
ern' ent regulation in the United.
`States do not repre.s.ent an abrupt de-
'parture from an idealized free mar-,k
ket economy but rather the rapid inT
tensifjag.on of the long term
expans of government. influe
over the private sector.'

This trend ,is evident in Graph 3-1, w eh
shows the prcliferation of federal regulatory.
agenCies ,between 1900 and 19811, According to
the Center for the Study of American Busines
the number of regulatory agencies increased
from six in 1900 to 56 by 1980.3 Twenty new
agencies were created in the 1970s alone in-
chiding 'the Environmental Protection Agtcy,
the Occupational Safety and Health Adminis
_trati-4 and the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration.'

Such data hflp to 'put the recent growth of
federal regulation into historical perspective.
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Hovirever,"the continuities apparent.in the long
term growth of regulation conceal important
changes in the targets and procedures of fed-
eral requirements. The frequent use of federal
mandates imposed on state and local govern-
ments, after all, is a relatively new phenome-
non.-MoreoWt, the growth of federal regula.
tkon has been marked by Interinittent bursts of
regulatbry activism rather than uniform accre-

- tion. over time. As Bardach and Kagan put it:

The raiIwth of regulation is not
merely a product of the steady and
relentless forces of logic and political
anrftconomic interests. Regulatory
victo ies, as well as initiatives, are
products of intermittent events ...
that fire tht political imagination and
overwhelm the normal defenses of
antiregulatory interests.5

ta-fGraph 3-2 depicts the number of major reg-
ulatory statutes passed in each decade since
1900. It indicates three clearly identifiable
peaks of regulatory activism associated with
the three broad periods 9f political refdl'in in

,e 20th century: the Progressive Era, the New
thepo t-1960 p iqd. in eakch period,

a burst o regu fory legslation'thrUt the na-
tional4overn nt into new and preiliously un-
touctied are s of public policy.

Periods of l.1egulatory Activism

A closer examinfar.oati f these three historical
periods reveals :further patterns of continuity,

- and 'change in gie sources of regulation over
time. Each of Ole three periods had certain po-
litical features in common. Each produced a

. flourish Of regulat ry activity as part of a broad
wave of federal Such activism generally
was accompanie by considerableAkolar and
even bipartisan support. Innovative use of new
communications media also played a crucial

. role in each perl . Muckraking journalism en-
couliaged new r ulatarc programs during the

-4Arogre'ssive Era; radio brought Roosevelt's'
"4oice to millions during the New Deal; and
graphic television coverage of contemporary
events has been IRsociated with numerous
consumer, environmental and civil rights regu-
lations of the 60s and 70s.

,Equally significant were the political differ-
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`I Graph 371
Growth of Regulatory Agencies
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Figure 3-1 .

Selected Regulatory Enactments
Of the Progressive Era

Date of Title of
Enactment Legislation

1887

1890

1902

1906

1906 4
1913

1913

1914

1920

interstate Commerce Act

Sherman Antitrust Act

New lands Reclamation Act

Pure Food and. Drugs Act

Hepburn Act

Federal Reserve Act

Clayton Act

Federal Trade Commission Act

Federal Power Commission Act

Subject of
Regulation

railroad rates
,

.anti-trust

irrigation and reclamation

food and drug purity

railroad rates

banking and finance

anti-trust

anti-trust and unfair business prac-
tices

public utilities

Source: Based upon Thomas K. McCraw, "Regulatory Change, 1960-79, in Historical Perspective," in U.S. Congress,
Joint Economic Committee, Government Regulation: Achieving Social aiJci Economic Balance, vol. 5, Special
Study on Economic Change, Jojni Committee Print, 96th Cong., 2d sees. 1980), p. 9.

ences among the different periods, especially
between the first two eras and the post -1960t
period. Regulatory expansion during the Pro-
gressive Era and the New Deal was largely the
produCt of an active Presidency. and, as Figures
3-1 and 3-2 demonstrate, regulation in both
periods focused primarily on economic *prac-
tices in the private sector. Moreover, earlier
regulatory programs relied almost entirely on a

.single institutional formthe independent
regulatory commission.

In contrast, ,regulations in the contemporary
period have frequently been Congressional ini-
tiatives, emphasizing social as well as econom-
ic goals. The scope of federal regulation ex-
tended into new program areas like civil rights,
consumer protection, the environment, occu-
pational safety and energy/ conservation. In-,
cluded in this outpouring were a 'host of non
intergovernmental regulatory measures,
including truth-in-lending, fair packaging and-
labelling, transportation safety, fair housing
and equal employment. More importantly for

this study, other new requirements extended
their reach beyond the private sector through
an array of new and intrusive mechanisms of
intergovernmental regulation, ranging from
part(al preemptions like clean air to crossover
sanctions tn. health plakning. The list of 34
prominent intergovernmentalstatutes in Chap-

ter 1 amply' tstifies to the scope' of this
,development.

The following section reviews several factors
associated with the burst of all fOrmS of regula-
tion in the post-1960 era. Following that, the
circumstances surrounding the development
of intergovemMental regulation are explored..

Factors ContribUting to
Regulatory Growth Since 1960

The exact cau4es of the proliferation of regu-
lation programs `r1 the 1960s and 70s are ambig-
uous and subject to considerable debate. On
the surface, these programs were enacted sim-
ply to redress a variety of social and economic
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problems. Yet many of these problems, rang-
ing itom the environment to civil rights, ex-
isted !Ong before federal regulations were
adopted. For the purpose of 'regulatory reform,
it is necessary to consider why regulatory ap-
proaches were selected so frequently in this
period to address these issues: Such an exami-
nation helps illuminate the .underlying sources
of federal regulatory growth erally and to
establish the political context firwhich the de-
velopment off intergovernmentat regulation
took place.

Political factors contributing to the character
and climate of contemporary regulatory expan-
sion fall into two basic categories; The first set
consists of political incentives that encouraged
federal policymakers to select regulatory solu-
tions to social problems. SuCh incentives in-
cluded expresskons of popular support for the

goals of federal regulation, the rise of new
fprms of intrest groups committed to regula-
torytory activism,. and the increasing tendency .of
federal 'budgetary constraints to discourage
incentive-oriented approaches to problem
solving. The second covers changes in the
structure and operations of. American govern-
mental institutionsespecially in the U.S,
Congre4that, have served to heighten gov-
ernmental responsiveness to these regulatory,
incentives.

POLITICAL INCENTIVES

Public Opinion

A series of political incentives developed in
the post-1960 period that appeared to make
regulatory programs increasingly attractive to
politicalklecisionmakers. One of these was fa-

Date of
Enactment

I

1933

1933

1933

1933

'1934

1934

1935

1935

1 935

1935

1938

Figure 3-2
jSelected Regulatory.,Enactments

Of the New Deal

Title of
Legislation

Agriculture Adjustment Act

Tennessee Valley Authority Act

Securities Act

Glass-Steagfall Banking Act.

Securities and Excharlge Act

Communications Act

Motor Carrier Act

Wagner Act

Public Utility Holding Company
Act

Rural Electrification Act

Civil Aeronautics. Act

Subject of
Regulation"

agricultural production

electric power

stocks aril bonds

banidlig, insurance

stock exchange

radio and telegraphic communica-
tions

trucking rates

labor relations

anti-trust

electric power

air transportation

Source: Based upon Thomas K. McCraw, 130gulatory Changei. 1960-79; in Historical Perspective," in U.S. Congress,
Joint Economic Committee, Government Regulation; Achieving Social end Economic Balance, vol. 5, Special
Study on Economic Change, Joint Committee Print, 96th Cong., 2d sass. (1980), p, 9.
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vorable public opinion. Strong public support
for the landmark civil its legislatfon of the
1960s has been clearly umented.' Similarly,
public respOnse to Earth Day, the environmearpt16.
tal "teach-in" of April 1970 modeled after Ire
anti -war teach-ins of the 1900s, was enormous'
and nationwide in scope. According to one
poll expert:

A miracle of .public opinion has
been the unprecedented speed and
urgency with which the ecological is-
sues have burst into the American
consciousness. Alarm about the en-
vironment sprang from nowhere to
major proportions in a few short
years:'

In fact, the general goals of most regulatory
programs _enacted in this period appeared to
draw substantial political backing from the
populace-at-large.

Some observers emphasize the role, of crises
and other seminal events in arousing popular
support for regulation. Bardach and Kagan, for
example, stress that ,le.a.tastrophies" like the
Santa Barbara oil spill in 1969 "are probably the
most important catalysts of new regulation"
because they "create- a mbre receptive climate

or increased regulat,419 and weaken the de-
fenses ...of thoselono would oppose in-
creased regulation.":,8 arnseqUently, there has.
been scholarly debate about whether a reser-
voir of favorable public opinion existed prior
to such events or whether.opinion was largely
stimulated by positive media attention. In the
civil 'tight4 Mbytament, newspaper photographs

teleYision H':film' of .the confrontation -be-
tween the, police force and Fie-ace-
ful demonstrators under :theleaciership.of Mar -

tin' Luther King,..y., helped generate support
for legislatio9,- both to the country,as,a. Whole
and in -Congress.. Similar,. observatio6 have
been made concerning Earth Day and the.erivi-
ronmental :movement. Cynics SL-have 'charged
t'lat these successes spawned a new
strategy of-staging "media events" in this
period:

in many cases, however, public support kir
regulatory goals appears to have been stable
arid' long laSting. Occiipational safety, regula-
tion his shown 'consistent pthpularity'in polls
over time, and OSHA's passage was not associ-
ated with any worker safety,:criSis or wave Hof,';,

public sentiment. James Q. Wilson notes that
the adoption of many other regulations also
lacked this stimulus, and he suggests that even
when a crisis does occur, it may simply tap "la-
tent public sentiment."- From this:perspective,
the environmental molter-pent Wad its roots, not,
only in dramatic oil spills, but in longer-term
concerns raised' by growing use of pesticides,
pollution of the Great Lakes, and other gradu-
ally accumulating evidence of environmental
degradation. Regardless of its source, how-,
ever, the existence of broad public support for
abstract regulatory goals ,represented a power-
ful incentive for political gntrepreneu rs and
vote-seeking. Congressmn to sponsor or to
back popular legislation.

Evolving Group Influence

'Interest group support for regulatory goals
and programs compriSed another, political in-
-centive favoring the enactment or expansion of
regulatory prOgrams. AlthQugh interest groups
traditionally h've been recognized as impor-
tant actors in the American policymaking proc-
ess," some might not suspect their- contribu-
tion to the sudden regulatory expansion of the
1960s and 70s, in many fields:industry and
business associations dZminate the landscape
of interest groups'., and they have hardly been
responsible for Unprecedented growth in fed-
eral regulation. MOreover, an ACIR analysis of
federal governmentexpansion in the post-War
e.ra concluded that', overall, interest group
pressures were a secondary so ce of modern
governmental ,growth. This udy found that
interest groups were not the ubiquitous
initiating force behind, new federal programs
but were frequently formed as a result of
them."

Nevertheless, two developments affeCting
interest grOup politics in this era bolstered
their support for new federal regulatory pro -
grams. First, in many, fields, the growth of reg-
ulations followed on the heels -of expanding
,federal -grant programs. This pattern was ap-
parent in areas 'ranging from environMental
programs and handicapped requirements to
health planning regUlt(tions. To the extent that
thesePrior grant programs spawned a struc-
ture of supportive interest groups, a reservoir
of advocates. was created for the ;lbsequent.
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imitation or expansion of regulatory programs.
Secondly, the political structure of interest

group fo matron underwent` a transformation
in the 1 60s and 70s. In the', past,nterest
groups could only be sustained if they had a
mass membership or business sponsorship. In
contrast, inany of today's "public interest" lob-
bies survive on fourviation and governmental
grants and volunteer support. Although popu-
listic in character and rhetoric, some have very
small memberships. Others have developed
large followings through the use of computer-
ized direct-mail fundraising drives.' Neither
form tends to represent old-style economic in-
terests of business, labor, or agriculture. Yet,
'such groups have had major influenee on the
environmental, consumer and safety regula-
tions of-the temporary era,.

,

Budgetary onstrAints

Popular support and interest activity
on behalf of regulation may be viewed, as posi-
tive incentives for governmental action. By the
1970s, however, an additional "negative" in-
centive was operating on behalf of,regulation.
As federal expenditures and budget deficits
grew after the 1960s, regulation appeared to be
an increasingly attractive policy option 'to' na-

Vona! decisionmakers. As one observer wrote
in 1976:

Congressmen see themselves as
having 'been elected, to I,egislate.
Confronted with a probleM and a
showing that other levels of govern-
ment are "defaulting," their strong
tendency is to pass a law. Ten years
ago, Money was Washington's anti
dote for problems. Now, the new fis -
cal ,realitiesinflation, high ,unem-
ployment and huge 'budget
deficitS7mean. that Congress prop
vides fewer dollars. Still determined
to legislate against problems, Con-
gress uses sticks instead of carrots.'3f,

Available evidence appears to support, this
contention; Many of the biggest spending pro-.
grams established in recent years were enacted
-in the 1960s and early 70s. Given the heady ac-
tivism of the times, a number,of important
intergovernmental regulations were also
passed. The relative proportion Of new regula-
tory enactments went up sharply in the 1-970s,
however, as fiscal constraints, reduced the in-
flux of spending initiatives while regulations
continued their rapiclincrease until late in the

President ,

Table 3-1
Spending versus Nonspending Presidential Initiatives

Spending
Programs

NOnspending
Programs

Average
Total per year Total

Average
per year

Non-
Spending
Programs First-year

as Percentage Costs
of Total tbillIons

Programs of dollars)

Kennedy- Johnson.

Johnson

Nixon I

Nixon-Ford

Carter

33

49

13

12

16

8

12

3

3

20 5 38% 8,6

44 11. .47% 5.1

27 '7 '66% 3.4

29 7 71% 3.4

25 . 6 61% 4.5

Source: Paul C, Light, The Preeident's Agenda: abmestic Policy Choice from Kennedy to Carter, (Baltimore, MD: Johns'
Hopkins University Rresi, 1982), p. 127.
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decade. Although the data, are not preciSely
comparable, this trend is indicated in Table
3 -7, which illustrates the number of major
.spertding and nonspending program initiatives
requested by presidents since.1960.,:lt shows
that the proportion of nonspending firesiden-

,tial initiatives, including regulation, grew trom
38% of presidential requests in the Kennedy-
John''son'years:to approximately, 70% in the
Ford Administration, with amodest decline in
the Carter years.

STRUCTURAL RESPONSIVENESS AND
CONGRESSIONAL ACTIVISM

The effect on the presidency of a changing
mix of political incentives ,was only part of the
institutional dynamics Of regulatory growth in
the contemporary era. Another factor involved
changes in the organization and operations of
Congress. The legislative branch underwent
'enormous structural and politi4 changes in
this period that transformed it float a program-
matic graveyard to an activist policymakirig
body, highly responsive to the regulatOry in-
centives described above.

Developments in the executive branch, such
as the expansion of the White House staff and
proliferation ofiregulatory agencies, clearly
contributed to the growth of regulation, espe-
cially through the rulemaking process.. How-
ever, major studies of the enactment of federal
regulation have identified Congress as the pri-
mary source of program initiatives. As one
scholar emphasized:

Although some important, regula-
tory 4egislation of the new variety
grew from the :initiatives of the
Kennedy Administration,' its chief
source was neither the Kennedy,
Johnson, Nixon, Ford nor Carter Ad-
ministrations. Indeed it was not the
executive branch at all, but Con-
gress, and the legion of-Congres-
sional staff. members on the lookout
for issues through which their princi-
palsparticular Congressmen and
Senators-Lcould attain visibility and
national prominence T;

Portraits of the Congress in the 1950s and
early 1960s depicted an institution dominated

by powerful committees ruled by a relatively
small coterie of, aging, conservative, and
strorigwilled chairmen." Younger members of
Congress, denied access to committee.chair-
manships because of the seniority system and
lacking independent resources, generally de-
ferred to the expertise of chairmen and the
committees they controlled. Despite such def-
erence, pushing legislation through the Con-
gress in that-era was often time-consuming and
,difficult. ,Coalition- building frequently re;
quired lengthy committee her-ing,s and floor
debate, continual eonipromilinsgoer legisla-
tive provisions in search.of a combination able
'to attract m'ajority support, behind-the-scenes
negotiation with recalcitrant members, and
sometimes tricky procedural maneuvering to
assure that a proposal made it through each of
the many potential barrier 'points. Because of
the, multitude of hurdles that had to be over-
come, the policymaking process in Congress
was generally slow, burdensome and ineffi-
cient. For legisiafion to survive the process,
some outside influencesuch as Presidential
sponsorship or a policy crisiswas often con-
sidered necessary to prod Congress into
action:.

Changes in the. membership, internal struc-
ture, operations and political erivironthent of
Congress have refashioned 'the national legis-
lative process during the last doien years. The
Congress of the 1970s was characterized by a
more equal, independent and liberal member-
ship; by the erosion of traditional' norms like
apprenticeship, deference and seniority; by a
tremendoui growth of Congressional staffs
and support agencies such as the Congression-
al Budget, Office; by limitations on rules like
the Senate filibuster that had been used to pre-
vent passage of measures unpopular to a mi-
nority of Members; by.the proliferation of in-
creasingly, independent subcommittees; by an
increased legislative , independence vis-a-vis
the executive branch; and by a decline in party
loyalties. In short, Congress in the 1970s be-
came more decentralized, .fragmented and in
dependent than in preceding-decades.

One major effect of these changes-, accord-
ing to Michael Malbin, was an increase in the
opportunities for entrepreneurial members of
Congr'ess to develop their own policy
initiatives:
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....the changes first permitted liberal
Democrats tb.find problems for gov -.

ernment to address. After a while,
they came also to be used by new-
style conservative Republicans Who
were equally eager -to pursue their
own legislative ideas. Congressional'
structures were adapted to serve
self- promoting, individtialistic legis-
lative styles."

Thus, members of (\Ingress throughout the
1970s instructed their staffs tO be agressive, to
look for new problems amenable to legislative
action, and to find ways to make their subCom-
mittees active." In an age when voters'. atti-
tudes and preferences are leSs well anchored
to party loyalties and the strength of party or-
ganizations has declined, candidates must rely
more heavily 'ortivedia attention to get
electoliand one the surest ways to get ex-
posure in the previous decade was tb sponsor
new legislative proposals.

Moreover, during the 1970s\it became_possi-
ble for an increasing number Of legislative pro-
posals to bypass the conventional, painstaking
processes of coalition building. Several impor-
tant measuresfrom privacy rights to handi-
capped regulationsglided successfully
through Congress without committee support,
without hearings, or without significant floor
debate. Support for these proposals was not
built painstakingly through negotiation, com-
promise, or logrolling but through an appeal to
political symbols." this new pattern has not
completely eclipsed traditional methods -of en-
acting legislation, but there now exist addition-
al and speedier avenues through which spon-
sors of proposal's can see their ideas gain
enactment.}*

In sum, the changes in Congress have been
dramatic. They have increased the opportuni-
ties to skirt traditional legislative processes and
have provided a conducive environment for a
growth- in entrepreneuriallpolitIcs. According
to Roger H. Davidson:

In the 1960s critics worried about
the representative character of con-
gressional decision making. Long ca-
reers and low turnover seemed to
heighten the insular, small-town at-

mosphee of the Hill; newly active
political groupings, like.blacks or
consumers, were ill represented; the
seniority system isolated committee
leaders; legislative norms discour-
aged outsiders from participating;

,decision making all too often took
place in closed circles and behind
dosed doors. Today ... Capitol' Hill
is a far-more open, democratic place
than it was a decade or so ago... `.
Now the chief impression is of buzz-
ing confusion.... In place of, party
labels there, are individual politicians
in business for themselves, and a
series of shifting coalitions around
specific issuesInstead of a few
leaders or checkpoints for legisla-
tion, there are many."

Taken together, then, all of these-
factorspublic awareness and concern over
such issues as civil rights, safety, the envirori
ment and energy; increased access of new in-
terest groajps to the political process.; in-
creasedAconstraints on the federal budget ;and
the growing popularity of self-styled activism
in-Congresscontributed to a climate condu-
cive to an Outpouring okregulatory-legislation.
There remains, however, the question of why
so much of the new regulatory legislation as-
sumed an intergovernmental character. This is
the subject of the next section.

THE_ CHOICE OF POLICY INSTRUMENT,

Whether the federal government plays an ac-
tive or phlegmatic role in pursuing regulatory
responsibilities, national policymakers can,
choose from a variety of different regulatory
strategies to address their goals. Chapter 1 fo-
cused on the prbliferation of intergovern-
mental regulatory instruments in recent years
and identified four unique types: the crosscut-
ting requirement, the crossover sanction, the
partial preemption an* the statutory direct or
der. Althougli analytically'distinct, each of
these devices either regulaterstate and local
governmental _processes direr or seeks to
deploy them administratively in the regulation
of the private sector on behalf of federal ends.
Variations and...csmbinations of these_ four
types have been used in a multitude of federal



programs in many fields of domeAdc policy.
Yet them are also alternative regulatory instru-
ments available to national lawmakers. As indi-
cated earlier, the device favored during much
of this'century was the independent regulatory
commission. Alternatively, direct federal regu-
lation can be administered. throUgh an
excecutive branch agency. Still another ap-
pr'oach is to abandon entirely these legal-
administrative mechanisms and rely instead on
a market-incentive approach to regulate
behavior.

A variety of factors may help explain why the
federal. governMent has turned increasingly to
intergovernmental regulatory mechanisms over
the past two decadesboth in addition to, and
often in preference to these alternative regula-
tory devices.' It is certainly significat that
many governmental functions subject to the
newer intergovernmental regulatiops histori-
cally have not been a major comporivnt of the
federal sphere Of duties nor. customarily a fo-
cus of federal regulation of interstate com-
merce. Rather, these newer areas- traditionally
were subject to state and local jurisdiction, and
frequently a non-federal administrative struc-
ture was already in place. Moreover, the \tradi-
tion of cooperative federalism undergrants-in-
aid c.reated and institutionalized' patterns of
intergdvernmental program implementation.
Having grown accustomed to such relation-
ships, federal policyrnakers sought to duplicate
them in regulation. Indeed, two such mecha-
nismscrosscutting requirements and cross-
over sanctionsutilize existing grants as vehiL
cles for regulation, and thus are inherently.
Intergovernmental in nature. 1

eral government's turn to intergovernMental7-NA

These and other factors influencing the fed-

mechanism's in its recent regulatory enact-
ments are illustrated in the following section.
It traces the processes of initial formulation
and sut4sequent proliferation of each intergov-
ernmental regulatory type, concluding with a
series of generalizations concerning the devel-
opment and growth of federal mechanisms for
regulating state and local governments.

Crosscutting Requirements

The first and'most widely recognized instru-
ment of federal intergovernmental regulation

is the crosscutting requirement,.which is a
condition of aid that applies across-the-board.
to all or most federal grants to advance some
national social or economic goal. Title Vi of.
the Civil Rights Act of 1964 was the first post-
war program to use a requirement of this type.
Following its passage, t mechanism was used
extensively ih other arils of federal policy. By
1980, the Office of Management and Budget
identified a total of 59 crosscutting require-
ments intended to further a broad range of
socio-economic and administrative goals. This
section describes the major political and policy
factors associated with-the enactment'of Title
Vl.'and compares its passage with that of subse-
quent crosscutting reqUirements. It shows that
the effects and implications of crosscutting
regulations were often poorly understood by
Congress at the time of enactment. This pat-
tern, first evident' n the passage Of Title VI,
became especial ronounced in many later

t. programs-.

THE ENACTMENT OF TITLE

The essence of Title VI is expressed in a sim-
ply worded legislative statement that prohibits
racial and ethnic discrimination in all federally
funded programs. Specifically, it provides in
part that:

No person in the United Stales
shall, on the-ground of race, color,
or national origin, be excluded from
participation in, be denied the bene-
fits of, or be subjected to discrifnina-
tion under any program receiving
federal financial assistar*e.21

The.origins of Title VI must be understood in
both the context of traditional federal -grant-in-
aid practices and the unique Constitutional
and political circumstances of civil rights poli-
cy. Because it applied to all assistance pro-
grams, the provision marked a major depailure
in federal aid requirements. Earlier provisions,
attached to specific grants, had traditionally
been characterized "not by federal control,
but by a bargaining sitUation, with the states
and localities operating at a substantial -advan-
tage.'" Federal officials had learned very early
that a .smooth running aid effective program

so.
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was dependent on the good will and coopera-
tion of state and local administrators. Hence,
they spent a great deal more time advising and
persuading than ordering and directing.

Such limitations were especially evident in
the politically sensitive field of civil, rights,
where attempts to ensure that federal funds
were spent for intended purposes in a nondis-
criminatory way Were generally unsuccessful.
For instance, in,the 1090s the Secretary of Inte-
rior denied payment of grant funds. to South
Carolina under the "separate but equal" provi-
sion of the Land Grant College Act, claiming
that state officials were not allocating enough
money to the Negro land grant college. The
state, however, made an appeal to Congress
and the funds were soon restored." Later at-
tempts tb withhold funds were no more suc-
cessful. lr fact, even in cases where Congress
upheld the administrative action, relationships
with state officials deteriorated so rapidly that
many federal administrators questioned wheth-
er the denial of funds would ever prove to be
an appropriate weapon."
. Opinions on this issue began to change in
the 1950s, however. Although the Brown v.
Board of Education decision in 1954 initially ap-
peared to spell the doom of Southern school
segregation, such hopes quickly faded. De-"
spite the eloquence of the Supreme Court de-
cision, the judicial machineryconstrained by
its case -ley -case, procedures and the unwilling-
ness of many federal district judges to force
desegregation on uncooperative local commu-
nitieshad difficulty implementing the deci-
sion, except in a very few communities. Fftus-

trated civil rights leaders soon began to
consider using administrative sanctions ap-
plied through the grant-in-aid systern to force
more rapid local action.. In the last years of the
Eisenhower Administration and early years of
the Kennedy Administration, they exerted sub-
stantial pressure to furtersuch a policy. Re-
flecting this stance, the U.S. Civil Rights Com-
mission, established, in 1957 to study
discrimination,- recommended that segregated
colleges be denied federal money. The Leader-
ship. Conference on Civil Rights and the mod-
erate SoutheTh- Regional Conference:recom-
mended similar action during the Kennedy
years.

At issue initially was the question of the Pres-
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ident's authorlly to take such extreme action.
In late 1959, President Eisenhower directed the
Secretaries` of Labor, lusticF, and Health, Edu-

cation, and Welfare (HEW) to study racial dis-
crimination in grant programs. A preliminary
sport on the issue concluded that the execu-
tive branch had the power to. cut off money to
segregated institutions, but this drew a sharp
rebuttal from the HEW gefierat counsel. He
echoed the p si1ion of mariy program adminis-
trators in ar ng that :The §ecretary of HEW
was required to follow the procedures laid out
in individual statutes and had na power to
render. independent judgments about constitu-
tionally preferable alternatives. Other mem-
bers of the administration agreed that only a
Supreme Court order authorizing the denial of
funds would justify such action.," .

The issue was still unresolved when Presi-
dent Kennedy took office. Trying 'to calm
Southern fears, HEW Secretary Abraham
Ribicoff initially agreed that HEW had no au-
thority to withhold grantg. in early 1963, the
Civil 'Rights Commission issued a repot on
conditions in Mississippi and renewed its call
for, funding cut-offs. The report claimed that
"children, at the brink of starvation, have been
deprived of assistance by the callous and dis-
criminatory acts of Mississippi officials admin-
istering federal funds "37 Nevertheless, Presi-
dent Kennedy continued to deny that, he
possessed authority to cut off funding under
existing law and told a news conference that
"it would probably be unwise to give the Presi,
dent '... that kind of power becatise it would
start in one state and for one reason or another
it might be moved to 'a state which was not
measuring up as the Presidnt would like to
see it measure up....""

In just two months, however, the situation
changed dramatically. In May1963, a brutal as:
fault on black demonstrators by the police
force of Birmingham! AL, shocked and angered
the public. As Orfield interpreted it:

8.1

There was a classic moral clarity
and simplicity about the confronta-
tion between the crude and die-hard
segregationist police chief and the
eloquent religious determination of
the marchers and --their leader, Mar--
tin Luther King, Jr. The_confrontation



sent surging energy through the civil
rights movement across the country
and generated the national anger
that made basic change possible."

Kennedy suddenly realized that Cfngress and
the country were ready to accept ajwide expan-
sion of federal authority in the area of civil
rights. Almost immediately he sent to Congress
a comprehensive civil rights bill, which inclkiel-
ed -a weak fund-withholding provision. It was
clear, however, that the president considered
the Title VI provisions an "unimportant and ex-
pendable part of the entire package.' ° For in-
stance, Orfield argues that:

The Administration had no inten-
tion of using this power to set up
federal desegregation standards for
all school districts. Such a measure,
the assistant' attorney general testi-
fitd, would be "completely unwork-
able" and would require massive mil-

,
itary intervention.;'

To Kennedy's' apparent surprise, public con-
-cern over civil rights continued to mount
throughout the summer of 1963., Mounting
support spurred Copgressional liberals -to re-
cast the Kennedy proposal' for discietion-ary
withholding authority into a mandatory en-
forcement provision that required fedeial with-
holding of grant funds irk any program tainted
by discrimination.

During alp long months of protracted de-
bate, relatively little attention was focused on
Title VI compared to the controversy- surrowid-
ing the public accommodations section of the
bill. In the Administration's background mate-
rials, the Justice Department argued that the
provision rarely would be elsedrand that it
merely provided procedural safeguards for the
exercise of power the executive branch already
possessed, Senate Majority Whip Hubert
Humphrey (D-MN), the Administration's floor
manager for the bill, accepted this interpreta-
tion and argued that the provision Was
noncontroversial:

If anyosle car? be against that, he
can be against Mother's Day. How
can one justify discrimination in the
use of federal funds? . President
after president has announced that

!

r

national policy is to end discrimina-
tion in federal programs.n

Humphrey, like the Administration, ,,believed
that the enforceMent of Title VI should be
closely connected to contemporary jodicial
standards. Thus, although the ,key term "diss
crimination" was not defined, it was assumed
that only discrimination as inter .prekd by the
courts wotIcl be forbidden. Iry fact, "Humph-
rey.'s argument suggested that 'the title was not
[an] instrument of revolution ... but merely a
moderate grant of power to be used against
only higRly recalcitran/ loCal,officials."33

Notwithstanding the assessment of Title VI"
by Administration officials and Sen. Humph-
rey, other members of Congress, argued that
Title VI was a "wolf in laMb's clothing." For in-
stance, Senator Sam Ervin (D -NC} declared that
"no,dictator could ask forrmore power than Ti-
tle VI confers on the President. "," Others
called the provision "unprecedented,"
"ynwise and vicious," and "the most danger-
ous grant of power ever proposed in the
long history of this government." But, accord-
ing to Orfield, "these were only occasional re-
marks lost amid a torrent of abuse directed
against the public accommodations section of
the bill."35.

Several procedural safeguards, however,
were added to Title, VI during Congressional
deliberations, which were intended to,address
the fears of those who believed that the Provi-
sion left open the possibility of arbitrary and,
extreme federal intervention.36.The bill re-
quired that an agency could not cut off any
funds until it had "determined that compliance
cannot be secured by voluntary means," and
the agency was directed to provide the offend-
er the opportunity for a formal adrnini_slrative
hearing..th, addition, the House and Senate
Tommittass with juilsdiction over the program
or which the funds were to be withdraWn had
to be notified and allowed 30 days for re- ,

sponse, and Title VI expressly provided.for ju-
dicial review of fund-cutoff actions. Congress
also inserted an unusual provision requiring-
express Presidential approval of all agency reg-
ulations adopted to implement the legislati'on.P
The. Senate added yet anotfief provision that
exempted employment practices from Title VI
coverage "excep(where a primary objective of
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A

the federal financial assistance is t9 provide
employment." Finally, a 'so:called ,"pinRoint"
provision was added to Title Vt that restricted.,
funding-cut-off's solely to "the particular pro-
jiram; or part thereof" in which dtscriiiiination
Was found.37

While politically significanN these modifica-t
floes contributed less lo the enactment of Title
VI than did another jolting polifiFt1 develop-,
ment itheassassination of Pretilent Kennedy.
Given the Kennedy) Administration's ,.earlier
perspective that Title VI was a dispensable

.portion-of the bill, it is possible that had Presi
., dint Kennedy lived, the provWon*oUld'ha

ben deleted 4n exchange for an 'end Jo the
southetn filibuster. Instead, PresidOt Johnson
adopted What. 0 rfielck,fiag destritie'd, afi alt

,,
"Uncompromising stand in favor ofenactmetu

, ,

additional civil 'tights programs, the environ-,
ment, indikidual privacy and procedural goals.
.An-.-exarnination of several of the most signal- -,
cant and controversial addition's to crosscut-

.. ting requirements indicates that the pattern of
policymaking that *produced them differed.sig-

-, -..
nificantly frorp that apparent In Title VI.

Far example, most analysts have cbinthented
,on,*the relatively Minot' consideration afforded
Title VI in comparison wtith the attention given
tO the pUblic accomodations and private em-
ployment sections of the Civil Rights Act of

f
196*. In ccintrast to the debate preceding en-
actment of many of the "subsequent crosscut-
ting requirements, however, congress gave
comparatively'cloge.Scrbitiny to Title VI. In the
end, the provision was a-quite lengthy one,
with explicit procedural safeguards attached to .

of the'compf to measure that had b,ecome, the use of the sanction and withsrelatively,olear
..; identified in t ,,public mind with'Kennedy's guidance on the scope of the measure. Al-

inartyrdorn."/0 The proviion thus remained though the meaning of the word "discrimina-,
.M. theNrth-rodghout the leiNgthy congression- , ;ion" Was not fully explicatee in the statute, it
al 'Consideration. A motiortto srike it tvas Olas clear from congreS-sional debate and statu-

- rushed by vote..of 69-725 near the;end of the` Cory language* that the definition was closely'
Serrate deb . linkecito prevailing judicial standards.
f actment %Title VI'subseqUently Such clarity was absent from the later civil

pr ved to have far - reaching irnplicattens be- --rights crosscutting requirements modeled after ....
, yond the-field of race relations. It represented ". Title- VI-.--including Title IX . of the Education

a dramatic atsertion of 'national authority over ArneruirnentN bf 1972, which prohibits discilmi-
state and .local activjtiesiand policies and a nation against women in educational instieu-

..
bold 'applic7tion of a new form of grant re- :. tions receiving ,federal ,aid;. Secticin 504 of the
quirement. 4ts enactment, and the facl,fliat the Rehabilitatidn Act of 1973,. which prohibits dis-

,

courts weld it aS''a legitimate exercffe 'of, fed- crimination against handiCapped indiViduals in
leiTai povrT,. signaled to national pOkcyMakerk federalry' assisted- activities., and %the Age Dis-
>.12a.t the cond,ttioniq of federal assistance .. crirnihation' Act of 7975, which prohibits dis-
funds.was a powerful instrument thatcouli1,8*. ciiiiination an the basis ,of age in activities

. used to regulate statezked local 'activities in in.ci,, supported ..with federal, fincl4'. Each of these
stances where a three would betriican- _, ',three actS'.siMply'cOPied,the'active language of
stitutional; Moreover, aS a result of the bliter',, Title V)-----uSually without t its accompanying
struggle preceding enactment of the' civil , lirnitations-'77with little attempt to determine its.
Ri hts. Act, 4wstates' eights," becaMe''identified ,appropriatehesS for addressing specific' cir/

As ht ceforttr in Many,pOlicymakers4 Minds as the cvtnstances in the ,rie4. area of concerrf."
equivalent of resistance to desegregation andi There appeared to be a.'powerful tendency in

t, thus hild, little persuasive pOkver in Washing-. Congress to seize upon a seemingly successful.
to or in the country as a WhOle, device from. another, uniqh field of policy

with little deliberation, part of what Bardach
and Kagan have labelled :the. "logic ol regula-
'tory expansiao.4°-,,,,Accordirigly, t process of
enacting these provisions was di tinctive from

es.

THI DAC-1M fNT OF rUcte..,EQUENT
CROTSCeitiiNG$EQIJIREMENTS

FolloWing.ttie enactn-lent,of Title VI, the
crosscutting regulatory ,device spread rapidly
to a host of other program areas*--including
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Titleyl.
Unlike Title VI,1 instance, Ti

504, and The Age Discrirnindtion
e IX, Sectibrf

were not



initiated by interest groups, nor did the forms
of discrimination addressed`by these meaefires
generate the same degree of public concern
and. indignation, as racial discrimination had.
Although interest groups may have pressed for
final passage and for full implementation of
such laws Once they were enacted, these,prO-
posals were spearheaded initially by individual
members' of Congress. Title IX was authored
and championed in Congress by Rep. Edith
Green (D-OR) and en. Birch Bayh (DAN1 at a
time when most organizations representing
women lacked &Utica{ sophistication.° Those
that were well organized had their sights set,On
the Equal Rights Ainendment. S)milarly, 'al-

.: though, the interest tfgrOups representing the
. elderly were on record in support' of an ate4

discrimination ban; none specifically pushed
-' for it in 1975. Rather, the measure was ain-

ceived on Capitol Hill."
The evidence off': the role interest groups

played inothe enactment of Section 504, is
somewhat less clear. It too was authored by a

. V congressman, Rep. Chaetts A. Vanik (1370H)/
4Wfthout substantial consultation with the wide

range of group.; representing the interests of
'1-he handleapped.41,Because he was not a mem-
be r' (If the Judiciary Committee. nor of the Se-

.,. Ject Commj1tee on Education (which had juris-
, dict**n over rehabilitation programs), he asked

Sen. Hubert Humphrey (1...)-MN). to introduce
the bill. The bill was referred to the Judiciary

. Committee as an amendment to the Civil
Rights Act, but'when it made no progress
there, Humphrey offered it as an amendment

..to rehabilitation services legislation then,
winding its way through Congress. Some \ob-
servers argue' that handicapped groups were
fully aware of the measure and helped.to engi-
neer its enactment. Such groups, these ana-
lystS contend, feethat its chances of approval
would be enhanced by attaching it to the mas-
sive rehabilitation bill, by maintaining low visi-
bility, and by not demanding hearings." Close
scrutiny of 016' measure's implications, this in-
terpretation holds, would have doomed it.

s RegardlesS of the role played by interest
'groups, Section 504 received virtually no atten-
tion in COngreSs.,According to Martin l.aVor, a

staff member of the House Education and La-
bor Committee:t

Section 504 did not have one .day
...

J
of Congressional hearings, notr\k=b,
word was mentioned in the Senate
ComMittee RepOrt, n91 one word,
was spoken about it' on the floor
when the original bill ,passed, and
there was no ..explanationin the
Statqment of Managers ,folloWing the
House-Senate Conference.4s

In fact, the legislation did not state whether
the executive branch was to issue regulations
and enforce the provision, so .Congress was
forced the next year to supply &retroactive leg-
islative history in a Senate report on the Reha-
bilitation Amendments of 1974., ,

There was a similar lack of attention to Title
IX and thie Age Discrimination Act, Title IX
originally was proposed in 1970 as a direct
amendment to Title VI. Although hearings
were held on the general issue of sex discrimi-
nation in'universities that year, there was no
discussion of the appropriateness of the fund-,
withholding provisions. No further hearings
were ever held on Title IX'despite the fact that
it did' not become law until two years later."
Similarly, no bearings were held on the Age
Discrimination Act, and Congress did not re-
quire.a study of the issue until after the bill had
been passed."

There are still her points of contrast be-
tween Title in and the three later civil rights
crosscutting requi meats. Title IX, Section 504

without the ben f of strong Administration
tiinatibnand the Age Dis ri Act were enacted

'w

support. In fact, e executive branch played a
very small rol4jjY the initiation of any of these
provisions, President Nixon signed the Educa-
tion Amendments of 1972 without mentioning.
Title IX and, although he twice vetoed the Re-
habilitationAct, Section 504 did not appear tu-
be at issue. President Ford signed the Age Dis-
crimination Act only with reluctance, due to his
misgivings regarding the imprecise definition
of age discrimination- in the legislation. This
pattern stands in sharp contrast to Title VI,
which originated in the executive branch and
was actively supported by President Johnson.

Interestingly, none of the .three later rne,w,
ures 'was enacted as an amendment to Title VI,
despite their Obvious resemblance to that pro-
vision. Title IX and Section 504 were first pro-
posed as amendments to Title VI, but neither
of them made any progress through, the Con-
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"1k

gressional judiciary committees. (Tonically,
however, there is little evidence of determined
or substantial opposition in 'Congress to any of
the three subsequent laws. For the most part,"
they passed Congress by relatively large mar-
gins and.wew the focus of little attention,.
Whatever controversy they aroused followed
rather than preceded their passage.

The initial lack of controversy associated
with' Title IX, Section 504 and the Age Discrimi-
nation Act ray appear. surprising when one
considers tt rnone. of the three forms of dis-
crimination addressed ,expressly prohibited
by the Constitution, a' racial discriMinaticin is
under the 14th Amendment. Even before Title'
Vlsewas enacted, Many believed that the execu:
tive brinch already had th0 authority to ensure
that federal funds were not being spent to pro-.
mote racial discrimination, since Brown and
other decigions had declared "separate but
equal" facilities to beunconstitutional. In con-
trast, judicial opinions concerning the status of
age, sex and Handicap discrimination under
the 14th Amendment have often been conflia-
ing and unclear. Thus, the enactment of Title
IX, Section .504, and the Age Discrimination Act
clearly constituted Tit w delegations of power

'to the executive branch. Moreover, these three
measures were not tied as closely to existing
judicial standards as Title VI was because no
clear legal standards had been .developed. In-
stead, subsequent court decisions ,in such
cases of discrimination were frequently based

. on the statutes question and their imple-
>k,t meeting regulations, rather than vice versa.

In short, the later civil rights statutes appear
to have been the products largely of entre-
preneurial politics in 'the Congress of the
1970s, rather than traditional interest group or
presidential initiatives. The 'relative., ease with
which the three measures examined moved
through the legislature sugests that Congress
had grown comfortable witl.T. the 'crosscutting
requirement as an_ pinstrument of inler

and
vern-

.mental regulation nd with the threat of fund
withholding as an enforcement mechanism.

NON CIVIL RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS

Congressional acceptance of the crosscut
ting device is further indicated by the dramatic
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\increase during the 1970s in the number f
across- the -board conditions in areas other

* than civil,rights, such as environmental protect
tionccupational health and,sAfetyc and indi-
vidual privacy, The first major use of the cross-
cutting requireMent in .environmental policy
was included in -the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPAL which required the prepara-
tion of environmental impact statements.
When enacted in 1969, NEPA was attended by
very little public or special %interest attention.
In fact, at cording to several observers, only a

:few; members,of Congresss were well informed
ab4ut the implications of the law they were
adOpting. One Congressional, aide concluded
thal "if Congress had appreciated whit the law
would do, it would not have passed."' Yet,
with the pattern established, ,4 host o' addi-
tional environmental .crosscuts quickly fol-
lowed on the heels of NEPA, advancing such
objectives as dean air and water, historic and

'cultural preservation, coastal zone manage-
ment and the protection of endangered spe-
cies. A study of this last program, called it:

.

One of the last pieces of symbolic'
environmental legislation passed to
satisly a powerful environmental lob-

; by with ostensibly few associated
costs. , .. Congress defined the' law
[iri uncelmprorpising terms] because
no one told them nut to."

,

'Another crosscutting requirement, the Family
Educational Rights and Privticy Act of 1974
(FERPA), requires that all educational nstitu-
tions receiving federal funds provide f II stu-
dent and parental access to educational rec-
ords and it limits 'the disclosure of such
records to others. FERPA was born out of the

*efforts of one legislator, Sen. James L. Buckley
(CON:-NY). The impetus for the legislation was
not a wave of public cencern over the problem 4
addressed by the policy, nor any strong indica-
tion that the problem required a national solu-
tion. No Congressional hearings were ever 111

held on.the matter: Although his proposal '

aroused little 'active support from interest
groups, the executive' branch, or the general
public, Sen. Buckley nevertheless managed to
see his legislatioh adopted on the Senate floor
in amendment form. His success can be attrib-
uted -in part to the powerfule appeal of the
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Popular notion_that pexsonal privacy should be
protected against governmental abuse. In addi-
tion, potential pitfalls were never explored for
lack of hearings on the matter.so

On the basis of the six influential .require-
ments examined here, several tentative gener-
alizations about the Origins and growth of
crosscutting regulations can be distilled. Be-
cause civil rights and other socio- economic re-
quirements have been highlighted at the ex-,
pense of procedural requirements, ther six'
regulations do not constitute a perfect cross
section of all across-the-board requirements.
Although a 'fuller understanding of proceidural
requirements mUseawait further study, there is
some reason to believe that their development
may have varied somewhat from the regula-
tions studied here. Certain significant proce-
dural requirements grew more incrementally
and evidenced a stronger executive branch
role in their initial formulation. Some, like'the
Uniform Relocation Act, were intended to

.standardize and simplify multiple conflicting
provisions contained in 4individual grant
programs."

Nevertheless, the six requirements examined
above have all been salient and influential ad-
ditions to the growths of federat'intergovern-
me tal regulation. Title VI clearly established a

instrument of landmark proportions that
idely. imitated. Similarly, NAPA helped

spur a variety of subsequent envi onmental
regulations. Thus the regulations here provide
an illthninating but preliminary undefstariding
of the political dynamics of proliferating
crosscutting regulations.

Significantly, the pcilicy formulation process
for ally of the post Title VI regulations studied
had important common- features. Similarities
were especially Pronounced in the civil rights
requirements, which were expressly patterned
after Title VI, but all of the crosscuts adopted a
moralistic approach..to problem\solving and de-.
rived political support from their appeal to
symbolic principles." That is, members of
Congress and the public at large endorsed the
goals of these programs without .necessMily
understanding the policy and operational im-
plications of the regulatory mechanism being
adopted.. .

Following the pattern established in Tit$e VI;
crosscutting reouiwments sought to halt po.

poi
was

`k.

t.

tential discrimination in federaf programs, pro-
tect personal privacy or save the environment
immediately and comprehensively, rather than
address these problems individually as they
arose under _the host of widely varying grant
programs to which the crosscuts automatically
applied. The' legislative tistories. show that
Congress, by focusing on widely accepted ab-
stract goats, consistently failed to define its
specific policy. objectives or attend to the
administrative implications of these regula-
lions. In particular, it devoted little considera-

.

tion to determining the appropriate role of
'crosscutting devices in the grant-in-aid,system,.
to exploring their ramifications for existing
policy goals, or to studying the consequences
ofxxcessive use of the device.s3

Another pattern common to'the regulations
studied was the role of political entrepreneurs
in formulating and mobilizing support for

-crosscutting initiatives. In general, ,neither ex-
ecutive branch officials nor outside interest
groups appeared to be the principal.. source be-
hind post Title VI initiatives. Instead, they were
developed by Congressional activists in search
of attractive policy ideas.

Despite such political commonalities,, certain
variations, apparent in the origins of these pro-
grams should not be overlooked. Most signifi-
cant, of course; were differipnces between the
adoption of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of
1964 and the enactment of;subsequent cross-
cutting regulations. The process apparent in
the case of Title VI more closely resembled the
traditional pattern of interest group pressure
and executive leadership than did the subse-
quent Congressionally inspired programs. in
addition, Title VI generated much more con-
'troVersy during its enactment, partly because it
represented the first major use of the crosscut

'technique in recent times and partly because
of the policy field involved. AlthOugh the pro
ision was often overshadowed by' other

portions of the landmark civil rights law, there,
4'. was much initial hesitation -in endorsing so

sweeping a regulatory device. Both the
Kennedy and Eisenhower Administrations were
reluctant supporters of the contept.

On the,other.hand, compared to' later' regu-
lations, Title VI enjoyed a particu'larly strong
political and legal footing, It was intended tO
addres one of the most pernicious and vexing
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social problems in American history, which
might not have been addressed for years in
many stats without strong federal interven-
tion. In addition, federal\regulation of the
states in the area of civil eights was explicitly
sanctioned bythe Constitution.

Apart from differences with Title VI, the en-
actMent processes for the later crosscuts also
varied somewhat from one another.. The tech-
nique spread to ,other civil rights areas and
proliferated rapidly in the environmentalfield,
but it expanded very little in several other poli-
cy fields." Althi:lugh all of the later regulations
studied passed- with relatively little initial scru-
tiny, some advanced through the normal con-
gressionaLcornmittee process while others
were adopted in a truncated manner as floor
amendments: Some, like Section 504 and Title
IX, were largely 'overlooked provisions of large
omnibus bills; others were subjected to some-
what more individualized attention. Such: dif-

9 ferences, however, were less significant overall
than the commonalitieS among the programs
studied. ,hove all, it is significant that follow-
ing resistance to the first major use-of the

crosscutting instrument, opposition to the
mechanism faded and it rapidly became a pop-
ularPand widely used means of intergovern-
mental reLtlilation.

Crossover Sanctions

tablished with the Highway Beautification Act
of 1965. The device subsequently spread to at
least four additional federal' programs: the Na-
tional Health Planning and ReSourceSpevelop-
ment Act of 1974, the Federal AidHighway
Amendments of 1974, the Education for All
Handicapped Children Act of 1975, and the
Clean Air Act Amendments of 1977. Moreover,
similar mechanisms. have begun to appear in
Medicaid and public. assistance programs and
ip a variety of transportation programs.

Crossover penalties have not yet spread to
the extent that crosscutting requirements
have. Where they have done so, however, the
procesfs of accumulation has appeared tri
roughly parallel thatfound -in across -the- board
requirtiments. The period of rapid expansion
for both devices pecurred from the mid-1960s
through the 1970s.. In addition, the expansion
of both techniques began gradually. Once ini-

::tint:enactmentsHbriztke:political, barriers to the
12iSeV'f eich subsequent adoptions'
faced considerably less resistance..

The crosscutting requirements discussed
above, are all conditions of aid that
across -the' -board t9 all or most federal grant
programs. A crossover sanction, on the other.*
hand, is a provision attached to one grant pro-
gram which states that if certain requirements
of the prograri are not coMplied with, then
federal funds can be withheld' from other
wholly separate federal grant programs --even
though the requirements of those programs*
Have not been violated. Thus the 'penalty
"crosses over" from one program to another.

Other differences also exist between the'two
mechanisms. A few very early crosscutting re-
quirements (including the Davis-Bacon and
Hatch Acts) date back as far as the 1930s, al-
though the period of great expansion in the
use of. the device followed passage of the 1964
Civil Rights Act. In contrast, crossover sanc-til are a totally modern invention, first es-
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HIGHWAY BlEAUSICATION

The crossover sanction technique was first
used in the HighWay Beautification Aft of
/965," enacted only'one year after passage of
the Civil Rights Act of 1964. The Beautification
Act authorized the Secretary of Commerce
(currently the Secretary of Transportation) to
withhold 10%,of, all 'federal. Ilighway funds from
any state that refused to' "effectively control"
billboards along the interstate and prirhary
highway systems. In 1966, such withhblding
represented a potential penalty which fanged
from approximately $1.36 million in RhOde Is-
land to about $36 million in California,, By 1980,
these figures had grown to $2.37 millioan in
Rhode Island and $55 million in New York"."

Billboard control was hardly a new issue
when Congress passed the Beautification Act
in 1965. In fact,. the debate between the bill-
board and anti - billboard lobbies had raged
since the mid-1950* -1 Congress and for dec-
ades irLinany st Ipitols. On one side stood
the out 4 a rtising industry and roadside
busine ....group represented by such groups
as the Outdoor Advertising Association of
America, Inc., and the Roadside Business Asso-
ciation. On the other side were conservation
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Aganizations, garden clubs, and various wom-
en's and civic groups." The first extension of
the contest to the national level came in 1955
"en Sen. Richard Neuberger (D-OR) pro-,
pbsed amending the federal-Aid Highway Act.
to ,permit joint federal-state procurement 'of
adYertising easements along the interstate
highway system as part of the Fang acquisition.
process. The amendment did not compel the
states to itgeee to the acquisition of easements,
and it directed the federal government to pay
90 percent of the cost of such easements. Yet,

. according to James Sundquist:

... even this limited amendment ran
withering attaCk on the Senate,

floof as an invasion of states' rights.
"I do not wish to have the federal
government intervene and say what
the states must do in reference to
lands acijacent.to the public high-
ways running through the states,"
declared the patriarchal Walter F.,

George, Georgia Democrat; in lead-
ing he assault.. The opposition to
billboard regulation appeared' strong
enough to endanger passage of the
highway bill itself'. After a huddle
with the,..bill's managers, Neuberger
yielded, and the amendment was de-
leted by unanimous consent.

The battle was by no means over, however..
Following the 1955 incident the contending
groups readied themselves for another fight in
957. Sen. NeubergeT again submitted his pro-
posal for federal sharing-of the costs of adver-
tising easeriwnts..- Soon afterward, mmerce
Secretary Sincla,ir Weeks unveiled a Iterna-

.

tive bill replacing the federal cost-sh'a plan
with a penalty for states _refusing to comply.
with tederal billboard statutes. Fie percent of
the federal share otinterstate highway projects
would be withdraWn for noncomplianCe, so
that the states would be required td'pay'-15%
rather tha'n 10% of highway, costs. Weeks
claimed that his Nroposal was "in accord with
the program of the President,",but at a news
confefrence a Month later; Pre#ent,Eisen-
hower express ,d doubt thatthe'4.goVernment
had the right to impose suchapenalty."

Or nizations on both sidetbilfronteci
each other in the hearings and organized an in-

A

tensive letter-Writing campaign. The principal
argument of the advertising industry was that
since the states already .had the .authority to
regulate advertising,' they could take action on
their own when it was desirable and war-
ranted. Federal. legislation in this area, they,al-

leged, would. not only be preemptive, it rested
on. the mistaken assumption that the estates
were unaware of the problem. Advocatesof.
the legislation, on the other hand, argued that
many states had failed to do anything abbut

.

the problem act that the federal government
had the power and obligation' to .protect the
,highway system if initiated and was heavily fi-
nancing: According to severalisuryeys,:pubhe

4,opinion lay on the side of the-advocates'."
The Senate Subcommittee on Public Roads'

arguing that Congress could not renegiron ifs
commitment o finance 90% 01.43e cost oft' in-
terstate flighWays, quickly rejected the penalty
approach. Instead the members agreed, al-
though, only by one .vote,. to strengthen the _fi-
.nanciatincentive by increasing federal 'highway
kinds to any state that enacted sign controls.
After an intense debate .on ifie 'Senate floor,
the members agreed b9 a vote of 47 -to -41 to
give any state meeting federal billboard.Stand
ards a bonus of 0.5% of the ,federal-aid high--
way funds otherwise allocated to the state. The
House. and the President accepted the Senate
version and incentive grants were established
to promote sign controls.

in 1965, President and, Lady; Bird Johnson
took up the struggle for billboard contrbl as a
part o their personal campaign. onoe6half of
beautification. By that time, most observers
were in agreement that the bonus system bad
failed. Only half cif the states had passed the
legislation necessary, to make them eligible for
the bonuses and less than 1% of the hway
-system had been brought under I oard con-
tr61.6,1 In. February, Johnson declared that en-
hancement of natural beauty was, a national
goal and requested that Congress rewrite the
highway beautification legislation, In May, he
convened a White House Conference on Natu-
ral Bea'uty during which the Administration bill
was developed. It proposed to withhold all
highway funds to states not in coMpliarice with
federal standards by 3968; Clearly, the political-
climate had changed.

In fact, according to S dquist, the Outdoor
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Advertising Assocjation had shifted its position
by 1965 and had dropped its earlier ideological
and Constitutional opposition to federal legis-
lation: Accepting the inevitability,.bi national
regulation, it demanded only that advertising
be allowed in areas zoned for business use,"
Still, the compromise position of only one or-
ganization did not signal an end.to the battle.
When the bill reached =Congress, the myriad
small businesses whose survival depended on
the highway trade vigtrously opposed the bill;\
The Senate Public Works Committee,re-#
sponded to their pleas by inserting a_ provision
requiring compensation to both sign owners,
and the owner of the land..on which .t14e, sign'
stood, and the penalty for noncoMpliahte was
reduced. from 100% fund withholding to 10%.
Despite these changes, the President .contin-
ued to support the bill vigoyously and it 'passed
the Senate with strong bipartisan support
(61-14)." Although it also passed by a:wide,
margin in the House (245-138), a majority of Re-,,
publicans in that body voted against it (29-89)."

In short, Congressional attitudes toward the
crossover

not

techniqueespecially
though not exclusively among the Demo-
crats---shifted dramatically between 1958,
when the penalty approach was rejected out of
hand, and 1965, when he question had be-
come not whether to wifthold but how mutt)/
.Severaj facts contributed to this shift. First, it
is dear that. President' and Lady Bird Johnson's.
active support of the 1965 bill was crucial to its
final passage. Indeed, according to one analy-
sis, "the fact that [the bill] was enacted at all in
1965 was due almOst entirely to intensive,presi-

. dential pressure, particularly in .the House.""
One member of ,the (louse Public Works Com-
mittee_ said at t time that he had "never -be-
'fore seen s pressures and arm twisting
from the executive branch ... as. I have seen
with respect to the highway bealtrfication
bill."17 Other members expressed siAlar senti
ments. on the floor. When compared to Presi-
dent Eisenhower's expression of ambivalence
regarding,the first suggestion of a limited pen-
alty, President Johnson's support for total with-
holding beCame even more, significant.

Second, the position of those advocating
highway beautification penalties was strength-

.ened by the ineffectiv,eness of the existing in-
centive approach. Whether the bonus offered

rsu 11114,,

was too small or the advertising industry's op-
position too strong in state capitols, by 1965 it
had become clear that -the 1958 measure was
ineffective. Congressional options Jor dealing
with the problem shad narrowed'. ,16,,196'$, de- .

bate focused not on *hether:highWay beautifi*
cation, was A legitimate national purpose but 1.

over t'hoW -make 'an existing' program more,
effeefive.'

A third fktor that may have ,ThfluenCed this
shift was the new legitimacy afforded fund
Witkpolding,by the enactment of Title S,11 the,
year,befbre. Certainly the battle over Title VII
:haditaken a heavy toil on the states' rights prin
ciprf. By .1965, , it was clear that states' rights:
was associated in many peoples' minds with a
;resistance todesegregation:, Although a mod.:

lest incentive aPprOach to billbpard,control was
cast aside in 1955 on the grounds that it vio-,
fated the states',, right to, control their lands,'
there was only Moderate resistance a decade
later,.to initiating a new coercive withholding
mechani .

final) ,assage of the, 1965 legislation. was
conside ed only a partial ieictory for its propo-
nents. The provisions had been-seriously
weakened during Congressional debate, with
the penalty for -noncompliance being reduced
from 100% of 'a state's highway allocation to
10%. Nevertheless, the law represented a cira-i
matic shift ip federal 'highway beautification
policy. And, whether consciously or not, Con-
gressional adoption, of the crossover sanction
set a precedent for future use.

A NATIONAL SPEED LIMIT

in 1974 eritsgress passed the Feder:SI-Aid
Highway Amendments, which' prohibited the
Secretary of . Transportation from approving
federal aid construction proiects , in any state
that failed to establish a maxtlium speed limit
of 55 miles per; hour and to certify that the
speed limit was enforced. As in the case of the
highway beautification legislation, this law was
,piecedeict tiy repeated efforts to get the states
to lower their speed limits voluntarily since
this was ConsictOred a state function. For in-
stance, in May 1973, the Secretary of Transpor-
tation urged ,governors to conserve gasoline
and- reduce highway accidents.by*reducing
driving speeds. In .early hine of that year, the



Senate adopted a resolution requesting states
to lower speed limits and a few weeks later
President Nixon made a similar plea." By the

. end of 1973, a majority `of'states hadlaken,
some action to comply voluntarily with, thesb
entreaties."'

Nevertheless, these efforts at, persuasion
were soon discarded in favor of -more direct
pressure. This shift was precipitated by the en-
ergy crisis resulting from the 1973 ;Arab ember-
go on oil exports to the United States. In the
flurry' of executive and congressional actions
responding to the crisis, a national maximum

,.speed limit law was enacted on etemporary ba,
Sis in January 19,74, enforced by a crossover
sanction provision requiring .a cutoff ofell fed-
eral ,highway funds 'td states refusing to com-
ply?"',BY\March, all 56 states had reduced their
speed' fitilits,' and average speeds on the ina-
tion's highways had_fallen.71,Later in 1974, Con-
gress' made, pernfenentwhat had been intend,-
ed* as a tempOrary. measure!'

Despite' growing opposition over time, the
national speed limit has, rema4ted in effect, al-
though its Crossover penalty provision was

.',Modifid in 1978. After '1975, 'compliance with
"the speed.liriiit 'declined appreciably, but fed-
eral administrators were reluctant to*.,exercise
the penalty because off its severity!' 'In order
to "achieve greater compliance" and establish

"more supportiVe..and 'performance. ,ori-
(*Med" penalty, Congress altered the existing
statute's provision .cor a totalcut-C1* of federal.
highway funds to noncomplying states.', In its
place was established a graduated system of

enforcement with a sliding scale crossover
sanction proviSion, States may flow/lose 5%' to.
10% of their highway funds if. they assure
that a growirig proPortion' of drivers obey the
55 mile per hour limit. this provision is cur-
rently being phased-in, over fiv'e years, with the
requirement that a grater percentage of a
state,ts drivers obey the speed limit each yef
the'penalty is tone avoided a''

liEALTIVLANNING

The crossover sanction was also employed in
the Nattc.rnal Health 'Planning and Resources
Develciprnent Ac'of '1974., which, according to
one analyst, "intrudes upon state and local op-

.. erations tO a greater degrertr! than almost any

other grant program."76 The ,law, which was
enacted in an attempt to control soaring health
'care costs, directs states to establish, certifi-
cate-of-need programs to evaluate all proposed
construction and.'capital development projects
undertaken by health care facilities. To estab-
lish mruch a program in most states, the state
legislature had to enact certificate -of -need leg-
islation meeting minimum federal standards...
The'complex measure, also mandates an exten-
sive planning and regulatory network to 'con-

.tral health ceee..coits and improve access to
serViCes,:prescribing in great detail the admin-

. i

istrativestructure to be-organized at the state
level. .Any'state that fails to comply with the
multiple prOvisions of the statute jeopardizes
its entitlement not just to planning funds, but
also to all other allotments under:,the public

,Health Service Act, the Community Mental
Health Centers Act, and the Comprehensive
A/co/70 Abuse and Alcoholism Preveniion,
Treatment And lehabilitation Act or1P7Q.

:National health' planning legislatiOn was bit-
terly opposed by both medical interests and
state and local-elected officials.,IrCinically; the'
states had pioneered the concept of hospital
cost control, and a majority of them already
had certificate- of -need legislation on the .

boOks when Congress enacted t,he Health
Planning Act." Nevertheless, national legisia-.
lion passed both houses of Congress by very
large Marginsincluding majorities of bOtk .,.

partieS.75 A number of - factors .contributed AO
this outcome.,jirst, the measure was con-
ceived during a period in which inflation was
considered one Of, the nation's most pressing
problems. ;the, Nixon administration 'was ac-
tively attempting to control .health-care costs,
whicft had been rising at a faster rate than ,-;lost
'other costs, by instituting cost controls on the
medical industry as part of the Administration's
economic stabilization program, Other 'factors
leading to thP advdcacy of health 'care regulat
lion by the Administration and Congressional
leaders included: a di! matic growth in t. he fed-
eral.share of health-ca expenditures;, a belief
that withbut effective c ntrols in place, the po-
tential pasSage of national health 'insurance
would trigger another big increase in demand
similar to that which Ifollowed the pas4sage of
Medicare; groWing recognitiOn that medical
services Were not Well distri 4ut d and were in-

I ,,..
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creasingly duplicative; a perception that ex-
isting health planning programs..were ineffect-
ive or obSolete; and a skepticism regarding the
commitment of state officials to controlling
costs. The bill attracted, the support of liberal
Democrats, who were predisposed toward
tough regulation of the health care industry, as
well as many RepublicansiWtro believed that
some cost control device Was needed bOt
wanted to'avoici direct federal 'controls.

In the debate over the bilys many complicat-
ed provisions, the crossover sIction received
very -little attention': State an local officials
and their Washington ivpresentatiYes were
preoccupied with other matters wheP the bill
was being developed and gave it likle chance
of Passage." As the measure made its way
through .CongresS, however, they took a more
active interest in its provisions. Still, the'cross-
over' sanction, which all doubted would ever
be imposed, ,was of less concern than the
dictating of administratiVe structures and the
certificate-of-need 'requirements. On none of
,these matters, however, ,did the views of state
and loCal officials significantly influence legis-
lative, design.

Like the 55 mile per hou speed limit, the re-
quirements of the-Health inning Act were so
'difficult'to implement and the sanction for
nonattainment was so severe that legrslative
modifications, w re enacted before the .penalty
could be impose . In 1970, Congress extended
the: deadlines fo .state compliance. with the
health planning law and established a more
gradual phase-in of sanctions in the event, of
noncompliance." The planning requirements
were relaxed even further and,the penalty was
again delayed in 1981, although the crossover
sanction principle remains in the legislation.81

Over time, additional crossover sanction
provisions have been inserted in other federal
programs, includ.ing the Education for All
Handicapped Children Act and the Clean Air
Act Amendments of 1977. In the latter instance,
Congress Sdded a provision requiring federal
withholding of highway and sewage° treatment
grants' if certain aspects of the Clean Air Act
were not complied with. SpecifiCally, the new
penalty was intended to strengthen direct or-
der provisions of the 1972 law mandating de-
velopment and enforcement of State Iniple-
mentation Plans that were being challenged
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sueces,sfully.in.the courts. Because other ele-
ments 'of the 1977 Amendments were even
more controversial than the new Penalty, how-
ever, adoption of the provision did not attract
much congressional attention at the time of

Inisumma ,"the process of ex .use ofpanding
crossover sanction provisions roughly resem-
bled the pattern discbvered 'earlier in the case
of crosscutting requirements. Both regulator*
mechanisms encountered the greatest political
difficulties during enactment of the initial pro-
graM using the technique, in part because
each reprisented a striking expansion of the'
conditional spending power. Surprisingly little-
opposition developed to the subsequent use'
of these techniques for additional purposes.
This was 'true every in comprehensive' regula-
tory programs like health planning, clean air,
and Education for the Handicappedother
provisions of which did arouse considerable
oppositioh. In short, a remarkable transforma-
tion occurred in the,regulatory politics of
cros`sover sanctions, r4'idenced by a rapid
dwindling of political ,opposition to use of the
technique after passage of the Highway Beauti-
fication A,ct. Even in programs like the 55 mile
per hour speed limit and health planning, in
which substantial' obstacles to implementation
of the sanctions arose, the penalty provisions
were only modified' and delayed, not aban-
doned."

Partial Preemption

As explained in Chapter 1, the partial pre:
emption mechanism 'has two distinguishing
features: first, the authority to set regulatory
policy in a particular domain is declared Jo be a
federal rather than a state or local respdnsibill-
ty; second, subnational governments are en-
couraged or required to adopt, administer and
enforce national policy standards in that area.
Thus, partial preemption centralizes policy for-
mulation, but it shares policy implementation
with the states. This mechanism has been Used
extensively in the areas of environmental pro -
tection, Meat and poultry inspection, bccupa-
tiOnal safely and health, and, most recently,
energy . Prior to the adoption of the
partial preemption echanism, regulatory au-
thority in each of thse areas was considered a



state and local responsibility. Today, ultimate
authority to regulate in these fields has been
legally preempted by- the federal government,
with subnational governments retaining a large
role administering programs within their
jurisdictions.

FROM. COOPERATION TO COOPTAT92)14

Like the other regulatory devices already ex-
amined, the period of greatest growth for par-
tial preemption programs occurred ducing the
late 1960s and the 1970s. In general, this
growth appeared to be propelled' by two fre-
quentlyt conflicting considerations. First, these
regulatfons were often products of a thrust for
strengened standards which, in most cases,
meant a drive for national standards. Prior to
enactment of these laws, it was generally be-
lieved that' serious problems of public health,
safety, or environmental protection were being-
inadequately addressed.by many states. For ex-
ample, the Wholesome Meat Act' of 1967 was
described by one sour'ce. as "the most emo-
tional consumer .issue of ,1967."" Although..
most meat was inspected according to existing
federal statutes governing products sold in in-
terstate commefce, 21 states were found to
lack Mandatory statutes governing inspection
and processing of meat sold -withip state. A
similar situation spurred enactment of the.
Wholesome Poultry Pioducts Act of 1968,""
while proponents of OSHA contended that the'
grow rate of oscugational injuries necessi
tated federal legislation.36

In some cases, like the, Wholesome"' Meat
Act state officials testified against strengthen-
ing the national role. In other cases, however,
state and local officials were divided over the
issue of federal involvement or even endorsed'
the imposition of federal standards. For in-
stance, much of the environmental legislation
of the ine 1950s -and early 196 including
the Water Quarty Act of 1965 4 supported
by the "urban lobby, notably° t Confer-
ence of Mayors and the National Lea e of Cit--
ies.. According to one account f this
legislation:

Urban mayors and administrators
had several good reasons for sup-

porting the federal environmental
role as 'strongly as they. did. First, ..

they recognized the regional nature
of', pollution and the corresponding
futility of a single city's efforts to
abate it. Second; ... uniform federal
regulations were perceived as the
only way to protect the integrity of a
city's. air and water resources, while,
at the same time, holding on to a vi-
tal industry. Finally, economic incen-
tives in the form of construction
grants continued not Only to grow

'across-the-board, but, increasingly,
to favdr the larger urban areas.37

Even on the highly intrusiv, Water Pollutio_
Control Act of 1972, the' states' were unable to
present a united front in opposition to a much
'stronger federal role in setting and enforcing
water pollution standards. Althugh a majority
of statesopposed,such. proVisions, sevecal
broke ranks and questioned the adequacy of
existing programs in other states."

In fact,, the partial preemption 'inechaniSm
appeared to be responsive, on the surface at
least, to ,legitimate state concerns. Although
the' device established national preeminence
and national standards, the federal govern-
ment did not totally, preempt regulation In

..theNse'fields. The states were grahted an impor-
tant role in administering and, enforcing such
acts, subject to federal supervision and ap-
proval,, and federal statutes were sometimes,
patterned after model state programs. Not only
did this divisibn tend to mollify conservatives
and state officials who were wary of an in-
creased federal role, it promised to enhance
program performance by utilizing existing state
resources and expertise. A majority of states
had meat inspection programs in place prior to
enactment of the Wholesome Meat Act in '1967.
Many states had extensive backgrounds in oc-,
cupational safety' and workmen's comp6ii'sa;
tion legislation prior to the passage of'OSHA in
1970 and all states had at least some legislation
on the books in this area. Similarly, all states
had scone degree of involvement in 'natural re-
source conservation and pollution control
prior to the massive federal environmental reg-
ulation of the 1970s. The partial *ernption
device, then, appeared tp make use of this ex-
perience, n d to avoid excessive centralization

,while simultaneouSly strengthening national
'standards. In fact, one federally administered
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environmental program, the FedOral Insecti-
cide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act of 1947,
was converted in the, 1970s into a partial
preemption program with state administrative
and enforcement responsibilities because the
original centrally, administered struure had
proven unworkable and ineffective.'

Thus, the structure of partial, preemption
programs appeared to utilize the strengths 01
all levels of government. Politically, thiS divi-
sion of responsibilities often pioved helpful in
attracting both conservative and liberal sup-
port for such prograrris:FOP example, President
Nixon proposed legislation similar to, though
less stringent than, OSHA, the Clean Air Asct,a
and the Federal Environmental Pesticide Con-

/trot Act of 1972, and all of these enactments
passed With strong bipartisan support in Con-
gress. Similarly, tke., adoption of the partial
preemption technique in the Water QUality Act
of 1965 reflected a c9tripromise between those.
who favored a national enforcement prqgram
and those favoring stare standard setting.This
apparent balancing act led Arthur MacMahon
to hail the technique as an instrument of coop-
erative federalism:

The essence of federalism in. the
faceof emergent problems' will not
only survive but also will flourish in
the opportunity for energetic states,
on the one hand, to push ahead with
still more' rigorous 'standards where
they are appropriattand, on the
other hand, to share in the controls
under delegations of authority from(
the national government."

Chapter 4 examines subsequent problems in
implerventing many of these programs that
tended to dim such enthusiastic expehafions.
Some have argued that the initial vision of co-
operative federalism has become translated in
practice into mere "lip service federalism."91#
Others detect a transformation in recent partial
preemptions from volyntary state participation
to "legal-conscription" of state administrative
structures by the federal government. Dubnick
and Gitleson note- that certain- programs "liter-
ally force subnational units to act on behalf of
national policies," allowing Washington to as-
sume "the role of a hierarchical superordinate
that can use coercive sanctions to compel co
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operation from state,, and local units.'''92 Cer-
tainly, the intergovernmental balance many ad-

' vocates of these programs originally hoped-for
his proven difficult to achieve in practie.

The inherent tensions between 1onger na-.
tional standards and assuring a continued state
role structured the broad political context in
which partial preemption programs developed,
but this context does not reveal much about
the actual dynamics of enacting such legisla-
tion. In fact, variations were readily apparent
in, the enactment of certain programs. OSHA,
for example, represcited a fundamental break-
throu h in the federal role in the occupational
safety field, wherea the meat and poultry in-
specti n laws of 196 ,and 1968 were extensions
of a long history of prior federal involvement.

The differing origins of federal regulatory in-
volvernent can be illustrated best in the envi-
ronmental protection 'area, where the partial
preemption mechanism has been most widely
used. The first and most sign; icant federal en-
vironmental programs dealt vvh the control of
air and water pollution. Federal involvement

\ here was long standing and it developed
incrementally, beginning with research and
demonstration programs, 'to which grants-in-
aid and finally regulatory provisions were slow-
ly added. In the atmosphere of widespread en-
vironmental concern during the early 1970s,
the regulatory components of these laws be-
came substantially more complex 4nd coercive.

Newer programs adopted irrfhe 1970s, like
thee Safe Drinking Water Act of 1974,, the Re-
igurce,Constervation and,Recovery Act of. 1976

and the Surfac6 Mining Control and Reclama-
tion Act of 1977, ,followed a more rapid pattern
of 'development than did'air and water regula-

ti They were framed from the start on the
partial preemption model and greatly ucceler-
ated or Awn' skipped many earlier phases of in-
cremental policy development. A more de-
tailed examination of the development of these
programs tell;; much about the manner in
which the partial preemption mechanism de-
veloped and spread.

THE CLEAN AIR AND CLEAN WATER ACTS

The history of the federal government's en-
try intt the fields of air and water pollution
control illustrates how the partial pzeemption
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mechanists in environme tal protection devel-
oped and why it has pr yen be politically
popular." Until the middle s century, the
legal authority to control bot air and water
pollution belonged almost exclusively to state
and local governments. The struggle to secure
the first national legislation was a protracted
one, as Davies and Davies observe:

Twenty years elapsed between the
first major push for federal water
pollution control legislation and the
passage of, the Water Ppllution Con-
trol Act of 1956. The 1948 Donora
Disaster brought the air pollution
problem to national attention, but it
took 15 more years, until passage toW
the first permanent control law." *

Early federal legislation f4r both air and
water pollution was aimed primarily at provid-
ing research and technical assistance to the
states. Even these modest efforts were op-
posed by both industry and the states on the
grounds that pollution control was not in the
federal domain. As a result, the early legisla-
tion carefully delimited federal powers. For in-
stance the Water Pollution- Control ACt of 1948
stated that:

... it is hereby declared to be the
polity of Congress to recognize, pre-
serve, and protect the primary re-
porrsibilities and rights of the 'states

in controlling water pollutfon.95

In fact, as late as 1960 President Eisenhower
vetoed a Democrat-sponsioad bill to expand
federal aid to IdCalities for sewage treatment

---"'with the declaration that: "Water pollution is a

uniquely local blight. Primary responsibility for
solving the problem lies not with the federal
government but rather must be assumed and
exercised, as it has been, by state and local
governments."'

By that time, however,
justifying a federal role had been overcome,
and Eisenhower was unable to reverse the di-

n. In fact, once therectitm of policy expansio
federal government had -made its way into the

_field of pollution control, the pace of legisla-
for new ways to tac-ti on accelerated. Seaching

rnkle the probLe-of pollution; Congress ,began
the process of carving out a larger and larger

4

role for the federal government. What ap-
peared to be small, incremental additions to
pollution programs when viewed year-by-year
represented a significant alteration in the fed-
eral role by 1966. The ACIR' has, summarized
the changes in water pollution legislation this
way:

From 1948 to 1966 federal spending
for water pollution control increased
from a small loan program funded at
about $1 milfion per year to a-grant-
in-aid outlay of [$700 million per
yearTin the same period, Congress
moved from a posture of denying
federal authorities any enforcement
powers to requiring the enactment
of national-v/41er quality standards in
the event that an i-ndividual state
chose not to specify its own -clean
water criteria. In order to raflonalize
it4 emerging enforcement powers,,
the federal government moved froni
tirnid'reliance upon its powers to tax
and spend for the general welfare as
a basis for its intrusion ... to increas-
ingly broader interpretation of the
interstate commerce clause."... Fin-
ally, the stated purpose of legislation
underwent a significant metamoN''
phosis, froth protecting the rights
and responsibilities of the states to

'establishing a national, policy."'

Thus, by the mid-1960s, the outlines_of a par-
tial preemption structure had been "estab-
lished. The` Water. Pollution Control Act of 1965
authorized the federal government to impose
its own standars on a state if it failed to file a
declaration of intent to establish pollution con-
trol standards, if the state standards were not
in.place by a certain date, or if the Secretary of
HEW considered hp standards inadequate.
That provision re sented a significant victory
for Sen. Muskie ( E), who by that time had
established him. as the prime architect of
pollution control legislation. He advocated a
moderate position between a Johnson Admin-
istration proposal for a national enforcement
program with national standards and House
legislation that left the responsibility for
standard-setting with the states."

A similar evolution in the federal role
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occurred in air pollution legislation, although
this field was generally a step behind the trend
in water. policy (see ,F.igure 3-3), Federal in-
volvement began tentatively and nonintrusive-
ly, until the Air Quality Act of 1967 established
a regulatory mechanism similar to that of the
1965 water act. Again, the provision repre-
sented a compromise between President
Johnson, .4o preferred national- standards,

and Senator Muskie, who wanted to retain the
prerogative of the states to Set standards when
,they were willing to do so

This papern of incremental development was
shovelled by the bold assertion of national
leadership in the Clean-Air Act Amendments of
1970 and the Water Pollution Control Act
Arpendments of 1972. Ra(her than adding a
small expansion of federal enforcement pow-*

Figure 3-3
Policy Evolytion in

Federal Air :ind.Water Pokitiition Control Legislation
I)

Yea Leglalatk,n

WATER POLLUTION LEGISLATION

1948 Water. P011utton Control Act
(PL 80-845)

1956 Water Pollution Control Act Amendments
(PL 84-660) IN

1961 Federal Water Pollution Control Act
Amendments (PL 87-88)

1965 Water Quality Act (PL 89-234)

1966 Clean Water Restoration Act (PL 89-753)

1972 ,Wafer Pollution Control Act Amendments
(PL 92 -500)

1955

1963

Federal Role

Research, technical assistance loans
V

Grants follea
forcement conf

..thorized against individual dischargers

Federal jurisdiction extended to navigable
waters; authoriZatipn for grants increased

Federal-state: Stancrard setting; 4authoriza-
tion for grants increased 1

tent plant cOnstruction; En-
ences and court action au-

Increased grant authorizations

Federal effluent standards; federal slate
permit system; state waste management'
plans required; increased authorliations for
waste treatment facility grants

AIR POLLUTION LEGISLATION

Air Pollution Control Act (PL 84-159) Research, training, demonstrations

Clean Air Act (PL 88-206)

1965 ,MOtor' Vehicle Air Pollution Control Abt
(PL 89-272)

1967 Air Quality Act (PL 90-148)

.1970 Clean Air Act Amendments (PL 91-804)

Source: AO R, Protecting the Environrriant, pt. 31-32.

Enforcement conferenced and federal suits
authorized in cases' of intdrstate and .iocal
control agencies ,,,

Federal regulat4n of emissions from- new
motor.vehicles

Faderal-state standard setting for air quality
control regions

_ . .

National emission standards; state imple-
mentation plans for administration and en-
forcement Of national standards required
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ers to an increase in pollution control authori-
theS"e programs established ambitious

new environmental standards within a complex
new administrative framework. For instance,
according to the Clean Air Act, each state must
submit an implementation plan for adopting,
maintaining, and 'enforcing national air quality
standards. if it refuses, the Environmental Pro-
tection Agency (EPA) will prepare the plan for
the state. It is the responsibility of each-state to
enforce its plan and, if it does not, EPA In
.states that -comply with the law, the federal
government will pay between one-half and
two-thirds Ofthe cost of administering the pro-
gram. The Water. Pollution Control Act includ-
ed similar provisions, indicating that a new
Mass of ,!`commandeering" or "conscriptive"
partial prtemptions was developing."

Passage of these tough new acts was made
possible in part because the "erwii-onment had
blossomed as a big issuethe big. issue and
everyone wanted a piece of the, action."'" Ac-,
cording to One account, the groundswell of
public interest in .environmental protection
that arose in the late 1960s had "undeniable as-
pests of a morar'crusade with powerful emo-
tion, even "religious Linder-currenp,"16' Even
President Nixon, who- was reluctant philo,soph-
ically-to regulate the private sector, proposed
setting national air quality.standards. Sen.
Muskie was heavily criticized in Ralph Nader's
yanishing Air for the 1967 legislation that many
considered completely unworkable. The -Nader
report charged that Muskie's opposition in
1967 to Johnscerl's pin for national standards
had severely thwarted the effort to'contr,ol
pollution.

This public and interest group support was
translated into strong legislation. For example,
Sen. Muskie reversed his protective stance ;to-
ward ,state prerogatives and advocatedlegisla-
tion even Stronger ,than the Administration
proposed. Although lobbying was Vigorous on
both sides of the issuemedia attention put in-
dustry's position in jeopardy:

Heavy press coverage of the
. Muskie proposals, coupled with in-
. tense public interest, almost ensured.

that very little modification would re-
suit from the Conference Committee
meetings. 'It seemed clearthat any at-

4

tempt to significantly 'change-the
Senate language would b'rand the
politician responsible as a puppet of
industry."

In fact, the establishment of national standards
was not strongly opposed even by industry
'lobbyists, for .by that fime many business exec-
utives l]ad decided that a single national stand-
ard for each pollutant was, probably preferable
to 50 different state standards.

A somewhat similar scenario spurred enact-
ment of the Water pollution bill in 1972, al-
though President Nixon eventually vetoed this
till, primarily;because of its escalating price
tag. In addition, Sen.' James L. Buckley (CON.-
NY) express/ea reservations regarding the role
of the states under the legislation':

... despite the ' pious references to
the primacy of the state sole in water
quality efforts, it may well threaten it
in too many instances-to reduce the.
role of the states and .local4govern-
ments to that of "errandboy," so that
the bill may, in fact, encourage states
to withdraw from the 'natio.nal et-

* frort..-.. The federal government-ca6-
not possibly ... administer:this pro-
gram.without the active tooperatiait'
of the states. And 1 questicih whether
,competent state officials will 'apt
proach 'their responsibilitie5 with'
dedication and enthusiasm, if their.
every act is subject either to ptior,ap-
proval or subsequent review by the
Administration.!"

,Nevertheless, the President's veto was easily
overridden and the 1972 bill became law. Some
obServers have since argued that this was the
first time that state actions had ever been sub-
ject to such cipplete federal control.'"

PATTERNS IN OTHER RECENT PROGRAMS

It was. not to be the last time such controls
were imposed, however. The partial preemp-
tion mechanism becanie the instrument of
choice fOr an impreCedented range'of, energy
ando environmental legislation enacted in the
1970s. Some prograrns,followed the pattem.ev-
ident in air and wafer pollution, building regu-s.
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lation upon.' an earlier foundation of federal
grants research and relatqd federal policies.
Based on air and water pollution programs,
one group of scholars concluded that federal
policy% tended. to evolve through four stages in
developing a-regulatory presence:- . ,

ifF,ederal entry into cylpolky area is .a .

last resort, generally concluding a
!Ong legislative history in which
states have been provided several in-
centi'ves to exercise authority over a
problem area;

2) National legislatorp generally distrust
the states' willingness and/or ability
4o exercise sufficient control over
problems;

3) Federal entry into a problem area be-
gins a process of continued and in-
creasing federal usurpation "of previ-
ously state prerogatives; and

4) States often retain some responsibili-
ty for implementation*of public' poli-
cies, but are effectively shut out of
policy formulatiOn fiections.im

in contrast, other envi mental programs
enacted in the 1970s. dopted the partial
preemption technique relatively' early in their
,policy development cycle. Naturally, very few
'federal prolgrams of significant size simply
spring into existence without some prior feder-
al activity. But several of the 1970's environ-
mental enactments greatly abbreviated the
'process of developing from a small research or
demonstration program into-a major regulatory
act. Although this process took 24 years in the
case of water pollution legislation,-only 11
years elapsed between enactment of the re-
search and demonstration programs of the Sol-
id Waste DispOsal Act of 1965 and the regula-

. tory provisions of the, Resource - Conservation
d Recovery Act of,1976. As one observer not-

ed: "While the evolution of solid waste control
is a mirror image of)early air and water control,
it reflects ... a- greatly accelerated pace. "}°j

Other recent environmental' programs made
similar leaps from a modest national role to

. Icomprehensive regulation. Prior to the passage
of the Safe Drinking Water Act of 1974, federal
.involvement in' this area was limited to over-
seeing water purity on interstate carriers and
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assisting in control of water-borne communi-
cable diseases. State and local gqvernments
had been preeminent in establishing the na-
tion's drinking" water systems. Yet Congress
turned immediately to the partial -preemption
approach in enacting the Safe Drinking Water
Act, which established national drinking water-
standards, mandated local compliance prose- ,
:lures, and authorized a state enforcerrvent
role.4 °' No incremental process of federal dem-
onstratio,r4or incentive grants was attempted

-prior to this to deal With drinking water prob-
lems; nor was 'a more limited and targeted ap-
proach attempted. Similarly, there, was no fed-
eral mining reclamation legislation prior to the
enactment of the Surface Mining Control and
Reclamation Act in 1977.1" ,

Thus environmental policymak)ng in the
mid -1970s increasingly departed from the
earlier pattern of incrementalism in favor of*.
process of policy diffusion. Policymakers
seized upon partial preemption at an early
stage in many recent environmental programs
rather' than utilize this approach at the .culmi-
nation of a long period of federal involvement.

Direct Orders

Statutory direct orchrs most closely resem-
ble the common conceptualization of a federal
mandate; Under this mechanism,, federal regu-
lation takes the fdtm of direct legal orders that
must be obeyed under threat of.civil or crimi-
nal penalties. Despite their apparentlegal sim-
elicity, ate 'number of statutory direct order
mandates is surpri;ingly limited. The primary
examples -include the Equal Employment Op-
portunity Act of 1972, which extended-the pro-
hibitions against discrimination in employment
contained in the Title VII of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964 to state and Jocal government employ-
ment; the Fair Labor Standards Act Amend-
ments of 1974, whkh extended" the prohibi-
tions against age, cliscrimination of the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to
state and local government empityrnent; and
the Public 'Utilities Regulatory Policy' Act of
1978 (PURPA), which .established federal re-

,: quirementS ebncerning the pricing of electrici-
ty acid, natural 'gas.; An additional direct order,
requirement of the fair talior Standards .Act
;4mendments of 1974, extending federal, Mini-
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mum wage and overtime coVerage to state and
local governments, was subsequently.. over-
turned by the Supreme Courtin National
League of Cities. v. Usery.'" -

The factors responsible for the relative
dearth. of direct ordeir mandates appear to be
several. To begin with, federal policyrnakers
tend to pattern new regulatory initiatives after
available precedents rather than to formulate
them anew. Not only were the crosscutting re-
quirements and paktial preemption techniques
firinly established prior to enactment of the di-
rect orders listed above, but the former mech-
anisms appeared to resemble more closely fhe

traditional mettlods of cooperalive federalism._
in addition, political and' Constitutional con-
.Straints appeacto have hamperedenactment of
certain direct order regulitions. Although ex-
isting court interpretations place almost no re-

. straints on intbrgoveinmental regulation under
'the. Congressional spending powei,. the Su-
preme Court's. overturning of a direct Order
mandate in the NLC decision placed a tangible',
cloud of uncertainty around this regulatory ap
proach that has been, pierced by few subse-
(vent' enactments."' In addition, the Congres-
sional ;Budget Office observes that "Congress
has rarely passed laws mandating state and. lo-
cal government activities . for political rea-
sons." :"1 Certainly Congress appeared hesitant
in adopting most existing direct order man-
dates. PORPA.was-enacted in a rather tentative
form, mandating in Titles 1 and II that state
public utility commissions simply consider the
adoption Of, federk pricing standards.'" Each
of the rerhaining direct order provisions, ex-
tenclirig federal minimum wage laws and-prohi-
bitions aglinst racial, gender And age discrimi-
nation to state and local government
r.riployment, represented amendments to ex-

isting federat laws that specifically exempted
state and .local governments from coverage.
On the other hand,-actual adoption of the di-
rect order mechanism .in most of. these cases
tended to arouse only Modest' overt political
opposition.

TITLE VII
-

The 1972 extension of the prohibition against
racial and sexual discrimination in employment
set forth in Title VII of-the CiVil Rights Act_ of

1964 illustrates this expansionary process. As
initially enacted, Title VII applied to almost the
enfire pliivate sector in the United States, but
state and local governments were specifically
exempted from such coverage, along with
teachers, federal government employees, and
employees of small businesses and labor un-
ions with less than 25 workers. One study of

/history
issue observed that Title VII's. legislative

/history "offers little insight,into the reasoriS for
this exrhption.""3 However, this' exclusion
was consistent with .other' proi,isions of Title
VII which deferred to state and local preroga-
tives. For example, an aggrieved party could
not sue hn employer under Title VII until ap-
propriate state and local remedies had been
eXhausted."4-Beciluse Title VII had been pat-
terned after state fair employment practices
legislation,::CongreSs required that the federal
Equal Employment Opportunity. Commission
relay complaints to state commissions, which.
exist in nearly all states, and defer action for
sixty days to allow them to address the prob-
lem under state law.'"

This coopTrative adnlinistrative mechanism'
'was retained when Title VII was amended in'
1972; but the posture of intergovernmental
deference was eroded when Congress expand-'
-ed the law's coverage to include state and local
government employees along with federal
workers and a variety of smaller private firms.,
If the rationale for the,priginal exemption was
not made explitit, Congress clearly detailed its
reasons for extending ebverage. Coverage of 1
the roughly 10 million employees of subnation-
al governments was critically needed and "long
overdue" according to the report of the House
Committee on Education and Labor."' In ..
reaching this conclusion, the Committee cited
a report of the U.S. Civil Rights Commission
whichdeclared:

State and local governments have
failed to fulfill their obligation to as-
sure equal job opportunity.... Not
only do Ethyl consciously and
overtly discriminateln hiring and
promoting minority-group members,
but they do not foster positive pro-
grams to deal with discriminatory
treatment on the job.l!'

Addressing such problems through federal lyg-

9S
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islation was clearly permissible undei. the 14th
Amendment, observed .the Committee report.

Accordingly, the extension encountered rel-
atively little opposition. House Republicans on
theEducation and Labor Committee criticized
the move, claiming that it would exacerbate
the "already swollen workload" of the EEOC
and it would be "inconsistent with our [feder-

,al] sysiem":

if Ethel jurisdiction is thuS extend-
ed, we will have the anomaly of a
federal administrative agency inter-
posing itself in the internal jurisdic--:
tion of state and local government."

This extension was not the Repubicans' main
concern with-the legislation, however; the
bulk of their complaints was directed at other
provisions. An effort to delete this provision
f'rom'ilie bill also failed in the Senate,. in part
because the Nixon Administration accepted
the extensiorr."9

FAIR LABOR §TANDARDS ACT AMENPMENTS..

Two additional direct orders were enacted in
the mid-1970s as part of a general extension of
the Fair "Labor Standards Act (ELSA). One .ex-
tended coverage of the act's minimum,wage
and overtime provisions to state and, local ern...
ployees, while the other placed stale and local
governments under the Age Discrimination in
Employment,Act (ADEA). Although both regu -.
lations-were subject to legal challenges, thelu- .

dicial outcomes were very different. The'exten-
sion of FLSA to state 'and local governments
was .overturned by the Supreme Court. in Na-
tional. League of Cities' v. Usery, while the Con-
stitutionality of the ADEA was recently upheld
in ELIDC v. Wyoming.

Wage and Overtime Provisions

VLSA was first enacted in 1938 to regulate
minimum wages, overtime hours and certain
other working conditions in firins engaged in
interstate commerce. State and local govern-

,ment 'employees arid various other workers ini-
tially were excluded from coverage. Overtime,
however; coverage of the act was gradually ex-
panded to additional sectors of the private
economy and the federal minimum wage was
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periodically increased. In 1966,, for example,
the 'act was expanded to cover workers en-
gaged in the Agricultural processing industry
and to Ideal govergment dnployees in pubilc
hospitals, local transit operations, and in
schools and Colleges. This extension was sub-
sequently challenged by the state of Marylvd
and upheld lay the Supremy Court in Maryland
v, Wirtz. 1" :

The' 1974 Fair Labor Standards Act 7inend-
ments again raised.the minimum wage and fur-
ther expanded coverage of the act to include
'n additional 5.million federal, state, and local
government employees. Little justification was
given for this tension, but the 1-louse..com-
mittee report n the legislation suggested that
state and loca governments would be little af:,.
fected by the change because their wage rates
were already relatively, high and most working
hours were aiready.in cbmpliance.'' It also 'ob-
served that a similar extension had been up-
held by the Sikpreme Court in the Wirtz
decisiort. Nevertheless, the legislation encoun-
tered substantial opposition in Congress. The
Nixon. Administratidh opposed numerous as',-
pests of the legislation, calling the extension of

`ELSA coverage to state and local governments
"an mitcesgary interference in their preroga-
tives. "4

l,

Particular objections were raised to
theeirtecrsof FLSA.'s .overtime pay require-
ments on pblice and firesaiaries although de-
fenders of the provision argued that "police-
men and flagmen are workers, just like other
workers.""' Art effort was made to delete this
portion of the coverage in the Senate, but it
was defeated by a vote, of 29 .to 65. When the,.,
provision 'was eliminated by the "House, how-
ever, PreSident Nixon proceeded to sign the
legislation. r

Two years later this portion of the act was
fudged unconstitutional by the 'Supreme Court
in the well known case of National League of
Cities v. Usery. Reversing its earlier position in
the Wirtz decision, the majority on the Court
declared that

Congress has attempted to eiercise
its commerce clause authority to pre-
scribe minimurri wageS and maxi-
mum hours to be paid by the state
in their capacities, as sovereign gov-
ernments: ... This exercise of Con-
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gressional authority does not corn-
port with the federal' system of
government embodied in the t onsti-
lution. We hold that insofar as the
challenged amendments operate to
directly displate the states' freedom'
to structure integral operations in
areas of traditional governmental
functions they are not within the ati-
thority ranted Congress by article 1,
section 8."4

As a result, one of the principal direct Orders
enacted _by Congress in the 1970s was
overturned.

Age Dtscriminst ion
V -

The second direct order contained in the
tail Labor Standards. Act AmendMents of 1974
amended the Age. Discrimination in Employ
ment ,,Act (ADEA) to inclUde coverage of state
and local governeient employe'es. Although
this provision also was challenged in the
courts, its legality wad recently upheld by the
Supreme Court:.

As in the programs above; state and local
governments were not covered in the original '-

AREA passed in 1967. little "justification was
.given in the- legislative. history for either -the /
initial - exclusion of s'tate,and local governments
from the scope of the ADEA or the subsequent.
reversal of this policy. The House Committee
bn Education and,Labor explained it simply as
"a logical extension of the Committee's deci-
sion to extend FLSA coverage to federal, state
and local government employees."'" Unlike
the expansion of FLSA itself, however, this pro-
vision provoked little political controversy.
President Nixon supported extension of the
ADEA and declared in a Presidential message in
1972 that "especially in the employment field,
discrimination based on age is cruel and self-
defeating." '26 Facing little opposition, it was
enacted into law.

Eohowing the All.C7decisiorti in 1976, how-
ever, the ADEA's applicatori to-state and local
governments also came under legal challenge.
Since both FLSA and the ADEA were initially es-
tLiished to deal solely with the private sector,
Congress acted under the authority granted to
it through the coThrnerce .clause. Becauselhe

Supreme Court denied Congress' authority to
regulate state and local wages and hours under
the commerce power,: various jttrisdictionS
have questioned the extension of the ADEA
this basis as well. Initial court decisions on this
issue were mixed. SeVeral lower courts ruled
that; in spiteflf NLC, Congress intended to ex;
ercise its power to vregulate the states under
Section 5 Of the ,14.th Amendment.' The U.S.
District Court for WyominA, however, con-
cluded that Congress did not act pursuant to
the 14th Amendment jn extending the. ADEA to
state employees, and it ruled that AMA/4 ap-
plication to a Wyoming statute on mandatory
retirement violates the 10th Amendment.'" In
a decision that apparently limits the scope of
the NLC decision, theSupreme Court ruled on
March 2, 1983 that the ADEA constitutes a per-
missible exercise of the commerce power and
upheld the constkutionatity Of the act.'"

PURPA

. Another significant direct order enacted in
the 1970s was established ,by the Putali Utility
Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 (Pl. 95-617). In
its final form,-PURPA reqUired that state utility
regulatory commissions consider adopting .a
variety of electrical energy pricing and conser-
vation Measures. Consequently, it marked a

`substantive departure from the regulations ex-.
arnined above which deaftWith the rights and
working conditions f government.employees
Politically, however, ssage of the act resem-
bled the earlier pattern _of initial Cong;essional
reluctance to engage in direct mandating of
state and local policies. In fact, PURPA encoun-
tered more. active political opposition in CA-
gress than an of the above direct orders, and
it was substantially modified prior to passagbe.

Originally, 'a much Bolder Version. of what
eventually became PURPA was included as one

`element in President- Carter's comprehensive
energy policy proposals of 197A.Thcr-Carter Ad-
Ministration proposed that state utility com-
missions be required to follow certain mini-
Mum federal standards in their regulation of
qiectric power rates and usage. Specifically,
Atility companies would be required to base
charges on the actual cost of electricity provid-
ed, eliminating rate advantages for heavy
users. Utilities would' also be required to es-

0
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tablish discounts for electrical rates during off,.
peak hourS, inexperifive "lifeline" rates.to the
poor and elderly would be encouraged and
public utility advertising would be di r-

aged.'3" Since practiCally the entire energy pol-
cy was rushed through the House, these pro-
visions were passed by that chamber in 1977in
much the same form as the President proposed
them.

The proposals were treated far less favorably
in the Senate, however. As Congressional
Quarterly observed, the Senate Energy and
Natural Resources Committee "purposely
dropped from the measure.virtually all of
Carter's far-reaching initiatives.'" ;In place of
the mandatory standards in the House legista-
tion, the Senate bill emphasized. t federal aS-
sistance role, establishing a federal
institute to assist state regulatory agencies hi
their pricing decisions and allowing the federal
government to participate in state rate-setting
proceedings at an advocate. Explaining these
modifications, Sen. ).Bennett Johnston (D-LA)
called The Administration's-proposal "a radical
extension of federal authority into the highly
complex matter of the design of retail rates for
electricity." -"The committee record," he con-
cluded,. "clearly showed that at present there
is no clear justification for such an extension of
federal authority.""' Two amendments to
strengthen the committee measure on the Sen-
ate floor were soundly defeated.' .-

The final version of the legislation repre-
sented a partial compromise between the dif-
ferent bills. The- federal rate-setting arils
favored by the Administration and Ad by

t the House were included in the legisla on, but
state utility commisions were required only to
consider adopting them. If they failed to do
this, the federal Energy Department could in-
tervene and specifically request that the state
commission cO'cisidet the standards. In addi-
tion, an annual report was required from each
state utility agency detailing the progress made
toward considering the standards, and state
agencies were required to implement federal
rule.8 promoting Cogeneration of electric pow-
er by small prodipcers., Although actual man-
dating of most rules and standards was dimin-
ished in the final bill, Plf PA has still been
called "the' -first successf intrusion by the
Jederaf government' into the arerit of state,reg,.
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ulation of retail electric: rates. One
server noted, "the camel's nose under the
tent. "' 3a

ln summary, then, Congress h evidenced a
clear. reluctance to-enact mandator, direct or-
ders to state and local goyerwyentis.. elatively
few have been established to date although
the4ist woqld appear .longer If federal cpurt or-
ders were considered, along with direct order
proVisions contained "in ceriain partial pre-
emptions. Significantl.y. state and local g9kern-
ments were eXempted from, the original fair la-
bor standards, age discrimination, and Title VII
legislation, and political constraints were clear-
ly evident in ,the adoptidy 'Of PURPA. More-
over,jegal constraints. on federal direct order,
mandates based *upon comrnerce power
have become apparent in overturning the ELSA
amendments and in legal challenAes to the
ADEA.

response,,Congress has relied heavily on
less pa/ently coercive and. more established in.-
struments of regulation suctr as partial pre-
emptions and crosscuttiri.g fequirements., But
the history of rapici regyatory groWth ih recent
years suggests that di-rect,order mandates win
not remain a do.,rmant field it a slacleening of le-
gal and political constraints should occur. De-
Spite its initial reluctance .to do.so, C:ongress
easily, extended Title VII, ELSA, and ADEA cov-
erage to. state and local govertmien,ts once
these laws were applied to'th. private sector,

,THE POLITICS OF
INTERGOVERNMENTAL

REGULATORY' GROWTH,.
In the public Mind today, the. source of gov-

'erhment regulation may be thought to lie most'
often with the feckyrai bure,aucracy. Even influ-
ential scholars have identified "the motiva-
tional structure of governmental bureaucracy
as theprimary source' tor that part of govern-
mental growth thatdos riot represent i-e-
sponse to the demands or citi2:ens.`"'"

But the' diverse origins or the prcigrams ex-
amined in this chapter seem ,to any sin)-
pie explanations of regulatory growth, partic-
ularly theories that fail to explain why
intergovernmental regulatory mechanisms
grew so suddenly in recent years. Although the
bureaucracy has obviously played a central role
in.the promulgation of standards and require-
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ments implementing regulatory statutes, the
eases studied in this chapter reveal no exam-
pies of bureaucratic empire building at the leg-
islative stage cif the.- regulatory proceSS'. Con-
gress played a more important role than'
commonly assumed, but,no slngit actor in the
governmental, system emerged in these studies'
as preeminently responsible for the expansion
Or development of federif intergovernMental.
regulation. As lames Q. Wilsoniliasiobse.ryed:
"What is striking about the origins, of regu-
latory pretBrams that in' almost every case,
the ,initial law wassupported4py'a,rather broad-
ly based coalition.f"36

The tendency for regulations to attract broad
..suppo?t in their initial passage is'only one find-

ing'to emerge from this chapter. Despite the
variations found in the. politics'Of individual
regulations, the enactments studied here were
not a series of random events. Rather; they
suggest a. sequence of -conclusions about the
basic patterns of regulatory...growth:

u Most of the regulations studied an this
chapter involved the use of federal grants
to state and local governments, or they af-
fected functions and activities traditionally
within the orbit of state responsibilities. In
mans cases, related regulations had been
initiated at the state level prior to the fed-

. erai legislation.
o Th'e initial enactments using each of the

four regulatory mechanisms examined
tended to encounter serious and pro-
longed opposition in the legislative
process.

El These early regulations often were devel-
oped in response to perceived failures of
less intrusive federal measures to achieve
their goals.

i) Once a regulatory instrument' has been
successfully established in a,given field of
policy, there has been a tendency for other
programs in that field to duplicatt its use.

n The most openly coercive forms of inter-
governmental regulation..--crossover sanc-
tions and direct ordershave been adopt-
ed much less frequently than seemingly
more cooperative regulatory instru-
ments--crosscutting requirement and
partial preemptions. *1,

n Finally, state and local 'officials generally

0-
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have been ineffective in opposing new
intergovernmental regulttions...Often they,
have supported thesoals of regulations. In
other cases, they have focused their atten-
tion. on grant benefits .provided 1..))4 many
regulatory progiams, overlooking the ad-

, verSe consequences of the program as a
Whole.

Collectively, these generalizations Outline
. the process through which the ledera,I govern-
:Ment becarvolved in intergovernmental
regulgion. Examined in detail, they help to
highlight,, first, the circumstances that favore
the development of intergovernmental regula-
tion and, second, the dynamics by which inter,
govprnmental regulation was developed and
diffused.

Preconditions to
Intergovernmental Regulation

As indicated. earlier in this chapter,_ the per-
..

vasive atmosphere of governmental activism
prevailing in the 1960s and 1970s formed the
broad political context in which intergovern-
mental" regulation grew arid developed. It is
clear from the case studies that the four politi-
cal factors previously' identified as contributing
to the growth of federal regulation over-
allsupportive public opinion, emergent in-
terest groups, budgetary constraints, and
changes in Congressplayed important roles
in enacting several intergovernmental regula-
tions.,Similarly. the "green tight" given to in-
tergovernmental regulation by the courts
emerges clearly from the case st\rdies. Apart
from one or two direct order mandate's, there
were practically no cases of successful legal
challenges to the new federal regulation of
state and local governments. On the contrary,
the stimulus for creating certain federal regula-.
tions, such as those in bilingual and handi-
capped education, came directly from the
courts themselves, not to mention the variety
of court-imposed mandates dealt with in Chap-

'ter 2.
The most important factor establishing a fa-

vorable climate for intergovernmental regula-
tion, however, was the elaboration and.expan-
sion of the federal grant system. The pervasive
growth of federal grants-in-aid accustomed
both federal policyrnakers and state and local
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officials to engage in ,combinedo6perationS
wherever possible. Once, this pattern was es-
tablished and made.familiar in assistance pro-
grams, it was only a short conceptual leap to
think,of placing federal regulations in this
mold as wellespecially in the many areas
.where state; possessed distinctive competence
and experience.

Indeed, two of the forms of intergovernmen-
tal regulatiort*ccossover sanctions and cross -
cutting requirements --are inherently con-
nected to the grants system btcau.se _they
regulate the useof federal aid monies. As
such, they represent a new stage in a tong term
trend toward increas-ing federal control over

,grant-in-aid funds. The first strings 'placed on.
federal grants were simply auditing standards
designed to assure basic fiscal and legal ac-
countability in the use of funds., Later stand-
-arcs included planning a other prsions
intended to assure that fullids'wOutd be '-'sed
effectively'as well as legally. As the federal gov-
ernment invested more and more funds in

,e state and local governments, however, federal,
policyrnakers appeared to feel justified in ex-
erting evn greater influ'ence over the use of
those funlds. There was a seemingly irresistible
temptation to do as many good things as possi-
ble with every-'grant dollarto get "more bang
for the buck." Thus, crosscutting requirements
and crossover . sanctions were de*oped to
leverage limited funds into serving several dif-
ferunt goals."' Whereas earlier requirements
were specific to each -.program, these newer
forms affected many different grants at once.

A somewhat different pattern of relationship
to federal grants was apparent- in the partial
preemption, programs. Many partial preemp-
tions developed out of earlier grant program' s,'
often in response to the failure of such subsi-
dies to achieve their goals. Preoccupied with
federal aid flows, state and local officials rarely.

/opposed thvse often dramatic extensions of
federal authority with any degree of unanimity.
l'hey tended to focus their attention on .fund-
ing levels rather than on the sometimes subtle
.iccumulation,of new regulatory provisions, or
else they accepted promises of federal aid as
compensation for initial regulatory intrusions.

This failure of state and local officials to ef-
tectively oppose the development of many
programs utilizing new techniques of intergov-/
94
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ernmental regulation was only one element in
the political process that 'generated them.
Overall; the pattern of -initiating these new
mechanisms was marked by initial difficulties
in overcoming political constraints to intergov-
ernmental regulation, followed by an often
rapid diffusion of each newly acquired'
regultory instrument to additional program and
policy areas.

The Breakdown of eonstraints
On intergovernmental Regulation -

The dramatic growth of federal intergovern-
mental regulation was largely unanticipated,
and even once the process had begun, it often

frent unrecognized. Except for ordinary grant
conditions, federal regulation of state and local
.governments was virtually nonexistent before
the 1960s.-Most observers at ,the time ques-
tioned its political legal 'viability. The
'KestnI3aum CoMMission, for example, as-
sumed that "neither level of government May
place burdens on the dther."'.'.8 More specifi-
cally, it' noted that "the national government is
generally not allowed to impose mandatory du-
ties on state and local officials.""9 Believing
that .federal regulation of state and local goy-.
ernments would not become an issue, the
commission limitedgits discussion of regulatory
topics to conditions justilying total federal pile-
emptidn of entire regulatory fieldsAuch as in-
tfrstate communications and transportation.

Given such humble origins, it iSnot surpris-
ing that the growthof federal intergovern-
mental regulation was tentative at first, marked
by gradilal erosion of political -constraints to
regulation. It was not always recognized that
these techniques of regulation were genuinely
new and different, brit they were widely per,'
ceived to be unusually intrusive.

For example, the principle_of.nondiscrimina-
tion.in using federal funds was urged for sever-
al years before it wasenacted in the form of Ti-
tle VI. Even liberals like President Kennedy
were dubious of the merits and legality of such
a regulatory approach,. It was successfully en-

, acted only in the wake ofyreSident Kennedy's
assassination, driven through Congress by a
skillful new President orl.a crest of enormous
popular support for stronger civil rights legisla-
tion. fhf passage;of Title VI was furthered also



by the Constitution's explicit provision for fed-.
'eral regulatioriof rn the area of .civil
rights and by the fact that th6 policies of many
States were completely bankrupt on-this issue.

The .reputation earned .by states on civil
rights .spilled over into other areas of policy
and eroded the legitimacy of the states' rights
concept generally as a. barrier to federal regu-
latory_ interventions. This erosion was some-
what ironic given the record of state leklership
in many of the fields eventually subject to
intergovernmental regulation.- Various .states
pioneered in the areas of handicapped etluca-
tion-and certificate-of-need requirements..
Many states had on-going pollution 'and equal
employment programs in place prior to fedefal
regulation. Such innovations were often over-
looked by the public, however, even though
some -formed models for subsequent federal
legislation. In, the aftermath of civil rights, pub-
lic and Congressional attention tended to fo-
cuS on the failures of various states to ade-
uately control pollution and rising health

costs or to fully educate hiindicapped stu-
dents.'" Dissatisfied with state progress on
such issues, Congress attempted to redress.
such problems rapidly, on a national itale,
rather than wait perhaps -years for innovative
programs in these fields to diffuse to other
states..

This process did not mean that the first "pro
grams containing the other new mechanisms of
intergovernmental' regulation were easily es-
tablished., hoWever Initial enactments utilizing
each new device continuedto face political dif-
ficulties. A regulat.IN approach to highway
beautification took ten years to accomplish,
and even the 1965 legislation had less stringent
sanctions than President Johnson had re-
quested. The first direct order was passed.in an
extension of-Title VII of 'the Civil Rights-Act in
1972, eight years after the initial law exempted
state and local governments from its coverage.
Finally, many of the first uses of "the partial
preemption technique grew slowly .out of
earlier federal grant and demonstration pro-'
grams., although a few represented tong
isought-after expansions of .older, federally-
administered programs into areas of interstate
commerce. In the case of air pollution legisla-
tion, for exampIP, the first proposals advocat-
ing federal regulation and standard-setting--

were ,rejected by Congre.ss, ,Federal air
tion regulation was enacted only after weakr
programs were severely criticized and a strong-'
er federal role attracted popular support.

In surhmary, the first programs utilizing the
four instruments Of intergovernmental regula-
tion were enacted gradually, oft-en overcoMing,
stiff opposition. These programs generally re-
quired strong presidential support, 'and some-

. times the appearance' of a public policy crisis,
to ensur0 passage. Each was-the object of con-
side(able' political controversy. In every case,
the development of ,a new regulatory device
was prempted in part by a dual sense of fail-
urefirst ori the part of many states and,.ec-
ond, on the part of existing, less coercive fed-

,erat programs.
It is this process of gradual regulatory

buildup that Bardach and Kagan call "the logic
of regulatory expansion":

The natural tendency to follow things
to their logical conclUsion [is a) pow-

. erful engine of regulatory expan-
sion.... The logic of meeting origi-
nal goals, with its p.rogession toward
more costly, detailedl, and. intrusive
forms of regulation, is manifested
clearly in pollution' control regula-
tion land] applies to other 'regula-
tory spheres as wel1.14'

'There is no question' that many of the pro-
grams examined in this.chapter Were passed in
the belief that federal, objectives might finally
be realized if only a more stringent regulatory
stance were adopted.

The Diffusion of
Intergovernmental Rtfgulations

(Ince, the new' regulatory instruments be-
came established, the politics of regulation be-
gan to change, sometimes dramatically. In tidn-
trast to the pattern of gradual adoption
characterizing initial enactments, later pro-
grams often were., adopted with little opposi-
tion. Once an instrument .gained a foothold in
a given field of policy, it tended to spread rap-
idly to other programs in that field.

Two basic factors help to explain this process
of regulatory diffusion. The first concerns the

"erosion of what lames Q.. Wilson calls "legiti-
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macy barriers" to federal program expansion.
Many initial fed al programs, he observes,

)wgere bitterly contested in the Political arena,
with opponents challenging the very idea of
federal penetration into previously untouched
policy areas. But once such challenges were
overcome and a. federal program was estab-
lished, the issue of legitimacy tended to eVapo-
rate; rarely to reemerge. As Wilson describes
it, the process of program enactment often,
changed considerably:

Once the initial law is paSsed, the ism
sue of legitimacy *disappears Po-
litical conflict takes a very different
form. New programS need not await
the advent, of a crisis or an extraordi-
nary majority, because no program is
any longer "new"it is seen, rather,
as an extension, a modification, or
enlargement of somethingthe
ernment is already doine.42

A similar process was evident in the cases re-
viewed in this _chapter.. The vigorous oppOsi-
lion confronting the first attempt's to'suse each

new regulatory instrument rarely was repeated
in subsequent to employ the tech-

, ,
n u e. In their /conclusions on the growth of
,federal pollution coi:itrol legislation, for exam-
pie, Davie! and Davies practically echo
Wilson's refrain:

Once the federal government has
ventured into a .new field, the pa 5e
of legislatibn is likely to accelerate.
The initial hurdle of federal responsi-
bility having been overcome, the
search' for more effective ways of ac-
complishing the task begins. Over
.the past ... ten years a large nuiriber
of proposals designed to improve or

. expand pollution control have-been
introduced in Congress, and sev-
eral -major proposals have become
jaw.,.;

A second' factor influencing the changing
character-of regulatory politics might be called
the "Kon Tiki principle." It emphasizes the rel-
ative ease in most humanendeavors of copying
or adapting an existing model or activity com-
pared to inventing a totally new one"from
scratch. Anthropologists have long recognized

V.

1

this tendency in studying the diffusion -of
technologies among different societies. Simi-

' tarty, in many of the ,policy fields examined
*'here, policymakeri exhibited little, interest in

reinventing the regulatory wheel. Models of
-new regulatory techniques- were readily avail-
ableand they were readily seized upon.

This process of diffusion was especially no-
ticealale in the spread of crosscutting require-
ments in the civil rights field and -of partial,

'preemptions in envirthmental protection.
Congress typically gave .little consideration to
the consequences of applyinti these new regu-
latory techniques in d' inctive program areas,
nor did it consider t inulatiy,e implications
of regulatory .prolifera n. According to' Gary
Bryner, the 'diffusion of new regulations often
resembled ,a prOcess of logrolling, character-
ized by congressional unwillingness to estab-

lish regulatory priorities: ...vs..,

Congress, as it has done in other
areas, refuses to make difficult
choices On civil rigbts policyl, find-
ing it-easier to extend benefits to all
who demand it. [ski rather than limit
the,,efftrt of goi,ernmerft on behalf
of one group.'"

Although Presidents often led the drive to
enact the earliest intergovernmental regula-
tions-, no such pattern of presidential leacler7
ship was present in the later stages of regula-
tory proliferation. At the,same-time, few of the
subsequent 'regulatory enactments encoun-
tered active presidential opposition, even _un
der the Ford and Nixon Administrations which
sought to decentralizt granaid-.programs.
These two Presidents often advocated less
strinsent regulations, but they rarely opposed
the general, purposes or the thrust of new reg-
ulatdry initiatives. The case studies are replete
with examples of Republican presidential sup-
port and sponsorship for a variety of new regu.,.
latory prbgrarns( including tslEpA, Clean Air,
health planning, the 55 mph speed limit, and
age discrimination legislation.. In those few
cases where Republican 'Presidents vetoed
intergovernmental regulatory programs this
action almost always was prompted by grant-
in-aid provisions in these programs, not by
their regulatory components.'
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. Graph 3-3
The Growth of Major Programs of, Intergovernmental Regulation,

By Type of Instrumentl.by.Debadi,1930-80

Crosscutting Requirements

Partial Preemptions

Crossover

Source: dt ypter 1, Appendix Table 1.
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Remaining Constraints -n
Federal' Regulation of

k.State and Local Governments
The process of rapid regulatory. proliferation

in the 1970s does not mean that the constraints
or federal regulatory growth have been abol-
ished entirely. Even during the period of most
rapid growth, certain constraints remained evi-
dent in the distribution of new regulatory pro-
grams. Graph 3-3 illuilrates the accumulation
of selected rfikjor programs of intergovern-
mental regulation over time, by period of en-
actment. Although the -growing use of all forms
of requirements is striking. it is clear that par-.
tial preemptions and crossctitting require-

Notents.'have been most heavily used among the
new assortment of intergovernmental ¶egula-
tory techniques. These are alSo the ttvo instru-
ments that most closely, resembleat least
superficiallystandard practices of coopera-
tive federafism. In contrast, the two techniques
that are most openly coercivecrossover sanc-
tions and direct order mandateshave been
used less frequpntly.145 The legislative histories

.of these techniquesespecially in the case of
direct ordersindicate that they encountered
somewhat stronger political and legal obstacles
en route to passage, Compounding these polit-

ical problems, many crossover sanctions have
proven unworkable in practice,- as evidehced

the federal government's -consistent
unwillingness to- impose 'fiscal sanctions for
nonQomplidnce.

Most .recetatly, it appears that political con-
straints on'the giowth of all forms of intergov-
ernmental regulation may be reemerging.
Since 1979 there him, been a sharp decline in
the number of new 'regulations ehacted, and
the Reagan Administration has made regula-
tory reform and reduction a top priority. Rego;

.,latory retrenchment cannot be taken for
granted, however. Over the past two decades,
intergovernmental regulation has become .an
accepted policy insts,ument that appeals to
policymakers across. the political spectrum.
Even -in this period - of political conservatism;
proposals for 'new intergovernmental regula-
tions have received serious attention on Capi-
tol Hill; including a plan to withlad federal
highway funds from states that fail to enact
drunk driving legislation meeting federal
standards and a proposal to cutoff feclerii

-housing programs in any community'.operating
rent control.'Based upon the record' of the re-
cent pagt, there ris no basis for state and local
complacency.on the regulatory front.
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Chapter-4

IMPLEMENTING FEDERAL
INTERGOVERNMENTAL REGULATION

'THE IMPLEMENTATION PROBLEM

"Implementatiori" is .a major conctp to aria-,
"lysts of American public policy.. Though diffi-
cult to define precisely, the term refers to the
process through which a statutory law, enacted
by the Congress and signed by the President,
becOmes a tangible governmental service. Ex-
perts stress the need to distinguish between
official intentions and real results. As.bne.writ-
er puts it, "policy is.what governments choose
to do. Implementation is what they actually
do."' In between final passage and tV final

, product is an elaborate administrative process,
requiring the garnering of resources (in6luding
funds and personnel) and the establishment of
procedures (forms, requirements, cnnfact
points). The focus orimplementation analysis
is here, on the stage between a decision Ind
operations!

Although political scientists dye long stud-
ied questions of public administration, their in-
terest usually revolved around such issues as
departmental organization, budgeting systems,
and thetechniques of personnel management,
and for the most part stressedintra-rathef than
inter-governmentar relations. It is only in the
past decide that.the- process of implementing
federal programs has' becbme an object 'of
much, close atterition1This new interest was a
natural outgrowth 'of the expansion of federal

.

aid programs during the 1960s. For example,
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one of the earliest implementation studies fo-
cused on the initial operations of the landmark
Elementary and Secondary Education Acts of
1965.1 -

If one lesson has been learned from the
growing body-of'research,it is this:a lot can go

,wrong.4 Consistent with "Murphy's law," study,,
after study has provided detai4ed documenta-,

tion of programmatic shortcomings. The char-
acter of these findings is aptly illustrated -by the
subtitle of one prominent book in the field:
"Why A Federal Program Failed." A second,
extremely influential study was similarly (but
pore elaborately) headed: "Hay Great Expec-
tations in Washington Are. Dashed in Oakland;
or, Why It's' Amazing that Federal Programs
Work at All...." third, more recent assess-
ment bears. the igal but hopeful title "Why

-Government P grams Fail: Improving Policy
Implementat

eralism as Obstacle

One unanticipated consequence of the new
4 implementation research has been the develfp

opment of a fresh perspective on federalism.
'As matters turn olit, the system of legally inde-
pendent' state andvational governmental
jurisdictionsestablished nearly, 200 years ago
as a bulwark to ouriibertycan sometimes be
a serious impediment to the effective execu-
tion of centrally designed federal- domestic
programs. The Multiplicity of levels, means that.
Many separate actors all must reach some sort
of working agreement before positive results
can be obtairied7Their legal and political inde-
pendence, rooted, in our very constitutional
'frameWork, makes it quit likely that they nev-
er will. These facts make many implementation
analysts skeptical about complex, nationally di-
rected, intergovernmental schemes for social
or governmental reform.

Public administrators have long recognized
that the "chains of command" created within
even a single governmental jurisdiction are sel-
dom as tight as they might seem to an externalik
observer. One major, work stressed the diffi-
culty that Presidents have in securing the faith-
ful execution of orders by "their own" Cabinet
departnients and subordinate officials within
the executive bianch. "residential power,
Richard Newstadt declared, is actually only
r`the power to persuade."°
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What implementation research adds to this
perception is an appreciation of the many addi
tional difficulties that' obtain because of the
multiplicity of participants and "decision
.points" in intergoverninental programs.9 Car-
rying out a specific project often depends
upon the involvement of !mire than one feder-
al ,department or agency, a changing cadre of
rdgional as well as headquarters staff, state of-
fiCials, and a variety pf,actors from local, gov-
ernments as well as private or nonprofit sector
orsenizatiohs. One writer compares, he imple-
mentation process to the children's game. of
"telephone," in which the original message
tends to become increasingly garbled as it pas-
ses from player to player.1°, Furthermore, each
of these participants is apt to have different
objectives or at least differing priorities: There
is no administrative hierarchy a ng the three

.
governmentallevels. Rather, ea. possesses an
autonomous source of legal au .. rity, as well
as an independent bureaucracy and distinctive
political constituency. Conflict therefore is, as
likely . as cooperation. Although intergovern,
mental programs through the 1950s could be
accurately'characterized as creating a "partner-
ship" for advancing common goals; most im-:
plementation analysts now present qUite a con-
trary perspective. To Walter Williams, what the
dramatic expansion of shared governance has

actually produced is

a most uneasy partnership. And it
partnership in which the negative
power of each partner to block or
harass is much stronger than the
positive power to move in desired
directions."

Most analysts appear to agree that both po-
litical and administrative accountability suffer
from the separation of policymaking,and
administrative responsibilities whichiintergov-
ernmental programs imply. On the one hand,
as Martha Derthick hay 4ritten, the "distance"
of Washington from the local scene makes
hard for federal policyrnakers to know what,
must be done to achieve their objectives. As a
consequence, they' tend to set unrealizable
goals:

151eparatiort from local politics and
administration gives federal policy



makers a license. to forMulate ideal,
innov:itiv6. 'objectives, because. the
political and administrative burdens
the innovations they conceive will be

',Joule locally. .They are free, much
freer than local. officials, tostand
publicly for progress and high princi-
pie. Not having ordinarily to decide
concrete cases,. they do not have to
make the compromises, that such
Cases relluiresu

On the other hand, as Jerome Murphy has em-
phasized, federal officials also face major prOb-
'ems in assuring that local officials comply with
their intentilans and xeqgirements. Thirs, he
writes,

the federal ,system=- -with its disper-
sion 'pow& and toiatrol---not only
permits bta encourages, evasion and
dilution Of federal reform, making ic
nearly impossible.for the federal ad-,
ministrator to impose program prior
ities; those not diluted by Congres-
sional intervention can be ignored
during state and local implementa-
tion.' -`

Together, these factors inc.' rease the proba-
bilit of programmatic shortcomings and even
failure while reducing the capaCity to clearly fix
r6sponsibility for disappointing results. Al-
though there, may be blame enough to go
around_on this issue (as many others) "where
you st)wci depends on where you sit," Federal
officials charge that their local counterparts are
narrow-minded and overly responsive to the
community "establishment." Locals see Wash-
ington as naive and impractical, too far away to
appreciate their particular .circumstances, and
two-faced in its tendency to rush into pro-.
grams that others must administer. Both levels
view the other as constrained by bureaucratic
procedures and more, interested in spending
money then in efficient management." Be-
cause of the multiplicity of independent layers
and acturs,,rhen, accountability is diffused and
confused. Theodore Lowi and Benjamin Gins-
berg charge a hat

Federalism in the United. States has
be,scoMe responsibility's escape
route. Because of the federal struc-

tore of government and the institu-
tional consequences that flow direct-
ly from that federal structure, -when
federal policies we' carried out by
those with local responsibilities, the
policies becovne, as Swift would put
it, "but a ball bandied to and fro, and
every man' carries a racquet, about
him to strike it from _himserf among
the rest of the company."

REGULATORY PROGRAMSj
A NEW CHALLENGE'

. The implementation literature has become
extensive enough that it is possible to create
theories of governhiental performance and to
identify some of the chief obstactes to action.
To-aate, howtever, the bdIlt of this research has
been concerned with the most traditional in-
strument of federal intergovernmental policy,
the ,grant-In-aid. Although.there have been nu-
merous studies of the old-style regulatory corn-
missions,.the newer types of intergovern-
merital regulatory programs, which are the
primary focuS of this report, have been studied
much less frequently and less intensively.

Despite this shortcoming, various 'academic
and governmental sources do provide enough
information to suggest some major features of
the process of regulatory implementation. This
chapter reviews key findings. What it indicates,
however, is in many ways troubling. There are
a variety-of adminiStrative and political impedi-
ments to the effective operation of intergov-
ernmental regulatory programs and to the at-
tainment of their objectives. indeed,
implementing intergovernmental regulation
may be even more difficult than the process of
implementing intergovernmental grants-in-aid.
As this chapter will illustrate,

O Substantial delays are frequently encoun-
tered between passage of a regulatory stat-
ute and the beginning of actual administra-
tion and enforcement.
Legislative language and history often pro-
vide insufficient guidance on crucial oper-
ational questions.

c In many cases the technical or scientific in-
formation required for'efficient and effec-
tive regulation is not available.

o Issues not addressed or left unresolved by
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.the Cqngress often erupt into intense pa.-
litical conflict during the rulemaking stage.

ri Federal regulators tend toward expansive,
, infleXible, and costly interpretations of na-

tional.requirements.
Overly stringent or unrealikic regulatory
standards- and retuirements actually may
hamper jitVgress t ward national goals.

-1-) The neik forms of. federal intergovern-
mental regulation have been litigated he,-,/
ily, adding to delays and Uncertainties.

o federal courts typically have upheld -agen-
cy interpretations of legislative intent, or
have urged faster action, tighter standards,'
and more vigorous enforcement!

Li Federal agencies generally lack adequate
capacity and resources to assure full coin:,
pliance with regulatory,requil'ements.

i4 For administrative and political reasons,
federal officials are ofte'i reluctant to
impose. harsh sanctions against state and
loCal governmeentt that fail to meet nation-

, al standards or deadlines.
Li Attainment of regulatory objectives de-

pends heavily upon the leadership and
commitment of target. jurisdictions.

Criticism of Reguiatory%Performat)Ce
.

These conclusions are quite consistent with
the widespread criticism of regulatory per-
formance in general. Stephen Breyer notes that
'as regulation has grown, so has concern

about regulatory failure."'b Many critics stress
the enormous private sector cost burdens
imposed by regulation, variously estimated at
$50 billion to as niuch a $180 billion annually.

. They regard the .regulatory process itself as
-unwieldly, unfair, and even fundamentally
undemoCratic in procedure." More telling,
however, is the belief that actual results have

fallen shori of expectations, despite substantial
effort and outlays. Robert Crandall offers a
harsh review of current health, safety,/ and ,en-
vironmental regulation, contending that

there is no solid evidence that the
regulatory ihragrams are even mod-
estly effective. In most instances, the
statutes mandate tasks so extensive

lot, ,

,that the agencies cann t meet dead-
,lines, enforce the rules they Set, de-
fend themsetves- irr court, and con-
duct retrospect evaluations If {heir
effectiveness.T°

Another expert, Lester B. Lave, concludes that
'regulatory

standard- setting is . both _time-
,

consuming -and cumbersome,
often the wrong substances are regu-
lated, and the implementation and

`enfortement are expensive and
inadequate'.19

although public- inion polls do show
considerable support f many regulatory.initi-
atives, there is also -c siderable popular dis-
enchantment with actual 'perforrnance.2° At
seat one expert believe4 that much of the"pub-

dissatisfaction, with government stems
from excessive and.1neffective regulation rath-
er than excessive levels of spending:

The real difficulty has been that, as
society has become mare complex,
',government has been forced to, in-
lervene more and more in the activi,
tieS,and decisions of consumers and
businessmen in order to achieve ha-
tional objectives --and has done; so
almost exclusiVely with detailed laws
and regulations. Such regulatory of -,
forts have often been inefficient and
sometimes have done more harm
than good."

. It would not be surprising if such views were
expresSed by members of those groups which
have borne the brunt of meeting costly and de-
manding standards. However, many of those
-who ardently, support the goals also recognize
the shortcomings ;of the Gew federal regula-
tion. Mike McCloskey, the executive director
of ;he ,Sierra Clubone of the largest and most
active conservation organizationshas provid-
ed this assessment di environmental regula-
tions;

What I think was dear as the"80s
began is that the country has not yet,
translated either our beliefs or pro-

\ grams into tangible results. We have
lots of laws on the books. We have -a
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great many people working on pro=
grams with bOions of dollars being
spent, but the pattern of results is
still very spotty. One can point to
limited success in terms of improving
air and water quality;in,terms Of fish
coming baa in many streams. But in
terms or tangible measures of envi-
ronmental improvpment, particularly
in the pollution-fighting 'field, we've
'probably moved bMy 15% to 30% of
the way toward our ,gOal. On some.
issues, such as hazardous waste
dumps and toxic chemicals, we are
still pretty much caught at the leyel
of spinning out words with very little

,tangible action."

At best, then, the record of achievement-is lim-
ited and. spotty. yln few cases have statutory
goals, or the earnest hopes Of initiah legislative
prOporeen fully realized.

At th.aFiie time, the precise magnitude of
failure 'or achievement is diffictilt to determine.
The results of rrrany programs are hard to
measuN., Furthermore, assessments depend in
large part on-the standard against which specif-
ic .programs are judged. It is pbsible to find
some evidence -of progress in seleCted areas.
/For example, EPA data suggest that emissions
of most. major air pollutants have declined over
the past decade." The number of handicapped
children provided an apprdpriate public edu-
cation by focal schools rose from 3.4 in 1977 to
3.8 million in 1979 after the passage of PL
94-142.24 About 440,000 advertising signs were
removed from alongside the nation's highways
since the, passage of the Highway Beautifica-
tion Act in 1965.25 On the other hand, in nearly
everr.fielci, aditkeements have been inconsist-
ent. Availabfe.data,,show no similar evidence of
progress toward national water quality goals.2'
By !Department of Education estimates, over 2
million ,additional handicapped child.ren have
Yet to' be identified and served by school.dilh
tricts.27 Another 2'20,00() billboards remain to
be removed, a job which the General Account-
ing Office estimatesmay regular an additional
21 years,"

These mixed appraisals, are nicely illustrated
by a recent study of the effects of Title lX of
the Education Amendments, of . 1972 a

crosscutting requirement that prohibits sex
discrimination in schools receiving federal fi-
nancial aidprepared by the National Advisory
Council on Women's Educational Programs.
According to the Council's generally positive
report,

.

The past nine years have Seen much
progress toward the goal of Title 1X,
far more than is gefterally recog-
nized. But many' problems still re-
main. The position of women and
girls in education today resembles
.the glass which is half full and half

I empty, depending on one's
outloo

As evidence of progress, the report 'notes that
admission patterns have -changed in colleges
and profe%sional schools, with women now
constituting a majority of undergraduates. Fi-
nancial aid, counseling, and other student

_services have become more equitable, and
both educational programs -and extracurricular
activities have been-opened to students of
both sexes. Athletics'have been the area with,
the most visible and dramatic changes. At the
same time, employment of women in high-
!eyel education positions has' improved only

`slightly, dIspite 'Many complaints of discrimi-
nation. 'Women, school' administrators remain
scarce, and women college instructors lag be,-
hind their malJ counterparts in number, salary
and tenure."

Such findings are quite typical. 'Hence, the
view that "nothing works" seen* as one-sided
as the contrary claim that "all is well." How-
ever, the clearest lesson emerging frOm more
than a decade's experience with imple,meriting
new intergovernmental 'regulatory programs
couVirms the conclusion of earlier. studies: a
lot can go wrong. -Translating intentions into
results is extremely difficult, time-eonsumingc
and uncertain of success. The balance of this\,-
chapter draws upon the case study literatfire,
evaluation reports, and program audits to iden-
tity and illustrate some of the most commbn
problems and obstacles.

WRITING RULES: EASIER SAID
THAN DONE

The rulemaking processthat is, the set of
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formal procedures through which a-statute
adopted by the Congress and signed by the
President is translated into a setof specific re-
quirements-Carried out and enforced by execu-
tive branch agenciesis much less widely un-
derstood than the more dramatic and more
public legi1/21ative process." Yet, if :May be near-

. ly as important. The laws adopted by Congress
are not self-executing and often are written in
broad terms. Administrative agencies, charged
with interpreting and. executing thewill of
Congress, must resole any vagaries and
ambiguities in deyelopinglspecific procedures'
for program implementation Depending upon
the area in question, rulemaking may _require a
high degred*of technical expertise, as well as
sound legal judgment. And, because the alfeet-,
ed interests often attempt to,influence outs
comes, it' is deeply embedded in politics. The
following discussion highlights these issues.

A Lesson in Complexity

The basic procedures governing, the srule-
making process were laid ,clown by the Con-
gress in the Administrative Procedure Act
(APA), adopted in 1946 in the wake of the burst

. of New Deal regulatory initiatives. Among
other things, the APA was intended to assure
an ample degree of openness -and public par-
ticipation in agency deliberations. It specifies,
for example, that federal agencies must pub-

proposed regulations (in the FederatRegis-
ter) and invite.interested parties to comment
upon them. In many instances, opportunities
to subrit written comments are supplemented
by formal hearings. Recent Presidents also
have embellished the APA's rulemaking proce-
dure with further requirements specified by
executive order. As Chapter6 indicates, these
additions have often required agencies to con-
sider a variety of alternative regulatory ap-
proaches, subjecting each to economic "cost -
benefit" analysis. Only _after completio# of

(these steps may a final rule be adopted and
published (in the Code of Federal Regula-
tiOrIS.

The publication of a final rule does not nec-,
essarily conclude the rulemaking process.
Agency interpretations of statotory language
may be subject to judicial review and have,
with increasing frequency, been challenged in
court. Agencies also are free to propose modi-
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fications of our supplements to existing rules,
and of-course usually must do so when statuto-
ry language is amended by the. Congress.

The tasks involved in rulemaking are often
substantial and the time taken to complete
them is generally ,[n years, not
months. Considirfor example, Seciion 504 of
the Rehabilitation Act, adopted by Congress in
1973 to prohibit discrimination against the
handicapped in fedetally- assisted programs.
Interpreting this 45-word- statutory provision
required determining who could bp consid-
ered "handicapped"-within the meaning of the
lawone controversial question involved the
coverage-of alcoholics and drug addicts--and
the d ailed specification Of what actions _(or
inacti*s) constitute unlawful forins of dis-
crimination. HEW regulations implementing
Section' 504 were not isiOed, until 1977, and
consumed some 40bpages,,Pf the Code of Fed-
eral Regulations. Moreover, .although the HEW
rules provided some general guidance, similar
determinations had to be made separately by
each federal department and agency for those
assistance programs falling within its jurisdic-
tioti. The rules prepared by the Department of
Transportation, to cite one example, were
some 34 pages in length.

just how difficult and time consuming this
process can be. is suggested by a newspaper ac-.
count of the effort to adopt Section- 504 rules
for the Treasury Department's general fevenue
sharing program. The, responsible official, as-
signed, in1978 to interpret the 1973 JAW, dp'Ciot-.
ed three years to the task. Over this period,
the official had to:

O write the rules in accordance with the
gcwernmentwide guidelines issued by what
was then the Department of Health, Educa-
tion and Welfare,

O publish proposed rules in the Federal
Register,

u send them to HEW for review,

u wait eight months for HEW approval,

L] review President Carter's Executive Order
142044 to see if her,,office should do a cost-
benefit analyS'is of her handicapped dis-
crimination rules,

O consult OMB for an opinion on that
questiOn,

4
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0, submit the draft rules to theEqual Employ-
ment OpportunityCommission for, review,

o consider the comments of those who re-
sponded to the Federal Register entry,

revise the draft of the ,rules,

p publish the proposed rules in the Federal
Register again,

o submit the rules todthe EEOC again,

o wait a month for approval,

comply with an-OMB directive to write an
analysis explaining why no regulatory anal-
ysis was necessary under ,carter's execu-
tive order, and make this analysis part of
the preamble to the rules,

o submit the rules to' the Department of
Health an Human Services (HEW's sucev-
idr) f proval again,

pr that HHS approved them before a
pe mg executive order was issued that
would transfer this approval power from
HHS to the Justice Department,

a wait .four months, and

win approval a week before Justice took
over authority to coordinate these rules,"

Nor did the saga end here. The author's ef-
forts, scheduled to take effect on February 4,
1.931, were delayed once again, this time by the

`freeze on "midnight regulations" that Presi-
dent Reagan imposed shortly after taking of-
fice. Although this freeze-was to last 60 days
(and did, for many of the affected rules), im-
plementation of the Section 504 requirements
was deferred again' on March 30th, and again
on June 1st, and again on June 16ththe latter

'time for an indefinite period. Following threat-
ened court action by the Paralyzed Veterans of
America, certain parts of the regulations were
put into effect on an interim basis on August
14th." The suspense was still not over, for ear-
ly in 1982 the Department of Justice initiated a

"governmentwide review of Section 504 require-
ments." Ultimately, however, no further alter-
ations were made.

Regulatory Delay: A Common. Problem

The 504 case, in which the rulemaking proc-
ess extended over a period of some nine years,
is by no means unusual. According to a study

V

prepared by the U.S.': Senate's Committee on
Governmental Affairs,

Most federal regulatory proceed=
ings are characterized by seemingly
interminable delays. It is widely
thought that the regulatory process
takes far too long to accomplish too
little; that it is plagued by lethargy
and inefficiency; and that it.steers a
rudderless course unassisted by plan
or priority.

Delay heightens frustration,
. impedes initiative,, and postpones ac-

tion on pressing probleins. By
sapping the agency's limited re-
sources, a makes it impossible for
the agency to accomplish whit it oth-
erwise could.

Undue-delay is very costly for gov-4
.ernment, consumers, and industry
alike.

It is at once a,symptom and a cause
of public ,frustration with federal
regulation

Although the Senate committee study fo-
cused principally on the rulemaking proce-
dures of such "old style" regulatory commis-
sions as the CAB, FCC, and ICC, other
evidence suggests that its conclusions apply
with equal force to the regulatory agencies in-
volved with intergovernmental programs. A
comprehensive Office of Management and
Budget study gf _The management of federal
crosseutting requirementsfound that

there is often considerable delay' be-
tween the time a requirement be-
comes law and the time when official
guidance on the requirement is is-
sued to the agencies by the ap-
pointed lead. body. in the case of
many of the requirements, this delay
is equal to if not greater than the
time lag within the assistance agency
in taking action on the' require-4
ment.... It took five years for the
EPA to issueiguidelines (April 16,
1975) implementing Section 508 of
the Federal Water Pollution Control
Act of 1970. Revision of the Advisory
Council on Historic Preservatons'
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1974 guidelines began in 1977 and
was not conw)eted until January
1979.36 virr

Similar observations have been made about a

considerable variety of other intergovern-
mental regulatory programs and program
types, including rules on health planning,37 en-
dangered 'species," handicapped education,"
sex discrimination," 'hazardous waste dispos-
a1,41 ocCupational health and safety,42 and strip.
Mining contro1.43

I

Agency Mismanagement
A variety of factorsinternal as well as exter-

nal, substantive as well as proceduralseem
to slow down the workings of the regulatory
machinery. Bureaucrats, legislators;judges,-,
ganized political interests, and the public all
share responsibility fort regulatory delay and
uncertainties. The best that can be said, on. the
basis of available evidence, is that there is
enough blame to go, around. ,The following,
discussion simply notes some of the factors
that have been identified in various studies.

Given the central role played by the execu-
tive branch in rulemaking procedures, it is not
surprising that federal bureaucrats are aprinci:
pie target of criticism. The Senate committee
study of regulatory delay stressed a series of
fact9rs pertaining to poor agency practices, in-
cluding too Much. emillhasis on "trial-type"
procedures, inadequate planning and leader-
ship by top management, too little effort in set-
ting and enforcing deadlines, extra and unnec-
essary layers' of review, and a failure to make
sufficient use of incentives' and sanctions to
encourage particpants to speed up
proceedings."

In dome instances, various administrative
shortcomings do, appear to have contributed to-
delays in issuing' intergovernmental regula-
tions. Fishel and Pottker, who conducted a de-
tailed study of Title IX sex discrimination re-
quirements, argue that

The two years it took to develop the
proposed regulation was inexcusably
long. An internal DREWI manage-
ment system that provided inade-
quate oversight over OCR, combined
with poor administration and the

1,10

lack of 'Strong leadership in OCR it-
. self contributed to the slow speed at

which the regulation wadevelopea.
Considering the chaotic state of OCR
during most of this time period, it.is

snot suprising that it took such a long
time to issue the proposed regula-
tion; it is a wonder at a 'regulation
got developed at a 45

Other evaluators concur that the Office of
Civil Rights was ."elt-tremely ill-managed
throughout the 1970s."" But OCR is not the
only agency whose pe-rforFnance.has some-
times been found wanting., The Enyironmental
Protection Agency, according to a General Ac-
counting Office assessment, was unorg;)ized
and understaffed, duririt the crucial early
stages of implementing the Toxic .Substances

.
Control Act. EPA took more than two years to
develop an appropriate organizational strucL
ture for the program;. engaged, in a time-
consuming search for an assiMarif ad,ministra-
tor to head it;Thad difficulties filling other key

. management and staff positions; and did not
develop a clear strategic 'plan to guide its ac-

.

tions.47 As a result, GAO. charged, neither the
public nor the environment were much better
protected four years after the passage of what.
President Ford had termed ".one of the most
important pieces of environmental legislation
that has been enacted, by the Congress.""

This-kind of administrative criticism is con-
sistent with a long line of argument that the
problem with regulation is the regulators
themselves --and that the solution lies in
upgrading the quality of appointees." At the
same time, many other observers believe that
mismanagement is not the-sole or even princi-
pal cause of regulatbry delays and inefficien-
cies.",They argue that feder'al regulators are as
capable, energetic, and. honest as the people
employed in other lines of endeavor. Rather, a
variety of structural and political.factors affect
how well regulators perform. These include
the nature of the task imposed upon them, the
incentives to which they respond, and the
kinds of, external presSures to which they are
subjected. From this perspective, then, many
of the problems 'of regulation seem to be ge-
neric in nature. They are inherent in the proc-
ess itself.
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Administrative Complexity
Janes Q. Wilson is one analyst who believes*

that bureauicrats are too often Made the scape-
goats for regulatory delays and shortcomings.

tA principal, Eonclusion of his study, The Poli-
tics of RegulaVon, is that

Much of what appears to be the re-
sult of .bureaucratic ineptitude, agen-
cy imperialism, meddling
is. the result of the sheer magnitude
of many regulatory tasks. Improving
the quality of our air and water, mak-
ing the workplace tisafer, gvaran-

N teeing that only efficacious drugs are
used, regulating the price of natural
gas, assuring that educational pro-
grems' hailif no discriminatory
effects----al,I.these and many-other
laudatory -goaR impose simply .stag-
gering workloads- on the responsible'
4encies."

In other a nciesi,ioo, a lack of adequate
staff resources contributed to delays and short-
comings. The Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS)

_of the Department of Interior has been much
criticized for its slow progiess in implementing
the Endangered Species Act and especially in
designating specie`g requiring protection under
its provisions. ih sell.defense, the -program's

--manager stressed that he had only 6-8 profes-
sionaN for assi4gnment to this crucial task.54
Optimum performance might have' required a..
staff three to fout times larger."

Still, the size of the regulatory worklbad is
not the sole source of delay and_epnfusion.
Some tasks are difficult and timecoring bY
their very nature. Much of the new rep.,
lation, and particularly those programs that call
for 'selling standards, require,specialized
knowledge at or beyond the limits of contem-
porary scientific research. According to
:Stephen Breyer, gathering the information
needed to write a sensible standardand one
which can withstatd close technical, legal, and'
political scrutinyl the central problem of
the standard-setting process and the most
pressing task facing many regulatory
agencies.56

One example of the kinds of technical fac-
tors that can sloW the development of federal
regulations is provided by experience with oc-
cupational safety 'and health (OSHA) legisla-
tion; By and large, the officials of the OcCupa-
tionalSafety and htealth AdMinistration,
establishd by law in 1970, were strongly
committed to the agency's goals and the sett-
cess of their new program. Indeed, if anything,
OSHA may have smffered More from excessive
zeal than disinterest- during its early years."
This commitment was reflected in the agency's
promulgation of some 300 pages of "consen-
sus" safety and health standards iri the first
months of the agency's operation, well in ad-.
vance of the twoiyear statutory deadline."
Since then, the rate. of issuance for new stand-
ards has been glacial. By the end of the 1970s,
the agency had issued fewer than ten final
health standards and an equally sill' all number
of safety standards. At this rate, it appeared
that OSHA might take over a century to devel-
op standards for substances already known to
be toxic."

To a considerable degree, this slow pace of

.

In some cases, the rapidly expanding duties
and shifting national prioritieS of recent years
would have taxed any organization. Both the
Office of Civil Rights and. the Environmental
Protectibn Age cy, whose administrative short-
comings were noted above, have been bur---*
deneti with an ever - expanding array of new
regulatory statutes to be interpreted, imple- ,
mented, and enforced:"

Congress has tontinued to heap ad-
ditional tasks on the EPA with.each
newlaw, often giving it new jobs be-
fore it could get a handle on old
ones.... More than ever these days,..
the Ee-A is struggling 'to do its job.
While the agency's list of. unfinished
business grows, it is torn.apart by,

:politics, economic constraints, and
legal challenges. Many wonder
whether the agency can meet its re-
sponsibilities for enforcing the na-
tion's major environmental laws.52

Similarly, during the earli1970s, OCR had ma-
jor new programs assigned to it at the rate of
almost one per year. Given the mbunting.

`workload and slow r pace Of personnel
growth, the agency's p rformance may be bet-
ter than should have be n expected."
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action results from the technical complexity of
the tasks involved. Much contemporary health,
safety, and environmental legislation requires
administrators to set standards on .the asis of
scientific judgments. about risk. The OSHA Act,
for example, specifies that

"The Secretary, in promulgating
standards. dealing with toxic materi-
als or harmful physical agents under
this subsection, shall set the stand-.
and which most adequately assures,
to the extent feasible,, on the basis of
the best available evidence, that no'
employee will suffer material impair-.,
meat of health or functional capacity
even it such employee _has regular
exposure to the hazard dealt with by
such standard for the period of his
working life."'

Statutes regulating such diverse areas as air
quality, drinking water, automobile safety, and
food and drugs impose similar responsibilities.
Although the task appears straightfor-
wardand the goal certainly laudatory prob.-
ferns arise because a review of scientific evi-
dence usually does not provide clear,
definitive answers to the questions of risks,
benefits, -or costs that regulatOrs must ad-
dress." Instead, the inforeMation available is
usually partial and sometimes contradictory.
OSHA's' regkilatory delays are largely produced
by the combination of an administrative proce-
dure for standard-setting which has been de-,
scribed as "Byzantine" and "tortuous"62 and
the lack,of relevant technical and scientific in-.
forpation. Steven Kelman observes that

The quality of knowledge available
on risks and costs in the area of oc-
cupational safety and health is
surprisinglylindeed, shocking-
lypoor. Estimates of the costs of
achieving various levels of protection
have varied widely in every OSHA
rulemaking proceeding....'The same
problem exists for the scientific
evidence."

Similarly, Frank I. Thompson has commented
that OSHA's task of

isolating the most serious threats.was
... far from simple. Good data on oc-
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cupational.diseases were in short
supply. Sometimes a job-related dis-
ease simply proved difficult to identi-
fy. Byssinosis or brown lung, for in-
stance, resembled other diseases-
and prised complex problems of di-
agnosis. Then, too, linking a given
disease to a workplace hazard (as Sp-
posed taa pe-rsonal habit such as
smokine presented 'difficulties. The
long gestation period for some 'can-
cers further compounded. the com-
plexity of the issues. The incidence
of various types of occupational dis-
ease was, then,_ difficult to guam
One 'Congressmaw went so far as- to
conclude that the data available on
the matter were "not worth a

damn."6.4

In the search for information,' regulators of-
ten turn fo a-variety of sources of-expertise and
information. Yet none of the available alterna-
tivesin-house staff, industry, indepedent
experts, or consumer Kroupscan 'be counted
on to possess, or to be willing to provide, ade-
quate or.accurate analyses.6s Although it is not
required to do so by law, OSHA frequently ap-
points advisory committees composed of rep-
resentatives 'of labor, management, and the'
general public. However, committee delibera-
tions often have, been wracked by major dis-
putes and have done little to speed the devel-

- opment ,* and acceptance of proposed
standards. As Nichrils and Zeckhauser observe,

Even under the best of circum-
stances, the process is very time-
consuming, particularly with major
health standards, and there are oaten
manx delays, including court /alai-
lenges by the affected industries. For
example, in 1971 an industry associa-
tion asked OSHA to develop a coke-
oven-emissions standard. [The Na-
tional Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health] transmitted its
recommendations 'in early 1973, the,
advisory committee -completed its re-
port . in the spring of 1974, .and the
proposed standard was published in
the summer of 1975. The final stand-
ard was not promulgated until Octo-
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ber 1976, five years after the standard
was initially requested and almost
four years after NIOSH- presented its 44
recommendations."

Other examples of similar problems abound,
EPA's efforts at devising regulations to protect
the .public from hazardous wastes also- have
foundered because of problems oi analysis and
definition.67 Ideally, the regulations should
protect human health' a5c1 the natural Imiron7
ment while imposing minimum economic
hardship on industry, However, the long-term
consequences of exposure to many' chemicals
are not yet well understood. Environmental
contamination has only recently been recog-
nized as a probitm--but some compounds
may take 15 to 2R years to protiCice'adverse ef-
fects on health. Thus, regulators have beep
faced with the duty of imposing-emission con-
trols in the absence of adequate scientific data.
That they have had difficulty in doing so is sug-
gested by the fact that. it took the EPA- some
four years to published any rulings, primariy
because of its problems in defining the legal
and technical terms on which the rulings are
based.

Much the same can be said of attempts to set
regulatory standards in such diverse aras os air
pollution control.and the protection of endan-
gered species. Many studies have found some
positive association between pollution levels
and the incidence of various illnesses, and do
suggest that the levels of pollution found in
many cities are harmful. At the same time, ac-
cording to Charles T. Stewart, Jr., "Our knowl-
edge of air pollution and its effects is inade-
quate for the policies that are being formulated
and implemented."" Measures of air pollution
levels lack precision, and too little is knoWn
about the extent to which various level; of dif-
ferent pollutantsalong with dozens of other
intervening' factors --- produce specific-diseass
in different individuals and population groups.
Similar technical uncertainties have hampered
the protection of rare animals and plants."
There are problems in classifying animals into
speciies amd subspecies, and even more diffi-
culties, in determining population sizt and sta-
tus. With limited data, future population
trends must be based upon often conflicting
"expert judgments," rather than precise mod-
els. As a result, new listings have often ap-

peared sporadic, and their vatidity has of-
, ten been challengtd.7°

Statutory Ambiguity

Legislative imprecision is a third important
factor that can slow, or complicate the rule-
making prbcess. Althotigh.seime kinds of regu-
latory tasks are, by their nature, quite de-
manding, this "complexity is compounded
when the mandate to be carried out is unclear
or controversial' or when possible methods for
doing so are uncertain," ,as Laurence E Lynn;
Jr., has observed.7i. Indeed, many analysts
share the conviction of Richard J, Tobin that'

perhaps the most important aspect of
any iinplementation process is the

.meaning asssigned to policy goals.
Without a precise understanding of
what constitutes fair housing, equal
opportunity, or environmental quali-
ty, legislative mandates and presi-
dential proclamations calling for ac-
ceptable levels of these values are
meaningless.'2

The lack of such clarity was one of thv prfnci-
pal reasons for the five -year. delay and intense
controversy involved in devising regulations
for Section 504, which bars discimination
against the handicapped. In contrast with other
nondiscrimination legislation, the one-
sentence provision adopted in 1973 failed to in-
dicate whether regulations would be needed
to implement. the law and, if so, which ligency
was to e responsible for preparing and
enforcin them." Moreover the provision
lacked at) legislative history to assist in its
intepretation. As. a Congressional "Staffer ob-
served subsequently,

Section 504 did not one day of Con-
gressional hearings, not one word
was mentioned in the Senate com-
mittee report, not one word was
spoken' about it on the floor when
the original` bill passed, and there
was no explanation in the Statement
of Managers following the House-
Senate conference.14

Lacking.any clear guidance, the bureaucracy
took its time in responding." The following
year, Congress did provide (in a Senate report)
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an ex post facto legislative history indicating
Section 504 wls to-be regarded as a civil rights
law, vigorous enterced by *regulation. But
progress was slOwed by HEW's lack of familiar-

. ity with what practices might corrstitute dis-
crimination, against the handicapped and ,what
remedies were appropriate..

After two more years,-in. May 197.6', the-de,
partment proposed rules 10 guide the', recipi,
ents of ifs grant funds, and a group of handiv.
Capped persons --- dissatisfied with the pace of
events--obtained a "court order commanding :
they Secretary 19avid tviathews' to sign them...
But Mathews defhurred, saying.that he wanted
to be sure that the- regulations followed Con-
gressiOnal intent:76 According to the account-of
his,successor, Joseph Al-Califanc7,1r., Mathews

'considered Section 504 to 'have been "one of
the most irresponsible and thoughtless" acts
0, Con gress.and -was dismayed by the pro-
posed rifles that called fbr'elaborate structural
changes in schools, hospitals, nursing '.homes,
and other facilities, at a cost in the billions of
dollars. He refused to sign' them and, on his
rtext to the last day in office, sent the 185-'-page.
text to Congress. "You passed the law wit()
'not one day' of hearingvr debate and no
guidanCe for implementation," he Said in ef-
fect. ".Her is our' interpretation. Is it
correct ? ""

The impass was left lb be resolved by the
incoming. Car er Administration. Secretary
Califano began co prehensive review of 504,
intending to rest re the rules to aim for
program accessibility rather than structural
changes, thus reducing excessive costs. But he
was pressured by handicapped groups who,
wearing "Sign 504" buttonsr, staged protests in
front of his home,'in HcAN regional offices, and
at departmental headquarters. Final- regula-
tions were issued On pri1:28, 1977, just in time

.to avoid another round of deMonstrations."
*The case of Sectiori 504 is a dramatic illustra-

tion of he kinds ofiiconfusion and delays that
May result from 'statutory imprecision. Unfor-
tunately, this case/is by no means unique. lry-
deed, the implementation of most major non-
discrimination. i4tatutes has suffered from
limited consideration during the legislative
stage. Even Tit VI of the 1964 'Civil Rights
Actthe gran daddy of all nondiscrimination
provisions--
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emerged from Congress without a
'definite legislative history to serve as
an explicit. directive for administra-

, tion. It proceeded to the White
. House, where, 'despite the creation

of a' Presidential Council on Equal
Opporturtity, a vague aura continued
to surround the requirements.implic-
it in the 14(61_ The politics of the
coalitiop erre/lithe nature of the issue
created\a situation' n which none of
the ysmferful elements within the
legislative coalition ... hacl a clear
picture of the path that Would' be re-
quired for federal officialS to pro-.
ceed from the status quo-to-the goal
enunciated in title-VI."tCongressional debate c cerning Title' IX's £an

_,
on sex discrimination, opted in 1972, '5,.

rarely descencled"frorn broad gener-
alizations and pious invocations of
the need to assure Lair treatment IP
women. There was no serious effort
to review enforcement experience
with Title VI for clues as to the prob-
lems that might emerge from a simi-
lar ban. on sex discrimination. Nor,
on the other hand, was there any se-
rious effort to -corisiderwhether sex
discrimination might raise rather dif-
-ferent problems or issues than race
discrimination or the extent to'which
separate facilities for men and wom-
en should be treated in the same way
as racial segregation under Title VI.
Congress, in short, simply handed
over to HEW an extremely broad
mandate in a very sensitive area, with
a legislative history affording virtual-
ly po more guidance to HEW officials
than the ambigvus tennis of the.
Statute itself."

'Similarly, in enacting the Age Discrimination
Act-6.1 1975-, the Congress

performed few of the conventional
.policymaking functions. for which it
is thought to be admirably designed:
It failed to specify the problem; it
gathered little information; it failed
to articulate and weigh competing
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values or: reduce them-to operational
terms; it considered niiialteinativ.es;
and it declined to ",,hard
choices."

On signing -the act into laW;)Piresiderri:,
protested that "the ;deli neation/'6f, Vvhat
tute,s unreasonable age chscrfMination
imprecise that it gives,fittle,gUktance in the &-
velopment of regulations jairoti,b/4
crimination."82 The ;:$0afiM "of -rules by HEW
was "delayed four ye,ails: because most of the'
'difficult analysis followed, rather than
-preceeded, efiactment. Even then,- HEW
guidelines left many crucial issues unresolved
and seemed, likely to park many judicial

.44ggislative 'ambiguity is by no means an
ctusiVe trait of civil rights laws.. The case hisro-
ry'for the NOtivnal environmental Policy Act, to
cite a proMirient example from another field, is
quite comparable. Indeed, this statute has
been characterized as "almost constitutional"
in its breadth and lack of specificity." Further-
more, even statutes that- otherwise provide
:clear (or even overjy.explicit) instructions to
their administrators soAtimes have left cru-
cial concepts or conditions undefined. Thus,
the dean Air Act has been said to be "too de-
tailed in some sections and too vague in
others."35 In the view of Lester Lave and Gil-
bert Omenn, Congress should clarify the pur,-
poses of the standards for community air quali-
ty and provide' geheral guidance on what
constitutes an Adverse health affect, how Mar-
gins of safety should be determined, how pri-
orities are to be set, and how, monitoring

4- 4 should link community air quality With emis-
sions control requirements. At the same time,
they 'believe Congress should not continue to
set detailed standards and deadlines; ,these.
tasks should be delegated."

Similar flaws have been identified in national
health planning legislation. According to Frank
1. Thompson, "The roughly 30 pages that com-
prise the heart of the planning law ... vacillate
between precision and ambiguity."" As is true
for the Clean Air,Act, Congress '-devoted-more
attention to questions, of means than to the
careful consideration of the ends to be served.
He notes: .

Congress chose not to specify the
precise objectives that planning

14

ageocies were to pursue under the
Instead, it esgentrally tossed the

issue,:into the lap local Health
.SyStern's Agencies (HSAs), state gov-
eitiMents, and the federal bureauc'.

The goals mentioned in the
Jaw ... merely comprised a kind of
Jaundry list of things that govern-
:,ment ought, to promote in the health
arena.... This awesome list 'of goals
left gaping uncertainties, concerning
the mission of the program. Not only
were these objectives bereft of ore-

s cise definition and specific numerical
targets and timetables, but no clear
priorities were established among
them.... Within certain general
bounds, then, ,Congress left the Mis-
sion of the program up for grabs.88

. Even programs that otherwise provide clear
and preCise guidance may be vague in certain
specific areas. For example, PL 44-142 and its
legislative history are unclear-about whether Or
not children receiving speech therapy for mi._
nor impairments should qualify for federal as- ,

sistance. Some sections of the law suggest that
the program was' to be concentrated on- the
needs of the severely handicapped. But the
Department of Education has held that. such
students are eligible and, in practice, nearly
one-third of the children participating receive
only speech therapy. The General ,Accountin g
Office has urged Congress to citify its
intentions.89

As the sheer number of instances suggests,
statutory vagueness seems to be more thari a
random or happenstance occurrence. Rather,
it reflects a basic conflict in the expectations
and requir,ements. of national politicians and
bureaucrats." Regulators,, if they are to be able
to perform effectively; need- a.certain degree of
specificity and guidance. A clear legislative his-
tory helps them to resolve hard cases and pro.
vides.protection against political and legal`
challenges which can complicate and delay
their work. Legislators, on the other hand, may
prefer the vague phrase to the clear one, or
the lofty statement of goals to the careful bal-
ancing of priorities, because such r$guage
promotes compromise.

But, although compromise may be good pol-
itics, it often produces bad law. As LaufPnce E.
Lynn, Jr. notes
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When the Senate and the House,
. or powerful factions within either
chamber, disagree on goals or priori-
'ties, the solution is often .to accept
both; conflicts notwithstanding, and
to let the executive agencies cope'
with the confusion. The top officials
must somehow untangled knots
and devise a prograni that is
workable.91

As an illustration, Lynn points to the confusion
over air quality, standards spawned by

_ ambiguities in the.Cfean Air Act. Although the
Senate had apparently intended to establish a
policy of "nondegradation"-,:that is,- to pro-
hibit any develOpment- which would result in
increased pollution levelsthe House had not
addressed the issue. Both positidns were ex-
pressed in different sections of the statute.'2
The result was a time-consuming, litigious
rule-making prOcess in which EPA, ,OMB, and
industrial and environmental interests sioug--

4 gled to discern the will of-Congress." Similar-
ly, the Highway Beautificatipn Act of 1965; in-
tended to encourage the removal of billboards
from along Major roads, has been called one
of the worst-drafted pieces of legitlation ever
to emerge from Congress" by, one legal ana-
lyst." Actording to Wager A. Cunningham, its

,major'provisions were poorly drafted partly be-
cause they were a product of an uneasy com-
promise between legislators who wanted. little,
if any, control over advertising and those who
wanted very stringent, controls. Other prob-
lems arose from inadequate consideration by
the Congress and the use of unclear, or ambig-
uous language." As a result, many crucial pro'
vision s of the statute were' difficult to .inter-
pret, delaying initial implementation.

Political Conflict
tivAsa number of the foregping acco t* sug-

gest, another important characteristic of the
program impleinentation process is that it iSof-

`ten engulfed by political cOnflict. Rulemaking
is by no means A straightforward technical. task
of translating statutory language into a series
of move detailed requirements to be applied n
speCilic circumstances. Rather, it is frequently
the occasion for intense disputes among con-
tending interests. Political pressures and judg;
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nts affect even the standard-setting
process --- which, in theory, is the province of
experts and scientific analysis."

Although the legislative process is often de-
scribed as a technique for "conflict resolu-
'tion," the adoption 'of a statute seldom re-
golves all major issues. Rather, it shifts the"
field of combat to the notional executive
branch.-Health planning legislation was adopt-
ed in 1974 by large Congressional majorities
despite the heated opposition of both medical
interests and state and local officials, as Chap-
ter 3 notes. The battle continued unabated dur-
ing the impleinentation phase, and federal offi-
cials received thousands of letters opposing
their .initial guideliries. Progress was slowed as
HEW attempted to navigate its compficated.po-
Nicol environment.97 PL 94-142 is another case
in point. Most of the same groups that had
beeh involved in the passage of the statute
fought over the development of Legulations."

In both of.these cases, political ditputes con-
tinued after the adoption of a controversial
tatute. However, it is not unusual for' the po-

litical controversies that erupt during the Mt-
plementation stage' to be more intense than
those cvasioned by. the .adoption of .1bgisli-
tion. OSTIA, for example, was adopted in 1970
by lopsided votes: 384-5 in the House.and 83.3
in the. Senate. Over the next year, however;
opositiqn had grown so intense that more than

"100 bills had been introduced to amend or
evoin repeal the law. Businessmen 'complained,
among other things, that they were subjected
to official "harassme.nt" and "being treated
like criminals."" As noted above, Section
504which was adopted' by Congress with so
little controversy' or serious scrutinyproved
to be a real "hot potato" for HEW administra-
tors: The initial, draft rules, published in 1976,
produced more than 300 written 'comments
from' the interested parties, reflecting a wide
variety of views an'd-criticisms.10° Final regula-
tions, which both ,Secretaries Mathews and
Califano thought impo.sed'excessive costs,
were, put into effect only after a series of dem-
onstfations by handicapped groups and iitele-
vised sit-in in the Sectetary's own office."'
Similarly, the National lEnvironarentat Policy
Act of. 1969, which his been described as one
of the most controversial environmental meas-
ures of all time,;' only 'became controversial af-
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ter its adoption."' T he provision attracted little
attention from lobbying groups and most !es's-
lators at the tame of passage.'" Later it bec'me
apparent that the newly created "environmen-
tal impact statement" process was burdensome
to administer and offered a potent new legal
weapon for environmental activists. Endan-
gered species legislation is a fourth
casein- point:

While the passage of ESA was un-
controversial, the history of its im-
plementation is one of conflict and
dramaa play with performances by
the President, the Supreme Cdurt,
the Attorney General, the Secretary
of the interior, the Secretary of Com-
m- erce, and humeicitis Congressional
representatives, bureaucrats, and,,,in-,
terest groups.. In 1977 and 1978, the
national media repeatedly portrayed
images of conflict between the ESA
and various federal development
projects-. By delaying or stopping
a number of ... projects, the ESA
also came into conflict with the fed-
eral pork barrel; ,generating much
political pressure."'

Although it is contrary to the "conventional
wisdom," the gteat intensity pi the political
Pfocess surrounding- rulemaking is no

,means incomprehen4kle. Often; it is only dur-
ing the rtilemaki,unkstSge that potential costs,
problerps, an-c1.1 rade-offs are clearly. recog-
nized. Then, those whose interests may be
harmedor who have to pay the bills-7 mobi-
lize for action. Members of Congress may be-
come skeptical about their own handiwork.; In
the case of Section 504, a- statutory ban on dis-
crimination against the handicapped had.
strong appeal as a way to eliminate injustice
and express snpathy for, the disabled.. But,
five years later, this one sentence provision
had led the Department of Transportation to
propose 51 pages of detailed rules regulating
pedestrian overpasses, sleeping _cars, waiting
areas, rest rooms, telephpnes, and other as,
peal of transportation facilites.'" The cost of
providing wheelchair-access to bus and subway
systems, the single most expensive 'require-
ment, was estimated at between $3 to $6.8 bil-
lion over a 30-year period."' Even Rep. Charles

.

A. Vanik, the sponsor of the provision, com-
mented that "We never had any concept that it
would involve such tremendous costs." A col-
league, Rep. Robert W. Edgar, observed that
`When Congress passed this statute, it failed
to consider that vague and innocent-sounding
words in federal law give rise to an'eridiess va-
riety of corttroversies,"707

A variety Of other case histories may be-cited
to illustrate this same point. Thus,

When Congress passed Title IX in
1972, it was voting fora general prin-
ciple o4 equality; the specific impli-
cations of the law were understood
by few members of Congress.... As
a result, the real public debate, on
the issues, involved in eliminating sex
discrimination followed, rather' than
preceeded, the passage of the law.

It was only years later, after DHEW
had dratted .the regulation to imple-
ment the law, that Congress finally
came to understand ivhat Title IX ac-
tualhii, meant in terms of changes, in
educational policies And practices.
When the implications became

-known, many members of the Col-
, gess realized that they disagreed
with the impact of the law for whiCh
they had previously voted."",

Similarly,

Before the 1970 and 1972 pollution
control acts were passed, benefits,
appeared to be diffused among
public at large; and costs seemed to
be concentrated on specific indus-
tries and localities; however-, once
these acts,. -were imIzilemented bene-y,
fits that seemed intangible and dis.
tart had to'be balanced against costs
that appeared tangible and immedi-
ate. The motorist's immediate desire
to get to work and to use his auto-

.: mobile'without restrictions`had to be
balanced against the long-term and
intangible costs of an unhealthy en-
vironment. When benefits appeared
less tangible and more distant than
the costs, the public was not willing
,.to make significant sacrifices for the
sake of pollution control.'"
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In some instances, it appears that the rule-
making process became embroiled in contro-
versy because legislators-had been unwilling to
make hard choices that might offend or dissat-
isfy some particular group of constituepts.
Vague wording or a poorly defined phrase May
prevent those whoSe interests will be harmed
from realizing what is at stake and thus transfer
disputes- from the legislative to.,the executive
branch. This is, at least, the conclusion of one
student of Congressional behavior.1Mortis,P.
Fiorina .contends that Congressmen try to win
support by establishing new federal programs
_directed toward specific problems. At the same
time, he says

the legislation'is drafted in very,gen-.
eral terms, so some agency, existing
or newly established, must translate
a vague policy mandate into a hinc-
tioning program, a process that ne-
cessitates the promulgation of nu-
merous rules and* regulatiqns and
incidentally, the tramping (4'numer-
ous toes.- At the next stage, ag-
grieved andfor hopeful constituents
petition their Congressman to inter-
vene in the complex (or -at least ob-,
scure) decision processes of the bu-
reaucracy. The cycle closes when the
Congressman lends a sympathetic
ear, piously denounces the evils of
bureaucracy, intervenes in the lat-
ter's decisions, and ricals a grateful
electorate to evermore impressive
electoral showings. Congressmen
take credit coming and going."°

The judicial branch also plays an important
role in resolving post-enactment conflicts. In-

.terested parties unable to win their way during
the rulemaking stage often turn to the courts
for another try. Changing interpretations of re-
quirementS under the Administrative Pake-
dure Act ,,have opened the way.for increasing
judicial scrutiny of 'agency actions and, unlike
traditional grant-in-aid requirements, many of
the new forms of intergovernmental regulation
have been the targets of major court battles.
Typically, one set of litigants has claimed that
federal agencies were 'moving too .slowly (or
too weakly) in their intepretation or enforce-
ment of-a statutelmother group, often includ-

.1
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ing state and local government officials, has
charged that regulations overreach permiSsible
statutory or even constitutional bounds, The
prospect of court action adds to uncertainties
and further slows the process of
implementation:

judicial review is time consuming,
.possibly taking years. courts. are
crowded, delayls inevitable, and any
serious 'confrontation may lead to an
injunction postponing the effeCtive
date of the standard until the legal is-

,

sues are resolved.'" .

REGULATION TOO BROAD,/
:TOO NARROW

jf foregoing section has. highlighted one of
le-rinCipal concerns about regulatory im p

The process is too time consuming,
too, tone to delay and-to, deadlock. Statutes
adapid by the Congress and signed into-law
by the ,,tfesident may take years until they are
translated into a Ret of specific, enforceable
rules. Progress toward national goals is slowed
while,A Management system is developed,
technical issues` are exploredand ambiguities
in statutory latypage are resolVed. Often, the
resulting politPVII_:-conflicts are as intenseor
even more intsethan those encountered
during the. legisla phase.

A sei:oncf, very tiqpread criticism of feder-
al,regulatio is th $.0s too extensive in scope
and too specific i eail. By and large, the ma-
jor aims of regulat Wing a healthy envi-
ronment, elimin,a gation or discrimi-
nation, protectin s'from industrial
dangers--7enjoy +read" support: Yet,
there is an equally sad feeling that reg;
ulators, in the puisu ..these objectives, have
intruded into areas which narrow,. specific
requirements. are, 'necessary or even,
counterProdOctive, 6" Herbert Kaufinan,-
popular concern'aboutt',red tape" is-premised
on the belief that the& are "too many-con-
straints" and, perhaps ntete0inportantly, "too
many pointless constraint: Similarly, econ-
omist Lester C. Thurow suggests that two of
the most fundamental ,propositions abciut reg-
ulatory processes-are that "there are many
areas which should have fewer -regulations"
and that "there are many silly government reg-
ulations."'" Identification of focish
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rulesIssued, for example, by the Occupa-
. tional Safety and Health Administration has,

he suggests, almost reached, the status of a na-
tional parlor game. Often-ridiculed OSHA re-
quirements include rules ontoilet-seat shapes,,
standards for the height at which fire' extin-
guishers must be placed, and specifications re-
garding the size of -knotholes in the rungs of
wooden ladders. In 1977, at President Carter's
urging, the Labor Department began what
'turned out 'to be. an. arduous process of
revoking more than 1,000 of , its most
"nitpicking" : regulations."4-

Althoiligh administered in many cases by
states, OSHA rules have their direct impact on
the private, rather than the public'', sector.
Comparable 'examples from the. sphere of in-
tergovernmental regulativps were provided
when HEW adopted Riles that barred schools
from having different dress and appearance
codes for boys and girls. Vocal critics derided
the idea .that 'requiring girls (but-not boys) to
wear brassieres, or boys (but not .girlsi to keep
their beards. trjmnied, constituted a form of
discrimination on the,basis.of sex meriting fed-
eral scrutiny under civil rights laws. (Opposed
by top' officials during the Ford, Carter and
Reagan Administrations, these regulations
were finally revoked in July, -1982)."5 Similar
reactions attended HEW's threat to cut off fed-
eral funds to school districts which allowed
such separate sex activities as a boys' choir and
a father-daughter dance.. The halting of con- .

- stretion on the TVA-'s Tellico Dam to preserve
the habitat of a three-inch fish, the snail darter,
is often-presented as another case of regula-
tory excess.

Naturally, such rules are of special, concern
to those businesses and governments that are
expected to comply with them. But there are

',ince codes. These, he believed, "were a nui-
sance that ost us respect for more important
sex- discrimination issues.117

From 'a financial point of view, there is rea-
son to believe that the benefits obtained from
some detailed or stringent regulations cannot
justify the costs they impose. To Eugene
,Bardach and Riabert A. Kagan, regulatory "un-.
reasonableness" is- in large part a problem of
economic ineffic4en'cy. Thus-,

a regulatory. requirement is unrea-
sonable if compliance would not
yield the intended benefits, as when
installing government-mandated
safety device would not really im-
prove worker safety because of the
operating: conditions in a partcular
factory. Further, a regulatory re-
quirement is unreasonable if compli-
ance would entail costs That .clearly
exceed the resulting social benefits.
For example, mandatory installation
of a "second-generation" water pol-
lution treatment si4stem might beeun-
reasonable ven if it were to im-
prov,e wat qualify incrementally .

over the ley I provided by existing
equiprrVnt, if that improvement
were to be hieved only at extraor-
dinary expense. Finally, unreasona-
bleness means cost-ineffectiveness;
for example, regulations requiring
the retrofitting of buses and subways
to accommodate wheelchair-bound
citizens would be unreasonable if a
special door,:to-door jitney or taxi
service could be provided at a frac- .,
tion of the cost.'"

Finally, because rulemaking takes time and
also more fundamental issuts at stake. Former energy, the spinning out of excessively de-
HEW Secretary Jdseph A. Califano; Jr...teliessie.----. manding standards can result in delays, thus
that the department's civil rights enforcement .-- slowing down implementation'. For this reason,
effort was "uitclermined by the pursuit of is.;-' policy analyst John Mendeloff contendS that
sues that many people regarded as frivolous, environmental health and safety regulation "is
matters -which tended to infuriate many oat -,' characterized not only by too Much control but
munities and subject HEW to ridicule.""b Dur- also by too little, and that the former problem
mg his tenure, he attempted (successfully) to is one reason for the latter."'" He argues that
prevent the Office of Civil- Rights from.. one cif the reasons major backlogs have devel-
adopting Title IX rules regulating such speci4fc .oped in such areas as toxic substalices control
sports as half-court basketball and (unsuccess- is thaNSHA and EPA have opted for The strict -
fully) to eliminate those barring school 'appear- est pdssible standard that can be upheld in
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court. But the need, to deVelop substantial evi-
dence in support of such standardswhich are
almost certain to be challengedhas con-
sumed time and staff resources:10 Meanwhile,
dozens. of other potentially hazardous' sub-
stances remain unregulated. Environmentalists
complain about these lap'ses, while businesses
(and economists) object to 'the overzealous-
ness of standards costing millions of dollars to
implement for each life saved.'" A better. ap-:
proach, he believes, would be to increase-the
pace of standard-setting while decreasing. its
strictness.'" ' .

Similarly, Malcolm Getz and 6enjamin Wal-
ter suggest that EPA's efforts to regulate haz...
ardous waste streams under the Resource
'Conservation and Recoyery Act are overly
ambitious. Given limited funds and staff re--

sources, they' believe that the agency should
- concentrate:its attention on these: specific stub

stances which present the greatest health haz-
ards and which are controllable' at modest
costs. They argue that "EPA's efforts to put a
thumb in every hole in the dike may actually
make the. public less safe than it would be with
no regulation at all."'23 The number of wastes
defined as hazardous, Coupled with the short-
age of appropriate disposal sites, seems likely
to 'raise disposal costsand dramatically in-
crease, the amount of illicit dumping, intreas-
ing, rattle! tryth reducing, environmental
threats.

Actors and Factors: Bilingual Education

As with other problems of regulatiOn, no
single factor suffices to explain the growth or
regulatory scope and detail. Rather, there are a
number of potential influences, eaW of which
may be of varying importance in specific cases.

Federal regulations concerning bilingual ed-
ucation may be taken as a case study of this
process,in action. Over a period of some 14
years, each 'branch of the national government
contributed to the development of rules, for-
mally proposed by the, Department of Educa-
tion in August '1980, that would have required
local schools to teach millions of non-English
sp'eaking children such subjects as science,
Qiathernatics, and geography in their native
language.'" A failure to do so could result in
the withhOlding of federal education funcig.
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William G. Colman has stressed the interaction
among the legislative, judicial and executive
branches -in creating this expansive federal.
mandate, noting that

recent controversy over bilingual ed-
-ucation saw a general-. expression of.
Congressional, intent. interpreted into
more specific form by the court, with
the still fairly general court language
trans,lated by-the administering agen-
cy into a sweeping policy document
going'far beyond- what either the leg-
-islative or judicial branches had
envisioned,"s )

Federal policy 'concerning bilingual educar,
tion rests upon two different tbut interrelated)
statutory enactments. The first, Title VI oftthe
Civil Rights Act of 1964, did not mention bilin-
gual education, but did,prohibif discrimination
according to national origin, as well as race
and color, in any program receiving federal fi-
nancial assistance. On 'thiS basis; the Depart--
merit of Health, Education, and Welfare six
years later issued a memorandum *suggesting
that school districts should take "affirmative

. steps" to aid stuciints whose English language
'deficiencies hamper their educatidnal prog-
ress. The second foundation, known as the Bi-,
lingual Education Act of 1968, provided grant
funds for "new -and innovative programs?! in-
tended to meet the "special educational
needi" of children with limited English-
speaking abilities, Both programs encouraged
some form of action to 'assist these groups of
students. HoweVer, neither specified what
these actions should be, and neither said any-
thing about teaching basic subjects in any lan-
guage other than English.""

A crucial change in th'e 'legal environment
occurred with the Supreme Court's 1974' deci-
sion in 1.4Liv, Nichbls. The case involved a suit,
brought by members Of San Francisco's
Chinese-speaking community with the Aid of

Seryice attorneys, alleging that their chil-
dren had a Constitutional right to special in-
Structional assistance. This contention was
denied by both federal district and appeals
courts. However, the Suprerre Court held
unanimously for the' plaintiff4, basing its deci-
sion not on the Constitution but rather on the
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1970 .HEW memorandum interpreting Title
VI."'

Although the Lau decision did not indicate
what specific remedies might be most appro-
priateand what the parents had- sought was
additional instruction in EnglishCongress lat-
er in 19741 amended the Bilingual Education Act
to place federal financial support behind bilin-
gual education as the. preferred, approach.
These amendments also stressed that such in-
struction was intended to help non-English
speaking students identify with and maintain
their cultural heritage;and provided 'a .founda-'
tion for a great expansion in the number of
language groups to be seved by the pro-
gram.'" The following year, HEW produced a
report establishing bilingual instruction as the
favored strategy for remedying Lag-type viola,:
lions, and on that basis, negotiated compliance
agreernerits with some 500 schobl, districts
charged with, or suspected of, discrimination
on the basis 'of national origin."9 ThuC both
federal aid and federal mandates had shifted
toward the same prescription. To attorney
Stewart Baker, a former deputy general, coun-
sel in the Department of Education, these "Lau
remedy" guidelines were

a breathtaking example of'federal in-
trusion into local affairs.

They demand that SChool districts
hire bilinual. experts to follow stu-
dents-around, jotting ddwn the lan-
guage they speak at lunch, 1n the
classroom, in hallways and at home.

They also insist, that bilingual and
bicultural instructi n be provided
whenever 20 eligkb students'with a
common ranguage-Z be found any-
where i'n a scho I istrict; fhat
means a city like Chicago has to pro-
vide instruction not merely in Span-
ish,- the nation's- rtdst widely used
language after English, but in 17,
tongues ranging from Assyrian and
Gujarti to Indic and Serbo-
Croatian."°

Although Congress later showed increasing
disenchantment with bilingual instruction
sparked in large part by doubts about its
effiCacythe concept and principle had be7
come well-established. In August 1980, the De-,

4

paqment of Education proposed new Title VI
rules which formalized and expanded its Lau
guidelines.

The proposed regulations brought hoWls of
protest from many In the education corrim,uni-
ty, as well as some ethnic groups. Oreniza
tions of state and local officials challenged fed-

'eral efforts to impose national requirements
regarding hdw s,chools shall teach without an
adequate legal: or educational justification for'
doing so.. The Supreme`Court, they argued,
had Vended that the choice of remedies, be

. left to local school systems."' They believed
that the rules intruded on states' rights and
were Constitutionally suspect on civil rights
groundS as Many education' experts
contended that the superiority of bilingual ed-
ucation over other possible methods of in-
stfLiction, including, special classes in English
as a second language, had not been demon-
strated. This was later confirmed I;ly a compre-
henSive review of evaluation studies, which
concluded that AV

the case for the effectiveness of tran-
sitional bilingual education is so
weak that exclusive reliance on this
instructional method is clearly not,
justified. Too little is knosin about
the problems of educating language
minorities-to prescfibe a specific
remedy at, the 'federal level. There-
fore, while meeting civil rights guar-
antees, each school district. should
decide what type of special program
is most appropriate for its own
unique setting."1

In the face of 'these widespread objections,
and consistent with its own.philosophy of reg-
ulatory relief, the Reagan Administration With-
drew the proposed regulations in February
1981. Although .some 'heralded the action,
other observers doubted that it would make
much- real difference. Left untouched was a
substantial network of other policy memos,
guidelines.; and court decisions.'" Federal
funding under the Bilingual Education Act con-
tinued to exclude alternative methods of satis-
fying Title VI,,requirements."5 Thus,_ to some,

tn"it sees unlikely that Terre) Bell's rescinding
of regulations that were never implemented
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will have any realteffect on the continuing
controversy.'"ms

This short case study, like wily others in
public Policy, is an'object lessomAn unintended
consequences. The Congress never debated
,nor voted for a bilingUal education mandate.
The Supreme Cou?t never specified that such
programs were necessary on either Constitu-
tional or statutory grounds. Yet, both bodie
took actions that were interpretect-by acninis-
trators as supporting the policy, and neither
took effective action to preclude it. Conse-

.
quently, over a-period of more than a decade,
very general statutory language was translated
into a series of very specific, intrusive and
costly prescriptions on a controversial educa-
tioryal question.

Regulatory Dynamics

As the history of bilingual education require-
ments indicates, a variety of factors can push
the process of regulation toward an ever-
bcoad.er and more rigid networks of standards,
rules and requirements. Ancit as is discussed
below, each of the crucial actorsthe Con-
gress, administrators and judiciary- -some-
times has good reason to favor such stringent
outcomes. It also appears, however, that some
of the most crucial factors are inherent in the
process of regulation itself. Experience scig-
gests, that there is a kind of natural dyriirnic at
work, resting upon, the fact that regulations
must be applied in A wide vqiety of different
settings and circumstances-but to be clear,
enforceable, and seemingly impaxtial,must be
written in regular, uniform language.

These conflicting operational realities can in-
fluence decisions at evetirstage of the regula-
tory process. First, as Bardach and Kagan point
out, many regulations were indally adopted in
response to some perceived crisis or catastro-
phe. Under .these rircumstan&s, there is a
tendency 'toward tough, uncompromising ac-
tion. ley offer the historical example of a
19th-century Massachusetts legislature that, af-
ter hearing about an accident in which a train
fell -into a gully, immediateiy*Passed a taw re-
quiring that all trains make a full stop before
enteIng onto any drawb-ridge.1" The same
"cri " atmosphere has affected 'the develop-
ment of some contemporary health, safety and
environmental legislation. for example, traffic
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safety legislation was adopted after
10

a sharp
upturn in auto-accident deathsand the pub--
licity that followed Ralph Nader's book, Unsafe
At Any ,geld- -while ltig ,Coal Mine Health
and Safety Act of 1969 came after a disastrous 7-

. accident in F rinington, WV, in which 78 miti-
ers,lost their lives,'" ' /

A second f ctor, Bardach and Kagan believe,
is that many regulatory systems are cilated in*,
reaction to 'the misdeeds or shortcomings of a
few "bad apples.'" Both legislators and 'bu-
reaucrats_at,ternpt to devise techniquiis for pre-
venting "that kind of thing" whatever, it may

, b&-from ever happening again. Thus rules are
written to prevent the worst possible abuses,
even though the number of acki41 or Potential
miscreants, may be quite sMalillecause there
aro many ways to go wrong, a host ,of detailed
rules seems to, be called for; however, since ,

rules by their nature apply to the " d" firms
or jurisdictionS as.we as the "bay many re-
quirements will be unn essary or unreasona-
ble in some particular cas s.

Once a regulatory system is established,
there are other forces that tend to generate 'ad-
ditional rules. Regulation begets more regula-
tion because the inevitable shortcomings' of
one set of requirements sugg st additional
areas demanding-control. In th iew of econ-
omist Charles L. Schultze,

.
Relying on regulationss ... to deal

with hiply com lex areas of behav-
llwi, as we do f r control of air and
ater pollution d industrial health

and safety, has a built-in dynamic
that inevitably brAadens the scope of.,-
the regulations.... [1,1f specific regu-

Vations are the only bar' to prevent
social damages the regulating agency
must provide a regulation for every
possible occasion and circurristance.
First it will take 21 pages to deal with
ladders and then even more as time
goes on. Social intervention be-
comes a race between the ingenuity
of,tth egul.atee and the loophole

'

closing o the regulator, with a con-
. ti.nuing e ansion in the volume of

regulations as the outcome. 14°

Similarly, requirements may be extended from
one specific iield to others which are interre-
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fated or similar in character. Jerry L. Mashaw
comments that .

As the. Unite'd.,States moves into the
regulation of water quality and air
quality, we begin to see more and
more how these aspeCts of environ-
mental quality are involVed with sot-

, id waste disposal and land use.plan-
nin,g generallyand we seek to
regulate the latter also. As we en-
counter and regulate toxicity: in
foods, drugs and workplaces, we
perceive residua/ categorfes.:of dan-
ger that can be approached only by
regulating toxic substances as a

'whole. the opportunities ' for*
generalizing.regulatidn abound. Ahd
the c9mbination of evasive actiohAy
regulatees Ad ttie desire to motivate
staff. provide additional° rettsons for
taking `new regulatory initiatives. In-
deed,. given' a relatively well,
developed administrative state, the ,

primary impetuS for new regulatory '.
legislation may come from the re-
sufts,of old.programs and the initia-.
tivps of old agencies."'

Bardach and Kagan concur with both these
views. They note, for example, that air pollu-
tion control agencies have been. forced to
adopt ever-tightening requirements in an ef-
fort to plug loopholes and meet demanding
standards."' And, they observe that regula-
tions in one field are readily applied, by analo-
gy, to others. Civil rights, regulations are a
case-in-point:

Once the principles of nondiscrimi-
natory treatthent and affirmative ac
tioh 'were established for blacks, , it
seemed logical 'to extend similir
rights _to merrfbers of other groups
that had been discriminated against
(even if not so pervasively) and to
draw upon the whole armamentari-

.. um of enforcement 'techniques de-.
velo'pec to fight racial discrimina-
tion.... Thus through court order or
'legislation., 'affirmative action, or
antidiscrimination rules have been
extended progressively to Mexican-
Americans, Puerto Ricans; American

,

Indians, Spanish-surnamed persons,
Asian-American's, women, physically
and mentally handicapped persons,
aliens, illegitimate children and
workers over the age of

In the same way, trans-portation controls have
been extended .from railroads to trucking and
airlines; environmental rules have suctess?velY
targted water, air, solid waste, noise and pesti-
cide pollution.; and consumer protection legis-
lation has broadened from food and drugs, to
automobiles, toys, credit and a varietrof other
products and services._

Statutory Reqiiirernents

The foregoing observations apply to regula-
tion generally, but in some specific instances
.federal rules are extensive because Congress
intended them to be so. Although many of the
early statutes of economic regulation were cast
in broad, flexible termsleaving much to the
discretion and expertise of-agency aelministra-
torssome of the., new social regulation had
acquired a considerable degree of rigidity and
specificity before it left Capitol

In part, at least, -Congiess shifted toward
more stringent statutory requirements because
it was dissatisfied with past regulatbry per-
formance. The traditional regulatory commis-
sions have long been criticized by scholarly an

for a hesitancy to take actions 'that were
opposed' by, or might weaken, the industry
they were supposed to be regulking."4 Their

'formal, Legal independence was overshad-
owed, tbese academic critics believe, by exces-
sive political dependence on interest group
support.

During the 1960s, this "capture" theory was
popularized in a number, of studies by Ralph
Nader and his "raiders." By 1970, it,had be-
come cnventional wisdom, and sparked a
new style of law making.' The new, regulatory
activists eschewed such traditional statutory
terms as "reasonable" or "feasible" that 'might 4,
be used 'to compromise theachievement of na-
tional objectives. Instead, legislative goals
were often stated in absolute;, unqualified lan-
guage. Consideration of 'ecorlomic considera-
tions was minimized or barred; and the severi-
ty and speed of sanclions were increased to
enhance deterence,145
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Stringent regulatory statutes served Con-
gress's needs in-a second respect as well. The
public supported strong .actions directed to-
ward social and environmental improvements,
but neither economic circumstances nor ..the
Nixon -White House favored greatly increased
expenditures_ Far-reaching new regulatory
controls seemed to promise dramatic results ati
a comparatively low, cost to the federal treas-
ury. In Short, toufh regulatory standards be-
came a useful political symbol.".6 As Alan Stone
observes,

Legislators are in the fortunate posi-
tion 'of being ableo demand the
laroduction of the best possible
prdduct ... and then shift the blame
on adminiStrators_ or regulated firms

nif these goats are not met.... Since it
is virtually costless or at least much
cheaper for legislators to deal in
'grand .'gesture and symbolic 'ambigui-
ty rather than the difficult and costly
process of accumulating data, weigh-
ing costs and benefits, and 'assessing
alternative means, they have a clear
incentive to choose the symbolic
path."'

The major environmental statutes adopted in
197Q -72 illustrate these points well. Dissatis-
fied with the rate of progress under previous
legislation, and spurred on by the aroused
public consciousness that followed "Earth
Day," legislators vied with President Nixon and
each other for leadership of the emerging envi-
ronmental moymeent."5 Congress adopted
new ai'r and water pol tion controls that,1.1.1

among other very strin ant features, set specif-
ic goals and timetables for eliminating
pollution. , _

Many features of the Clean Air Act Amend-
ments of 1970 'challenged the classical Progres-
sive and New Deal-era model of an independ-
ent regulatory agency, isolated from political
currents, insulated from judicial oversight, and
entrusted to: employ expert. knowledge in de7
veloping specific rules and standards: Rather,
Congress opted for what Ackerman and
Hassler have termed an "agency-forcing" strat-
egy. First, the law shifted. responsibility for
standard-setting from the states to Washing-
ton, where it was assigned to a single adminis-
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trator located within the executive branch.
Secondly,

the act not only 'required the admin-
istrator to set quantitative clean air
targets that "protect the public
health," but it also insisted that-the
nation actually fulfill these clean air
targets.by,1977 at the latest. In taking
these steps,. Congress _forced the
agency /0 specify -its goals tar more
clearly than required by the New
Deal model.... [T]he agency had to
define its goals in'a highly visible
way and recognize that Congress
would call it to accourrt by a specific
clatelf it found the agency's perform-
ance unsatisfactory:49

The 1970 amendments' also atempted to
make air quality an overriding national value.
In contrast with previous legislation, pollution
was to be eliminated regardless of the costs
imposed on the national economy or on spe-
cific regions and communities, As Alfred A.
Marcus observes,

In passing the 1970 Clean. Air Act
Congress explicitly stated that EPA
should issue regulations without 're-.

gard to their economic impliCatipns.
`,C-ongress wanted deadlines met and

progress achieved by certain dates,
without lengthy analyses and
discussion of .regulatory costs, Ac-
cording, to the statute it passed, im-
proving public health and not eco-
.,nomic impact was the primary
consideration."°

The 1972 Federal Water Pollution Control Act
Amendments were,' in many crucial respects,
modeled on the Clean Air Act. Embracing more
than 89 pages of fine print, the statute has
been,called "one of the most complicated
pieces of legislation eve to emerge from the
Congress.''s'' Like its predecessor, it too' at-
tempted to mandate specific requirements and
deadlines. As Harvey, Lieber later observed,
"Congress enacted and EPA implemented uni-
form national legislation rather than a flexible
federal law."' s2

Given Congress's rather cavalier treatment of
,

operational consAfations, it is not surprising
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that its initial statutory deadlines were not met
and have been extended .repeatedly. Marcus
comments that

The innovators who influenced EPA's
legislation overshot their mark, for
the law appear eg to go beyond what
wad feasible....i-rying to implement
the plan for rapid progress uncov-
ered` an almost obQious inadequacy
in the original theory about the need
for dear statutes. Explicit goals and
dates of achieverrient were not,suffi-
dent to ensure goal accomplish-
ment. Goals and timetables that were
explicit s without, alk. being

.achieveable and defensible were
declarations of intention without real,
credibility.153

For example, later experience showed that
meeting statutory clean air goals would require,
greater federal intervention than anyone had
imagin.ed in 1970 or than was, in fact, accepta-
ble politically. Many metropolitan areas could
have met 1975 heafthy air standards only by
placing severe restrictions on driving. In Los
Angeles, gasoline rationing would, have been
necessary to achieve the 8Z% reduction in- au -.
tomobile use needed- during the 'high-smog
months. Th, plan for New York required
higher bridge tolls and bans on cruising b, tax-
icabs; that for Pittsburgh called for staggered
work hours, increased parking fees, and exclu-
sive bus lanes. Such proposals naturally.
incurred vigorous opposition from local busi-
nessmen, who feared that central cities would

, suffer further economic losses,. and from citi-
zens who tad no intention of abfncloning their--
cars:54

Other examples of this rigid, expansive legis-
lative style.ma5, be found_in the Endangered
Species Act, which absolutely prohibited any
project that might threaten a protected animal
or plant species, regardless of other considera-
tions, and in the, Occupational Safety and
FiealtAct which, the Supreme Court has
ruled,155 limits the application of cost-benefit
analysis to the standard.setting,process. Simi-
larly, although civil rights legislation-did not in-
clude specific goals and timetables for
gliminating discrimination, the broad langliage
enacted into, law provided the basis, for wide-

,
ranging regulations and, in practice, has led to
extremely4detailed and specific requirements.
From both a political and legal standpoint, it is
one thing to declare that improving handi-
capped access*-to public buildings, increasing
participation in women's sports, upgrading
public services for the elderly, and offering
non-English speaking children an opportunity
to learn in their native language are goals of
national policy;, it is quite another to suggest
that these same objectives are a fundamental
right of the individuals concerned. As Jeremy
Rabkin observes, language dealing with goals
encourages the consideration of questions
about prdgram effectiveness,...and admits the
possibility of weighing ,costs, benefits and
other competing' objectives. In contrast, when
policy issues are presented as questions of
rights or entitlements, such concerns tend' to
recede into the background.'" In general, he
concludes that the Office, of Civil Rights has fa-
vored expansive interpretations of statutory.re-
quirementS because 'the Congress itself has
spoken in sweeping ge eralities:157 Just as with
the environmental cas s noted above; the na-
ture of the legislative nandatecoupled with
court decisions and an activist political
constituencyencouraged the agency to de=
velop extremely detailed and inflexible rules..
In a number of respects, Rkbkin suggests, "the
expansion of OCR's regulatory authority (and
the wide berth'given to OCR's interpretive au-
thority during the process) has represented a
triumph of the civil rights ideology over rou-
tine politics.""'

Bureaucratic Motivations
Although the foregoing discussion empha-

sizes the Congressional contribution, bureau-
crats also have some reason to favor ever more
stringent and extensive regulations. Indeed, it
is almost conventional to place-the principal
blame for governmental "red tape" upon
them. Bureaucrati', after all, do write and en-
force federal rules. In contemporary
mythology, a bureaucrat bent on aggrandizing
his or her own agency's power is often fourid
lurking behind every costly, foolish or intru-
sive requirement.'" .

.

In some instances, his appraisal may `have, a
certain validity. Beryl . Radin has argued that
many of the first civi rights staff members in
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the Officf of Education were strict moralists,
even "zealots," who viewed their official \re-
sponSibilities as

a 20th century crusade. Evilracism
and segregationwas pervasive. A
small, committed group of individu-
alS would by their action bring truth'
to the heathens. The forces of good

. would rule; and conversion would
be possible.'"

In the same way, biologists within the Office of
Epdangered" Species generally perceive them-
silves as environmental, advocates:

Many times 0ES-biologists have been
accused of letting these private
values influence their biological
judgment. For example, many of the
staff will contend that the malacolo-
gist was overzealous in listing spe-
cies-because he was opposed to dam
projectsrin part because they destroy
molluscs. A 'similar controversy
raged around the proposed listing
and critical habitat designation for
the Cahaba shiner and goldline dart-

/ er that survive irk Alabama's Cahaba

Similarly, the Aichitectural and Transportation
Compliance -Board, which sets standards gov-
erning handicapped access to public facilities,
for a time was dominated by strongly pro-
re&ulation -members. In 1978, Congress
amended the RehabilitatIN Act to require that
at least five members of the Board be haridi-
capped themselves. President Carter outdid
this statutory obligation by naming nine handi-
capped persons, including several leading ac-.
tivists, to the 22-member body. The staff also
iscluded many with handicaps, among them
noted advocates. Not surprisingly, this militant
group produced far-reaching and extremely

'detailed rules applying to post offices, transit
facilities, and other federally financed
buildings : -

Still, although. cases of this kind ctifinot be
ignored, there often seem to be othef motiva-
tions involved, In the view1of James Q. Wilson,
"government agencies are more risk aversive
than imperialistic."1" Regardless of their per-
sonal values and political credos, bureaucrats'
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have a vested interest in avoiding charges of
malfeasance and in protecting the reputations
of their agencies. Rules and regulations prolif-
erate, Wilson believes, chiefly because regula-
tors are anxious to avoid scandals or crises that
might threaten their status.'" "Playing it safe"

-may require that regulators also "play it
tough."

Wilson bases his conclusions upon studies
of a considerable number of, regulatory
agencies, among them the Environmental Pro;
tection Agency,-bccupational Safety and
'Health Administration, Food and Drug-Admin-
istration and Office of Civil' Rithts. Other ana-
lysts, who have studied regulaAxy behavior in-
dependently, reach much the same
conclusion. EPA has been viewed as striving to
avoid sins of omission rather than commission
in controlling hazardous wastes under the' Re-
source Conservation and Recovery Act. If EPA
labels "safe" some waste stream that does, in
fact, pose hazards, it

will face an angry Congress, a dis-
traught public, and a torrent of jour-
nalistic exposes..Agency jobs may be
lost, appropriations sliced, and func-
tions shifted to other agencies. All
are outcomes agency officials wish to
avoid; they want to make current de-
cisions minimizing future regret.'"

In contrast, EPA has much weaker political
and fiscal-incentives to avoid the opposite kind
of error, which involves labeling a harmless
waste stream hazardous. Getz and Walter point
,put that the costs of regulatory excesses are
borne by the economy, rather than the agency.
Thus, even though real resources will be ex-
pended in battling innocuous residues, 444

these costs will not explicitly appear
as items in EPA budgets and Con-
gressional- appropriations. Rather,
they will be passed on to consumers
in,.higher prices, lower real -wages,
and to investors' in lowered rates. of
'return on their capital. Those ad-
versely affected are not likely to be
aware of the cause of their loss or its
extent."

The, quettion of ."capture ". Whether moti-
vated by excessive zeal'or -caution, both of
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these interpretation-s .suggest that bureaucrats
will err on the side of regulatory excess' rather
than:. regulatory insufficiency. It is worth noth-
ing, however, that they .tun counter to eco-
nomic theories about the dangers of regulatory
"capture."'" The standard view is that regula-
tory commissions . tend toward Linder-
regulation, This discrepancy suggests the need
to identify factors that differentiate the newest
types of regulation from their .predecessors.

.The first and most crucial distinction,. which
Murray Weidenbaum has' stressed, is that
much of the new social regulation "cuts
across" a wide array of business and govern-
mental organizations.. In contrast, most of the
earlier regulatory agencies were directed, at a
specifiC industry: railroads, airlines, utilities,
broadcasting and so forth. These differences, in
responsibilities produce different patterns of
political influence:1"

The new federal, -regulatory
agencies are broader in the scope of
their jurisdiction than the ICC-CAB-
FCC-FPC model .... In the cases of ,
the EnvironMental Protection'Agen-
cy, the Consumer '.Product Safetyc
Commission, the Federal Energy Ad-
ministration and the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration,
the focus of the regulatory agency is
not !anted to a single industry. With
each of these relative newcomers .to
the federal bureaucracy, its jurisdic-

`tion extends to the bulk of the pri-
vate sector and at times to produc-
tive activities in the public sector
itself. It is this far hanging character-
istic that makes it impractical for any
single industry to dominate, these
regulatory activities in the manner of
the traditional model. What specific
industry is going to capture the LEM
or OSHA, or would have the incen-
tive to do so?'"

Indeed, as Weidenbaum adds/. many Of the
new regulatory agencies are :concerned solely.
with a single aspect o`f a company's or indus-,
try's performance--the racial composition of
its staff, for example, or its accident rate or the,dsolid waste it generatt.i'sratner than the ge.n-
eral quality of its service and contribution to

the economy. This narrow focus can produce
an indifference'to the effects of federal poli-
cies on any splocific company, industry, com-
munity, or region. Indeed, ,

if there is any .special interest that
may come to dominate such an agen-
cy, if is not the industry being regu-,
lated, but rather the group that.is
preoccupied with its specific
taskenvironmental Cleanup, elimi-
nation of job discrimination, estab-
lishment of safer wo,rking
tionS% reduction of product hazards
and so forth:7°

The utility of Wiedenbaum's distinction is
suggested by the fact,that one of thelewl,"new
'social" regulatory programs that has apparent-
ly been captured by regulated interests also is
directed at a very specific," well organized in-
dustry. The Highway 'Beautification Act was
adopted iii 1965 as a means to controlthe'pro-
liferation of billboards along scenic roadways.
Yet, in di@ view of Charles F. Floyd,.the pro:-
gram has been a failure. Over the years, the in-
terest of environmental groups has waned,
while optdoor advertisers have transformed
fhe act

into a sign-industry-dominated pro-
gram that is 'actually enriching and
subsidizing the industry it was meant
to regulate, and serving as a protec-
tive umbrella to shield that industry
from state and local gbvernments,
that desire to effectively control bill-
board blight."'

41Thgcharacter ( these circumstances is s_ug-
gested by the fa that the pregarn's leading
"Congressional proponent, Senator Robert T.
Stafford of Vermont, has proposed repeal of
the act, while the Outdoor Advertising Associ-
ation of-America has lobbied hard to continue
and expand it.

In addition to these structural differences,
the did and new regulation also may rest on
different social and political foundations. Paul

. H. Weaver notes that the old regulatory com-
missions were supported by "populist" and
"Progressive" reformers, including some busi-
nessmen, who sought the economic and social
benefits of a large-scale, technologically
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progrssive, but efficient -and: individualistic
drder71In contrast, he believes that much of the
new social regulation is less concerned with
health, safety and environmental, goals per se
than in shifting power from the corporate sec-
tor to goverment. It won political support, he
argues, from a 'new class" of professionals
and managers, including many employed by
the public agencies,. research institutes and the
media. Different forms of regulatory behavior
andi politics, then, may reflect fundamental
hanges in the nation's economic and social

stricture.172

Judicial Scrutiny

As the foregoing discussion has indicated,
there are a variety of factors that push regula-
tory activities in the direction of more exen .
sive, and more specific,- requirements. SOMO of
these factors may be inherent in the internal'
logic of the regi1atory process itself, but both
legislators and b reaucrats often havegreasons
to favor stringerresults .

In.Rrinciple, however, American government
reflects a system of "checks and balances." In
the view of Madison and other of the Found-
ers, any excesses on the part of one branch
would be constrained by the other brafithes.
The Supreme Court quickly established itself
as the ultimate arbiter of the propriety of ac-
tions by the Congress and President, as well as
the states, and inmany periods it.has served as
the principal "checker."

Indee'd, through much of its early history,
the Supreme Court might be' charged with,hav-
ing something of an "anti-regulatory" bias, As
was indicated in Chapter 2, during the 19th
century, the Court used its interpretation of
the commerce clause of the Constitution to bar
state actions' in a-variety of fields. Although it
looked more favorably on federal regulatory
controls.in the Progressive erawhicfrsaw the
first round of national "social regulation," as
well as ardent trust-busting and efforts to
strengthen the Interstate Commerce
Commissionit had a change of heart shortly
thereafter. The court barred Congressional ef-
forts to regulate child labor in 1918, it weak-
ened federal anti-trust provisions in 1921, and,
in the early 1930s, it struck down a variety of
national economic regulations affecting both
industry and agriculture.
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. None of these descriptions apply to the role
played by the Supreme Court' in More recent
decades, however, nor to-its decisions in' the
.realm of intergovernmental relations in partic-
ular. Although judicial review could, In princi-
ple, limit. both legislatiye anddminiStrative
'policymaking, in practice "the record of judi-
cial review of regulatory activity ... is in many
ways the record of failed attempts to intercyct
the progressive logic of regulation."'" I. is
possible to point to 'a. few areas in which the
courts .have applied a restraining handbut
these are, comparatively few in number andi
even more limited in scope. Instead, the,judi-
dal branch has given the "green light" to many
types of rules and regulations; .sometimeS it
has pr9dded agencies ancl Congress into more
forceful action, and it has added .cdhsiderably
to the sum total of regulation on its own. Thus,
James Q. Wilson comments that

J
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federal restrictions on state and lo-
cal government have increased dra-
matically in the last decadeor two,
but Only partly because "Washington
bureaucrats" are "giving orders" to
local officials. Though these things
are hard to measure, it is likely that
the principal source of the increased
constraints (n the freedom of action
of localities has been the federal
courts. As-the range of federaFactivi-
ties has enlarged., as the number of
..progr.ns funded-,byefederal doIlrs
has grown, as the courts have be-
come more open to the complaints
of citizen groups, legal, not political,
action has become the chief means
by which local offiCials are made to
act in accordance with somebody's
version of federal standards.374'

The litigation explosion. As Wilson's careful
language indicates, it is probably impossible to -
determine the exact number of judicialas op-
posed to statutorymandates, and past re-
searchers have wisely avoided tr.ying.i7s
Indeed, there is no reliable way for distin-
guishing between the two for, although some
judicial mandate's are firmly rooted in Consti-
tutional guariptees, most are simply a court's
elaboration dr Statutory provisions. Whether or
not the court's rendering of the intent of the



Founders or the Congress is thecorrect one is,
of course, often disputed by the fudges them-
selves, no less than others. At the same time, it
is also true that Congress sometimes adopts
legislation to promote judicially de'finediCon-
stitutional,Objedives. Thus, whether or not the-
c;ourts are actually the "principal source" of in-
creased constraints remains an open question:

Still, certain facts seem indisputable. First,
by all accOunts,the number of issues of
federal-state-local relations being presented
for judicial review has mushroomed enor
.mously in recent years:76 During the 1950s and
early 1960s, intergovernmental problems were
chiefly of concern to public administrators, sv.

-cal analysts, and politicians: "sorry,. lawyers
need not apply." Those days are gone, al-
though the change has Vet to receive due,
attention.

Thus, the authors of a 1980 OMB survey of
grant lawwho had expected to turn up fewer
than 200 relevant legal casesactually found
more than 500 before their study was con-
cluded.'" Ibis- enumeration was-by no means
exhaustive. yet, it is a firm indication of .What
Richard B. Cappalli discribes as.the degenera-,
tion of "cooperative federalism" into "conflic-
tive federalism"a new patterrt of infergov--
ernmental relations ill which legal .challenges
and judicial action are a regular occurrence.
The trend, he says,

.is clearly away frotii the collabdra-
tive, conciliatory, and cooperative
model of past years and toward one
of .arm's-len'gth relationships, hard
'bargaining; and frequent confronta-
tions. A decade ago, suing a grantor
agency was an extraordinary act; to-
day it is just' another part of the job.
Not too long ago questioning in
court the denial of a discretionary
grant was unheard of; today dozens
of actions are being brought. in the
middle of the 1960s grantees quietly
accepted federal dictates; today any
unpleasant federal. decision is likely
to be challenged.'.'°

Judicial interven't'ion also has embraced
some of the most legally -sacrosanct and
traditionally local of functions. For example,
the courts traditionally have not played a sig-

nificant role in deterrhining educational poll-
cies, but, during the late _1960s aid early 1970s,
they were

thrust into the vortex of debates over
the procedural and substantive rights
and liberties of students and
teachers: decisions concerning, for
example,- students' and teachet's'
rights of free speech and peaceful
protest and the procedural, protec-
tions available to students and
teachers whom school districts wish
to discipline-or dismiss have impor-
tant implication's for the manage-
ment of school affairs, Of greater
moment, courts have assessed claims
based on the assertediy inequitable
treatment of particular classespf stu-
dents: those residing in "poor"
school districts .or -attendirig
minimally funded schools within a
particular district, the handicapped,
the non4nglish speaking, and
svomen.'" .

4
A wide Variety of factors have contributed to

thi. litigation explosion. Among other consid-
eration4, Cappalli identifies both the growing
tendency to regard, 'a grant as an "entitle-
ment," rather than a gift, and the increased
availability of federal court jurisdiction to pan-
die these disputeS. However, a change in the
character of federal requirementsas de-
scribed in foregoing sections of this report%
was also a contributing factor, For example,
Cappalli stresses the addition of regulatory
"strings" having little relationship to program
goals; that is, the growth of crosscutting ee-
quirements."° Another legal expert, George D.
Brown, concurs, commenting that

the major change which' is most
clearly related to grant litigation is
the' proliferation of the crosscutting
or national 'policy conditions ....
Third pierkchallenges based on as-
serted violations of the crosscutting
conditions are probably the laiggest
single- growth area within The
overqall field of grant litigation."'

According to the OMB survey, ho' ever, only
about" half of the crosscutting requirements ad-

,
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dressing socio-economic issues, and less than
one-quarter of those that address administra-
tive or fiscal management problem's, have been
inyolved in litigation.'" Thus, the' litigation
explosion" has been, to a considerable degree,
-concentrated in specific areas. Certain statutes
are notorious for the number of cases they
have generated. For example, there were near-
ly 800 cases filed-against federal agencies un-
der the NatiOnal Environmental Policy Act in
the ,statute's first seven .years.1" The more re-
cent Age Discrimination Act of 1975, which
prohibits all formS of age discrimination in fed:
erally assisted programs, leaves many ques-

.., Lions unresolved, and has for this.reason been
described as a "Vast.paperwork exercise" that
will "keep- thousands of lawyers employed for
many years." This, legislation, Richard B.
Cappalli believes, "exemplifies the worst char-
acteristics of the federal process of estap-
fishing an implementing- public pOlicy" and
offers "my tn illustrations; of federal decision-

',

making gone imuck.'"" ..

Programs utilizing the partial preemption de-
vice, typi6lly found in the environmental pro-
tection area,_ also have been litigated heavily.
For example, the 'National Commission on
Wate Quality noted in 1976 that there were
rnory than 250 cases contesting. various provi-
sio of the EPA's effluent guidelines.'" A 1981
study of judicial handling -of the "Clean Air Act
cited over 150 important cases involving -the
implementation of the program.'" And, with a
single exceetkm, business organizations have
contested every OSHA -health regulation in
court.I'"

Although direct orders and crossover sanc-
tions are fewer in number, neither has escaped
judicial scrutiny, and some have been exten-
sively challenged. Following passage of the
Equal Employment Opportunity Att of 1972, for
example, the number of cases charging em-
ployers with discriminatory,actions roe from
about 1,000 to 6,000 in 1977.1" Similarly llere
have been hundreds of suits involving t du-
calion for All Handicapped Children ct of
7975. Indeed, by one estimate, more n.40%
of all student litigation. against school districts
concerns questions of handicapped rights.

A second, equally indisputable, fact is that.
the courts themselves have, by 'Constitutional
interpretation, imposed a number of signifi-
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cant (and ,sometimes extremely costly) respon-
sibilities on state and local govefnments. In the
area of law enforcement, for example,, these
range from the obligation of an arresting offi-
cer. to read suspects their "Miranda rights" to
the obligation' of a state 'to assure "humane"
living conditions for.those 'convicted. As indi-
cated in Chapter 7; the Congress itself has
imposed very few "direceorder mandates on
-state and local, governments. The judiciary, in
contrast, has shown few inhibitions about this
form of.regulation. In such areas as penaloivel-
fare, education, mental health, and ,environ-
mental otection policy, judges.. have sought
not silty to monitor bureaucratic activities
but to restructure them by changing their proc-
esses and policies-1°9 Thus,

Federal district judges are ipereasing-
ly acting as day-to-day managers and
implementors, reaching into the de-
tails of civic life: how prisons are
run, medication is administered to
the mentally ill, custody is arranged
for severely deranged persons, prig
vate and public employers recruit
and promote-19°

Thirdly, as Chapter 2 notes, the courts ,gen-
erally have upheld Congressional exercises of
natipnal regulatory authority vis a: vis The com-
merce and spending powers, even in the face
of heated protests (on Tenth 'Amendment and
other grounds) by states and; localities: The ex-
tension of new forms of federal regulation' into
ever-expanding areas of 'state and local govern-
mental responsibility, then,"has not gone
unchallenged. Yet, only in a single instance teas
A modern federal statute been found to exceed
the proper authority of Congress vis a vis the
states. And, even though the 1976 decision in
NEC v Usery was hailed by some as a real

-turning point, later court decisions have se-
verely reduced its apparent protections.

Finally, and most importantly fore this chap%
ter, the Courts have seldom served as a check
nn possible bureaucratic excesses. Generous
interpretations of Congressional regulatory au-
thority under the Constitution have been cou-
pled with equally generous judicial interpreta-
tions of the powers conferred on
administrative agencies by federal statutes.



This latfer point requires elaboration, how-
ever,' because the courts have' not devised a
single, consistent posture. instead, they have
taken somewhat different positions, in differ-
ent cases, at different times. Three general,
somewhat overlapping, historical trends may
be identifiedalong with a number of except
titins to each in the courts' stance on regula-
tory issues.

A histo of scrutiny: With the growth of fed-
eral regulatory statutes in the la,te 19th-century,
the courts began tofashion what might be
called the -"traditional" model of administra-
tive law.'" Under this interpretation, adminis-
trative agencies are simply a "transmission
belt" 'for translating statutes into more specific
administrative directives. The 'courts' function
was viewed as one of keeping agency action
within the bounds specified by the Congress.
On this basis, the Court insisted that the legis-
lative branch provide a clear statement of ends
and means; statutes that delegated. an overly-
broad or unclearly specified range of responsi-
bilities to an administrative agency "could be
struck down.142 Agencies were expected to em-
ploy decisionmaking procedures that assured
compliance with statutory intent. Judicial re-
view was provided to assure adherence to both
of these aims apd, tinder these standards,-
judges overturned finny agency actions,"3 At
the same time, the courts removed themselves
from passing upon 'matters not addressed by
law; these generally were left to agency
discretion.

A posture of deference. This traditional ap-
proach' was premised, however, upon a con-
siderable degree of clarity about the aims of
the legislature. Vate, general, or ambiguous
statutes create so Much discretion that they
threaten the legitimacy of the "transmission
belt" theory, as Richard B. Stewart comments.
And, as he notes:

rather than being the exception, fed-
eral legislation establishing agency
charters has, over the past several
decades, often been strikingly broad
and non-specific, and has according-
ly generated the very conditions
which the traditional model was de-
signed to eliminate.'"

New Deal Congresses, in partiCular; delegaled .

sweeping powers to a host of new agencies in
very general terms._ This pattern was cOtipued
in some of the newer "social" 'regulation.

As a consequence, the "no delegation 'doc-
trine" was largely. abandone in the late 1930s.
Bowing to the economic e igencies andpotiti-
cal currents of the time, the Court began to ac-
cept broad delegations of legislative authority
to the administrative branch. Thereafter;
cial deference 'to the results of agency
rulemaking procedures became thoomodus
operandi.""' It often remains so today. For
example,

When Congress delegates broad
rule-making authority to an execu-
tive 'agency,, as is typical in federal
grant statutes, regulations properly
promulgated under 'such authority
will be judicially upheld if "reason-

% ably related" ta the -purposes of the
,« legislatiorr.'"

Hence, to the extent that there are other fac-
tors in 'the regulatory process that encourage
ever more stringent requirements, the courts,
adhering to well established doctrine, do little
to stand in the way. In fact, re-r nt years pro-
Nide numerous examples of sp ific instances
in which the' courts have upheld- stringent
.agency regulations against challenges that.they
exceeded statutory authority. the q.au case,
described previously, the Supreme' Court man- ,
dated the provision of special educational serv-
ices to minority-language students on the basis.
Of an HEW memorandum interpreting Title VI.
This decision, in turn, provided the foundation'
for further, more far-reaching, arid' extremely
controversial bilingual education
regulations.""

More recently, in May of 1982, the High,
Court reversed a lengthy string of lower court
decisions to hold (in North Haven Board of 'Ed-
ucation v. Bell) that the sex discrimination pro-
visions o'f Title IX apply to university 'and
school employees, as well as to students.'"
Despite uhcertainties in the statute's language
and legislative htstory,'99 the Court, by a 6-3
decision, affirmed'-the broad, interpretation
that has been advanced by the 'executive
branch since 1975.2" Similarly, in Grove City
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College v. Re It t1982) the Third Circuit Court
accepted the kilucation Department's applica-
tion of sex discrimination rules to a small, Pres-
byterian college that had never acCepted. feder-
al funds in any form, but did enroll students
who had received federal scholarship grants or,
loans. To the college, the issue was one of
principle. "We believe in women's rights," its
President said,

but we'support those rightS voluntar-
ily, aka matter of Christian con-
,science ....To sign a compliance
form is toaccept H.E.W. jurisdiction.
over a college that doesq't accept a;
penny of government nioney.'Q1

The Court took a. contrary view, "We are,
satisfied," it declared,

that monies which are paid to stu-
dents, who in turn use those funds
for their education, constitute no
less a part of a college's revenues
than -federal monies paid directly to
the institution itself."'

Because Title IX was adopted as a floor
amendment, the courts have had little to go on

tbeyond the remarks of its chief proponent and
the explicit language of the statute itself, which
is both short and sweeping. In ,some other civil
rights cases, however, the judiciary-has accept-
ed agency interpretations that ,fly in the faceof
much conflicting evidence. Included are af-
firmative action practices that .go well beyond
the simple ban on overt job discrithination
Congress believed it had enacted with Title VII
of the 1964 Civil Rights Act. In Griggs V, Duke
Power (1971), the Supreme Court barred em-
ployment test's and other-job qualifications that
had "disparate impact" on protected minority
groups. unless their relevance to successful
performance had been clearly documented.
This decision was contrary to Congress's ap-
parent aim of prohibiting only intentional dis-
crimination or unequal treatment on .the, basis
of race. Indeed, Congress had gone out of its
way to assure that ability tests which were not
designed, intended, or used to discriminate
would be insulated from challenge,'°3'and to
bar the imposition of "quotas." "What the bill
does," one sponsor had explained, "is simply
to make it an illegal practice to, use race as a
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factor in denying employment.""n4 Gary Bryner
has commented that "while the Court's Griggs
ruling.is in agreement with [Equal Employment'
Opportunity Commission] and [Office of .Fed-
eral., Contracts Compliance ProgramS]
guidelines, it conflicts with the 'wording and
legislative history of Title VII."1" :

Many members of Congress have exhibited
dismay with the apparent judicial preference
for executive branch, rather than Congression-
al, interpretations' of legislative intent; Since
1975, Senator Dale Bumpers has sponsored, 141

varying forms, an amendment to the Adminis-
trative Procedure. Act that would require the
courts to undertake an independent review Qf
legal issues and weaken the presumption in fa-.
vor o agency rules and regulations. In his
view,

a fundamental premise of our system
of government is that the courts in-
ter et and apply the law; they are
the ultimate authority on legal
qugstions. It simply makes sense for
courts to deCide independently
whether" an agency. has, exceeded its
authorized powers. ... it is folly to
expect an agency to be objective'
about the limits on its authority ;, yet,
by deferring to the agency's judg-
ment, many court decisions encour-
age federal bureaucrats to abuse
their power .... The court, not the
agency itself, should decide whether
the agency has oyserstepped its au- -

thority ....'"
The Bumpers Amendment has been adopted
twice by the Senate, most recently as a section $
of the "Regulatory Reform Act" (S 1080, 97th
CoLig.)2°7,

On the othmer hand, there are some analysts
who hold Congress itself accountable for pos-

sible bureaucratic excesses or judicial misinter-
pretations. For example, Congress was well
aware of the Title IX interpretations espoused
by the executive branch and. never acted to
overturn hem --a point Justice 'Blackmun, em-

i.inphasiz the NOrth Raven, decision.' In the
case of equal, employment opportunity rules,
Gaij, Bryner charges:

'By default and design, Congress
has delegated to the courts the re-



sponsibility for formulating and 'im-
lementing equal employment op -

Aortunity policy. By design, in a
compromise aimed at southern
Congressmen, Copgress created an
enforcement agency _with no en-
forcement powers and lodged en-
forcement power with the courts,
giving employers subject to govern-
ment action a haven of larticess and

'delay in resisting governmental inter,.
vention. By default, Congress failed
to' consider and ,subsequently failedA
to respond to a 'number of funda-
mental elements of equal. employ- (
rnent opportunity policy. Not only
were statutory provisions unclear,
and legislative history contradictory,
but periodic confusion and contro-
versy over agency and court deci-
sions were almost always met by
Congressional inaction.'"

A practice of activism. When the courts have
not simply aquiesced to agency interpritations
of statutory requirements much more often
than not they have come dOwn on the side of
more rigorous rules and to enforcement.
That is, they have generally added tonot sub-
stracted from -.the sum total of agency,rules
and regulations.

The Niional Enyironmental Policy Act of
1969 is a good case study Of how, an ambiglous
statuteadministered initially with Some re-
juctancc; by federal agencieswas transformed
into a demanding and detailed set of procedur-
al requirements by virtue ofcourt action. As a
thorough analysis of the statute's early.. and
Most ,decisive cases noted:

The courts have been vigorous in
reviewing agency compliance with
NEPA. They have enforced strict
standards of procedural compliance,
and In instances where Congress
failed to specify how the act should
be implemented, they imposed
judge-made requirements which give
it wider scope. As a result, the courts
are.,thought of as the principal enfor
cers of NEPA.

.. While avoiding "unreasonable
extremes," the coals have d- the

agencies to each:detailed procedural
step mandated by the act, have ex-
pandect,the range of judicially en-
forceable,NEPA duties, and have un-
dbrtaken,close scrutiny ofagency
compliance .... {Over the past
three years the courts have broadly
interpreted and applied a variety of
key NEPA provisions. "All" agencies
had to comply "to the fullest extent
possible."'"

The courts became the guardians of NEPA's
environmental impact statement process large-
ly by self-appointment. It is true that judges
were very responsive to NEPA's legislative
historyand particularly to the floor remarks
of its sponsors, who had declared in strident
tones that the time had come to establish%
new foundaticin forenVironmental policymak-
Mg.'" At the same' time, neither the statute's
language nor its legislative history called for ju-
dicial review. Indeed, some federal judges
held that the act did not "create any rights or
impose any duties.of which a .court can take .

cognizance," although others inferred that "it
is harder to imagine a stronger mandate to the
courts" than the one.NEPA provided.312

A variety of factors affected this activist pre-
disposition.. But, in the ,view 'of Frederick R.
Anderson, who conducted a detailed analysis
ofth me early NEPA cases, the. most important of
these was a general shift in judicial orienta.
tion.Ail NEPA happened to come along when
the courts were tightened up their reviews of
administratiVe decisiorirnaking. The traditional
attitude of -deference" was beginning to be
set aside in favor of stricter scrutiny of the sub-
stantive basis for agency actions, as well as
their procedural propriety. At that time, there
was an increasingly widespread judicial belief
that

C,Ourts should require administrative
officers to articulate the standards
and principles that govern their dis-
cretionary decisions in as much de-
tail as possible Discretionary de-
cisions should more often be
supported with findings of fact and
reasoned opinions.'"

Court actions on NEPA, then, largely reflect-
etta newly critical and activist judicial stance,
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rather than program-specific concerns. There.,
fore, it is not suprising that similar results have
obtained in other areas. In earlier cases .con-
cerning the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and
Rodenticide Act, the courts had required fed-
eral administrators to explain more clearly the
criteria 'employed in deciding not to suspend
the registration of DDT. This set a, precedent
that conditioned the response to NEPA.2" Re-
cent history also indicates that ;'the prime
mover behind implementation of the Clean Air
Act has not been Congress or EPA, but the
courts." 216 In the single most important clean
air case, Sierra Club v. Ruckelshaus (1972)217,
the Supreme Court upheld findings-that the act
requires EPA to prevent any deterioration of air
quality, in areas already cleaner than specified
by nati9nal air standards. Although many
environmentalists supported the decision on
policy grounds, all Vies conceded that nei-
ther the act itself nor its legislative history
mandated such an effort.2'6 However, in 1977,
the Congress showed its after-the-foct concur-
rence, writing into law a program even more
demanding than that devised by EVA in re-
sponse to court decisions!"

Judicial pressure also has .broadened the En-
dangered Species Act. In.,1978, the Supreme
Court Puled that thi act afforded absolute pro-
tection to the sole remaining habitat of a small
fish, the "snail darter," thus halting construc-
tion on the TVA's Tellico Dam: (This particular
decision was later `overruled by legislative ac-
tion). However, stringent interpretations by
the courts in this and other, cases produced _a
number of important changes in -agency regu-
lations a'nd actions.'" Nor has judicial activism
been confined -solely to the environmental
field. For example, HEW's Office of Civil
Rightswhich administers a series of antidis-
crimination lawshas received far closer su-
pervision from the courts than either the Con-
gressa.or executive branch."'

Opinions differ as to the results of judicial
intervention. Many have*criticized the courts
for an excessively heavy-handed approach to
NEPA and point to instances in which judges
enjoyed well meaning attempts to comply. On
the other hand, Richard Liroff argues that

by the .end of the 1970s a sufficient
body Cif NEPA jurisprudence had
emerged applying a "rule of reason"
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that one could conclude that good
efforts to implement the statute
would satisfy the average federal
judge while deliberate efforts to,
avoid it would be subjected to Judi -
cial sanction.i22

Although systematic research is lacking, an-
ecdotal evidence indicates that stories about
the shortcomings and adverse effects of the
environmental ilnport statement ,(OS)* process
are as common as those abdut its value or suc-
cess.'" Furthermore, several studies suggest
that impact statements:are, too longand of
too little useto agency policymakers."4 "The
law's biggest weakness," in the view of a
spOkesperson for.the National Wildlife Federa-
tion, "is that it does not require the agencies
to act on the information they develop."22/
Hence, EIS preplration may be more an exer-
cise in paperworrk than in analysis: Bardach" and
Pugliaresi contend that, although the proce-

'dure assures that federal agencies give some
look at environmental issues, it does not
ssureand may discouragea hard look!"

In the main, they believe,: EIS statements are
compliance :documents, designed to ward off,
fede-ral judges. They are often unread by
decision-makers and often are not worth
reading."'

As with NEPA, judicial intervention in the
Clean Air Act seems tone been a mixed
blessing. On the one hand,
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the courts' closed serious filophOles,
in a flawed statute; they acted deci-
sively and in an innovative fashion
while others vacillated; they sought
both to preserve the health-
protecting goal of the act and to tem-
per the harsh uniformity of adminis-
trative regulations.

Yet,-in the opinion of the same expert,
,

the courts, often acted with heavyeavy
hand, .laying down absolute yes-or-
no rules where more subtile differ-
entiations were needed. They proved
insensitive to the'administrative and
political Constraints on the agency, at
times "mistaking the agency's recog-
nition of its limitations as evidence
of bureaucratic ''footdragging."



'Their sdlutions to problems with the
act have made a complicated regula-
tory scheme evert harder to under-
stand and to implement Viewing
these deciSions in the aggregate we
can see that the courts subjected EPA
to contradictory dethands, exacer-
bating rather than amillorating the
difficulties inherent, in the regulatory
scheme established by the Clean Air

I Act:22; -

Much the same may be said in the field of
civil rights, where it is doUbtful "whether judi-
cial: interventliOns have, on balance, enhanced
OCR's effectiveness or simply exacerbated its
inherent enforcement difficulties.-"229 Or, as
'Bardach and Kagan observe about OSHA, \

4

If law is the medium of legaliitic
enforcement, it can also be the me-
dium of legalistic contestation, and
as the adversaries exhaust their ener-
gies in legal battles the basic goals of
the regulatory process remain unat-
tended. They are either displaced by
the idea of winning or are simply for-
gotten because resources needed to,
achieve them are dissipated in the le- *
gat struggle:13u

If there is doubt about the programmatic im-
plications of court intervention, howaver,
there is no doubt concerning the political con-
sequences. Increasing litigation has provided
interest groups with an important new lever on
agency decisions. For this tactic tO,be success-
ful, it is not necessary to win a case, or even to
actually file a case: the threat. of 'court action
is', ie. and of itself, a potent political Weapon in
the hands of skilled attorneys-411--s,

In some instances, as David l., Kit)) suggests,
the courts have offered groups with otherwise
poorly represented interests an avenue for..
"end runs" around other governmental institu-
tions.'" And the, use of legal action has been
alletted by a growing judicial inclination to
view administrative tasks as essentially "legis-
lative" in character,more as matters of ad-
justing the competing claim of various private
interests than of apPlyirrk-policie? established
by the Congress."3

Women's groups, to cite one example,
turned to the courts in an attempt to speed up

the Title IX implementation process and to
force HEW to devote more of its resources to
sex (as opposed to.,other) discrimination is-
sues. Fisher and Pottker conclude:

Clearly, the filing of lawsuits
chaiging schOol districts and
colleges with sex discrimination or
charging DHEW with lack of enforce-
ment of sex discrimination laws has
become an instrumental .part of the
'overall political strategy of the
groups seeking to achieve educa-
tional equity for Women.... The
power that women generally lack in
Congress and executive departments
may be partially compensated for by
the courts, where the lack o'f-political
influence is not as critical a factor in
determining outcomes.234

As they add, the utility of this tactic does:not
depend solely on the probability of ultimately
obtaining a favorable decision. Rather,

The filing ofa lawsuit charging sex
discrimination can ... act as a major
public relations technique 'for wom-
en in that it can cause embarrass-
ment to the school, college or agen-
cy involved. Indeed, just the, threat
of legal action ca serve as an incen-
tive to policyma ers to deal Mere
fairly with wom in order to avoid
the actual filing of a lawsuit. Even af-
ter a suit is filed, there is an' incen-
tive to resolve' the suit out of court
and thus keep the court from moni-
toring the actions of the school or
government agency.2"

Similar observations can be made about the
field of environmental policy."*

For these reasons, litigation has some obvi-
ous potential advantages as an instrument of
political power. Certain groupsexamples in-
clude the NAACP legal Defense Fund, the Nat-,
Ural Resources Defense Council and the Public
Citizen Litigation. Groups have specialized in
legal advocacy. Still, some evidence suggests
that litigation- generally is less effective and
more costly than other, more traditional fornis
of lobbying."' Thus, women's groups ususally
tirned to the courts only after% falling to gain'
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ground through the regular political process.'"
Similarly, litigation on educational issues
slOwed in the micr1970s, in part because legis-
latures had become more responsive to 'the
causes of advocacy groups.239

A residue of restraint. As the 'foregoing ac-
counts suggest, the judiciary has generally up-
held, or elaborated upon, agency interpreta-
tions of regulatory statutes. Not since the 1930s
has it often viewed the outcomes of adminis-
trativerulemaking procedures with a critical or
skeptical eye. This assessment holds even
though the present Burger court is(generally
regarded is more -.conservative" than its pred-
ecessor, the' Warren court, and despite a shift

/ on the part of the Congress and the White
House from regulatory expansionism to regula-
tory relief. Thus, even though every adminis-
tration since Nixon's has given increasingly
closer scrutiny to agency rules and regula-

: tionsas Chapter 6 of this study indi-
catesand the Congress itself has adopted or
proposed a numberof measures aimed at reg-
ulatory reform, the federal courts have been
marching to the beat of a different drummer.

,The Wall Street Journal commented in
mid-1981 that

While the President moves to ease
regulations and Congress isn't far
behind, government regulators have

'won almost every case4they have had
in the Supreme Court this term....
'The decisions don't mean the Jus-
tices support heavy regulation of
business. But the decisions indicate
a high-court view that in many cases,
regulatory agencies haven't abused
the power Congress gave them.24°

Indeed, from the standpoint of the states
and localities, -the federal judiciary canaptly 'be
described as a part of the problem, rather than
a part of the solution. In the field of grant law,
for example, the Reagan White House and the
judiciary are like

two ships posing-in thenight.-While
we see, on the one hand, an admin-
istration determisled to transfer au-
thority in federal grant administra-
tion from the national government to
the states, we also see, on the other

At,

13*

hand, the continuation of a remarka-
ble progression of federal court deci-
Mons interpreting fedfral substantive
laW in a manerth4t exter-ds and
intensifieS the burdens and respcinsi-
baffles of federal grantees.241

On the other hand, these generaliza-
tionslike any othersere subject to excep-
tions. The NLC cased mentioned previously, is
certainly one; the Pennhursr detision, dis-
cussed in Chapter 2, is another. Each placed
modest rotridions on the scope of Congres-
sional authority under th,e commerce and
spending powers respectively.

Even more to the point, in a series of cases
concerning the handicapped discrimination.re-
quirements imposed under Section 504, the
courts have narrowed interpretations of statu-
tory intent, leading to important changes in
federal rules as a consequence. In Southeast-
ern Community College v. Davis (1979), the Su-
preme Court held that colleges need not total-
ly ignore the disabilities of handicapped.
students or make major modifications in their
academic programs- in order t w such stu-
dents to participate. Drastic e s for "affirm- .
ative action" were ndt necessary. Rather, Jus-

tice Peoria wrote, Se on 504 and its
`implementing 'rules simpti forbade assuming
that an otherwise qualified handicapped pet,.

son was disqualified solely by reason of his or
her handicarthat is, truly prejklicial actions
were barred. At issue' in the case was the refus-
al of Ilege to admit a deaf student into a
nursi program On the grounds that she
would not be able to function effecti;iely in
clinical sliiationf;,where lip reading is Often
imposSib174.242

The Dav'is holding was a comparatively nar-
row (and very imprecise) one and had little im-
pact on the subsequent decisions of many lOw-

er courts.243 However, it did provide the
foandation for a more far-reaching decisiorv, in
American Punic Transit Association v. Lewis
(1981), that the U.S. Department of Transporta:
tion's 504 regulations had exceeded statutory -
bounds. Section 504, the U.S. Court of Appeals
in, Washington held, ,provided no foundation
for stringent and costly rules requiring that all
transit facilities be made accessible to the
handicapped. Thirtourt based its decision on
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the 1979 ruling that "neither the language, pur-
pose nor history of Section 504 reveals an in-
tent to impose an affirmative action obligation
on all recipients of federal funds." If a transit
system refused to' Sake "modest affirmative
steps" to offer transportation to handicapped
persons, the court said, it might well violate
Section .504. But DOT's. were
deemed excessive in requiring extensiVe modi-
fications of existing. transit systems and in im-
po.sing heavy financial burdens on local transit
authorities. 244 Following, this decision, the
Reagan Administiation prepared, revised rules'
offering communities far, more flexibility in
meeting the special.' trartsportation needs of
handicapped and elderly residents.245

This particular decision fit well with the ad-
ministration's own policy preferences. How-
ever, in April 1983, a U.S. District Court struck
down a different set of 504 rules.favorect by the
White House. These required hospitals receiv-
ing federal 'aid to post notices stipulating that
deformed babies were to be provided with all
necessary life-saving care and listing a "hot
line" numbers for anonymous reporting of any
violations. The rules were issued by the Reagan
Administration when a OHO, bom with Down's
syndrome and a blocked digestive tract, died
after its parents refused to give -their consent
for an operation. Although Judge Gesell con-
fined his legal ruling to questions of regulatory
procedure charging federal 'health officials
with "hasty " and "ill,considered" ,actionhe
added that "many would argue that had Con -

gress, intended section 504 to reach so far into
such a

it
of moral and ethical con-

cerns t would have -given some evidence of
that intent."246

Other cases may be cited where federal
courts have rejected extremely broad interpre-
tations of legislative intent, sometimes over-
turning agency rules as a result. As Chapter 2
indicates, a number of courts held in The
mid-1970s that the Environibental Protection
Agency lacked authority under the 1970 Clean
Air Act Amendments to force states to imple-
ment federally- drafted transportation control
plans. Some, but not all, district courts 'have
concluded that the Department of c,ducations
rules barring sex discrimination in intercollegi-
ate athletics impermissibly intrude into an area
where the national government ptovides no fi-

nancietaid, and hence is not subject to nation-
.al regulation.247 Most recently, the Supreme,
Court held that federal agencies need not con-
sider "psychological stress" among the envi-
ronmental impacts that . must be, Considered
under the National Environmental Policy Act."'

These cases do not alter the more general in-
terpretations presented above, hower, be-
cause they are departures from.the tisusal pat-
terns of judicial aquiescence orsactivism. At the
same time, they show that traditional doctrines
of administrative law including the hoary
"transmission belt" theoryare,not yet wholly

. lifeless. They indicate that judges (like legisla-
tors ,,and bureaucrats) may differ in their pre-
disposition and the manner in which they -re-
spond, to specific issues. They also confirm the ?.
conclusion of one noted expert that the pres-
ent condition of administrative law is badly
"fragmented" and "disjointed."2"

ENFORC,EMENT: THE WEAKEST LINK

Theory and Practice
On paper, federal regulations often appear

to be extremely detailed, demanding,' and in-
trusive, as the foregoing discussion suggests.
And so they 'are, when viewed, in liter-or
legalterms. Yet, at the same time, their prac-
tical effect is.freqUently much smaller than a
reading of the fine print might suggest. When
it comes to monitoring state and local (or. pri-
vate sector) adherence to national require-

. ments, Washington's monster often ends up
looking like a paper. tiger. Enforcement thus
appears to be the weakest fink in the chain of
implementation:

The environmental field, to cite one impor-
tant examplek, is marked by extremely tough-
mitided and uncompromising statutes. Yet, as
the Conservation Foundation has said, "it ap-
pears that ... regulation involving everything
from drinking water to ,public lands manage-
ment tends to break down at the point of en-
forcement."'s° The GAO agrees that, in the
case of both the clean water and safe drinking
water progra EPA's enforcement actions ..

have ;anged, fro none to minimal and were
not as timely or feclive as they should have
been.25' A recent AO assessment of .the
federal state pesticide control program indi-
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cates that it,' too, is not being enforced
adeilpaetely.252

Enforcement has been limited even though
many important. environmental statutes estab-
lished firm deadlines for attaining national
goals and threatened harsh penalties for non
compliance. The 1970 Clean Air Act was to as-
sure "healthy air" by 1975; the 1972 Federal

r, Water Pollution Control Act was intended to
make the nation's major 'waterways "fishable
and swimmable" by,1981 and to eliminate the
discharge of all pollutants by 1983. These
goalswhich)appeared to many to be impossi-
ble to attain at the .time of theic adop-
tionhave proven to be` so in practice: In
1977,1 Corcgress extended the air quality dead-
linesltd 1982 and, for 31 states with particularly
difficult pollution problems, until 1987. Late in
1982, however, EPA estimated that as many as
600 counties still were in violation of the stand-
ards for one or more po11litants.212 Another ex-
tension of deadlines was being considered.
This experience certainly calls into, question
the practical utility of stringent deadlines and
standards. As one assessment notes:

rThe principal regulatory innovations
/ of the 1970 Clean Air Amendments

were the use of legislatively set,
uncompromisable, health-protection
goals, and rigid deadlines to force
action. And the principal fact of life
since 1970 has been the periodic
postponement of deadliries and revi-
sions of tmetables by Congress, the
courts, Aid EPA. This observation,
does not- by itself demonstrate that
the CM was necessarily unwise in
setting these rigid deadlines; and it
certainly does t suggest that it was
unwise to rel the deadlines as it
has become c.ear with experience
that they would not or should not be
met. But the experience 'so far with
the, CAA does suggest that setting
rigid deadlines and constraining the
regulat9ry authorities do not do
much to overcome the basic prob-
lems with regulation in this area:254

Regarding water pollution control efforts, the
GAO has commented that-
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only 37% of major municipal treat-
ment facilities were in compliance
with the July 1, 1977, deadline requir-
ing secondary treatment. This dead-
line was extended to 1983 and then
to 1988, under certain conditions....
[T]he 1988 deadline ... may have to
be further extended.'" -.

GAO also noted that effective treatment plant
operation and maintenance are necessary to
sustain compliance over the 4ong term. Past
studies have shown serious /shortcomings' in
this regard.'"

A similar story may be told in 'ther regula-
tory areas. Regarding civil rights, /1977 report
of state advisory committees stres gl that

,
the unfinished- business of achieiying ,
compliance with civil rights laws're-
mains Sr formidable task for,41 of'.
America's citizens and their layers of
government, despite visible progress
in certain critical areas' such as voting,
rights, .public accommodations, and ,
public transportation.... More and,
more subtle forms of discrimination
continue to materialize, requiring
ever more stringent enforcement td
ensure compliance with the law.27

In this area, too, a variety of intergovernmental i
regulatory efforts ark faulted. For- example,
many school systems haYe not complied hilly
with the requirements of the Education for All
Handicapped Children 'Act. Under the 1975 act,
Congress stipulated that every handicapped
child from age three to 18 would be offered a
"free, appropriate" public eduCation by Sep
tember 1,1978. However, the Office of Special
Education (OSE) did not issue final program
regulations until August 1977, leaving state and
local education agencies only 39 days to corn-
ply-with most of the statute's complex proce-
dural requirements. This and other administra-
tive delays were compounded by OSE's
ineffective monitoring of state and Local ac-
tions during the crucial early implementation
period and its failure to- impose the funding .

penalties provided by law where violations had
occurred,25' Asa consequence, the objectives
of the program will not be fully realized until
the mid-1980s at the earliest.'" An outraged
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coalition of advocates has labeled the perform-
.ance of federal, state, and local agencies a "na-
tional disgrace ". .and described the federal Bu-
reau. of Education for the Handicapped as
"fl-oundering."'"

This is not to say that such requirements are
always ineffective. For example, one can point
to the desegregation of Southern schools in
conformance with Title VI of the ,Civil Rights
Act as an outstanding example of regulatory ac-,
complishment. However, school desegregation
can also be regarded -as another "exception
that proves the rule." Many Northern schools
have become more, not less, segregated over
this same period,z" and Title VI has not,
achieved dramatic results in other kinds of fed-
eral assistance programs.. A comprehensive re-
port by the U.S. Civil Rights Commission', in
1975, summarizing the first decade of experi-
ence, stressed the lack of government-wide
leadership for the enforcement of its require--'
ments. There was, `the report concluded,

a laCk of directibri as,to what consti-
tutes 'discrimination and how it
should be eliminated. As a result,
neither federal officials nor recipi-
ents of their programs have fully un-
derstood the nature of their du-
ties.... in the aggregate these
compliance programs, have held out
false promises for many Minorities
and women -who have, been frus-
trated in their attempts to participate
in the benefits of federally assisted
programs.'" .

Much the same conclusion was reached in a
1980 study. It found that some federal agencies
did not know which of their programs were
subject to the law and sometimes'.did not know A
(ind could not determine) if nondiscrimination
requirements were being carried out by their"'
grantees.'"

As a general rule, then, federal intergovern-
mental regulations have proven difficult to
enforce, statutory deadlines bave been repeat-
edly extended or and .compli -.
ance though probably better than one would
anticipate, .given the generally haphazard char- -

acter of federal supervisionhas fallen short
of Official expectations. SUch shortcomings in
performance account for the Doctor Jekyll and

Mr. Hyde reputation of the Office of Civil
Rights (OCR) and many other federal regula-
tory agencies. OCR has been regarded as a
-hotbed of regulatory zealots' by one set of crit-.
ics and as a timid; lumbering bureaucracy by
another. Both are correctbut each is Ipoking
at a-different aspect of the process. As one an-
alyst observes,

Those who fault the agency's exces-
sive zeal generally point to the ambi-
tious reach of its-formal regulations
and official statemehts -of policy-L--
often without noticing that it has
rarely enforced those demanding
standards in practice. Conversely,
oc.:Irs constituents have directed the
bulk of their criticism at this undeni-
-ably poor enforcement record.'"

Several factors contributing to enforcement
difficultiesincluding administrative and tech,
nical problems, a lack of adequate resources,
and political obstaclei to the imposition of
sanctionsare described below.

Administrative and technical infeasibility.
One reason thattegulatory efforts bog dOwn at
the enforCement stage has to do with the
scope of the task. Washington's reach, to put
matters bluntly, has often exceeded its grasp.

Sheer number's alone -provide one indication
of the magnitude of the enforcement 'problem.
There are some 32,000 Potentra3444 hazardous

waste sites to be monitored, some 15,000 sew-
age treatment plants. to be upgraded, nearly
300 species of plants and Animals to be pro-
tected, and more than 3.5 million work-
placeswith more than 40 million employ-
eesto be inspected for health and safety. The
vast majority of the nation's population is enti-
tled to special protection against discrimina-
tion on the basis of race, ethnicity, sex, age or
handicap in employment or in proj fi-

. danced by some 400-odd .federal. aid p ams.
Moreover, these. individuals, workpl , spe-
cies, anti dumps are scattered acr nation
of tontinental proportions. I der that.
Washington has increasingly relied on state
and local governments to carry out its regula-
tory policies. But even here there are 50 of the
Miner, and more than 80,000 of the latte'r;' to
be monitored.
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What.all of this means is that the chances of
a federal inspector coming to knock on your
door are pretty small, whether-you * a busi-
ness owner, public official, or priv4te citizen,
Under OSHA, for example, the avekage work-
place is likely to be inspetted only once in sev-
eral decades; this fact, some believe, accounts .
for its failure to have much impact on work-
injury rates."' Similarly, in d6aling with their
dozens, hundreds, or even thousands of grant

I recipients, federal agencies are forced to rely
on program reports that often are

nothing more than sketchy, self
serving statements about the gran-
tee's progress in achieving its goals
and commitments.... Deficiencies
could be spotted by on-site program
reviews, but most grantees are never
audited-or inspected....2"

4

An alternative enforcement technique is prd-
vided by the many'regulatory statutes that au-
thorize civil suits as a means of citizen-initiated
enforcement and by court decisions that made.
it easier to challenge grant-related actions. The
threat of such litigation pri?,bably increases
pressure to comply. At the same time, the
larger number of cases resulting has added to
lengthy judicial backlogs."' .

Thus, as Peter H; Schuck comments, "other
things being equal, the more numerous the
firms, people or processes that must be regu7
fated, the less likely it is that, regulation will be
effective." Indeed, he adds that in some cases
"the number of entities may be so great as to
make it difficult or impractical for the regulator
even to identify, much less regulate, them
all."2" The handicapped education law, PL
94-142, offers an illustration. The Department
of Education believes that there are about 6.2
million children requiring services, under the
act, but state screening efforts have identified
only 3.9 million such students.269 Both' levels
contend that their total is the more accurate
one.

The .diversity circumstances also can
hamper effective administration and enforce-
ment of national regulations. the Davis-Bacon
Act, adopted in 1931/requires the Department
of Labcir to determine locally prevailing wages
for construction work in each of the nation's
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3,000 counties. However, according to a GAO.

assessment,

After nearly 50 years. of 'adminis-
tering the Davis-Bacon Act, the De-
partment of Labor has not developed
an effective systeM toi plan, control,
or manage the data collection, com-
pilation, and wage determihatron
functions... . Evaluation of the wage

. determination files and inquiries re-
garding 73 wage determinations at
five regions and headquarters
showed that, in many instances;
wage' rates were "not adequately 'or.
accurately determined.2"

r

Furthermore, GAO concluded that

given the diverse characteristics 'of
the construction industry, the,,,dif-
fering wage structures on the varying
types of construction, and the volun-
tary aspect of collecting wage data
from contractors in every county
throughout the nation, we do not, be-
lieve that the act can be effectively,
efficiently and equitably admin-
istered."

For this reason and othersespecially Davis-
Bacon' inflationary impact on governmnt
construction projects GAO recommended
that the statute and 77 related, provisions in
other statutes be repealed'.

The sheer volume of regulations also can
hamper enforcement and compliance because
0-inconsistencies in specific provisions or
even because of conflicting aims. The former
problem, that of inconsistency, has been a ma-
jor problem with many crosscutting require-,
ments. Agency interpretations of the same stat-
utory language often differ markedly, and
OMB lacks the authority to 'standardize
them.'" Differing agency rules also long ham-
pered implementation and enfbrcement of
equal employment opportunity rejulations un-
der Title VII.2"

An- example of the latter difficulty,. that -of
interprogram conflicts, was pscwided by a Rind
Study of federal education programs. School
districts are 'required to scatter ethnic students

. among local schools to foster integration; but
are forced to group them by language catego-
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ries to comply with bilingual 'education rules.
:'This kind of situation," the' study stressed,
"Fan only result in poor state and local imple-
mentation of federal programs/1'74 Similarly,
some federal pollution controls seem to have
had 'the perverse effect of adding to pollution.
One comprehensive analysis stressed that.

The environmental laws of the
1970s created a single- purpose ap-
proach to pollution control. Soine-
times this meant that comlalyiriF with
one law or regulation would cause a
conflict with another law. Pollution
control Iasi's have not only increased
the volume of wastes that must be
disposed of but, in addition, have
prohibited or severely restricted
available disposal options. This ap-
proach as caused communities and
indust to selector consider dispos-
al me hods that may not be
environmentally safe.2 75

Even when their specific objectives are not
mutually incompatible, the piling up of un- or
under-funded rhandates creates competition
among beneficiary groups for scarce re-
sources.276 Under federal education laws,' for
example, the handicapped, wornep and girls,
racial minorities, the non-English speaking,
and the economically disadvantaged can each
rightfully claim a target, share of education dol-
lars. Furthermofe; from the standpoint of state
and local governments, these-claims all com-
pete with the collateral need to meet costly
standards in such areas as sewage treatment,
drinking water quality, and transportation ac-
cess for the handicapped. All claimants cannot
be satisfied simultaneously. Under these cir-
cumstances, then, the sheer number of pro-
grams raises significant obstacles to implemen-
tation and compliance,'"

Finally; ease of enforcement also depends, at
least in part; on the character of the require-
ments themselves:

When the regulations are simple, vi-
olations are easy lo find and prove,
and compliance or noncompliance is
a matter of will more than of feasibil-
ity, then enforcement can proceed as
regulatory theory says it should. But

when the regulations are so complex
. that it is not clear what any particular
person must do to comply, when
noncompliance is not easy to.ern-
onstrate, or when there are any um-
ber of technical, and economic ex-
cuses for noncompliance, then
enforcement is a difficult and time-
consuming process; lf, in addition,
the .rules themselves are changing
continually in pursuit of an evolving
goal or in light of unfolding informa-
tion, enforcement ... becomes
impossible.""

.... .

,There are many instances in which specific
statutes Were enacted by Congress withoUt
much concern for potential pitfalls of imple-
mectation and enforcement. For example, in
adopting the , Clear! Air Act Amendments of
1970, a Congressional desire for dramatic ac-
tion led it to disregard possibke technical
ob taclesincluding the question of whether ,
nat nal air quality standards could be attained
un er even the best possible circumstances.279
Thus, the history of the prograM has been de-
scribed as an attempt to "implement policy be-
yond capability."2" Similarly, the Clean Water
Act required municipalities to construct for up:
grade) wastewater treatment plants to meet na-
tional water quality goals, and m e than $28
billion has been expended towar this objec-,
tive. Yet, many of the new plants b It have 161-
dom or never_worked as expected. Deficien-
cies in design account for many of these
shortcomings."' Technical difficulties also
have hampered the operation of lift- equipped
buses intended to serve the handicapped, and
the health planning agencies mandated by fed-
eral law have not been able to control hospital
costs.

Limited resources. The 4Scope'of the regula-
tory enforcement task also must be measured
against limitations on 'the resources available
to governments at each level. Agencies often

41t,do not possess eit :The personnel or the
funaing levelS neC (ssary to ,asSure fall
compliance.

Recognition ilhat this is a serious shortcom-
ing may come as 'a shodsto those who believe
that

;.

agencies arefederal bleated',with thou-
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sands of unnecessary, intervention-minded bu-,
reaucrats. Staffing for regulatory agencies did
more than Triple between 1970 and 1980, and
there was a more than six-fold increase'in posi-
tions with the agencies oriented toward social
(as opposed to economic) regulatory °Jac-
fives.2 "2 Still, the growth of national re onsi-
bilities has outpaced the rise in federal perSon-
nel in many regulatory areas. Sheer manpower
is one consideration; .expertise is another. A
shortage of technical experts, or a lack of ade -.
quate training, also has been identified as an
obstacle to federal monitoring and :enforce-
ment."3

To cite just one case, EPALregional officies.
have lacked ,adequate staff to authorize, re-
view,' and monitor state_ hazardous waste pro-
grams. In 1979, EPA officials indicated that the.),
would, require fro our to six times the num-
bjr of aides to carfS, out their responsibilities
effectively.144, Similar observations have been
made about staffing shortfalls for a/great many
other ,environmental, civil fights,' And health
regulation programs. And these shortfalls are
not surprising; given the, budgetary constraints
of the past half-decade as well as.the tradition-,
al Congressional opposition to enlarging the
federal work force.2$5' '

Like thelf national counterparts, state and lo-
01 governments also may be hindered in their
'efforts to Meet regulatory standards by a lack
Of adequate resources. In :a comprehensive
survey of five major programs, the GAO found
that state environmental agencies are plagued..
by staffing problems and difficulties in ob-
taining-iunding.",' Because of 'comparatively
low salaries, states catmot compete successfkil-
ly in, the marketpliCe for professional engi-

,neers. Consequently, pro am continuity is

hampered by high levels of turnover and staff
vacancies. Although Was ihgton proVides
grant funds to help implem nt many environ-
mental programs, uncertain ies about future
federal funding levels make program planning
'difficult. Furthermore, annual program grants
are often issued late, which'has sometimes re-
sulted in the termination (or threatened termi-
Ination) of state emploxees.

A lack r)f resources also has limited compli-
ance with the requirements oethe Education
for All Handicapped Children,Act. FL. 94-142 re.=
quired ihat an "appropriate education" be
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, made avai4Ie to all handicapped children by
September 1, 1978. However, a shortage of
funds nerided for personnel, *ace, and sup-
plies has been the principal barrier to full im-
plementation. Federal grants have been signifi-
cantly below authorized amounts, and most
state education funding is not increasing rapid
ly enough to serve all handicapped children in
the near future.287

Althoukh it can affect all state and local gov-
ernments, as well as Washington, a tack of exT
pertise is especially likely to be.a problem for
the nation's many small jurisdictions. For ex-
ample, the 1974 Safe Drinking Wate)- Act devel-
oped standards to assure the heithful quality of
public water systems However, compliance
with the requirement4, in thousands of cases,,
appears to be the exception0Matay of the viola.:
tors tre small systems, which often lack full-
time and properly trained operators.'" 'In the
same way, the development' of ne sewage
treatment plants by small corn nines has
been difficult, GAO found, beca e

the sewer district 'officials were pri-
manly local residents having little or
no sewer system expertise. Many of
these offNals were highly frustrated
by the lack of state and EPA help with
their construction efforts. Unfortu-
nately, state and EPA officials typical-
ly do not. have time to help small
communities.""

In some instances, federal and state agencies
have competed with each other for a. scarce
supply of expert personnel. The Office of Sur-
face Mining experienced some difficulty in fill-
ing many of its staff positions in both head-
quarters and regional offices. It solved this
problem, in part, by hiring away inspectors
from state strip mining control
states, not surprisingly, profested that they had
borne the cost of providing training,'but were
unable to match higher federal salaries?" oil

Political liabilities. Enforcement -also can be
hindered by political considerations; .The basic
problem is that, although the general objec-
tives of a program may be popular, ththreat
or imposition of sanctions almost universally is'
not. No onefrom the member of Congress to
the mayor and proverbial! "man in 'the



street'; es to hear that his or her communi-
ty, is about se education., highway, or
'health funds, although 'such grant cutoffs are
the most important form of regulatory sanc-
tion. -For this reason, there is an extensive his-
torical recojd demonstrating that such penal-
ties are 'very 'seldom imposed."' Neither do
most officials and citizens like to find them
selves ttireatened with fines or monetary dam-
ages, or to have their schools .or other public
facilities 'broUght under the Watchful eye of, a
federal judge.

Enforcement actions, then, often generate
poliical resistance -at every level.- First, it may
be,doubted that Congress itself always intend-
ed to be taken at its word in adopting tough
standards and'harsh penalties. To many legisla-
tors, a regulatory policy may simply be a sym-
bolic signal to those constituents who adyocate
a particulir cause;, to others, it may be nothing
more than.the return of'a favor to a colleague
for his or her .support on some other issue.
Given the political environment in which such
policies are conceived, .it is not surprising that
many, are not rigorously enforced."' -

Second, 'executive branch officials do not al-
ways have 'sufficient ardor forthe performance
of their assigned tasks. This chargé, at least,
was leveled in 'a study of Title IX. The Office of

rEducation, Fishel and Pottker concluded,

has demonstrated no real interest in
the' problem of sexism. -The strong
and close ties' held by OE officials
with various. parts of the male-
dominate education community has
probably been responSible for the
unaggresive perfprmance of OE."'

sThey also argue that top administrative officials
ave never regarded the mission of the Office

of Civil Rights to be "strict and total cornpli-
.ance with the law of the land," Rather, ".politi-
cal expendiency" has been the "guiding princi-.
pie" of OCR's operation,'"

A's a general rule, it is probably true that
agency personnel have' a stronger commitment
to /be" principal objectives Of their programs
than to the multitude of secondary goals added
on through crosscutting and other kinds,. of
new regulatory requirements. Highway offi-
cials, for example, -might reasonably be°, ex-
pected to be more concerned with building

and maintaining the nation's roads than With
worrying about whether contractors have an
appropriate race-age-sex-mix among their em-
ployees; or whether a new road might damage
an intere,sting archeological site, or whether
traftiaToids will addjOo 'air pollution, or if a par-
ticular state has, removed enough of its bill-
boards or is enforcing the 55 mph speed limit.
adequately. The simple fact, as OMB has
stressed, ig that requirements of these kinds
cornpeterith an agency's primary mission foie
limited amounts of time, manpower and,
funds.'"

Even when their, own personal commitment
'is strong, however, federal officials may be re-
luctant to adopt a stance as tough enforcers,
and there are good programmatic and political
reasons for not doing so. Because they depend
upon slate and local governments to achieve
their own agency's mission, federal regulators
need to maintain some kind of a working part-
nership. Harsh sanctions undermine the bonds
needed to make programs work'and, if they re-
sult in grantee withdrawal, can totally frustrate
the attainment of national. objectives. Mofe-
over, some pain is inflicted on those the feder-
al governmeritNntendect to help.:

Whenever a fiscal sanction is
imposed the individual program ben-
eficiaries. are the losers .... The par-
adox is, of course, that the grantor

,has ended up 1:linishing.the very per-
sops that it sought to aid through the
federal standards and their
enforcement."°

In the Clean Air and Clean Water Acts, as
.w II as other partial prkemption programs, fed-

-requirements arenacked by a dual Banc-
n. The threat of withholding funds is- tied to

federal assumption of state program imple-
mentation. Yet, .federal officials are 'reluctant
to take this step because

withdrawing federal aid plac'bs EPA-
officials in the, position of per-

forming pollution control activities
for the states when EPA is no better
equipped -with adeqUate resources
(furids and personnel) than the states
and is certainly ill-equipped to' deal
politically with either governmental
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or private polluters in the states. if
EPA officials had to carry out pollui
tion control and abatement for
,state, it would slow down. activities
both in the state and nationally, -be-
cause EPA officials would have to put
aside their own work to do the.
State's work,297

Similarry., the Department of kabor has re-
frained from being."tough" owtheistates ih ad-
ministering OSHA., in part because

federal officials sensed-that they
might need ostate'help to 'make the
program _work. Some state, programs
had acquired decent reputations for
effectiveness. If the' states did not
participate, it was not clear to OSHA
administrators thathey could extract
enough resources from Congress to
enforce th-e law vigorously.241

Perversely, as these comments Might imply,
the largepthe sanction, the more damage can
be ckme hence,.the !Os likely penalties are to
ke imposed. 'This same principle lies behind,
nucledr deterrence, and gives rise to what
some program analysts `describe as the "atom
bomb" effect.'" Initially,' the' 55 mph speed
limit law required the withholding of a// high-
way construction grants from noncomplying
states. In practice, the economic-and political
repercussions of such a funding cutoff would
be so severe 'that state officials regarded the
provision as an "empty threat." Still, it was a
threat they resented. GAO recommended that
enforcement.would be improved if the law
took a more cooperative approach,'" and the
penalty was in fact reduced in 1978. 1p the case
of the national health planning act, some states
appear to have gone. aldng with federal re-
cNirements simply to avoid losing public,
h4alth grants, but 'without making a real com-
mitrnent to the success of the program. For
this reason, Washington might be better off
encouraging, rather than coercing, state partic-
i pat Crin

In some instances, a fear of the political
backtash that could result-from tough enfoke-
mem actions has forced,program advocates to
tread lightly. This was the case in late 1982 and .

early 1983, when many environmentalists -7\
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who had often charged the Reagan Administra-
flan -with weakening the natural commitment
to anti-pollution rs opposed its threat to
impose sanctions under the Clean Air Act,
against hundreds of counties that had-failed to
meet air quality goals. The penalties prescribed
by the. law, which EPA viewed as mandatory, in-
cluded cutoffs of highway and pollution con-
trol funds ancr,a ban on new construction.
Many members of Congress and environmen-
tal group lobbyists contended that the admin-
Ntration's action was politically motivated, in-
tended to force a weakening-of time statute.30
The crisis was resolved in June 1983, when
William D. Ruacelshaus-twho had replaced
Anne Burford as EPA's 'administratorreversed
his pfedecessor's_ policy position."'

finally, federal officials, being political crea-
tures, cannot afford to ignore the possible im-
pact.of tough actions on their status and ca-
reers. Enforcement of school desegregatiun in
the North ran aground when the Office of Edu-
cation, in 1965, threatened to cut off grant
funds to the City of Chicago.As the story goes,
Mayor Daleythen one of the nation's most
powerful local political leaders -= threatened to
pull Congressional votes from the Highway
Beautification'Act (which was one of Lady Bird
Johnson's favorite programs) if the sanctions
were imposed.'" President Johnson barred OE
action, showing that

political pressure could be, used (by
and on the Presidenedown) to stop
desegregation efforts. School dis-

ts could push resistance to feder-
implementation outside the edu-

cation 'profession .... The message
was clear: ... if HEW officials did not
want to be burned, they were wise to
handle the northern and western
states with care and some
distance.'"

Two Saving Graces

As the foregoing account suggests, federal
regulatory efforts have been hampered by
Weak enforcement, which is itseff a product of
the magnitude and complexity of the task, 11m-
ited resources, and the political 'liabilities of
imposing sanctions. Partially for these reasons,



accomplishments have often fallen well short.
of specified national goals.. .

Two qualifications to this general conclusion
are in order, however First, at least from the .

standpoint of some observers, thOck of en-
forcement js the `saving grace" of the
intergovernmental regulatory system. Given
the multiplicity, excessive rigidity, and speci-
ficity of federal rules; enforcement shortcom.-
ings may be necessary and desirable.Aecause
Congress, bufeaucrats, and the courts seern tp
be inclined to over-regulation--and are 'o'ften
unwilling to review their handiwork to undo
past errors ----it may be jtist as well that the en-
forcement process is biased in the opposite
direction.

Thus, to Richard Cappalli, the "secret ingre-
dient" that long allowed the grant system to
function somewhat smoothly was the tacit un-
derstanding that many aid -conditions were
simply formalities:

In other' words, while everyone
"agreed" to comply with dozens of
grant-in-aid "strings," few grantees
were even remotely aware of the
terms and details of most of the fed-
eral mandates.306,

Similarly, most federal granjois left unread
much of the voluminous papesWork submitted'
for their review. The University of. California-
Riverside study of the impact of federal and
state' mandates on local governments also con-
cluded that

one of the coping strategies which
. local jurisdictions employ when

faced with the cost overload or
unpopularity of mandates is non or
partial compliance. In a number of
cases, the field associates reported
that the local govergment officials

A they interviewed were just not famil-
iar with the mandate. This experi-
ence. was true, of course, for minor
procedural mandates and for some
rather esoteric program mandates.
Some mandates were ignored be-"'"
cause they were considered obso-
lete: an example is the requirement
in one state that all dogs in the city .
be counted each year."' so

.,

In the late 1970s, however, thiS attitude of
mutual accommodation and acCeptance was.
dissolving. Congress, federal auditors, interest
groups, and the courts became much more in-
sistent on full compliance with the letter of the
law,3" This new insistence helps to account for
the simultaneous backlash against excessive
regulation and the growing clamor for regula- _

tory relief and reform. ,

A-second saving grace is that there is reason-
to believe that the'actual levels of compliance
are sCirnewhat better than the enforcement rec-
ord' might seem to suggest. It has been ob-
served that

-enforcement is of the sole means of
assuring complihnce with regulatory
directives. Businesses obey regula-
tions fpr a host of reasonsmoral or
intellectual commitment to underly-
ing regulatory objectives, belief in
the fitness of procedures that pro-
duced the regulations, pressure from,
peers, competitors, customers or
employees, conformity with a law-
abiding self-imagein addition to
fear nd punishment. It is a com-
mon ace that no regulatory com-
mand will succeed without substan-
tial-voluntary compliance.3r,

The general goals, if not the specific provi-
sions and procedtires, of many federal regula-
toryprograms are now widely accepted. Com-
pliance, then, does not require dose scrutiny
or each and every case; rather, it depends
upon a sifting- mechanisp to identify and pun-
ish the exceptional violators. Most people, for
example, drive at a reasonable speed and obey

rjds
speed limit laws as matter of sa ty and
consciencecoupled with fear of the cea-
sional speed trap. On the other ha , a na-
tional expekk<ce during the Prohibition era
showsand the effort to enforce the 55 mph
limit in some states indicatesrules that are
too widely flaunted cannot be enforced by nor-
mal regulatory mechanisms. "Like traffic laws,
regulations are seldom enforced," one analyst
has commented. Far from being "able to do
the whole job, regulatory agencies can do so
little 'that they must be ust d carefully if they
are to have any Afect. The first task must be
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to curtail the worst abuses, not wasting time
an unimportant issues ... ;9"

'if businesses can be expected to comply vol-
untarily with many regulations, a stronger pre-
sumption in favor of obedience must Lie
granted to most governmental jurisdictions.
After all, they are operi to political pressures
from the same voters and pressure groups that
influence national policy.,Indeed, in many,
cases, state 'and local governments pioneered
the' new wave of social regulation: Prominel
examples include California in air pollution
control, occupational safety and health, and
hazardous waste disposal; Massachusetts in
education for the handicapped; Minnesota in
water pollution control; New Jersey in health
care cost containment; and, West Vitittia in
surface mining regulation. Nearly all areas of
racial, mega, and set discrimination were ad-
dressed by many statetbefore Washington en-
tered the scene. For example, Title VII of the
1964 Civil Rights Act was closely modeled on
state fair employment practices legislation. In
other instances, ,federal rules and regulations
have oprAduced supportive constituencies,
which can be counted on to further the objec-
tives of national programs even in the absence
of regular enforcement 7procedures.Ajhus, ope
field study concluded that "it is otiVlous that
many mandates have been institutionalized
and the activities introduced by the mandates
would continue even if the mandate were.
withdrawn. ""'. As a consequence, the Reagan
Administration's policy of deregulation has had
very little impact on such.slates as New York:

Ciosscutting regulations, such as
those concerning discrimination, en-
virenmental protection, and safety
standards, are generally enforced by
the, state, not because of federal re-
quirements,- but because citizens

, support them. New York was in
many instances a model for the rest
of the nation during the years of Tn-
creasing federgulation and con-
tinues to regulate activity more than
many other states.312

The overall-lesson, then, is that state and lo-
cal compliance with federal regulations de-
pends in -part Pon the commitment of state
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and local officials, and the citizens they.repre-
sent, to regulatory objectives. Local political
factorswhich vary from program' to program
and jurisdiction to jurisdictionare largely be-
yond the control of federal agency administra-
tors.313' On the whole, federal regulators are ei-t
ther unable or unwilling to monitor
performante closely enough td assure adher-
?fence to federal directives. In some instances,
however, state and local compliance is prob-
ably greater than would be predicted, given
the limitations of enfprcement efforts.

CONCLUSION

Over the past decade or lr ire, the nation
has undertaken a new experiment i social pol-
icy, and entered a new stage in its
intergovernmental relationships. In the late'
1960's, and through at letast the mid-1970s,
Washington turned increasingly to ,programs-
based Upon the "stick" of regulation rather
than 'the "carrot" of financial subsidy in its
dealings with state and local governments.
Many new programs, especially in the areas of
environmental protection and civil rights, rep-
resented a sharp departure from past practices.

How has this effort succeeded? Generaliza-
tion is difficult, given the diversity of pro-
grams, but the foregoing discussion certainly
illustrates,a number of potential pitfalls. Regu-
latory implementation, as it turns out, is a de-
manding task for all concerned: federal
agencies, state and local governments, and the
courts. Many regulatory' programs, to -summa-
rize brrefly, tend to be overly detailed, poorly
enforced, and slow to get Off the ground.
Years may pass before statutory language is
translated into specific, enforceable-rules.
Agencies and the courts often develop inflexi-
ble, particularistic standards that provoke po-
litical opposition and promote litigatioh. Many
of the resulting rules, however, are never fully
implemented, Agencies typicially lack the re-
sources that would permit a close 'monitoring
of actual performance and lack the will to
impose tough sanctions on violators.

Consequently; almost no one is satisfied
with the final product. Program advocates,
while staunchly defending program goats,
Chalge federal, state, and local mismangement
and bemoan inadequate enforcement. State
and local governments complain about "nit
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picking" rules poorly suited to their own, of-
ten quite varied circumstances; protest against
the fiscal burdens of meeting federal require-
ments in an era of scarce resources; and chal-
lenge regulations that- violate areas of state
sovereignty or statements of legislative intent.
All parties agree that delays and uncertainties
hamper effective administration.

These observations signal a warning about
the possible limitations .of a regulatory ap-
proach to federalism. just as an earlier genera-
tion of implementation analysts discovered
that social problems cannot be solved simply
by "throwing federal money" at them, more
recent research indicates that "throwing rules"
at problems does not eliminate them either.
On the contrary, largely as a result of these ef,
forts, the old ideal of "cooperative federalism"
has too often been replaced by new patterns, of
attempted coercion and protracted conflict.
Thus, a new critique, rooted in considerations
of intergovernmental relations, must be added
to the already voluminous criticism of regula-
tory performance by economists, lawyers, his-
torians, the business community, activist
groupsand many, regulators themselves:

However, the diagnosis of these difficulties
does not easily translate itself into specific
remedies. Many economists, in particular, be-
lieve that most regulation should be replaced
with "market-like" incentive systems. How-
ever, it cannot be said with assurance that
intergovernmental regulation is any more
failure-prone than grants-in-aid. ,On the on
hand, efforts at coercion do seem to spas
high levels of resistance and to slow down the
implementation process. On the other hand,

the threat to impose sanctionsdespite all of,
the limitations described abovemay well as-
sure somewhat greater acceptance of 'national
goals than the more nearly voluntary strategy
of assistance subsidies.

Neither has, it been demonstrated that
intergovernmental regulatory programs work
more poorly than those administered directly
by federal agencies themselves. This is true
even though many impleMentation analysts
warn .against the extra confusion that can result
from adding, more participants to the imple-
mentation process. Again, a two-fold argument
is plausible. State and local involvement' may,
on the one hand, make program outcomes
more difficult to control. But, at the same-time,
performance may be better where the federal
government is able to enlist state participation
and take advantage of state administrative. and
fiscal resources.

What can be said, with some assurance, )s
,that many of the factors that spurred political
acceptance of intergovernmental regula-
tionidentified in an earlier chapter in thii
reportwork against effective regulatory pet
formance. Because of the strong political sym-
bolism involved gn faking tough stands against
serious social ills, and because the costs of
regulation are borne chiefly by state and local
governments or the private sector, legislators
often give too little 'attention to possible pit-
falls in program design. These weakpesses
generally become apparent d,yring the Imple-
mentation process. Coirfrontations - with
administrative, fiscal, technological, legat, and
political constraints can often be delayedr-but
they cannot be put off indefinitely.,
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Chapter 5

The impact of
Federal Intergovernmental Regulation oil

State and Local Governments:
A Review of Current Research

4

Mandating has been little studied
and only partially understood.'.

The underlying premise of preceding chap-
ters has been- that intergovernmental regula-
tion. is having an increasingly important-effect
on the policy decisions and operations of state
and local governments. This premise stems
from the growing chorus of complaints about
regulation by mayors, 'governors and county /
officials and from imwessions built up. piece-
meal by a host of separate program evalua-
tions. Unfortunately, the precise adrainistra-
live, fiscal and political effects of federal
regulations on state and local govemr.unts
have been subject to surprisingly little system
atic study." Only two ccupprehensive impact
studies have been produffd to date, although
several less intensive surveys and reports on
single jurisdiction's have been performed.

These pioneering studies confirm impres-
sions that intergovernmental regulations can
impose. substantial costs on subject jurisdic-
tions. Furthermore, they have produced a
more sophisticated understanding of mandate
impacts anti have issues deserving
more research.. The fin ings of these prelimi-
nary studies are reviewed in the course, of this,
chapter, and a variety of generalizations and
conclusions are distilled from them. In particu-
lar, available research indicates that:
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o There are serious obstacles to accurately
measuring' the fiscal costs of _federal
mandates.

o The nonfiscal effects, of regulation, includ-
ing increased administrative inefficiency,
reduced levels of governmenr services,
and the erosion of State
ment authority, may QLI
costs, of regulation, but th
not been fully catalogued a

o Individual mandates can hay
ing effects on different jurisdi

o Although the most serious i
from the combined effects of
quirements, a handful of new r
has been especially burdensome
year*.

o Few efforts have been made to as
benefits of regulations in a compre

nd local govern-
eigh the fiscal
se effects have
d measured.

widely vary-
tions.

cts result
ultiple re-
gulations
'n recent

ss Ole
nsi

rz

manner.
Local governments have found that stat
mandates as well as federal tines impose\
substantial costs.

Despite such findings, the limitations on cur-
rent research'are considerable. Existing studies
utilize different definitibns of what constitutes
a federal "mandate" and they employ very dif7
ferent analytical techniques, so comparisons
between the studies, can be difficult. Many of
the :*best reports 'foals exclusively on
estimating the fiscal costs of intergovernmental
regulation, devoting very little scrutiny to im-
portant nonfiscal effects. Moreover, most of
,111e impact studies examine only local effects,
devoting much less attention to the states.
Such factors led the authors of one pioneering
study to conclude that:

The mandate subject is bigger and
more complex than even we tvd
thought before beginning this re-
search. We commend the field to other
researchers, both practitioners and
theoreticians'.2

Additional 'I/Search surely is required, and the
research limitations that gave, rise to this'call
should be borne in mind.as existing studies are
reviewed.

THE RIVERSIDE STUDY.

Probably the most ambitious and influential
study about the impact of federal (and state)

A
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regulations on local government was per-
formed by Professor Catherine Lovell and her
colleagues at the University of California at Riv-
erside.3 This study was an exploratory effort to
define and survey the universeof federal and
state mandates in order to lay the groundwork
for future research. As might be expected with
a preliminarx.venture, questions have .since
been raisediblput various aspects of the study,
including its definition of "mandate," its enu-
meration of mandates, and its methodology for
calculating their expense. ,Nevertheless, its
findings have been widely cited in the
intergovernmental and regulatory literature,
and its conceptualization- of andate charac-
teristics has greatly influert ed subsequent
research.

Scope and Methodology of the Report
The Riverside study sought to achieve seven

ambitious goals in the course of its research:

o to construct a workable definition of
mandates; *

to develop a classification of mandate
types; .

ii to develop an inventory of federal and
'state mandates applicable to general pur-
pose local governments; ' .i

'0 to examine the fiscal impacts of federal
and, state mandates in ten local
governments;

o to develop a research model for assessing
mandate impacts;

o to explore options for mitigatii.ig mandate
s impacts oil local governments; and .,

o to expand knowledge about the mandate
issue.

In orde.r to assess/the total regulatory burden
on local governments and to permit compari-
sons, both state and federal mandates were in-
vestigated. A list of-federal mandates was de-
veloped through a search of the Code of
Federal Regulations. State mandates were cata-,
logued in five different statesCalifornia,
North Carolina, New Jersey, Wisconsin and
Washingtonusing a variety of state sources.

One city and one county were selected in
each of the five to turfy the- local impacts of
these mandates:' Fi ld associates were sent to
each jurisdiction to examine government rec-
ords and,to interview officials about the effect
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of a selected number of mandates. The re-
search fociised almost wholly on fiscal impacts,
although it also acknowledged thelmportance
of political and institutional impacts.

Mandate Definition and Typology

The Riverside study adopted a sweeping def-
inition of intergovernmental .regulation in car-
rying out its research. A mandate was defined
as "any responsibility, action, procedure or
anything else that is imposed by constitutional,
legislative, administrative, executive or judicial
action as a direct order or that is required as a
tondition of aid." By considering any condi-
tion of aid a mandate, this definition requited a
count of all program requirements associated
with every federal-local grant. It thus differed
from the definition employed by the ACIR icy

this volume, which focuses on newer, more.
coercive forms of intergovernmental regula-
tion. Using the broader definition, Lovell and
associates identified 1,259 federal mandates,'
althoughmany particular jurisdiction was affect-
'ed by only a portion of this number.' Of this
total, 223 mandateslwere found to be direct or-
ders and 1,036 mandates were conditions of
aid.

Unfortunately, the study provided no listing
of these mandates ngr any specific examples of
each kind. This makes it difficult to ascertain or
evaluate the method/used for translating the
substailce of federal, regulations into numbers
of mandates.° However, an independent re-,,
view of some of the raw data compiled for the'
study raises unsettling questions about the va-

lidity of the mandate inventory. For example,
the relatively streamlined Community Devel-
opment Block grant Program was considered
to entail 32 separate mandates, while the high-
ly complex Clean Air Act was said to-comprise
only nine. Curiously,-General ReVenue Sharing
was'coded as promulgating five separate direct
order mandates. Crosscutting requirements
like Title VI of the Civil Rights Act and environ-
mental impact statements' appear to be
counted separately each time they are men-
tioned 'in the regulations of individual pro-
grams. In fact, Title VI is counted once as a
general requirement applying to all HEW as-
sistance programs and again as a requirement`
of specific public health programs. Such irreg-

1

ularities suggest that the authors' caveats con-
cerning usage of the mandate inventory are
well advised and should be considered during
all subsequent analyses based upon this data.

Although there are problems concerning its
estimation of the number of federal -require-
ments, the Riverside study did develop the
most sophisticated conceptualization of man-
date types found in the impact literature. This
typology is reproduced in Table 5-7. Most fed-

, eral 'mandates were found to 'be procedural
rather than programmatic in character. That is,
they pertain to reporting, accounting, and per-
formance procedures' rather than a require-
ment' that a certain activity or program be es-
tablished. Seventy-six percent of them were
vertical, in applicationdirected at "only one
function, department or -program." The re-
maining 24% of federal mandates were classi-
fied as horizontal, .which apply across-the-
board. Although smaller, this latter category
was found to have, grown most rapidly in re-
cent years. In terms of origin, 96% of federal.
mandates were deemed to derive from regula-
tion while 3V-stemmed directly from statute,
Eighty-two percent were classified as condi-
tions of aid compared with 18% direct orders.
Approximately 75% of the conditions of aid,
were promulgated by only three federal enti-
ties: HEW, HUD, and EPA. Many direct orders,
however, were traced to independent
agencies. t

On some of these dithensiqns, federal regu-
lations appeared to differ sharply from patterns
found among state mandates. Such differences
may have been illusory to some-extent, reflect-
ing variations in the sources used for
compiling state and federal regulations., As-
suming this was not the case, however, only a
fraction of federal mandates was found to ema-
nate 'directly from statutes, while 80%, of state
Mandates were statutorily derived, Moreover,
95% of state mandates were classified as direct
orders, compared with fess than a fifth of fed-
eral ones. In addition, the states examined in
the study had an average of 683 mandates, or
approximately fialf the calculated number of
federal ones. However, the states varied widely
in their numbers of mandates, ranging from a

of 1,479' in California to a low of 259 in
No if arolina." (See Table.5-2.) 411,

The numbers of both federal .and state man-

1G4
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J., .

Table 5-1
CfttrIbutIon of Federal and State.Mandates, by Type,

Application, brioin, Vehicle and Function

Federal
Percent Number Percent Number

- State

TYPE t.:*

Program 9.9 125 5.4 183
Quality . 5.6 71 4.0 137
Quantity 1.0 12 1.1 a 38

Procedural
Reporting , i 4.4 '*; 12.5 158 -15.8 539
Performance '36.7 463 38.7 . 1322
Fiscal . 12.5 147 11.6 397
Personnel -. 9.5 I 120 8.6 '297
Planning and Evaluation 6.1 77 2.6 90
ReconkLeping 4.5 57 3.5 118

Constraint .

Base 'Q.3 1 3.0 , 101
,

Rate 0.1 1 4.0 138
A .

Expenditure Caps 131.0 , 1.5 - 52 ,

TOTAL 100.0 12551 100.0 3415

METHOD OF APPLICATION

Vertical 78.3 .981 _ 91.2 4 3114 .
Horizontal. - 23.7 299 8.8 300

TOTAL ' 1 .0 1260 VO.0 3414

..*

ORLGIN ,

Law 1.3 41 1 80.0 2739
Executive Order . . -, 1.1 14' N., Crl 4
Administrative Regulation 95.6 ' 1205 18.8 641

TOTAL , 100.0. , 1259 98.9 , 3415

VEHICLE 'OF, APPLICATION
, .

Direct Orders 18.0 223 95.7
..

3268
t" Conditions otrAid :82.0 1036 . 4.3 147

` TOTAL 100.0 1259 100.0 3415
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Ta 6fe 5-1 ,(coritinued).
Distribution of Federal and State Mandates, by Type,

Application, Origin, yehicie and Function

Federal State
Percent Number Percent Number

FUNCTION

Agriculture 0.1.
Community Development 28.2
Community Scion*** 3.6
Education 6.3
Enviromnent 7.9
General Government 18.2
Health 26.2
Public Assistance 1.4
Public Protection, 2.6
Reireetion/Culturily 0.8
Transportation 3.0
Ganiral Regulation. , 3.9

TOTAL.

1 2.7 '92
35, 5 10.9 373

45 '1.2 42
80. a '4.8 165

100 5.8 198
204 34.4 11713 4
330 12.3 419

. 18 3:1 107
33 ,, 11,2 383
17 1 ' 8 , 80
38 4.6 157
13 7;1 243 -

100.0' 12341 100.0 3415

I Tiles* totals were incorrectly Hefei! as 1260 in the Riverside report.

SOURCE: Catherine H, Lovell, et al., Fedora! and Slate Mandating on Local Govirnmonts: An Exploration of Issues and
impacts (Rlyerside, CA: Graduate School of Administration, UniverSity di California, Riverside), 1979), p. 2.

-Table 5-2
Federal and Slate Mandates, by Coondftlons of Aid,

Wool Orders' and Applicability

FEDEPIAL STATE
Juriodiction Conditions of Aid Meat Orders Conditions of Aid Direct Orders.

APPOcabil

Cities
Milwaukee, WI 498 '-
Winston-410m, NC ; 527

lympia, WA 254

Trenton, NJ 562

San Bernardino, CA 601

Counties

Dane County. WI 566

Guilford County, NC 455

Thurston Coanty, WA 217

Somerset County, NJ 414

Orange County, C41 647.

Non.
IPPOcabla

'536

507

780

t72
433

489

579

817

620

387

Non- , Non- Non-
Allifiddbio spOcebte "Appliorbte optic:set)) Apptiosisie mapticable

115 100 ' 20 0 :: '574 i 58

173 42 10 Ost 2230 28

O
.

93 122 83 14 340 es

32 163 7 0 . 499 25

133 82 7 17 528 923

\\126 89 15 5 491 141
a .

133 82 10 0 174 75

55 180 ea 11 337 71
,

26 189 7 0 515 9

88 7 18 5 1151 300

sr-,
SOURCE: Catherine H. Lovell, et al., radars! and State Mandating on local Governments. An Exploration of loaves and impacts (River-

side, CA: Graduate School of Administration, University of California, Rivirside, 1979), p. 82,

b.
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dates have grown ,rapidly in recent years. The
1411growth rate of federal regu 'o increased,

markedly after 1960, with` the per) d of fastest
growth occurring between 1971 and 1975."
Since that time, the rate f increase showed
signs of slackening, althou total numbers
continued to grow.

Analysitof Fiscal Impacts

The core of the Riverside study was devoted
to attempts at comprehensively assessing the
fiscal impacts of state and federal mandates on
focal governments. A great deal of empirical
research and conceptual theorizing was devot-
ed to this' end. Nevertbeless,j)te authors
stressed that their researchs,waS limited and
tentative and that their findings were not
"definitive:"12
. According to the authors, the most serious
problems encountered in the study concerned
difficulties in measuring actual mand stk
They, observed that "ther'e is a wide gaifte-
tween ... data needs ... and data availabili-

"13 For example ten different ,categories of
dict. and indirect program costs affecting lo-
cal overnment were identified, but Many of
these oulcl be estimated only roughly."
study di make progress in conceptualizing
real costs of mandates, but tliTs tended to corn-
plic4te the task of easurement even further:
For example, e stu distinguished between"
true mandate co is and actual extditures on
mandated activities. Frequently, portions of a
mandated activity were already being per-

,

per-
formed by a to the imposition
of the mandate. Thusi as reasoned that
such "prior costs" should not be attributed to
tifer mandate. Even if prior costs are subtracted,
however, a jurisdiction might have moved to
perfojrn certain mandated ctivities independ-
ently, whether the regulation had been
imposed or not. Therefore, true mandate costs
should be equal only to the difference be-
tween current expenditures on Mandated ac-
tivities and the abstract or "preferred" level of
spending on those activities, which would oc-
cur in the absence. of any mandates. This, of
course, is highfrskubjective. Moreover, the full
costs of any mandate'are registered only when
there is full compliance. this is lacking, then

, full compliance costsbyond any existing

. .
expendituresMust be estimated along with
preferred costs. ,

.

In response to these serious difficulties, the,
Riverside study undertOok substantial efforts
to simplify the task of assessing mandate costs.
Field researchers in the ten jurisdictions did
not attempt to produce a measure of all man-
date costs for each government. Instead, they
focused, on only a' selection of mandates in
each jurisdiction, ranging from 38 mandates in
Somerset County, NJ, t25 in Milwaukee,
WL15 Moreover, different mandates were ex-
amined in each jurisdiction, Some, researchers
focused on the mos xpensive requirements
while others chose a broad variety of them.
Similarly, an economic miDdel for analyzing
mandate impacts developedyn Chapter 4 of the
study subsumes only direct orders rather than
the full range of mandates.

Given 111_of these limitations, no dollar esti-
mates of mandate costs,were presented in the
stir-ay. The researchers reported being "un-
comfortable about their accuracy.": Howevel.,
a variet of other .fiscal impact data was ..
presented.

MANDATE EX URES

Among jurisclicaions, man at we judged
to impose widely differin costs. Estimates of 'N

*combined state find- fe eral mandate costs
r nged from 10% of total local expenditures, in

e jurisdiction to 85% of localexpenditures in
another." State mandates w re found twee-
quire at least some local fundi a greater
paecentagf of cases than did federal mandates,
bu1 the authors warned t a t comparisons be-
tween state and federal n and'ates should be

de ca0i,ously.
rprisingly, local governme is we_ re judged

to 'ay a portion of mandat costs more fre-
.

entiy for federal conditio of aid than for
federal direct order mandates, althoughthls
patter varied among assisted functional areas.
(See ble 5 -3.) There wer also differences
reported betweef counties a d with cit-,
les reportialk payment of mandate costs in a
taller perceritage of cases. In making theSe
payments, local governments relied almost to-
tally on general ,funds: In particular, general
funds were used exclusively to pay for federal
horizoptal mandates of all varieties (See Table
5-4).

q
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Table 5-3
Funding sources for MandatesAli Jurisdictions Combined

n percent)

QUESTION :WHAT ARE THE SOURCES OF FLINDiNGFOR THE MANDATE.?

FEDERAL

Local Interwlirernmental

Number of
Responses

er..

Fuiter
Special
Fund'

Wow
Foe*

Fodor&
Kinds'

Melia
Funds' Other'

Direct Orders 341941 trit 5% 47% 5% 4% 75
Condit ona apt Akt 45 1 0 49 4 1 191

STATE

0111411 Orders 74 5 7 5 7 '2 - 451
Conditkins of Aid 43 0 14 21 14 14

TOTAL 61 4 5 21 2 f31

'Entries represent perc.enteks response frequencies for each category of funding. If a mandate was funded from more than, one source,
each source is counted as a aopersite region's.

SOURCE; Catherine.H. Lovell, it al.,' Fedora! and State Mandating on Local Governments: An Explorationof lisues and impacts (River-
side, CA: Graduate School of Administration, University of asliforn1a, Riverside, 1979), p. 162.-

PRIOR COSTS

The 'Riverside authorS emphasized that the
preceding mandate expenditure data can only
be interpreted properly in light of the, level of
niendated activity a jurisdiction would volun-
tarily perform and its degree of regulatory
compliance. They, found that, .prior to the im-
position of federarrhandates, the jurisdictions
studied were not performing the mandated ac-
tiyity at all in slightly over 'one-half bf the .

cases. In over one-third of the cases, local gov-
ernment& reported performing the mandate
fully be ore its imposition, and in-the re-
maining cases there was.partial fulfillment."
Program mandge activities were much more
likely to have been performed prior to imposi-
tion of the 'federal regulations than procedural
ones. However, patterns of prior activity varied,
greatly among different jurisdictions and be-
tween functional' areas., N..

PREFERREDCOSTS

Since many mandates were not performed
fully in earlier-years, it is not surprising that lo-

cal governments reported that they would
. spend less on many mandatedactivities if the
mandate were eliminated, Respondents indi-
cated they would spend less on 68% of the fed-
eral direct order mandates and on 34% of the
federal conditions of aid.17 In both cases he
number of respondents yvilti,ng to spend ore
was virtually nil. Again, these findings v rigid
somewhat among different types of mandates
and among functional areas. }n particular, fed-
eral 'horizdntal mandates were deeMed to be
the least popular variety.

COMPLIANCE,

The authors found the degree of compliance'
with federal mandates to' be "substantial but
far from complete."" Adherence to federal di-
rect orders was judged to be the most ccbm-
plete, with full compliance found in 64% of

'these mandates." Federal conditions of aid, on
the other hand, had a poorer record of full
compliance than any dther state or federal
mandate type. In nearly one,fifth of these

,..cases, nonadherence was reported. However,
full o'r substantial adherence was reported in

N, 1 6 S
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Table 5-4
Funding Sources for the variougi Mandate Types

(in percent)

QUESTION: WHAT ARE THE SOURCES OF FUNDING FOR THE MANDATE?

Mandate Type

Local Intargovernmantal

Ortormag
Fund

Spacial
Fund *

Dear
Fee*

Federal
Fund!"

, State .

Funds* 9 Mar*

FEDERAL DIRECT ORDERS ,,,"--
Vertical Program -44% 1,7%

*
0% 8% 33% 0%

VertIcal Pnocodural 44 19 7 23 7 0

Alf Vertical i
,44 13 . 6 20 13 ., 0

s
horizontal Program 700 .. 0 0. 0 0 0

Horizontal Procedural 100 0 0 0 0 0

All Hort ZoMal . 100 0 0 0
.

0 . . 0

434
All Program . 53 13 0 7 26 0

All Procedural 53 17 6 20 5 0

Ali Types 59 15 5 17 10 0.

FEDERAL CONDITIONS OF AID

Vertical PA:foram ,.. 85 0' 0 15 0 0

Vertical Outinlity & Duality 50 0 25 25 0 0

Verticap Procedural 47 4 1 37 11 0

All Vertical . 50 3 L 35 10 0

Horizontal Program 100 0
...

0 - 0 0 0

Horizontal Procedural 100 0 0 0 0 0

All liorisontal 100 0 0 , 0 0 0

All Program 91 0 0 9 Q Q

All Procedural a 52 3 II , 34 10 0

All Typos 1,, se 3 31 9 , ,0
I

STATE DIRECT ORDERS

Vertical Program 58 17 28 0 0 0.

Vertical Quantity S Gitliall 86 0 14 0 0 0

Vertical Procedural 79 4 5 7 5, o

All Yank's! 78 5. S 5 5 0

Horizontal Program di 8 24 a 3 0

Horizontal Procedural 74 5 5 10 5 0

All Horizontal > 55 8' 17 7 4 0

All Program
All Procedural

59,
79. .

10
4,

25
5

4
7

2
5

0
0

All Types 77 5 5 7 4 0
r

STATE CONDITION111/ AID
-

Vertical Program 50 0 50 0 0 0

, Vertical Quart*, & Duality 50 0. 50 a 0 0

Vertical Procedural 50 27 0 7 - 7 0

All Vertical 58
?1

10 5 5' 0

All Program ,, 50 0 50 0 0 0

All Procedural 80 27 0 7 7 0

All Type. 58 21 11 5 5 0

TOTAL

Vertical Program 80 11 13 7 9 0

Vertical Quantity S Duality 70 0 23 7 0 0

Vertical Procedural ea its 4 ,1 17 7 0

Horizontal Program 71 4 18 4. 2 0

Horizontal Procedural 88 2 2 5 ,,1 2 0

All'Horlsont el 79 3 10 4 c 2 0

All Program 65 8 18 6 8 0

All Procedural 88 5 4 17 7 0
Au types 88 8 5 15 8 0

I.

Number of
Reaponses
,

12 44
43
55

.

3
8

11

V
15
51'
ea

13
. 4
170
157

15
24

22
185
211

15
7

329
354

33
19

51
348
408

2 a
2

15

19

2

15
19

.. 45
13

557

45
42
87

90
599
702

Entries represent perciontage response frequenclas. If a mandate was funded from more than one Rourc, each source Is counted as s

separate response,

RC CE Catherine H 'Lovell, at al., Federal and Stale Mandating on Local Govarnments: 41 ExpOrafion of laauss,and impacts (River-
side, CA: Gradual. School of .Admirrieratkm. UnivaryJN of California, Rivarsida, 1979), p. 187,

1
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Table 5-5
Degree of Compi ance with MandatesAll Jurisdictions Combihed

(in percent)

FEQERAL

Direct Orders:
Cinidiflons Of Aid

STATE

Direct Orders
'onditions of Aid

QUESTION: HOW WELL IS THE MANDATE BEING PERFORMED?

*Not It ell* Minimally

TOTAL

4%
\ 18

7
8 k

10

Number
of

Substantially* Completely* Responsis

5% 26% .84% 85:
6 41 - 33 221

2 32 59 474

4 32 56 25

4 30 56 781

"Entries represent percentage response frequencieS.

SOURCE:Catherine H, Lovell, et al.. Federal and State Mandating on Local Governments: An Exploration of Issues and
Itnpacts (Riverside, CA: Graduate School,,of Administration, UniVersity of California, Riverside, 1979), p. 188.

most of the remaining cases. (See Table 5-5.)
Among juriSidctions, cities we judged to
have better records of compliance with federal
mandates than,counties, but again, compliance

`levels varied substantiAly betWeen functional
areas.

Conclusions

Thee authors of the Riversicie study con-
cluded that:.

There'are significant fiscal impacts
.*" of mandates on local governnients,

and ... these impacts have political
arid institutional as well as fiscal
importance,"

Unfortunately, they deyoted little attention to
such political and institutional consequences
of intergovernmental regulation. Even a basic
inventory of important nonfiscal regulatory im-
pactS was omitted from, this report. -Concern-
ing the fiscal effects of 'mandates, however, the
authors emphasized several findings,

O the relatively greater impact o mandates
on cities than on counties;
the significance of 'the impact of horizontal

fS

fi

mandates in comparison with more tradi-
tional vertical mandates;

o the differential impact of state and federal
mandates;

o there are substantial differences in man-
date impacts among the various functional
areas,,

o mandaYes have added to the cost of local
government and have altered, substantial-
ly, the activities of local goyernments.",

In Closing, they recommended the develop-
ment of a mandate monitoring mechanism that
local governments can adopt to track the costs
of new mandates imposed on them.

THE URBAN INSTITUTE STUDY

A second influential study of the impact of
federal mandates on local governments has
been prepared by Thomas Muller .and Michael,.
Fix of the Urban 'Institute. Their work on "The..
Impact 'of Selected Federal Actions on Munici-
pal Outlays" was developed as part of a broad
study of economic change and federal regula-
tion conducted by the Joint Economic Commit-
tee of Congress."
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The Urban Intlitute (U1) study had certain
features in common with the work conducted
by Professor Lovell and her 'Colleagues at the
University of California, Both, studies focused
almOst entirely on the fiscal impacts of federal
mandates, examining these effects across a
range of different loCal jurisdictions. On the
other hand, the 111 study was less ainkiitious
than the Riverside study, particularly in tees
of conceptual orientation.. Rather than at-,
tempting to define and .in'entory the entire
range- Of state, and lotai mandates, it looked
only at a handful' of tederal intergovernmental
regulations in a few communities. Having se-

' lected a much narrower piece of the regulatory
terrain, the Ul\study attempted to assign actual
dollar costs to federal mandates rather than in-
dicate only, general and relative fiscal effects.

Scope and Methodology \
Despite its attempts, to distill concrete_ cost

estimates for federal mandates, the Urban In-
stitute study is most appropriately viewed a an
exploratory...or illustrative investigation of fiscal
impacts.< In the authors' words:

The report should not be consid-
ered a definitive examination of a
very complex issue, but rather an ini-
tial step which provides insight, into
the magnitude of the problem.15

.This admonition stemmed from several major
limitations on the scope and methodology of
the study.

To begin with, -wily six federal "mandates".
wee examined in the body of the study, al-
though a few program specific conditions were
discussed near the end of the report. These six
were the Davis-Bacon Act, the Clean Water
Act, the Education for All Handicapped Chil-
dren Act, the Bilingual Education Act, the 1976
amendments 'to the Unemptoy/be, t Compen-
sation Act of 1974, and the requi meats of
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Ac of 1973
pertaining to transportation systems. Th se six
were chosen because they had been iden ied
by local officials as notably expensive or intru-
sive.26 In addition, the authors selected these
programs in the belief that local. costs .attribu-
table solely to federal actions would be !via-.
tively easy to measure in these ,instances.27 In
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contrast, federal intergovernmental regula-
tions that were not considered highly expen-
sive were excluded from examination. Certain
other federal requirements generally deemed
expensive or intrusive, such as the Clean Air
Act and OSHA, were also excluded from the
study because of difficulties in' measuring the
costs imposed. In fact, the authors discovered
in the-course of their research that the costs
imposed by the Davis-Bacon Act were very dif-
ficult to ascertain, io this program was not in-.
cluded in the .study's fiscal "data. Apart from,
these criteria, little attempt was made in this
report to conceptualize or carefully define the
universe of federal mandates. t

Like its sample of regulations, the sample of
jurisdictions studied n the UI report was limitrt
ed. Regulatory imp is were examined in six
municipalities:' Bur ngton, VT; Alexandria,

NA; Cincinnati; OH; Dallas, TX; Seattle, WA;
and Newark, Ni. One countyFairfax, VA.
was also included in the sample. In selecting
these seven jurisdictions, the authors sought,
to ensure some variation among them in terms
of population size, regional localion, tax rates,
and per capita income. NeVerthelesS,'7-the.
sample was not a fully representative one The
average size of the jurisdictions selettept was
3941,000 inhabitants. Only one, Burlington, VT'i
fell below 1,00,000 in population. Partly be
cause these were , large and Medium size
communities, they received above.average lev-
els of federal assistance Compartist with Ameri;
can cities as a whole. Henceilthey probably ex-.
perienced a greater incidence of regUlatory
impacts then the average American city. As the
authors admitted, ``caution needs to be exer-
cised in relating results from the selected juris7
dictions to others in the nation."2

,A third limitation associated with the find-
ings..bf the UI study stems from difficulties\ in-
herent in the task of measuring cbsti associ-
ated with federal regulaion4. 7Certain
problems exist regardless of the number of
programs or jurisdictions examined. Mandate e

expenses, above and beyond whttelaPfity would
costs' are appropriately defined rernental

spend on an activity in the absence of a 'federal
requirement, Such incremental costs can only
be aPproximared, although-the Ul researchers
employed a variety of methods to estimate
them. City records and documents were exam-



.ined. City officials were interviewed in person
and by telephone to discuss their air nditures
on the activities in question and to, estimate
what might be spent independently of federal
requireinents. The authors also sought to sup-
plement government officials' subjective eval-
uations of "preferred costs" with trend data on
expenditures' in order to compare expenses
before and after the imposition of a' mandate.
Thus, vvhilethey were cognizant of the difficul-
ties involved in accurately measuring: incre-
mental regulatory costs, the authors argued
that the expenditure figures produced In-their
Study were conservative estimates of total man-
date costs." --in particular,. they attempted to
measure only direct costs and excluded 'indi-
rect costs like overhead and administration:re-
porting and data collection cos,s, etc." By the
same token,' however, no attempt was made to

4 estimate the benefits that might be associated
with federal mandates.

Findings

,With these caveatS in mind, the UI study re-
ported three major sets of fincOngs and :.a num-
ber of lesser.ones. The most signikantfinding
was that federal requirements .111Kose "sub-
stantial" costs on local governinentgf31 The au-
thors estimated that the requirements studied
imposed an average of $25 per -capita in 1978
on the jurisdictions Oudied." 'This, they ob-

served, was roughly comparable to the amount
of funds received by these jurisdictions under,
GenergiXevenue Sharing." Comparing these
manafte'costs to the amount of federal aid re-
ceived by these communities as a'Whole, the
authors estimated that the local costs of these
federal requirements amounted to approxi-
mately 19% of the total federal aid received."

As One might expect, this overall cot was
not attributable evenly to each mandate.. A sec-
ond important finding was that different feder-
al mandates impose very different costs on re-
cipient jurisdictions. Overall, the Clean Water
Act was by far the most expensive. In 1978, it
imposed an estimated total of $27.5 million in
annual operating costs on the seven jurisdic-
tions studied, plus annual capital expenditures
of $83 million." (See 'Table 5-6.) The second
most expensive program was found to be the
Education for all Handicapped Children Act (PL
94-142)." This imposed an estimated $19.2 mil-
lion in operating and construction costs on the
jurisdictions examiner!. In',some
such as Burlington, VT, and 'Fairfax County,
VA, the costs attributable tp this requirement
were even judged to outweigh the fiscal impact
of the Clean Water Act. The least expensive
Mandate included in this stUdy was.he appli-
cation of unemployment coMpe,psation re-
quirements to local communities. This was es-
timated to cost the seven jurisdictions studied'
alotal of $927,000 in 1978.

Not only do different federal regulations

Table 5-8.
Local Annual Costs of Meeting Selected Mandates

(In millions)

Clean
Water

Act

,

. -

Education Access
of Unemployment for

Handicapped Compensation Handicapped
Bilingual

Education Total

Operating Costs $27.5 18.7 0.9 0.5 4.1 t1.7
Capital Costs $ 8.3 0.5 0.0 1.1 0,0 9.9,

Total Costs $35.8 19.2 0.9 1,8 4,1 61.6

SOURCE' Thomas Muller and Michael Fix, "The ImOact of'Selected Federal, Actions on Municipal Outlays," Government
iRegulationg Achieving Social and Ecchomio,Balance, Vciume 5 Of. Special Study on Economic Change, U.S.
AnCongrees. Joint,5conomc Committee (Washington;;DC:'U.S, Government Printing Office,11980), p. 368.
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An
Table 5-7

ual Cost of Mandates IkSelected Jurisdictions
(per capita)

Burling-
tan
.

nati Dallas
Fairfax
County Newark Seattle

Clean Water Act:
Operating 114.81 $12.20 $4.83 $7.72 $31.42 $4.68

Capita it 5.47 2.95 1.26 4.95 5.44 2.18

Educating handicapped:
Operating ..... 9.28 1.67 0 1.92 22.58 6.32 3.67

Capitall .... . ... . .02 1,56 0 .27 2.24 Aq '.04
Access for handicapped:

Operating - 2NA .1.10 .91 0 2NA 2NA .31

Capitalt` .95 Ot 1.41 .03 . 1.27 .77 .02

Bilingual education:
Operating 0 0 .48 1.07 8.95 2.05
Capital

Unemployment
compensation:

Operating .90 .90 .85 .05 .23 .46

Davis-Bacon ACt 3Yes .77 3Yes 3 'yes

Total:
Operating 31.41 6.00 18.32 8.79 39.06 51.51

Capital

'Cumulative capital $ivtlays amortized over 20 years based on 6% rate of borrowing to facilitate comparisons among
jurisdictions.

2Not available.
3The Davis -Bacon Act tar' created'an effect in this jurisdiction but the effect could not be quantified.
'None ht 1978 excekt for Metro.

SOURCE: Thomas Muller and Michael Fix, ":Thelmpact of Selected Federal Actions on Municipal Outlays." Government
Regulation: Achieving Social and Economic Balance, Volume 5 of Special Study on Economic ,Qhange, U.S..
Congress, Joint Economic Committee (Washington, DC: U.t. Government Printing Office, 1980), 388.

impose distinctive average costs on local gOv-
.ernmehts, but their individual and cumulative
effects vary enormously from one jurisdiction
to another. This third important firiding is
made a bundaritly evident in Table 5-7. As
measured in this study, the total fiscal effect of
federal mandates varied from an estimated cost
of $51.50 per capita in Newark, NJ, to a low of
$6.00 per capita ih Burlington, VT. To help
place these figures in some perspective; Table
543 shows local 'regulatory costs as a percent-
age of federal aid received by each 'jurisdic-
tion. Although the relative rankings`of jurisdic-
tions vary somewhat between 'Tables 5-7 and
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5-8, this reflects differing levels of federal aid
received by various communities.

The extraordinary geographic range of fiscal
effects is duplicated when individual mandates
are considered separately. The Clean Water
Act, for example, imposed substantial costs in
1978 on Alexandria, Cincinnati, And Newark,
but it had no fiscal effect on Burlington be-
cause that.city had constructed advanced waste
water treatment facilities before the federal re-
quirenient was even imposed. The Education
for All Handicapped Children Act had signifi-
cant effects on Alexandria and Fairfax County
because of prior state policy concerning silt-
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Table 5-19

federal Mandates as a Percentage of Total Federal Aid
Received by Separate Jurisdictions*.

Altman- Burling- w r. Incin-

dris ton nail t Dallas Fairfax

11.3% 9.0% p.8% 15.4% 46.0%

Mean

Mandate Cost 18.9%
as a Percent
of Fodeial aid \

Newer* Seattle

32.2% 15.2%

Based on assumptiowthat all local capital outlays are met by long-term debt. Bacausef difficulties in ottalping fedtpar:-
aid rand mandate data for the same years, percentages are only awl:0)(0114o. ,1SOURCE: Thomas Mule"' anti Michael fix, The impact of Selected Federal. Actions on Municipal Government

Regulation: Achieving Social surd Economic Balance, Volume 5 of Spotlit! Study on Economic Change, U.S.
Congress, Joint Eoonomlc COmmittee (Washington, DC: U.S. Government erinting office, 1980); p. 388. .

cial education in Virginia.. Cincinnati was little
affected, however, because it already was ac -,
tive in this field. In fact, the federal require-
ment was jud-ged to. have "impeded local
spending" on educational construction prioje
ects for the handicapped in Cincinnati.36

CAUSES OF DIFFERENTIAL IMPACTS

Altogether, four explanations were devel-
oped in the Ul study to explain the differential
impacts of federal -'requirements on various
communities. Prior activity was one important
factor. Frequently, jurisdictions which' are al-,

reidy actively" engaged in providing mandated,
services will, be less affected by federal pre-
scriptions. The examples of Burliniton and
Cincinnati already- cited illustrate this -point.
Such local activismInay also be the product of
pre-existing state mandates' or financial
assistance.

Other factors that contribute to variations in
the magnitude of mandate impacts include lo-
cal demographic characteristics. Substantial
differences in the "ethic composition of stu-
dent populations in Cincinnati, Dallas and
Newark helped explain the diversity. of costs
incurred for bilingual education.. A communi-
ty's fiscal health was yet another differentiating*
factor discovered in the study. Hard - pressed
cities may be forced to lay off workers,'which -

results in added unemployment compensation
costs. A final factor affecting. mandated costs
identified by Muller and Fix was compliance.
At least in the short, term, the degree to which

Si

a jurisdiction complies with federal require;
ments may substantially affect its fiscal burden.
According to the authors:

A city can usually postpone,with
relative impunity, the implementa-
tion of a wandate by relying upon a

'number of delaying tactics, including
costly legal challenges."

Other Findings

Despite this last observation, Auller and Fix
concluded that compliance rather than non-
compliance was the general rule in the
communities they examined. They note(' that
"in most cases ... local governments appear to
cooperate closely with federal agencies."" Al-
though- the focus of their study was on fiscal
impacts of federal intergovernmental regula-
tion; the authors alsO touched on several
nonfiscal impacts in the course of their report.
In the case of Fairfax County's experience with
bilingual education regiilations, for example,
local opposition to the federal Mandate ap-
peared to have been prompted as much by re-
sentment over federal interference, with locally
preferred educational methods as by,the regu
latory costs imposed. Bilingual education regu-
lations required Fairfax to instruct non-English
speaking students in their-native language u-ntil
they attained a level of fluency`in English. Be-
cause it contained many' groups of foreign stu-
dents, often with obscure languages, Fairfax
preferred'to continue using its established
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"English as a second language" approach
instead.

Conclusion

.Given the difficulties inherent in distilling
valid estimates of Ow costs of federal regula-
tions, even on a modest scale,. the Urban Insti-
tute's researchers advised that the mandate
cost estimates developed in their study should
be viewed as illustrative but not precise."
Nonetheless, the study found that federal i.eg-1
ulations can impose "substantial" costs on lo-
cal jurisdictions: In addition, the demonstra-
tion that mandate impacts vary widely; is a
valuable, if not .unexpected, finding that
should be recognized in all serious disCusions
of the topic.

ADDITIONAL, DATA Cp*OARINc
REGULATORY EFFECTS

IN MULTIPLE JURISDICTIONS,

The Urban Institute and Riverside stu les
constitute the most intensive efforts to as ess
the fiscaleffects of federal regulations over a
range of local jurisdictions. Many" of the re-
maining studies have examined mandate im-
pacts on individual communities and thesewil)
be reviewed. shortly. Given the great variations
in impacts foUnd in the UI study, however,
these independent analyses may have only lim-
ited relevance to the nation as a whole.

This gap has been partially filled by several
additional sources on regulatory effects in mul-
tiple jurisdictions. Between 1975 and 1977, the
,Commiss.ion on Federal Paperwork attempted
to ascertain the fiscal and administrative costs
imposed on state and local. governments by
federal red tape. Two years later, 'the General
Accounting Office conducted a brief investiga-
tion of .the impact of several crosscutting fed-
eral requirements on a few different communi-
ties. The most current information on the
effects of federal mandates can be
from recent Membership surveys'conded by
the National Association of Counties (NACo)
and the National League of Cities (NLC). These
organizations sampled their members' views
on a limited number of federal requirements
during the course of developing recommenda-
tions for the federal Task Force on Regulatory
`l e# by Vice President Geor$e BuSh.
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Although neither of the local government sur-
veys attempted to describe the effects of man-
dates in detail, they did provide a useful indi-

r cator of the range of local government
objections to federal regulations.

Reports of the Commission on
Federal Paperwork

In the mid 1970s, the Commission on Federal
Paperwork undertook a major evaluation of the
burdens imposed by federal administrative re-
quirements. 0Although the Commission con
centrated much of its effort on paperwork re
quirements in the private sector, several 'of its
36 volumes addressed important aspects of
federal regulation of state and local govern-
ments. One study attempted to assess the ad-,
ministrative costs associated with selected reg-
ulations in a sample of subnational
jurisdictions. Other reports examined indiv.id-
ual mandates in specific functional fields.

PAPERWORK IMPACT - ANALYSIS

The principal.Yolume concerning the effects
of federal 'paperwork on state 'and local goy-.
er'nments was performed on behalf of the
_PaperWork Commission by the Academy for
Contemporary Problems." This study at=
tempted to measure the "noncore" costs of
federal paperwork at both the state and lo
levels of governmentthat is, those expense
above and-beyond the level a jurisdiction
would incur if performing a task in the .absehce
of federal requirements. Whenever possible,
desk audits were used in an attempt to, meas-
ure the time actually spent by employees in
fulfilling paperwork requirements.

The Commission-Academy study estimated
that the paperwork costs associated with feder-
al programs ranged fforn 1% to 10% of grant
program outlays." In dollar ..terms, the esti-
mated costs of paperwork were plafed, at $2 to
$5 billion annually, not including costs pasSed
on by state and local governments to of r
persons and entities. However, pape rk
costs were found to vary -considerably from
program to program." In particular, the per-
centage of program costs devoted to adminis-
tration was found to vary-Vnversely with
program size-L-ranging from a substantial pro-



portion in.smallerprograms to a moderate per-
centage of larger ones.

As the wide range of cost estimates suggests,
measuring the fiscal burden of federal adminis-
trative requirements was not a simple or pre-
cise task. In fact, 'methodological difficulties
led the authors of this report to employ two
very different ,methodOlogies for assessing
paperwork impacts, producing somewhat dif-
ferent cost estimates. At the local level, a
sample of six municipalities and nine counties
was selected for further study. Data was col-
lected on five different federal progfams
overall, but no more than two programs were

_examined in any one community. Of the pro-
grams studied, two were block grants (CETA
and CDBG)-, one was a formula categorical
grint (urban highways), and one was the Cen-
sus Bureau's data collection survey. Only one
program (wastewater treatment) was 'among
the group of new intergovernmental regula-
tions, that is the subject of this ACIR, volume,
and this program was studied in only one
community.

The methodology used to study paperwork
costs at the state level was very different. Rath-
er than utilizing program audits in a sample of
jurisdictions, adminiStrative costs were dis-
tilled from a detailed analysis of the California
state budget, supplemented by a Texas Welfare
Departtnent analy4is 'of reporting burdens in
health and welfare programs. Consequently,
federal paperwork costs differed somewhat
the state portion. of the report. The California
budget analysis produced an 'estimate of "fed-
erally induced administrative costs"those re-
sulting front federal administrative require-
mentsof $546 million in FY 1978.44
Extrapolating this to the nation-as a whole
would place,Ifiederally induced administrative
costs at $6,5 pillion among the states alone, a
figure that contrasts sharply with the acade-
my's 'overall estimate of $2-5 billion in
paperwork costs for all subnational govern-
ments." This discrepancy reflects the budget's
overstatement of federal paperwork and ad-
ministrative burdens by including Certain
administrative tasks that would be ,performed
in the abSence of a federal requirement.

On the other hand, research by the Texas
Department of Welfare suggests that the feder-
al government seriously underestimates the

i7paperwork burden it imposes on the states, In
/ the health and welfare area alone, the actual

time required to complete federal reporting
forms was three times longer than that esti-
mated by federal officials."

The above findings were supplemented by
additional Paperwork Commission re arch on
individual regulatory programs and, specific
functional ,areas. For example, the Commis-
sion's study of equal employment opportunity
programs found that completing a single
EEOC form cost state and local governments
$5.3 million annually.'" In education, the Com-
mission observed that reliable -data on
.paperwork costs had not yet been developed,
although a group of private schools put the
cost of federal red tape ai $47.00 per student."
Based on the entire range of studies, however,
thawinost important effects of federal reporling
and paperwork requirements a eared to be
administrative rather than fisc nature. Du-
plicative, ccepeting and unnec sary require -.
ments were found to impose a range of nonfis-
cal costs, including inefficiency, confusion,
and poor program performance." In one case,
federal regulatory preemption led to "sous
incidents of unnecessary fradioacIttel expo-

- gur" that might "not have occurred" under an
earlier state program."

In short, several reports by the Commission
on Federal Paperwork highlight numerous
prOblems with this facet of federal intergov-
ernmental regulation. Although most of the re-
ports focus 'on programs beyond the scope of
this study, and despite methodological prob-
lems encountered in measuring the fiscal costs
of federal paperwork, the study as a whole
helps to illuminate' the magnitude and scope of
federal administrative requirements.

s-

NACo Survey on Federal Regulation

The National Association of Counties re-
leased its survey on federal regulation in early
1981. This was a highly focused report in terms
of both the number of jurisdictions sampled
and the type and number of federal regulations
examined. Seven counties, differing widely in
size and geographic location, were asked to se-
lect the ten most burdensome requirements af-
fecting them from a list of 59 crosscutting fed-
erak aid requirements identified by OMB. The
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-1 Figure 5-1
Rankings of Most Burdensome Federal Crosscutting Regulations by Seven Counties

RURAL COUNTIES URBAN COUNTIES

Faulk, SD Preble, OH Dade, FL

Ten Most Burdensome Crosscutting Requirements (Ranked)

1 Davis-Bacon 504 Handicap Davis-Bacon

2 Citizen Participation NEPA

3 504 Handicap

4 Cost Principles
(FMC-74-4)

5 Reporting Require-
ments (A-40)

6 hsh & Wildlife
Coordination

7 DOC Directives on
4Statistics

4 Uniform Administra-
tion (A-102)

9 Audit Circular
(A-73)

10 NEPA

Architectural Barri-
ers Act

Executive Order
11246

Davis-Bacon

Cost Princjples
(FMC-74-4)

Audit Circular
(A-73)

Notificati n & Com-
ment flIhiPS)

Work Hodrs & Safe-
ty IStandards

\
Civil Rights Act of

1964-Title VI

504 Handicap

Age Discrimination

Cost Principles
(FMC-74-4)

,NEPA

Notification & Com-
ment (A-95)

Joint Funding
,(A-111)

Two Most Burdensome Socio-Economic Requirements

1 Ddvis-Bacon 504 Handicap Davis-Bacon

2 504 Handicap NEPA - 504 Handicap

Montgomery, 'MD

National Environ-
mental Policy

504 Handicap

Relocation
Assistance

Uniform Administra-
tion (A-102)

Cost Principles
(FMC-74-4)

Historie Preserva-
tion

Notification & Com-
ment (A-95)

Summit, OH

Relocation Act

Uniform Administra-
tion (A-102)

Cost Principles
(FMC-74--4)

Davis-Bacon

Civil Rights Act of
1964-Title VI

504 Handicap

Executive Order
11246

Architectural Barri-
ers Act

Privacy Act

Freedom oNnfor-
motion

, .

National Environ- Civil Rights Act of
mental Protection 1964-Title VI
Act

504 Handicap 504 Handicap

SUBURBAN COUNTIES

Travis, TX

Davis-Bacon

Civil Rights Act of
1964-Title VI

Intergovernmental
Personnel Act

Notification &
COmment (A-95)

Uniform Adminis-
tration (A-1'02)

Freedom of Infor-
mation

Privacy Act

Davis -Bacon

Racine, WI

504 Handicap

Davis-Bacon

Uniform Relocation

Notification & Corn-
men

Civil Rights Act of ,.
1964-Title VI -

Hiltortc Preservation

Executive Order
11246

Executive Order
11246

504 Handicap

Civil Rights Act of Davis-Bacon
1964-TitleV I

SOURCE: National Association of Counties, "The Effects of Crosscutting Requirements on County Government," nemorandum (Washington,
DC: National Association of Counties. February 19, 1981), Table A.
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sample counties were then requested to illus-
.

trate specific problems and positiVe features,
associated with such mandates and to suggest,
potential reforms.

The results of the NACo survey provide
useful complement: to studies on the fiscal im
pact of federal regulations. As expected, th
sample counties resented the, costs imposed by
federal mandates. The "heavy financial bur-
den" and "excessive costs" associated with the

`Section 504 and' Davis-Bacon requirements
were singled out for special attention." How-
ever, -the NACo study placed even greater em-
phasis on the nonfiscal consequences of man-
dates, particularly their effects on local
governmental processes and decisionmaking.
The "enormous cumulative burden" of federal
crosscutting requirements was said to frustrate
effective implementation of program goals and
to distort local priorities. "Most importantly,"
concluded the INACo study, these require-
ments "confuse the recipients' management
process," raising "serious questions [about,
theirl true benefits.".2

The seven, counties surveyed differed some-
what in their overall selections of problem
mandates. However, more than half of the to-

ticular agreement that the costs of .retrofitting
existing facilities and vehicles, in order to pro-
vide equal access%to handicapped users, would
be prhibitive." On the other hanoeveral jur,
risdictions replied that the 504' requirements'.
contained useful standards for constructinv
new facilities.

The Davis-Baton %Act also was said by several
counties to "significantly increase costs"' in
federally assisted conduction projects." Dade
County, for eiample, estimated that construc-
tion costs were 5% higher for federally assisted
projects covered bypavis-Bacon than for local
projects unaffected ,by the Jaw." None of the
respondents identified any useful attributes of
the requirement.

While .criticisms of NEPA included cost' as'
one factor, delays and administrative burdens
imposed by the requirement appeared to be
more serious. One county' complained that the
requirements of the Act were so cortiplex that
it had.'spawned a "consultant empire" to ac-
commodate them. Another argued that NEPA
was "viewed as an opportunity for citizens to
delay necessary projects."" Yet, the .purpose
of the act was generally supported, so long as
its procedures could be streamlined. One

tal universe of 59 crosscutting requirements ,. county even reported having adopted the con=
were not identified as especially troublesome cept in evaluating one of its own, non-federally
by even one county. (See figure 5-1.) In addi- funded projeCts. In other areas as well, re-
tion, the responding jurisdictions showed con -' (-. spondents tended to object to the specific pro-
siderable agreement in selecting two most cedures and the. cumulative weight of cross-
burdensome requirements. The Se n 504 - cutting regulations rather than to their general
handicapped regulations were identified six intent. , )

of the seven counties as one of 'the two mo
burdensome socio-economic requirements
(see Figure 5-1). The Davis-Bacon Act was
placed in the same Category by four counties, Two addiponal surveys of local owls`.
while NEPA and Title VI of the 1964 Civil Right views toward federal intergovernmental regu-
Act were selected by two countiesleach. lation were conducted by the National League
Among the purely administrative regulations, of cities (NLC) in late 1980 and 'Carly 1981. The

i.three counties each selected the A-95 methodology used in these _surveys was very'
coordination-process, the FMC-7-741-4 cost prin- different Rim that employed by NACO, how-
ciples requirements, or the A-102 uniform ever. Rather than focusing din in-depth evalua-
administrOve requirements as. the most bur- tions of mandates by a select group of jurisdic-
denso 'procedures. tions, 'thb NLC surveyed more generalized

Indivi al complaints 'about specific man- ,Nttitudes toward mandates among a broad
dates dealt MI both adininistrative obstacles doss-section of city officials.
and concerns about costs. Section 504 was The primary NLC survey was' conducted, in
called "enormously expensive" by one county, the fall of 1980. Of the 1,601 NLC members
which argued that its costs resulted in reduced who-received questionnaires, 928 responded."

services for all other citizens." There' was plir- Three Major questions were .asked concerning
eft

National League of Cities' Surveys
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4 Table 54
2 Assessing the Relative. Costs and Benefits of Federal Regulations:

. City Officials' JRi kilkIng or 21 Rkuirrents
(in percent)

4

EDEFIAL REGLIIJI-
TION,traniaitt

in ordpr of relative
pared cost)

RELATIVE TOTHE PUBLIC

40.

Reason-
able

Percept
WOW*, Clutter
atteeted- low

OD SERVED, THE COST IS'..

Somewhat Much too
high , high

t

Rot
sure

Envlion!nental Impact'
rehear, process re-

quirements

Bus dasIgn & pro
* curements require-

movie

41 A

IV
'Maritiewater treatMent se

reoulientent

INN* educationler-
i.;t, quirementa for

. cipl population
groups .

Contractor & subcon-
tractor reOuirernents,

.,Accessibility require-
mints tit handi-
capped persons

Uniform reldpatIon
assistance recital"-

mint,
Occupatk;aal Sifety
& Health Act require

. manta "4/*

Highway design It
construction require

Ira
isfleoultements for ur17:
ernplOyrnint compen-

Station tor ellip
employees

Alf rthig"-"fiefeketl;
requirements

4% 24%

28 is 8

30

58

,

r.

5

r

784 5

32

38

21

A.

31

25

21.



Table5-49(continue49

Assessing the Relative Costs and Bar efts Federal Regulations:
City MSc laW Ranking of 21 Requirements

(in'percent)

il
'RELATIVE TO THE PUBLIC QOOI SERVED, THE COST IS ..,

FEDERAL REDULA.- Percent
TION (ranked ,',' f'

in order of relativa of chile, Quite Reason- Somewhat Much too Not
perceived costY, affected idw s able high highI sure

Small business
minortti-Owned bUsl-
nese procweiriertije-

quirements -:

Accounting, setidfpng,
repo, rig & evs44s- _1

:37

43

tion pr 'Muria a; re-
qu rasirtteH#

Pi wining roost's. t

re-
quireminte for ,

xatioue Peogfarna

bl . - 7

Safe drinking aiatitr. ,....,

requirements ik,'Ilf0-
81 11 . 47

bcedures .

Nondiscrimination Or
affirmative action re-

quirements

89 13 48

Airport construction 50 50
& operatiohs require-

mints

Historic preservation
requirements * pro-

csdores

iniMum wegi Ian
uirentents

71

ti 51 '

Fl disaster pro-
action requirements

07 13 51

Citizen participsticin 92 20 49
,VA* publiehoaring

procedures

20"

15 2

15

23 18

22 17

23 11

8

23 12

21 10 5

21
)

9 0

dr°UWE: National League of Cities, "Municipal and Program Survey," unpublished tabulation Washington, DC: National
League drf Cities, 19814 pp: 8-8.
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federal regulations. They sought to determine,
what proportion of cities were affected by.21
federal mandates, mayors' evaluations of the
relative costs and benefits of these mandates,
and their general assessments of the goals and
imptementation of federal requirements in
general.

/- Essentially, the regulations identified by NEC
_members is too costly (relative to the benefits,
derived). resemble the lists of burdensome re-
quirements compiled by Nico and others. The
Environmentar.impact Star ement process
quired by NEPA was identified as lo costly"4,
by the greatest Orcentage of respondents, fol-
lowed closely by :design requirements affecting
federally assistearpurchases of new buses.. (See
Table 5-9). Federal regulations concerning
water treatment facilities, the education of spe-
cial students, and prevailing wages in canstruc-p
tson projects (Davis-Bacon) were among the
five requirements deemed unreasonably costly
by local officials.

On the other hand, certairo federal regula-
tions were judged to have low or reasonable
costs compared to the public benefits derived.
Citizen participation, fitiod protection, mnii=
mum wage requirements, historic preserva-
tion, and racial nondiscrimination require-

, meets were all included in this category. in
fact, eight of the 21 federal regulations in the
survey were judged to have "low" or'reason-
able" costs by a plurality.of responding city of-

. ficials. Moreover, only two regulations stand
out as being inordinately expensive relative to
their peFceKed public good: the environmen-
tal impact? view and bus design requir-
,ments, although Davis-Bacon and the Clean
Water Act nearly fall into this categoty also.
These were the only cases in which a greater
percentage of NIC members judged regulatory

. costs to be "much too high" than judged them
to be "low" or "reasonable" (see table 5--9

Many of these findings were reinforced in a
subsequent survey of city officials. undertaken.
by the National League of Cities in the winter
of .1984. The views of 600 citrofficiais were sur-
veyed to determine which Kegutations they be
lieved most urgently .required. alteration by .the.
.federal governmept. Many of the same re-
quirements were identified as burdensome as
in earlier surveys, although the ordering of
regulatory bu?dens varied somewhat; The five
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requirements identified as most in need of al-
teration in this survey were: wastewater treat-
ment, envirenmental impact review, Section.
504, safedrinking water regulations and air
pollution control, requirements." As ,-in the
earlier .survey, uniform relocation, historic
preservation and flood disaster requirements
wele near the bottom of this scale of urgency
(see Table 5-40).

Apart from variations in assessments of spe-
cific regulations, local Qpinion toward fedbral
mandates overall, tends to be strongly negative.
.This general antipathy may riOlect'the cUmula-
tiite impact of multiple federal 004uirements

Table 5-10
Now City Officials View

U.S. Regulatory Programs

QUESTION; ''How important Is that the ad-
minIstration act to alleviate the
burdens caused by present fed-

-.eral regulations or requirements
on the following subiegts?"

4, Percent Saying
Urgent or
'Important

Wastewater Treatment 86
Environmental Impact

Review 80
Accessibility fqr the

Handicapped 77
Safe. Drinking Water 74
Air PollUtion Control 70
Occupational Safety

and `Health 68
Prevailing Wages 68
Nondiscrimination or

Affirmative Action 64
Public Education for

. Special Groups' 58
,Flood Disaster Protec-

tion 56
Historic Preservation 58
Unlorm Relocation As-

sistance 49

SOURC9E: Based upon Clint Page, "NLIC Surveys Mem-
' As on Federal Rules," Nation's Cities Week-

ly, April 0, 1981, p. 10.
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Table 5-11
Overall Evaluations of the Fedora Role In Regulation

(In percent

Agree in most
or all cases Depends

Requirements result from the federa l
government playing an inappropri-
ate role** 40%

My municipal government does not
have the resources (money, time,
know-how)'to comply 39.

Federal agency implementation la inef-
fic4ent, Making compliance diffl-
quit . 65

Thgefederal government goes too far in
specifying the means of achieving
mandated objectives

The mandated standards are
unrealistic 50.

The basic goals and objectives of the
mandates are detirable 48

36%

30

23

51 . 27

4
Disagee In moat

or all cases

19%.

#

27

6

16

12

15

" Percentages do 1 total 100% across because some failed to reply.
Original emphasis.

SOURCE: Based upon National League of Cities, "Municipal Policy and Program Survey," unpublished tabulation
(Washington, DC: National League of Cities, 1981).

and opposition to the nonfiscil consequences
of federal regulations, neither of 'which were
expiLcitly measured by survey questions deal-
ing with the Costliness of individual mandates.
Thus, 65% of respondents believe that federal
agency implementation of mandates is general-.
fy inefficient, compared to only 6% who main-
tain it ..is, usually efficient." (See Table 5N.)
Fifty pekent believe that, federal standards are
not realistic most of the time, compared to
12% who believe They usually are. Forty per-
cent of responding city' official% believe that
he federal mandating role is inappropriate in

most or all cases, while 19'4, belieVe that it is
generally acceptable.. On the other hand, the
basic goals of federalbreguations received con-
Siderable apprOyal from local .officials! Forty-
eight percent of those responding character-

ay.

ized regulatory goals as generally desirable,
while only 15% considered them unwarranted.

The General ACcounting Office Report
to Senator Roth

In an unpublished letter report to 'S'en.
William Roth\V-DE), the U.S. General Account-
ing. Office. attempted a modest evaluation of
the.irnpact of several crosscutting federal regu-
lations on selected Inca, govern'ments.`%1 This
12-PSge study was' a very brief exploration into
feder_at. administration clicrosscutting, regula-
tions in five policy areas-i-Dayis-Bacm),,citizen
participation, environmental im,pact, equal em
phyment opportunity and equal delivery of
services. Unforturately, the study iricluded
grant specific ..requiremOts as well as truly
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crosscutting ones, and regulatory implementa-
tion was examined ont?kin four cities: Albany
and Schenectady, NY, and Norfolk and Virginia
Beach,, VA. Nevertheless, two valuable points,
conceit-ling the local impact of these regula-
tions were made.

Fi the GAO examiners found that cost es-
timat of the fiscal impact of federal regula-
tions oyld not' be attempted in these in-
stances. Most of the necessary data were not
collected by -local governments in the form re-
quired, they said. Moreover} where cost esti-
mates yere generated, the MO deemed them
unreliable for use."

The GAO examination also concluded that
'local program officials generally "did not view
the requirements as major-stumbling blocks to
grants management."" Marty had already
"learned the ropes" and found that federal
funds paid most of the _compliance costs. Also,
'since program administrators dealt only with
requireineqts attached to individual programs,
they were able to avoid many of the cOnflicti
among the total array!oi regulations applying
to federal programs-as a whole.

STUDIES OF 'MANDATE IMPACTS ON
"SINGLE JURTDICTIONS

All of the preceding studies attempted, to -a I
greater .or lesser extent, to compare the effects

'--of federal mandates. in several different jurfs=
dictions. In addition,' some research has been
conducted on the effects of federal regulations
i-n single . jurisdictions. Like the multijurisdic-
tional studies, these efforts vary greatly in their
approach, sophistication, and scope.'' Some
have attempted to measurl the actual dollar
costs of selected mandates in a community,
while others have been more impressionistic
attempts to identify a few particularly buaden.,

fserrKa requirements,

'The New York City, Research

The most detailed and widely disseminated
analysis, of mandate impactS on a 4ingle juris-
diction was undertaken by the New York City
Budget Office during.1979 and 1980 under the
direction of Mayor Edward Koch. The New
York Budget Office attempted to determine
the actual costs imposed by a variety of state
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and federal regulations, and some of the re-
sults were highlighted in a speech given by the
mayor in January 1980."

Although Mayor Koch's speech focused on a
few "increasingly draconian mandates" passed
in recent year's, the budget office analyses im-
plicitly assumed a very broad definition of.
intergovernmental, "man-If/ate." Both state and
federal regulations were examined, including
court decisions and grint-specific' regulitory
requirements that fall beyond the scope of this
ACIR study. _Of a total 47 mandates identified
by New York City in1980, more than half were
derived from state rather than federal require-

,menks." Other regulations, such as air and
water' pollution requirements, were classified
as joint federal-state mandates since they de-
rived from state implementation of federal
standards. Only 11 regulations in the NYC
study were cohside red clirect federal ,man-
dates, 'jacking 46y; Mite, pirtiCiPatitirt" 'sSaMe
of the'most troubleiome c0-t,hese lest two
gioups fall within the scope1.4f intergovern-
mental, regulations being studied in this
volume.

REGULATIONS ON THE HANDICAPPED

Department of Transportation regulations
designed to implement Section 504 were the
most costly federal regulations afieding New
York City." In particular, the cost of providing
accessibility for handicapped individuals was
estimated to be $1.3 billion in capital costs dur-
ing the next 30 years, plus $50 million annually
in operating expenses..t!..1-maddition; 5,750 bus-
es would have to be made accessible during
this period." These changes were designed to
improve transit service to a potential ridership
population of 23,000 persons in wheelchairs
and 110,000 semi-ambulatory persons. The city;
however, maintained that these services could
only be pro%'ided at the expense of 5.3 million
persons who Currently use the.transit system
daily.70

Federal regulations concern'
tion 'handicappedichildre
fenged in the Ne-sit Yo
is responsible fo

he educa-
e also chal-

udy Because the -city
public educatiOn, Fla

94-142--the Educators for. MI Handicap
Students Act-requires that it' provide a "free
and appropriate" education to all children.



This has forc:\ad rapid increase in special edu-
cation spending, which rose 112% between
1975 and 1981t reached an estimated total of
$278 million by 1981, of which $12 million was
federal aid." In contrait, total spending on e(k
ucation rose only 18.6% during this: period,
largely due to the increase in speCial educa-
tion. An additional $33.5 million in atchitectur
al modifications was estimated ((I result from 4

Section 504 requirerriemts to enhance access, of
handicapped students to elementary and sec-.
ondary education: Another $1 Million will be
required to' remove architectural barriers
city colleges anOmiversifies:". Although these
costs are iinpresive, the New York data ;does

' not adequately aistinguish between the special
education costs attributable wholly toefedera
regulations and the portion of total,c0s,the
city would. undertake independently.'

isbIENVIRONMEtkiAl. REGULATIQNS

Two federg environmental regulations also
were singled out by Mayor Kqch a imposing
unreasonable burdens on New York City. One
involves the operation of the Clean Water Aa.
The federal government requirek plants to be
built and operated at the secondary treatment
level, which the city has done. However, the
cify'Miintains tWat it is unnecessary to operate ..

at this level year around in order to meet pre,
scribe4. Water.qtelity standards, Operating at
this higher.leVel'allyear. wilt cost the: city an es:-
timated $10 rnilliOn in 1981 for whsat is de;
scribed as an unnecessary level_ of Water.

: I 7

Anoter federal envikonmental mandate will
halt New York City's practice of dumping sew.
age treatment residue ("sludge ") into the
aean.74 Because nd long term alternative is yet
available, the city is required to construct a
landfill site for sludge on a temporary basis. Al-
though, federal grang will cover 7S% Of: the.
capital costs of landfill -construction and state
aid will pick up an additional portion, this sys-
tem is estimated fo cost the city $41 million in
operating expenses and $31 million in capital
.casts .during 1982 and 1983." This ,compares
with.current anntial- costs of twOrtillion for the
oceanll dumping program. Opce a permanent
sti-iategy, for safely Ilisposing sludge is 'devel-
oped, this \vill haet to be adopted, and. the
temporary landfill will be abandoned." ,

Fairfax County

In 1978, the Board of Supervisors in Fairfax
County, VA, commissioned a:brief staff report
on the fiscal effects of estate and ifederal man-

. 'dates on county firiances.?1 As in most other
*Suiles, the definition of mandates utilized in
the study was very brbad.. Programs .examined
included an array of intergovernmental regula-
tionSOncluding adminsiSrative and program re-
quirernents attactlid,th specific federal grants
and cotinty services required under,. Virgini".
law and the state constitution Although dollar
figures' were aSsigned to various intergovern-
mental ,regulations, there is no way to assess
their, quality, Cost, Otirriates made -1;)y various,
departments.were s ireply compiled with liUle
narrative; dlscusSlon of actual versus pre
ferred 'costs: Full compliarife also aFipearedio

Ebe assumed in mast Cases.
Amoing the most significant federal mandtes

affetfing the FairfixXounty budget were the
Clean Aar :Act, the',Clean Water Act, and the '
Civil- RiOts Aqt of 1964. The estimated cost qt
these regulations rnged from appro.Iirnately
$3 million under the)Clean Water Ad to an 'es-
tirhated $79,000 for implementing civil rights
requirements. Other ma,ior programs identi-
fied by the county as expensive :"mandates".
were the. Social SeCuriti Act, which required
$3,7 million in employer contributions for
workers covered by the act, anddmipistratiYe
and Matching costs required undermpc ancl
the Title XX social service grant progran.".

The Fairfax study also fisted federal require- 400k
merst-affecting the Fairfax County. BoaPd of Ed-
cation. The most expensive eduOtional regu-
ions were special education services"' and
anded access to handicapped. students re-

quired under PL 94-142 and Section 504. The
costs resulting from these requiremetits were
placeti at $15.1 million in operating costs fpr'FY,
1978 and $2.8 million in construction outlays.
Other fiscally significant items included feder-
ally required levels of bilingual. education,
costing $980,000, and. Title IX sex discrimina-
tion regulations, civil rights reporting require-
ments, and compliance with OSHA regula:
tions7--each estimated to cost $100,000 per'
year.'

Overall, federal mandates were estimatect,to
impose $15.8 million in additional costs on

1 8 4
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Fairfax County government, equal to approxi-
matefy 3% of the county budget. Additional
funding equal to 40% or 45% of this figure was
provided by federal grants under these pro-
grams. However, this figure does not include
all of the programs just discussed, since those
which required a high degree of voluntary par-
ticipation on the &unty's part were deleted
from the total?,

By way of contrast, *ate mandates wereesti
mated to total 35.6 million in Fairfax County' in
FY 1978, or approximately 7% of the county
budget. State aid and reimbursement on thpse
programs provided alt additional 20-25% f d-
ing for these ,progrants. As in l ew York, w
ever, the relationshkp,between federal
state mandates is frequently Complex. Certain
mandates which aPpear to local governmeht to
emanate from the state may ultimately be
traced to federal regulations or grant require-
ments imposed upon the state. For example,
operating costs for air picolluticm scrubbers in-
stalled in Fairfax incinerators result from state
regulations and are identified by the county as
a state mandate, although the state regulations
in this instance apparently were prcimpted by
tederal air quality standards. ,

Jar4sville

A final, very brief sketch- of regulatory
pacts was provided in an impressionistic Rudy
of federal regulation in Janesville, WI. In 1979,

the U.S. Regulatory Council commissioned a
free-lance journalist to ascertain people's
viewstoward regulation in a typical small city,
and a short anecdotal survey was produced.
The bulk of federal regulations t xarnined af-
fected the private sect° but a few were
iatergovernmental 'in ch cter.

For example, AanesVille offioials criticized
,'the Safe Drinking Water Act for Mandating ex-,
cessive, inflexible to ling and public notifica,
tion,-pr.ocpdures."`Necessary procedures were
already being carried out by the city, ,they
rvintained.. In addition, the, city was con-
cerned- about forthcoming regulations gay-
eining the monitoring of industrial efflitents In

"the city waste water treatment plant. It
preferred to monitor these effiLierits centrally
and trace ploblems once 'detected, rather than
1?egin can a, plant-by-plant basii. The prospec-

.
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ti'Ve -regulations were estimated to cost the city i
$50,000 to $60,000 annually. "' Another probletn
regulation involved state administration of the
Highway Beautification Act. An attorney in
voied believed that state administrators had
imprgperly deClared, a billboard illegal in order
to avoid paying compensation fees forte bill-
board removal, as required under fede4 law.

Apart from such federal-state .regulations,.,
several wholly state mandates Were touched .on
also, affecting both the local public and private
sectors." In additions certain program specific
requirements were discussed in the study,
such as citizen participation and planning re-
quirements 'attached to a mass transportation -
grant.

STATE 'IMPACTS

The studies just reviewed all dealt with the
effeCts of federal (and state) mandates on local
units of government.
ments can also be se

owever, state govern-
usly affected by federal

regulations. Although this topic has been s
ject to much .Jess research than local kegul ry
impacts, a few studies do concern thrl sta e ef-
fects of federal regulation. One is a st dy Hof

state implementation of federal-state environ-
mental programs. A second examines the costs
of several federal regulations in higher educa-
tion., including state colleges and universities.
Finally, two reports bearing on regulatory Im
pacts have been produced by the National-
Governors', Association.- These examined the
burdens of federal red tape and presented the
governors', recommendations tchthe Presiden'
tial Task Ferce On Regulaftrac Relief.

GAO Environmental Report

in its,report on ,Federal-State Environmental.
ProgramsThe State Perspective, "3 the General
AtcoUntine Office examined state views to-
ward five diffe,:tent grant and regulatory pro-
-grams: the Clean Water Act; Clean'Air Act;
Federal Insecticide, Fupgicide, .,and Rodenti.
cide 'Act; f4sourc.e Conservation and Recovery
Act; and Safe Drinking: Water Act." Each of
these programs can be -classified as a "partial
pre-eryiption,," Which utilizes both state and er,

federal participation. The federal Environmen-



tat Protection Agency (EPA) establishes envi-
ronmental standards, issues regulations,
awards grants, and directly administers the
program in states that do not participate, while
Participating states implement the programs
within thguidelines established by EPA. Ideal-
ly, the programs were envisioned as "partner-
ship" arrangements between the state and fed-
eral levels of government.

In truth, this partnership ideal was widely re-
garded by states as a "myth."" in its conclu-
sion, the GAO gave substance to this view,
issuing a general indictment of EPA
performance:

Numerous studies and EPA testi-
mony have poirited out marked dif-
ferentes between individual states.
Yet, states claim EPA regulatiSns gen-
erally treat all states the samerand re-
quire individual states toforce them-
selves into an ill-fitting national
mold. State initiatives and manageri-
al prerogatives are stifled, and costs
for environmental controls ar often
increased."

Unlike studies of mandates at the loca evel,
however, the primary problems highlighted in
state environmental programs were not fiscal
ones. The availability of federal funds did not
emerge as a pressing problem for. most
states. "' Rather, administrative and perform.%
once costs resulting from federal mandates
were identified as being most troublesome."

When regulations hamper, rather than pro-
mote the effective achievement of a policy
goal, this can be considered a performance
cost., Generally speaking, states were found to.,
support the goalsof environmental programs
in the GAO report," but federal regulations
were found to have what one administrator
called a "deadening effect" upon the states'
ability to achieve these goals.40 Frequent
changes in federal standards and guidelines
wast state resources and impeded program
momentum."' DelaN'Tn issuing federal regula-
tions were said .to "handicap program imple-
mentation."'" Inflexible regulations ,under-,
mined effective existing state programs and
ignored substantive differenCes among various
statet."

Similarly, the GAO found that federal envi-

ronmental mandates may impose substantial
administrative costs on state governments.
Orie report noted that the paperwork burden
under the Clean Water Act '.'approximately
doubles the necessary resources" required to
do the job." A state administrator complained
that the waste treatment construction program
had become "a bureaucratic paperwork proce-.
dural jungle with no relationship to water qual-
ity. ".'" The end result was to limit the states'
own 'management prerogatives in program
administration.

Federal Mandates in-Higher Education
In 1976,.the Ameiican Cpuncil on Education

published` a report detailing the costs imposed
by 12 federal regulations on a sample of six
colleges` and universities. This study was only
partially applicable to state educational institu-
tions' since four of the six schools examined,.
were privately operated. Nevertheless, the
study does illustrate some of the fiscal effects
of federal . regulation in this functional area
during the decade between'1965 and 1975.

Overall, the costs of the federal regulations
examined were found to total from 1% to 4% of
the operating budgets of the institutions sur-
veyed." This proportion appedred to be
growing since mandated costs were rising fast-
er than either institutional revenues or average
educational costs." Operationally, mandated
expenditures were found to have grown to.be-
tween one-eighth and one-fourth of general
administrative costs. As a consequence, they
tended to alter educational administrative
structures by contributi,r4to the centralization
of institutional administration."

As with most inipact studies, this information
must be interpreted cautiously. The largest,
single expense for many. educational institu-
tions in this study., resulted from increased So-
cial Security employer beefits, and another.
significant expense was, the federal minimum
wage law. Naturally, such laws re .excluded

most conceptualizations of era( "man-
dates." Moreover, provisions such social se-
curity do not apply to many public institutions.
On the other hand, several recent and poten-
tially costly federal mandates were not includ-
ed in the study, such as Title IX, Section 504,
and the Family Educational Rights and Privacy
Act. Although such exclusions were 401tu-

,-,4% . gir /
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nate, their. absence from the study tends to
counterbalance the inclusion ,of other ques-
tionable mandates-.

1n the two public institutions includedin this
study, only one was subject to Social Security.
ignoring this provision, the preeminent man-,'
dated expense in both public schools stemmed
from equal opportunity and affirmative :action
requirements." Included in this category,. Were
Title VII of the. Civil Rights Act, the Eqii#Pfay
Act of 1963, and Executive Order 11246. 'An-
other costly set of requirements for one of thp
institutions included environmental protectioh
regulations and. OSHA compliance.'" 'How-
everothe costs associated with unemployment
compensation,t federally mandated retirement
benefits (ERISA), health maintenance_ organiza-
tions, and age discrimination requirements
were negligible or not applicable to the two
public institutions- examined in 1975.

Governors' Association Reports on
Federal Paperwork and

Regulatory Burdens
....Recenth, the ,National, Governors` f4socia-

tion (NGA)1Q1 produced two reports examining
aspects of the mandate issue that pa ularly
concern state governments. These gports
were not regulatory impact s dies as such,
since they ,were designed pri arily to4rnnfor'
federal officials of changes commended by

did not study impacts in dept or trrto ineas-
`the states in selected federal mandates.' They

ure the fiscal or administrative costs of regula-
tion. Nevertheless, in the course of making
recommendations, the NGA reports served to
highlight problem areas in regulation and to
identify certain -deleterious effects perceived
by state governments.

The first report, Federal Roadblocks to Effi:
bent State Government, was developed in 1976
for the _federal Office of Management and
Budget.'" The study was not a comprehensive
one because data was derived from only a few
participating states; Mbreciver, only regula-
tions subject to federal executive branch dis-
cretion were examined. Those derived from
specific statutory language were deleted for
the purposes of this study. Discretionary regu-
lations were defined to include many program
specific grant requirements, however.

Substantively, the Roadblocks report.
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identified six fundamental problems caused by
federal mandates. Ttese were:

o the lack of coordination among federal de
partmehts. and agencies implementing
regulations, which limits program('
effectiveness; fo" --C

.0 the federal government exceeding its au-
thority 'n certain areas and encroaching on
state pr rogatives;

0 federal regulations that are prescriptive
and process oriented rather than results
oriented;

o programs entailing excessive paperwork
and reportig requirements;,...O delays that; hinder program funding and
implementation; and

0 ,implementation of indirect cost determina-
tion procedures, creating lasting adminis-
trative confusion.1Q"

The greatest difficulties for states resulted,
not from /heSe six problems individually, but
from iheit cumulative effects on statkpavern-, .-
ments in general. Such impacts included ad-*
ministrative, fiscal, and performancs costs. The
administrative problems were evident in the six
statements listed above. Federal regulations
entailed "excessive reporting and paperwork,
requirements" and "administrative' bur-
dens."'" Fiscally, the. NGA complained that
mandates imposed Increased staffing and other
costs, and it concluded that:

Compliance ... often results in ex-
penditures that would not have been
necessary if the states] had been
free to develop its own pro-
cedures.'"

Likewise, perfoimance costs resulted from
malapportioned resources, decreased service
levels, and restriotions that "stifle innovative
concepts."10'

A sampling of specific regulatory cases
illustrated these problems in more detail. For
example, Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
requirements have been subject to different in-
terpretations by federal agencies. Inone case,
a single EIS was apprOVed for a bridge project
by the. Federal Highway Administration but re-
jected by the toast Ciar,4--far-.. same. proj-
ect."' In additions FM comprehensive plan-
ning requirements for airport capital grants

'4



have required Environmental IMpact State-
ments for all related projects in thearea, in-
cluding those which are wholly state funded.

Civil rights regulations were also criticized
',for spawning "a highly complex and burden-
some reporting system."" The University of
Wisconsin Was required to submit 16 volumes
and 6,000 pages of data on employment actions
to the Officeof Civil Rights. Additional months

.

were required to reformulate this same data
for submission to the Equal Employment Op-

' portunities Commission (EEOC). Similarly, the
EEOC has required different data sets from the
State of Oregon and from its higher education
system. This forced the higher education sys-

..

tem to compile double sets of data for the
..

"*, same federal.,agency.
Paperworleburdens were also problems un-

der Davis-Bacon and clean water regulations.
1 The Clean Water Ad required annual duplica-

tion off a wealth of plans and documents, even
when there had been no change. The Davis-
Bacon wage scales have been subject ,to 'rapid.
change, requiring the alteration of bids and
contracts under negotiation. Likewise, 'con-
stant revision" of Clean Air Act regulations
placed "administrative burdens" on the
states.11,, just detecting changesost Wisconsin
an estimated $50,000 annually, because:

Each new regulation' must be'
screened and reviewed to determine
if it conflicts, ith state lavi and rules,
whether state resources are available
to comply,- whether the true dead-
lines can be met, and wilat imple-
mentation will cost."°

ELIMINATING ROADBLOCKS

'In _1981, the -National Governors' Association
followed`up on the Roadblcuks study in its rec-,
dmmendations to the Presidential -Task Force
On .Regultory Relief. In a report entitled
Eliminating Roadblpcks to Efficient State Gov-
ernment,'the NCA made recommendations for
dealing with many of the specific problem reg-
ulations identified earlier."' Like the original
report, this was pot an investigation of regula-
tory impacts as such, but it tlid establish which
requirements have ,been* perceived by gover-
nors as long term problems.

Fourteen states--4hough not a. representa-
tive national sarnple-rconclLicied comprehen-
sive reviews of federal regulations to compile
data for this "Greenbook ", report. On the basis
of their findOgs; the governors called for a
"comprehensive overhaul" of federal regula-

jory practices:

All existing regulations in partner-.

ship programs must be examined;
-Moreover, a process must be estab-
fished to ensure that regulations
promuglated in the future are con-
sistent with the federal and stater
roles in programs."2

Although this recommendation was biased in
large part on continued object ions to individik
al grant conditions beyond the scope of this
ACIR report, several of the new font's of regu-
latory programs identified as troublesome In
1976 were reiterated in the governors' second
report Included in this category were-the Uni-
form Relocation'Act, Clean Air Act, Clean-
Water Act and DaviscBacon Act. However, spe-
cific cOmplaints concerning the last three ro-

, grams had chang6d somewhat since 1976. In
particular, the complaints had grown more
specifiC; there was less focus on pliaerwork
bu).clens and more on costs, inflexibility and
intrusion.

Three newer mandates not identified'in 1976
were also included in the 1981 "Greenbook":
hazardous waste management regulations un-
der the Resource Conservation Recovery Act,
meat and poultry inspection-, and Section 504.'
On the other hand, two regulations identified
as burdensome in 1976 were not contained in
the 1981 reportthe EEOC affirmative action
regulations and Environmental Impact
requirements.,,'

CONCLUSIONS AND
GENERALIZATIONS

Over 'a dozen' stOdies, surveys, and reports
dealing with regulatory impacts on state and

...local governments have been reviewed in this
chapter... Although these studies differ greatly
in their scope, methodology, and certain find-.

ings, several useful generalization's about man-
date impacts can be derived.

_ Perhaps the most Significant conclusion to
be drawn is that additional sound research on
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the, effects of federal mandates is required.
While current studies represent an excellent
beginping, the topic is a relatively' new one
that is fraught, with difficulties.. All'of the, ex-
isting studies possess at least some limitations,
and certain topics barely have 'been explored.
The very concept Of a regulatory impact has yet
tistl* adequately defined, so that a universe of
common subject matter is lacking. Each study
uses a somewhat different definition of federal
mandate, and sometimes these carr beinferred
only from the sample of regulations chosen. for
examination.

The two best studies on this topic illugtrate
the difficulties. The Riverside study defined the
mandate unjverse very broadly, including state
tax and reVenue limitations and specific' grant-
in-aid administrative requirements. This expan-
sive definition proved 4pworkable for esti-
mating mandate numbers, and .it merged
innumerable routine and uncontroltersial grant
requirements with the new, more intrusive
forms of intergovernmental-regulation. On'the
other hand, the Urban Institute study at:
tempted no explicit definition whatsoever. It
merely selected for study a small number of
regulatory programs that seemed particularly
expensive or import !alt..

A second limitation in the impact literatOre
results from the focus that most studies place
on the fiscal effects of intergoilernmental regu-
lation. Fiscal impact studies face enormous ob.:
stades in accurately measuring the costs. of
mandates. In its limited survey of crosscutting
regulations in four jurisdictions, the General
Atcounting Office observed that:..

We, did not deterMine even rough-
estimates of ... administrative
costs.... In general, the local gov-
ernments we visited were unable to
provide such estimates [or) we
did not consider the estimate
reliable."4

Not. only is reliable data difficult to 'compile,
many of..the indirect cast factors involved, to-
gether with the locally preferred levels of serv-
ices that .would exist in the 'absence of a man-
date, can only be roughly estimated. Such
estimates are highly subjective and are difficult
to evaluate without a thorough knowledge of
local circumstances. Consequently, some said-

5
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ies avoid making actual cost estimates and
most advise caution in appraising them.

In addition, jia" is hazardous to compare fiscal
impact data from different studies. Apart from
definitional inconsistencies, various studies es-
timate costs somewhat differently, and all of
the study samples thus far have been small. For
instance, the Riverside and UI studies both

'stress the importance of measuring the incre-
-mental cost of intergovernmental mandates,

. which calculates ,only that portion of a regu-
lated activity which is actuallytattributable to
the mandate. Individual studies', however, like
the Fairfax County; and New Yolik City reports,
often fail to distinguish fully between pre-
ferred ,expendittsres,and total spending tin'.
mandated activities.

.Nonfiscal impacts, on the other hand, have
been even less adequately treated. Reports
dealing with the policy and administrative ef-
fects of intergovernmental regulations have
been limited in.scope and .non-systematic in
character. They tend to be anecdotal listings of
cbmplaints or brief surveys of perceptions to-
ward regulations. Such sources have failed
thus far to adequately detail the full extent and
character of nonfiscal impacts.

The Scope of Regulatory Effects

This final limitation can be Compensated for
to some extent by examining the impact litera-
ture isa'rvbole. This establishes the basis for a
more complete description of the range of fed-

regulatow costs On state and flocal govern-
ments than is', available in any, single study.
These nonfiscaj costs include adniinistrative
inefficiencies, "performance costs:' or reduced
levels of teotal services, and "authority costs"

'which undermine thtpolitical standing of state
and local governmtnti. Slictl impacts may
proVe to be especially important in areas
where ,fiscal costs potentially can be
transferred back to the federal government,
such as fields where regulations coexist with
federal grant programs. For examiale., the
budgetary appendix to the New York City study
reports that casts for Section 504 compliance in
the transportation field "will lafgely be paid for
by federal capital mass transit funds currently
earmarked for ...modernization of the
system.': '



PERFORMANCE COSTS

Transferring the costs of federal re lation
$0 an available federal grant progran mplies
that the initial federal purpose in the grant pro-
gram may be undermined. It constitutes a form
of regulatory fungibility that can erode attain-

- S. ment of important national objectives. Similar-
N., if federal regulation requires the substitu-
tion Of local resources from one activity to
apother or leads to the impairment Of existing
services, a "performance cost'', has been

i,imposed on state or local governruent."6 In the
case of Section 504's effects pn New York's
transportation system, Mayor Ed Koch main-
tained that such performance costs would be
imposed on New York City's transit users:

[Due to SectiOn 5041 transit subsi-
dies -in the 1980s will be slverely
distortedmaking systems 4.ccessi-
ble to several -thousand people,.
while forsaking improvements
needed on the total system. The cost
it operating reliability will very likely
reduce the quality of service to both
current wsers and those who should
benefit from improved acces-
sibility. "'

Additional examples of performance costs
imposed by federal regulations can be,gleaned
from other impag,studies. The GAO report on
federal-state enOrofimental programs ob-
served that federal regulations could "handi-
cap program; implementation," stifle state initi-
ative and waste resources." It related one

_gate administrator's complaint that "once a
program berwrames 'federalized,' the morale, ef-
ficiency and quality of output is noticeably di-
minished."'" The governors' report agreed,
noting that prescriptive regulations could "sti-
fle the development of innovative concepts"
and produce other negative side--Wects"In
the worst cases, service 'levels defrease,"'"it
maintained."° Likewise, NACo observed' that
crosscutting requirements "often conflict' with
program goals."'"

ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS

More faMiliar are the administrative burdens
associated with intergovernmental regulations.

The NACo report complained that crosscutting
requirements "create severe administrative
problems," including "duplication, paper-
work; and conflicting orders.'"22; NACe also
maintained that crosscutting requirements
"confuse 'the recipient's management ,proc-
ess," although the GAO's review of crosscut-
ting requirements in New York and Virginia
concluded that cities "did not view the re-
quirements as major stumbling, blocks to
grants management.""3 A state environmental
administrator complained of the "paperwork
procedural jungle" in the Clean -Water pro-
gram.'2 The National Governors' Association
condemned "excessive reporli9g and paper-
work requirements," "administrative confu-
sion," and delays and dislocations associated
with federal regulations.us

POLITICAL AND LEGAL ISSUES

The question of managerial interference in-
volves perhaps the mostktroublesome regula-
tory consequence of all.:-.the degree to which
intergovernmental regulation undermines the
level of state-local autonomy required by a fed-
eral system,. In the environmental programs, at
least, the GAO did conclude that "state ...
managerial prerogatives are stifled.'"26 Like-
wise, the ACE's report on higher education ob-
served that federal requirements altered the
,institutional processes of universities by
stimulating centralized administration.'2' Al,
though it did not investigate them in any de-
tail, the Riverside study observed that mandate
impacts "have political and institutional as well
as fiscal importance."'"

In fact, excessively prescri tive regulations
may deprive subnational go rnments of deci-
sionmaking autonomy eve in cases where
there is general agreement- over basic policy
goals. Such policy prescriptiveness robs them
of institutional authority in any meaningful
sense and thus imposes "authorit costs" on
states and localities. That is, if citi ns find that
subnational, governments have ost substantial
independent influence over vital policy deci-
sions, their authority will be eroded at the
most fundamental level. Their may eventually
lose the capacity to effectively implement their
remaining responsibilities. Consequently, the
governors' complaint that the federal govern-
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ment "has exceeded its proper authority in
some areas, encroaching on matters which are
"within the proper jurisdiction of the states" de-
serves to be considered tarefullY;because it
poses what may become the Most serious of alt
impacts of federal regulation.,"

Other Findings
In addition to establishing a more complete

understanding of the full range of mandate im -.
pacts, certain other generalizations about fed.-
eras regulatory effects on state and local gov-
ernments can be distilled from impact studies.
in particular, it is clear that many federal,
intergovernmental regulations do impose sub-
stantial costs of both a fiscal and non fiscal na-
ture.. Regulation may determine a sizable per-
centage of state and local spendirig in certain
areas, as well as limit management capacity, re-
duce state and local flexibility, and affect tote

delivery of certain services. Above all, it is the
cumulative effects of multiple and conflicting
requirements that are most burdensome.'"

In addition, there has been, considerable
agreement among studies about which regula-
tions have been perceived as most burden-
some in recent years. Figure 5-2 lists ten feder-
al regulations.. that have,been identified by
more than one impact study as especially prob-
lematic. They are ranked:inorder of their pe7.
ceived impact, to the extent that this can be es-
timated by the number, of different studies
emphasizing a particular, regulation and the
magnitude of the costs identified. Thut, 'those
mandates at the top of Figure 5-2 havt_been
interpreted as more broadly or intensively bur-
densome than have those, at the bottom. It
should be noted, however, that this-ranking is
based on retrospective eyaluations. Most of,
these regulations have been subject to (eview
and Modification by past or present adminis-
trations. Some have been altered substantially
since they were firstlriticized in the studies re-
viewed in this chapter. Longitudinal studiS--.
such as the governors' two Roadblock
repgrtshave produce somewhat different
evaluations _over Ltitrie ased in part, perhaps,
on these changes'.

. .

Although there is considerabie agreement
among state and local officials concerning the
universe of problematic regulations, individual
rankings vary between different studies. In ad.
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Figure 5-2
Ten Burdensome Federal Mandates

Identified by
Regulatory Impact Studies,

1976--80*-

Section 504 qf the Rehabilitation Act of
4973 (nceidi,-- imination against handl-
caPPed)

Clean Water Act

Education for All
dren Act

DaWs-Bacon Act

5. National Environmental Potty Act**

6. Clean Air Act"

7. Safe prinking Water Act180 Civil Rights Act AI Title VIV

O. ChM Rights Act of 1 Title VI **

10. Bilingual Education Requirements

Handicapped Chil-

i

Ranked in approxiihation of level of knpacf, ,kiased on
'the number of different sfudies identifyinos regulation
as burthmloine and the magnittide of impact indicated7

` Rankings are based on prior evaluations and do not
take Into account regulatory modifications that may
have been adopted subessquently.. The regulations
marked Were subject to reform and simplification wider
the Carter"Administration. Most of the remaining regu-
lations have been modified or are un review by the'
Reagan Ackrinistrialon.

sou)tct:AciR staff compilation.

dition, it is dear that'lecierai mandates can af-
fect many jurisdictions differently. Specific
agreement abqut "the worst" regulations is by
no means complete, as was made abundantly

,clearin the Urban institute abd.NACo reports.
For example, Burlington, VT, 4ppeared to be
se(iouSly affected by handeapped education
Igulationy but not the Clean Water,. Act. Bilin-
gual -education imposed substantial costs in
Fairfax County, VAand Newark, NJ, but not in
Cincinnag, OH."' The degree to which a given
jurisdiction is significantly affected by any par-:
ticular regolation will depind upon demo-
graphic and resource factors, its prior program-
activities and the state role in the field, its de-,..



gree of compliance with the regulation, and State "mandates" are viewed along with fed-
' other factors. . , eral ones' as serious problems by most local

Although mandate studies generally agree governments. A broad range of different state
that the total costs of intergovernmental regu- requireMents may be considered in this sate-
lations ware substantial, no efforts have been gory, including- state'' constitutional dictates,
made to assess the benefits of such regula- revenue limitations, and requirements that lo-
tions, either nationally or within the sample cal governments provide a range of services
jurisdicitons. While most regulatory benefits from stray animal control to corrections; Most
presumably redo d to individual citizens, the studies that include state regulations and re-
implementation o ederal regulations may ulti- qui rernents' conclude that these provisions
mately promise be fits to state and local gay- impose greater costs on local government than
ernments as well ;133 However,. estimation of do federal regulations but few attempts have
such potential benefits is likely to prove even been made to compare the relative constitu-
more difficult and speculative than approxi- tional or substarVive merits of state and federal
mating indi`rect and incremental, - mandates. Ils addition, certain regulations that,costs. , :r local governments perceive as emanating from

Most studies of federal intergovernmental the state house may actually have their origins.
regulation , include icaditional grant requi4- in prior federal directives to the state. This is
/rents as well as crosscutting regulations, par- particularly true of partial preemption pro-tial.....preemptions, and other relatively 'recent ' grams, which are administered-by the states in --
mandate forms. Grant recipients: tend not": 4) accordance with federal standards. In addition, ,

,differentiate' between. the different forms of states may issue regulations to.comply ith the .,
intergovernmental regulations and require- conditions of a federal-state grant-in- d pro-

, ments despite their different levels of compel- gram. Such,cases may be considered-a arm Of
sion and intrusiveness. This is .especially true "pass-through federal regulation" of local goy-

. of traditional requirements that are expen- ernments., roughly comparable to pass:through
sive.133 For example, more than half the man- . federal aid that is routed through the states.,
dates in, the New York City study stem from.or-s-.. .. Anothergeneralization from the impact stud-

,

dinary grant-ill-aid conditions. On the other ,ies concerns regulatory compliance. Most ,

hand, the newer forms of intergovernmental / studies do not address the issue of cornliapEe .
..regulation comprise the most consistent or they assume that currertt 1Wvels of activity , '

source of difficulties among impact studies as a constitute full 'compliance. If this' is ,not the
,

.whole '.- case, then the total costs of regulation may in
Although grant consolidatio n is strongly sup-, crease if enforcement is upgraded. Those stud-

ported by the ACIR and rwst state and local., ies which have attempted to address compli- -
'government 'officials, regulatory impact studies ance report mixed but mildly positive results.
indicate 'that block grants may not eliminate The Riverside study found that, on the whole, -,
problems resulting -- from intergovernmental compliance was "substantial but far from cotn-
regulation. Indeed, various block grants were .- plete.'"35 likewise, the Urban Institute study

reported that "in. most cases ... local govern-identified as burdensome federal programs by
,'several of the studies reviewed in this chap- meats appear to cooperate closely with 4edeal

ter.1 4 Although they geuerally have fewer ad- agencies," although thea;can usually post-
pone, with relative imptifi'lfy, the implementa-ministrative stipulations than the categorical

I 'flop of a mandate by relying on a number Ofptograms they. replaced, existing block grants
have retained numerous reporting-and proce- delaying tactics.""6
dural requirements. These often-prove espe-
daily aoublesme for jurisdictions that did not * * * * * *participate in earlier grant programs. in addi-

.
tion, -certain new farms of intergovernmental All of,these findings provide important in- ,

;regulation such, as crosscutting require sights into the ,scope and nature of the -Man-
mentsmay impose significant' additi al bur- date .problem. Although it 'has been over-
dens on block grant recipients; looked too long as a principal area of

K
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intergpvernmental tension, an excellent begin-
ning,has been made in understanding the im-
pacts of federal regulation on state and local
governments.- The seriousness of the ntandate
issue is, now widely perceived and area requir-
ing additional research have' been identified.'

.

Accordingly, federal intergovernmental regula-
tion has been subject to increasing scrutiny
and multiple refortn effqrts within the federal
government. The substance and evolution of
t.hese reform, efforts is the subject of, the fol-
lowing chapter.
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GOALS AND STRATEGIES

Previoqs cttapters of this report traced the .

growth of federal intergovernmental regulation
and described its impact on state and local"
governments. Parallel to this recordsis a legacii.
of federal yegulatory reformsome of it suc-
cessful, but much of it not. Shortcomings in
many early:reforms have encouraged the de-
velopment of" increasingly aggressive regula-
tory reform initiatives, including some of the
strongest medicine yet prescribed to bring
down what has been described as "regulatory

- fever." N.

Most reformiinitiatives have been prompted
by complairffrof excessive private sector bur-
dens, not state and local ones. Only since 1980
have significant regulatory reform efforts been
directed specifically at problems resulting from
te new "forms of intergovernmental regula.
flon. NevertheleS's, many of the earlier "across- ,

the- board`: reforms affected state and -local
governments in ,addition to the noni(overn-
mental sector. Insofar as both categories of re-
forms have had 4 bearing on intergovernrneen-
tal regulation, both have been included in'this
chapter. .

Regulatory Reform: Quickening
Its Pace; Widening Its Focus,

Expanding Its Objectives

For regulation, the past decade was, a period

r
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of hyperactivity among such new agencies as
the Envjonmental Protection Agency7 the De-
partment of Energy, the Ockupationat Safety,,
and Health Administratior.hf Consumer
Product Safety Aaministration, anb tlie Nation-
al, Highway Safety Administration. Wit h .reform,
on the other hand, the period was marked by a
slowly building arsenal of weapons against reg-
ulatory excess, initiated during the Ford Ad-
ministratioh, continuing uncle" President
Carter, andsOlmiriating in several major pro-
grams launched by President Reagan irnmedi-
ately upon taking office in 1981. Congress also
has been con'sidering Comprehensive regula-
tory reform legislation in 1982,

Such reform efforts mark a majOr shift in
governmental emphatils. As Eugene Bardach
and Robert Kagan recalled in their recent book
on strategies for reforuiin social regulation,
"only ten or 15 year; :ag the phrase 'regula-
tory reform' generally m ant making regula-
tions ... tougher."' indeed( the rapid escala-
tion of protective intergovernmental regulation
chronicled' in earlier chapters of this report
may be viewed as part of this effort, Now, how-.
ever, the situation has reversed. Yesterday's
reforms are Often viewed today' as regulatory
burdens..

QUICKENING PACE
t

As concern about regulatory burdens grew,
the pace of reform increased, leading Paul
MacAvoy recently to conclude that, although
attempts to reform regula are as old as reg-
ulation itself:

The pace of reform efforts has
quickened in the last decade ... with
both more legislation to deregulate
and more frequent attempts at inter-
nal improvement's in the process.'

Every President since Ford has attempted to
develop more comprehensive and sweeping
techniques for reviewing and controlling exec-
utive agency regulation. ,Simultaneously, Con-
gress has sought to bolster its traditional over-
sighttrole with new mechanisms for regulatory
review and oversight and mounting attempts to
enact comprehinsive regulatory reform legis-
lation, This ren wed reform spirit has led some
to predict a turning back of regulatory trends
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in the 1980s. In an effort to"rein in the regula-
tors," reformers are striving to roll back 20
years of regulatory ild-up.

Some observers re rd the pace as exhilara-
ting. In mid-1981, Tirne agazine reported.;

Of all. Ronzld Reagan's (,zampaign
promises, none seemed more hopez.
lessly dreamy than his, pledge to cut
back on fecteral regulation. Presi-
dents have come and gone, but
Washington's write-a-4e bureau-.
crats and their regulations just seem

keep oil. multiplying from one. Ad-
miiiistration to' the next. iYet,4sicfr
months into his.term, Reagah is hav-
ing sulpri4g success at reining in
the regulator-s. The president has
gone further, faster to beat bads the.
bureaucrats and weed out their regu-
lations than even the Administra-
tion'somoit atdent deregulators had
hoped-. Declares lames fc: Miller III,
executive director of the Presidential
Task Fole on Regulatory Relief:. "I.
'cameThn board saying that tie best
we candb is bring.the regulatory
pendulumcma standstill. Now I think
that by the end of the yedr we can ac-
tually achieve a real. reduction in
regulation."3

Other, recent observers have been less, san-
guine. In a 1981 editorial in Regulatory Eye, re- .
formers we-re warned against' a "numbers
game"--.--the:, practice of measuring relief by
adding up relief actions taken.'Noting that the
Federal gvernment can take with one hand'
what it gNesi,with the other, the editorial
concluded:

The commitment to regulatory re.'
lief is clearly there. The Administra-
tion is at that dangerous point now
where it must recognize and gear up
for.the broad scale, indepth analyses
of programs that will be necessary to
achieve substantial* regulatory re-
lief.... Regulatory relief -tan be
achieved, but it is still too early to
say whether. this Administration will
achieve it.4

Overall, the record of the last deCad sup-



iports. cthe omslusion that the level of reform
activity is unprecedented. But, if reform has
proceeded at a faster rate than ever'before, it
also has headed in more directions.

EXPANDING TO SOCIAL REGULATION

As reform efforts gained' momentum in the,
70s they focurd on e4ononlic regulation. In
Some cases, eeformers argued that the entire
structure of federal control was misguided,

) urging, for example,ithe deregulation of the air
transport industry. Free market competition,
they 4rgued, offered better assurance of rea-
sonable rates and adequate service than gov-
ernmental rules and standards. Increasingly, as
regulatory approaches were used to address
social as well as economic problems, reform
efforts also gained a foothold in this politically
and analytically difficult terrain. Here the pro-
priety of regulatory purposes, until ,yery re-
cently, had been unquestiOned. Public and po.
Mica! support tor such .goals as environmental
improvement, equality of opportunity and oc-
cupational health and safety has been strong.
Thus, for the most part, the focus of regulatory
reform in these areas had not been on the
wholesale dismantling of federal social regula-
tion and regulatory policy. Instead, reformers
have sought to increas-efficiency and effec-
tiveness and to reducp compliance costs. Nev-
ertheless, in an era of acknowledged scarce re-
sources, once sacrosanct 'social `goals are
increasingly .challenged as research, uncovers
their high price tags,

DIFFERING OBJECTIVES

Reform objectives have proliferated nearly as
rapidly as reform proposals, and, as might be
expected, there:is at least as much disagree-
ment over these ,goals as over the pace and fo-
cus- of reform. Thetask of identifying appropri-
ate goals has been exacerbated by seemingly
intractable incompatibilities among such varied
regulatory values as efficiency, effectiveness
end accountability. The varying approaches of
reformers and their proposals reflect this di-

---Nverg ce of objectives. Regulatory analysts, as
well as hose affected by regulation generally,
have tended to evaluate refrinms on the basis
of their own individual goals and values.

Two Roads to Reform

In general, advocates have approached regu-
latory` `reform from two digtinct perspectives.
The first is procedural and focuses on the proc-
esses used in all or nearly all regulatory
decisionmaking and policy mariagement. The
second is substantive, emphasizing the piece-,
meal exarnination.of 'the content of particular
regulations.

Adv'ocates on both sides have forcefully 4r-
heir preferences. Reformers have lorNg

ebated whether it is possible to,"change th
ends by tinkering with the means or whether
"sporadic offensiVer against a fe*visiblereg;
ulations may win battles but lose the war, be-
Cause they do not have sufficient institutional,
reserves to generate Jong-term inipacts. ,Yet
most "process" advocates have tended to al-
low a role for substantive review because they
acknowledge that the ultimate aim of proce-
dural reform is" to systematically improve the
substance-of specific regulations. On the other
hand, proponents of substantive reform have
often sixfown less enthusiasm for procedural
approaches. For example, previewrhg pros-

. pects for regulatory' reform under the incom-
ing Reagan Administration and iloviewing the
Carter Administration record,, Timothy Clark
concluded: A

Presidents are forever guilty of hy-
perbole in desCribing the govern-
ment's achieve,ents, and President
Carter offered a fresh exa'mple on
DeCember 11 at the signing ceremQ-,
ny for the Papervork Reduction Act.-
The act, he said, will "regulate the

* regulators" and it's "one of the most
importarlt steps we have taken to
efiritinate unnecessary' federal regu-
lations." By itself, of course, the act
eliminates not a single regulation,
nor is ,it likely that if will. While the
Office of Management and Budget
(OMB) might be able to use it as a
management tool, it is hardly the an-
swer people have been lookillg for .

... [All this is} process, process,
process. _ All process, and either
ineffective or just bad ideas.

'the situation will not be funda-...

mentally changed this way.... If
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[President) Reagan does not keep his
eye on substance, he will have great
difficulty in reducing the govern-
ment's regulatory role.5

'4

Currently, public sentiment and political
support is inclined toward redefining regula-
tory goals 'and reducing the federal presence
directly, though a great deal of procedural re,
form is being undertaken or considered as
well. The balance of this chapter explores the
contours of both reform movements. .It begins
with a review of procedural reform initiatives,
rAich4ere the earliest sustained attempts to

-modify. and improve federal regulation.,lt then
examines the evolution of substantive reforms.
.The chapter concludes with a series of obser-
vations about the trends apparent in regOatory
reform and the prospects for success.

PROCEDURAL REFORMS:
PAST, PRESENT AND PROPOSED

Four Procedural Strateg s

As descriiaed earlier, procedural r forms are
those involving 'modifictions in the ways we
regulatein the processes ccompanying reg-
ulatory deitirsionmaking management. This

kind of reform assumes that regulatory prob-
lems can be solved or reduced by changing the
conditions under regulations are de-
signed, written, administered and evaluated.

Advocates of process reforms find a major
cause of overregulation in the practicA sur.
rounding agency rulemaking.'" They note that
Congressional practice since the 1930s has ,ife-
volved lawmaking responsibility to admiriistra.-
tive''-bodies which vastly exceeds the mere "de-

, tails of admirtistration" and has led to a body
of bureaucratic law that dWarfs Congressional
output', This tendency has been buttressed by
the Court's Unwillingness to invoke the
"nondelegation doctrine;" which once had
barred-statutes granting grpat administrative
discretion to the President.

When it comes to modifying these bureau-
cratic practices, reformers must entef the legal
realm of agency rulemaking. Sikh reform.near-
ly always means modifying the Admilfistrative
-Procedure, Act (APA) which, since 194,. has

. spelled. out minimum agency rulemaking re-
sponsibilities." Uhder the provisions of the act,
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two basic methods of rulemaking are set forth:
formal and informal. In.practice, however,
nearly all rulemaking is conducted inforMally.
By this method, agencies publish a' Notice-of
Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) in the federal
Register- and interested parties may comment
within a. specified time period. The agency, in
turn, may make modifications before -pub-
lishing the final rule. The process is the same
for, promulgating new or revised rules.

Nearly all recent procedural reforms and
proposals would modify, the rulemaking proc-
ess in some way. Some-would impose new
conditions on the development of...rules by
agencies; others attempt to elaborate on exec-
utive, legislative, judicial or public , oversight
and participation; still others attempt to bring
a greater toherence and coordination to the
complex, often, conflicting pattern of, agency
interpretation of legislation. Many attempt to
accomplish a combination, of these -aims
simultaneously..

Overall, four major procedural reform strate-
gies have ,emerged .cluring, the last
decadePresidential regulatory'. review and
oversight; legislative review and oversight; en-
hanced consultation and participation
ruiemakIN; and standardization, and
coordination:

cl,Preslidential Regulatory Revier and
Oversight
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Reforms of this nature entail tne t],s of reg-
ulatory management techniques by execu-
tive brInch agencies or by. the Executive.
Office of the President to control the prod-,
ucts of regulatory i) olicymaking--either
retrospectively or prospectively. The goals
of this kind of reform are generally Pm-
proved efficiency and/or/effectiveness.

Legislative Review and Oversight
The only difference between this Strategy
and executive oversight is that in this case
regulatory management techniques are in -,

tended to enhance Congress' Joie in
controlling bureaucratic rulemaking. 'As
with executive regulatory review and over-
sight, the goals of this strategy 'are princi-

,. pally-that of efficiency and/or effective-
ness, but improved accountability als9 may
be intended.

S.



Enhanced Coniultatien and
Participation in Rulemaking
Reforms inlhis group include a wide range
of technique* from 'increased judicial re
view of agency rulemaking to increased
opportunities for citizen comment. All
would open up the regglatory
Policymaking process to make it. more ac-
countable. Several would increlse'dppor-
tunities 'for state and local consultation in
rulemaking.

Standardization and Coordination of
Regulatcny,Recinir!ments",
This strategy utilizes .techniques
cOordinating agency interpretation of reg-
ulatory legislation as well as*techniques for
strearnlining regulatory requirements;
Methodslor standardization basically seek
only to, ease administration of regulator*
policy, not to alter it

Figure,6-1.
Millor. Procedural FleforMs:

and Reform p saist

*'

Presidential Regulatory Riview,and
Review Oversight

Agency Economic Analysis'
Executive Office ofthe President Oyersight,
Paperwork Budget
Regulatory BUdget

Legislative Regulatory Review and
oversight

Fiscal Notes
LegiSlative Veto ,

EnhanCed ConsuRation and
Partic

OMB Circular
Procedur

Judicial Review
Hybrid Rulemaking

cation in Rulemaking
85 and other Conitiltatiou

Standardization and Coordination o
Regulatory Requirprnents

OMB Circular A-10
Joint Funding
OMB Circular on G ppliCable

Requirements

Under each of the major strategies, numerous
initiatives have been undertaken or proposed.
Figure 6,7-1 . lists which affeCt
intergovernmental regulation: These are the
subject of the balance of this-chapter.

Presidential Regulatory Revieiv and
Oversight

Scientific theory and casual 'observation con-
.

firm that when a pebble is thrown into a pond,
it produces apredictable pattern of rings u

' the surface. Human .relations are general! less
Predictable; presidents certainly enjoy little
stich consistency in their, relations wi the
'federal. bureaucracy. Having experience bu,
_reauctatic inertia in the ,face of executive
gnthusaism,. many presidents have sought ei-
ther: to reorganize federal agencies or to
impose new Managernenesystems upon them
to increase agency responsiveness to presidem.
tial concerns Indeed, the faith in reorganiza-
tion as a means of contrcilling,bureaucratic irn
plementation has prompted HarOld Seidman, a
long -time gOvernment observer, to state some-
what irreverently that 'reorganization' 'has be
Come almost a religion in Washington."' Exec-
utive reguiltOry review'.aiicf review oversight,
the subject of this ,section, is part of such, pres-
idential reorganization efforts.,

Vihile regulatory review processes may differ
..somewhat, Larry Jone s> and Charles Maichel
define regulatory'review and analysis as a.com-
prehensive' process errSbling timely, Systemat-
ic, regular, and contitfuous cvaluatiomof:
CD' regulatory. objectives;' (2) the manner in
which,objeCtiveS ,are prescribed in legislation
and 'are, itl,nded in the budget; (3) Segulatory
iMplementatiorr :strategies; (4) regulatory our-
cOrnes: and (5) tl.e relevance of prior justifiCa-
tions ii5,1qalatoily policies' and rolp-arns.'

Thelprocess.js intended to make agency reg-
ulatori, clecisioninaking more rational and to
reduce unnecessary regulatory-burdens. To ac-
complish these objectives, each Administration
since President Ford has imposed some form
of regulatory review and analysis on executive
branch agencies.' Initially, the process was
subjected' to Nfld.' external review, but pbor
agency performance under the Ford and Carter
programs prompted the Reagan Administration
ter' testru ture and intensify these effortsi es-

( tabtishing more syiternatic oversight of agency
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procedures by the Executive Office of the Pres.
iderik. The following sections brieQy
executive branch i-egulatory analyiis and re-
view programs during the last two administra-
tions, as a prelude to the important regulatory
reform efforts of the current administgation:

TM FORD
ECONOMICIM PACT STATEMENt PROCESS

As, part of the "Whip Inflation "Now" (WIN)
campaign, President. Ford introduced the Infla-
tion- impact. StateMent (IIS) program, estab-:
fishing a largely decentralized process vihereby
agencies would undertake economic analyses
of their regulatory. proposals." The program
was established by EO 1.101 and applied only
to executive branch 'agencies. Due to ,expire in
1976,: it ws continued by.E0 11949 and given a
new' name: the Economic Impact Statement
Program.

Program Operation

EC) 11949 (like its predecesor, E0 11821)
gave administrative responsibility fdr the prO.
grain to the-Director of OMB, but it` allowed
him to-delgate that authority at his discretion.

.OMB assigned responsibility to- review agency
regulatory proposals and analyses to the.Coun-
til on Wage 'and Price Stability (CWPS).

To fulfill the requirements of the executive
order, each agency was to assess whether' a
regulatory proposal was likely to have a "ma-'
jor" impact," OMB Circular A-10", issued on
luly-28, 1975, established guidelines as to what
constituted a..majOr impact. In practice, how-
ever, the rule of thumb used was an estimated
impact in excess of $100 million annually." If a
proposal was likely to have such an impact, the
promulgating agency was required to prepare
an economic impact statement on it. fhese
statements then were certified by the
promulgating agency and published in the
Federal Register.

As directed.; by CWPS,,econon'tic impact
statements were to include an analysis of prin-
cipal costs and benrfits and, where practiCal,
of secondary ones. A comparison of antic-
ipated costs, and benefits and a review of alter-
natives to the proposed action, together with
their cos and benefits, rounded out the itn-

atements.
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On reaiving a statement, the Wage Council
could approve .it, or it could critique and re-
turn it., If unsatisfied by agency responses td,its
/criticisms; CWPS,cOuld use its, legislatively
based authority to submit a formal statement in
the relevant regulatibry proceeding or: possibly
in a eongresSional hearing. After having ex-
hausted its 'formal authority, CWPS could (and
did) bring, publie attention to 'bear oh
unsatisfactory impact, statements,through the
presS, Still, these laitgely exhortatorOools gen-
erally proved inadequate. The resulting frustra-
tion was, reflected in the following commenti-
Of a CWP Offitial: "[Under the Economic Im-

:pact Si eats program] neither' CWPS 'nor
0MB ha e atith49rity,`to delay implementt-.

tion of or require Changes in a regulatory deci-
c; sion; and 'an agency-need riot even acknowl-

edge CWPS criticism, much . less reactto it.""
v.
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Program Performance
Without, exception, evaluations of the eco-

nomic statement program were nega-
tive. The 'prograin'.s creators, had. hoped that
agency,economic analysis, if subjected to Mod-

t est oversight by the Executive
efficient'

of the;
President, .would, resUlt moreore efficiR
regultions; This process, in turn, would reduce
the'social cost of regulation and enhance equi:-
ty. Neither occurred. An:elaborate evaliiation
by CWPS :staff in. December 1976, contluded
that compliance'was 'frequently ,pro .fraima.
Othe'rs have `agreed with CWPS' assessment ,
.and identified a number ofloctors that cont rib-
Utedto the 'program's failure.
'Jones and Maichel found that most impact

statements were of poor quality. `Cost esti-
mates wece ;dubious, benefits 'estimates were
incomplete, and consideration of. Aterhatives-
was nonexistent.") Implementation was -further.
impeded beCause analysts did not use the best'
available technology. Yet, in defense of agenCy .

analysts, the "state of the art" of cost and ben-
efit estimation was not very mature at' that
time. Thus, even i# the reviews had been of
high .caliber, questions as to their accuracy

'would have remained.
In addition, the timing of-mast impact state-.

ment preparations;--' corning after proposals
had been ,approitecrat the decisionmakingleVel
within 'the agency---typicallyMearit that such
analyses 'ere t4,eci only to justify a regulatory



approach already taken. While he was assistant .

director of CWPS, James Miller argued that im-'
pact' statementsshould have been used as "in-
put at the proposal formulation stage, since
that is the ,time when information on costs,

\ benefits, and alternatives is most likely to af-
t feet he ultimate decision.''

inallY, the process suffered from its;decen-
tralized character; especially because OMB
delegated much of the oversight authority to
CWPS, a fledgling agency among much more
established line agencies:" Hence, the pro-
gram Was viewed as an externalrequirement
administered in a decentralized Way by a fairly
weak agency:coo

From a broaden perspective, the impact
satement program laCked other features thit
Would have helped it reduce unnecessary reg-
ulatory bdrdens.19 It did-nothing to assess the
cumulative impact of "norNajor" rules on par;
,tiCular industries or gov nments, nor did it
examine the, body of exi ing regulat ns that
constitutes the lion's share of curre t regula-

r tory, burdens.

(MITER ADMINISTRATION
RiGUIATORY RIV1EW

ProbleMs'ex'perienced by the econo iC.. im-
pact statement' program led the Carter Admin-
istration to strengthen add expand the regula-

. tory 'rev:ieW,end:overgght process. E0 1-2°44,
issued. in:March 1978, was designed to 'correct
previous quSl4 and timing problems and to
'enhance preSidential oversight."

s

The'new program departed from the earlier
one in a number of ways. For analyses, the
concept of.`, major" was replaced with "signifi-
cant," Presumably so that'agencies could
,weigh noneconomic but still "significant" im-
pacts in their decisions. Similarly, the cost,
'benefit 'language was softened so that rules
might be judged by more than economic crite-
ria.21 T& increase Presidential control, the Reg-

. ulatory Analysis Review Group (RARG) was cre-
ated in the jExecutive ,Office of the President
and given birth oversight and independent re-

' view functions. Oversight came through
RARG's evaluation of agency regulatory re-

- views and its assessment of whether a pro-
posed rule was indeed significant or-not. UnL
der the Carter program, analyses and RARG
comments had to be made public, and RARG

approval,waS, required before the proposal-
could be publiShed in the Federal Register.
Apart from its oversight responsibilities, RARG
annually selected ten to 20 existing rules for in
dependent regulatory analysis. finally, the in-
volvement of the White Howe Economic: Policy,
Review Group, win regulatory Oversight was in-
tended to provide coordination in the develop-
ment of regulatory policy." This body was in-.
tended to, promote standard agency
interpretations of regulatory' policy and to co-
ordinate aenyy imPlemefitation in areas of
shared responsibilities. In addition, it wastiv-
en responsibility for resolving disputes be-
tween rARG and agencies.

An .added feature of the Carter program was
Section 4-cf the executive order that for the
first time provided a measure of "regulatory .

sunset." Under Section 4, agencies-were re-
quired to review periodically their existing reg-
ulations to determine whether they were
achieving the goals of the executive order."

gram Performance_

Judgments of the Carter regulatory review
program are mixed. On the whole, most ana-
lysts feel that the program built on the Ford ex-
perience and had more impact on -regulatory
clecisionmaking. Overall, reviewers attribute
its impaWement to-strengthened central over-

.. sight, the increased attention given to regula-,
tory policymaking inside and outside govern-
ment, a growing recognition that regulatory
activity was "getting out of control," and ex:'
pansion of the program to existing
regulations."
`On the negative .side, progress was limited

because OMB continued to require agencies to
complete analyses within their existing staff
capabilities." Despite RARG'and CWPS efforts
to improve agency analytical skills, by the end
of the Carter Administration very' few agencies
were good at regblatory analysis and some did
not yet understand what it meant.lb Moreover,
both the Carter program and its piedecessor
let agencies determine the format for reviews
and did little to set standards by which to
judge them.' While enforcement, improved
under Carter, CWPS was still inconsistent in its
treatment of proposed regulations. Finally, ac-
cording- to ChrNtopher DeMuth, central over-
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sight suffered because it was not systematic."
Overall, then, the Ford and Carter programs

shared a' number of problems that reduced
their effectiveness. These continuing difficui-
ties 'set the stage for further strengthening of
the review ' process by ,the Reagan
Administration. IN

s

REAGAN ADMINISTRATION
REGULATORY REVIEW

4The Reagan Administration came into office
on a strong platform otregulatory relief, which
it viewed as a cornersfOne in its economic re-
covery plan: As summarized by one adminis-
tration official, the rationale for regulatory re-
form was based on four related assumptions:
that prior central oversight of regulatory deci-
sions was inadequate and needed to be pat-

- terned after the expenditure process; that a
number of existing sfatutes were not condu-
cive to efficient regulation because they di-.
rected regulators to ignore costs and/or bene

1

4e.

undeOakpn, unless the potential
benefits to society frOm the regula-'
tion outweigh the, political costs to
societro

o Regulatdry objectives shall be cho-
sen to maximize the net benefits to
societ ;

o Amo g alteFnative "approaches to
any .gven regulatory objective, the
alternOtive involving tie least 'net
cost tio society will be,chosen; and,

0 Agen ies shall set regulatory priori-
ties ith the aim of maximizing the
aggr gate net benefits to society,
taking into account the condition of
the/particular indust,gies affected by
the regulations, the condition of the
national economy, and other regula-

;fry actions contemplated for. the
uture.3'

Strengthened OMB Oversight «

we ^

fits; that regulations have excessively relied on .
Insofar as Presidential oversight is con7

Command/control techniques rather than on cerned, ECO-12291 (stablishes a very different

less restrictive approaches such as perform- approach from past, decentralized, largely, ad-
ance standards; and finally that where the yisory review systems. The order vests unprec-

marketplace could reasonably be expected to ifeciented coordination and implementation au-

fulfill the regulatory. purpose, the presumption
should be against regulating. When regulating,
agencies should adopt the regulatory approach
that is the least intrusive and is directed towar
an identified market, failure."

Based on this new perspective, the Rea
Administration has talcsn strong measure

thority in the OMB Directorand, through
him, in the Office of information and Regula-
tory Affairssubject to the discretion of the
President's. Task Force on Regulatory Relief."
From an historical perspective, some compare-

/3/ OMB'illire regulatory authority to its acquisi-
tion off trot over agency budget decisions in
1921 and dyer agency legislative proposals dur-
frig the 1930s. Yet, according to the Washing-
ton Post, this dramatic transfer of power was
not made through.the usual tug and haul of
bdreaucratic bargaining:

It was February 17, less than ,a
month after the Reagan Administra-
tion took office, when the Office of
Management and Budget called in
the top attorneys of the executive
branch regulatory agencies to have 4
look at the President's new executive
order on regulatory policy, an order
that had been in preparation for
weeks.

Seated around- a table in a second-
floor office in the Executive Office
building next door to the White

to
reduce regulatory burdens. Through Executive
Order 12291, it has strengthened the regvfatory
review process substantially. Its goals/are tak,"
"reduce the burdens of existing an4 future
regulations, increase agency accounObility for
regulatory actions, provide for presidential
oversight of the regualtory proAls, minimize
the duplication and conflict of r ulations and
ensure/well-reasoned regulati s "" The fol-
lowing regulatory standards e to be applied
to all regulatory decisions:

o Administrative deciSions shall be
based on adequate, information con-
cerning the need for and conse-
quences of prOposed governAnt
action;

0 Regulatory activity shall not be
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,
House;--the attorneys began .to read,
several taking ow, pens to note
chaanges they wanted to make or
parts they found objectionable. Not
until the last page----wherf they saw
President Reagan's signaturedid
they realize this was not the draft of
a proposed order. It was the last
word.

The 'story has..becorne -a favoite in
the offices of OMB, demonstrating'
an abrupt and historic shift of power
from the regulatory agencies and
into the hands of one bureauthe
Office of Management and Budget.33

- Under the new system, the 0174B Director
has the authority to: . (1) prescribe .criteria for
determining major Riles; 34 (2) ordeahat a pro-
posed, existing dr set of related rules'be
treated as major rul4s;33 (3) order an agency
not to/publish a notice of proposed rulemaking
(NP M) until OMB review is completed;3
(4) rder an agency not:to publish a final rule
or" a 'Regulatory Impact Anlaysis (RIA) until the
agency has responded to OMB's views regard-

!ins the .rule or RIA;37 (5) issde uniform stand-
ards for developing RIAs;3* (6) require an agen-
cy to -obtain and evaluate additional data
relevant to a regulation from any appropriate
source; 34 (7) require. interagency consult4tfen
to minimize or to eliminate .rules identified as
duplicative, overlapping, or conflicting; 40
(8) waive the RIA and other requirements for
proposed or existing major rules;41 and, (9) re-
quire agencies to review current effective rules'
an prepare RIAs for mai& rules in accordance
with schedules-established by the Director."

According to a Congressional Research Serv-
icg, study, this unprecedented OMB authority
raises a number of Constitutional questions.
Nevertheliks, the report notes that these pow-
ers are not unrestrained:

pp41s from the.Directors- deci-
ns may be taken to the task force

and from there to the President for
final resolution. The Director may

-not require arty action that _displaces
an agency's respi!Insibility under law
or conflicts with any procedural re-
quirements of the Administrative
Prqcedure 'Act or other applicable

16 1

statute. The Director must abide by
the procedural requirements of the
order if his, comments on rtes ant,-
RIAs are to be considerd by an agen-
cy and OMB's negative comments ori
rules and RIAs, and the agency's re-
sportse must be included in the
rulemaking file. Further, the order
does not give OMB direct authority.,
over the substance of agency. rules
nor can it prevent an agency from
ever publishing a proposed or final
rule."

Program Operation
The executive order divides regulations into

"major" rules and "all other," depending
mainly on their economic impact." lt,Was esti-
mated that for 19t31, OMB reviewed nearly 50
major regulations and over 10,000 others."
Apart from the requirement for a memoran-
dum of law showing that the regulation is with-
in the authority of the agency and consistent
with CongresSional intent, treatment of major
and other rules is substantially different.

For major rules, age s' generally are re-
quired to submit all pre d and final rules to-.
OMB 60 days prior to their publication in the
Federal Register." "Major" rules require that a
full regulatory impact analysis be undertaken
and submitted to OMB, although only a brief ,

summary need be printed in the Federal Regis-' '
ter. In order to comply with OMB guidelines,_,
such analyses should show that:

0 There is adequate information concerning
the need for and consequences of the pro
posed action.

o The potential benefits to society obtweigh-
.. the potential costs.
O Of all the alternative approaches to 'the giv-

en regulatory objective, the proposed ac-
tion will maximize the ne't benefits to ,

society.
.0 The least-c6st alternative is chosen.','

The executive order provides far less guid-
ance for- preparing and evaluating nonmajor
rules. A nonmajor rule must be submitted to
OMB ten days prior to its' publication in the
Federal Register,. it must contain a discussion.,
of the, background and major issues involved,
in order to gatisfy Administrative Procedure'Act
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requirements; and_it must comply with general
regulatory' criteria" iestablished under k0 12251:
Although these 'general! criteria are lest de-
manding than those prescribed for major rules,
the OMB Director can reclasAify nonmajor
rules as major in order to bring more thorough
analysis to bear on suspect regulations.

Agency submissions of bbth ...major and
nonmajor rules, proposed Or final, are sub-
jected to a triple review process' in OMBby
an OMB desk officer, by a budget examiner,_
and by staff from the Reagirlaty -and Statistical
Analysis Division. Progfts is. tracked- by.com
outer. Generally, ,reviewers determine that the
need' for regulation has bedn established, that
alternatives have beeii considered, and that
the benefits and costs have: been conlpared
wherever authorizing legislation permits.

Where issues have been raised by any of
these reviews, as is estimated to have occurred
in 20% of all *submissions thus far; problems
haVe been worked '.out inforinally according to
an OMB official responsible fo'r the review
proCess.45 This finding is- not sufprising since,
agencies are barred from publishing a prelimi.-
nary Regulatory' linpaCt Analysis or. Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking ubtil OMB's review is
concluded:" When issues are not raised, or
once they have been resolved, OMB then
notifies agen"cies ,to proceed with publication
in the Federal Register. Although it, has rarely
occurred,5° agency heads may choose in the
end to disregard OMB suggestions for rule
changei, in which'case OMB can' file its views
with the agency as part of the rulemaking rec-
ord. In one 1982 case, EPA did proCeed to pub-
lish a set of regulations on toxic waste disposal
without receiving OMB approval in order to
comply with a federal court order."

Program Performance

It is taco early to fully evaluate the Reagan
regulatory review process, but most observers
agree the Rew Administration's gram. has
been more successful than its precle essors in
improving the efficiency of existing regulations
and stemming the tide of "new ones.,Most cif its
success, however, can be attributed to' OM
oversight, rather than jo agency regulatory re
view effort.

One rough .rneastre of success is Federal
-Register statistics' for 1981; which show a stib-

stantial decrease i# regulatory activity. The
number of pages has 'fallen by' one-third. The
average monthly number 'or,regulatory docu-
ments in the Federal Register was at its lowest
leVel since such statistics were first tabUlated
In 1977. InA980, fix example, nearly 8,000 rules
became final:compared to only 6,500 in 1981
The statistics for the review process are only
slightly less impressive. OMB reviewed 2,913
proposed andfihal rules in 1981. Although data
for major rules is incomplete, more than 150
rules were modified and.115 others' were re-
turned to agencies or withdrawn (see Table
6-1). Still, ot.approximately 40 major rules
acted upon, by the Reagan Adrninistration in
1981, only. 19 had regulatory inipadt,analyse,
prepared for them" Moreover, bkause there
have been few surveys of the benefiCiaries of
this reglilatoyy. relief, the extent to which the
process specifically 'has aided state and local

% government is largely unknown..
Several factors :,have made the new review

process more effective than earlier programs:
The regulatory review repuiternents them-
selves, which are only marginally different
from past procedures, are not regarded as im-
portant contributing factors." Rather, the un-
precedented centralization of power in OMB,
together with the vastly strengthened commit-
ment of key personnel to a real reduction-in
the regulatory burden, appear to be ,crucial."
Apparently, agencieS now recognize theymust
"thread the eye of the needle" in order to have
their regulations approved, and passage is by
no means assured. On the other hand, OMB,
review has 'been criticized by the General Ac-
counting Office for f iling to make its com-
ment on agency ana ses 'available to the pub-
lic, r gr g, excessive waivers from
regulato analysis, and for failing to take steps
to improve agency anaL9'ses.55 In a recent book
on regulatory reform, Fred. Thompson and L.R.
Jones echo this last criticism of OMB. They
also- suggest that the 'new executive order will
exacerbate regulatory delay, estimating that it
adds "at least 90 days" to the Carter regulatory
review places's:"
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INSTITUTIONALIZING REGULATORY REVIEW:
RECENT LEGISLATIVE PROPOSALS

Because all .01 the regulatory review and
oversight Rrograms-from I:resident Ford's to
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table 6-1
Dispositiob of Illgulatioris.

Reviewed by-OMB Under E.O. 122914 1981.

Approved as Submitted

ApproveiAlter Minor.
Changeab

Approved Atter Substen-
_flat Amendment

Returned Unapprovedr
Withdrawn d

Still Pending

All New Rules
No; Percent

Major. New Rallis
No. Percent

2448 I ( 91%)

138 ( 5%) 60c 97%)

( 2,0 1 ( 1%)-N

e 2%). 1 ( 1%)

Frozen Rules=
No. Percent

112 . -10-144z

12 ( 7%)

18 ( 10%):

30 ( 17%)

Total 2679' ((0Ii%) 629 (100 %) 172 (100%)"

.F"residential Memorai;clum elf January 1981, "froze" all rules' effective dates for 84 days. '
*".Minor changes" typically 'involved cies ations In the preamble to the Feder's; Register notice rather than substan-,
tive.changes to the rule. ' - - ' -

, No.-data are provided identifying the ntillsber of major rules approved as submitted, utter minor changes, or after sub-
starituii changes.

4 i.e., withdrawn by the agency before review by OMB was completed. i .
*As of. April 23.;1982. .

, .
'A total of 2,803 rules were submitted to OMB for review, but 124 were exempt or Improperly submitted and therefore
not reviewed. . -

*While 82 major rules were submitted to OMB for riviewoonty'43 were published in 1981, 7,
"Percentages may not add to 100% because of rounding.

Source: U.S. General Accounting Office, Improved Quality, Adequate Resources, and Consistent Oversight Nteded ft
Regulatory Analysis Is to fielppontrol Costs of Regulation (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office,
1982), pp. 48, 49. . .

,

President Reagan'shave been undertaken by
executive order, their existence and continua-
tion have depended on presidential discretion,
Legislation currently before Congress . would
alter this situation by, amonvother. things,
strengthening and clarifying statutory authority
for presidential oversight rulernaking.and by
instituionalizing regulatory review and clear-
anc'e procedures. Such proVisions, contained
in the "RegKlatory Reform 'Act of 1982" ($1080),
have already passed the "Senate, and cornpah-
ion legiilatipn (HR 746)_ is before the House.

These bills parallel EO 12291 by providing fb
agency regulatory analyse l of major rules and
for rodtine procedures di presidential over-
sight. As under current, procedures, for exam-
ple',,the Executive Office of the President
would have up to 60 ,days for reviewing pro-
posed and final major rules. However, an im-

til...w
portant change ,under the proposed legislation
would expand regulatory review 'procedures to
include independent regulatory commissions
in addition to line agencies.

BUDGETING ASA MEANS OF.
CONTROLLING REGULATION

While the, regulatory analysis program. has
improved the President's ovirsight capacity,
the. most comprehensive executive procedure
for controlling the content and extent of regu-
latiOn is a budgetary mechanisrp. Budgeting
always has been viewed as a process for
systematically relating the expenditure if
funds to the accomplishment of planned o;,Ps
jecfives. Thus, it also serves mantgement and
control functions."
-Recently, proposals have emerged calling for
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the extension of b'u'dgetary procedures to the
costs imposed by federal rules altd regulations,
and the seeds of such a procedure are con-.
tained in EO 12291. Ideally such a regulatory
budget would force choiCes among regulatory

'objectives and help control the growth of regu-
latory burdens. Indeed, among all procedural.
approaches to reform, the regulatory pnclget
would go the farthest toward restrUcturingthe
incentives bureaucrats face ln.regulatory
policymaing, Under such a budget, agerIcies
would be forced to reconcile their regulatory
proclivities with the costs that rules impose.
Moreover, they would do so within prescribed
budget ceilings. Insights into how such a sys-
tem might 'actually operate, and some of the
difficulties likely to be encountered, ran be
leaned from experience with th'e.federal

paperwork budget.

The Federal Paperwork Budget

In 1977, a bydgetary approach was estab-
lished to control federal paperwork .require -
ments. This system was a response to rapidly
,growing federal paperwork requirements in
the 1970s. Although the federal government
has' legitimate information needs, the cumula-
tive burden .of these, requirements can, be
enormous, According.to the Commission on
Federal Paperwork, the federal government
had about 5,Q00 reporting requirements in 1976

to which businesses, recipients of federal aid,
.and individuals spent an estimated 768 million
'hours a year responding," Many of these re-

. quirements were found to be duplicative, un-
necessary or unreasonably burdensome.'

. Assessing the impact, of federally induced
paperwork On state and local governments
specifically, the . Federal,- F'aperviprk Commis-
sion concluded that the paperwork costs of
federal assistance programs averaged between
5% and 7% of total program outlays. Usihg the
lower estimate of 5%, these lhtergovernmental
posts, exceeded $5 billion in 1976, not including
those expenses passed on to. other govern:
rents; private businesses, or citiiens." Ac-
cordingly, the commission recommended that
'stronger central clearance, review and coordi-
nation prOcedures.be adopted to cdntrolfed-
era!, paperwork requirements,. along with
hundreds of additional specific suggestions for
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paperwork reductibn."
Spurred by such' findings and recommenda-

tions, the Carter Administration first sought to
bring paperwork requirements under, confrof
by utilizing the 1942 Federal Reports Act which,
as. amended, directed agencies to obtain
paperwork clearance from OMB and author-
ized OMB to make changes in 'agency 'submis-i.
sions.OMB used this power to,cut paperwork
governmentwide by 15%, between 1976 and
1978.'1 Thereafter, stronger action was taken.
President Carter issued EO 12174 in November
1979;- creating the-first paperwork budget.

How the. Paperwork Budget Works. The "In-
formation Collection' Budget" (ICB) is designed
.to work like an expenditure budgetexcept
that OMB, not Congress, makes the final deci-
sions." (Chart 6-1 illustrates the ICB cycle.) In
practice, each agency lists for OMB ailithe
forms it expects to use in the nekt fiscal, year
and estimates the manhour burden required
for their CompletiOn. "Budget" hearings then
are held anal, should OMB choose, it can make
cuts: Agencies, of course, may appeal--such
cuts to OMB's Director or, theoretically, to the
President. The final' information.:budget pre-
scribes ceilings for each agemcy'and mandates
cutting back or eliminating/individual forms.

Instead of the ad hoc, case-by-case approach
utilized by OMB under' the Federal Reports
Act, the ICB is a planning and budgeting ap-
proach to controlling/paperwork. Its advocates
argue that it

Er provides a rational basis for setting
overall controLtpials for govern-.
ment paperWork;
extends control over executive
branch- paperwork beyond, the ap-
proXimStely 20% previously aP-.
proved On a form-by-form Federal
Reports Act review;

o encourages agencies and 0M13 to
treat reporting and recordkeeping,
policies 4s- rgiliource allocation. deci-
sions; ,and,
allcicates available OMB resourcesto

, solving major i?aperwork problems
rather than spreadIrtg them with less
effect across ad hoc reviews of indi-
vidual forms



Chad 6-1
1981 Infoirristkm Collection Budget Process

EXECUTIVE AGENCIES OMB-REGULATORY
AND INFORMATION POLICY OMB PIRECTOR

NOTICE. OF PROPOSED
RULEMAKING WITH FI9,11T
SPECIFICS QN /CB
JANUARYIt 1980

SIXTY DAY PUBLIC AND
AGENCY COMMENT PtRIOD

PARATION OF ICB
!MISSION TQ OMB
4 .1

DRAFT ANNOUNCEMENT AND
DETAILS OF ICB REQUIREMENTS
APRIL 21, 1980

t
MEETINGS HELD WITH ALL

FFECTED AGENCIES
APRIL 20-29, 1980

1

AGENCY.SUBMISSIONS DUE
AT OMBJULY t 1980

AGENCY HEAIINGS
JULY 15AUGUST 15, 1980

rw t
PASSBACK

. SEPTEMBER 12 1980
I

fey)
AGEN APPEALS
PROCESS

APPEALS DUE AT OMB
SEPTEMBER 17, 1980t

,
1 FISCAL YEAR 1981-011rOBER 1, 19807-START OF 1981 ICB

f
ALLOWANCE tETT'ERS MAILED.
TO AGENCIESDECEMBER, 1980

ICE BULLETIN SIGNED
JUNE 19, 1980

DIRECTOR'S REVIEW
SEPTEMBETI 10:1980

in

Source; Office of Management and Budget, Information Collection Budget of the Untied States Governinent: Fiscal
Year 1981 (Washington, DC: Office of Mariagemant And Budget, 1981).
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The principles of the executive ordpr, estab-
lishing the !CB, nogether with requirements
contained in its, implementing OMB bulletin,

\were "folded into" the PeperWork Reduction
Act of 19810, a Carter-sponsored piece of legis:
lation primarily shepherded through Congress
by Sen. Lawton Chiles (D-FL) and Rep. Jack
Brooks (D7TX)." The act augments the- OMB
Director's authority in a number of ways. Per-
haps most far-reaching is the enhanced, clear-
inghouse authority provided in Section 3508.
Before approving a proposed inf.rmation col-
lection request, the OMB Director must deter-
mine whether such action is necessary for the
agencies' functioning. to, the extent, ..if -any,
that` the Director determines the collection of
infor-mation by. the agency is unnecessary for

reasCin, the agency-may not engage in She
practice. The Paperwork Reduction Act also ex-
tended OMB's papenvork control regponsibili-.
ties to agencies excludFd from the Federal ;re-'
ports Act of 1942.

The Information Collection Budget is still in
its infancy. Consequently, the early budget
ties have encountered some difficulties. in the
first round in 1980, instructions were not is-
sued to agencies until two weeks before the
first submissions under the budget° were re-
quired from them. During the 1981 budget cy-
cle, instructions came out three weeks prior to

. the deadline. But to give agencies .more time,
OMB decided to extend the second year's due,
date for the budget materials by an extra
month'. Thus, in both years inadequate time
was allowed for analysis and preparatiOn of
materials. In addition, many agencies lack ade-
quate staff support for successful implementa-
tion. Neverthelesl, OMB has reported prog-
ress in the 103 process. FY 1981 paperwork
burdens were decreased by nine percent for
the agencies under OMB .control while bur-
dens imposed by agericies not under OMB
control rose by 2%." By 1982, OMB estimated
thatpaperwork.burdens had been reduced
17% below 1980 levels. Although much of this
reduction focused on the nongovernmental
sector, significant reductions accryed to state
and local governments in cellain areas because
of recent blp4 grant legislation."

Regulatory BUageting

-Apart. from limited experience.with the
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paperwork budget, full scale regulatory bud-
geting remained a theory until President Rea-

.

gan °issued EC) 12491. Section 6(a)(6) of the or-
der directs the Presidential Task Force on
Regulatory 'Relief, in conjunction with OMB, to.
"develop procedures for estimating the annual
benefits and, costs of ,agency' regulations, on
both an aggregate and, economic or industrial
,sector basis, for the purposes of compiling a-
regulatory budget."" Although implementing
a regulatory budget 'remains in the future, EO
12291 brings it one step closer to re y. Yet,t
to be effective, regulatory bUdgetin

r
w II have

to insure that the kinds of information needed
to make better decisions are available at the
eight point in the budget cycle:

i -., , .
rival. 4 Regulatory Budget Would Work.

ThoLigh regulatory budget i,propdsals differ,
most would; likely adhere to the following gem
oral cycle."The proceis would operate parallel
to and as, a component of the existing budget
Cycle. Regulatory budget estimates and pro-

-. posals would be prepared according to guide-
, lines issued by OMB. Agencies would.prepare

proposals to continue existing regulations and
would request authorization of expenditures
for the new proposals." Agency 'budget sub- a
missions would include description of current
and proposed regulatory activities, justifying
statements -for new proposals, and current as
well as proposed expenditures for agency
administrative costs." Undoubtedly, they
would incorporate some form of regulatory
economic analysis as well. Finally, agency sub-
missions to OMB would have to include state-
ments. of current private (and ffossibly
subnational, governments) compliance activi-
ties and their costs, estimates of budget year
costs under existing regulatoiyibligational au-
thority:and estimates of proposed increments.

'A major advantage of. the. regulatory' budget
is that, unlike the regulatory analysis and re-
view program,. it would be integrated into the
established agenc decision process--the
budget cycle." Yet, ven its, proponents point
out that a number o critical, issues must still be
worked out before a regulatory budget be-
cOmes feasible." These include: methods of
budget preparation; techniques for estimating
private sector and state and loeal complian_ ce
costs; and provision of federal incentives to re-

,
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clu,ce such costs. Indeed, the data reqiiire-
ments are so imposing that many have ques-
tioned whether reliable estimates of the
regulatory costs, for' both private and public
sectors can be produced. Some critics, have.
further charged that the 'procetlure.might lead
to an overemphasis_ on regulatory benefits.,
They fear that hard-to-measure costs might be
undeemphasiied in ,decisionmaking," and
compliance costs could be "rig,ged" by regula-

-tors and by the regulated.
Overall, experts on regulatory budgeting ex-

pect no panacea. The process would not pre-
vent the -Executive and. Congress from giving
greater attention to some costs thart7to° others
(i.e., administrative costs versus coMpliance
costs and compliance costs versus user costs).
It would be less useful for some kinds of costs
than others (i.e., direct versus indirect 'costs),
especially those that are less easily measured.
Still, it would' raise the 'regulatory cortsciousi.
ness" of ,agencies, and focus unprecedented
public attention on :federal regulatory'
decisions.

CONCLUSIONS ON EXECUTIVE BRANCH
REGULATORY REVIEW EFFORTS

csvPregidential and executive branch efforts to
stablish authority owkr agency regulatory .ac''.

ti jty clearly are not new. SoMe fotm of review i
is at least-as old-as' the "quality of life" review
established during the Nixon years, and full
scale agency regulatory review dates froM the,
Ford Administration. Thus, the process estab-
lished by President Reagan under E012291 is
best understood as building on nearly ten.
years of experience with presidential regula-
tory review and oversight.

Still, the .current program departs in impor-
tant ways from its predecessors. First and fore-
mOst, oversight of all executive branch pro-
posed Rill/making now has been placed
squarely in the Execdtive Office of thk
Presidentin the. OMB's Office of Information
and Regulatory Affairsinstead of in an inter-
agency committee where it had been in the
past. Second, the program takes immediate ac-
tion, on existing rules...The President's Task
Force on Regulatory Relief, discussed in detail
later in tilis chapter, has been ,created to re-
view the economy and efficiency of. existing
rules in order to reverse the tide of regulation

1

rather than siMply stem it. Finally, the
Preisdent has put his personalitY and authority
behind the regulatory relief ,effort in an un-
precedented manner, anclihe has used_his per-
sonnel powers at the highest levels-of OMB.
and the-regulatorybureaucracy to infu-se a new
spirit of regulatory skepticism among top and
mid - level executive branch managers.

It is difficult to draw conclusions abort; the
long -term effects of. a process-that is only two
years old. In the short terns, all agree it has
borne some fruit. Soine believe the "accom-
plishnients have been remarkable considering
-the obstacles of bureaucratic enertia and re-
sistance to chang Others are less sanguine,
believitig regul ry reform has moved too '.
slowly or too fa .

Some' critics feartharlong-term benefits may
be jeopardized becaqse the process does not.
have -a statutory basis and because review and
'oversight are less systematic than they should
be These weaknesses have 'led some experts
to advocate additional procedural review
mechanisms in the executive braoCh: One, the
proposed "Regulatory Reform "Act .-4:)f 1982,
would give the procesS a statutory basis. Other
proposals would establish a regulatory budget
process.

Finally, some regulatory reformers prefer a
different set of alternatives attogether. They
contend that new processes for improving reg-
ulatory efficiency have overlooked other stand-
ards by which regulatory reform must be
judgedparticularly the extent to whiCh the
regulatory process is accountable to the public
directly and to the Congress. It is to Congress'
role in providing greatel accountabilitY,
through reforms increasing Its oversight of
agency rulemaking and improving its informa-
tion about potential regulatory impacts, that
this chapter/turns next. Thereafter, considera-
tion focuses upon flderal initiatives designed
to improve -accountability to the general public
and to increase state 'and local government
participation in regulatory policymaking..

Legislative Regulatory Review and
,Oversight

The executive branch has not been alone in
seeking ways to control- and improve federal
regulation. In recent years, Congress has en-
deavored to improve its oversight of the regu-r
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latory procejs and to improve regulatory
thpolicymaking. Although it has always had au-
thority to shape regulations ,through
tion, growing Congressidnal tlissatislaction

agency rolemaking has encouraged Con-
gtess to involve itself in the administrative,
stage of regulation as-well, One means of
doing s6 has been the legislative veto, which
requires that proposed regulations be sub-
mitted to Congress for review before they take
effect. The number of programs subject to leg-
islative veto has increased rapidly in recent
years-, including -many intergo rnmental
regulations.

Congress-has' also begun respon ing to criti
cism of its oWn role in fostering regulato
growth,by adopting new procedures intended
to improve regulatory legislation. Chapter 3 in-
dicated that 'many recent intergovernmerStal
regulations were enacted with minimal Con-
gressional consideration of their fiscal impact
on state and local governments. In order to ob-
tain further information about potential effects
of intergovernmental regulatory, proposals,

...Congress, enacted the State and Local Cost is-
ornate Act of 1981, requiring the Congressional .

Budget Office (CBO) to prepare cost estimates,
or. fiscal notes, that highlight their anticipated
costs.

THE DEVELOPMENT AND GRObiifTH.OF
THE LEGISLATIVE VETO

st

agencies broad and far re Ring leg-
islative authority with vir y no
guldancesfor its. implementat

In occupational 'Safety, ,for example, COngess
statutorily requiriel, the Occupational Safety
and Health Admistration (OSHA) tookvelop
regulations prescribing ';conditions for the
adoption or use of ... practies, means,
ods, o rations or processes reasonably nec-
essary or appropriate to provide safe or health-
ful e p oyment and places of employmvnt."74

Traci' nally, Congress has relied upon a va-
riety o versight techniques to monitor agen-

performance of delegated authority. It has
power to confirm Presidentiarappoint-

ments, to authorize appropriations, to conduct
investigations and .to perform Casework These
traditional oversight powers have significant
limitations, however. As James Sundquist
exelains:

Congressional oversight lof the executive
branch has long been recognized as an impor-
tant legislative responsibility, but it has grown
espgcially important in recent years as the
complexity and scope of federal programs have
increased. Unable to reach a consensus on the
details of certain programs or- tr-cope with
their technical nature, Congress frequently has
determrne'd only the general outlines iaf policy,
leaving much of the detailed substance to fed-
eral agefrcies. Nowhere has this tendency been
'more apparent thah in regulation. In 1980, the
House Rules Committee identified a disturbing
congTesslonal propensity to delegate excessive
regulatory authority to executive_agencles:

Recent Congresses, either through
a lack 61 discipline or as a result °Pa
desire to develop a consensus, have
continued to grant regulatory
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From the standpoint of Congress,
the normal pMcesses of Congres-
sional oversight of administration
have two fundamental limitations.
First, they do Al prevent maladmin-
istration; Oversight occurs usually af-

. ter the fact; by the time the oversight
hearing takes place, the administra-
tive action ,has been taken. Second,
except as it may lead' eventually to
new legislation,- oversight produces
only advice, not mandatory direc-
tion,.to administrators; during or af-
ter over4fght hearings, committees
and individual legislators have no au-
thority to issue'directives to adminis-
trators telling them how to do their
jobs. It is these twin`shortcomings of
oversighttoo late and too weak
that haVe impelled the Congress ...(
to develop more timely and authori-
tative means of intervention in the
administrative process."

These limitationstogether with dissatisfae:-
tion over the content of specific executive
branch regulationshave prompted Congress
to'turn increasingly to yet another form of
oversight: the legislative veto. As William,
Schafer and James :Thurber define it, the legis-
lative veto consists of:



Statutory, provisions by which Con-
gress authorizes a federal program to
be administered by the executive but
retains the legal authority to 'disap-
prove all or part of the program be-
fore final implementation."

Although there are, many varieties of legislative
vetoes, the most common forms are the one
and two-house vetoes. In its strongest form,
the one-house veto permits either, legislative
cham§er to block executive branch regulations
or deCisions by passitig a simple resolution of
disapproval within a fixed period of time fol-
lowing the agency's action. A variation of this
permits a one-house veto if the second cham-,
ber does not 'overturn the first's action within a
specified period. The two-house veto may re-
quire passage of a concuri"en,t resoluticopof dis-
approyal by both chambers ort less intrtisively,
a joint resolution of Congress, which is accom-,
panied by the President' signature.

Earliest use of the legislative veto dates to
Congress' first delegation of ,reorganization au-
thority to the President. The Legislative Appro-
priatioh Act of 1932 granted President Mover
authority to-reorganize executive branch de-
partments, and agencies, subject to Congres-
sional disapproval. Similar,authority was vested
in President Roosevelt by the Reorganization
Act of 1939, which has been extended periodi-
cally, with increasing limitations, since that
time."
, Use of the legislative veto is becoming in-
creasingly popular in Congress. Over 85 stat-
utes with legislative veto provisions were en-
acted in the 1970s-3i in the 96th Congress

4 , alone." Of these, nearly one-half involved
intergovernmental programs, including pesti-
cide regulations (FIFRA), coastal zone manage-
ment, solid waste disposal and health planning
(see figtire 6-2).

The legislative veto concept has been subject
to extensive debate concerning its constitU-
tionality and wisdom. Controversy has been
especially heated in cases where the concept
has been applied to federal. regulations in-
cluding certain intergovernmental mandates.
Advoctes endorse the legislative veto because
it allows Ch7ogets to delegate regulatory au-
thority wit ut relinquishing ultimate respon-
sibility for policymaki ,ng, and they point to the

inadequacy of existing oversight techniques."
Opponents, on the other hand, charge the leg-
islative veto is ineffective, delays the
rulemaking process, and intrudes upon execu-
tive prerogatives.

.Despite such controverky, support exists inCongressfor an even stronger, "generic" form
of legislative veto. Such a provision was includ-
ed in "Thi, Regulatory Relform Act of 1982"
which passed the Senate by a vote of, 94-0.
Whereas existing forms of legislative veto have
been attached to individual programs on a
case-by-case basis, the generic version would
make regulations implementing all or. most
fedetal programs subject to Congressional dis-
approval.:Although the effect,of this technique
would extend fir beyond the scope of this
'study, the mechanism clearly has potential to
substantially affect I,ntergovernmental regula-
tion. Its finakstatusMs uncertain at this time,..
however, both tn Congress-and bef9te the,
courts.

FISCAL NOTES AND f

INTERGOVERNMENTAL REGULATION

Fiscal notes ate another important legislative
technique for controlling intergovernmental
regulation. The process established in
1981atteMpts to instill a sense of legislative
discipline and restraint by providing inforMa-
tion 'to Congress about the cost 'imposed on
state and local ,governments by proposed
regulations.

In recent.years, Congress has clearly been a
principal source of new program initiatives."
Moreover, Chapter 3 demonstrates that Con-
gress often facts to carefully, consider the

nintergovernmental impacts of ew regulatory
enactments. One reason, for this failure 41-
pears to be the lack of timely and reliable in-
formation about the costs of new proposals.

Experience at the state level suggests that a
fiscal notes process can improve this situation.
A 1917 ACIR survey found that fiscal notes im-
proved state-local relations and the, quality of
state legislative cledsionmaking in 34 states
utilizing them." Accordingly, the Commission
recommendfd that states expand' their fiscal
,note processes to include all major state legis+
lation and, proposed administrative rules af-
fectling local government revenues or expendi-
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Act
Number

Figure 6-2
Congressional Veto Laws Enacted by the 96th Congress

S ill Date 9f
Number , Title Approval

Page In
Report

1. ,P1 98-22
2. PL 98-60

3. PL,96-79

4. P196-72
5. PL 98-74

8. P198-97
7, PL 90-86
8. P198-102
9. ,PL 98-122

10. P196-126 .

11. PL 96-132

12, PL 967451 #.

13. PL 98-187

14.- P196-205

15. PL, 98-223
16. P198-230

17. PL 96-247
18. PL 96-252

19. PL 98-294
20. PL 98---332

21. P198-384

22. PL 96-387

23. PL 98-374
24, PL 98-484

25.
28.
27.

PL 98-482
PL 98-487
Pt 98-510

28, Pt 98-514

29. PL 96-515

30. PL 98-526

31, PL 98-533

32. PL 96-539

33. Pt. 96-592

S 7 ` Veterans Health Care Amendments of 1979
HR 3383 . Department of State Authorization for 1980 and

1981
HR 4388' Energy and Water Development Applopriations for

Fiscal Year 1980 -

S 737 Export Administration Act Amendments of 1979.1;
HR4393 Treasury, PostalService and General Government

Appropriations for Fiscal Year 1980
S 544 Health Amendments of 1979
HR 2444 Departure& of Education Organization Act
$ 1030 Emergency Energy Consirvation_Act of 1979
S 1037 - District of Columbia RefIrement Reform Act .
1-1F,! 4930 Deparftent of Interior and Related..Approprlations

Fiscal Year 1980
S 1157,.

HR 3892

HR 5010

HR 3758

HR 391i
MR 658S

7.HR 10,
HR 2313

S 932
S 1140

HR 3904

Departrvent of Justice Authorize/den for Fiscal Year
1980
Veterans'Administretion'Health Resources and
ProDram Extension Act of 1979
Federal Election Campaign Act Amendments of
1979
United States Insular Areas Appropriations Au-
thorization
Crude Oil Windfall Profit Tax Act of 1980
Extengion of the Reorganization Authority of the
President':
Civil Rights of Institutionalized Persons Act
Federal Trade Comtnission improvements Act of
laso

N
Energy Security Act ,

Marine, Protection Research and Sanctuaries Act
Authorization
Multlemployer Pension Plan Amendirkrnts Act 'of
1980

HR 7590' "Energy and Water Development Appropriations
Act of 1981

HR 5192 Education Amendments bf 1980
S 2822

S 1158
HR 39
MR 70k,

HR 7724

HR 5496

MR 7831

HR 8942

HR 7018

$ 1465

Coastal Z9ne Management Improvement Act of
1980
Solid Waste DispoSerAct Amendments of 1980 .
Alaska National Interest Conservation Act ... ... .

Comprehensive Environmental Response and Lia-
bility Act of 1980
glepartment of Interior and Related Agencies Ap-
propriations, 1981
National HisforIC Preservation Act Amendments of
1980
Housing and Urbin Development Appropriations,
1981
Inturnationei-Security and Development Coopera-
Von Act
Fedgral Insectlaide, Fungicide and RodenticIde
Act
Firm Control Act Amendment, of1980.

June 13, 1979 25, 41

Aug. 15, 1979 64

Sept. 25, 9.79 102
Sept, 29, 1979 60,93

Sept. 29,,1979 103
Oct. 4, 1979 .54
Oct. 17, 1979 49
Nov. 5, 1979 80
Nov. 17, 1,979

Nov. 27, 1979

Nov. 30, 1979

Dec. 20, 1979

Jan. $; 1980

Mar. 12, 1980

83, 91

112

fie

84

11,6

82
Apr. 2, 1980 86

Apr. 18, 1980 1

May 23, 1980 25

May 26', 1980'
June 30, 1980

Aug. 29, 1980

Sept. 28, 1980 85

45, 79, 127
69, 90

94, 139

Oct. 1, 1980 180
Qct. 3, 1980 118, 123

Oct. 17, 1980 149, 151
Oct. 21, 1980 98
Dec. 2, 1980 28

Dec. 11, 1980 109, 148

Dec. 12, 190 182

Dec. 12, 1980 127

Dec. 15, 1980 180.

Dec. 18,1980 142, 167

Dec. 17, 1980 148
Dec. 24, 1980 108, 158

Source: U.S. Congress, Congressional Record, Daily Ed., 97th Cong., 2d Sass., March 23, 1982, p. S 2575,
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tures. In`1981 convinced that fis5a1 notes
cd'ulcralso tie effective in restraining and
rationalizing federal intergovtillinental regula-
tion, the ACIR recoTmended such a process
be established at theinational level as well:

The Commission finds that.federal-
ly mandating legislation ofte9
imposes unanticipated burdens' and
costs upon local. governments.
Hence.

The Commission recommends that
-Congress amend the, Congressional
Budget Act of 1979 to require the
tongres9ional Budget Office (CBO),'
for every bill or 1esofution reported
in the House or Senate, to prepare
and submit an estimate of the costs
which would be incurred by state
and local governments' in carrying
out or complying with such a bill or
resolution."

This, pcommendation was implemented the
foll-owing year when Congress enacted the
State and Local Cost Estimate Act of,1981. Be-
ginning in fiscal 1963, this act requires the
CongresSional Budget Office (CBO) to estimate
the costs that state, and local governyrients
would incurby complying with proposed fed-
era! legislation. CBO is reqtiired to prepare

,,cOst estimates for every "significant" bill or..
/1 resolution repotted by cornmittees in the

House or Seenate. "Significant" is. statutorily
defifyed, as either having an aggregate impact of

4

$200 million on state and local governments or
having "exceptionarfiscal'con4equences," on a
particular region or govertninent.

Supporters believe that fiscal notes, will pro-
vide Congress with important, information
-about anticipated costs of federal regulatory
proposals for subna oval governments. More-
Oyer, it is believed at such a process will pro-
vide 'Congress with a means of, assessing the
cumulative effects of federally mandated firiln-
cial obJigations_on.theSe governments. This, in
turn,, may proMpt the federal government to
liMit such intergoVernmental costs.-

On the other laanct, skeptics-have questidned
the workability and effectiveness of the new
process. They note that the task of developing
timely and reliable' estimates of antitipated
costs will be a difficult one. Judging from the
past, CBO has found that many bills are likely
to require cost &mates (see Table 6-2):CB0
has also found that needed information on
state and local costs may vary widely 'de-
pending on the nature and language of each
piece of legislation. Many forms of costs are
difficult to estimate or measure, and specific
regulations and requirements will not exist at
this stage in the regulatory process. Indeed,

1 Chapter 5 of this volume indicated that 'many
'difficulties are involved in. accurately
measuring the costs imposed by intergovern-
mental regulations even when a program is in

ation. Finally, estimation' problems may be
exacerbated if little time is provided for analy-
sis of bills before they are conSidered on the

Tablei 6-2
CBO Cost Estimates

Potential 'State and Local

State and Local. Impact

for Bills.With
Fire, Impacts

1980 1981

Less tharf$100 million 67 54 28
$100 -4200 million . 22 16 21
$200 millkm and above 34 31 21

-Exceptional state or local \z- 20 '43 14

Total 1'43 144 84

Source: Congressional"Budget Office, The Feasibility p1- Preparing State and Local Cost Estimates: A Report to tn.
House Rules Committee on.the State and Local Cost Estimates Act of 1481 (Washington, DC: Congressional
Budget °flip& NovoTh&at 1981), P. 4,

4
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floor. Bec.we fiscal notes are required only
for bills reported from comniittee, potentially
costly floor afnendments will escape.the proc-
eSs altogether. Nevertheless, 'CBO is making ,,
progress on developing a working fiscal. notes
process, and its reliability can be expected, to, .
,improVe with experience. In the final 'analysis,
moreover, even rough approximations of antic-
ipated regulatory costs will be, nitre useful
than-none at all.

State and Local. earticipation in
Rulemaking

-4.
A tniM procedural approach for improving

the regulatory process and providing a meas-
ure-of regulatory relief involves, strengthening
state and local participation in the rulemaking
process. The evolution of the intergovern-
mental consultation process is the subject of
this section.

Over the past decade, the history of state
and local participation in federal rulemaking
has come hall circle. No special intergovern-
mental consultation mechanism existed in
1966. The following year, the Budget Bureau
,(now issued Circular A-85, requiring that
federal agencies consult with state and local
governments on rules expected,to have an in-,
tergovernmenta,1 impact. In 1978, A-85 was re-
placed with a less formal, and less effective,
mechanism established under EC 12044. The
subsequent rescission of this. corder in 1981,
and the failure to devise an alternative consul-
tation process, terminated any special parilci-
pation mechanisms' for state and Idital
governments.

Today, in the absence of a process such as
A-85, subnational governments have no rights
to participate in the regulatory process beyond
those rights accorded to the public generally
under the Administrative Procedure A-ct. The
next section reviews these minimum rights.

THE ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE ACT

Public participation in rulemaking has long
been regarded as an important means of-.pro-
tectint democratic values in bureaucratic law-
making. As summarized by the Administrative
Conference of the United States:

Public participation in rulemaking
helps to assure wiser policy formula-
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Lion than would otherwi be the.
case, and provides a-mean by Which
private parties can defend their inter-
ests against governmental rules they
deem undesirable. The most impor-
tant reason why such public partici..
pation is worthwhile is that it helps
to elicit the information, facts and
probabilities which are necessary to
fair and intelligent action bYthose,
responsible for promulgating adMin-
istrative rules. 'Involvement of the
people in the formulation of rules is,
therefore,. an important goal which
ought to be nlitued as' far as possi-
ble; but if be reconciled with
the undoubtedly important compet-
ing societal interests favoring the ef-
ficient, expeditious, effective and in-
expensive conduct of- our
government affairs."

The. Administrative Procedure Act (APA) estab-
lishes the public's minimum legal rights in in-
formal agency. rulemaking, and according to
the Senate Judiciary Committee, "for most of
its life, lit] has worked. relatively

.Specifically; section 4 of the APA sets out a
flexible procedure for informal iulemaking by
which most federal regulati9ns are promul-
gated." Unless otherwise specified by Con-
gress, by the President; or bi r the act itself,
agencies need only provide an opportunity for
written public comment over a thirty day peri-
od. The "Notice and Cortnnent" process be-
gins with; publication of a Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking (NPRM) in the Federal Register,and
ends with publication of the final rule. It
applies equally to. all public participation, in-
cluding that of state and local governments
which are accorded no Special treatment under
the act.

APA requirements have been broadened
somewhat by a number of court cases. Now,
notice of proposed rulemaking must provide a
basis for-informed comment by interested per-
sons;" certain issues involved in informal
rulemaking may require more than notice and
document procedures; and, when a at rule
is promulgated, it must be accompaRlFd y a
response to all significant, peiblic comments
made during the comment period."

2.15.



RULEMAKING EXEMPT FROM
APA PARTICIPATION REQUIREMENTS

While most rulernaking is prescribed by APA
requirements, that Which is related to grants,
loans; benefits or contracts is not. This exemp-
tion is of particIar concern to state and local
governments,- since much of the regulation
that affects them falls into this category.

5 U.S.C. Section 533 (a)(2), which codifies
Section 4 of the APA, is known as the "proprie-
tary clause." It exempts rulemakihg involving,
among other things, matters "relating to agen-'
cy management of personnel, or to public
property, loans, grants, benefits or contracts"
from all notice and comment requirements in-
cluding those pioviding for' public participa-
tion in rulernaking. As used in this section of
the law, "grants" cover all subsidy programs
and grant -in -aid ,programs under which the
federal government makes payments to state
and local government's.'

Though they are not required to do so, many,
agencies voluntarily have ob4rved notice and
comment procedures in their grant-related
rulemakings. Moreover, from time to time,
Congress has made provisionsd(or public par-
ticipiation in individual grant plogramslof par-
ticolaragencies. Nevertheless, the exemption
has created substantial problems' for state and
locals government- participation in grant
rulemaking overall. It: means, that while state
and local governments are guaranteed partici-
pation in nongrant rulemakings,
those that are regulatory, they- have no legal
participation guarantees for grant and grant=
related rulemakings. As -a practical matter,
there is often a great deal of communication
about individual regulations between the lev-
els Of government.. But, for grant regulations
generally, communication is nearly always at,
the discretion of federal agency personnel, and
it most often occurs,- on technical rather than
policy matters. State and local governments re-
gard the failure to provide them participation
in grant rulemakings as a serious shortcoming,
given their unique position in the federal sys-
tern and their responsibilities for implementing
grant programs. .

Nor are state and local officials alone in their
opinion. As early as 1969, the Administrative
Conference' concluded that these exemptions

are "'extraordinarily broad and of very great
significance," adding that:

The particular classes of rulemak-
ing excluded by [the clause] are also
of especially great qualitative impor-
tance to particular' segmertts. of our
sogiety,' to the public at large, and to
our national effort to cure the press-
ing human problems-of the last half
of the twentieth century. That is,
rhost rulemaking excluded from sec-

-ton 553 by subsection (a)(2) relates
to programs, or functions or tech-
niques fob, governing, which have an
unusually large impact on the daily
lives of tens of millions of Ameri-
cans. Efforts to solve our urban cri-
sis, racial problems, poverty prob-
lems, environtnent44 - quality
difficulties, and human spirit and
character maladjustments as exam-
ples, have mai4ly been pursued
through the use of "public"
property,loans, grants, benefits. or
contracts."

INSTITUTIONALIZING
STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT,
PARTICIPATION IN RULEMAKING:
OMILCIRCULAR A -85

"fn order to enhance-state and local consulta-
tion in federal grant programs, Budget Circular
A-85 ws promulgated in 1967. The circular was
a response to state and local preisures for
upgrading the administration of grant pro-
grams and for strengthening the resources of
elected chief executives. As federal programs
grew, these officilds found that6rffiley were
sometimes- not aware .of new program regula-
tions until their governments became subject
to thein. Consequently, at the urging of Vice
President Hithert Humphrey and Budget Direc-
tor Charles Schultze, President Johnson issued
a far-reaching executive order mandating con-
sultation with state and local officials.",

As finally implemented, the circular let, forth
guidelines for federal agencies to use in deter-
mining which of their major agency regulations
should De channeled through-the consultation
pro'cess. The process was intended to offer
elected chief executives of state and local gov-
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ernments, through their national associationS,'
the opportunity to review aud comment upon
major proposed federal regulations, rules,
standards, procedures and ,guidelines related

-to grant administration,, as well as organiza-
tional changes that significantly affected them.
Whenever possible, ;Fr consultation was to
take place early in thedevelopment of-such ac:
tions. Responsibility for administering the,
process was vested in the Advisory Commis-
sion on Intergovernmental Relations. In its in-
termediary, role, ACM transMitted proposed
regulations from. federal agencies to the public
interest groups and forwarded thelatters' com-
ments back to the agencies.

Despite its initial promise, public interest
.'"groups found A-85 less useful than antic-

. . ipated, and they often failed' to participate._
A-85 was even less polaulai with federal
agencies, and- their' lack of cooperation rnkty
have contributed to this tendency. Other prob-
lems with the process included failure of the
public interest- grOups to i-espond in a timely
manner, infrequent' preconsultation with _the
public interest groups by the agencies, insuffi-
cient time for adequate response during the
30-day comment period accorded, and the
widespread tendency of agencies to initiate the
A-85 process simultaneously with public regu;
latory cbmment in the Fegeial Register."

FACA AND THE RESCISSION OF A-115

The operational...problems of A-85 were
greatly exacerbated in 1976 by -a broad judicial
interpretation of the Federal Advisory Con)rnit-
tee Act (FACA) which ultimately undermined
the circular entirely." Enacted by Congress in
1972, fACA was designed to eliminate unnec-
essary advisory committees, to' improve The
management of those that remained, and to in-
form the public ,about the membership and ac-
tivities of such committees. Over time, how-
ever, this last objective threatened to conflict
with `A-85 consultations and eventually over-
whelmed the process.

To fulfill FACA'.s requirement for public dis-
closure, advisoi committees must adhere -to
the following, stringent rules:

o Each advisory committee 'meeting
shall be open to the public.
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O Except when the President deter -
mines' otherwise for reasons of na-
tional security, timely notice of each
meeting shall be published it the
Federal Register, and the Director
shall prescribe regulations to prO-
vide for other types of public notice
to insure that all interested persons
are notified of such -meetings prior
thereto.

o Interested persons shall be
permitted to attend, appear gefore
or file statements with any advisory
cammittee,-)subject to such reason-
able rules. 6r regulations as the Di-
rector may prescribe.

o Subject to Section 552 of _Title 5 of
the U.S. Code, the records,. reports,
transcripts, minutes, appendixes,
working papers, cka-ft studies,
agenda or other documents Which
are made, available for public in-
spection and copying at a single lo-
cation in the offices of the advisory
committee or agency, to which the
advisory committee- reports until the
advisory committee ceases to exist.

a Detailed minutes of each Meeting of
each advisory committee shall be
kept and shall -contain a record of
persons present, complete an accu-
rate description of matters dis-
cussed and conclusions reached,
and copies of all reports received,
issued or approved by the advisory
committee.

Although the act is very clear about the pro-
cedures advisory committees must follow, it is
distinctly' unclear about what constitutes an ad-
visory committee, what general classes of com-
mittees are excluded from coverage, and most
important,- what kinds migneetings are exempt.
On each of these issueMperts have disagreed.
considerably, and courts haye delivered con-
flicting opinions,*

The act defines advisory committee as any
committee, subcommittee, council, confer-
ence, panel or task force established by statute
or georgantzation plan or utilized by the Presi:
dent or ,agencies in the interest of obtaining

r.
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adviCe." Exemption is given to. the Advisory
Commissiorr on Intergovernmental Relations,
to civic groups and to grtiups of a wholly state
or local government advisory nature."

A narrow judicial interpretation of the scope
of this exemption ultimately undermined state
and local consultaftn through the A-85 proc-
ess. In 1976, the Court of Appeals for the, Dis.
trAct of Columbia held that national organiza-
tions of state and local government officials
were not exempt from FACA if they 'were util-
ized to advise federal agencies." AFcordingly,
th'e court upheld the, right of a nonprofit'

,

`thethe Center for Auto .Safety, to attend
meetings between the American Association of
State Highway and TranSporttition Officials
(AASHTO) and the Fideral,Highray Adminis-
tration. Rather than Comply with, FACA's bu
densome public notic and participation nee''
quirementS, state officials spbsequentbik?
altered their advisoiy relationship with federal
officials. I

The AASHTO decision provided a legal basis
for dismantling A--85. Many agencies disliked
the A-8* process and longthad argued-that
FACA superseded it. The AASHTO cast Kaye.
new credibility to this interpreta'tii3n anct, in
1977; OMB held that A-85 consultations were
not exempt from -FAA. It was the OMB gener-
al counsel's view that the six public .interest"
groups listed in Section 5(b) of Circtilar A-85.
could not be construed as "civic" groups for .

FACA purposes, nor could they be considered
to fall within the classificatidns for -state and lo-
cal advisory bodies. The counsel stated, "'Each
of these organizations is national in scope,
presumably concerned not only with problems
found on a state or local level but also With
those which are a result of federal
progr,ams."10°

At the same time, OMB began to challenge
*A-85's application to non-grant programs. The
statutory authority' for Cir ular A-85 was the
Intergovernmental Cooper tion Act of 1968
(ICA). Thii actamong of r thingsprovides
for consultation related to federal or federally
assisted development programs, but it does
not mention nongrant programs. Perhaps' be-
cause of confusion over the distinction be-
tween different kinds of rules, Public interest
grotips routinely utilized-the proVisions of
A-85 for all Consultations. Yet sonie federal

agencies argued that A-85,cpuld not be ap-
plied to nongrnt regulatory programs such as
those of the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission or the Occupational Safety ant?"

_Health Administration, even though- the .circu',,
lar made no distinctions between. consultation

grant rtulemaking and-other rulemaking. Uri -
li zrants, the latter area was already covered
under the APA, and A-85 was providing oppor-
funitie 'for consultation be nd the APA. .

Arguing against the 'continue OMB accept-
ance of4this praCtice, a memorandum by OMB
General Counsel William NiChols concluded
that "the lintergovernmental Cooperatibni Act
does notextend that [intergovernmental con-
sultation] requirement to nonassistance regu-
latory programs and will not support 'the appli-
cation, of A-85 to such programs.""' He added
that, "It is our opinion ... that to the extent
that A-85 applies to programs other.than those
identified in Section 46103) of the
Intergovernmentai, CooperatiOn 'Act {these be
ing financial in naturel, it hiLexceeded the au-
thority granted under the aci"7"1".,

OMB's critical interpretations Of A-85`i legal
status were-controver'Sial. Altho-ugh they
sought improvements in the A-85 process,
both the public interest groups and the .ACIR
supponed a vigorous and comprehensive
process of 'intergovernmental consultation.
Moreover, it was argued that the ruling in the
AASHTO cage was Nlancid by' anothir federal
cekurt decision in Consumer' Union of U.S.-,
Inc. ,v. Department of HEW.'" This decision
held that meetings in which federal officials ex-
plain national policies to,others were not sub-

sject to FACA because they were not advisory.
To the extent that A-85 was intended to inform
state and local officials of federal decisions,
this ruling, appeared to exempt the process
frpm FACA coverage. Despi5e these objections,
however, OMB views carried the day. In 1978,
Circular A-85 was rescinded and replaced by a
less formal-decentralized consultation process
under President Carter's EO 12044.1"

CONSULTATION +ND PARTICIPATION IN
RULEMAKING UNDER EO 12044

Although nothing in E0 12044 referred spe-
cifically to state and local participation in agen-
cy rulemaking, an acccurpanying presidential
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'memorancium to federal agency',headS did. Ac-
`Or ding ,to :. -this 1978 memorandum:;, the.. new,,,,
'prOcess was. to "assure full state ancflocal:par-,:
ticipation in the development and prOrmilga-
tiOn otiederal regulations with significant
intexgoVernmental impact."'" TO help imple-
ment , a decentralized consultation process,

,pre.Sident Utter asked the seven national or-
ganizations representing general Purpose state,
and, Local governments to review systematically
-the semi-annual regulatory agendas that EO
12044.required to be published in the Federal
:Register by each, executive depaitiftent and
agency.'"-Where these organizations believed
that aiwgulation"included on an agency regula-
tory agenda would hay major intergovern-,
mental significance, Ihe organization.- was to
notify certain senior intergovernmental offi
cials within individual agencies.'" Upon re-
ceipt,of such notification, the ,memoranclum
required that agencies develop a specific plan
for consultation with state and local govern-
ments in developing that regulation. This con-
sultation was to include solicitation of
com$ents from these groups, from other rep-
resentative organizations, and-from individual
state and local governments as appropriate.

in. addition, President Carter already,had re-
quired tharwhenever rules having major inter-
governmental signifiCance were submitted to
OMB for review or were published in the Fed-
eral Register, those proposed regulations were
to be accompanied by a brief description of
how state and local governments were consult-
ed, what the nature of :state and local 'com-
ments was, and what steps were taken by the
agency to deal with these comments.

Continuing Problems Under EO 12044

- Unfortunately, ,the :executive order and ac-
companying memorandum made the consulta-
tion-proceSs less 'formal than A -85 'without
splving its fundamental problems. Federal
agencies still contended that required contacts
were in conflict with the provisions' of FACA.
Thus, duringthe period in which the executive
order was in effect, agencies continued either
to disregard the memorandum altogether or to
implement its requirements haphazaWly.

Consequently, an OMB evaluation of Carter
Administration regulatory reform efforts noted
that FACA, contrary to its intentions, tended to.
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limitnpublic participation generally and state
d ,*cal government participation in particu-

la " The report noted Complaints that FACA
in ibits federal agencies from giving state and
local interest groups an early, and meaningful
opportunity to participate in the development
of agency regulations, as Mandated by Eq

,12044.'" OMB concluded that there was 'ten
Sion between -FACA's formal requirements,
'Which structUre federal agency, contacts with
the public, and the cali:in EO 12044 for federal
agencies to consult more often with state and
local governments."'" Without such consulta-
tion, the report conjectured, an important re-
source for effective regulatory policymaking
could be loSt.

REAGAN ADMINISTRATION RESCISS PN OF
EO 12044: A RETURN TO THE PAST

On February 17, 1981, President Reagan is
sued EO 12291, 'revoking President Carter's
regulatory reform order, EO 12044. With that
rescission, the new .iciministration terminated
the aforeme9tioned informal and decentral-
ized consuktgion process which the Carter Ad-
ministration,41ad substituted for the A-85 proc-
ess, effectively returning state .and local
governments to a position they regarded as
unsatisfactory in 1967. Currently, there is no
special mechanism yir spte and local consulta-
tion. Returning to the situation that existed
prior to the promuglation of ATA5 has meant
that for grant regulations, no mandated partici-
pation avenues exist' due to the exemption of
grants in spite of the proliferatio grant-
related requirements since 1967. Mo ver, for
nonkrant rulemaking, state and local govern-
ments are now accorded, the same privileges,
accorded the general public--no more, no
less.

CONGRESSIONAL REFORMS RELATED TO
PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

Some otthe most promising reforms relating
to public participation generally, and improved
consultation procedures for state artd.L.local
governments particularly, are contained in the
recently passed S1080, "The Regulatory. Reform
Act of 1982" sponsored by Senator Paul Laxalt
(R-NV). As summarized, in the Judiciary Com-
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mittee report the bill, 51080 is the most re-
cent product of nearly 17 years, of work in the
Senate on issues related to the prdcess by
which rules are promyglated and enforced
pursuant to the Administrative Procedure Act. ,

As early as 1964;the Senate Judiciary Com-
mittee's Subcommittee on Administrative Prac-
tice and Procedure began hearings on the
APA. "'; Regulatory policymaking continued tc
be the object of Congressional probing in the

.89th, "2 94th, "' and 95th Cortgresses."4 During
the 96th Congress, the Senate Subcommittee
on Administrative Practice, and Procedure held
ten days of hearings on many forms of regula-

, tory reform. "" In addition, the Senate Commit-
tee on Governmental Affairs devdted six years
to an extensive study of federal regulation, and
in the 96thCongress it held 11 days of hearings-
on,possible reforms."' In 1980: both the Sen-
ate Judiciary and Governmental Affairs Com-
mittees reported regulatory refqrm legislation,
but Congress adjourned before their differ-
ences could be reconciled.

In the first session iof the 97th Congress, the
new Subcommittee on Regulatory Reform was
given jurisdiction over the Administrative Pro-
cedure Act. This subcommittee took the lead in
regulatory reform in the Senate, resulting in
the recent passage of S 1080. This bill would
substitute new language for SeOlon 553(a)
(1-4) of the APA and xdoukl, remove the exemp-
tion for grant-in-aid- rulemaking from notice
and comment requirements. This change is
highly significant becasue it would establish
Minimum legal rights for state Wand local gov-
ernments in the area of grant and grant-related
agency regulatory decisions. 1.1

For the first time, the Notice of. Proposed
Rulemaking (NPRM) would be required to con-
tain a statement that the agency sought -pro-
posals from the public (including state and lo-

'cal' governments) for alternative regulatory
methods, including, the use of pefformance
standards, to accomplish the objectives of the
proposed rule as effectively and unintrusively
as possible. This notification requirement pro-
yides state allot local governments with the op-.
portunity to opose alternative, more accept-
aye means of regulation."' Moreover, under
the requirements of the bill, an NPRM, must
contain a statement requesting comments from
state and local governments on the costs that

will result to such governments from the pro-
posed rule."' This requirement, in combina-
tion with newly, enacted fiscal note legislation
discussed earlier, will provide- state and local
governments an opportunity to check Con-
gressional Budget Office cost estimates against
their own.

The bill also addresses the problems FACA
created for intergovernmental, consultation,
pecially. during the early stages of agency, -
rulemaking. As passed, S 1080 incorporates an
amendment exempting state and local govern-
ments from FACA's requirements. "Originally
offered by Senators Durenberger and Sasser,
this-amendment exempts from FACA's require-
ments any committee composed wholly of full-

'time officers, employees of the federal govern-
ment; or elected officials of state or local
governMents when acting in their ,official
capacities. It also exempts representatives of
their national organizations.' 4

S 1040 also revises procedures which'
egenties must use following publication of a.,
proposed rule. taken together, tNe reforms
contained in,the bill envision ."hybridized':'
rulemaking process. Such`Veforms have .earned
this designation because, as a group,- they
combine some aspects of the more adversarial,
formal rulemaking procedures set out in sec-
tions 556 and 557 of the APA with the informal
rulemaking procedures of Section 553.

Since 1975; Congress hos mandated that cer-
tain agencies' use hybrid participation proce-
dures to enhance public participation beyond
that provided by notice and comment proci-
dures. As reported by Paul Verkuil, four varia-
tions"' of this theme are found in the Federal 4
Trade Commission Amendments. of 1975,1" the
Securities and 'Exchange.-Commission Amend-
ments of 1975,1" the Toxic Substances-Control
Act of 1976,"2 and the Department of Energy
Organization Act of 1977.1" These statutes con-
template an oral hearing with cross examina-
tion as part of the rulemaking process. They re- .

ject APA informal rulemaking, but do not go so
far as to require formal ruiernakingi-

S1080 significantly expands* current hybrid
provisions and createt new ones. In the case of
major rules, the olapertunity to participate in-
cludes an opponunity for oral presentation of
data, vie4,s, and information at informal public
hearings.' Such oral presentations may include
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oral.argument ;Ass direct and cross exarnina.
tion. This process substit4es, for major rules, a
hybridized rulemaking plocetiOre for the cur-
rent notice and comment procedures. In ex-,
plaining the rationale for this change, th'e Sen-
ate Judiciary Committee report commented
with particular emphasis on state and local
governments:

-This reflects the committee's view
that the policy, legal and factual
sues involved in major rulemakings
are sufficiently. important and com-
plex that interested parties should be
given the opportunity to offer their
comment' orally. Furthermore, the
committee intends that Rate and lo-
cal governments- levels of govern-. -
ment often severety affected by fed-
eral regulatory requirementshave,
through this provision, the opportu-
nity to participate fully in the
rulemaking and therefore have a
hand in shaping the rule.'"

The bill also expands the period of public
comment by giving interested persons not less
then 60 days to participate in rulemaking'
through the submission of written data, views,
arguments'and 'statements. Existing law pa-
vides no minlinum'coMment 'period. The new
60-day requirement, however, is in accord with
tt%practices of many agencies. it also is con7
siRent with the minimum comment period

pt'llecified for significant rules under EO 12044.
,The Senate Judiciary Committee, report con-
cluded that, given, the complexity of many is-
sues involved in 'agency rulemakings, a 60-day

'comment period is necessary."s
Finally the bill would _negate the current

`,-, ,piesUrriptiory of 'agency, validity in the judicial'
review of agency rules by requiring that, in
making determinations of. the lawfulniss of
agency actions, the "'court shall review the
whole record or those parts of it cite& by a.

'party, and due 'account shall be taken of the
rule of prejudicial error."

*******
-This section has reyiewed executive branch

and 'Congressional reforms related t9 public
participation in rulemaking. Overall it has
shown that:
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0 The record of the executive branch
in'recent years' has been one of re-
scinding past reforms, revealing
declining interest in promoting par-
ticipation generally and in recogniz-
ing the unique position of state and
local governments in the federl
regulatory system;
Congress,,,on the other hand, has.

- very recently sought to enact re-
forms of substantial importance to
state and local governments, 'bedp
through the removal of obstacles ro
state and local governments' consul,-
tation in rulemaking and through re-
forms that enhance opportunities
for the public generally, which also
can be expected to benefit state and
local governments.

The next section examines a final procedural
approach by which the federal government has
sought to improve its' management of intergov-
ernmental regulatory policymakin$ and imple-
mentation. It traces .tederal initiatives to stan-
dardize agency regulatory practices as a means,
of reducing mandate burdens.

Srandarclizirog and -

.Coordkiating Regulatory Requirements

While it is true that all p'roCedUral.refOrMS
potentially affect the substance of regulations
because they alter the incentives decisionmak-
ers face in the regidatory process, in some
cases the linkages between process ancrsub-
stance are closer than in others. The reforms
described in this section are thdse thatwould
simplify particular regulations or groups of reg-
ulations: by bringing. ireater, uniformity, to
agency regulatory administration and ithOle-
mentation--4 standardization aPproach.
Hence, they are more difectly connected to
the substance of regulation than most of the
procedural reforms described thus far.

Historically, ilte federal, government often
has sought tQ simplify- state a'n&local govern-
Ments'- consonance- with federal rules
standardizing similar requirements imposed
upOn them by different federal agencies. Early
efforts,, inausurated 'during the Johnson. and
Nixon years,, addressed problems resulting .

from the first and,most traditional form of fed-
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eral intergovernmentaLregulationgrant con7
ditions. Prominent among such reforms were
OMB Circular A7-102, which Provided for uni-
form adminktration of certain grant-related
administrative requirements, ands the Joint
Fundin& Simplification Act, which authOrized
grant recipients to "package" funds from relat-
ed, small grants tb pursue a single, larger
project.

Similar efforts continued during the. Carter
Administration. The Regulatory 'Council, estab-
lished "in. 1978, was assigned resonsibility for
combatting duplication, conflict and overiap in
regulation. An innovative byproduct of its ef-
forts was the creation of the Calendar of Feder-
al Regulations that provided a semi-annual
guide to the major planned or ongoing regula-
tory activities of federal agencies. During this
period/ OMB also developed, in draft form, a.
circular aimed'at standardizing agency admin-
istration of some 59 federal crosscutting grant
regulations, such as those for historic preser-
vation, civil rights and uniform relocation.

While the Reagan Administration has shown
a preference for less troditional mechanisms,
some of these programs have continued and a,
new onea regulatory management informa-
tion systemis being added. Each of these
programs--7from those of esident Carter
through the omost recent ones of President
Reaganis destribed below.

Cooperaton Act of 1968 and to replace varying
and sometimes conflicting federal aid require-
ments that had been burdensome to state and

. local governments. While it continued a tradi-
tion of earlier grants management reform ef-
forts, the circular was a landmark reform,
painstakingly formulated under the Nixon Ad-
ministration's Federal AsSistance Review (FAR)
program. The A-102 program was designed to
standardize and simplify,a range of fiscal and
administrative requirements' placed on state
and local governments. It has been guided by
the .following objectives:

9 establishing, standard administrative re-
quiretnents for federal grants to state :and
local governments;

a simplifying federal, requirements' by
designating the, lowest common denomi-
nator that would satisfy the infoilnation"
needs of all agencies;

6're,ducing the number of pages, "number of-
copies, and frequency of federal grant
forin 1 and;

program performan rat heir
than. fist control, through the Ilimitation
of federal; agency information gathering.'

EARLY GRANTS MANAIRMENT
STANDARDIZATION

Early federal standardization initiatives fo:
cused on problems associated with the federal
grant-in-aid system. Of these, Circular &-102
was one of the first and most lasting: A second
surviving initiative is the joint funding simplifP
cation program, designed to Package related
gran ...programs so that grant recipients may
pursue single large undertakings with less red
tape.

OMB Circular A-102

Office of Management and Budget Circular
A-102, "Uniform Administrative Requirements
for Grants-in-Aid to State..and Local Govern-.
ments," wasiissued on October 19, 1971, to im-
plement portions of the Intergovernmental

In keeping\4. these principles, it attempts to
standardize 1 areas of grants administration,
including re retnents for application forms;

-,,grant payme imatching shares; cash deposi -.
tories procu < en$ standards; property man-
agement; bo d insuring; program in-
come; financi ; program performance
'monitoring a ruing; record retention
and custody; $*tate agency waiver and
grant closeout dures. By setting uniform
standards, A- also sought to restrain
agencies from ()sing excessive require-
ments on state an .k3cal governMents,

Since its prom cation, implementation, re-
sponsibility has fted twice. from 1971 to
1974 it was admim red ,by OMB as A-102;
then, for two year ,Atis the responsibility of
-GSA where it ryes administered as FMC 74-7. In
1976, it was returned to OMB where responsi-
bility still rests. During the past decade, A -102
has established a record of successes, but it
also has suffered from numerous implementa-
tion problems. One of the major continuing
difficulties has been.the failure of agencies to
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comply fully with the provisions of the circular.
Inreporting on the program, the National Gov.
-ernors"Association suggested that agencies of-
ten sought to be treated as "special cases" so
they would be free to develop their own
program-specific adrninistrative.requirements:

in OMB Circular A-102, the federal
government has promulgated a set of
standards for the auditing and finan-
cial management of grant funds.
However, many agencies And pro-
grams. supplement these standards
with additional unique and largely
uncOordinated requirements. These
requirements include audit provi-
sions, ecordkeeping and reporting.
Timmy also include special provisions
for the receipt and forwardi4 Of fed-
eral.funtls and establish separate
procedwres for the review and proc-
essing of federal disallOwances.
Compliance reviews and audits are
often duplicative and are not re-
quired to build upon existing state
audit procedures. Despite recent
policy issuance by OMB, implemen-
tation of audit reforms by the federal
inspectors general has been minimal.

Existing federal standards are not
uniformly applied or interpreted. In-
dividual agency regulatiOns often
impose additional accounting, au-
diting reporting requirements
that are unnecessary,- conflicting,
and duplicative. These requirements
inhibitthe developement of unifOrm
state procedures, waste limited state
audit capacity, and provide substan-
tial duplicate effort across federal
agency lines. Valuable. staff and fi-
nancial `resources are diverted from
the development of comprehensive
management information systems to
short-term; limited-use systems to
meet individual federal agency de-
mands. in addition, audit require-
merits are costly for small grantees
and sub-grantees to meet.'"

""
In 1976, ACIR recommended that .A-102 be

strengthened and expanded to include addi-
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tional administrative requirement. Three years
later, based on findings co fined in its re-
port, Fiscal Management al Federal Pass-
Through.-Crants,,1 31 the Commission again rec-
ommended that OMB improve its A-102
staffing and oversight and that federal depart-
ments improve their staffing and appreciation
of A -102 as well.

The major public interest groups also have
Made their own recommendation's for iMprov-
ing the' operation Of ,A-102. The National
,league of Cities, the National Association of
Counties; and the National Gcn;ernors' Associ-
ation have recommended strengthening and,
more fully implementing A-102,as part of their
individual responses in 1981 to' requests for
submissions to the President's Task Force on
Regulatory Relief. ,NACO recommended that
Congress and the 'Administration require all
agencies to comply with federal government
regulations.which call for standardization and
simplification of giant applications', proce-
dures, and recovery of direct and indirect
costs, and the National GOvernors' Association.
also has calledofor reforms to improve
compliance.

lt Funding

The Joint Funding Simplification Act, signed
into law in 1974 and extended in 1981, wasin-
tended to increase the efficiency and effective-
ness of the federal grant system by permitting
the use of more simplified and uniform admin-
istrative rules and procedures under _certain
circumstances. Normally, when a state or local
government develops a multipurpose projecto.
drawing funds' from two or smore assistance
programs, it must file separate applications for
each of the programs included in the project.
Moreover, the administrative rules. and proce-
dures for processing these *plications often
differ substantially among different programs
and agencies. The act attempts to alleviate this
difficulty by provid'i'ng authority to expedite
the consideration and approval of such proj-
ects anchby simplifying procedures for their ad-
ministration. after approval.

The act provides legislative authority for a
program firseigun as a demonstration by
HUD in 1969`and expanded as the Integrated
Grants Administration Program' (IGA). By one



count, as of December 1974, 24 IGA projects
were underway involving over $33 million in
federal funds. An evaluation of the IGA pro-
gram in 1974 .revealed several defects, ,includ-
ing a lack of clear authority, reluctant federal
regional council parficipation, staff limitations
and turnover, and 'difficulties in decentralizing
federal agency decisionmaking. Perhaps the
greatest < problem, however; was the tremen-
dous amount of energy required by grant re-
cipleots to develop a joint project and to con-
vince reluctant federal bureaucrats that it
would be worthwhile.. Despite such limitations;
however, the program demonstrated sufficient
-promise that it was placed on a statutory basis.
In 1974 the joint Funding Simplification Act be-
came law.

An ACIR review of the 'joint funding program
in 1980 concluded that the act did little to re-
solve the difficulties that had impaired the
predecessor 'ICA progrim.129 In fact; many of
the same criticisms continued to surface.
Other evaluations have reached similar conclu-

. sions. A major indicator of the program's dis-
appointing performance was that, as of July '1,
1940, there were only 46 active grant projects?
totaling $49.5 million, and ten of these were
continuations of ICA projects. One otthe pri-
mary obstacles to wider use was the lack of ini-
tiative in developing joint *ding projects at
the feder1 level: As William Thurman, head of
the Gen rat Accounting Office' Division of
Intergovernmental $elatiops, testified before.
the Senat# Subcommittee on Intergovernmen-

. tal Relatioits .in October 1979: -.

The way the joint funding program
4 has operated is that it has been left

pretty"rnuch up to thelinitiative%pf
state and local governments to come
up with a packaging of federal pro-
grams that makes sense and then-,
they have to grapple with the federal
establishment in trying to sell their
proposals."O

When the Joint Funding Simplification Act
was extended in 1981 after a' brief lapse, the
Senate Subcommittee on Governmental Affairs
reported., that the federal role in the program's
implementation needed to,,be strengthened.'
The committee report accompanying the bill
encouraged OMB to "assume a strotr role in'
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the future administration of the act." Yet, per-
haps because the act's extension followed so
closely on.the heels of a change in Administra-
tions, little was done to extend or strengthen
its implementation. More may be done in the
future, however, as OMB begins to 'explore
new opportunities to 'prepackage" financial
assistance to recipients.

MANAGING FEDERAL
CROSSCUTTING REQUIREMENTS:
THE TRANSITION FROM PROCESS TO
SUBSTANCE IN REGULATORY REFORM

During The 1976 Presidential campaign,
dent Carter promised to rationalize the federal
regulatory system. While the regulato"ry analy
sis and review..program was the centerpiece of
his efforts, the Administration also' began to
standardize agency administration of a group
of federal regulations that had been routinely
applied to intergovernmental grantsLin-aid.
These "generally applicable" or "crosscutting"
requirements are national policy or administra-
tive requirements that apply to assistance pro-
grams of more than one agency or departn{ent.
In 1980 there were 36 socioeconomic policy re-
quirements and 23 administrative and fiscal
policy requirements according to ari*OMB tab-
ulation."' The former dealt with such matters
as nondiscrimination, environmente protec-
lion, minority participatio and la* stand-
ards; the la4tter involved such issues as public
employee itandards, general administrative
and procedural requirements and recipient-
related administrative and fiscal requirements.

The number Of crosscutting requirements
hats grown sharply since passage of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, banning racial discrimina-
tion In all federally, assisted programs. In re-
sponse, criticism of this proliferation has
mounted. In its 1977 report on the intergovern-
mental grant system, ACM found that generally
applicable requirements affected widely diver-
gent and fundamental matters of state and lo-
cal government. Although the general objec-
tives of most crosscutting requirements were
found to ,be desirable, many requirements,
were being adeninistered differently from agen-
cy to agency, wittk w,ide variations in compli-
ance from one program to another, and con-
flicting requirements in some cases)"
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As described earliir, Carter Administration
actions to mitigate problems 'resulting from-
this fragmented,pattem of implementation first
took the form of efforts, to improve federal
management of the three major crosscutting
requirements: civil rights, environment, and
citizen participation. In a 1977 memorandum to
the heads of federal agencies and depart
ments, the President asked three agen-
ciesthe Council on Environmental Quality
(CEQ), the Community Services Administration
(CPO and the Department of Justicett com-
pile and examine, existing practices in these
areas. CS/i efforts produced a 'single handbook
of all federal citizen participation require-
ments, and investigations by CEQ and the Jus-
tice Department resulted in consolidating envi-
ronmental and equal employtnent crosscutting
requirements.

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT,

In 1977, AC1R identified nearly 40 different
federal statutes and orders with widely applica-
ble nondiscrimination requirements, enforced
by 18 different,federal agencies and depart-
ments.133 The resulting:overlap of responsibili-
ties ,was regarded as an administrative night-
mare by those affected and a major obstacle to
effective enforcement by civil rights groups.
Thus, to clarify agency roles in implementing
civil rights crosscutting requirements and to
fulfilF a campaign promise to improve the fed-
eral government's enforcement of 'iqual op-
portunity statutes, President Carter undertook
a ing out odf such responsibilities among

agencies. The consolidation of .duties
that iulted froM these effcirts gave major
new 'responsibilities to Equal Employment Op-
portunity Commission (EEOC), expanded the
Department of Labor's responsibilities for con-
tract compliance, and increased and clarified
the Justice Department's responsibilities, for
litigating civil rights suits against state and local .
governments.. (Major changes are describkl in
Exhibit 6-7.)

Few Studies of the implementation of this re-
organization of equal employment responsibil-
ities have been undertaken,- In, 1981, the Gen-
eral Accounting Office GAO) found that EEOC
had been fairly successful in implementing the

# Equal Pay and Age Discrimination Acts. Trans-
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Exhibit 6-1
Carkor Administration

Reorganization of
Army Roles ki

Equal Effiployrnant
Crosscutting

Rsquksment Enforcement

EQUAL E MPLOYME NT "OPPORTUNITY
COMMISSION

ReOrganization Plan No. 1 of 1978, knple-
Mented by E0 12088, ithollslied the Equal
Einployment OpPortunity Coordinating Com.'
cil (F,EOCC) ancrtransferred its responsibili-
ties to ttlgi EEOC. EEOC was charged with
developing wilfonn enforcement standards
for all agency equal employment regulations
and standardizing' data collection
procedures.

a EO 12066.also transferred responsibility for
enforcing the Equal fay Act of 1963 and the
Age DiscItIlnatfon in Employment Act of-11/4,,,

1967 from; the tabor 'Department to 'the
EEOC, effeitive'july 1, 1979.

4
DEPARTAENT OF LABOR

Under EO 12088, the Department of Labor's
Office of Federal Contract Compliance as-
sumed IOW responsibility for .enforcing equal
employment opp&tUnity statutes in 'leder&
contracts. Previously, the department had
coordinated compliance enforcement by
nearly'one dozen separate agencies:

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

o Reorganization Plan No. 1 transferred full re-
sPonsibilitx for litigation againit stale and io-
cal ,governments, as established by the
Equal Employment OpPottlinly Act of 1972,
from EEOC to lihe Justice Department, The
effect of this transfer was to place all phases
of such disputes-from initial.inviestigation to
IitigatiOn-:-In a --single organizallOm
12087, implementing Section 5 of the RsW
ganization Plan, became effective July .1,
1978. It did not diminish EEOC's right to
make an 'administratividetermination Oft

*discrimination.



fer of coordicating responsibilities was also re-
garded to haie gone smoothly. GAO reported
that the EEO had begun "la study of all federal '.
equal employment oppolgunity programs. and.'
activities with the goal of stapdardizing all pro-
cedures and practices that may not be duplica-
tive 'and inconsistent. " "' While GAO's findings
are certainly encouraging, they report only the
earliest- phases of 'implementation and ust,
therefore, be regarded as Kelirninary.'"

Analysis of EEOC, activities has been limited
thus far, but 'more is known about them 'than
about the Justice Department's activities. No
evaluation of its' progress in consolidating-re-
sponsibilities for all phases of litigating civil
rights disputes with state and local govern-

. ments has been conducted. Nor has "there
been any evaluation of the Labor Department's 41

efforts. However, an official in the Offite of
Federal Contract Compliance maintains that
the consolidation has produced benefits for all
federal contractors, including state and local
governments.'" The 12 regional and 71 area of:

'fices of the departmentore' now solely re ,n-
sible for hearing initial contract comp nee

. disputes. In addition, Labor's contract c mph-
ance regulations have replaced individual
agency requirements, giving state acrid local
governments one set of policies and- regiula--
tions to contend with instead of a dozen.'"

'ENVIRONMEIV

The ipost important troublesdre envi-
ronmental' crosscutting requirement has been
the environmental impact statement which ful-
fills Title 11 of the National Environmental Pro-
tection Act (NEPA).,.is procedure is intended
to assure 'consideration of the environmental
impact of major federal and federally funded
actions. Title II also created the'COuncil on En-
vironmental Quality (CEQ)*) serve as guardian
for environmental concerns within the execu
tive branch.'" Although CEQ was the logical
place for it, Richard Liroff notes that "[NEPA]
did not clearly delegate to (CEQ) responsibility
for' developing 'guidelines for agency, imple-
mentation of the statute's procedures.'""

EO 11514, issued by President Nixon in 1970,
ihanged this situation."° This order gave pri-
mary responsibility for overseeing Environ-
mental 1Mpact Statements (EIS) to CEQ

over time, issued a series of' EIS guideftnes. Al-
though CEQ considered its guidelines "non-
discretjonary,"agkncies did not. This differ-
ence 6f opinion led to subsiantially different
agency practices. According to CEQ: /

e resulf has Veen an evolution of
in ns*tent agency.practicei and in-

,terpretations of the law.fthe lack of a
"uniform, governmentwilfe approach
to implementing NEPA, has, impeded
federal coordinatidh and made it
more difficult for those outside gov-
ernment to understand and partici-
pate in the enviratrignfai review
process. It has also dased unneces-
sary duplication delay and
.paperwork.'a

To correct these problems P side ist Carter
-,issued EO 11991 on May 24 977, directing,
CEQ'. to issue ne S regula ions."2 CEQ un-
dertook an ambitio schedule of public hear-
ings and consultations shortly thereafter, and
on lulx, 30, 1979, the new XIS rules became
final: .

The new regulations are regardectoas a 'sub-
stantial improvement over e old. They bind
all offederal agencies to. a s ngle EIS structure
and format, and they pr vide uniform_ guid-
ance to the cdurts on the procedural' aspects of
NEPA. A number of their provlsion will benefit
state ap local governments direcily, including
these ...

reducing th ength of EIS's to a nor-
mal length it 150 pages;

O requiring the use of plain language
and consistent terminology,
throughout;

o requiring federal agencies to use a'
single, standard format;

O allowing federal agencies to prepare
EIS's jointly.with state and local gov-
ernments 'that have their own com
parable "little NEPA" requirments;

0 providing for simplified proedures
1

who making minor changes in
Ms;

.0 reduci g paperwork reporting ire-
quirements; and,

. o requiring time limits to be set for the
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Exhibit 6-2
The Problems of Agency. Administration of

Federal CnnecuttMg Requirements

o Responsibility for crosscutting requirements is so widely dispersed within federal government
that no formal ppless exists for uniformly communicating information them to any federal

agencicA

a Some requireMonts emanate from a number of agendies in the form of various pieces- of legisla.
tion,- guidance, etc.; so that state and local govemments'lask of sorting them out and Understand-

;
ing their implicationtis,complicated and time consumkig.

There is often considerable delay between the time a requirement becomes law and the times
when offici4I implementing guidance. is issued to the agencies by the appointed lead bcFady.' In

marty cases,,this delay.is equal to or greater than the tkne'lag within the assistance agency in take
ktg action ori the, requirements.

o Same requirements conflict with others or with individual assistance program purposes, bUt then,
are few established processes for resolving theconflicts without resort to the courts.

,

Some of the larger executive departments are not organized or equipped to manage general as-
sistance 15olicies on a departmental.

a Some generally applicable requirements are shunted off to specialists and aurniniekgeo in ways

that are not consistent with the assistance programeto which they apply.

a The effectiveness of the requirements and their InOementatkm often is not evaluated on any reg-
War basis. -

o No matter how consistent the framework may be W which federal policy requirements are trans-
mitted to any agen4, -they are treated and knplemented differently dralending on the interest
and the attention paid to The contents prior to the formal introduction of the requirement into a
department.

C2 Stronger central' leadership is needed in the management of generally applicable requirements
and OMB 'is the most appropriate organization to provide It

Source: Office of "Management and BudgetMeneging Wind Malstapce err the Issas, voi. 1, Working Papers. (Womb.
. ington, DC: Office of Management and Budget, June 1980), pp. A-3-18A-1-29 and Federal ftgistir 45 (No-

vember 7, 1980), p. 74415-20

NEPA process when requested by
applicants.'

While the new rules require that all agency
implementing reguiationspropo;ed ))r fi-
nal be submitted to CEQ for evaluation, 'and
while CEQ" has expressed its intention to use
its new pcfwers. under the executive order to
ensure -full agency 'conformance, -tittle is
known about the results so far.iln particular,
no analysis of reductions 'in cofnpliance bur-
dens'.has been undertaken. Still, CEQ has.pub-
lished in the Federal Register a total of ten
progress reports. in the latest, published May
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7, 1981, it was reported that 62 agencies had is-,
sued final approval EIS implementing regula-
tions, 16 had published proposed rules under
evaluation by CEQ, and only 11 had still to pro-
po.se them.'"

AN OMIII MANAGEMENT CIRCULAR TO
STANDARDIZE' THE. ADMtNISTRATION.OF
CROSSCUTTING REQUIREMENTS

In Congress, meanwhile a growing aware-
ness'of the problemS posed by crosscutting re-
quirements le'd to the incorp9.atlQn of Section



8 in the federal Grant and Cooperative Agree-
ment Act of 1977. This section called upon the
Director Of.-OMB to 'determine, among,other
things, the feasibility of developing a' compre-
hensive system of guidance for federal assist-
ance. programs. Pursuant tothis Congressional
mandate, OMB conducted a study of crosscut-
ting requirements as part of its general look at
the management of federal assistance. A task
group found a number of problems With the
way therequirements were being adminis-
tered, confirming ACA's earlier findings. (Ex-
hibit 6-2 summarizes the problems that have
been associated with" crosscutting
requirements.) °

On the broad issue of improving assistance
idininistration generally, OMB recommended
that Congress enact legislatioh authorizing it,
among other things: to direct the 'executive de-
partments and agencies to establish clear
points of responsibility for coordinated imple-
mentation- of assistance, policy; to establish a
governMentwide process for developing, irn-
plementing and evaluating assistance policies;
and, to suspend temporarily the operation of
regulations or guidelines for implementing .a
general assistance policy statute if it becorrles
evident that, unless suspended, serious unan-
ticipated disruption will result.'"

The report recommended that the President
desiginate OMB. as the assistance policy focal
poin t! in the executive branch. It identified '11
-actions that w re being taken or planned by
OMB in pur of this responsibility including
specifying t e process for developing, imple-
menting and evaluating governmentwide as-
sistance policies.146

Carter Actionito Implement OMB Findinin

To implement the study recommendations,
President Carter directed OMB to develop and
administer a process for coordinated deVelop-
ment, issuance, implementation and evalua-
tion of crosscutting assistance policy guidance.
OMB thereafter prepared a proposed circular
ot4*'Managing Generally Applicable Require-
ments for Assistance Programs'," which was
published with a request for comment in the
Federal Register of November 7, 1980.'47

The proposed circular was designed to per-
form four functions: provide general policy

statements to guide agency actions in the man-
agement of generally applicable requirements;
describe the basic phases of a fiVe-step process
to be used in Managing each requirement;
specify the responsibilities of federal agencies
and OMB; and serve as the unifying framework
for more detailed or specific guidance as it was
developed. Key sections of the circular provid-
ed' that:

LI a-guidance agency would be desig-
nated for each generally applicable
requirement that needs consistent,

,..governmentwide implementation;
guidance (explanations, elaborations
and interpretations written by guid-

Pance agencies' to assistance
agenCies) would be compatible with
the programs and recipients to
whic1 it applied and would be im-
plemented by assistance agencies to,
ensure the greatest consistency for
each recipient of two or more pro-
grams; and,
implementation and accomplish-
ments were to be evaluated on a pe-
riodic basis.

The management process stated who should
do what in the development of policy and the
development,. promulgation; implementation
and evaluation of guidelines. The proposal did
not Suggest, however, that crosscutting re-
quirements sought to be substantiyely reduced
or eliminated.

Withdrawal of Proposed Circular

After expiration of the comment period;
OMB's proposed circular was revised and pre- -

pared for approval and promulgation. In the
-meantime, -hoWever, the Reagan Administr(.
tion took office, and it decided not to adopt--
the uniform approach to improving the admin-
.istration of crossciittkng requirement's incorpo-
rated in the proposed circular. Instead, the
new Administration sought substantive and
administrative changes tailored to 'individual
crosscutting requirements as part of an alter-
native strategy f intergovernmental

--deregulation.
-Currently, the Executive Office of the Presi-

dent has takenpltlie lead in reforMing cross-
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cuting regulations. OMB has sought to limit
the application of crosscutting requirements to
the new block grants in social servites, educa-
tion, health and community development.
Moreover, if the federal intergovernmental aid
system is further cut back in fiscal years 1983
and 1984, as is being proposed by the Adminis-
tration, the range of applications of federal
crosscutting regulations wit} almost certainly
be further reduced. Changes in specific re-
quirements are also .beins considered by the
President's Task. Force on Regulatory Relief:

This section has described standardization
and coordination strategies that the federal
government frequently has used tot simplify
overly complex, conflicting, or duplicative
regulations.

But standardization has not always proved to
be an adequate solution to the problems of
regulatory "red tape." Indeed, some critics
have ,suggested that it may lead to excessive
uniformity because it requires an "averaging"
of the different requirements agencies impose.
Such a process, some have argued, may reduce
burdens from some regulations and for some
grant recipients while raising compliance
standards for others. Other critics have raised
questions about the effect Of over-standardiza-
tion on agencies' abilities to implement and
oversee their own prograMs, or they have sug-
gested that standardization may obscure the
need for more fundamental,regutatory reform.

These criticisms reflect an increasingly skep-
tical attitude- toward procedural approaches to
regulation and-regulatory reform. The marked
change from- the late 70s to the early 80s in
0Mrs apprciftch to managing ,federal cross-
cutting tequirements demonstfates how, this`
increased skepticism has, in some cases, al-
ready led some reformers to focus on altering
the substance of specific regulations rather
than altering or standardizing the' processses
by which regulations are made. What follows is
an overview of recent attempts to achieve sub-
stantive reform of regulation:

A REVIEW OF FEDERAL SUBSTANTIVE.
REGULATORY REFORMS

Beginning with President Carter',4 regulatory
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reform program, there has been a growing be-
lief in Washington that procedural reforms af-
fecting future regulations may be inadequate.
Better regulation, some critics believe, may re-
quire changes in the substance of existing reg-
ulations to make' them less intrusive or more
efficient. They proposethat existing command-
and-control strategies be modified or .replacect
by new, more flexible_ regulatory techniques oil
systems of economic incentives. At a, mini-
mum, they believe that the regulators should
permit regulatees to determine how best to
achieve federal program' standards and
objectives.

These goals have been part of a broad
deregulation movement affecting many areas
of federal policy. Efforts to deregulate and
strengthen private competition in the ,airline,
gas and oil industries have been supported by
Republicans and Democrats alike. Deregula-
tion has also drawn support from a variety of
econowiti,vwho advocate replacing traditional
regulation ith innovative pricing systems that
promise to achieve regulatory goals more
effitientiy.1

In i.g`area of intergovernmental regulation,
subtantive deregulation has taken everal

..forms. In 1980, President' Carter directed
,agencies:. to experiment, 'where appropriate,
with a series of innovative alternatives to
standard regulation..That same year, Congress
passed the Regulatory Flexibility Act to reduce
regulatory burdens' on small businesses And
units of government. ,Finally, President Rea-
gan's Task Force on Regulatory Relief is cur-
rently engaged in a broad review of existing
regulatory programs, seeking ways to reduce
burdens and to maximize cost effectiveness.

Innovative Regulatory Techniques:
Alternatives to Prescriptive Regulation'

Althouih federal regulators have not always
relied on highly prescriptive, closely moni-
tored approaches to regulation, they generally
have chosen,this course. Moreover, the choice
of -regulatory technique -has often been it mat-
ter of agency discretion. President Carter af-
tempted to redress- this situation in EC/ 12044,
which launched his regulatory reform
program. A

-The executive order provided the basis for a
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gc4ernmentwide campaign, speirheaded by
the Regulatory Council, to use legs -burden-
soMe, more economical regulatory ap-
proaches. "Innovative Techniques" was a term
coined during that period to describe a range
of alternative, market-type regulatory strate-
gies. Today, these techniques recieve more
systematic agency consideration because they
have been incorporated into OMB's regulatory
review and analysis program.

INNOVATION IN THE CARTER
ADMINISTRATION

In the wake of EO 12044, many federal
agencies developed new approaches to regula-
tion that provided increased flexibility and de-
centralized decisionmakinvOri tune 13, 1980,
President Carter built upon this foundation
and directed the heads of major federal regula-
tory agencies to employ specific innovative
regulatory techniques wherever possible. Of
the eight techniques cited in the directive, five
can apply to intergovernmental regulation:
performance standards; tiering; marketable
rights; economic incentives; and compliance
reform."'

Performance Standards

The use of performance standards involves
regulating through general performance crite-
ria rather than by detailed specification of the
means of compliance. Performance standards
potentially peimit greater freedom of action to
regulated entities and reduce compliance
costs. It is argued that they provide more free-
dom to discover new and more efficient coin-

, oliance technologies among the regulated. in
addition, performance stirdards may be espe-
cially beneficial in the regulation of state and
local governments because they allow regulk
lion to be tailored more easily to current state
and loal law and existing governmental
structures.

Performance standards, however, may be no
panacea. Skeptics have observed that their in-
discriminate use could ultimately prove more
burdensome to 'state and local governments

....than the more familiar command-and-control
techniques if the. standards are unattainable.
Moreover, performance standards are only ap-

propriate where reasonable and achievable
measure's of performance can be devised.

Tiering :

"Tiering" regulations means tailoring regula-
tory requirements to fit the size or nature of
the regulated entity. Tiering is viewed primarily
as a means of reducing unnecessary regulatory
burdens associated with federal recordkeeping
and reporting requirements, but it, may be ap-
plied to compliance requirements as well.
Tiering provided the conceptual basis for the
Regulatory, Flexibility Act of 1980 which is dis-
cu4sed lker in this chapter.

Marketable Rights

Regulation frequently takes the form of allo-
cating . scarce resources. The traditional ap-
proach is for the government to decide, case
by case, who is permitted to undertake partic-
ular activities and who is not. An alternative,
approach is to create "rights" for conducting
these limited activities and then to allow the
rights to pass' by trade or sale among bidders._
For example, four federal agencies are spon-
soring a million demonstration grant pro-
gram to help urban areasattract new industries
and` revitalize present ones while meeting

,clean air requirements."° Under the program,
selected urban areas are developing innovative
approaches for promoting both economic
growth and better control of air pollu-
tion>r-including offset banking,, trading of
emission rights and emission density zoning.
Overall, a marketable rights approach attempts
to remove' the government frOm difficult and
contentious decisions about who can "best"
use a limited resource. Instead, the market al-
locates rights according to which users can de-
rive, the most value from their use, measured
according to their willingness to pay. In addi-
tion to efficient use of limited resources, a
marketable rights scheme is believed to stimu-
late development of appropriate ihovations
for future use.

Economic Incentives

Many regulatory programs have been set up
to correct the economic sector's failure to
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satisfy publiC expectations. In many of these
cases, market failure resulted because, private
sector casts did not accurately reflect total
costs to society. Pollution is the best known
example of this kind of Market failure. An,air
polluter incurs no direct cost from its emis-
sions, yet downwind communities must pay for
the resulting health and, material damage. In
such cases, the traditional regulatory response
has attempted "ao eliminate or restrict the* un-
wanted activity and assess fines against
violators.

In contrast, an incentives appro seeks to
correct the probleni by pro p cing. PriCe
corrections are ttie most common f m of eco-
nomic, incentives and are generally applied
through fees or subsidies. Major benefits as-

..

cribed to economic incentives are that they en-
courage improvement beyond a particular
standard and at a faster pace. Of particular sig-
nificance to states, which frequently, are co-
regulators of aicand water pollution, pricing
requires less antinuoirs government involve-
ment, thereby reducing administrative cos of
regulation to the states.

Gomptiance Reforms
Compliance reforms involve market-oriented

procedures to replace or supplement strict
governmental monitoring and enforcement in
regulation. They include both "third party
monitoring" and "penalties that reflect,the de-
gree of oncompliance." The compliance re-
form that is most significant for intergovern-
me a regulation,' however, is "self
certification" whereby state or local govern-
ments certify theirown regulatory programs to
be consistent with federal standards.

Certification can be approached in a number
of ways. In the first case, federal regulators
could assess the adequacy of state and local
laws and regulations in relation to their own
federal laws and regulations and authorize
substituting state and local regulations for fed -
eral' ones, Where such action would result in
equivalent or higher performance of regulatory
responsibilities. A second and more relaxed
approach is now being used in the nine recent-
ly enacted block grant programs for health,
education, social services and community de-
velopment In this *form, state and focal gov-
ernments certify generally that federal regula-
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tory intentions will b'e' achieved. Proof of
compliance is supplied through performance
reporting and follow-up action undertaken
largely by the regulated entity itself.

IMPLEMENTING INNOVATIVE TECHNIQUES

To increase the use of ese approaches
among all federal agenci 980 President
Carter asked the 35 agent' iliated With the
Regulatory Council to conduct a review of their
programs to see where innovative tectiniques
might be applied. To assist agencies in con-
ducting these reviews, the council held .a goy-
ernmentwide coitferente on innovative, tech-
niques. The conference wwinten0d to
provide a forum for regulators to "roll ujztheir
sleeves and go beyond general philosophizing
to exchange information on curent practices
with particular innovative techniques across
the federal government."'"

As part of its review of agency prOgress, the
Regulatory Council published a report invento-
rying the use of innovative regulatory tech-
niques among federal agencies. The jnyentrary'
showed a modest departure by agencies from
traditional command-and-control regulatory
approaches with' some of the new techniques
being applied to intergovernmntal regulitrion.
(See Figure 6-3.) .

EXPANDED U,SE OF MARKET-TYPE
REGULATORY TECHNIQUES UNDER
THE REAGAN ADMINISTRATION

The regulatory reform program launched by
President Reagan under EO 12291 has expand-
ed and accelerated the drive toward -Market-
type regulatory strategies. Earlier efforts were
important first steps, but they were largely ad
hoc, depending on Regulatory Council
lance and agency good will. The prograth now
has an institutional basis, as part of the new
administrative regulatory review and analysis.
,program monitored by the dffic f Informa-
tion and 'Regulatory' Affairs in 0 8.-,Now
agencies must routinely consider conomic
regulatory alternatives as part of their regula,
tory analyses and reviews of prOposed rules. In
addition, as was described earlier, agencies
also must consider less prescriptive alterna-
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tives in the!' semi-annual regulatoryt)agendas.
Data on the results of these efforts is only be-
ginning to come in and has yet to be compiled
by the Office of Information and Regulatory Af-
fairs. However, a study by the General Ac-
counting Office indicates that consideration of
regulatory -alternatives continues to fall short
of the administration's goals.152
-- .

The Regulatory flexibility Act of 1900'

Although the development of economic reg-
ulatory alternatives has been primarily an exec-
utive branch undertaking, the RegUlatory Flexi-
bility Act of 1980 indicated Congressipnal
interest in the use of these techniques. The act
provides a "statutory basis for the expanded ose
of tiering to make federal regulations mare
flexible and less'burdensome to small ortiani-
zations. It charges federal regulators'6 antic-
ipate and reduce the 'mr1 pact of regulations andm pact

or gover ents with populations
under 50, as well as for small businesses -:
and other mall entities. If adhered to, the

4ad's standards of federal regulatory behavior
could reduce the regulatory burden on small
cities, counties, towns, townships, villages,
school districts and other special aiistricts--
over 40,0 small local governments in all:

Under the act, federal regulators, are ex-
pressly required to consider alternative ways ofL,
adjusting regulations to better reflect the
capacities of small entities. Executive branch
and independent agency federal regulators -.
alsd are required to try harder to notify small
entities of proposed regulations that will affect
them and to acquire their participation in de-
veloping And considering regulatory alterna-
tives. The act lists specific procedures agencies
may use to generate this participation and it
designates a single federal officer, the chief,
counsel for advocacy in the Small Busiriess Ad-
ministration, to monitor governmentwide per-
formance in regulating ,small entities.

AGENCY RESPONSIBILITIES

To meet these requirements, agencies are di-
rected to publish, beginning in April 1,981, and
in every October and April thereafter, a,regula-
tory flexibility agenda listing rules for which
the agency anticipates publishing a Notice of

4

4

Proposed Rulemaking in the Federal Register.
1" Rules to be included are those .having a
probable significant econmic impact on a sub-
stantial number of small entities. Moreover,
when such rules are published as NPRMs, an
agency must prepare and make available for
public comment an "Initial Regulatory Flexibil-
ity Analysis" (IRFAY; to be published in the

a. Federal Register with the NPRM. The initial
flexibilityanalysis must contain:

u a rationale for the agency's action;
o the objective and legal basis for thee

proposed rule;
fa an estimate of the type and number

o(small entities it will affect;
O a detailed estimate and description -

,

`of the reporting, recordkeeping and
compliance requirements antici-
pated;

o an identification of relevant federal
rules that may conflict With, dupli-
cate or overlap the proposed rule;
and

a specific discussion it alternatives-
to the ride that 'could accomplish

, the same objectives, such -as differ-
ent standards for large and small en-
tities"' (multitiering) performance
standards, or exemption of small
entities.

When an agency promuglate s a final 'rule, it
now most also piiblish a final regulatory flexi-
bility analysis (FRFA). -The FRFA to focus on
how the' agency handled issues raised during
the initialanalysis as well as its responses to
public comments received as a result of pub-
lishing the initial analysis.

The act, also requires agencies, , within ten
years, to examine systematically their existing
and outstanding rules with respect to small en-
tities. Agencies are to consider the continued
need for such rules, public complaints regard-
ing them, their complexity and the extent to
which they conflict with or duplicate other
regulationsboth federal and state

IMPLEMENTATION: THE FIRST YEAR

The Regulatory Flexibility Act has been in e-f-
fect scarcely a year, but oversight already has !
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Figure 6-2
Innovative Techiplq4.9 Applied to kitergovommeptel

Regulition, October 1980

DEPARTMENT OR AGENCY,

Education

Health and Human Services

: Environmental Protection' Agency

Equal Employment Opportunity Com-
mission

Education

Healtkiind Hiiman Services

Housing spd Urban Development

Occupational Safety and Health Ad-
Ministration

4

';INNOVATIVE TECHNIQUE APPLICATIONS*

Peifornymce Standards

.Colkiction requirements to be eased for colleges with ex-
'cellent collection records

;',Perhannance stiodarde for state administered AFDC pro-
.' grams

Protect to .leduce process requirements. in state plans

Urban demonstration grants cost controlled trading and
other innovative approaches

cleen air brtibie policy established'

National interim' regulations for drinking' Water imple-
mented as performance standards

Employee selectin procedures set on a performance ba-
sis

Tiering .

Regulatoty Requirements for bilingual education
programs tiered according to. he size of school systems
and other circumstances

RegOrdiceeping Jequiremente for vrantees will be used
on size of grant . ..
Recordkeepkig 'requirements for grantees will be tiered for
small projects

.Certain requirements for day care centers receiving
ed amounts of-federal kwidOgyalved

More flexible standards for small, cities applying for Urban
Development Action. Grants

TallorOg reportklg reqtArernents and abakimert ac hed-
uies to size of business

Eliminated recOrdkeeping requkements for
with Um or few* tina Am\
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Transportation UMTA tiering regulations for awarding grants to Erman
tilt areas

Environmental Pr;;torction Agency Regulatory distinctions basal on number of people serv-
iced by roller system

Equal Employment Opportunity Com ReCordiceeping4. and documentation requirements re-.
Mission duped for employers with under 100 employees

Envkortmental'Protiction Agency

Ethic

Commerce

_Transportation

Marketable rights

New poOudon maws may trade for mission diets

toonoritic Incentives

Lidoin'.waste. demonstration facilities guaranteed Program
uses incentives

Set federal PriCe supports for municipid was* reprocess-.
ing demonitratiOn facie'.

Oinarroira 'assistance dr municipal isle uses incentives
approach

.

Energy C0110ervidion. Incartivet in schools end hospitals
set

Stall energy
thrtes,

Para-transit grant program utilizes, useNide. subsidies

Economic incenthet far hazardous waste siting

Compliance Reform

I

Imugain has economic-imam

Self certification Of energy conservation performance In
federally finaiced constructions required to 'receive finan-
dal assistance

Certffication of compliance with Nghway grant. program
requirements pernfted

iAItivi;tiiiiliiios 11 Won provides a good sOrninitry indication of the use of Innovative techniqUes, the tabulation can-
not be r as exhaustive. In addition, nxiiit of the reistiefions described here affect only Poise stele and local gov-
ernments, few, If any., afflict a mealy.

Source: Adapted from Appendix I. "Innovative Techniques Sconrboerd, Ui U.S. Regulatory Council. Regulating wan
Common Senor A Progress Report on hnoystya Regulatory Techniques (WestOrigion, DC: U.S, Reguistory
Court, October 1960.)
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begun. Both the House and Senate Subcom-
mittees on Small Business held hearings on the
act in early 1982, and the chief counsel for ad-
vocaty has monitored its implementation. Thus
far, all indications are that the act has pro-
duced little relief for small governments.'

The lack of interest shown by agencies in
tiering their regulations on behalf of small goV
ernments results from a number of factors. The
act's legislative history suggests that the major
sources of support for the program were the
small business, cortnunity and their subcom-
mittees in Congress. Originally, small govern-
ments weienot even included in, the bill, nor
was their addition the product_ of a ground-
swell of support. Small governments were first
included, without Congressional hearings,
during a Senate mark-up session July 1978.13!
Although the bill ,yeas not enacted in 1978,
when it becanii law in 1980 small governments
were IncliMed-.

Because the act was passed primarily to ben-
efit small business, monitoring ,ancldbversight
responsibilities.were placed in the Small Busi-
ness Administration. The SBA has had little ex-
perience dealing with small governments,
however, so it is not surprising that it has not
acted aggressively on their behalf.'"

In addition, the law's emphasis on economic
. effects may work against agency consideration

of important nonfiscal effects on small govern-
inent. Because nonquantifiable effects do not
fall under commonly held, but often overly
simple, definitions of economic impact, ,they
may not be recognized wilfbn agencies identify
'potential impacts on small entities.

Finally, full implementation of the act may be
hindered by mistaken perceptions that inter-
overnmental regulation already has been suf-

ficiently reduced as a result of recent block
grant initiatives. Although grant consolidation
has, reduced the burdens resulting from some
forms of intergovernmental regulation, the
need for, flexibility and innovative mechanisms
has not disappeared.

President's Task Force on
Regtslatary Relief '

Earlier portions of this' chapter focused on
the process developed by the Reagan Adminis-,
traton for reviewing newly proposed regula-
tions. Although it is more far-reaching than its
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predecessors, this processern if it is-totally
successful will only produce a reduction in
the rate at which intergovernmental regulation
grows,. It does not address the burden posed,
(by the s bstantial number of existing
intergOver ental regulations.

Accor ngly, £0 Y2291 also created the
"President's Task Force on Regulatow Relief"
and empowered it to review existing rules
identifying those that are duplicative, incon-
sistent, or overlapping, or that do not measure
up to the regulatowtanclards set forth in the
order. The task force may designate many ex-
isting rules for,-Teview and may-require
agencies to prepare cost-benefit anaiyses of
these rules. -

On February 22, 1981, the President' an-
nounced that the task force would be chaired
by. Vice President Bush. The following month
the Vice President announced its Charter/ com-
position-and-Wan of action:The-task-force is an
interagency committee composed of repre-
sentatives of the Vice President's Office, the.
President's assistant for intergovernmental af-
fairs, the assistant to' the President for public
policy, the ,Chairman of the Council of Eco-
nomic Advisors, the Attorney General, the Di-
rector of OMB, and the Secretaries of Treas.
ury, Commerce and Labor. The staff assigned
to the 'task force is drawn' from OMB's Office
of. Information and Regulatory Affairs (OIRA)f
and OIRA4 administrator serves ak executive
director to the task force.

10 12391 APPLIED TO EXISTING'
REGULATIONS

The task force has taken a pieCemeal ap-
proach to designating existing rules for review.
As a starting point, the task force sought infor-'
mation from those affected, by federal, regula-
tions, including state and local, governments
and their associations, about rules felt to be
particularly burdensome, inefficient or
inequitable;

This request generated a tremendous
amount of documentary material from state
and local government associations; inctuding
lists of rules they believe merit reexamination.
.6n OMB inventory of proposals submitted to
the task force iv dicated that all seven of the
major pliblic interest groups submitted docu-
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men4s, as did 17 individual states, 26 counties;
12 regional planning bodies, and 9 municipali-
ties. Taking giant, regulatory and tax-related
rules together, 'these included some 2,800 sub-
missions."7 Although many were duplicative,
the range of submissions was wide. 'Programs
most often identified as.,burdensome were:
regulations /implementing the Clean Air Act
Amendments of 1970; \clean water and safe
drinking water regulations; Titles Vi and VII of
the Civil Rights Act of 1964; National Environ-
mentIf-Policy Act regulations; Titles I and IV of
the Elementary' ,and Secondary Education. Act;
vocational education and rehabilitation regula-
tions; Education for All Handicapped Children.
Ara requirements; food stamp regulations; Aid
to Families with Dependent Children program
rules; low-income energy assistance grant reg-
ulations; Environmental Protection Act con-
struction grant regulations; Medicaid rules;
ffealth-Pianning requirements; 'rules relating to
the Community Development Block Grant Pro-
gram and its Housing Assis;ance Planning re-
quirements; federally assisted single family
and multifamily housing regulations; the Davis
Bacon Act; Comprehensive Employment Train-
ing Act rules; Urban Mass-Transit rules; and

/highway. and highway safety program regu-
lations.'"

Based on these submissions and recommen-
dations from groups in other sectors of the
economy, the Task Force designated 111 feder-
al regulations for immediate review and possi-
ble revision by federal agencies., Of this initial
'total 27or nearly 25%were intergovern-
mental in character.'" Exhibit 6-3 lists these
regulations.

TASK FORCE PROGRESS

A recent report by the Task Force on Regula-
tor/ Relief indicates the extent of pro'gFess in
the effort to date. As of /August 1982, t4e,task
force had completed action on 13 of the '27
intergovernmental regulatiOns selected for ini-
tial review.'" Regulatory, modifications re-
sulting'from these reviews were estimated to
total44-6 billion in 'one-time savings for state
and local governments and an additional $2 bil-
lion in annually recurring costs."' The task
force also estimated these regulatory actions
will reduce paperwork 'costs to state and local
governments by nearly 12 million work hours

each ar.1" Examples of prominent regulatory
relief ctions taken by the Administration thus
far in Jude:

0 revised rues to permit local authori-
lies more discretion in providing the
handicapped with access to mass
transit, estimated to save $2.2 billion
in capital costs;

u withdrawal of Department of Trans-
portation rules relating to urban
transpdrtation planning 'analysis,
uniform traffic control devices
among the ,states, and procedures
for governing bus rehabilitation and
emergency stockpiling;
withdrawal'of the.Education Depart-
ment's proposed rules requiring lo-

. cal school districts to instruct chil-
dren not proficient in English in
their native languages;

O review of the Education Depart-
ment's rules requiring schools and
colleges receiving federal grants to

,spend 'as much on women's athletic
programs a men's; and,
proposed changes in the administra-
tion of Davis-Bacon Act require-
ments establishing prevailing wages
for federally aided construction
projects; estimated annual sayings
of $585 million."'

While these actions have been impressive, a
varietrof difficultiechave confronted the regu-
latory relief effort. Some of the regulatory initi-
atives have been blocked by Congress or the
courts. The Davis-Bacon reform, for example,
has yet toake effect pending legal action. Sim-
ilarly, the Administration's proposals concern-
ing handicapped education requirements met
such a storm of criticism from affected families
and from Congress that they were withdrawn.
State and local governments have also com-
plained that, apart-from their initial submis-
sions of lists of problem mandates, the Presi--
dent's task force has sought little consultation
or in t from them. concerning t*,substantive

process.'" Perhaps tht(ist common
criticism thus far, hoWever, has been a sense
of disappointment with the results.,7of substan-
tive reform. One critic described the problem
this way:
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Exhibit 6-3
Prograrna Atfectktg Stab and Local Governments

Ossiguded by the Presidenes Task FM* on
Regulator/ RAO tot Substantive Refoini

ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS
D Dredge and. Fill. Permit Pro-

gramSection 404 of the Clean Water
Act*:

o Water Coniiirvaffon Clause /Naming Re-
quirements presidential 'Memo July 12;
1978)

OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET
0 A-95 Project Notification and Review

Urban Impact Analysis

FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
`ADMINISTRATION

0 National Flood Insurance Program
(Flood Disaster Protection Act)

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
Title IXSexual equality in athletic

programs
o Section 504 of the Handicapped Reha-

bilitation 'Act requiring nondiscrimination
on the basis of handicap

o Education For Handicapped Children
Act requirements

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGEOICY
o Consolidated Pollution Control Permits
O Industrial Wastewater Pretreatment

Requirements

DEPARTMENT QF,HOUSING AN URBAN
DEVELOPMENT

ccitaG regulations inCludiraa: citizen par-
ticipation; expected to reside requirement
in housing assistance ohm; small cities
requirements; and, neighborhdod Strata-
gy areas targeting requirements

o Environmental Impact Statements
(NEPA)

O Utility allowance requirements in ibuble
Housing Authority projects

O Lease grievance procedures 'in Public
Houskig Authority projects.

o Mhkrum jAuperty standards in federally
assisted houskig units

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN
SERVICES

Medicaid fir the states
O Health care institutions certification and

surveys

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
O Surface Wiling

OFFICE OF PERSO L MANAGEMENT
u Federal standards for merit system Of

personnel administration

'DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
0 National School Lunch Program Report-

ing requirements

II

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
a Residential Conservation Service

Program

DEPART NT OP JUSTICE
a Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
o Section 504

RequirementsTransportation
O Highway statistics reporting requirements
a Design standards for highways and geo-

metric,design standards for resurfacing,
restoring and rehabilitating highways

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
0 Davis-Bacon requirements
O Labor standards provisions of construc-

tion contracts.

Source: Presidential Task Force on Regult
agRe an Administration' Achievernonts In gulatory

Relief for State and Local Government A Progress Re-
port, Wasbingion, DC, August 1982 (Processed).
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Unfortunately, Judged against the
results expected because of ... cam-
paign rhetoric the Administraft
tion's regulatory reform program to
date appears shallow, weak and
poorly focused., ,- After one year in
office the Vice President's task fOrce
has identified only 100 'rules to re-
vieW.... Certainly fit) should be able
to find more than 100 rules needing
changing _ifs

Other-S. believe that after a fast start, ".. the
prospects for substantive regulatory reform
look dimmer today 'than they did nine months" `-
ago. " "' Various reasons have been offered to
explain this result.

144PLEMENTMION PROBLEMS

Part of the probfem has been explained in
management termsthe process throUgh
which rules must go if they are to be modified
administratively. [?titers maintain that there, is

. a problem of overconcentration on administra-
tive approaches rather than on the regulatory
statutes themselves which, these experts
hold, are the real source Of the problem. Each
of these contentions is examined in turn:

Managing the Review Process

Historically, the procedure for modifying ex-
isting rules has followed The same course as
that for promulgating' entirely new ones. Pur-
suant to. requirements of the Administrative
Procedure Act, an agency publishes an NPRM
in the Federal Register;, aftublic comment,.
a final rule maybe issued. E012291 added sev-
eral steps to this process, requiring that execu-
tive branch agencies first submit proposed or
final rules --both new and newly modified
onesto OIRA staff for evaluation. But it has
not changed the notice and comment process

'itself. Moreover, the process used to review
e *isting rules that are proposed for modifica-
tion is identical to hat for newly proposed
rules. Regulations, are examined by the OIRA
staff for' consisteity with the principles set
forth in the e*ecutive order. If found wanting,
they are returned to the responsible agency for
reevaluation. At this point, the agency may re-
write dr withdraw the rule,' or it may take no

action. ,Once the agency ifas revised the rule,
hoWever, it must be submitted to OIRA again
for review. Should OIRA approve the revision,
an NPRM may be published in the Federal Reg-
ister, which begins the notice and comment
'phase of rulemaking. When a final rule is to be
published, the OIRA review is repeated,

One important difference betWeen routine
agency review of existing rules and task force
designation of a rule may contribute further to
delay. In the first case, modification is the
agency's own idea; in the second it is not. Al-
though promulgating rules was never intended
to be speedy, the process is apt to be especial-
ly slowiwhen imposed from outside. In the
Ivords of °IRA's Regulatory Policy Branch
chief, "From the OMB standpoint, it takes a lot
of pressure to get agencies to modify tieir
rules.'"s7 lq the process of 'doing so, bMB has
encountered significant organizational inertia
and lobbying on behalf of individual reg
tions.'"-According to this view,. the assists
and support of top. agency management offI7,
dais Is of fundamental importance.

From the agency ;perspective, the proceis
may be, protracted because, established rules
freqiiently become standard operating proce-
dure. Although persons, familiar with a regula-
tion'sJegistative history may have left the agen-
cy, the historytogether, with the rule's
rationale and its Implementation recordmust
be known before a change is made. Staff may
question 'the 'desirability of modificatiom, or
ttiey may ,believe that tlhe present rule is
needed to achieve the federal regulatory goal.
Even' if agency personnel were committed to
modifying a particelar rule, staff and budget
cuts might make it difficult to do so in a timely
fashion.'"

failure to Reform Existing Statutes

. Some commentators believe that, thus far,
the key factor .limiting success of substantive
regulatory reform under the Reagan Adminis-
tration stems from ipadequate emphasis on
legislative changes in" burdensome regulatory
statutes. They argue that permanent' substan-
,tive reform will depend upon revisions in law
rather than on less rigorous regulatory n-
forcement, reduced regulatory' agency

(
g-

ets, or narrow administrative readings of regu-
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latory statutes ---all of whkh may be reversed
by future administrations.'" "We're very dis-
apjSointed in [Reagan's) legislative regulatory
reform program," one business official com-
plained. "To realty effect change it has to be-
done legislatively.... All the things they have
done uplto now have been transitory.'"'" Simi-
tarty, Marvin Kosters and Jeffrey Eisenach ref
centty observed that "his surprising the [Rea-
gan] Administration's- program has not
_included proposals for 'legislative change."
They note that "knowledgeable critics fret-
,quentrY place much of the blame for faulty and
inefficient regulation on the basic enabling .
legislation."'" -

Such critics commonly point to the Clean Air
Act as a case where legislative reform is neces-
sary. Many regarded the act as a likely first can-
didate for statutory change-because President
Reagan had singled it out as particularly waste-
ful and ineffective durini his campaign and be-
cause it was due to expire September 30, 1981.
Moreover, many experts have pointed to nota-
ble shortcomings in the law. Robert Crandall of
the Brookings Institution argues this "baroque
statute" has been a particularly ineffective and
expensive regualtory program:

Federal clean air policy costs our
society more than $20 billion a year
and returns benefits that are modest
at best. The rate of improvement In
measured air quality has generally
been lower since EPA was estab-
lished ip 1970 than it was in the dec-
ade of the 60s. -Expensive controls on
automobiles have not led to any, dis-
cernible improvement in average
sMorlevels.' 73

He states thah

Had the administration been ready
and willing in early 1981, it surely
should have been able to launch 'a
major assault on the more outra-
geous provisiohs of the Clean Air
Act.... A proposal to acceleiate the
shift away 'from a' cumbersoire 'Cos;
plan approach and towards market

'incentives ... would certainly have -

been welcome.... Just changing a
few provisions of the Clean Air Act,
and nudging the bureaucracy at &A
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would ... save billion's of dollars 'in
control' costs without sacrificing
clean air goals."4

Nevertheless, 1981 came and went without
any concerted effort by the Adrhinistration to
revise the program's structure or its major pro-
visions; rather, Congress adopted a simple
one-year extension. Althchish the Administra-
tion promised to propose friajor amendments
during 1982, this has proven difficult and some
Observers doubt that Congress will act before-
1983.

If the Clean Air Act illustrates the obstacles
to substantive reform through the legislative
process, the development of rules for the nine
new block grants enacted in August 1981,
illustrates the dramatic changes possible
through a combination' of permissive legisla-
tion and concerted administrative leader-
ship."' A/together these grants for community
development, education, social services and
health folded-in nearly $8 billion in-funning for
some 77 grant progfams. In the sfvep block
grants administered by the Department of
Health and Human Services, over 600 pages of
program regulations were rendered obsolete,/
replaced by only seven pages of block grant re-.
quirements. Thus, from a regulatory reform
perspective, the new block grants appear to be
remarkably free of federal prescription.

Adhis dramatic reduction in grant require-
nts is only partly the result of cons01,1dation.
multiple programs are merged, duplicative

rules can be consolidated into a single set of
requirements. in the new' block grants, how-
ever, this natural reduction has been maxi-
mized by the Administration's determination to
implement the programs with a minimum of
federal direction and guidance. For ekample,
interim final rules implementing the new HMS
block grants entouraged states to interpret the
law for themselves and to develop reir own
procedures fbr compliance:
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To the Weil possible, (the depart-
mem) wilinot burden the states' ad-
ministration of the programs with
definitions of permissible and pro-
hibited activities; procedural rules,
paperwork and recordkeeping re-
quirements, or other regulatory pro-
visions. The states will, for the most



Table 6-3
Block Grant Reporting ftquiretnents

(In Paperwork Man-tiours)

FY 81 FY 82
Burden Burden

Social Sorvicas 4,181,433 300,000
Low Incoma Enarmi 82,458 32,490

Conmiunity Services 500,000 219,298
Maternal and Child Hes ith 15,818 27,442,

Preventive Health

holy Drug Abuse and
nt4 Want!

138,326

272,400

81,459

104,402
-Primary' Care 140,000 98,000

Editcation COneolidatkm 260,000 182,000

HUD's State-Administered 212,000 81,725
Small Cities

TOTAL 8,500,431 ,086,056.

FY 81-42
Reduction .

4,581,433

4%468

280,702'

(+11,626)

75,267

188,358

42,000

78,000

3-01 .150,275

.._5,414,375

Scum*: Office of Management and Budget, (nfonnetton Colloction Buttift of the Unitsd States, Fiscal nil 1982,
), P. 16-

0

(Washington, DC: Office of ktenagement and Budget, 1

part, be subject only to the statutory
requirements, and the department
will carry out its functions with due
regard for the limited nature of the
role that Congress has assigned to
us.' 76

Because the block grants do not have stand-
and reporting forms of recordkeeping require-
meets,. -they dramatically reduce the- federal
parwork burden imposed on state and local
governments. Acc9rding to QM8, paperwork
will be reduced to an estimated 1.1 million

,-work hours, from 'a previous estimated level of
6.5 million work hours under the former cate-

Oa.

,goricalikrants. Table 6-3 summarizes',°these
reductions.'"

Despite the Administration's effots to
achieve intergovemmentaliiegulatory relief,
however, experience from ,the, past indicates
that block grants tend to be recategorized over
time.'" Congress generally has been reliictant
to relinqui0 permanent control over program
priorities and procedures. Preliminary indica-
tions suggest that-this tendency may affect the
new block grants as.well. Members of Con-
gress successfully resisted several of the Rea-
gan Administration proposals for deregulating
the Community Development Block Grant for
small cities.'" It addition, court challenges are .
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threatened aver existing regulatory interpreta-
tions of the new grants."" Clearly, only time
will tell whether the current ifiort to devolve
control over these grants will ultimately prove
more successful than past.attempts.

. SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS AND
OBSERVATIONS

Trends. in, Regulatory Reform

This chapter -has-traced a decade of federal
regulatory reform efforts. From the record of
that period, several major findings emerge.

'Although there has been an unprecedented
increase in 'regulatory reforir activity, this
growth has been outpaced by the vastly in-
creased magnitude of federal regulation itself.
in response to a growing sense that past efforts
have been insufficient to, the task, the federal
government has recently turned to even
stronger and increasingly controversial meas-
ures to mitigate regulatory excesses. This trend
culminated in several. major initiatives
launched by PreSident Reagan almost immedi-
ately upon taking office in 1981, as well as in
Congressional consideration of a comprehen-
shie regUlatdry reform bill in 1982.

Most of this reform activity has been
prompted by concerns about excessive orivate
sector burdens, not intergovernmental ones.
Consequently, few, of the early initiatives were
directed' specifically toward problems peculiar
to intergovernmental regulation. Even so, a
number of changes benefited state and JOcal

governments. as part of a broader drive to im-
prove the management of federal regulatory
policy. Later, as the extent of federal.
intergovernmental regulation began to be rec-
ognized and as sentiment grew that something
ought to be dare about it, federal initiatives
began to foCus on mitigating the effects of reg-
ulatory programs :on state .and local govern-
ment finances and operations. These reforms,
more than any that preceded them, single out
intergovernmental regulation as particularly
deserving of attention.

Overall, regslatory reforms have been based
on one of two general models: a procedu
one focusing ,on the processes erployed
.Congress and executive agencies as they rhake
and administer federal regulatory policy and a
substantive;approach that examines hiclividual
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regulations rather than the processes that pro»
duce them. The first apOoach emphasizes
comprehensive changes which, if undertaken,
would be as likely to affect future regulatory
problems and programs as current ones. The
second strategy is characteristically piecemeal,
delving into the content of particular require-.

ments in a case-brcase fashion. This approach
alters specific rules to male them less burden-
some, ineffective, inefficient or inequitable.

One of ths prindpal Characteristicsand
problems ---o regulation is that the regulator
seeks the benefits of regulation while avoiding
many of the costs. But attaining regulatory
goalsclean air, clean water, assuring health
and safety, and protecting civil rightsre-
quires the expenditure of significant public
and private resources. The costs of achieving
such national goals are borne, in large part, by
nonfederal actors: state and local govern-,
ments, private businesses and private,citizens.
Because federal regulatory agencies have few
incentives to keep total regulatory costs down,
Presidents have devised procedural techniques
to, encourage agencies to regulate More
economically.

Beginning with President Foid, each new Ad-
ministration has required agencies to assess
the costs and benefits of major proposed regu-
lations. Yet, ender both the Ford and Carter
regulatory analysis and review programs,
agencies were for the most pa free to under-
take analyses In pro forma fashion or tO ignore
their results. Most observers agree they did
both. The Reagan Administration, faced with
the failure of agency analyses to make a visible
difference in either the quantity or character of
"federal regulation, began to require agencies
to submit all proposed regulations to analytical
review according to principles set forth in EO

12291. More important, the President instituted
a strong OMB oversight program in which each
agency regulatory, prop&al; together with its
analysis, is reviewed and approved by OMB.
The new program has been likened to 'y
`"threading the eye of the needle" because
OMB has announced its intention to approve'
only economical regulations for which a dear
statutory basis exists.

The new process is regarded as more- suc-
cessful than its predecessors. As evidence of
this improvenient, the numtwr of federal reau-



lations prOmulgated in 1981 was vastly reduced
from the previous year. in addition, it 'appears
that .regulations are being framed in a more
cost-effective, economical manner. What these
differences mean for intergovernmental regu-
lation is not yet clear, however. Although the
new program is the first to specifically mention
state and local government costs as among
those agencies should consider; the executive

- order does not specify what kinds of intergov-
ernmental impacts should be included. On the
other hand, because state and local govern-
ments are currently subject to so much federal
regulation, they seem? likely to be numbered
among the program's principal bentficiaries.

At 'the same time that Presidents have been
trying to turn federal agencies toward more'ef-
ficient regulation, Congress has been looking
for methods to close the gap between bureau-
cratic interpritation of regulatory statutes and
legislative intent. The usefulneis of °congress'
traditional oversight tools has been dichinished.
because oversight comes too late and Is largely
advisory. For these reasons, Congress has
turned increasingly to the legislative veto as a
lechnique for reviewing agencies' contem-
plated actions. Nearly half of the 190 laws con-
taining legislative veto provisions were enacted
in the last ten years-33 by.the 96th Congress
alone. Of these 33, almost 50% have some
bearing on intergovernmental regulation. His-
torically, -Congress has applied the legislative
veto only to certain -agencies and regulatory
programs, but now it is considering an across-
the-board veto provision as part of a compre-
hensive regulatory reform package,. The advisa-
bility of such a provision is strongly debated.
Advocates believe it will resolve Congress'
oversight dilemma. Critics; on the other hand,
believe it will inappropriately, involve Congress
in executive processes, prove to be
unworkable, and .give the potentially mistaken
impression that Congress approves of regula-
tions that pass through tie process without
Congressional comment.

In addition to coping with the federal bu-
reaucracy, Congress has had equal difficulty
developing a sense 'of policy and fiscal restraint
among its own members. Consequently, Con-
gress also has sought to address problems that
result from a failure to bring information about
the costs of intergovernmental regulatory leg-

lation to bear upon its own deliberations. In
an effort to highlight - .these costs and_to mini-
mize them, Congress enacted the State and Lo-

;cal Cost Estimate Act.of .1981 requiring the
Congressional Budget Office (CBO) to prepare
cost estimatesfiscal notes-4o assist Con-
gress' consideration of intergovernmental leg-
islation. Recent studies indicate that the CBO
will have difficulty fully implementing the act
largely because of technical and data collection
problems. Still, with increased staff and budg-
et,' CBO should accomplish its mission, and
state experience suggests the 'effort will be
worthwhile.

Before 1967, when national agencies set to
work implementing federal intergovernmental
regulatory- programs, state and local govern-

` ents often resembled observers of the proc-
ess rather. than participants in it. In some,
cases, they became aware of regulations: only
after beComing subject to,them. In 1967, a new
budget circularA-85opened a channel for
formal consultation during the formative
stages of agency regulation-writing between
federal agencies and subnational governments,
including their associations. Although the pro-
gram experienced many operational difficul-
ties, it represented the highwater mark of
formal intergovernmental consultation oppor-
tunities. Over time, the scope and extent of
federal regulation'vastly increased,' but the av-
enues for state and local government consulta-
tion were reduced. The reduction began when
President Carter replaced the A-85 program
with a 'decentralized, Less formal consultation
process that was largely ignored by federal
agencies. The new program was rescinded by
President Reagan, but a new consciltation proc-
ess has not been established under current re-
view procedures. Thus, at the present time,
the history of federal opportunities for state
and local governments' consultation has come
full circle from no special consultation
mechanisms in 1966, before the Budget Bureau
issued Circular A-85, to a return to his situa-
tion in 1982, one year after the rescission of E0
120.44.

The early 1980s mark a transition in federal
regulatory reform strategies. In addition to
process-related reforms, both the President
and Congress have pursued additional reforms
that reflect a different intergovernmental regu-
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latory philosophyone that is more relaxed, in
which compliance is made more flexible, and
where the federal presence is markedly re-
duced. In expressing this new philosophy,,
both Presidents Carter and Reagan,encouraged
agencies to use market-type regulatory mecha,
nisms instead of traditional command-control
techniques: It is too early to be certain about
agencies' responses or the effects of the new
techniques, but early impressions suggest that
when alternatives are effectively employed, im-
plementation is more efficient, effective and
less intrusive. One such new techniquetier-
ingis now part of the Regulatory.Flexibility.
Act enacted by Congress in 1980. This act re
.quires agencies to take into account the' effects
their proposed regulation's will have on small
bUsinesses and governments and to adjust
them accordingly.

An even more forceful' expression of this
new philosophy is President Reagan's Presi-
dential Task Force on Regulatory Relief. This
groUp has been given the power to designate
partitdlarly burdensome regulations for review
by agencies and by the Office bf information
and Regylatory Affairs at OMB. Thus far the
process has led to numerous regulatory modi-
fications and a number of. rescissions. Of the.
100 plus rules that were designated for review
in 1981, about one-quarter affect state and lo-
cal governments. Task force efforts have al-
-ready, brought a measure of relief to state and ,
loCal governments, principally by eliminating
requirements for retrofitting mass transit sys-
tems to provide access for all hrndicapped per-
sons and by withdrawing proposed regulations
mandating bilingual education. Still, appraisals
to date are mixed. Many people believe that

411%, the Administration has made a good start and
await further, action with some optimism. But
some are concerned that the process has yet to
tackle many troublesome regulatory statutes or
to address the large body of smaller regula-
tions that impose a significant burden on state
and . local governments. Furthermore, critics
are concerned that state and local govern-
ments have not been consulted 'adequately
'concerning proposed revisions.

Although the task force has succeeded in
eliminating a number of expensive and bur-
densome intergovernmental regulations, it is
the enactment of nine block grants in 1981, to-
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gether with-OMB's success in holding their at-
tached rules to a bare minimum, that stands
out as the most visible achievement of substan-
tive intergovernmental regulatory relief thus
far. Whether this is a lastinwor temporary phe-
nomenon, however, depends on whether the
tendency toward "creeping conditionalism"
associated with the first generation of block
grants can be resisted with the second.

tr
Interpreting the Trends

The foregoing discussion suggests that the
range of recent federal reform initiatives is
vOide, affecting the processes of rule develop-
ment; drafting, promulgation and review as
well as the substance of particular intergovern-
mental regulations. Such diversity reflects the
plural 'character of regulatory policymaking.
Over the past decade, Presidents, Congress,
agencis, and public interest groups have pro-
moted different reforms, many of which reflect
the different stakes/. they have in the federal
regulatory system. In part, the accommodation
of their differences explains the "helter
skelter" character of the reforms described in
this chapter.

generally, support for these initiatives has
stemmed from a belief that they would pro-
duce water economic efficiency, administra-
tive effectiveness or political accountability.
But, preferences also have been based on stra;r
tegic considerations. For. example, President's
have supported administrative regulatory re-
view and Exectitive Office of the President
oversight because they enhance presidential
control. Congress has advocated a legislative
veto of rules and regulations, believing such a
veto would increase its capacity to`oversee the
bureaucracy. Finally, public interest groups
have sought to restore their access to regula-
tory policymaking. Figure 6,-4 depicts the
ragge of past, current and proposed initiatives
that affect intergovernmental regulation; it
also suggests who among the Congress, the
President, federal agencies and state and local
governments and their associations is likely to
benefit froM each.

Overall, the pattern suggested is one in
which Congress, the President, state and local
governments, public interest groups and the
public-at-large all seek to gain more power



Figure il-4
, 'Range of Discontinued, Current and Proposed Federal'
Regulatory Reforms and the Distribution.of Their,Beneftts
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over federal regulatory decisions and proc,''
esses than they, have had in the ,past. But, it
also shows that the Eiecutive Office of the
President is succeeding to a greater extent than
the others. State and local governments will
have to wait for Congress to enact the "Regula-
tory Reform Act of 1982" if they are to regain'
the regulatory access they once enjoyed. Con-
gress may continue to attach legislative vetoes
to particular bills, but a generic legislative veto
to increase Congressional control over agency
rulemaking has yet to be enacted and it would
have to survive a likely? Constitutional chal-
lenge before the courts.

To date, the effects of recent shifts in regula-
tory power on state and local governments

have been mixed. Recent executive branch ef-
forts have.decreased the amount of intergov-
ernmental regulation. At the same time, state
and - local access to federal regulatory
policymaking hos declined. In combination,
these contradictory trends cloud the future of
intergovernmental regulation. The absence of
meaningfill participation by state and local
governments in current deliberations about
changing existing rules and in the process
through which new regulation are promul-
gated may not affect their prospects for short-
term regulatory relief. But neither will it help
them shape the course of current and future
regulations affecting them.

Counted simultaneously among the most
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regUlated sectors of the United States and
among the primary implementors of federal
programs and regulations, state and local gov-
ernments may be the best source of informa-
tion available 'to federal regulators on issues

such as administrative feasibility, prospects for
a succesful implernerftation, appropriateness

of teehniques and.equity In cost-sharing. In. the

, end, however, they must be their own best
friends a well; in a federal and, pluralistic sys-
tem of governor , states and localities must
depend upon the selvesselves to shape regulations
affecting them, They cannot rely upon the al-
truism of the federal government.
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Chapter'7

Findings, Issues and Recommendatigns
I

SUMMARY FINDINGS

State and local governments, like the busi-.
ness sector and private individuals, have been
affected greatly by the massive extension of
federal controls and standardsg,over' the past
two decades. These extensions have altered
thaterms of a long-standing intergovernmental
partnership. Where the federal government
once encouraged state and local actions with
fiscal incentives, it now also wields sanc-
tionsor simply issues commands. The devel-*

, opment of new technique, of intergovernmen-
tal .regulation presents a challenge to the
balance of auftwity4 in, and the effective oper-
ation of American federalism. Just as reform of
the burgeoning system of grants-in-aid was a
continuing preoccupation of federal, state and
local officials throughout the past decade, re- .

form of the new regulatory programs deserves
a priority position on the policy agenda of the
1980s.

In this study of Regulatory Federalism: poli-
cy, PrOcess, Impact and Reform, the Commis-
kion has highlighted and sought to explain the
growth and operation of new fcIrms of inter-
governmental regulation. The six preceiiii%

0, chapters _have identified four major types of
'regulatory programs affecting state ands local
governments; examined -theft legal 'founda-
tions under the U.S. Constitution; described
their origins and development through the '14-
islative process; reviewed problems of rule-

,

ff
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making, administration and infokement;
probed the fiscal and managerial impact of fed-
eral regulation on state and local governments;
and assessed past and current proposals for

_regulatory refotm.
This review 91 gests six major summary

findings:
a-puling the 1960s and 1970s, state

a local governments for the first
Me. were brought under extensive
federal regulatory controls;
Federal intergovernmental regula-
tion takes a variety of new adminii-
tfative and legal forms;

o Although the new forms of regula-
lion have been litigated heavily, b
and large the federal "courts have
done little to constrain the regula-
tory proclivities of Congress or the
executive branch;

o The real nature and extent of the im-
pact of federal regulation on state
and local governments is still not
fully understood;

Cl Intergovernmental conflict and con-
fusion hall! hampered progress to-
ward achieving national goals; and

0b Past efforts at regulatory reform
have given little attention to prob-
lems of intergoternmental concern.

Each of these findings is discussed briefly

Finding #1 i.
During the 1960s and 1970s, Stale and
Local overnments for the First Time

Were Brought Under Extensive Federal
RegUlatory.Controls

State and local governments have beco
major targets for federal" regulation only in th
past two decades, Over this period, nati n
controls have been adopted affecting public
functions and services ganging, from automo-
bile inspection, animal preservation and
college athletics to water treatment and waste
disposal. In field after field, the power to set
standards, and determine methods of compll-

Aance has shifted from the states and localities
to Washington. Many aspects of policy (includ-
ing budgetary priorities) and administrative
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procedure (including personnel gacticei)^ are
now significantly influenced by federal regula-
tory "m nciates."

C ter 1 of this report/and Appendix Table
/-A, ied 36 major regulatory statutes affect-
ing slate and local governments adopted be-
tween 1964 and 1978. Examples of, the best-
known and most controversial' include the
Clean Air Act Amendments of 1970, which cre-
ated federal' air quality and emissions stand-
ards; the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, which in
Section 504 barred all forms of discrimination
against the handicapped; and the Nitional
Maximum Speed Law, which established the 55
mph speed limit. These, and the many other
regulatory statutes have spawned dozens (or in
some cases hundreds or thousands) of 'specific
piles. For example, the bilingual education re-
quirements that have mandated schools to pro;
vide native-Unease, classroom instruction to
non- English speaking students are simply one
set of rules derived by interpretation of Title VI

the Civil Rights Act of 7964, which barred ra-
c 1 and ethnic discrimination in federally as-

. sisted programs. The numerous requirements
prepared by a single agency, the Department
of Tran,sportation, to implement Section
filled 51 pages of fine print in the fe erste
Register. . ,

The growing and, in most instances, legiti
mate concern for civil rights, the environment
and health and safety issues produced a pat-
terri pf intergovernmental regulation that af-
fecWal some of the most traditionally loyal of
public concerns. It is wOrth recalling that,-in
the 1950s and 1960s, it was uncertakh whether
or not it would be appropriate for the national
government to provide even comparatively
limited' financiatsaid to public schools. In the
interyenin§ period, however, federal require-
ments have mandated special educational as-
sistance for, the hanoVcapped and non-English
speakin required that every school and
college e9 ed for, evidence of race and
sex discriminatio in admissions, coursework,
faculty appointme is and extracurricular activi-
ties; and specified Ii6es regarding the ac-

,cess of parents and-students to school records.
2 ,- -Meanwhile, the principal financial responsibili-

ty for education remains'1,vhere it always has
been: at the state and local levels.

In some other fields, ihcluding environmen-
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tat protection, the federal govermnent has of-
fered very substantial financial aid to help
meet new national goals. In this area, however:
there has been a sharp reduction in state
autonomydespite statutory declarations that
environmental control is, as it has always been,
principally a function of state andilocal govern-
ment. Over this period, there has been a,dra-
matic tightening of national standards and
adMinistrative oversight for water and air pol-
lution control, as well as 'the extension of fed.
eral requirements into .such areas as drinking
water quality, hazardous'waste disposal, en-.
dangered species protection and surface min-
ing reclamation. Furthermore, all federally as-
sisted projects must be reviewed for possible
threats to the quality of the environment To a
considerable degreeand probably inevita-
blyenvironmental policy has become nation-
al policy, with state and local governments
functioning principally as the implementors of
programs conceived in Washington and moni-
tored closely by the federal executive branch.

Of course, the federal government is not a
newcomer to the regular business. As was
indicated in Chapter 3,. e creation nearly a
.century ago of the Inter ate Commerce Com-
mission to oversee the operations and rate-
setting practices of.major -railroads established
a pattern for later federal intervention. Begin-
ning with the Sherman Antitrust, Act of 1890,
the government made a permanent commit-
meat to prohibit monopolistic practices while,
during the Progressive era (roughly 1901-20),
federal controls were extended over a number
of additional social' and economic fields. A sec-
ond, and even more far-reaching, wave of reg-
ulatory initiatives occurred during the New
Deal period (1933-36). Modern controls over
truck transportation, radio communications,
labor negotiations, and the securities market,
among others, date from.these years.

The "new social regulation" of the 1960s and
1970s ;involving dozens of enactments in 'such
fields as'civil rights, consumer protection,
health and safety, and environmental qual-
itywas simply a third period of federal regu-
latory activism. Yet, it also was the most exten-
te, producing the' largestnumber of new
,fregulatory statutes and agencies, and ex-
tending federal controls try a host of new policy
fields.

A number of features distinguish this fittest
round of national regulation from prior enact:
ments. One is the more frequent reliance upon,

- executive branch agencies, rather than inde-
gendent commissions, to administer regulatory
programs. From the, standpoint of federalism,
however, ,the most impertant characteristic of
these recent regulatory Initlitives is that many
have a direct impact on statk and local govern-
ments. By, and large, the federal regulatory
statutes adopted in earlier periods were di-
rected toward the private, and especially the
business, sectOr. Many of these statutes
preemPted state laws, but did not otherwise
tamper with their governmental processes or
services. tri contrast, a, large proportion of the
newest regulatory measures are aimed. at, or
implemented &y states arld localities. De-
pending upon the area in question, biles! gov-
ernments ,serve as co- regulators or as
regulatees.

As ChApter 3 indicates,' ii is by no means
easy to explain the reason for this shift in ori.
entation. Still, although each sfatute has its
own i3olitical and historical peculiarities, a vari

A
ety of factors have encouraggsl federal adop-,
tion of intergovernmental relations. First, it
is certainly noteworthy that the most recent
burst of regulationlike those during the Pro-
gressive era and the New Dealwas but one
facet of a broader wave.of national governmen-ttal activism and ref m. In each of these three
eras, federal expaii onism attracted substan-

' tial popular, and (in many cases) bipartisan po-
litical support. The overall climate of opinion
during the 1960s and 1970s favored legislative
efforts to deal with a broad array of social, eco._
nomic, and et,nvironmental problemsthough
opposition to rising taxes, deficits and federal
bureaucracy began to mount, by the mid-1970s.
Congress, because of the changes in its com-
position,, organization and procedures, ceased
to be the burying ground for new domestic ini-
tiatives. Instead, it rivaled the presidency as
their source. The adoption of new regulatory
measures, thenlike the parallel adoption of a
host of other types of federal programsin
part reflected these more general trends.

Secondly, by the 1960s., intergovernmental
relations had legcomp established as the princi-
pal way by which the federal government con-
ducts its domestic business, . While earlier
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views ,had, stressed the independence of na-
tional and state governments, since the New
Deal there Il!Pad been a slowly building consen-
sus that "cooperative federalism" was the most
desirable way to 'provide, domestic services.
iust.as most of the expenditure programs

opted during this period used intergovern-
ntal mechanismswith Medicare being the

principal exceptionmany of the regulatory
programs also relied upon state and local goy-
trnments to achieve national goals.

Finally, several additional factors in this peri-
od combined to flake regulatory programs an
acceptable or even attractive way for the feder-

- at government to carry out its policies; The fol-
lowing might be included:
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o Historically, the prOper sco of the
national government's arty has
bien an overarching political con-
cern, and proposals for expanding 411111

national authority have excited op-
position and close scrutiny. During
the 1960s, however, federal particW
pation in most areas of state and lo-
cal gdvernmental responsibiltiy was
established: Once the legitimacy of
a federal role was accepted, tougher
and more coercive regulatory polk,
cies often were regarded as simply
modifications and extensions of past
policies, rather than as .major new
undertakings.
Deep-seated and legitimate national
concern about continuing discrimi-
nation against blacki in the south
spurred the passage of several major
civil rights statutes in the mid,1960s'
Wrged b.y a mobilized pvtilic and
sanctioned by, the Suprieree Court,
civil rights legislation set a strong
precedent for the adoption' of regu-
latory measures benefiting other miz
nority groups or advancing other na-
tional .goals.

o Because regulatory programs were
comparatively new and untested,
they enjoyed broader political ac-
ceptance than alternative policy
strategies. Experience dUrinethe
"Great Society had created some-
thing of a backlash against they con-

tinuing proliferation of categorical
.grants-in-aid, while the budgetary
pressures that mounted' during the
Viet Nam war and the "stagflation"
of the 1970s worked against enacting
major new spending programs. In
contrast, neither Presidents, nor
Congress, nor state and local
emmental organizations consistirt:
ly took a strong stand against ext
lions of federal regulatory author'

finding #2

Federal Intergovernmental
Regulatkm Takes a Variety of New

Administrative and Legal Rims

Although the preceding finding-stressed the
recent growth of federal intergovernmental
regulation, from another point of view state
and local.gomernments have not been entirely
frte from federal control for many decades.
What most certainly has changld, however, is
the form and scope of federal regulation.

For' over a century, Washington has offered
categorical aidfirst in land grints, later in
cashto aid state performance of specific ac,
tivitles deemed to be in the "national inter-
est." By accepting federal Matching grants,
state and local governments were bound to ob-
serve certain national program standards and
to submit evidence (in the form of plans, appli-
citions and audits) that fedfral funds had been
used properly. The growth of administrative
and programmatic conditions has kept pace
with, the increase Of federal dollars. Here, as
elsewhere, "there is no Such thing as a free
lunch."

Often, federal aid conditions were regarded
by grant recipients as onerous and objectiona-
ble, rigid or ridiculous. Complaints about red
tape multiplied in the 1960s as assistance was
.extended to many new fields and thenumber
of separately authorized cate- gorical grants
mounted. Pressures arose for grant consolida-
tion and simplification of management proce-
dures. Yet, though some adjustments] -were
Made,- federal -officials (and certainly the
courts) could respond to protests with a "take
it or leave it" posture. In principle, at 'least,
grant recipients re,free to reject federal aid
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if they regarded the paperwork and control as
excessive. Indeed, many localities and some
states did avoid "entangling alliances" with
Washington when their financial circumstances
allowed. Thus, despite proliferating condi-
tions, the overall emphasis in grant-in-aid pro-
grams was on the "carrot" of subsidization,,
not the "stick" of -reguktion.
s_This einOlasis began' to change in the late
19Ws and 1970s. In such fields as environmen-
tal protection, there had been a progression
from research and develoOnent programs,
through steadily increasing giant outlays, to
tough national air and water quality standards.
Where the federal government had previously
encouraged states'io plan for the orderly de-
velopment of health care services, it now man-
dated-the creation of state and local cost
control systems. Although Washington had
previously assisted schools in providing bilin-
gual education to the non-English speaktng
and speCial education for the handicapped, in

\the mid-1970s it required them to, provide far
more extensive services..

Ironically, many of the most far-reaching re-g-
ulatory programs were adopted between 1969
and 1976, the same period when the "New Fed-
eralism" of the Nixon and Ford Administrations
was at its height. On the one hand, political at-
tention was focused on proposals to adopt
General Revenue Sharing and several "special
revenue sharing" block grahts, all intended to
reduce federal, strings and controls. But 'at the'
same time, in other fields, federal. regulation
was being tightened significantly.

As described in Chapter 1, the new
intergovernmental regulation took four major
forms. It included direct orders, which are usu-
ally backed by civil'or criminal penalties;
Crosscutting requirements, which apply to
Many or all-federal assistance programs; cross-
°over sanctions, which threaten the reduction
or termination of aid, for some purposes unless
the requirements of another program are met;
and partial preemptions, which establish feder-
al standards, but delegate administration to the'
states if they adopt standards equivalent to the
national ones.

As the fOregoing discussion suggests, Abe
goals of the new regulatory programs were le
some instances similar to those of earlier
grants-in-aid. What distinguished them from
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their 16redecessors is that, through the use of
these new techniqd4, federal requirements
becametmuch moredifficult to avoid. SuCh.re-
quirements are more coercive than traditional
aid conditions becauseAhe element of a volun-
tary contractual agreement between independ-
ent governmental "partners" is lost or greatly
reduced. They are also. often more intrusive, in
that they can reach beyohd activities for which
the federal government has offered aid funds
to 'influence almost any area of state and local
activity. These factors distinguish the contem-
pdrary concern 'of state and local officials
about federal "mandating" from long lasting
complaints about federal categorical red tape
and "strings."

Although the new types of federal re lation
share these common characteristics, eai also
poses particular problems for federal-state-
local relations. Becese direct orders pit the le-
gal authority of Congress against the rights of
states, they raise the most serious legal issues
and are the only ones of the new techniques
that thus far have been limited by the Supreme
Court. Crossover sanctions, on the other hand,
pose basic questions about the coercive use of
the federal government's authority to tax and
spend. Crosscutting requirements are difficult
to administer because they are subject to
confusingly different interpretations by each
federal agency and beciuse they often take a
back seat, from an enforcement stalpdpoint, to
more program - related'conditions. Finallr, be-
cause they envision, a co-regulatory role in
which the national government is preeminent,
programs using partial preemption techniques
require'a level of cooperation between the
states and federal government which rarely has
been achieved.

Finding #3
I

Although the New Fotms of RelFlIon
have been Wigged Heavily, By a d
Large the. Federal Courts Have .Done

Little to Constrain the Regulatory
Proclivities of Congresi-or the' Executive-

Branch

Until the "Constitutional Revolution" of
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1937, questions of federal-state relationships
were regarded as weighty legal issues. In prior
years, the Supreme Court had played a sub-
stantial (if largely negative) role in striking
down both federal and state statutes deemed
improper under the allocation of authority
ontemplated by, the Framers. "Dual Federal

ism" was basic doctrine, with the states' Tenth
Amendment- reserved powers often 'balanced
against enumerated powers of the Con-
gress. B decisions during the latter New
Deal years fared the Tenth Amendment to
be nothing more than "a truism" while the
scope of national authority to regulate inter-
state commerce and to spend for the general
welfare was vastly, expanded. Thereafter, ques-
tions about the powers of Congress vis-a,vis
those of the states were regarded as primarily
political or policy issues, rather 'than grave
Constitutional concerns. Consequently, the
legislative jiranchnot the judiciarybecame
the new ".pire of federalism."

Although new federal-state controversies
emerged with the Kowth of federal aid, few of

them were placed *ore the courts during the
post-war period. At the same time, key deci-
sions in such areas as race relations, \criminal
justice, and reapportionment overturned state
laws or practices by extending nationally pro-,

lected individual rights.
The earlier pattern of noninvolvement by the

courts in federal-state regulatory conflicts
ended in the 19704. The growth of new national
regulatory controlsarnong other factors, cre-
ated increasingly adversarial' federal-state rela-
tions and volumes -of litigation. Grantor-
grantee disputes exploded as state and local
governments challenged administrative deci-
sions and, in some instances, Congressional
exertions' of legislative authority. Third parties
also entered the fray, suing federal agencies
for not enforcing requirements -and state
agencies for not complying with them.- Similar-

, ly, new and unique uses of the commerce pow-
er came under frequent attack for encroaching
on the sovereign prerogatives of state govern-
ments. The balance of power between national
and state,governments began to reappear as a
legitimate ConstitutionaLconcern. _

The resulting furor hai generated more heat
than light, however. For the most part, cases
have been decided on narrow grounds and lit-
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tie in the way of basic, principles or guidance
has emerged. From the standpoint of state and
local governments, the courts have offered lit-
tle protection. In only one instance has a.feci-
eral statute been found to exceed the proper
authority of the national government vis-a-vis
the states. Moreover, the courts have usually
upheld agency interpretations of federal stat-
utes against challenges by the targets of

. regulation.
The `landmark decision in National League of

Cities v. Usery in 1976 was the first since the
New Deal to find some substantive meaning, in.
the Tenth Amendment. At issue were the 1974
amendments to the Fair Labor Standards Act,
which extended to state and local government
employees federal overtime pay and minimum dis

wage requirements long applied to the private
\sector. By a 5-4 majority, the Supreme Court
held that the statute was unconstitutional in its
application to employen involved krt tradition-,
at governmental functions.

A nuMber, of factors have limited severely
the practical import of the NLC decision, how-
ever. First, the Court established a narrow,,(and
rather opaque), standard for identifying the
"traditional" and "integral" activities of state
and local governments. It is by no mean clear
what other areas"beyond the power to deter-
-mine the location of the state capitolare
Constitutionally protected attributes of state
sovereignty. Secondly, the case addressed only
the most infrecfuently used 4.m of intergov-
ernmental regulation, the di t order. It sug-'
gested no limit's on any of the other, far more
common, .types of national, mandates.

The Fair Labor Standards Act Amendintnts
invited rejection because they so clearly pitted,
the full coercive power of federal law against a
fundamental aspect of state sovereigntythe
authority to set terms of employment for pub-
lic servants. The law offered no alternative to
compliance. As a practical matter, it might be
contended that the fiscal and legal penalties in-
volved in other kinds of regulatory programs'
also coerce the states and localities to bow to
federal will. Moreover, it also may be argued
that, simply because a state is theoretically free
to reject or accept a benefit, does not mean
that any sort of condition attached should be
regarded as Constitutionaljust as' an individ-
ual may not be required-to forego his or her
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basic liberties to obtain unemployMent com-
pensation or food stamps. Arguments of these
kinds, in fact, have been advanced by states in
a number of cases, as well as by legal experts.

To date, however, fhe Court has viewed any
sort of requirement that offers states some al-

., ternative to participation, regardless of the
costs imposed, as essentially "voluntary" in
nature and as an exercise of "cooperative" fed-
eralism. Notwithstanding hints of change in
the Court's 1981 Pennhurst decision, grant law
still is largely dominated by precepts devel-
oped six decades ago--,-a time when the very
limited aid system could more fairly be charac-
terized as simple and "cooperative." Partial
preemption programs have been regarded sim-
ilarly. In the Court's view, if the Congress
could fully preempt a field, allowing state par-
ticipation (under any circumstances) is an act
of deference toward state 'sovereignty, rather
than the exertion of power. In short, the NIX
doctrine notwithstanding, the growth of inter-
governmental regulation over the past 20 years
has been largely unimpeded by judicial rejec-
tion of novel statutory mechanisms, as Chapter

.2 indicates.i Coupled with these generous interpretations
.' 'of Congressional regulatory authority have

been equally generous judicial assessments of-
the powers conferrid bra agencies by .regula-
.tory statutes. As.a matter of stated policy, the
courts generally show "great deference" to ex-
ecutive branch interpretations of legislative in-
tent. Hence, it, has been extremely difficult for
challengers to establish that particular adminis-
trative rules go beyond often ambiguous statu-
tory' language. Indeed, when the courts have
overturned executive branch actions, they gen-
erally have favored more extensive require-
ments and more vigorous enforcement. The
Prospect of close judicial scrutiny, in turn, has
encouraged federal agencies to "cover their
'flanks" b drafting tighter and more compre-
hensive ru s. .

To cite one prominent example, the Su-
preme Court has' encouraged, affirmative action
practices which go well beyond the simple ban
orr job discrimination that Congress seemed to
believe if .was enacting with Title Vil of the Ciic- .

il Rights Act of 1964,. as Chapter 4 indicates,
More recently=and after a string of contrary
lower court rulingsthe ,Supreme Court

I.

upheld federal requirements banning sex dis-
crimination in employmerkt by schools and
colleges. In this case, the Court shared the
view of the Office of Civil Rights thaOthe
broad, declarative statutory languagewhich
states- that "no person shall, on the basis of
sex, be subject to discrimination under any ed-
udtion program or activity receiving federal fi-
nancial assistance"applies to faculty and
staff, as well as students, in the absence of any
clear statement to the contrary. Similarly, it
was the courts which gave real substance to
the 'Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) pro-
cedure' created under the National Environ-
mental Policy-Act of 1969. Spurred into action
by environmental organizations, the judiciary
decided literally hundreds of cases in the pro-
gram's early ye rs, narrowing agency, discre-
tion by its ex sting interpretation of ambigu-
Cius statutory langugt. 1

On the other hand, except in those few areas
in which the Supreme, Court has made clear
pronouncements, the judicial branch does notN. ---speak with a single voice. ing views are of-
ten expressed at the distri and appellate
court level. In some instances, judicial actions

- have reigned in the scope of federal rules. 'An
important recent example was a U.S. Appeals .

court ruling that the Department Of Transpor -.
tation's\ Section 504 regulations exceeded stat-
utory bdunds. The 191A1 decision meant that
transit systems were no longer required to take
extraordinarily costly steps to make buses and
subways accessible to the disabled. Following
the aecision, DOT issued rule revisions per-
mining local governments to use alternative
means to meet the transportation needs of
handicapped residents.

Though noteworthy, such cases do not alter
the appraisal that the judiciary has done little
to constrain federal regulation of state and lo-
cal governments. indeed, it can be argued that
the "liberal" posture of the courts 'during the
1950s and 1960.s signaled a green light-for statu-
tpry efforts to regulate the states,not only in
civil rights, but in other areas as well.. But, in

ft the field of intergovernmental relations gener-
ally, the Court has been a cautious institution,
regardless of reigning ideology. it has adhered
passively to precedents established when

s grants were few, their conditions were reason-
able, and rejecting them was. feasible, and it

....
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has, hesitated to overrule-the mounting regula-
tory handiwork of,the other two national
branches.

Finding #4

The Real Nature and Extent of the Impact
of Federal Regulation on State. and Local

Governments Is Still not Fully
Understood

As was noted above, the shift from-
intergovernmental relationships based almost
exclusively on .grint-in-aid subsidies to one
partially based on the new regulatory forms be-
gan during the 1960s and continued and ex-
panded in the early 1970s. It was not until
recently, however, that the new problems re-
sulting from the growth of federal mandating
began to receive much scrutiny from analysts
or policymakers at any level of government. Al-
though there have been assessmentsof vary-
ing qualityof the fiscal, administrative and le-
gal issues posed by some of the principal
regulatory measures, only, a. few of these have
attempted to determine the combined impact
of such prograins on spkific jurisdictions Of
on the nation as a whole. Conceptually and
empirically, the analysis of .intergovernmental
regulation is now about-where the analysis of
grants-in-aid-was 20, years ago: in the explora-
tory stages.

Research, of cow-se, often lags behind con-
temporary events. Many scholars and other in-
vestigators are slow to recognize new develop-
ments limiting the relevance of traditional
approaches. AlthOugh there IS an extensive lit-
erature (especially in the fields of economics,
public administration, political science and
law) 'dealing with regulatory affairs, most of
this research neglects the major role played by
state and local governments as the objects and
the implementors of federal regulation. Most
studies continue, to concentrate attention on
the problems'posed by older regulatory .formi
that were directed principally at economic is=
'sues and the private sector and usually were
administered,' by independent commissions
and federal personnel.

Consequently, although there have been
several analytical efforts to determine the costs'
imposed on private businesses by recent' feder-
al regulations and to assess the effect of these
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.mandates on the nation's economic perform-
ance, there have been' no comparable studies-
of the impact of federal rest4gion on state and
local governments. Aside-Trom a handful of
case studies of regulatory impacts on specific..;
localities, most available information is drawn
from just two multijurisdictional assessments.. i
Both of these studies were limited in scope ,./
and are beSt described as .exploratory in nal
ture. One, prepared-by the Urban Institute, ex/
amined just six federal-reigelatory' programs gi
a sample of seven cities and counties. T)Se
other, a somewhat more comprehensive/as-
sessment prepared by scholars at the Univirsi-
ty of California, Riverside, collected certain in- .

formation concerning the fiscal imfiact of
between 38 and 225 federal and state,tequire-
ments or rules on a sample of,five ties -and
five counties. No study has attempte to deter-
mine the fiscal impact of federal re lations on
a group of state governments. i

insufficient 'research effort is bot the only
reason that regulatory impacts a not fully un-
derstood. A variety sof conceotual difficulties
and methodological problems also makes anyi,/
assessment of regOlatory cos extremely diffi-
cult. First, the key conceptc,the nature of a
"mandate" or regulationf--has never been
agreed upon and various siudies have defined
it differently.

Secondly, most governments do not main-
, Aain their financial acco nts iin such a way that

expenditutes can be -c related with. particular
. federal regulations. Be ause of such data prob-

lems, it has been cliff ult to provide dollar es-
timates of Mandated osts. Moreover, thq defi-
nition of "cost" the definition of
"mandate"is sub ct to a variety of interpre-
tations? While so e case studies, attribute all
relevant sPendin to federal requirements, a
more sophisticat d treatment recognizes that
many jurisdictio s would provide some level of
mandated servi es independently, even if fed- ,

eral regulation had not been imposed. In this
case, mandat d Costs. are the difference be-
tween such "preferred" levels of expenditure
and those reiwired by federal law. Moreover,
act al program outlays do not indicate the full
cost`of mandates where a jurisdiction is not in
complete iompliance with federal standards.

Given these difficulties and the small num-
ber of jUrisdictions for 'which any sort of cost
Is /
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information is available, estimates of the over-
all fiscal impact of federal regulation on cities,
counties and states would be purely specula-
tive. What data there are, however, do suggest
that the fiscal impact varies greatly from juris-
diction to jurisdiction, and cao be substantial.

Some idea of both the size and the variation
is provided by the'L/rban Institute's conclusion
that annual mandated casts ranged from a total
of $6.00 to $51.51 per pita for the .six pro-
grams in the seven corn nities studied. Simi-
larly, the Riverside study estimated the com-
bined costs of federal an state mandates to
ranee from 10% of total I I expenditures in
one jurisdiction to 85% of loc I expenditures in
another. These variations we related to dif-
ferences among communities egarclin& prior
local .policies, demographic co position, lev-
els of compliance and so forth. Their magni-
.tude suggests why extrapolation rom\ one ju-
t,
risdiction to,another is inappropriate.

Although these studies focused ch fly on
fiscal issues, theyalong-with a nu ber of
other survey reports and case analyse .also
indicate that the nonfiscal "costs" associated
with federal regulations appear to be of equal
or greater-significance than the purely financial
burdens. included here are "administrative
costs" or managerial inefficiencies produced
b)T federal regulations; "performance costs ". or
reductions in related- services reloired to meet
regulatory goals; and "authority costs" re-
sulting' from federal erosion of the legal and.
political integrity of state and local govern-
ments.'State and local officials complain of de-
lays, duplication and paper work which ham-
per their own regulatory and pirogram efforts.
They charge that meeting expensive federal
goals may require reducing standards of per-
formance in other areas and in some cases may
divert both federal and other resources away
from more important objectives. They believe
that in certain, instances the federal govern-
ment has exceeded its- proper authority, pole-d-
ing out that if citizens believe, all crucial deci-
sionslare made in Washingtortate and local
governments may become unable to discharge
their own responsibilities effectively.

Despite these qualifications, there does ap-
pear to. be a fair amount of agreement among
the various impact studies about which regula-
tory programs have been most burdensome for

state and local governments: Top billing in thii
regard would seem to go to Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973, a crosscutting re-
quirement providing nondiscrimination pro-
tections to the handicapped. Qther regulations
frequently identified as unusuilly burdensome
are the Clean Water. Actwhich probably
imposes the largest financial costs of any single

*,,; the Education for All Handicapped
Children Act, which requires state and local
governinents to provide a "free, appropriate"

education to all children suffering from various
disabilities; and the Davis-Baqon Act, which
requires that employees hired under federal
assistance programs be paid a federally deter-
mined prevailing wage.,

A full assessment of the impact of intergov-
ernmental regulation, however, cannot be
gained by considering any or all of these pro-
grams in isolation. Rather, as many reports
stress, it is the cumulative effect of multiple
and sometimes conflicting requirements that
has produced the greatest burdens.

Finding #5

IntergovernMental Conflict and
Confusion Have Hampered Progress

Toward Achieving National Goals
One.of the principal lessons of the 1960s and

1970s is that federal intergovernmental pro-
grams are prone to performance shortfalls dur-
ing the implementation phase. Plans that
seemed reasonable, in the committee rooms
and on the floor of the Congress may go awry
when statutes-are translated into specific rules
and projects by a lengthy chain of federal, state
and local administrators.' Often, the / results
have been disappointing.

Problems arise for many reasons. A key fac-
tor is that programmatic success depends upon
joint contributions of time, personnel' and fi-
nancial resources from a host of more or less
autonomous organizations and officials. Goals,
priorities and procedures often conflict. Be-
cause national, state, and local governments all
possess independent legal authority and are
responsible to separate polit al constituen-
cies, bargain* must be th odus operand!.
It is not surprising that e national officials
see "federalism" as simply another Obstacle to
getting their jobs done.
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In principle, it might appear that programs
relying primarily on regulatory mechanisms

. would be easier to implement than grants-in-
aid because they provide greater federal au-
thority or leverage. In practice, however, it
may well be that duch programs are even more
prone to conflict and breakdown.- First, in the
typical grant prograni, state and local concerns
are mollified to some degree by the welcome
extension of federal financial assistance. At the
same time, federal policymakers are disci-
plined by the fact that, they must bear a large
portion of the costs for achieving national
goals. Neither factor applies in 'many of these
regulatory programs; hence, intergovernmen-
tal confrontation is a frequent result.

This tension shows in a variety of ways. The
operation of many intergovernmental regula-
tory programs has been marked more by con-
fusion and conflict than cooperation. State and
local, governments charge that, federal rules
and procedures ar

they °test hiving to
overly prescriptive and

unrealistic, and devote
locally raised revenues o achieving unfunded'
for underfunded) national, mandates. Often,
state and local administrators believe that the
inflexibility and delays produced by the federal
regulatory process' actually hamper effective
operation, of their own programs. Conflicts
als9 may result from competing national goals,
each overseen, by separate legislative commit-
tees and bureaucracies, or from varying inter-
prettrefbns of the same statutory requirement
by a number of different federal agencies.
Such tensions impede administration, produce
conflict in the political-, arena, and increasingly
have resulted in protracted legal. challenges
against federal statutes and rules.

. In large part because of these tensions, the
overall record of achievement for intergovern-
Mental regulation has been disappointing,
though positive results have occurred in some
individual policy areas. Some of this disap-
pointment stems from overly idealized initial
statements of national goals. Examples include
the statements of purposes of statutes relating
to clean air, eliminating water pollution dis-
charges, purifying drinking water, controlling
hazardous wastes, and gauging the environ-
mental implications of federally ass*p..d pro-
grams. Civil rights statutes actiiev d onelnajor
objective in desegregating sou ern schools,
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but this dramatic success has notbeen dupli-
cated in many other areas. Critics cite evidenet,1
of continuing racial discrimination in employ-
ment and note the weak enforcement' of anti-
discrimination bans in federally assisted pro -
grams. A decade after the 'enactment of a ban
against sex disCrimination in assisted
education prograins, the position of women
and girls in schools and colleges is said to re-
semble a .glass Which is half full, or half empty;
depending upon one's outlook. The federal
aim to assure a free, appmpriate education for
all handicapped children has not yet been hilly
reajized, while bilingual education *grams
mandated for all schools have not demon-
strated their effectiveness.

In these and many other areas, actual per-
formance-has fallen well short of initial goals
and expectations. Federal regulatory programs
hav5 proven to be slow getting off the ground
and difficult to monitor and enforce. Critics
frequently question the adequacy of available
'scientific information for setting realistic, cost-
effective' standards and deadlines. Some. be

that popular disenchantment with gov-
ernment reflects excessive federal reliance on
detailed; inefficient or unworkable rules4They
call for replacing present regulatory tech-
niques with new and less intrusive techniques
for governmental intervention.

A variety of factors seem to have contributed
to these shortcomings in federal program per-.
forMance. First, as has often been observed,
the implementation process actually begins
with the legislature. If programs are to be op-
erated effectively, operational considerations
must be weighed carefulysas statutory mecha-
nisms are designed and statutory language is
drafted.

In practice, many of the problems Of inter-
governmental regulation seem tohaye their'or-
igins in the legislative process, as Chapter 3 in-
dicates, Often with broad- public suppo d
sometimes spurred on by small but voc an
well organized policy constituencies, Congress
has adopted some regulatory 'statutes or provi-

" signs quite casually, with little consideration of
`their suitability to the task at hand. A desire to
take a strong,symbolic stance in favor of some
popular cause, or in oppositicyp to an Undoubt-
ed evil, often has taken prio?Ity over realistic
legislative craftsmanship. Though patterns-
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vary, several,irnportant measures glided suc-
cessfully through Congress without close corn-
mittee scrutiny, without hearings and without
signifiant floor debate. There has been a tend-.
ency to rely upon untested techniquss or
technologies, and to- model new regulatory
statutes on previously enacted programs de-
.signecisf r other objectives. For example, the
crosscu g regulatory device spread
rapidly-1d often without serious chat-

. lengeto a host of other program areas lot -'
lowing its use in Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights
Act.

Such legislative inattention often means that;
the most complex, technically challenging, and
.politically Sensitive issues are left to be re-

, solved by the ,bureaucracy, during the rule-
making stage. Rulernakinglike warfareis
politics by_ other. means. Often the same
groU0s,tizat participated in the legislative fray,
redouble their efforts and may be joined by
'other organized interests which recognize for

. the first time how they may be affected by
emerging federal requirements.

Under the best of circumstances, translating
a statute "Into specific, enforceable rules and
procedures is a demanding and time-c,onsurtr:
ing task. But it is made more difficult by the
fact that regulatory statutes commonly are ei-
ther too vague or too specific. At least from the
standpoint of tht rulernakers themselves, con-
gress.otten has provided insufficient guidance
as to- itt actual intent, leaving the key issues -to
be resoNed at the administrative -levet; or else
it runs to the opposite extreme and has been
so sriecific that it forces the adoption of rule(
that seem quite unreasonable. when applied to
specific cases, circumstances and jurisdictions.
Some statutes ,combine both flaws, vacillating
between rigidity in,,some provisions and ambi-
guity 'in others.

Not surprisingly, the rulemaking process is
often protracted, consuming years- from the
date of statutory enactment and sometimes ex-
ceeding legislatively specified deadlines,, as
Chapter-4 indicates. From the standpoint of
state and local governments, late ,issuance of
regulations often .becomes a .principal obstacle
to effect* program management,.

Averal factors seem to pusfrinterpretations.
of statutory intent tow ,greater prescriptive-
ness, water detail an less flexibility for the

4

regulatees. As was previously noted, some stat--
utes provide little in the way of administrative
discretion. Detailed laws necessarily spawn
still more detailed and specific rules. Ironical-

. ly, however, enactment of broad moial impera-
tives as ,statements of Congressional goals may
also allow little room for any real exercise of
judgment or the careful assessment of poten-
tial costs, benefits, and 'pitfalls during the
rulemaking process. Program beneficiaries, af-
ter all, often have more effective access to the
rulemaking process than program oppo-
vents --and certainly more than the unorgan-
ized public-at-large. Moreover,' much modern
social and environmental regulation is adriin-
istered by agencies strongly,committed to
achieving their regulatory objectives. This pat
tern of behavior is in sharp contrast with the

<traditional economic regulatory commissions,
which often have been criticized for adopting a

."protective" stance vis-a-vis the industry they
are charged to regulate.

There also.is a natural logic in the regul4ory
process itselfo that encourages,the adoption ofA

narrow, unifofm standards. First, to be en-
forceable, requirements must be quite specif-

. ic; to appear fair, they must treat every, situa-
tion similarly, Yet identical rules., applied
under very different circumstances, may pro-
duce unreasonable (or even ridiculoi)s) results
in some specific cases.

Secondly,.rules tend to he written to restrain
the worst abuses, targeted at the comparatively
few "'bad apples," rattle, than to the usual si
ation.,Yet the burden of cFmplying with No, e
suiting proceduret and prescriptions falls. on
all alike, regardless of past or, present
performaRce.

Third, almiottd previously, agencies know
that they are far more likely to be brought to
task by the courts for sins of omission than of-
commission. Stringent rules are less likely to
be challenged successfully., which makes them
appealing to necessarily cautious bureaucrats.

Rule- making.,' however, must be istin-
guished from rule: enforcement. The latter, in
many respects, seems to be the regulator's
weakest suit. Many agencies promise far More
in,the way of goats-, standards and results than
they can deliver, even. affer_years of effort.
Thus, many develop"'Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde"
're'putationis. One 'set of critics* stresses exces-

a
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sive bureaucratic red tape, while another
qually discontentedeonderrins the lack of
compliance. To the latter group, the generally
poor agency enforcement records are the prin-
cipal shortcoming of the entire regulatory
process. But to the former, the same lack of
eiforcement is the only factor that makes tol-
erable,an otherwise unworkable and unreason-
able array of rules and requirements.

A number of factors make enforcement diffi-
cult. First, the task of monitoring the day-to-
day activities of 'government (and industry) is
simply overwhelming. Few federal 'agencies
have been granted the staff resources to in-
spect or monitor more than a small fraction of
their assigned jurisdiction, and a rilimber of
regulatory agencieslike other large Organiza-
tions, public and privatehav been plagued
by internal management probi ms that make its
difficult fot them to make use of even the limit-
ed resources they do possess.'

From: a political and programmatic' stand-
point, regulatory agencies also are often 'reluc-
tant to "get tough" with jurisdictions that fail
to, meet 'federal 'requirements. Official sarfc-
tions,like cutting off assistance fundsare

, employed very infrequently. Enforcement at;
Mons are apt to be challenged both politically
and legally. Aside froth their political repercui
sions, harsh sanctions can do' damage to other
prograM goals that may enjoy a higher priority.
Federal agencies, also. realize that, in practice,:
they could not athieve regulatory objectWes
without the assistance, support and resources
of state and local officials.

Given the marked deficiencies in federal
monitoring and eniorcement practices, it is 4

fortunate that most state and localagovern-
ents have willingly accepted, on a more or
less voluntary basis, the objectives established
by federal regulatory policies. The effective-
ness. of federal regulatory efforts depends, to a
degree not wally recognized, do such factors
as the commitment of local leaderhsip and lo-
cal .nolitical support, neither '4f which'Ncan be
directly influenced by Washington. '

.On the other hand, state and local agen-
deslike their national counterpartsoften

< Jack'adequate staff and fiscal .resources to ac-
,

eetts. SMall ju-
comPlish program goals,. Th are faced
with competing needs and pi
risdictions, in particular, may lack the requisite ,

e
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expertise to interpret and carry out detailed re-
quirements. Full compliance with federal regu-
lations' is facilitated by' adequate technical as-
sistance arid the timely availability of federal
financial. aid. Often neither is forthcoming.

in Sum, the process of implementing inter-
governTental regulations is complex and diffi-
cult, Offering many opportunities for delay and
breakdown. Tensions among federal, state and
local officials have gen. fueled by ill-
considered and perhapunrealistic legislation,
overly specific rules, difficultiesin monitoring,
a poor record of enforiement, and a lack of ad-
equate fiscal and managerial resources at all
levels of government..s a consequence, prog-
ress has been disappointingly stow and many
43rograms have fallen well short of the ambi-
tious objectives set when they were enacted.
To :be sure, some advances have been
achieved. Nforeover, even if all' \legislation,
f4llow-up regulations, and enfprcemeni had
been sensible and sensitive, not all'interlevel
tension -would have disappeared. Clearly, the
controversial nature. of much of the new social
regulation inevitably would have produced
conflict,- even 'under the best of drafting and
implementationsonditiohs.

FindiQg #6

Past Efforts at Regulatory Reform Have
Given Little Attention to Problems of

...intergovernmental Concirn
Along,with the new wave of governmental

regulation, the past decade has seen a Consid-
erable incase in the number and -scope of 4
proposals for regulatory reform. As the num-
ber of rules mounted, federal officials had.sec-
ond thoughts. Though policythakers ceneralir
have been unwilling to discard goals or scrap
basic legislative handiwork, every President
since Gerald Ford 'has developed strategies to
limit the economic and managerial burdens
prodbced by federal requirements. The Con-
gress, for its part, has turned increasingly to
such devices as the "legiilatiiie veto" in an ef-
fort to rein in rulemakers within the executive
branch.

However, until quite recently, state and local
governments have not benefited significantly
'from these regulatory reform efforts. Excessive
regulation generally has been regarded' as a



problem of the private sector, not the public

rrrodifyin rules that affect
one. Past initiatives hav ...oncntrated almost
exclusively on
businessesreducing competition, dimin-
rshing productivity otherwise harming the
notion's economic ormance. Only since
about 1980 have the Pr 'dent and Congress

gun to address the pecu iv problems posed
bir federal jegulations aimed at (or akninis-

, tered by) state and local governments. This at-
tention coincided 1,vith expressions of concern
from state and local,officials about the double,
bind. created by growing federal mandates in a
period of declining.federal aid and a stagrfant
economy.

In one significant area; state and local offi-
cials actually lost grOuQd airing this period. In
the wake of the Great Society initiatives of
1964.-65, President Lyndon Johnson responded
to .gubernatorial and mayoral protests atilYut
mounting administrative "red tape" with a
prorhise that these officials wou cqnsulted
by federal ,agencies\before new s"Pstand-
arcls and procedures affecting', intergOvern-

\mental prokams were adopted, This promise
took tangible form as Bureau of the Budget cir-
cular A-85,:proTulgated in June 1967. Al-
though the process, was not fully 1-1,,,cess-

-neither federal agencies .nor stare and
local govern,ment orgoizations made an ade-
quate commitmentA-85. did provide sorrie,

' officiaL,recogNition that federal regulations.
were a rnsatter of concern to governments at all
levels,' ratherthan to Washington alone.

In 1976, a variety of legal questions and ,a
changed political climate led to terminating the
A-85 consultatioincedure. In a sense, the
demj of A-85 aridits short-lived and ineffe
tbalsuccessor, EC), 12044, symbolized'the stat
of state and local tovernmental offtfials in the
eyes of the federal regulators: nothing special.
Despite Increasing reliance on state and local
governments to carry out national directives,.
thrqughout the 1970s little attention was given
to the problems of an increasingly intergovern-
mentalized regulatory system..

This situation began to change in 1979 and
- 1980, perhaps because of the increasingly vocal

protesj_against costly federal mandates from
°. officials ofThard-pressed cities and states. In

the latter year, Congress included in the Regu-
latory Flexibility A& provisions intended to

- , -

make. it easier for small go'Vernments, as well
as small businesses, to comply with federal re-
quirements. During the same period, President
Carter 'urged the -U.S. Regulatory Council to
help agencies devise new and innovative tech-
niques for making federal regulation less bur
densome and more effective. The Office of
Management and Budget published a compre-
hensive study of crosscutting requirements
and proposed a guidance circular aimed at im-
proving their management on a government-
wide basis.

Immediately after his inauguration, President
Reagan launc a bolder- and more compre-
hensive set of "regulatory relief" initiatives.

-.Major actions included a temporary freeze on a
number of pending tegulatiOns; creation of
the Task Force on Regulatory Relief, chaired by
the Vice President and charged with reviewing
both new regulatory proposals and existing
rules; and development, under EO 12291, of a

regulatory analysis procedure intended to min-
imize the costs imposed by newly adopted
ru s. These cost-benefit assessments are pre-
pare by executive branch agencies, but the '
Office f Management and Bud et was given.
unprece author ty to m itor an re-
view agency actions.

Although this der ulation drive, announced
in conjunctim wit the President's "economic
recovery .program," wat directed principally
toward the private sectii"r, it contrasts with
earlier efforts in the am unt of attention given
to regulatory Problems o tergovemmentar
concern. Unlike its predecessors, kO 12291
called for the analys of rules likely to result in
"a major increase in st4 or prices for ... fed-
eral, state, or local government agencies." The

.aulh task force solicited nd obtained propos-
als for rule revision .rom the seven major
public interest groups apcesenting statgroarid
local governmental officials, as welfas from a
number of, individual states, counties, cities
*nd regional plannin organizations. During
1981-82, sfame 119 sp4cific rules were desig-
nate4k the task foice for review and possible
modiflobtion by executive branch agencies. Of
these, it was estimated that about one-quarter
were of an intergovernmental character.

Although the rule-revision process faces the
obstacles of bureaucratic inertia, political op-
position, and judicial scrutiny, actions have
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t been initiated to revise a number of major reg-
Ulationt affecting state and local governments.
These Ihclude bilingual education require-
ments, standards affetting mass transportation
for the handicappedrtDavis-Bacon prevailing
wage rules, and surface mining reclamation
standards. in addition, the Office of Manage...,

ment and Budget asserted its expanded power
in the rulemaking process to cut ,to the "bare
bones" minimum regulations drafted by
agencies to impletnent the nine recently en
acted consolidated block grant program*.

On the tegislative side, Congress, in 1981
adopted the State and Local Cost. Estimate, Ait,
which requires the Congressional. Budget Of-
fice to prepare a "fiscal note" estimating the
potential costs of -significant bills reported by
committees. This procedure, recommended by
the ACIR in a previous study, is intended to as-
sure that Congress is aware of any substantiai
costa, that new legislation may impose on
state?, cities, counties and other jurisdictions.

Also noteworthy was the passage by the Sen-
ate in March 1982, of the Laxalt-LoahrRegula-
tory Reform Act." The act; which would pro-
vide for the first comprehensive reworking oaf
the Administrative Procedure Act since its
adoption 36 years ago, includes several provi-
sions of direct benefit to state and local gov-,
ernments. Its passage, by a unanimous 94-0
vote, also shows the current popularity of the
regulatory reform cause.

These recent actions and proposals suggest
that Washington is belatedly becoming aware
ots the intergovernmental dimenSions of regu-'
latory problems. It remains to be seen whether
the present momentum will continue and.
build. The Administration's actions to date
have been achieved almost entirely by adminis-
trative means; it has attempted to move few re-
visions of major regulatory statutes-through
the hurdles and obstacles of Capitol Hill. Such
key M8asures as the fiscal notes procedure are
just beginning to be implemented, while po-
tential benefits of the Regulatory Flexibility Act
of 1980 haiee yet to be realized.

Finally, past experience suggests that drives
for "regulatory reform" a,Ni such procedures
as cost-benefit analysis, though helpful, do not
eliminate the need for a' principled approach to
problems of both regulation and federalism.
The nation has yet to formulate a sense of ap-
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propriate federal-state-local roles tp guide the
development of less intrusive and more effec-
tive forms of regulation.

Part A

POLICIES AFFECTING ALVFORMS OF
airAIDERAL INTERGOVERNMENTAL

REGULATION.,.
Historically, joint federal-stallictivities have

been primarily cooperative in nature.' When
the national government has sought to stimu-
late state or local interest in a certain problem
or to obtain joint participation in a federally in-
spired venture, it has relied upon inducements
in the 'form of grants orsubsidieslo elicit col-
laboration. federal guidelines and restrictions,
when they were promulgated, were closely
tied to each specific, subsidy. More coercive
forms of federal actionsuch as regulation
were directed almost totally to the private
sector.

recent years; however, the Commission
finds' that there has been, unprecedented
growth of federal rules affecting state. and local
governments and a proliferation of new and in-
creasinglf coercive forms of federal intergov-:
ernmentat regulation.. These new forms in-
clude crossover sanctions, partial
preemptions, direct orders and crosscutting
requirements, discussed earlier in the Findings
and at' greater length under Part B. This new
pattern of intergovernm I regulation repre-
sents a primary source o
and tension which, if Necked, may erode

ta

Li

f interlevel conflict

the American concept of. cooperative federal-
is.nr. The Commission also finds that many of
these regulations have been enacted bit Con,
gress am implemented by executive agencies
with insufficient attention devoted to the prop-..
er division of federal-state-lOcal responsibili-
ties in each. given field' of jutisdiction and to
the economic and noneconomic costs imposed
on state and local governments. Therefore ....

Recommendation A.1
Principles Concerning Federal
Regulation of State and Local

Governments
The.Commission recommends that Congress

and the Administration carefully consider the
appropriate allocation of responsibilities



among the different levels of government trusive means of intergovernmental
when establishing new regulatory programs or regulation consistent with the national
when evaluating existing ones. As a general interest, allowing state' and local gov-
principle, . the Commission strongly recom, ernments the maximum degree of flexi-
mends -that the federal government strive to bility permissible.
confine its regulation of state andlocal govern- , This &commendation is prompted by thements and their legitimate activities to the min- dramatic expansion. of federal programsiMum level consistenMilt compelling national
interest. Enactment- Of federal intergovernmen- regulating state and local governments in re-

. tat regulation may be warranted under the fol- cent years. Of the 36 significant intergovern-
mental regulatoly programs currently in opera- .

. lowinglcircumstances: . tion, 25 were enacted in the 19705.1
1) to protect bask political and civil Accompanying tlVs rapid increase in numbers

rights guaranteed to all American citi- of programs has 'been a proliferation of new
tens under the Constitution; . and increasingly intrusive methods of federal .

2) to ensure national defense and the involvement into the traditional affairs of state
proper conduct of foreig, affairs; and local government. Some believe that the

3) to establish certainf unifdrm and most intrusive of these newer regulatory de-.

minimum standards in areas affecting vices threaten to convert agencies of state and
the flow of interstate commerce; local government into virtual administrative

..

which substantially and adversely affect
prevent state and local actions armsarms of the federal government.'

w Despite their departure from historic ptac-

another state or its citizens; or tire, Chapter 3 in this volume has demon-
strated that maw of these regulations were.

5) to assure essential fiscal and pro- adopted by Congress with little consideration
grammatic integrity in the use of feder- -for the proper allocation of responsibilities in
at grants and contracts into which state the federal system.' In fact, several federal
and local governments freely enter. intergovernmental ' regulations were enacted

The Commission emphasizes, how- with Only superficial Congressional delibera-
ever, that these criteria do not justify tion, including the National Environmental Poi-

, every federal regulatory action that has icy Act, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of
a ten bus relationship to one or more 1973, the Family Ed6cational Rights and Privacy
of these principles. Rather, federal Act, and the Age Discrimination Act of 1975. All
intergovernmental regulation is war- were passed with only vague understanding of
ranted only *hen a, clear -and convin- their implications by the Congress as a whole,
cing cafle has demonstrated both the and some were subject to no consideration by
necessity of such intervention and a Congressional committees whatsoever, origi- .

marked inability of state and Inca! gov- natingts amendments offered on the House or
ernments to address the regulatory Senate floor,-Each has since become a concern
problem involved. In making this, deter- to state and local officials.
mination, the Commission strongly be- 4 . Although some programs have been subject (
Heves. that the criteria above must be to more careful deliberation in Congress, the
weighed against the federal govern- rapid expansion of new and more intrusive
ment's commensurate responsibility to forms of intergovernmental reg6tation demon-
maintain the viability of the federal sys- strates to this Corrimissicin that the current
tern and to respect the institutional in- framework for determining the federal role in
testily of states and their localities: ,. 'c such regulation is ineffective and inadequate.

In fact, the last comprehensive attempt to es-
. If, According to this test, the federal tablish criteria governing the allocation of reg-

government's involvement in a regula- ulatory responsibilities was performed over a
tory program is appropriate, the torn- quarter century ago by the Commissionfbn
mission further recommends that the Intergovernmental' Relations (The Kestnbaum
federar government \choose the least in- Commission).

'P
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The Kestnbaum Commission developed two
sets of criteria relating to the division of na-
tional and state roles In regulation. First, the
commission set forth a series of general guide-
lines for determining the existence of compel-
liqg national interests that could justify fedel-al
entry into a new area'of activity, be it through
regulation, grants-in-aid, or direct national
performance,' Some of these general
guidelines remain highly relevant today. and
are reaffirmed by the AC1R in several of the
principles contained in this recommendation.

Second, in its recommendations limed spe-
cifically at regulatory policy, the Kestnbaum.
Coymission identified the following principles
for guiding the division of intergovernmental
regulatory roles;

First, the fact that the national gov
ernment has not legislated on a giv-
en matter in a field of concurrent
power should not bar state action.

Second, national laws should be so
framed that they will not be con-
strued to preempt any field against
state action unless this intent is
stated.

Third, exercise of national power
on any subject should not bar state
action on the same subject unless
there is positive inconsistency.

Fourth, when a national mininium
standard is imposed in a field where
uniformity is not imperatiVe, the
rights of states to set more rigorous
standards should be 'carefully
preserved. .

Fifth, statutes should provide flexi-
ble scope for administrative cessions,
of jurisdiction where. the objectives
of the laws at the two levels are sub-
stantially in accord. State legislation
need not be with the na-
tiOnal legislation.' -

These principles are less helpful in reforming
modern intergovernmental regulation because
they apply primarily to the division of federal
and state roles in regulating'the private sector.
They do not address the fundamental 'issues
raised by current programs which entail federal
regulation of (1) the way state and local gov-
ernments regtilate nongovernmental activities
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and (2) the internal operations of; state and to-
& governments -themselves. The Kestnbaum
Commission failed to anticipate these newer,
More intrusive forms of intergovernmental reg-
ulation, believing that in most instances, "nei-
fher level of government may' place burdens
upon the other."

The ACIR is convinced that developments in
intergovernmental regulation since 'the 1950s
have heightened the need to establish a set of
criteria that can assist, Congress in its clelibera-/
flans, concerning tl"...a0propriate scope and
methods of federal regulation. It recognizes,
hiiVever, that such criteria must be broadly
framed. No specific principle or recommenda-
tion can do justice to the complex circum-
stances involved in each particular program.
Nor can, any set ofguideline/absolfe Congress
of its responsibility to exercise discretion and
careful judgment in weighinglife merits of in-
dividual programs.

The first criterion set forth in this recom-
mendation is grounded in protections afforded
citizens-under the Constitution. 13,asiC civil and
political rights established there provide a ,sok
id foundation for federal regulations in several
fields. For example, Supreme Court decisions-
since the 1950s have prohibited a broad range
of racially discriminatory state practices, based
primarily upon the 14th Ameindment to the
Constitution which reads in part:

.... no state shall make or enforce
any law which shall.abridge the privi-
leges Or immunities of citizens of the
United States; nor shall any state de-
prive any pertson of life, liberty or
property, without due process of
lawi nor deny to any persob within
its jurisdiction the eq protection
of the laws.

StibseAuent Corigressidnal actions protecting
civil hts and voting rights of minority citi-
zens through Section 5 of,the 14th Amend-
ment, Section 2 of the 15th Amendment, and
the Commerce Power havebeen consistently
upheld by the Supreme Court, thus solidifying
the strong guarantees against racial discrimina--
tion iffoided by the Constitution itself. There
is now broad consensus in the United States
on the general outlines of these basic civil
rights protections.7

a



In recert years, similar Congressional pro-
tections against discrimination have been af-
forded to other groups, especially women,
older Americans, and the physically handi-
capped.' The courts have been less dear on
the degree to which these groups enjoy special
protections under the Constitution. In general,
specific regulatory implications of these provi-
sions are a matter of some differencipf opin-
ion and are subject to further refin*nent by
the Supreme Court.,Yet here, too, contlidera-

, ble consensus exists on the fundamental` Kin-
doles involved. For example, the block grants
'enacted under. the Omnibus Budget and Rec-
onciliation Act of 7987, which were intended to
significantly expand state flexibility in the use
of federal funds, explicitly prohibit discrimina-
tion in each of the. programs on the basis, of
race, .color, national origin, sex, age and physi-
cal handicap.'

Another basis for intergovernmental regula-
tion is the federal government's responsibility
for national defense and the conduct of for-
eign affairs. Although most defense-telated is-
sues do not involve the regulation of state and
locargovernments, certain issues 'bay. For ex-
ample, the national government over time as-
sumed the power to regulate the state militia
and to federalize it during periods of national
emergency. The Emergency Highway' Conser-
vation Act of 1974, 'which Mg established the
national 55 mph speed limit, and the National
EnOrgy Conservation Policy Act were also
based, in part, on national security considera-
tions stemming from America's reliance on po-
tentially insecure sources of foreign oil. How-

. ever; the distance between federal regulation
. of the national guard and energy conservation
levels is considerablea reminder that regula-
tions should be carefully scrutinized by Con-
gress .before it accepts a justification on the
grounds of national defense or foreign affairs.
.The federal interest in national security is suffi-
ciently.powerful that a,danger exists in ex-
tending its reach too broadly into state and lo-
cal affairs.

A third rationale for federal regulation is the
need for establishing uniform or minimum
standards ,affecting -state and local govern-
ments in the regulation of interstate com-
merce. This criterion has long been used to'
justify direct federal regulation of private in-

retent ',years, this rationale also has

been used to justify instances of federal regu-
lation of the way states exercise their police
powers over the private sector. In general,
these federal regulations have been partial
preemptions, through which the national gov-
eminent seeks to regulate an element of the
private sector in conjunction with the states. In
theory, these are cases where uniform or mini-
mum national standards are sought by Con-
gressin the interests- of public health
standards, for examplebut where state par-
ticipation is deemed desirable to permit flexi-
ble and responsive implementation and to pro-
mote cooperative federal relations. This
ostensibly collaborative approach to, achieving
national standards underlies programs regulat-
ing meat and ultry products, surface mining,io
occupational ealth and safety, and air and
water pollutio control, for instance.

Although this approach seems firmly' rooted
in the Constitution and the theory of coppera-
five federalism, serious intergovernmental dif-
ferences have arisen over the structure and
implementation of these programs, raising
questions about the degree to which they pro-
mote'intergovernmental cooperatiob and state
and local participation. in addition to adminis-
trative problems, the appropriateness and the
stringency of national' standards also have been
contested' under' certain programs, with state
and local governments questioning the ability
of national standards to accommodate diverse
conditions throughout thesountry.1,°

Finally, the Suprele:toUrt has identified
.certain limits to Congress' ability to regulate
the states under the Commerce Power. In Na-
tional League of Cities v. Usety, it held that:

Insofar as the challenged amend-
ments operate to directly displace
the states' freedom lo structure inte-
gral operations in Areas of traditional
governmental functions, they are not
within its authority granted Congress
by Art. I, sec. 8, cl. 3."

Given these liMitations, the Commission em-
phasizes that any intergovernmental regulation
based upon the need for fnin-imum standards
in areat# substantially affected by interstate ,,-
commerce must be scrutinized carefully by
Congress, as well as the courts, to assure its
workability and balance.
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- A related criterion involves the regtilation,of
state and 'local s that adversely affecCan-
other state or its tens in a substantial way.
Certain functions, especially in the area I

lutjon, may become subject to .minim na-
lional standards primpirily becauie of these
"spillogfer" effects. As the Senate Committee
on Governmental Affairs'. Study on Federal
Regulation observed:

The increased concern about, the'
environment in recent years resulted
in federal legislation ainied,at forcing,
considerakon of .external costs.;:.
EnvirOnmerhal regtilation has!the ef-
fect of requiring that allor at:least a
portion of the external costs be sus=
tained by the regulatedlector."

On the othe(hand, certain forms of pollution
do not produce substantial interjUrisdictional
spillovers of this type.. For example, noise Pol
lution affects only Lin-rifted area Accordingly,
there has been debate inCongreSS over the ap-
propriateness of. national noise p011utiOrt
standards, although, certain manufacturers
have ,supported uniforM Standards, not on the
basis of spillover effects, bui;to avoid varied
state and local iestrictions." The CoMmission
believes that exiknal costs must:be substantial..

\and resistant to reouction by.nonfederal means
to justify federal intergovernmental regulatiOn.

14e fiftherion of federakregulation ad-
vait ed in this recommendation d is with as-
suring fiscal and programmatic in ity in fed-
eral assistance ,programs. After. buses in the
expenditure of the earliest cash ants, the,au-
diting of federal aid. programs be me 'an ac-
cepted practice by ,the 1930s.,.At a nimu
audits have been required to assure that there
has been no -misapprdpriatiOn of grant-inTaid
funds',1- including individual malfeasance ansi
the use of funds beyond the legal confines of
the act. This level of national' supepvision,gen-
erates little controversy today. It is firmly root-
ed in the Congressional spending power and is
supported by liberals and conservatives alike,
Even General Revenue Sharing, the mast flexi-
ble form of federal assistance, contains basic
autiting.requirements, .

Similarly, a variety of other procedural and
programmatic, 'requirements became common
features of grant-in-aid programs during the

20th Century. For example, planning, applica-
tion and reporting requirements are. now. corn-

,intkided. Other procedural provisions,
including citizen participatitin, personnel and
administrative stardardsplus a hOst of cross
cutting federal: i.equirementSt7have become
familiar features of modern. granOn-aid ',pro-
grams. There is general :agreement ,today'
among participants in the intergovernmental
grant. System that some of these programmatit
requirements are appropriate in many Cases, to
assure that. prograrr'goals are properly ad-

._ dressed. ilowever,, opinions differ as to which-'
partiCular requirernents'.are appropriate spe
cific programs, and attitudeS vary aboLit the ne-
cessity of different :restrictions over time:: In
the 1930s, for eXample,,a strong case was made
for certain regulations that were highly intru-
sive, tsuch as ,merit system and single state',
agency requirements. ofessionaland admin.
Istrative developments in.the states today,,
however, make the Current ease for such re-

rictions consideratily weaker. Ekperience
with pthOr .program. tic requirements, such

detailed planninwproyisions, suggests that
they are bOth intrusive and usually ineffective,
while the 'ProliferatiOn of federal grants has led
to .frequerint conflicts among detailed provi-
sions of separate psogoms.

Thus, the'.Commissicin recognizes that care-,
ful balancing'ii required to assure that'general
ly accepted, principles of fiscal accountability
and program integrity do.not become' vehicles
for excessive and counterproductive. federal
intergovernmental regulation.',Regulations
geared' to proinoting these prinCiples shoUld
be reasonably "related to the, differing objec-
fives of the grant statutes involveicl, and the
vaqing_sizes and purposes of such grants also ,

should be taken into account.
Although these. several criteria help define'

and illuMinate the conditions justifying federal,
intergovernmental regulation, each suffers its
own limitation's. The:Commission:stresses that
none can be applied_in a boilerplate fashion to
justify regulations having 'a tenuous relation-
ship to the nationalinterest. There can be no.
substitute for the exercise of , sound judgment
concerning the_pierilts of federal regulation in
each specific circumstance.

The Commission believes-that the prolifera-
tion of federal intergovernmental regulatijn in
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recent years suggests'that these five criteria
have, been indis riminantly invoked. All but
forgotten is the f deral government'scommen
surate interest i maintaining the: viability of
the federal syste and respecting the institu-
tional integrity o the states and their politica!
subdivisions. As he Commission on Intergoy-
ernmental Relations put it ir4I955:

The national government , has.
therefore a double, duty; to protect
and promote the national interest ...
under the powers 'delegated to, the
national government; and to protect
and proMote the national interest in
the preservation of the federal sys-
tem. The props z discharge of this
dual res-ponsib4410.calls "for vigQrbus
and effective national action where
national action is required andi.,-
along with this, a discriminating
sense of when not to act."

No institutional arrangement created under the
Constitution is more fundaTental than our
federal system. For the Fouille'rs, federalism
was a primary expression of the 'concept of
separatecLpowers. T e geographic division of
authority was regarded as a vital element of.
constitutionally limited governMent. Equally
important, a healthy 'federalism was regarded
as a positive vehicle for promoting and refining
'popular representation. f

Recent experience, has reaffirmed that the
federal government cannot effectively adminis-
ter or even closely monitor the entire range of
domestic federal programs acquired during the
last quarter century. it is heavily dependent

,upon strong and viable state and local govern-
ments to implement the great array of coopera-
tive federal piograms and to fulfill their tradi-
tional responsibilities, ihus .keeping additional
services from being assigned to an already
'overloaded central goVernment.

The Commission believes emphatically,
therefore, that the Congress 'should consider
With the utmost care its decisions to launch
new functional undertakings or to place fur-
ther mandates on 'already. overburdened state
and local governments. The national govern-
ment need not undertake every regulatory ini-
tiative in which some federal purpose can' be
invoked'. According to the Senate Committee

on Governmental Affairs' Study o Federal
Regulation:

Simply because a problem exists
sand, in theory, is remediable, does
not means: that regulation or other
government intervention is desira-
ble. Controls should be undertaken
where there i# a clearly identified
problem that /cannot otherwise be
solved, and where the anticipated
achievements are significant and not
vitiated by projected adverse.
consequsnces."

Equally important, a finding of inadequate per-
formance on one of these criteria by one or a
handful of states does not necessarily warrant
nationwide regulation. Rather, a clear/and con-
vincing case is required' to demonstrate that
every contemplated federal intergovernmental
regulation serves an overriding national ,riter-
est that cannot be adequately achieved by
states acting individually or collectively or by
noncoercive means.

This test for balancing competing national in-
terests can be applied to existing federal regu-
lations as well as to proposed ones. On the ba-
sis of the criteria outlined above, the following
regulations should be subjected to particular
scrutiny:

© Highway Beautification Act of 196S
(PL 89-485): Are its mandates justi-
fied by The criteria of compelling na-
tional interest?
Age Discriminatift in Employment
Act as amended by the. Fair Labor
Standards Act Amendments of 1974
(PL 93- -259): Does national interest
in this area outweigh the level of in-
trusion into integral and traditional
functions of state and local
governments?

Federal-Aid HighWay Amendments of
1974. (PL 93-643): Do- national de-
fense considerations justify contin-
ued mandating of a 55 mile-per-hour
speed LIMA? Do additional consider-
ations of public safety and energy
conservation, provide sufficient jus-
tification for continued federal
mandating?
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4I-Itavis-Bacon Act (PL 74*-403): In light
of economic changes, irnplementa-
tion problems, and high costs, is
continuation of the act justified by
the five principles above? ,

This recommendation requires that in areas
where federal regulation is deemed appropri-
ate, the least intrusive means of regulation
should be employed consistent with the na-
tional interests In many instances of federal
intergovernmental regulation, state and local
governments accept the goals of regulation but
dispute specific methods for achieving it." A
poll oflocal elected officials conducted by the
National League of -Cities found that 48% be-
lieved the basiC goals and objectives of man-
dates are desirable, while only 15% disagreed.
But 70% sought more flexible standards and
proCedures which took account of local condi-
tions." Two examples of this point have been
the regulation's promulgateci under:

Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act
of 1973, and Bilingual Education.
Requirements.

7.

Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act prohib-
its discrimination against the handicapped in
federally assisted programs. Fifty -three percent
of mayors responding to the NLC poll main-
tained the cost of accessibility requirements
for handicapped persons outweighed the pub-
lic benefits." In its response to a study by the
National Association of Counties, Dade Coun-
ty, FL, maintained that requirements for retro-
fitting current trankit systems to serve the
handicapped were not just.costly but technic-
ally impossible." Instead, many local
communities have sought the freedom to im-
plement alternative means of serving the trans-
portation needs of handicapped citizens. This
view was upheld by the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the- District of Columbia, which ruled that
specific and burdensome regulations that rec

quire extensive modifications of existing tran-
sit systems "exceed the Department of Trans-
portation's aut rity to enfixce Section 504:9'3°'
Consequently, e Transportation Department
issued new reg ations granting federal aid re-
cipients .8 id rably more latitude in selecting
the m ,ns with which they comply with
nondisCrimination requirements in trans-
portation. 3'
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Consistent with the spirit of this recommen-
dation, similar flexibility might be extended in
other areas as well. In Lau v. NichAY the Su-
preme Court required that local school dis-
tricts provide special assistance to non-English-
speaking. students. Subsequent regulations
issued by the. Department of Education specifi-
cally' required providing bilinipal education
services to such children, includtng instruction ,

in each-Student's native language, in place of
other educational techniques, preferred by cer-
tain school districts. Thi cific procedure \wasnot mandated by t Cou , however, and
a review of research on alternative methods of
instructing non-English-speaking students con-
ducted by the Education Department indicated
tat bilingual eaucation was often not the most,
iffective technique." Consistent with both, the
Court's ruling and America's traditional reli-
ance on local decisionmaking in education,
this recommendation's emphasis on non-
intrusive and flexible requirements suggests
that the Department of Education should give
careful consideration to allowing Individual
states and local school districts greater discre.
tion in selecting special education methods.23

Other programs which merit scrutiny for
their degree of institu,tionat intrusion and
prescriptiveness include provisions of the Na-
tional Health- Planning and Resources Develop-
ment Act of 1974. and the Clean Air Act Amend-
ments of 1972. Specific proposals relating to
these programs are examined in subsequent
reFommendations..

Although, this recommendation deals with
geneill principles having broad political and
philosphical acceptance, the, Commission rec-
ognizes that the approach advanced here is not
universally applauded. Skeptics may question
the utility of this recommendation on three re-
lated' grounds.

First, the effectiveness of delineating broad
principles to gorrn the federal regulatory role,
may be questioned. Pragmatists would argue
that this approach to limiting intergovernmen-
tal regulation produce few practical. re-
sults. The Kestrib`airm-Commission did an ad-
mirable job 'of establishing intergovernmental
principles in 1955, yet, deral regulation. and
.intrusion still grew e ously. To recom-
mend that Congress sh Id use careful judg-
ment in its, intergovernmental regulation is to



beg the question, argue skeptics. The.real
problem is 'getting Congress to apply appropri-,,
ate criteria to specific pieces of legislation.

Secondly,.difficulties may be encountered in
operationaliting these principles. These pre-
cepts are difficult to apply with precision in
specific circumstances and different principles,
on occasion, may conflict:

Third, some argue that limited. resources
should focus on reforming governmental proc-
esses in ways that will reduce regulatory bur-
dens, not on a set\of abstract principles. Spe-
cific cases must be considered on their
individual-merits; hence, structuring a process.
to accomplish-this result is the only; productive
path to reform.

In making this recommendation, the Com-
mission is not unaware off ,the difficulty of the
task or the need to addre0pecifiC regulatory
problems. Atany' issues are addressed' more

cifically in following recommendations. But
e Commission believes that,Congress needs

o be reminded of its responsibilites ,for re-
ting and maintaining the federal system,

and t at it may welcome a set of general princi-
ples to assist it in its cleliberatipns. Moreover,
the Co'rnmission firmly believes that the prob-
lem of over-regulation has philosophical roots
that are addressed by this recommendation.
Without guiding principles, mere expediency
will carry the day. This Commission maintains
that the nation has experienced far too much
expedienCy in the regulatory field, with, in-
creasingly negative consequences.

Recoinmendation A.2
ti

Assuring Adequate Funding for
New Federal Regulatory Statutes; *

The Commission finds that .many govern-
mental regulations impose substantial costs on
state and local governments and constitute a
major source of intergovernmental tension and
conflict. Furthermore, the lack of adequate re-
sources may seriously undermine successful
program implementation and delay or obstruct
attaining .important national goals. Conse-
quently, the Commission applauds the enact-

'Senator Durenberger requested to be recorded as
opposing this recommendation on the grounds that a se-
lect*, not a full, reimbursement policy Is the only one
that is currently realistic and fiscally resrnSible.

ment of -the State and Local Cost EstiThate Act
of 1981, implementing a 1984 ACIR recommen-
dation to establish a fiscal notes process in.
Congress. To further address the problems of
mandate funding;

The Commission recommends that Congress
establish a system that guarantees full federal
reimbursement to state and local governments
for all additional direct expenses legitimately
incurred in implementing new federal statutory
mandates, including costs Imposed by federal
direct order mandates, crosscutting require-
ments, partial preemptions and provisions en-
forced by crossover sanctions.

The Commission further recommends that
the legislation estabilihing such a system,spec-
ify that no state or local government be obli-
gated to carry out a federal statutory mandate
that does not fulfill this requirement.

Obtaining adequate funding to meet the
costs imposed by federal mandates has be-
come an issue of Major concern to most state
and local governments. Although precise data
are unavailable, research shows that such costs-
can be slibstantial.24 Moreover, Chapter 4
demonstrates that the absence of adequate
funding has hindered effective implementation
of many regulatory programs. Although many
proposals for dealing with these problems
have been made,-such responsies generally fall
within three basic strategies: federal, reim-
btirsement of all mandated costs, federal reim-
bursement of selected costly mandates, and
federal responsibility; for no mandated costs
beyond what is currently provided on an ad
hoc basis through existing grants.

FULL FEDERAL REIMBURSEMENT

The most far-reaching remedy is full federal
reimbursement of all additional costs imposed
op state and local governments by federal in-
tergovernmental regulations.1 Above all, this
approach constitutes istatement of principle:
that the national government bears a r9sponsi-
bility to fund whatever diitiei and eequire-
ments it chooses to impose on state and local
governments.

This position has been strongly endorsed by
many state and local govahnient officials, both
irjOividuaily and collectively. For example, the
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State and Local Coalition, ma d up of Jeaders

of the- majo r public interest roups, endorsed
mandate reimbursement in 1981 as one of the
central "principles and priorities for partner -
ship.federalism,"" ...,

The principle of full re burs me t may at-
tract even more support incom g y rs as fis-
cal stringency at all levels of go ernment

k
threatens to exacerbate existing problems of
unfunded mandates. In fact, there are those
who argue that the increasingly stringent fed-
eral budget already has been a factor in the-
current proliferation of federal regulations. As
former HEW Secretary Joseph Califano put it,
Congress wants to "havie) its cake and teat] it
too" on the mandate. issue by responding to
social problems withoUt bearing/he costs."

Requiring full federal reinevursement of
mandates would work to slow further regula-
tory proliferation. In a peri of federal, defi-
cits, such,a requirement wool pose an obsta-
cle to new enactments. Significantly,
legislation was introduced in the 97th Congress
with the dual aims of limiting federal budget
outlays under the Congressional Budget Act of
1974 and of- requiring compensation to states
and localities for any future cots imposed
through federal regulations." Altl41 ugh the bill

\was not enacted, it suggests,the potential for
`subjecting federal regulations/o the discipline
of the budget process.

In addition ,to curbing excessive regulatory
growth and providing fiscal relief to state and
local governments, full funding of federal man-
dates would improve the effectiveness of na-
tional policies. In the Clean Water Act,,for in-
stance, one,sourceinoted that "the, rate Of

cleaning up n'iuriltipil water pollution depends
almost completely otPthe availability of federal
money." In addition, where underfunded
regulations take the form of ,gfant conditions,
the effect may be to undermine the objectives
of the grant program to which they are at-
tached. For example, Richard Cappalli has ob-
served that:

When Section 504 was enacted,
Congress was informed that the
measure would have no budgetary
impact. Indeed, no appropriation for
this purpose was forthcoming as
Congress again tacked a n,ew duty
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onto the federal grant system with-
out funding it, even, though it was
readily foreseeable that ,Section 504/
equality'would require costly imple-
mentation and would divert grant
dollars from their primary purpose?'

Depending on how uch a program is struc-
tured or defined, ho ver, a strategy of full re-
imbursement for all xisting and future man-
dates could present series of difficult' fiscal
and administrative .problems for the national
government. To begin with, given the lack of
discipline in the federal budget process, full
reimbursement oi- federal regulations could
place an intolerable strain on an already 'over-
loaded federal budget if the number of costly
requirements was not sharply reduced.

In addition, simply defining the range of pro-
grams and activities ,subject to reimbursement
is a diffieulialk. Some observers narrowly de-
fine the teRW"mandate" to mean only direct
order requirements, while others would deem
the full range of newer intergtvernmental reg-
tilatory mechanisms worthy of reimbursement.
Still others, like the pkblic interest groups and
the Congressional Bet Office, cast the.net
even wider, including under mandates ordi-
nary grant conditions-=even maintenance of
effort and matching requiremints.

'Establishing the range' of federal regulations
subject to reimbursement represents only an
initial task, however. More complicated `still
would be the actual process of administering a
reimbursement program. Presumably, state

and local governments would qualify for reim-
bursement, not only for the.obvious direct
costs of federal regulation, but for a variety of
indirect costs as well; ranging from administra-
tive overhead to effects on local government
productivity. Unfortu'nately, many of these in-
direct costs are nearly impossible to measure,
much less to reimburse."

Another serious measurement difficulty con-
cerns separating federally mandated activities.
from those attions that would have been per -
formed in the absence of federal regulation..
Under any reimbursement scheme, the federal
government should be liable only for addition-
al costs, those -exceeding what the state or lo-
cal government expended prior to the man-
date's imposition. InitNly, such costs can Ise



measured with considerable accuracy. Over
time, however, this concept Of regulatory costs
would tend to grow increasingly speculative
because there is often no way of.knowing what
a state or local government might have done
on its own in the absence of a federal mandate.

Finally, determining the Costs imposed ,on all
state and local governments is an awesome au-
diting and accounting task. To estimate man-
date costs for the recently enacted fiscal notes
process, the Congressional Budget Office
plans to derive information from a sample of
selected jurisdictions." This approach greatly
simplifies the estimation process, but a sarn-
piing procedure can be adapted to paying re-
imbursement checks only with difficulty. Be-
cause federal regulations affect individual
jurisdictions very differently, a sampling proce-
dure could *duce substantial overpayments
to certain jurisdictions while unclerpaying
others.

Not surprisingly, many of these problems
have become evident at the state level, where
'efforts to establish programs for reimbursing
state mandates on local governments have
tended to produce mixed results. Twelve states
now have Constitutional provisions or statutes
requiring reimbursement of state-imposed
mandates."

The effects of such provisions have been
studied most extensively in California, which
established a mandate reimbursement process
in 1973. One study of its implementation found
the process: (1) was often hampered by long
delays in funding local claims for reimburse-
ment; (2) engendered complaints by local gov-
ernments about detailed requirements gov-

tt, erning the payment of claims; and (3) eroded
local incentives for adopting cost-effective
means of mandate administration." The most
severeiroblem, however, was found to be a
"lack c5f clarity" in the statutory definition of a
mandate, producing "inconsistent determina-

. lions" of which regulations justified state fund-
ing." When various state officials were .asked
to determine which of eight hypothetical man-
dates would require reimbursement, unani-
mous agreement' was reached on only one of
the eight. Accordingly, the California law was
amended in 1980 to help clarify the definition
of a reimbursable mandate, but the effects of
this amendment are not yet known.

SELECTIVE REIMBUR,SEMENT

One strategy for avoiding some of the poten-
tial problems posed by full nfandate reim-
bursement is to focus federal reimbursement

'on jut a small selection of very costly inter-
. , governmental regulations. This strategy would

not resolve all of the problems of cost Meas-
urement and funding distribution outlined
above, but it would reduce the !scope of such
tasksespecially Or programs that already
provide a modicusTrof grant monies for regula-
tory purposes. In such cases`, outlays for the af-
fected grants could simply be expanded.

Many of the problems traced to inadequately
funded federal mandates stem from a. relatively
limited number of regulations. In the initial
passage of most of these programs, Congress
gave early recognition to the need for some
federal funding to achieve their purposes, but
it often underestimated what the actual ope
of the costs would be or it failed to deliver .;

quate appropriations in subsequent years.
For example, total future 'costs of existin

water pollution control requirerhenis are e
mated to be $120 billion, yet annual approPrtir-
tions for federal sewer construction grants fell
from $4.5 billion M FY 1978 to $2.5 in FY 1.981."
The deputy administrator of EPA observed that
("unstable and unpredictable" funding had
been a major problem in the program.3' In the
Education for All Handicapped Children Act,
Congress authorized a hike in federal funding
for handicapped education from 5% of the pro-
gram's mandated costs in FY 1978 to 40% of
these costs in FY 1982 and beyond. However,
federal appropriations for the program peaked
at about 12% of the costs in 1979 aid have re-
mained at, or below that level in 'Subsequent
years."

Similar problems .have been identified in
other programs. Initial cost estimates for im-
plementing Section 504'1 requirements of
equal access for the handicapped were placed
at $6.8 billion in mass transportation alone."
Subsequent federal regulations in .Mr area
were designed to reduce these costs by al-
lowing recipient jurisdictions more flexibility
in providing equal transportation access. .How-
ever, the costs of the 'major alternatives stud-
ied by the Congressional Budget Office re-
mained in the multibillion dollar range.
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Funding shortfalls in the Safe Drinking -Water
Act have not approached this level of magni-
tude, but the U.S: General Accounting Office
did conclude that inadequate funding., ranked
among the primary obstacles to itsotilective
implementation.
/ A strategy of selective mindate reimburse-

,ment, therefore, would focus on a few costly
regulations of this type, where fiscal. burdens
are particularly large and where,funding
shortfalls clearly hamper attaining regulidory
goals: For state and local governments, this
strategy would provide substantial fiscal relief
while, at the same time, avoiding some of`the
administrative problems posed by full
feknbursement. .

On the other hand, this strategy would also,
impose substantial burdens on the deficit-
ridden federal budget. In addition, it abandns
the simplicity and deterrent potential Of total
reimbursement. Deciiions over which regula-
tions would or would not be reimbursed under
this strategy would be largely arbitrary. The net
could be cast much wider thah the four regula-
tions Mentioned above. Inadequate funding
also has contributed to implementation prob-
lems under federal hazardous waste and bill-
board control programs, to name, only two."
Ultimately, the number of programs that might
be encompassed, under this alternative would
be determined by a difficult political, balancing
act with state and' local needs on one side and
limited federal government resources on. the 4other.

NO MANDATE REIMBURSEMENT

A third strategy continues the status quo in
regulatory reimbursement. Although the feder-
al government 'often helps, promote complf-
ance.with regulatory 'pals t(y providing grants-
in-aid, there is no legal or moral obligation to
do so for any, regulation that is Constitutional
and legitimate. The basic issue, under currant
practice, is,whether the goals and procedures
of a given regulation-are appropriate, not what

. level of costs it imposes.
This-position finds many ad, rents among

defen4ers of federal regulations. the case of
handicapped education requirements, for ex
ample, former Commissioner of Education Er-
nest Boyer has arguecl that the federal govern-
ment is under no obligatkr to bear the costs
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of requiring states to provide.,,services they
should have offered all. along. "We're talking
about rectifying an historii oversight,' tire ob-

Nerved. "Just because the federal government
identified the issue it doesn't,follow that Wash-
ington has to provide the kinds."'" Others
have argued much the same position' with re-
guard to Section 504. According to one account,
some enfo/ement officials believed that costs
were "irrelevant." "Someone's rights do not -

depd upon 'someone 'else's, ability to pay,"
said one former Office of Civil Rights official.

-"It is a matter of the right to participate in
AtIkerican society. ""

.On the ,other.hand, defenders of existing -

funding practices need not holOttle Wei, that
costs are irrelevant in federal progiams. Many
believe that the federal government should re-
frain from imposing a requirement on state
and-local governments witilit has considered
the least costly meatis of advahcing its regula-
tory aims. In essence, this islhe position of the
Reagan Administration, which has sought to-
ameliorate the costs of intergoverdmental reg-
ulation by scrutinizing and 'relaxing regUlatory,
standards rather than by reimbursing costs:"

THE COMMISSION'S'APPRQACH

/Having considered all of the arguments put.;
forth On behalf of these alternative stlateglis,
the Commission recommends that ail future
additional costs imposed on state and local
goernments by federal mandates by fully re-

)imbursed by the -national government. Al-
though the Commission supports,the cost-
cutting objectives of regulatory analysis,
current ad hoc practices of mandate funding
have not adequately addressed the problems
resulting'from excessive mandated costs. Expe-
rience has shown that the absence of legal re- -
sponsibility `by the federal governMent for reg-
ulatory costs-has contributed to excessive
regulatory growthand attendant problenis of'
poor regulatory performance.

The Commission also views selective ,reim-
bursement of federal mandates as inadequate.
This strategy has the diSadvantage of imposing
large financial burdens on the federal budget
currently, when -it can least afford it, Yet it
lacks the merits of establishing a clear.arrinci-
ple of federal respo'nsibility for regulatory
costs for any future costly programs.
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Consequently; the Commission stronglyaf-
firms ttie principle of federal responsibility for
mandated costs, but it has. carefully tailored its
recorimiendation to current budgetary reaOties
and toothe 'administrative difficulties posed by

ifull' reimbursement of all existing mandates"...
This' recommendation is limited, to costs.
imposedon state,,and local governments by fu-
ture intergovernmental rtagulations. This. re-'
,strittion avoids excessive immediatetclpethands
on the deficit-ridden fedel budget. vAile

vinultaniotisly establiskiing an effective fiscali-
:;,,deterreat to 'future egutatory proliferatiqn.

'
Thee recointhendationiis also to.'addi-

e.

4ional 'direct costs pof regulations, e.g., those
expenses that're cleirly attributable to,
menfing the regulation, Oeyqhcl Arty*
telated activity that world been carried
out in the absenCe the fderal mandate: Al-
tho!.zgh the. Commis"; 9 Tecognizes that such
additional costs are.d ffitult to-measure and
define:a:it evects ,that' apprcifiriate .4kiethodolo-
gies will 'be perfected by the Congressional
Bud,get Office in irri ierhenting existing "fiscal
notes" legislation.

,

crossover 5anctioris). The Commission believes
that this intergovernmental friction and Cc!nfu-
sion have been exacerbated by static ,judicial
interpretaticins narrowly defining those funs-
lions of state and local goverrutents that are

. constjytionally protected against, federal intru-,.,
lion, While at the same. time vastly' expanding
the scope of Constitutionally sanctioned federal
'prerogatives.

The Commission is convinces that the new
reg latbry techniqbes represent major depar-

. ture from past intergovernmental practice
not o y inba pragmatic sense-bat in a legal and
onstitutionalserise as well. Therefore;

e 'exci usfon, of arnbiguoUs ;

oinftirect" 0' losses, of efficiency and
externali es, alio simptifie this task. Finallys

'7to strengthen implementation of this recom,
,mendation by potettially reluctant federal ad-
ministrators, it contains an actiost-forcing pro-
vision: holdinKsle.eand focal governments'
free from regulatory compliance for any futu
fecligal mandateS that art unreimbursed. Tiffs
provision proc*s justicrable grotmds tore
challeiliging Any future unfunded,mandates.

ReZ-ommend,atiteA.3

estoriXg Constitutional Balance in
IntergOvernMental Regulation

eCorrimissiorr finds that the.newest forms,.
of ntergovernmentak cegulationthe partial
preemption, 'pet, crosscutting grant. require-.
Merit:This crossover fiscal sanction and the di
rect ordeshave been the source of consider-
able_fricflo% and ..c_orifusic5h 'despite their_

%:bsitensiblyklegitiehite -foundation, in such
''sources b Congressional zuthority as the in
terstate commetce clause (partill-preernptions
and direct orders) and the conditional spend-
ing-power (crossciitting reqUiiements'and

A.3(a) Reassessing Constitutional
Boundaties

The Commission recommends a reassess-
Inent of the legal doctrines delimitingsthe
boundaries of natiohal Constitutional authority,
vis-a-vis the reserved powers of -the states so
that-those reserved powers agaln become
meaningful and viable. To help restore a sense
of balance.betweert the levels 'of government,
the Conirvission urges reconsideration by the
national legislative, executive. and judicial
branches of 'current interpretations of the coma
merci'anditpending powers as they apply to
the newer and Inore.intrusive forms of federal
regulation, such as partial preemptions, cross-
cutting grant requirements,- crossover, ,sane -
lions applied to federal aid and difect orders.

,

44.3(b): Judkial. Interpretations
The Commission ipplauds the Supremes

Sohrt's recognition in National League of Cit-
ies v. Usery, 426 U.S. 833 (1976), that "Con-,
grins may 'not exercise its power to regulate
coihmerce. so as to force directly upon the
stn ls' its choices as to how essential decisions
regteding the 'conduct of integral government
fumitions ire to be made." At the same time
howerforythe Commission finds That several re-'
cetit'Supreme COurt decisions ind many lower
court Judgments have eroded the basic Tenth
Mnendment principles expresed in the Nation-
al League of Cities case. The Commission,
Therefore, expresses its hope that the federif
judiciary will revive and expand upon the- un-
ciples .expressed' n NLC v, them, parti larly
those addressing the "basic attributes of state
sovereignty" and "Integra) functions" of state
goverhment. ".
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)
Although the Supreme Court in Nit v. Usery

Constitutionally. limited Congress' power to
regulate the states under the interstate com-
merce clause, the Commission bellevel that in
certain instances' regulations.promulgated un-'
der the conditional spending potily may be
equally as injurioiss to state sovereignty. The
COMMiSSICRI notes that despite vast differences
between the grant, system of six decades ago
and thatyvhi exists today, the Court has
done little t alter its original grant-in-aid doc-
trines. Thu , given the substantial fiscal mil-,
ance of state and local. governments upon fed
.eral financial aid and the ofilOos intrusive nature
of regulations attached,to modern federal
grants, the' Commission expresses its further
hope that the federal judiciary, when judging'
grantor-graistee, disputes, will recognize that,

, "compulsion" rather than "'voluntariness" and
"coercion" ,rither than "inducement" now.4

4 charikterizer many federal grants-in-aid and
.". their requirements.

, A.3(c): The Sdaitor Generars Role's*
'The tommission 'recommends that the., Ad.

ministratioti; through the Offite Of. Solicitor
.General, show specili sensitivitt.to the claims

- 'of State and local ,government 'in arguing or
othenvite entering..into relevant cases before
the federal judiciary when such cases pertain
to the newer and more intrusive .forms of ,regu-
lation described above.

"Dequti Under Secretary Koch, County Executive 14iUr-
phy, And County Supervisor Schabarum requested to be
recorded as opposing this recommendation. Deputy Un-
der Secretary Koch provided the following statemenfof
her position, with County executive Murphy concurring:

it is the responsibility of the Solicitor Gen-
eral to represent his clientthe United
States Covernmentin cams, in which the
U.S. is involved, and to defend the best in-
tefests of the U.S. as he sees thim. The So-
licitor General is not in a position to make
policy decisions by modifying his actions to
take account of the interests of opposing
parties. In fact,,this could be seen as running
directly counter to hit duty. Such policy is-
sues are properly directed toward Congress
and the President. Therefore) it is inappro-
priate for ACIR to ask the Solicitor General
to slier his manner of meeting his responsi-.
bility to the U.S.,Government as this resolu-
tion suggests. -
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A.3(d): Supporting the State and Local
Legal Center

The Commission zeCommesicls that state and
local governments and their associations give
full institution/it and adequate financial sup,
port to the State and ,Local Legal Center in its
monitories& analytic and training efforts and in
its efforts togassist in presenting common state
and local interests before the federal courts.

Thg new awe-inspiring growth in the quanti-
ty and breadth of federal regulatory policy, like
tote growth in 'almost every area .of feder4en-
deavor,cotild hardly'be called the productCifa'
grand designmuch less a grand Constitution-
al 'design. Rather, regulatory expansion , has
been piecemealone requirement building
upon. another. Yet, grand design or no, 'each.
regulation must find justification in some
portion of the Constitution. Thus, Congress'
Article I, Section 8 charge to "regulate, corn-
merce .... among she several, states ..." has
givin rise to partial preemptions andless
successfullyto some direct orders.11 The so-
<ailed conditional spending power,' contained
in the same section, has been deemed an ade-
quate Constitutional warrant for crosscutting
grant requirements and for crossover fiscal
`sanctions.

REASSESiIN THE
CONSTITU WINAL-HARRIERS

Neither commerce nor spending powers
are Co 4sti tionally omnipotent, for" Cripgress,

. in exec g those ..powers, may not run al.
of any other kirtions of the Constitution in-
cluding the 'Bill of Rights, one ,of which, the
Tenth Amendment, asserts that:

The powers not delegated, to the
United States by the Constitution',
nor prohibited by' it to the states, are
reserved to the states. respectively;
or,,to the people.

Because the federal government is _theoreti-
cally one bf limited power's," the Tenth Amend-'
ment would appear, at face value; 10 invest
rather ,subitantialauthority in the states. How-
ever, that face value reading ignores the Tenth
Amendment's rather dubious distinction of
having been demoted in stature to the ranks of
a Mere, Constitutional " "truism " "' - --more akin
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to "conventional wisdom" than part of the
"supreme law of the land.", Not coincidently,
that downgrading was accomplished alongside
the phenomenal New Deal upgrading of the
commerce power. Hence, an amendnurt "fre.

.quently invoked.to cCirtaillCongress'l power to
regulate interstate' commerce"4' had becothe,
by Tid-century, no more than a legal straw
man.

The Commerce Pow and the NLC Case

In 1976, the Supreme Court at least tempo-
rarily halted further erosion.' the states' re-
served powers, ruling that: "congress. may not
exercise ids power to regulatt commerce so, as
to force directly upon the states its choices as
to how essential decisions regarding the con-
duct. of integral governmental functions are to
be made."' At issue in Naribna/teague,of Cit-
ies v. Usery (NIG) were the 1974 amendments
to the fair Labor Standards Act that applied
federal minitnuni wage and Maximum hour 're-
quirements to most slate and local employ-

, ees49,clearly, a direct federal order to the
states. Conceding the "plenary authority" of
the commerce power over." eas of private en-

. deavor," the Court refused to grant the same
absolute federal prerogati es to the states'
public endeavors. Thus, i interpreted the
Tenth Aniendment's_ reserved powers clause as
shielding the states from commerce power-
related" Congressional mandates that:

1) regulate the "states 'as states";"

-2)' impair certain distinctive "attributes-
of state.sovereignty";" and

3) alter or displace the states' ability to
"structure integral operations in
areas of traditional governmental
functions."' ,`

Not surprisingly, the NLC decisiowas.her-
aided as a milestone in efforts to "rebalancm,".
intergovernmental relations. It was, aftEr all, .

the first major Tenth Amendment victoryih the
federal judicial arena in decades. But the opin-
ion also lacked clarity and has been-a source of
endless confusion at the district, and appellate
court levels, ,as well as a cause of deep corfiter-
nation among state and local governments.
The Court has left, uncertain what elements
constitute the "attributes of state soveteign-

a

ty"; has failed to provide guidelines for identi-
fying integral governmental operations; and,
to the4disapraintMent of many, has rather nar-
rowly (some would say rigidly), interpreted the
areas 4f traditional governmental activities."
Nevertheless, on the positive side, the Court's
1976-decisibn has been suc,cessful in arresting
further Congressional direct orderi based on
the commerce clause.

Congressional mandates in the for of, bla-
tantlyintrusive direct orders have been few in
number. Moreover, many would contend that
these most obvious directives have been the
least of the state and loci governments' regula-
tory worries. But the commerce clause haS,
been thefonstitutional wellspring of another
of the intergovernmental regulatory tech-
niquespartial preemptions, in whiCh admin-
istrative-responsibility is delegated to the
states or localities; provided they meet certain
nationally Fletermined standards.

For all 'practical purposes, this sort of back-
,door commandeering is quite different from
full federal preemption. It borders on rnan=
dating state activity as opposed to disallowing
state activity. For Constitutional purposes,
however, the coulits have telf8td to view these
partial Congressional preemptions in a "com-
merce power-as-usual" light, despite a number
of Tenth Amendment; NLC-type challenges.

Regulating Through, the
Conditional Spending Power

In' 1923, the Supieme Court heW.cl the case
of Massachusetts v. Mellon," a challenge to a

federal grant-in-aid program. The Court dis-
missed the dispute by noting that:-

Probably, it would be sufficient to
point out that the powers of the
states are not invaded; Sint* the stat-
ute impdses no obligation but simply
extends an option which the state is
free to accept or reject.... If Con-
gress enacted [the program] with the
ulterior purpose of tempting [the
states] to yield, that purpose may be
effectively frustrated by the simple
expedient of not yielding."

Though nearly 60 years old, that logic has be-
come perhaps the most consistent line bf de-
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fense in cases protecting federal grant condi-.
tions,the so-called "inducement versus
coercion" equation. Later supplemented by
the criterion that conditions of iidneed only
be "reasonably related to a legitimate national
purpose"" (or conversely, that "federal funds
[may not be used) for purposes contrary to
general government policies""), the enhanited
"Mellon test" has survived practically un-
scathed through innumerable court battles..

That a Constitutional test constricted to vin-
dicate the simple and dwarfish grant system, of
the 1920s retains legal sway over a grant system
characterized by 'complexity and giantism is
not necessarily surprising. In fact, it may be
justified in very' pragmatic terms. As justice
-Benjamin Cardoza pointed out:

... To hold that motive or temptation
is equivalent to coercion is to plunge
the law into endless difficultles..The
outcome of such a doctrine fi the ac-
ceptance of a jihilosophical deter=
minism by which choice becomes
impossible. Till now the law has
been guided. by a robust Coyhmon
sense which assumes the freedom of.
will as a working hypothesis in the
solution of its problems."

Nat every Coristitutiohil scholar would
agree with Cardoza and his juaicial successors.
For instance, Profesor A.E. Dick' Howard has
called such reasoning "simplistic":

It makes Constitutional limitation
on Congress' power illusory by per-

/ miffing Congress to do indirectly
what it cannot do directly. The prin-.
ciple is tharof unconstitutional con-
ditions, Simply because government
need not create a benefit (e.g., a de-
duction from onek income taxes for
charitable deductions), it does not \.#

follow that the government may at
tach such conditions as it pleases to
that benefit. Government mi,y. not
require ire, as a condition of/eking
the deduction, to. attach an affidavit,
swearing that I do not believe in the:
principles of world communism. ft is
no answer to say that Illhave a
"` choice"- -file the affidavit or forego
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the deduction. Similarly the Consti-
tutionality of conditions attached to
federal grants is not assured simply'
by declaring that a state is "freer' to
refuse the federal money if it objects
to the condition."

4Even such -strong critics as Howard would
probably not object to the bulk of clearly stat-
ed, program- specific grant conditions. The fed-
eral governMent, most would contend, has a
perfectly legitimate interest in seeing that its
funds are effectively, efficiently and Constitu-
tionally spent. In such cases, the "caveat emp-,

tor," Mellon approach to grants is, arguably,
quite proper. It is with regard to the newer
forms and effects of conditions that. many crit-.
ics, including this Commission, deem the older
legal tests no Longer adeqUate.

Thus, certain.conditions may be said to cross
the line between inducement and coercion by *
virtue of impinging on some aspect of state
sovereignty. An 'excellent example provided
by the National Health Planning and Resources
Development Act of 1974 as applied to the
State of North Carolina.

At Issue was the act's requirement that
states, in, exchange for receiving funds, regu-4-
late the construction of both public and private
health facilities as well as the purveyance of
public and private 'health services. North
Carolina argued that these aspects of the
program

. crossed the line from inducernent
to coercion and was a violation of
the Tenth Amendment and the Su-
preme Court's decision in the Stew-
ard. Machine Company case. The
state argued that the requirements to
regulate private institutions violated
the state constitutipn and that by
proposing the sanction of withdrawal
of Medicaid and other health care
funds the state was placed in the.
untenable Positron of having to
amend its constitution or forego sub-
stantial federal funding for health
).care.*1

If a state's constitution is not integral to its so
erelgnty, what. is? Yet, the District Court in
decision affirmed, by the Supreme Court, dis-



missed North Carolina's contentions, noting
that:,

Simply because one state, by some
ddity of its constitution may 'be pro-
ibited from compliance is not suffi-
lent ground 'to tnvalidate 4 condi-

t nwhich is legitimately relifed to a.
n tional interest sought to be
a 'eyed by a federal appropriation
an which does not operate adverse -

the rights of the other states to
PIY."

reasoned tiat:
W re DC not so, any state, dissatis-

fied by some valid federal condition
on .a ederal grant could thwart the
Congr ssional-purpose by the expe-,
dient amending its constitution or
by secu ing a decision of its own- su,
Fireme c urt. The validity of the pow-
er of th federal government under
proper onstitutional power does-
not exist t the mercy of the state
constituti n or deckion of state
courts.0

Such reasoning, if at fact value Constitutional-
ly logical,..shows\ little sensitivity toward the

'difficulties of anutnding state constitutions and
reversing state judliCial opinions;

Another feature cif the Health Planning Act,
felt by many to be \gnduly coercive and, by
some, unconstitutio al, is its crossover fiscal
sanctionfailure_to or ply with program re-

. quirements may endanger continued funding
of other, distinct aid programs.'' It is just that
feature that Lewis Kaden finds not only unique,
but assails as being the most objectiOnable of
all conditional techniques in terms of "re-

, stricting state choices" and distorting state fis-
cal decisions." Yet in response to a
Montgomery. County, MD, challenge, a district
court declared that:

The act imposes no\civil or criminal
penalties on such 'states or their affi-
dais. While the withholding of ,fader-
al funds 'in someC instances may re-
semble the imposition of ciVil or
criminal penalties and while eco-
nomic pressure may threaten 'such
havoc to a state's well-being as to
cause the federal legislation to cross

the lint which divides inducement
from coercion, that line is not
crossed in this case. Nor does the act
displace local initiative with federal
directives. The act mandates essen-
tially a cooperative venture' among
the federal government and state
and local authorities-."

Another vexatious Issue arising under the
conditiZonal speeding power is the ability of the
federal government to add to, or alter ;'grant
agreement. According to grant law expert
Richard 8. Cappalli:

An important grant principle which
deviates from traditional contract
rules, is that one partner, the United
States, can unilaterially modify the
terms of the, relationship 'during the
term of the grant. By statute or re u-8

'the. States can impose
additCdnal- obligitions under the
agreement; althoOth ;Constitutional'
restrictions on the iMpairment of
contracts limit that power."

Under certain circumstances, the federal gov-
ernment may thus change the rules of the
game after the grantee has already bought into
the "contract." Though unemployment insi.ne
ance coverage is not technically a grant, it,pro-
videS a leading example of this potentiality.

In 1970, Congress extended unemployment
insurance coverage to state employees in hos-
pitals and higher education" and in 1Q76, to ail
state, and local employees." After over 40 years
Of participation in the program, the effect of
the amendments was to offer a Hobson's 41/.
Choice to the states: .

1) to conform and tax themselves
and their political subdivisions the
costs of employment benefits, or
2) to fail to conform and accept the

utter demise of the states' existing
unemployment ccrmpensation
program." t

Giyin such an-la tio States wert practi-
cally forced t and at considerable
cost."

REASSESSMENT A MOST

The foregoing analysis of the commerce and
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conditipnal spending powers provides ample
evidente that those twin founts of Congres-
sional authority in the regulatory area have
been stretched far beyond the broad bounda-
ries aisigned then' a generation ago. The
newer forms of intergovernmental regulation
*were developed, largely designed and duly en-
acted by the national legislative branch. They
were implemented and legally definded by the
executive brinch, and they 'clearlywith only
oneexceptionhave been ifeiermirtid by the
courts to be Constitutional.'

The time, has come for both of the poltiical
branches of the national gov-rnment along
'with the, federal judiciary= --ea operating in
its way and, in its proper al sphereto
begin a thorough reassessment of the current,
mainstream interpretations of the commerce
and conditional spending powers as they relate
'to the new regulatory devices. Without such a
reappraisal, the Tenth Amendment may well
prove to be a permanently impotent protector
of state (and local) rights.

JUDICIAL INTERPRETATIONS

Going beyond the needed reappraisal by the
threes branches of the national sovernment,
the Commission. urges in the second part of
this recommendation that' the Supreme Court
assume, the special 'responsibility, when rele-*
vant cases arise, of reexamining the implica-
tions for the entire,governmental system of the
stririg of recent decisions eroding NLC, and of
the other duster of cues 'that struggles labori-
ously to remain true to*Mellon.

Current Court doctrine holds that to suc-
ceed4 ny Tenth Amendment challenge to fed-
eral regulatory legislation ba d on the com-
merce power "must satisfy ea of [the) three
(111.0 requirements ":

First, there 'Must be a showing that
the challenged statute 'regulateS the
"states as states." Second, the feder-
al regulation must address matters
that are indisputably "attributes of
state'sovereignty.'' And third, it must
be !apparent that the states' complis
ante would directly Impair their abif-
ity,"to structure integral operations
irvareas of traditional functions.""

Because three rather vague and obviously
pliable requirements must be met to dispute a
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federal law, successful challe s have been
limited,. as noted previously, toWdirect orders.
Though regulatory in nature and based upon
the commerce power, partial, preemptions are
imbued wth certain legal "twists'''. that distin-
guish them from direct orders. For instanCc,'
with partial preemptions, Such as, those con-
'tained in the Clean Air and Surface Miqing
Control acts, it is 'exceedingly difficult to makt
the 'case that regulations affect The "states as
states." Rather, they legally affect private par-
ties through the states:

If a' state does not virl$11 to Submit a
.propoicd' permanent. prograin that
complies with the 'act and imple-
menting regulations, the full regula-
tory burden will be borne by the fed-
eral gOvernment. Thusothereocan be \
no suggestion that the act commons
defers' the legislative process .of the
states by directly compelling them ,to,,
enact and enforce a federal regula-'
tory program."

In the case of partial wet mptions, the c6uris,
have relied on Congressional findings 1,tat
taro problems substantially affect /interstate
commerce and therefore are le
gressional concerns./4 Of cour
have been acqUiescing to Co
lation of commerce for n
However, the more un
preemption---:the inv
also has been giv

imate Con-
e, the, courts

gressional
fly half- a century.

ue aipect, \of partial
ement Of tke states

judicial blessing: Hence,.
quite apart fron/riegative Tentti Amendment
usurpation"-is es discussed' the
courts actu Y have treated partial preemp-s,
tions posi vely7even' to the point of viewing
them asinsfinces of federal deference4b state
authority: . .14:

In enacting the Clean Air' Act
Amendments of 1970, Congress at-'

tempted to foster a symbiosis be-
tween two perceived needs. First,
Congress wanted to preserve, the ba-,
sic state and local control of the de-
sign and enforcement of air pollution
regulation. Besides a deference to
the statessuch a state role per-
mitted more awareness of individual
and local- problems in formulating
pollution abatement plans."
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Needless to say, the generally potitive Judit
cial view of partial -preemptions is not'- shared
universally by legal experts. In fact, Lewis B.

; Kaden sees the device as an/effective limit on
the states' basic right' to choose among those
services they feel best meet the needs of their
citizens.

For all their diversity of method,
What these provisions share is thee.
feature of "federalizing" or "cam-
Mandeering" the basic clecisionmak7
ing processes of state goVernment,
obliging subnatianal -legislators:, and
executive, "officials to enact statutes
or adopt administrating regulations:
according' tip ,,the design and Stand-
ardi.,'set: by the federal govern-

.Meht '4..4: When apart of [the] pool fa.
state* 7resources is commandeered

,the servlc of a federal..01:rec-
tiorA,-.4is when a state is :ordered to
pass 'a Law, esteblish a,regulatcfrY
agency, promulgate .4 regulation, of
expend an allocation of funds,aic;.
cording tip, federal design in Ways de-
seribed above---'=this fundamental ca-
pacity, fir choice is inevitably
reduced.".'

According to Professor, Kadesis logic,' then;
some (though not all) Pa.i.00 ,OrPelnriOs ntay
be viewed as ::meeting each-of die ,t,slIC tests for
a 'vaiid Tenth AmendMehixhillertge.'of,the':,
commerce; pOwer. First,' they 'affect, they:
as states, for Clearly they Irifluence the inStru-
mentalities'of the states,--their legislatures and
executiVes.' Second, by extension, partial.;,

preemptions address matter that are indisp6-,
tably attributes of state son reignty: What, of=
ter all, cot/id be a .mor/indisPutable attribute
of sovereignty Ow/the,. detision-
making prOCess;~ in reduing the
capacity for choice,:partiaOlreentrptibps
their*ability to structure, integral operations
preferred ways,,

,

Turning to the conditional Ipending power;,
the federal courts, have upheld extension 16'
highly intrusive 'Program-specffiC:regtilitianS',
to crossover fiscal sanctions, tei,changeil in,
grant conditions after a recipient has joined in
an Aid pro ,.ram, and to crosscutting condi-
ti6nsas was noted 'earlier; These detiiions
reflect a' persistent 'effort on the part of the jug7

diciary to'sustain the,Meffon, dictum that a
grant is a quasi-Contractuel relationship be-
tween the donor and don:eecinvolving recipro-
cal obligations for both and allowing the recip-
lent to. protect* Tenth Arnehtiment tights by
refusing to.perticipate in th! aid program.

In effect, the conitraintS,placec(on the con-
ditionil spending poWer are feweriban those
on the commerce power.tience',the Court's
prediction in NLC that Corilgress might acorrt.
plish -certain.' objectives' through its spending
(awl by extension, taiing)14prerogatiVes that it
cvtlld ndt' accomplish thrOugh the commerce
clause.wAs borne out when the 1976 amend-

'enentsto the trnem'ployment, inbikrance Act
Were .ihallenged; 1980 the SUpreme Court
refused to review a tower courts upholding of.
the aMendMents extending the aces coverage
to state and local.ernployees on thtounds

'that the program was technically frOluntary
-and, therefore,' not subject to Teritfl'Antenci-
trent :restriction." Such decisions have
prompted Profe r HoWard to lament that 1

",rVitC is an ern vessel waiting to be filled
p.,471

.Related to the idea that _Congress may Ile
able.. to, grant condition in mid -stre
is ihe problem:of unclear Cohgreisionel m nt.
h.certain instances, a state or locelity initially

could, not possibly hive realiied thpextent of a
law's.tibligations,,given,the ambiguities of stet-
Agog language': Just such a scenario was'
played out quite,recehtly over the terms of the.,
Developinentaily bisabled Assistance and Belt
of Rights Act of 150,7,. Significantly, inthis,case4
the Supreme, Court did., acknowledge certain
lithitationS on the spencling:poWer

A

.74

,
The ltgitimacy of Congress' power

to:legislate uncle! the Spending,paw-
ef,thuS'iests on whether the ate
voluntarily knowingly ' ac pts

. the t s of .the ecbittract" 4,4
,Cortgres, intended to

iMpbse Ja ,condition on:the grant of
federal Mbhies Must;''

.Unernbiguously.7's

At issue 41 110,7i7h SPee, ..5001 anti j
pita! v. tialgerniiin
ponent of the '1975 act.. The.,0-rakirkstespoiie.
to the ''400t4ti
,abOve;,'noteci that the isfoeded

A.
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in terms of legislative "findings"repre-
sented, at most, _a Congressional preference
and, in the absence of language specifically
saying so, could not be construed as a condi-
tion of aid. Congress was thus admonished for
its tendency to favor statutory obscurity. More-
over, the Penphurst decision could potentially
set "the stage for attacks, on administrative im-
plementation of grant stringsthrough regula-
tions, guidelines; etc.on the, ground hat the
agency has imposed duties beyond those in
the relevant statute itself."."

Two additional statements rnkle
Cowl in Pennhurst devet
subsequent bases--have a profound of

by the
ed in`
ct, on

future: judicial rulings relating to grant:
requirements:

Firit, Justice Rehnquist's majority
opinion. warned that: "Though COq-
,gress' power to legislate under the
spending power is broad, it.dcies not
include surprising participatint,
states with poSt-asceptance or 'retro-
active` conditions."'"

While it is unclear what would constitute a
"retroactive" condition under the first-stipula-
tion, it is at leak conceivable that:

[tiaken seriously, this approach.
would call into question basic fea-,
tures, of the grant system such as en

, actrnent of -new crosikutting .condi-
tions which apply to existing
programs."

'SecOnd, a footnotki suggestion in
-7Pennhorst warned that."ftJ here are
ilimits on the power of Congress to
impOse conditions on the states pur-
suant tb its S Pertain poWer.""

:

Whether or not the footnoted statement msy
be taken as an intimation that the Court, in the
future, Will beldisposed to "fill up the, ern)*
NLC vessel" is impossible to knowa footnote

Wes not .a strong precedent-make. "Still," ac-
cordingto_Professor George Browne, "Supreme
court footnotes areoften haritringeis of things
to,.come;:s,and .this particular 'statement .rnay
force'loWer cOirels.to take more seriously

-to .giant corlditiorts baie4 On State :soto7

ereighty grounds,1".

It is entirely poss4ibleeven quite prob-
,
ablethat Pennhurst, like NLC, may tie fallow
for years to come. The Court's/4°01 record on
commerce and spending power issues, after
all, has been less than amenable to subnational
positions and more than deferential, over the
long run, to Congressional actions. Moreover,. ...

no matter how disposed-the Court might be to
change long-standing positions, good, tightly
woven cases on which it' might act are surpris-
ingly few and, far be.tween. The Court may be
the .ultimate arbiter of Constitutional issues,
but it must rely on the sound and timely argu-

1 incitation of others.
In light of the seemin aberrational status

that iYLer and Pennhurst eem to occupy, the
Commission believes that he federal judiciary,.
when judging grantor-gra ee disputes, should

Ision," not "volun-acknowledge that "comp
tariness," and ."coercion," not "inducement,"
have dominated the relations between disburs-
er and recipient in many grant-in-aid programs.
The Commission emphasizes that National

t League of Cities v. Usery should not remain
unique, decision. Its precepts regarding *the
basic attributes of state sovereignty" and the
"integral functions" of state government' need
revitalization and a real elaboration. Moreover, /
attempts 'to establish some parameteri for the"
conditional spending poweri, such as thine
made tentatively in Pennhurst, should be con-
tinued. Without judicial action, both of
these frOnts, the Tenth Amendffient protec-
tions'afforded to- states (and localities) will be-
come 'not much 'more than a hollow promise.

_ A Reit,FOR THE
SOLICITOR !GENERAL

The executive:, branch through Afle Depato
ment of Justice is, in a position, to help the WS
'eral, judiciary became more sensitive to' the
systemic effects of their decisions affecting
intereverninental . regultdion. Thee Solicitor
General's Office not only defends the federal
government fore: the Supreme Court but
may -also inte ne with "friend of the Court"
briefs in instancesTwhere the nationalgovern-
ment is not a direct party to a dispute. On oc-
casions, the Solicitor General is requested' to
present a brief, as was the casein Thornburgh
v, Casey. 15 in faCt,.the Supreme Court in that
,case relied primarily joryhe Solicitor General's



argumentatidn in reaching and rendering its
decision sanctioning the right of state legisla-
tures to reappropriate federal grant funds.

During the past few years, the Department of
.Justice has entered such diverse cases as those
involving mortgage interest rates, th building
of.nuclear power plants, corporate "
a state's labor-management law, and-,

eovers;dr,

e appli-.
cability of the federal (Age DisciiMination in
Employment Act to state and loCal. govern-
ments. Each of these cases pitted the scope of
the commerce] power against a police
powers. The first three.,inval+ed battle
between ciarporate interests and. state inter-
ests. In all five, the Department of Justice's in-

.' tervention favored upholding the' primacy of
thetommercepower ov r state interests. On a
controversial social issue however, the Justice
Department recently filed briefs in support of
the power pf state and local governments to
regulate abortions without prohibiting them."

Department, of ,Justice intervention in cases
to which it is not a party clearly is common-
place. Against the backdrop of recent deci-
sions as well as several earlier ones in which
the,. Department of Justice joined, the Commis-
sion urges that /he Administration, through the
Solicitor "General's Office, show Ikedal sensi-
tivity to the claims of state and 194 govern-
ments in arguing or ent ring relevant cases, es-
pecially when such ca s involve the .newer
forMs of federal inters° mental regulation.

STRENGTHENING THE
STATE AND LOCAL LEGALCENTER

Finally, the ComMission strongly urges states
and. local governments and their associa-
tionsboth 'national and statewideprovide
vigorous institutional and adequate fiscal siip-
yort for the recently established State and Lo-
cal Legal Center. This unit, at least in part,
grew out of a 1980 Commission, recommenda-
tion that called on the states and their locali-
ties, among_ other things, to establish "jointly
on a permanent basis a state-local legal de-
fense organization', with adequate funding,
professional staffing and appropriate assist-
ance from states' attorneys. general, to monitor
and institute legal action. opposing coercive
conditions attached to federal grants and intru-
sive congressional exercise of the commerce
power.""

This proposal was defended on grounds that

4

states and loCalities need to maintain "a vigi-
lant posture against coercive federal actions/'
to assert themselves especially inthe federal
judicial area "skillfully, repeatedly, forcefully
and cooperatively," and to scrap, the hit:or-
miss, ad hoc approach to mounting a legal ap-
peal against arbitrary federal regulatory
actions."

In arch 1981, the issue of inadequate legal
defen e of state-local interests was raised at
the mid-winter meeting of the National Associ-
ation of Counties by spokespersons from the
National-Institute of Municipal Law Officers.
Subsequently, the "Big Seven" took up the
matter and through the nonprofit Academy for
State andilocal Governments a report was
drafted for their consideration in the early
summer of 1981. The authors consulted with
representatives of various state and local asso-
ciations, states' attorneys general, former Su-
preme Court clerks, ex-Solicitors General and
Justice Department lawyers, among- others,
and from these meetings emerged the central
recommendation pf the reportAhat state-and
local governments pool their resources to cre-
ate a small public interest itgal center con-
cetned primarily with Supreme Court issues.!°
In the fall, the executi directors of the seven
sponsoring public inte st groups adopted the
report and "began the rocess of making its
recommendations a reality."'

The Board of Trustees of the Academy for
Contemporary Problem's- voted to allocate
$150,000 over two years to help establish such
a certter and in September 1982, the Pew Me- .
mdrial Trust announced a major matching
grant to aid in getting the center underway.'2

Thus, an idea' has become an institu-
tionthe. State and Local Legal Center. Yet,
given the ariay of cases it could well face, its 1.`

initial early reliance on outside financial help,
and the potential for diagreement among the
sponsoring organizations as to what should be
the foci of the center's attention, the Conlmis-
sionitrongly recommends that state and local
governments both sink and through their na-
tional associations give unstinting policy-and
financial support ;to -this fledgling unit. The
center faces its most crucial period in the years
immediately ahead.' A safe passage through
this perilous perfFalvithiejaend heavily on the
extent of Moral and monetary support the par-
ent public interest groups provide.
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Part lr

A REFORM\ STRATEGY FOR THE
NEWER FORMS OF

TERGOVERNMENTAL REGULATION
Over, the past 20 years, there has been a sub-'

tantial.expansion of both the etys and means
of federal regulation of state and local govern-
ments. Prior-to the 1960s, federal conditions
were commonly attached to individual grants-
in-aid, to assiire fiscal and progr,aminatic ac-
countability in using federefunds. More
recently, hoWever, Congress has enacted
regulatory statutes greatly extending the feder-
al presence into a variety of new fields. As this
report details, many ofihese programs-utilize
important new regulatciry techniquel,
including:

D crossover sanctions, in which the
failure to comply ''with the require-
ments.of one program may result in
the reduction or elimination of -aid
funds provided, under other
specified programs,'' as exemplified..
by the national 55 mile per hour
speed limit and the National Health
Planning Act;

D partial preemptions,,w,hich establish
a national federal regulatory pres-
ence, but authorize states to imple-
ment the program if they adopt
standards.at least as stringent as the
federal ones,' as provided by the
clean clean water and OSHA
lawsV

o direct orders, which mandate state
or local actions under the threat of
criminal or civil penalties, as in-the.
Equal Employment Opportunity Act;
anal

crosscutting requirements, 'which
apPly generally to many or all assist-
ance programs,- including bans on
discrimination on the grounds of
race, sex and handicap.; 'environ-
mental impact statement' proce-
dures; Davis- Bacon Act prevailing..
wage rules; and many others.

The Commission finds that these newer
forms of federal intergovernmental regulation,

,t both singly and in combination, raise serious
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questions about the .Constitutional *limits of
federal and state authority that have yet, to be
addressed adequately, ignore the political
principles that undergirded the conventional
concept of cooperative federalism, and inject
an excessive element of federal compulsion
into 'a 'range of intergovernmental relation-
ships. The Commission further believes that
these newer forms raise special problems in
their implementation, in part because of their
departures from past practict and their more
intrusive intervention into the affairs,and oper-
ations of subnational governinents.' Because
each involves a differetv approach to achieving
national regulatory objectives, the Commission
is convinced that each type must be treated
separately, establishing a body of prineiples
thatapplies to pertinent provisions of existing
federal grant and regtilatoly statutes and that
serves as a guide to future efforts of Stational
policymakers in drafting and enacting regula-
tory.

_Recommendation 8.1
liminating Crossover Sanctions in

Federal draft Statutes
The Commission finds that Congress has

used the crossover sanction mechanism in sev,
eral federal progragns since 1965. The uses of
this device have become a source of much
concern among observers at all levels of goy._
ernment who _believe the penalty mechani
is excessively coercive and confrontational
character. Serious objections also have, b
raised aboutthe practical effects of this device,
which may involve'penalties so severe that
they can scarcely be invoked. Therefore, ...

The Commission recommends that Congress
repeal the provisions of grant statutes that au-
thorize the reduction oi termination of funds
from other specified grant programs, as well as
from the grant program,stipulating this re-
quirement, when a recipient government fails
to comply with all of the conditions of such a
program. The Commlision -believes that such
provisions alter drastically the traditional legal
concept under which each grant is viewed as a
quasi-contractual 'relationship, freely entered
into but with differing obligations for the
grantor and grantee that are clearly established
by the statute authorizing such relatioriships in
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the program area covered-by the grant. More
specifically, the Commission recommends
that, among others,.the relevant provisions of
the Highway Ileautificition Act of 1945 (23
U.S.C. 131), the National Health Planning and
*psource Development Ad of 1974 (42 U.S.C.
3@ (d)), the Federal Aid Highway Amend-
ments of 1974 (23 U.S.C. 154), the Education
for All Handkapped Children Act. of 1975 VI
U.S.C.1414), and the Clean Air Act Amend-
ments of 1977 (42 U.S.C. 750(c) and MT be
amended to restrict thecut-off of ,funds in the
event Of noncompliance to the spetitie aid pro-
gram containing the requirement.

In Oils recommendation, ttie Commitsion
seeki to halt utilization of the crossover sanc-
tion technique for enforcing Cqmpliance with,
certain federal reguiations,,The crossover sahc-
tion device imposes a fiscal penalty such that
failure to comply with the requirements of one
program results in the reduction or elimination
of grant funds in a specified set of other fsder-
al aid programs. it is thus distinguishable front
penalties attached 'to ordinary grant require-
ments, which reduCe or terminate only filnds
associated with the specific program in which a
violation occurs, and from crosscutting re-
qtarflrentS, ai those Nvhich prohibit dis-
crimination in the use of grant funds on the ba-
sis of race, color, national origin, sex, age and
physical handicap, which apply to federal
grants in genera). Such requirements are" not
affected by this recommendaitont,

Significantly, the introduction of crossover
sanctions was a relatively' recent occurrence in
the intergovernmental' grant system. The first
major program to use the device was the High-
way Beautifivtion Act of 1965," and it sul5se-
quently was adopted in at least four additiorial
programs during the 1970s.

Although all of the programs cited in this
recommendation make use of the crossover
sanction technique, they differ somewhat in
their specific provisions. The Highway auti-
fication Act of 1965 provides that states shall
lose a portion (10%) of various highway assist-
ance funds if they fail to remove certain road--
way signs and advertising, compensate affect--
ed sign owners, and otherwise comply with the
provisions of the act. Under the Federal Aid
Highway Amendments of 1'974 (asbfurther
amended by RI. 95-599), states can lose 5% to

10% of their funds under three different trans-
portation grant programs if they fad to assure
that a growing proportion of drivers obey the
national 55 mile per hour speed limit. This prb-
vision currently is being phased-in over Ofive-
year.peried, with the requirement that,in order
to avoid the penalty, a greater percentage of a
state's drivers obey the speed limit each year.

,..4n addition, the law also authorizes federal in-
centive grants to exemplary states as a further
encouragement to enforce the speed limit.

Under the National Health Planning and Re-
,

source Development Act of 1974, states are
subject to having funds from a broad assort-
;Tient of federal public health programs with-,-
held if they db not establish an acceptable net-
work of health planning and certification
agencies. This withholding of funds .is to be
phased in over a four-year period once a state
is found to be in noncompliance, with grants
reduced by 25% the first year, 50% the second
year, and so on.

Two -crossover sanction provisions were
added to the Clean Air Act in 1977 to supple-
ment other, legally suspect, enforcement pro-
vlsions. One provision limits federal transpor-
tation grants to noncomplying state or local
governments, except for certain projects relat-
ed to air quality improvement. The second pro-
vision provides for withholding federal sewage
treatment grants from nOnattainment areas un-
der some circumstances.

The penalty provision in the 'Education for
All Handicapped Childien Act is somewhat dif-.
*rent horn the aboveyrovisions because it af-
fects only states choosing to enter the handi-
capped aid program. Once they,have_done so,
however, failure to comply with the elaborate
reqttirements of the act can result in with-' holding funds far various other elementary and'
secondary edlcatiOn 'programs' pyoviding as-
sistance to handicapped children,'

Existing statutes, then, vary somewhat in
their application of specific penalty provisions.
The ,common use of the crossover sanction
principle in all of these programs, however,
represents a striking departure fram traditional
grant-in-aid practice, which confines penalties
for noncomplinace to the specifictprogram in
which a violation occurs. Yet, in spite of this
leap to a new level of federal- financial coer-
don, legislative tion of the crossover
sanction device oft was not considered care-
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.
fully by Congress. As Chapter 3 of this report
demonstrated, such inattention was especially
true for the penalty, provision included in the
highly intrusive National Health Planning and
Resource Development Act of 1974. Research
on the passage of the Education for All Handi-
capped Children Act also indicates the crosso-
ver sanction in that law was not, a major topic
of deliberation." .

While often overlooked at the time of pas-
sage,. the crossover sanction device has since
become the focus of considerable concern
among specialists in grant law and bz state and
local government officials. Professor Lewis
Kaden writes that "Congress has recently at-
tached a much more elaborate range of condi-
tions and penalties for noncompliance" to fed-

. eral grant programs, of which crossover
sanctions play promirnt role. ,"Taken to-
gether,'" he c cludes,-"these measures ...
have altered t sturpe of the federal sys-
tem."" Partly because of its crossover. provi,
sion, Thomas Madden writ s that "The. Healthwrits

Act intrudes u state and local op-
erations to a greater de than almost any
other grant program." He notes that actual im-
plementation of the program's penalty "would
cripple a state's efforts to maintain health care
assistance for citizens of that state."" q

Intrusiveness is not the only compktint
lodged against the crossover sanction device.

N.' The Commission firmly believes that the tech'-
nique exceeds the proper limits of the Con-
gressional spending power.. In particular, it
represents a marked departure from the tradi-
tional legal theory of the grant. Scholars agree
that the Constitutionaj limits of the spending
power., remairt'somewhat vaguely defined by
the courts, but according to one amass:

If the limits within which Congress
, has traditidnatly exercised the condi-

tional speWing power are not to be
breached, /he condition imposed ...
must fall within one of two general
categories. The condition must be ei-
ther reasonably related to the goal,
of the spedingogram or designed
to prevent use of tederal funds for
purposes contrary to specified poli-
cies of the n&tional government."

That is, the courts have held grant-in-aid re-
quirements to be Constitutional if they are rea-
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sonably related to assuring that federal funds-
are spent by the states according to the pur-
poses defined by Congress in the act or to as-
suring that funds are not used to contravene
overarching Constitutional or federal objec-
tives such as nondiscrimination. Under ordi-
nary grant requirements, the courts have held
that such conditions do not violate the Coristi-
tutional separation of state and federal govern-
ments because the states are not legally com-
pelled to obey such a regulation if they choose
not to accept the' individual grant to which it is
affixed." In the case of crossover sanctions,'
howeiter, a state may be in full compliance
with the regulations governing one .jfederal
grant-in-aid program but still be subject to a.
-reduction or withholding of funds in that pro-
gram, due to a failure to comply with all prOvi-
sions of another wholly separate progii0m.

Thit situation might be compared' td that of
an individual who holds a credit card account
auto loan, and home mortgage from ;,a, singl

bank..lf a crossover penalty applied to
credit -card account, the customer would be
subject 'to foreclosure ,o is home and auto-
mobile for, noncomplia e with a credit card
requirement, even if the terms of tho ree-
ments were never violated:- As Lewis Kaden
bbse need:

Subjecting the state to a loss of var-
ious forms of ... aid if it fails to meet

elaborate standards [in a separate
program] certainly resembles a "civil
penalty" imposed on the "state or its
officials."" tJ

The Commission finds that crossover sanc-
tions are objectionable for another related rea-
son. Asothapter 2 demonstrated, the legal
theory traditional grants-In-aid postulates a
quasi-contractual relationship. That is to .say,
the law of grants has varied in) certain impor-
tant respects from the pure theory of a, con-
tract as it has evolved through common law
practice. ButFelemenp of a contractual rela-
tionship dOppear to be present in a grant-in-
aid agreement. To the extent 'that this is true,
both parties to the transaction should be aware
of their legal obligations at the outset. As the
Supreme burt observed recently in the
Pennhurst decision; "Though Congress' power
to legislate under the Spending Power is
broad, it does not include surprising partici.
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pating states with post-acceptance or 'retroac-
tive' conditions."" Because, federal programs
containing crossover provisions, frequently
have' been established subsequent to state ac-
ceptance of the separate programs subject to
the crossover penalty, 'the technique appears
to constitute such a "retroactive" condition.'®°

Finally; the\ Comrttllsion believes that the
practicaLobjeetions to the crossover sanction
device are just as significant as objections
based on legal principles. The device is often
ineffective becauSe the federal government has
a powerful pragmatic interest in not employing
the sanction. Invoking the penalty places the
federa4overnment in the awkw4rd position d
undermining one set of' feder411 interests--
which are served by ttre programs.. subject to
withholdingin pursuit of goats served by a
separate program which contains a crossover
sanction provision."1,Accordingly, as Richard<
Stewart observes, "there are serious -pal tical
and buraucratic obttacles 7 to actually
terminating federal grants or making the threat
of termination credible."'" He notes that such
provisions rarely are invoked. Similarly, a GAO
analysis of the crossover penalty attached to
the 55 mile per hour speed lim. concluded:
"State officials doubt this sanctio- ill ever be.
used .... To use the sanction cou be coun-
terproductive to the:basic intent of the riw."'"
In short,-the Commission finds that the mecha-
nism is suspect on Constitutional grounds and
counterproductive to national goal). Mainte-
nance of a sanction so severe that it is difficult
to invoke when needed is it best impractical
and at worst serves to undermine respect for
law.

The Commission recognizes that the courts
thus far-have upheld use of the crossover sanc=
tion strategy when it has been lelgally.chal-
lenged. It is also aware that defenders of the
device maintain it is necessary to_establish an
effective penalty for noncompliance in malile of
,the cases where it is employed. Many of these
programs provide only small amounts of grant
furids themselves, they argue, so 'withholding
those would ex elatively little pressure on
noncomplying st e and local governments. In
addition, most of the programs affected, by
crossover sanctions are related to the mandate.
.Defenders question, for example, whether the
federal government should continue financidg
highway construction in areas whiCh fail to
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meet air pollution standards.
These arguments were highlighted in Con-

gressional debate on the Highwak Beautifica-
tion Act of 1965, which was the first program to
utilize the crossover sanction device. Although
adoption of a crossover penalty was subject to
little Congressional deliberation in. several lat-
er programs, this was not the case with high-
way beautifiation. As Chapter 3 demon-
stratedrCongressresponding to Presidential
pressureutiiizefl the penalty because earlier
incentive grants to states to encourage the re,-
duction of highway signs hadiprOven ineffect-
ive. SimilarlY, a crossover penalty was added to,
the Cep Air Act in 1977 to bdIster its enforce-
mentment Mechanisms. and to reduce reliance on
Constit;utionally suspect ..direct order
provisions.

The quirts, in turn, have upheld these provi-
sions when grant recipients have challenged
their 'legality, althoiwp t Supreme Courl has
not ruled decisively on t e subject. For exam-
ple, the Constitutionality f the Highway Beau-
tification Act was upheld in federal' `district
court in 1974. Returning to legal doctrines
outlined in the 1920s and 1930s, the Court
ruled that the penalty'did-not "irresistibly com-
pel" the state to participate in the program and

4hat state prerogatives reserved'under the
Tenth Amendment were not .!'impermissibly in-
vaded."'" Likewise, the Constitutionality of
the National Health Planning Act was upheld
in North Carolina v. Califarro'es and

4WontgonTry County, MD, v. Califano.1",
Notwithstandi4 these arguments and legal

decisions, the Commission strongly supports
elimination of crossover sanctions in grant leg-
islation. In its view, legal doctrines on the fed-
eral spending 'power developed several dec-
ades ago are no tonger adequate to ideal with
today's complex web of intergovernmental firs-
cal transfers and with the'profliferating array of
intrusive conditions that aticompany them. Re-
alization of this situation is beginning to ap-

-4" pear in certain ,court decisions, notably
Montgomery, Co., MD, v. Califano."7 These
doubts, the Commission believes, form th'e ba-
sis it a legal curtailment of the crossover
sanction mechanism, .

Quite apart from ultimate judicial interpreta
tionS of the crossover penalty, Congress, in the
opinion of this Commission, should refrain
fiorn using such a queitionable technique..Al-
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though worthy goals may be served by this de-
vice, the basic principle of Constitutional
government requires that the means of
governmental action be as appropriate as the
aims of such acticin. Moreover, Congress
should be aware of the practical limitations on
.using this penalty and recognize its tendency
to undermine other Congressional objectives.
Crossiwer sanctions, this Commission empha-
sizes,Iviolate the letter and the spirit of the
Const tutional protection

e, coioperatille
of state autonomy

and ndermin the goal of
federalism.

Recommendation 6.2

Improving die Effectiveness of Partial
. 4

, Preemption Programi

The Conimission finds that the principle of
federal partnership has not been effectively re-
alized in many of the recent intergovernmental

. regulatory programs that make, use of the Stat-
utory device kninvn as "partial preemption."
In such programsmajor examples of which
include the Clean Water Act, the Clean Air Act,
the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation -
Act, the Resource. ConservaVoli and Recovery..
Act, the Safe Drinking Water Act, and the Oc-
cupational Safety and Health Actstate 'goy,
ernments are authorized by federal law to
develop and implement plans for the achieve-
ment of national environmental, health and
safety standirds. ,

in theory, \this approach' provides a useful
tool forleconctling the independent status and
varied circumstances of the,50 states within the
federal system'with the, need to ,ad4nce irti-
portant national goals. It is on the'basis of this
theory of "cooperative federalism" that such
programs have been accepted by the Supreme
Court/as proper exercises of the national pow-
er to regulate interstate commerce without
abridging the 10th Amendment,

Rather..than 4eing administered on a coop-
erative basis, however, the Commission finds
that such programs often have resulted in
intergoverntnentaLOnilict, corifasion__and ex-
cessive intrusion by, the federal government
into state legislative;, administrative and 'politi-
cal processes. On the basis of this assessment,

The Commission reconwnends that the Con
gress and the President recognize that the de-
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vice of partial preemption can be properly and
successfully employed only in areas, where
Congress identifies broad- national regulitory
goals, while leaving primary responsibility for
devising appropriate systems of implementa-
tion in the hands of the states. To this end,
such programs must ut Ile regulations al-
towing states Considera e flexibilityin se-
lecting among alternative ective and appro-
priate means for achieving national goals, in
light,of regional differences among the states
and particular conditiorii unique to each state.

To be administered effectivelY, such partial
preemption programs require the fun coopera-
tion and Joint effort of the federal and state
governments in both planning and insplemen:
tation. Therefore, in instances in which states
are expected to' assume a- co-regulatory role,
the Comtnisiion recemanemihthat' the Con-
gress and the President prbvide for a system of
improved consultation and coordination be-
tween the states and the .federal Aorernment
by:

0 authorizing participation by states at
an early stage in developing federal
intergovernmental regialations and
program standards;

0 providing for a system of joint, stand-
ard setting or of -state concurrence,
in developing national-p;ogram
standards, while recbgnizini*theul-
Ornate authority' of the 'federal gov,-
eminent to issue such staridands in
the event of irrekoncilibleconflicts;

-0 establishing joint committees of fed-
eral and state -officials to review
each program, ideneify implementa-
tion problems, and advise the cogni-
zant department or agency head on
appropriate remedies;

0 .illObrporating realistic statutory time-
tables for issuing federal regulations
and for state compliance with feder-
al standards; and
providing states with adequate ad-
vance notification of available feder-
al funding to assist in meeting state
program costs. .

To assure that opportunities for state partici-
pation are -extended on a truly volunt y and



cooperative basis, the Commiision further rec-
ommends that states be authorized to elect the ,

option of direct federal administration without
incurring any other legal or, financial penalty.
More specifically, thc Commission recom-
/fiends that Sections 107', 110, 11k174,-and 316
of the Clean-Air Act.of.1970 and SictiOn 303 of

ti the Feder ter Pollution Control Act
Arriendme mended to conform with this
cooperative iple.

Finally, thi ommission further recom-
mends, that, it hose few program areas in

, which rigid, uniform /national standards and
implementation systems are clearly necessi-
4fated,. the Congress consider fu'l federal
preemption, "standard setting and administra-
tion, while allowing for state administration by
cantrap.

In recent years, the federal government has
turned -frequently to a new approach for" ad-
ministering its regulatory standards: the partial
preemption. Simply defined, federal partial
pr mption statutes establish minimum na-

I regulatory standards, but authorize the
states to continue to be responsible for regtila-
tory activities if they adopt standarlis of their,
own which, are at least,as high as the natio00'
ones. Should a 'state it to adopt or enforce
such standards, a federal agency would apply
national standardswithin the state.'4.Althaugh
the exact fiVcedures vary from' program' to
program, all contain this corrimcin_element: if a
'state doesn't do it, then _WaShington will.,

As indicated in ttif introductory chapter of
-this report, the Commission has identified
dome 13, major partial preemption programs
enacted since 1965the great majority of them
since 1970. (These are listed in Figure 7-1). The
greater number of these programs deal with
some aspect ,,of environmental.protection.
Their enactment reflected a belief that many
states were making inadequate progress in the
environmental ifield under preexisting, and
generally less stringent, federal and state laws.
For 'similar reasons, the partial preemgtion de-
vice also has been applied to such varied fields
as the protection of worker health and safety
and the inspection of meat and poultry.

In principle, paftiai prelefiption programs
advance goals of general ni lona' concern, burr_
allow, states some 'degree of latitude in tailor-'
ing the specifics of regulatory policy to fit their

4

Figure
- Major Statutes of "o

Intergovernmental Regulation
4'

'Utilizing the Partial Preemption Strategy

Water Quality Act 1965
WhOlesome Meat Act 1967
Wholesome Poultry -Products

Act 1968
Clem Air Act Amendments 1970
-Occuptational Safety dnd Health

Act 1970
Federal Insecticide, Fungicide,

and Rodenticide Act r 1972
Federal Water Pollution Control

Act, Amendments 1972
Endangered Species Act-. . 1973
Safi Drinking Water Act 1974
Resource Conservation and Re-

covery A-ct. 1975*
Surface Mining control and

Reclamation Act 1977
Nationid Energy Conservation

Policy Act 1978
Natural Gas: Policy Act 1978

particular situations. Moreover, they alsovIlow
National policies to be administered by state
arid local personnel. Thus, theylike the
.grant-,in-aid programs which preceded them
historicallywere regarded initially as useful A

tools df- "cooperative lederalis ." This ,view
Ar-

thur W. Macmahorp, a distinguis d professor
was apparent in the judgement re dared by Ar-

of public adminigtrationr in a book published
in 1972:

An arrangement that has begun
and should spread allows fOr state
control which gOes further than the
countrywide national rule. The latter
continues to apply unless the state
law and its administration are com-
prehensive and acceptable. This rep-
resents an important advance in fed-
eralism. It recognizes the need for
national standards in many fields; at
the same time it is an invitation foil
the states to a9j.1Q9.

4 -

This same philosophy is apparent in the fetr-
mal statement of purpose o'f many of these
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statutes. For example, the Clean Air Act begins
by noting that "the prevention and control of
air pollution at. its sduece is the Fillimarf re-
sponsibility of state and local governments." It
continues, however, that "federal financial .ass
sistance and leadership is essential' for the de-
velopment of cooperative federal, state, re-
gional and local programs....110

It is on the basis of just this view that such
statutes have won the approval of the Supreme
Court as an appropriate exercise of the corn-

,merce power. For example, the Court has
denied that the .S1E:face Mining Control and
Reclamation Act coerces states into accepting
federal regulation in abragatio'h 'of Tenth
Amendment protections. In 1 -lode! v. V4in ia
Sutfact. Mining and Reclamation' Assotiation
(1981), the Court reversed a finding at the dis-
trictlevel, noting:

if a state does not wish to submit a
proposed permanent program that
cqmplies with the ,act and imple-
menting regulations, the full regula-.
tory burden will be borne by the fed-
erM government, Thus, there can be
no 'suggestion that the act comman-
deers the legislitive processes of the
states by directly-compelling them to
enact and enforce a regulaitory pro-
gram... , The most that can be said is
that the Surface Mining Act estab-
lishes,a program of cooperati4 fed-
eralism that allows the states, within
limits 'establisfred by federal mini-
mum standards, to'enact and admin-

f istekoheir own reginatory prograrris,
structured to meet own particu-
lar needk..

,,,... Congress could Constitutionally '.
have en-acted a statute prohibiting
any state .regulation of surface coal
mining. We fail to see why ..thefSur-:'
face Mining Act should become ton-
stitutionally suspect simply bedauie .

Congress chose to allow the states a
regulatory role."'

Actual experience under many of these pro -'
( \grams, however, belies the theory of coopera-

tive action. Rather, than fostering partnership,
partial preemption programs have frequently
created intergovernmental confusion and
antagonism, and produced slow progress to-
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ward the achievement of national goals. One
study of air pollution policy concluded that

The Clean Air Amendments of 1970
took far s4o rigid and polar an ap-
proach to "cooperative" federalism,

- with the result that there has been
very little cooperation. Under.the-
legislation, the federal government
has dictated standards and left im-
plemen:tion in the first instance to
the states and in the fast to theleder-

, at government, with too little'soom
for interaction inobetween.'112

This, same view was echoed in a General Ac-
counting Office study, based upon a survey of
state administrators of five environmental pro-
grams: the Clean Water Act, the Clean Air Act,-
the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act,

.the Safe Drinking -Water Act, and The F<I,eral-
Ins-ecticide, Fungicide,' and Rodentitide Act.
The GAO concluded: ,

,,knt. Overall, the EPA-state_ partnership
enyisioned joy the Congress has not
materialized. The causes of the poor
relationship between the states and
EPA are many and varied, Ilut the
message from state 'environmental
officials is loud and clearthe EPA-
state partnership needs help.'"

Thus, a vtriety of sources suggest that partial
preemption progranis require modification if
unnecessary regulatory burdens are to be re-
duced and national policy objectives are to be
realized. Three:--the Clean Water Act, the
Clean Air Act and.the Safe Drinking Water
Actwere included in the listing of the ten
most burdensome regulatory programs identi-
fied by the impact studies summarized in
Chapter 5 of this report. The "green book"
prepared by the National Governors' Associa-
tion, which made recommendations to the
President's Task ForCe on Regulatory Relief, of
fered specific proposals, for reforms affecting
'the Clean Air Act, the clean Water Act, the Re-
source Conservation and Recovery Act, the
Wholesome Meat Act and the Wholesome
Poultry Products Act. "4.

A number of proposals have been advanced
'which, this Commission believes-,- could reduce
many of the intergovernmental tensions that
have arisen in connection with partial.
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preemption programs. If faithfully imple-
mented, these recommendations could in-
crease the effectiveness of 'polity implements
-tion andi at the same time, eliminate
unnecessary regulatory burdens on .the states
and localities.
INCREASED FLEXIBILITY

The foremost justification tor bringing the
operation of partial preemption programs clos-
er to the theoretical ideal of cooperation, in
the view of many critics, ties in assuring states
greater flexibility in selecting among alterna-
tive effective and appropriate means for
achieving national goals. Conversely; the lack
of such flexibility, under existing rules has been
a.frequently noted problem. The. General Ac--

. counting Office,survey, mentioned previously,,
found that: C.

The states believe that EPA has. not
given them the flexibility to adapt
their programs or unique character-
istics to the national regulations.
Nearly two-thirds of state environ-
mental officials identified the infleii;
bility'of regulations and euidelines as
significantly impeding their
programs.'"

Furthermore., the GAO noted that

The consequenci of writing regula-
tions for a national audience with
markedly different characteristics is
that those regulations do not fit any
state well. The more specific the reg-
ulations, the more troublesome the
fit.... While the task of writing gria-
tional regulations is admittedly not
an easy one, they'can be made more
flexible.116

A variety of examples might be offered to
illustrate the charge of federal inflexibility in
applying statutory standards. During the late
1970s, the Office of Surface Mining interpreted ,

so harroWly the `.`state window", under which
state 'plans could gain acceptance that only
three such programsthose of Louisiana, Mis-
sissippi and TexaSL-won full:approval. These
states had "clonedithe act," one agency official
explained.'" The same problem appeared in
the Environmental Protection Agency's inter-
pretation' of requirements for the approval of
state hazardous waste management programs

under the Resource Conservation and Recov-
ery Act. According to the National Governors'
Association:

)
Although RCRA reqCires the states

,

to adopt standards "that provide
substantially the same degree of hill
man health and environmental pro-,
tection" as-the federal stalidards,
EPA is demanding that the states rep-
licate ttlelederal rdles.... Congress
intended that the states have the re-
sponsibility, for carrying out permit
and enforcement functions under
KRA. EPA is forcing states to discard
their rules, developed over ears of
experience. State progra should

, be required only to 'demo trate ac-,
ceptable levels of -health and envi-
ronmental protection. States should
not be forced to adopt rules identical
with federal standards.'

Some of the most rious difficulties have

of the Clean Air Act. As t e'l4tional League of
arisen in connection WI state implementation

cities noted-in its submission to the Presi-
dent's Task Force on 4egulatory Relielx

State ImplementaVgn Plans (SiPs).
must contain all peogramsirules and '
regulations to be irsttid by state and

tainment of ational air quality
local that-WIII:lead lc:kat- ,

standards by specific deadljnes.*Virr
tually every element in the SIP, in-
cludirtg each individual operating
permit, requires a complete SIP revs-
sion. This entails,lengthy public
hearings and other federal adminis-
trative procedures which are ex7
tremely time consuming and duplica-
tive of state and local efforts.

The requirements leave virtually
every state and local regulation and
permit in a state of legal uncertainty
for months or years, and have had a
chilling effect on industrial expan-
sion and on innovative pollution
contrckl efforts. Furthermore, in or-
der to be "federally enforceable",
state and local regulations and per-
mits must be exceedingly specific,
which leads to unnecessary rigidity
in pollution control, requirements. "'
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A variety of proposals alreidy pave beep ad- tioned that there should be highly compelling
vanced with the aim of increasing statellexibil- reasons to justify federal regulations that
ity in particular partial preemption programs. preempt the policies adopted by state and lo-
The National Association of Counties, for ex- . cal officials and voter;. At the same time, it
ample, has indicated strong support for thellipoteCI:
Safe Drinking, Water Act, and recognizes that awl'
the EPA may specify an appropriate treatment

In cases where Congress deter-

tech9ique. At thIsame time, it contends tat mines that 'feclerAt preemption of

the r 4pA should ow the use of a compara le
state laws is in the national interest,

alternative treatment techniqe which can
the federal statute should accommo-.

achieve national performance goals.'" In the
date state actions.

Provision should be'
taken before its

case of the Clean Air Act, the National League
enactment. Provision

of-Cities and many other state anctlocal groups
.. made to permit states that have de-

urge that EPA recognize stateori local operating
'veloped stricter -standards to contin-

permits made pursuant to gerieriC rules -con-
ue to enforce them and to peimit

ft
tained in,a State IMplementation.Plan, thereby.

states that .have deVeloped substan-

elinvinaSing the need for individual site - specific
tially similar, standards to continue to

SIR revisions."1-
adhere to them without change."

As noted in Chapter 4 of this report, a variety
of legislative, administrative and judicial forces
have been involved in pushing toward exces-
sive specificity and rigidity. In certain in-
stanc6, broad legislative mandates have been
interpreted narrowly by executive agencies.
Hence, there are cases in which'considerable
progress might be ma5h, through executive"
branch action.

To cite one recent reform, proposed rules
published by the Office of Surface Mining
would eliminate the so-called "state window"'
and replace it with a system that would allow
states to adopt any provisions that.are as effec-
tive as the federal rf,gulations. States-would no GAO's analysis:
longer be required to duplicate the specific ap- The common threast.Oterwoven
proach taken in the federal regulations.'" throughout these various managerial

Yet in many cases, as Chapter 4 also indi- obstacles is the strongly held convic-
cates, the inflexibility of environmental regula- tion of state -environmental officials
tions may have resulted from Congressional di- that' EPA does not involve them' di-
rection. As an example, GAO cites. the rectly in tiOe decisionpaking proc-
testimony of the Conference of State Sanitary esses which govern their programs.
Engineers As justification forgr6ater state input

The Safe Drinking Water Act does not
into these processes, state officials
point to EPA regulations and guide-

permit the necessary flexibility to the lines that negatively affect Nate pro-
Administrator or to the state to ad-
dress the problems of small systems

grams by making unreasonable -de-

in a technical or professional manner
manor on state resources. As a resuli-

and to use reasonableness.'23-
of not having their input, state envi-
ronmental Officials believe, they are

In such instances, statutory, revision will be re- the forgotten partnees and are skep-

quired. A general stance for appropriate policy tical of new EPA Initiatives. That atti-

development has been suggested by the Na- tude, left unchecked, could have sig-
tional Governors' Association. NGA has cau- nificant ramifications for the

-
CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION

Providing some additional iffexibi
gram implementation is an Eisen ial first
to improving the operation of pa la/ p-

tion programs. A ntimber of a it onal meas-
ures, however, also areneede , especially
ones that open up better channe of commu-
nication between Washington and the states.

Although partial preemption programs re-
quire close cooperation between state and na-
tional authorities if they'are to belmplemented
successfully, many state officials feel that their
views have been. ignored. According to the
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EPA-state partnership. it is those
Same officials who rest defendthe
programs and justify the resources
and enabling legislation to carry
them out at the-state level.'"

In light of these, findings, GAO has recom-
mended that

the Administrator, EPA, establish
as a high priority in the agency, in
conjunction with state representa
tives, a formal" program to improve
the EPA-state partnership, including

establishing procedures tp en-
sure that early state agency input is
solicited anddconsidered before any
action is taken having a direct'bear-
ing on state program implemen-
tation.124

State and local government officials, too,
have indicated,a strong desire for full and early

'involvement in developing federal policies and
rules. In the view of theNational Governors'
Association, successful development of nation-
al energy and environmental policies,.

...requires the early, effective and
sustained participation of state' and
local governments. Essential to this
participation and federal-stale part-
nership is a system of "consultation
and concurrence's between the
states and the federal government in
all 'areas of national energy and 'envi-
ronmental

Essential elements of such a system, in-the gov-
ernors'_ view, include procedures for the pre
is review by states of federal energy and
environmental regulations and programs
standards 'as well as an adequate opportunity
for state review and comment on federal regu-
lations and program criteria.'"

in recognition of the existing problems that
might be fruitfully attacked by joint effort, the
GAO has also recommended creating joint
EPA -state committees for each program, to per-

'form general reviews, identify implementation
problems,and advise the EPA Admirsitrator.129

'4ln the some spirit, the NGA has proposed
.creating joint federal-state task forces to insur9
effective ,c6mmunication on matters of energy
and environmental policy."°

Another souire.of friction and' poor perform-
ance could be removed if Congress took spe-
tial car n establishing statutory timetables kir
iisuing"FE:gulations and program stan =dards by
federal agencies and in fixing deadlines for
state compliance. As Noted in Chapter 4 of this er
study, the' process of rulemaking is extremely
complex, with the necessary to bring a
new regulatory program into operation meas-
ured in years, rather than months. Nit infre;
quently, executive branch agencies -have
'overrun the "time limits set for them by
Congresssometimes, though not always, be-
cause the deadlines were unrealistic..

Missed deadlines hurt effective program irn-A
plementation and can expose states' and Igcatir
tares to financial or legal penalties. The General
Accounting Office survey of state environment
tat officials noted:

Nearly, all environmental programs. ,

have been affected to some extent' bX
EPA's tate issuance of regulations.
State officials identified, this as the
greatest single obstacle to the .mar
Agentent of their programs.'31

Although this problem is widespread, k has
been particularly troublesome in connection
with the Clean Air Act, because Washington
must examine every change in state implemen-
tation plans. in- a 1981 memorandum to the
Task Force on Regulatory Relief, the President
of the .National Conference of State Legislators

,obse

1

er the current regulation.' s, states
e required to submit. each and evit,

ery revision of their State implemen-
tation Plans to EPA for review and
approval. This requirement is
burdensome and has resulted in un-
due delays with EPA processing run-
ning nine to 12 months with.,some re-
visions pending two year,s or more.
These delays result in states losing
the ability to deal effectively with
`state air pollution problems.'"

EPA's rtfaditional backlog of hundreds of
state plan revisions constitutes one of the ma-
jor sore points between the states and Wash-
ipgton. As a solution, the Western Governors'
Policy Office has urged that fede'ral approval of
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state plans be automatic after90 days, unless
EPA specifically objects. A number of state
groups have backed a similar change incorpo-
rated id a draft bill (HR 5252) introduced by
Rep. Thomas A. Luken into the 97th Congress
and supported by the Administration:'}'"

A similar problem has emerged in the pro-
grams.'of 'other agencies. For example, ariother
GAO report noted that sta*s were having
trouble meeting the timetable established un-
der the Surface Mining. Control and Reclama-
tion Act becAuse. the Department of Interior
had missed its own tatutory deadlines for

N... issuing program regblations. On this basis,
GAO recommended that the Congreis amend-
the law to grant states additional ,time to level-
op their programs and Interior time to review
them.' .

In a general comment on regulatory issuance
schedules, the National Governors' Associa-
tion has noted:

implementation of federal regula,
- tions at the state level often requires

significant program or administrative
changes. State laws or regulations
may.,need to be revised. Additional
funds or staffing measures may be
required. -Forms and procedures
must be -developed and imple-
mented. Computer systems may
need to be modified and staff must
be trained or retrained, Often corn-
plex plans or' applications, must be
developed and reviewed. All of these
steps take time and many cannot be-
gin until the federal regulations be-
come final. Without adequate lead-
time,' program implementation- may
be inefficient and inaccurate. Unreal-
istic schedules increase public dissa-
tisfaction and complicate the devel-
opment ' of bccessible and
accountable programs.13s

I. Fre,quent regulatory changes, the NGA noted,
make matters even worse-Its report-on regula-
tory problems noted that, between November
20, 1975, and January 7, 1976, the Federal Reg-
ister contained 31 EPA air pollution
itensmore than eye for- every working
day." 1

As a general rule, the NCA.has pfoposed that
states and localities should be given at least six
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months for the implementation of new proce-
dures involving no further federal action, and
at least 12 months, where there is a require-
ment-for federal review of state proposals and
plans, as there is in most partial preemption

.programs.'"
Past experience also suggests that statutory

deadlines for attaining some federal environ-
mental policy goals were unrealistically short.
The NGA has made specific recommendations
regarding the extension of deadlines estab-
lished under the Clean Water Act,, the Clean
Air Act, and the Safe Drinking Water Act."'

A third source of state and local.dissatisfac-
than, involves the-availability of grant-in-aid
funds. Many partial4preemption programs
impose substantial cosIts which can be de-
frayed, in part, through federal assistance. In
many instances, however, progress toward na-

. tional goals has been hampered because feder-
al funds wree not made available in,a timely-
rrinner..

A lack of.resourCes at an early stage of imple-
mentation can ,seriously impede achieving fed-
eral goals. For example, the Environmental Pro-
tection Agency was unable to obtain the
authorized funding for carrying out hazardous
waste management programs under the. Re-
-source Conservation and Recovery:Act of 1976.
BeCause of inadequate.. funds and staff re-
sources, many states were very slow to devel-
op waste management programs. Unless ade-
quate assistance is provided, many states have
indicated that they may not be able 'to accept
tesponsibility for executing the act.'" Given
the special character of partial preemption pro-
grams the Commission finds this response, an
understandable one.

According to the GAO survey of state envi---
ronmental officials, uncertainty about fufure
federal funding.. is .an even greater obstacle to
program management than flie ,. lack of add:,
quate funding,. Doubts about the continuation
04 sufficient federal support for environmental
programs have been an obstacle to winning
state passage of necessary 'enabling legisla-
tion.14° Six states and the District of Columbia
thus far have refused to take responsibility for
adMinistering the Safe Drinking .Water Act.
Fear of a future cutoff 19 federal funds is one of
the chief reasons, according to the deputy di;,
rector of EPA's drinking water program."'

Budget cycle's, personnel procedures, and
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the necessity for long-range planning make ef
fective program management difficult unless
the availability of resources is known well in
advance.'" In this regard, some of the most se-.,
rious 'difficulties have occurred in connection
with the construction grants authorized under
the 1972 Clean Water Act, which Is also' b9 far
the most costly' federal environmental man-
date. Historically, construction grant funding
has fluctuated widely from year to 'year,
causing much disruption in state program's.'"

A further a;:ravating factor", according to
GAO, has been a pattern of -late awarding of.
EPA's annual environmental grants. Some
states have contemplated or actually termi-
nated employees carrying out federal regula-.
tions because.of delays in receiving grant
funds."' ,

To alleviate these difficulties, this Commis-
sion has previously recommended that .Con -.

gress take steps to reduce funding, uncertain-
Aies, including establishing a two-year
appropriation -cycle for grant programs that are
amenable to suph a cycle, and setting budget

for programs two years beyond the cur-
`rent budget year.'"

ASSURING VOLUNTARY PARTICIPATION

Although the foregoing recommendations; if
faithfully Implemented, would go far toward
restoring a spirit of partnership to the opera-
tion of partial preemption programs, this Com-
mission and 'others believe that more funda-
mental reforms are in order. in certain cases.
The legal arrangements established under
some of the most far-reaching partial
preemption programs pose serious threats to
the autonomous legal status of the states with-
in the .American federal system.' Hence, as a
matter of Constitutional or philosophical prin-
ciple, the provisions of certain key environ-
mental statutes merit scrutiny and revision.

This contention /requires that a sharp differ-
entiation be made between the normal partial
'preemption program and those few which util-
ize the. more coercive variant that some have
termed "legal conscription."" The Occupa-
tional Safety and Health Act is a typical in-
stance of the former; the Clean Air Act stands
out as the preeminent example of the latter,-

The OSHA law, like all partial preemption
statutes, begins with an asserting of federal au-/

thority over the workplace environment. State
jurisdiction is preempted, and the Secretary of
Labor is given responsibility -for developing
and enforcing national standards related to oc-
cupational health and safety.

Once involvement by the states has been le-
gally foreclosed, however, they are allowed
back inon terms specified by the federal
government. That is, states are authorized to
develop and enforce their own workplace
health and safety plans if they are at least as ef-
fective as the national standards. Financial as-
sistance is provided to make this option more
enticing.

Similar arrangements are followed in the-
great majority of programs using the partial
preemption formate or example, the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act of 19AS permits
a.state to regulate hazardous wastes if its ex-
isting Of proposed program meets federal
standards. -Financial assistance is available to
states choosing to- develop and implement
state plans, Otherwise, federal .regulation of
hazardous wastes is instituted.

As Dubnick and ,Gitelson point out, state
participation under such arrangements is vol-
untary, although state discretiononce In-
volved in 'a programis often quite low."7 To
a considerable degree, then, program cleci-
sikgmakinik under this variety of partial Fire-
emption figrallels the traditional, contractual
theory pf a categorical grant-in-aid. Participa-
tion on the part ofc3a state As not forced, even
though there are strong incentives. Approval
on the part the national government is con-
ditional but, if funds are provided, certain pro-.
grammatic requirements must be followed.

Experience shows, moreover, that where
states are free to choo'Se to develop their own

ft, plans or leave the matter in federal hands,
many will opt for the latter course. Less than
half of the states operate federally approved
and support OSHA programs. Apparently,
some regard the federal offer to pay half the
costs of a state program as insufficient to bring
thereinto this complex and troublesome policy
field.'" Similarly, according to a recent count,
the federal govetenment inspects meat in 24
states and poultryin 28 states under the partial
preemption provisions of the Wholesame Meat
Act and the Wholesome Poultry Act
respectively.'"

2J5
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In sharp contrast, the Clean Air Act. -makes
no pretense that state tparticipation volun-
tary. Rather, the full legal authority of the fed-
eral government is employed to. coerce state
involvement and compliance. Under' Section
107(a) of the CAA, each state must submit an
implementation plan which specifies the man-
ner in, which national primary and, secondary
air quality standards will be achieved and main-
tained within each air quality control region in

.ftre state." This charge is repeated in Section
110, which further specifies the grounds under
which the Administrator shall approve or dis-
approve a state plan, and also provides that he
shall "promptly prepare and publish proposed-
regulations setting forth, an implementation
plan, or portion thereof, for a state" which has
failed to meet the statutory requirements._

Enforcing ind,ustry compliance with plan pro-
visions is basically entrusted to the states.
However, Section 113 provides for federal en-
forcement where widespread violations indi-
cate that a state has failed to enfOrce its plan
effectively. Some administrators and judges
also have construed this section as granting
EPA, the authority to compel states to enforce
federally drafted StP revisions, Sections 176
and 316, added by the 1977 CAA amendments,
bring financial pressure to bear by'barring cer-
tain transportation, air pollution and
wastewater treatment grants to states which
have not submitted and implemented a fully
adequate SIP:

Although the Clean Air Act remains 'unique
in its scope and power,. similar provisions are
found in a portion of the. Federal Water Pollu-
tion Control Act (or Clean Water Act). The
FWPCA, which was in many respects modeled
upon the Clean Air Act, mandates in Section
303 the development by states of water quality,
standards for instrastate waters, subject to re-
view, approval and revision by the federal EPA.
However, states are authorizedbut not re-
quiredby Section 402 to administer their own
permit programs to control the discharge of

'pollutants into navigable waters. As of early
1182, 23 states and territories still had declined
to take over the management of the permit
program.13'

Fromche standpoint of history and federalist
philosophy, statutes otthis character are a
striking departure from American traditions.
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Indeed, to some, they signal a movement to-
ward a wholly natfori.al or unitary : state.'
Dubnick and Gitelsbri chargeithat

... it is in the legalcConstrivitiOn
'Mechanisms that the movement away ,

'from traditional federalism is both
most blatant and. extreme'. BY beirigo'
able to use its legal capacities4o
erally force subnational units td:act.
on behalf of national policies, WiSt);
ington taskes on the role of a hier-
archical' SUperordinate 'that can use
coercive sanctions to compel coop-
eration from state and local units.

Legally and' Constitutionally this
can only be described as a *revolu-
tionary change in formal American
government institutions.... As" we
witness a, movement toward it and
the assertion of preemptive capabili-.
ties *(as well at a simultaneous move-
ment away from financial and techni-
cal assistance), we are witnessing
one more step in the ongoing de-
mise of traditional federal.
relationships.'"

This Commission condemns this -trend.
There is more at stake here than a mere choice
among alternative intergovernmental program
strategiesA this conscriptive pattern of partial
preemptions goes unchallenged or unchecked,
the legal, fiscal and political consequences for
our federal system Would be profoundly
negative.

in purely legal terms, it is uncertain that such
provisions could withstand Constitutional sou-
tiny. Although the commerce pckwer gives Con
gress ample authority to regWate pollution
from private sources, it is by no means clear
that it justifies compelling state and local gov-
ernments to implement federal environmental,
policies."' As Richard B. Stewart notes,

Interference with the states' political
autonomy, and the associated threat
to self-determination are ,... greater,
when the state is required affirma-
tively to regulate private pollution
than where ,such regulation is pre-
empted.... Thus the commerce
Clause should not be read as granting
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general federal authority to mandate
state regulation of private pollution
sources.'" *

This issue, has been raised most sharply in
cases in which states have challenged the au-
thority of the EPA to force their acceptance of
EPA-drafted-transportation controls as a- part of

- their state implementation plans. Although de-
cisjons have been mixed, several courts have
given clear indications that the EPA scheme ex-
ceeded 'federal power under the commerce
clause and violated the rights of states under
the Tenth Amendment:1u

* An :example othese rulings was provided in
District of ,Columbia v, Train.143 The Court of
appeals rejected elements -of an EPA-
promulgated SIP that would have required sev-
eral jurisdictions to adcipt and enforce automo-
bile inspection, maintenance, and retrofit
programs. It declared:

In essence, the Administrator here is
attempting to commandeer the regu-
latory powerS of the states, along
With their personnel and resources,
for use in administering and enforc-
ing a, federal regulatory program
against the owners of motor
vehicles. '1

.. under thel regulationshere, the
states are t'o function merely as de-
partmants of the EPA, folliSwing EPA
guidelines and subject to federal
penalties if they refuse to comply or
if their regulation of vehicles is inef-

, fective. We are aware of no decisions
of the Supreme Court which hold
that the federal government may val-
idly exercise its commerce power by
directing unconsenting states to reg-
ulate activities affecting interstate
commercee and we doubt that any
exist.' s

Although the Supreme Court has not taken a
definitive position' on these issues, such rul-
ings in the lower courts - caused the Environ-
mentarProtection Agency to modify its stance.
ACcording to Henderson and Pearson,.

Fiviz4 federal courts of appeals have
rendered ..decisions on the issues
thus raised. Three have held, and the
Administrator now concedes, that

46

the 1970 amendments did not confer
authority pon him to order states to
prepare and, to enact into law regula-
tions relating to transportation con-
trols. The- Administrator, however,
has continued to insist upon his au-
thority to compel, the states to en--
force [transportation controls], and
has emphasized the practical neces.1/4

sity of relying upon state enforce-
ment procedures.1 .

In sum, the Commission questions-the move
toward overarching national supremacy under .

4
hecertain partial preemption statutes. Neit

traditions of federalism nor the the Co u-
tion elf can be readily squared with. laws
which ' nscript" ,state legislatures and em-
ployees int the service'of the federal govern.
ment. Cons ss, then, should review all such
statutory pro jsions, modify those found
conscriptive, and avoid imposing similar re=
quirements in the future. Only if state partici-
pation in federal partial preemption programs
is truly volUntaryas it is under most of these
statutescan the rightful role of the states be
preserved. 4

On the 'other hand, the Commission is aware
that its position does not represent the domi-,
nant legal view. Although the Clean Air Act
and similar laws have been. soundly criticized
as °inordinately complex and inefficient, most
of the affected parties have accepted the basic
legal "structure. Wisely or not, the Congress
has determined that the goal of achieVing envi-
ronmental quality and the pratticalities of ad
ministering such programs in' a large and 54i-
verse nation justify federal coercion of state
participation. Thu's far, the Supreme Court has
nut dissented from this judgment.

FULL FEDERAL PREEMPTION AND
ASSUMPTION

The' foregoing proposals are-each, in some
respect, intended to improve the operation of
partial preemption programs by-increasing fed-

. eral respect for the partnership role which
states should play in,. their implementation.
Yet, there are critics who believe that certain
urgent national goals require rigid, uniformita-
tional regulatory policies if "they are to be
achieved. In their view, excessive reliance ,

upon the states has been detrimental to
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realizing federal objectives, while any move
"'tient toward increased state 'flexibility" threat-
ens a further watering-down of national stand-
ards. Same have expressed concern that
federa'l regulatory relief efforts might result in
A patchwork\of conflicting state standards.

From this perspfive, it may be argued that
a stronger, more direct national role in rpriority
areas is called for, involving the full federal
preemption of regulatory responsibilities,. to-
gether with unifoim national administration
and federal assumption of all associated costs.
Those ,cqncerned- about protesting the inde--
pendent status of the states alsko might agree
that. preemptive federal actl in selected
areas is preferat to ever-tightening efforts to
coerce state co formity to federal regulatory
mandates.

Full preemption, of course, has been the tra-,
ditional strategy. Beginning in the late 1880s,
the national government began 'a -pattern of

v' preempting state laws in many are% of natiop-
al concern, and established a host of federal
regulatory agencies; led by the Interstate Come-
merce Commission. These limited the jurisdie,
tion of the states, butunlike partial preemp-
tiondid not affect their internal operations
or compromise their autonomy.

A' proposal to cut the-tangled web of inter- .

goverpmental relationships by centralizing
some key regulatory policytareas whilkdevolv-
ing others would be quite consistent with past
positions of the ACIR. Most recently, in its
stud)/ The Federal Role in the Federal System:
The Dynamics of Growth, the Commission pro-
posed "gecongesting""the federal grant system
by.nationalizing certain welfare functions while
eliminating assistance in a Bost of lesser
areas.,':

Such a- proposal might also be consistent
with the' objectives of President Reagan's New
Federalism initiatives as proposed in his 1982
State of the/Union message. That plan, like the
ComMission's own., was designed to clarify the
balance of responsibilities within the federal
system, in part by providing a cleaner separa-
tion of certain Major functions.

At the same time, any proposals to make ful-
ly federal additional areas of-regulatory activity
would be apt to attract opposition, and no ,so
senses' has yet emerged around specific ac-
tion's. On the contrarr, many state and local

governments have expressed concern about
the steadily growing, sphere of federal
superession, With recent controversy center-
ing on such .fields as cable television
franehising, nuclear power plant siting and
waste management, usury laws 'and offshore
oil drilling.

On..this basis, then, it would seem that spe-
cific 'proposals for full federal preemption
would have to be assessed most carefully. The
Commission nevertheless urges that, in- those
few regulatory areas where partial preemptions
cannotfor whatever reasonsbe converted
into functioning, cooperative ventures of
federal-state partnership, full federal '
preemption be considered by Congress. Such
preemptiVe programs might either be adminis-
tered, and enforced, by federal personnel. or,
purely as a matter of administrative conven-
ience, by the _stales on a wholly voluntary, con-h
tractual basis. In either instance, full program
costs should be. borne by the national
government.,

Recommendation 8,3

Direct Order Mandating and the
Protection of Integral State and Local.,

Governmental functions .

On junk 24, 1976, the United States SupreMe
Court ruled .in-Nationa4 League of Cities v,
Usery, 426 U.S. 833, that the minimum wage
and overtime compensation provisiorfs of the.
Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) were not Con-
stitutionallY applicable to the integral opera-
tions of the states and their political s-ubdivi-
sions in areas of traditional governmental
functions. As examples of such functions, the
Court listed fire prevention, police protection,
sanitation, public health, and parks and
recreation.

The Com-Mission finds that-this Constitution-
al principle has been construed very narrowly
by the executive branch,. One of the most

f. troublesome' examples of infringement upon
the states' Tenth Amendnient rights has been'
the Departrnerit of Labor's (COL) designation
of certain state-and local functions as "nontra-
ditional" for the purpose of applying the fair
Gabor Standards Act (FLSA) minimum wage and
overtme provisions to a substantial number of
state and local employees.15f The following
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functionsi,s,have been designated as nontradi-
tional by DOL:

1) loCal mass transit- systems;_

2) generation an distribution of elec-
tric power;

3) alcoholic beverage stores;

4) off.-track betting corporations;

5) provision of residential and Commer-
cial telephone and ,elegeic corn-
munications;

6) production and sale of organic ferlilis-
zer as a by-product -of sewage

4 processing; .

7) productiolt cultivation, growing or
harvesting of agricultural commodi-
ties for sale to customers; and

8) repair and maintenance of boats and
marine engines for, the general
public.

The Commission beeves that certain of these
functions are indisputably integral state or lo-
cal governmental activities: TherefOre,

The Commission recommends' that the De-
partment of Labor 'rescind 294C.f.R. Section

5.3.

If y portion of the United States Constitu-
.tion is considered by ths general public to be
more i violate than the -test, it is probably the
Bill of RI hts. Indeed, while both ebb and.flow
have characterized interpretation of the na-
tion's chief legal document over the past two
centuries, the rights protected by the first ten
amendments nave experienced almost univer-
salflow and very little ebb. To this generaliza-
tion, however, there is a notable exception:
the Tenth Amendment. Thus, while Congres-
sional statute, administrative ruling and judi-
cial opinion have extended existing rights un-
der, and even fashioned new rights from the
first nine articles of the Bill of Rights, the. Tenth
Amendment, by 1941, had been demoted in
stature to.- the ranks of a mere Constitutional
"truism",°mare akin to "conventional
dom" than "supreme law of the land."

The success of this judicial downgrading is
evident, at the very least, in -a general igno-

-rance about the amendment. More telling, and
legally more significant, efforts by the states
and theif political Subdivisions over the past 46
years to stem perceived federal encroachments
by employing a Te9th Amentiment defetse
haVe been largely unsuccessful-- again, a .gen-
eralization with a notable exception. As noted
earlier, in National 4eague of Cities v. Usery,'.1
the' Court held that the Congressional 'corn
rnerce9powerabsolute and controlling in

.- "most of its uses-.is. circumscribed ty other
provisions Of the Constitution.

Yet, as was indicated in Recommendation_
A.3 above, the NLC decision left many issues
unresolved, and it has failed to become the
cornerstone of a revolution in federal-state-
local relationships that some more hopeful olp-

, servers anticipated. The Court itself has failed,
to expand upon its NLC protections, and the
executive branch, in turn, has-shown little

`self- restraint.
On December 29, 1979, the Department of

Labor published FLSA regulations affecting a
broad range of state and loOl activities. These

_ rules, since codified under 29 C.F.R. Settion
775.3, are regarded by many as among the
most blatant of federal direct orders, and have
been denounced by both NLC and the National
Association of Counties (NACo). NACo has
called upon, the "President and the Secretary
of Labor to suspend and review the ... ruling
on traditional and nontraditional state and lo-
cal funciicps...,'"" while NLC has recom-
mended outright resciv,i6n." PartilOrly ob-
nsxious to both groups were the in usion -of
'local. mass transit systems" 'and "generation
and distribution of electric plower" among
DOI'S nontraditional activities.

For instance, based on proportional owner-
ship, an excellent. case can be made for
defining mass transit as an integral, if relatively
recent,'" governmental function:

.... 90% of transit revenues, 91% of
transit miles and 91% of all linked
passenger trips are attributable to
publicly, operated mass transit Sif-
terns, and 47 of the,50 largest sys-
tems are publicly owned.";

SuN statistics wake clear That, if not in the
same venerable, "traditional" category as po-
lice protection, mass transit has become a sig-
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nificant local function. In November 1981, the closer look at the function' in relation to the
U.S. District Court for..San Antonio agreed with FLSA requirements. .

that position, assertin&thit * Finally, 'a compelling Constitutional argu-
ment can be made for defining the sale of alco-
holic beverages 'as an integral state function.... constitute integral operations in Hence, the 21st Ametndment to the Constitu-areas of traditional governmental tion, which repealed the prohibition on liquor,functions under the decision of the ' made "local: not national, remilation of the lig-

- United States Supreme Court in Na--
tio.nattea ue of Cities v. Use 1" nor traffic ... the general Constitutional poll-

ry .g cy.'"u According to Professor Laurence Tribe
of Harvard:Judge Shannon, who rendered the judgment in

.. . Mlle 21st amendment does grantthe San Antonio case., is not alone in this,,view.
state considerable power to controlIn 1982, the First Circuit Court of Appeals' ruled
the importation, of alcoholic Bever-in a Case involving the Puerto Rico highWay all-

- ages. The amendment.sanctions statethority that its
. action' which taxes, regulates or coin-.

.. operation pf mass transit system, pletely bars the importation-of liquor
.:, rental of parking lots, and collection '- 4. for actual use within the state itself,.of highway tolls are "traditional gov- . even where such action would be

ernmental functions" that are not forbidden [under the coMmerce
-subject, by virtue of the Tenth clause] as to any other commodity.' 73
Amendment, to minimum wage pro-
visions of the fair Labor Standards. As the foregoing pages- suggest, pervasive

Act,'" intergovernmental confusion, if, not friction,
has characterized the debate over the Consti-

. Unfortunately, the Supreme Court appears tutional status of state and local furi tions
to disagree. In pnited Transportation Union y. since NLC.7 Simple answers do not e and
Long Island Rail Road ,(1982),' the Court , more intricate answers have nofa een
found that application of the Federal Railway forthcoming.
Act to employees of-the state-owned Long Is- - Clearly, on one plane, some answers lie in
land Rail Road did not, impair the state's ability agency:consultation with appropriate state and
to carry out its sovereign Junctions. Although locaVcifficials and, conceivably, with statutory
that case was not concerned with the FLSA, tlie instructions. Yet, it is to the courts, and ulti-
Court did make the generalization that the op- ' mately the Supreme Court, that we have tradi-

; eration of railroads is not a "traditional" state tionally looked for clarification and defini-,i.

or local activity and therefore is not protected tionmore so, perhaps, in the realm of
by the Tenth Amendment. 'That opinion,. how- relations within the federal system than in, any

.
ever, 'did not stop Judge Shannon from ruling, othe. .

for a second time, that FLSA was unconstitu- In Recommendaton A.3', above,.. the Commis-
tional as applied to transit. Shannon premised . sion urged the federal judiciary to revive and
his judgment ori' the fact that local. bus sys-, expand upon the principles expressed in the
tems, unlike railroads, have never been subject NLC case. At the same time,, this Commission
to federal regulation.'". ,alsonlade clear its view that alt three branches'.

cBoth.NLC and NACo on nd that the gener- of the national government need to reconsider
ation and distribution ofc lectric power, like current interpretatiOns of the commerce and
mass transit, may reasonably be 'included spending powers as they apply to the newer
among the integral activities of government, and more intrusive forms of federal regulation
Thus, NLC notes that "many municipalities, affecting th-e states and localities. , ,

particularly in the midwest, have long provided In this particular instance, the Commission
e tric power to their citizens "1" Though not believes that a rescission by the Department of

ominently a public function, 'a sufficient Labor of 29 C.F.R. Section 775.3 would be con-
rcentage of public ownership exists among sistent with the spirit of the Constitutkpnal in- .

tric utility generating Wants"' to warrarit,a terpretatiwi expressed by.theSupreme Court
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the NLC case. Furthermore, such-action'
would eliminate an important area of intergov-
ernmental conflict. This,ciirb on state and local.
prerogatives.was instituted by the national ex-
ecute3 branch and it can, be remcived by the
samei.actor.

Recommendation 8,4

Administration of Generally Applicable
(croucutt. trant Requirements ,

The Cb ission finds that crosscutting re-
quireme s, because they apply to all or most
grant -programs, have had a pervasive impact
on state and local governments and have been
the source of significan't administrative and fis-
cal burdens, Many of these requirements= -
suc h as those directed toward preventing dis-
crirninaticin and protecting the . environment
under fede'fal programsdo address itnpor-
tant and widely accepted national goals. As this
Commission pointed out in both 1978 artd
1481, there is a. Pressing neecrto ensure that
Cf0 sing .requirements continue 'to foster
ac national poky objectives inf an ef-
fectr anner and do not outlive their useful-

,'ness. Hence,

The Commission recommends that the Presi-
dent and Congress examine all applicable stat-
utes and regulations and modify or 'eliminate,
by statutory action where necessary, cross-
cutting requirements that have proven to be
,excessively burdensome, impracticable to im-
plement; or otheiwise no longer worth the ef-
fort required to implement them.

Whatever crosscutting requirements are re-
tained should be administered effectively and
efficiently by federal agencies.

The. CommisSion therefore commends the
President's Task Forte on Regulatory Relief for
initiating a process that highlights the unnec-
essary burdens imposed on state and local gov-
ernments by particular crosscutting require-

.
ments,

The Commission believes, moreover, that ef-
..

fective and efficient administration of these re-
quirements, is impossible unless federal,
agencies share' a commqn interpretation of
Congressional intent and employ uniform, im-
plementing procedures, and, therefore,

the Commission reiterates its 1978 recom-
mendatiorfthat Congress and the President-as-.
sign each crosscutting requirement to a single
unit within the executive branch, with clear re-
sponsibilitf and authority for achievinig, in con -
sultation with other affected federal agencies
as well as state and local governments, stand-
ardized guidelines and simplified administra-
titm for effective coMpliance by all affected
federal agencies; and that the Office of
agement andlludget be-authorized to establish.
a uniform procedure for developing, imple-
miLltinpind evaluating all such guidelines and
mirnitor their' administration. To these ends,
the rommissian also reiterates its support for
the enactment of Title Ill of the Federal-Assist-

-anceinfproVement Act of 1981 (S 807) as intro-
duced.

Because crosscutting requirements norm y
apply to.allafederal aid, programs, they can - be a
major source of administrative complexity and-

* red tape even in those areas, such as-block
grants, where Congress intends to simplify ad-
ministration and decentralize decisionmaking
responsibility. Titefore,

The Commission recommends that Congress
provide a*clear statutory indication of (hose
'crosscutting requirements applicable to each
block grant and of how responsibility for im-
plementation is to be shared between the na-
tional government and recipient Jurisdictions.

Grant requirements that apply to many or alt
grant programs suddenly proliferated over the
last two decades. Most of these "generally ap-
plicabfe" or'crosscutting" requirements were

.promulgat4d. to further national socio-
economic policy objectives,, such, as nondis-
crimination, environmental protection, and la-
bor, health, welfare and safety standards.
Others were designed to achieve administra-
tive and fiscal policy goals in such areas as em-
ployee standaids, administrative and proce-
dural requirements', recipient-related,
adMinistrative and -fiscal requirements; and acz.
cess to information:Currently there are 35'

csocio-economic and 23 a inistrative and fis-
cal crosscuts, for a total 5 . Some of the most
important ones are listed chronologically by
year of adoption in Figure 7-2.
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Figun to 7-2

$elected Major .Croliscupthva
Requirenvnts

(bY nyelir- adoPtioOf

Davin Act
Civil Rights Act (Title VI)_
Architschiral Barriers Act
04141 Wits Act (Title VIII)4
National Environnientiol Policy

19311
1964

Act 1900
Chant Air Act Amendments 1970
Uniform Relocation Assistance

and Lent Acquisftion Po licks
Act. -1970

Cos litid Zone tilimagerrient Act 1972
Education Amendments (Title

IX) .f, 1972
Federal Water POI ',Won Control

Act Amsndittents .1972
Endangered Speck* Act 1973
Flood Mister Proboction'Act 1973,
Rehabilitation Act (Section 504) 1973
Family Education Rights and

Privacy Act 1974
Safe Drink kig Water Act 1974
Age, Discrimination Act - 1975,

lAittioughthe Davis-Bacon Act applial initially only tosti-
root rat oonstniation, Ms since boon.stxtirnded to
et:Mt 77 ral assistant* programs.

ACIR examined crosscutting requirements in
its 1978 iomprehensive study of the federal
gran in-aid'system.1!*'and in its 1980 report on
the r le of the federal government7 It found

. that, espite the policy significance and profu-
sign o these regulitory device', congressional"'
over ight committees and "executive agencies
administering grant programs rarefy give ade-
quate attention to the serious impact ofthese
conditions on effective program' implementa-
tion or to the administrative burdens placit.on
state' And local recipients: The require nts
raise administrative costs and frequently create

'conflicts with the primary objectives of i,the
grant programs themselves, Compounding the
problem is the fact that the requirements are
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specifiecrin numerous laws and administered
by many different agencies.

To deal with these and other problems
identified in its studies, the CommisSioe
adopted recommendations principally calling
for:

Congress and the 'President- to re-
'view all crosscutting requirements
for the purpose of consolidating,
simplifying or terminating them as
needed, and for Congress to give
the President standby authority to
suspend tempdrarily- implementa-
tion of the requirements when nec-
essary to avoid serious or unantici-
pated Costs or disruptions.

D. Congress and the President to assign
each requirement to a single admin-
istrative unit with clear responsibili-
ty and authority for aehieving stand -
ardized guidelines and simplified
adittinistration.

o The -Office of 'Management and
Budget (OMB) to establish. a clear-
inglio,uset,for all such requirements

4
and to monitor their administration.

Since' the ComMission's 1978 report, there
has been growing recognition that crosscutting
requirements -add unnecessary administrative
costs, create confusion between wantors and
giantees,-reduce the-effectiveness of many na-
tional polici6, and further complicate, an al-

, ready comple% grant system. tn late 1978, ACIR
undertook a federal assistance monitoring
project in response 'to President Carter's re-
quest for assistance in streamlining federal aid
administrativE practices. The monitoring was
conducted by a panel of 17 state. and local offi-
cials assisted by ACIR staff. One of its four rec-
ommendations to the President urged further
standardization and of cross-
cutting administrative requirements.'m

Aftentibn to the need for reform also has
collie from public interest groups, OMB, the
Presidential ,Task force on gegulatory.
and Congress. Over the past few years, tilost of
The national associations of elected state and
local officials have issued statements substan-
tially supporting ACIM's earlier findings, gener-
ally in response to a:request for their ideas or
regulatory reform' from the Presidential Task
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Force on Regulatory Relief. In its respond, for The National League of Cities made reco
example, the National Governors' Association . mendations to the task force on specific reg
(NGA) emphasized that "many regulatory re- lations. Its comments on many of the crosscut-
quirements in individual programs reflect 4'%,ting requirements struck the same note: the
crosscutting federal concerns that would' be need for limplification and standardization. It
better enforced in a single and consistent man- -recommended that the UnifOrm Relocation As-
ner.""; VGA recommended enactment of Title' sistance and. Real Property Acquisition Act reg-
III of tM Federal Assistance Improvement Act, ulations "be standardized where feasible in or-
of 1981 (S 807) which establishes a procedure der to simplify compliance;'," on Title VII cif
for reviewing and standardizing 'crosscutting the Civil- Sights AO of 1964 relating to equal
mandates. By this action, NG.Agontended, ,,. employment opportunity, it urged "standard-

ized reporting and compliance procedures and,
... the federal government would he . .. a procedurefor annual certification of corn:
able to cut back on the number of pliance with equal employment require-
generally applicable requirements, ments";'" and on governmentwidelegilletions
reduce' the embellishments that fed- prohibiting discrimination in federal programs
eral program agencies have made on on the basis of handicapped status, it recorn--

pposedly standardized require- mended that the "administrative requirements
ents, rely more heavily on certifica of fedexal agencies.... be uniform and

tion of compliance by state govern- consistent.''1
ents, and place .the responsibility Within the, executive branch, the principal

oversight Of remaining require- . focus on the issue of crosscutting require-
- m is in a siriglelederal agency.'" mentsprior to the creation of the Presiden-.,

tial Task force on Regulatory lief inSimilarly, the Nationalconference of State Se
Legislatures recommend easing the. regula- 1981came from a study conducted by the Of-ed
tory burden the national government' has fice of Management and Budget pursuant to.

imposed on the states by
standardi ng the
Simplifying federal the federal Grant and Cooperative Agreement

regulations, including Act of 1977423.0MB examined the crosscutting

c
zi

% rosscutting requirements.'" requirements as part of a general look at the
The National Association of Counties (NACo management oft federal assistance. A task

based its transmittal to the task force largely o group found a number of problems with the
being adminis-

the
special seven-county survey it conducted on way the requirements were

the eft of crosscutting, requireMents o tered:

county governments. NACo found "inconsist- Responsibility for crosscutting re-

ency a g requirements and among federal quirements is so widely dispersed
agenc pptication of standards,' as well as Within the federal government that

the or greater flexibility....""" The corn- no formal process exists for uni-
formly communicating informationmon mplaint that ran through the survey re-
about them to anyfederaliageney.spouses on all socio-economic crosscutting re-
Some requirements emanate from aquirements was high cost and ambiguous and

conflicting agency policies. NACo concluded number of agencies in the form of 41
that its survey various pieces of legislation, guid-

ance, etc., so that the task of sorting
... reaffirms the findings of many them out and understanding their
previous studies on this same subject $ implications is complicated and
and substantiates NACo's longtime time-consuming.
criticism of national policymaking There is often considerable delay
through such means. Crosscutting between the time a requirement be-
requirements add excessive costs to comes a law and the time when' offi-
federal projects, cause delays and cial implementing guidance is is-

9 Most importantly, confuse the recipi- sued to the agencies by the
ent's management process.'" appointed dead body.
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'El No matter how consistent the frame-,
sork may be in which federal policy
requirments are transmitted to any
agency, they are treated and imple-
mented ,differently depending on

. the interest iv and the attention paid
to the contents prfor to the formal
introduction of the requirement into..
a department.'"

As a result- of the federal assistance study,
President. Carter directed :OMB to develop and
administer a prgcess for coordinated' develop-
ment, issuance, impleMentation and evaNa-
tiortrof crosscutting assistance policysuidance..-,
OMeSubsequently prepared a proposed circu-
lar on "Managing Generally Applicable. Re-
quirements for Assistance Pr arns". that was
published with a request f omment in the
Federal Register on Novim r 7, 1980.'17
-The circular's backgr d statement high-
lighted familiar criticis the legislative basis
for and management o crosscutting require-
ments. The circular itself provided general pol-
icy statements to' guide agency actions in
managing crosscutting requirements and es-
tablished#the framework for such manme-
ment, including specifying the responsibilities
of federal agencies and OMB.

After expiration of the comment period, the
circular was revised and prepared for approval
and promuglation. Meanwhile, hOwever, the
Reagan Administration' had taken office. Its di-
agnosis was generally the same as the previous
Administration s:

We found pat the mardates were
implemented in an inconsistent and
unresponsive Manner, and in some
cases ageiicies were uncertain about
who was responsible for assuring im-
plementation. This confusion has
had a tremendous atdverse impact on
state and .local ,governments and
businesses impacted by these
requirements.'"

'''*The new Administration considered several
approtaches to correct the Problem; including
issuing the OMB circular prepared earlier. it
rejected the latter "because it .would do noth-
ing more than impose a new layer of require-'
ments without correcting the mandates."'"
The approach finally adopted was "to invento-
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ty and assess each mandate, and to then pur-
sue revisions in statutes and/or regulations for
those mandates where there is,compelling evi
dence that 'change is needed. "'' This proce-,
dure makes use of the Presidental Task Force
on Regulatory Relief, OMB and affected de-
partments and agencies. The task farce' is re-
viewing some of the crosscutting req ire-
meets, including 'those provided b he-
Dayis-Bacon Act, the Rehabilitation Act of 1973
(Section 504), the Architectural Barriers Act pi\
1968, and the 'Civil Rights Act df 1964 (Title Vb.

-Other requiraments are being reviewed by
OMB or by previously assigned lead agencies.,
Steps alto are+being taken to,designate a lead
agency for each generally applicable require-
ment. Finally, under the leadership of OMB',
the Administration is fashioning a policy for
applying crosscutting requirements to the rl
block grants that is different from that use n
existing block or categorical grants.. Gener ly
the new policy will give recipients` greater djs-
cretion, in-determining which crosscutting re-
quirements 'apply in particular situations,' and
how thty apply. ,

Both, the legislative andesmdcutive branches
have confirmed AC1R's earlier findings about
the difficulties created by the present system
of crosscutting requirements. These difficUlties
were addressed legislatively-in S 878, the Fed-
eral Assistance Reform Act of 1980, Title 1V.of
'which . dealt with crosscutting requirements.
Endorsed by AC1R, S 878 was passed by the
Senate, but died with the 86th Congress when
the House failed to act. Senator William Roth
reintroduced a revamped version of this legis-
lation in the 87th CongressS 807, the "Feder-
al Assistance Improvement Act of 1981"
which was supported again by AC1R and ap-
proved by the Governmental Affairs Commit-
tee in. June 1981.

'Reflecting hearings held by the_Subcomrnit-
tee on Intergovernmental Relations on S 878 in
1979 and on. S 807 in 1981, the repo of the
parent overnmental Affairs Cornmktee on
S 807 ported and elaborated on ACIR's
original-findings on crosscuts-in its 1978,
report: .11,,

.,

Crosscutting requirements have be-
come the focus of growing concern
over, the last few years as it has be-

,
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come' increasingly apparent that such Although the cominissidh applauds these ac-
requirements add unnecessary ad- tions of the task force, it is convinced that°
ministrative costs to grant programs, -more than a case-by-case approach is necessa-
cause greater confusion between ry to improve :the administration or crosscut-
grantors and grantees, reduce the ef- , ting requirements, On the basis of its earlier
fectiveness of many national policies studies and the ,-subsequent confirming testi-
and'help to create *a grant system of mony of others, it believes that a. more Com-
incredible coinplexity,The applica- prehensive "strategy is needed to establish
bility of general Tederal policy of, greater uniformity among the requirements in
crosscutting requirements varies intetpreting Congressional- intent and in estab-
widely.., in addition 4o the sheer lishing implementing procedures. The Corn-
number of crosscutting requirements mission's 1978 and 1980 recommendatidns
is the fact that each requirement is called for such a well organized approach, Ca-
implemented by regulations which pabte of bringing consistency and
differ considerably from -agericy to predictability to the preseht variegated collec-
agency ..*.. The -confusion, and, poor tionof 58 crosscutting requirements. The Corn-
coordination in the administraticin of mission therefore reaffirms these recommen-

Ill, crosscutting programs results as dations urging particularly that the President
4, much from the lack of clear delega- "and Congriss- designate a single agency to be

tWik tions of responsibility- and authority responsible for providing standardized and
IL as from the sheer number of gentral- simplified guidance -in applying each

ly applicattle ?equirements....." /crosscutting requirment, and that OMB be."
authorized to establish - uniform procedure for ,

The Commission believes 1t is essential to.re - . developing, implementing, and evaluating
duce this' regulatory burden by making cerfain
that crosscutting requirements are still relevant

such guidance and to monitor its administra-

to the national policy goals or management im-
lion. In developing and administering their

prove sent objectives for which they were in'-
guidelines, the designated agencies should

tially opted. The currency, desirahility and
take care to consult with other affected federal

Ri agencies as well as with the representatives of
ac mhievability of the goals should be examined
as well as the suitability and effectiveness ,of

state and local governments.
. As this recommendation indicates, the Com-

first step, the President and Cdngress should
the requir=ements for accomplishing them: Asa mission believes that -both Congressional and

take a hard look at all the authorizing statutes'
executive branch actions are necessary. On the

and regulations and recast or eriminate the
legislative side, the Commission subscribes to

, the view of the. Senate Governmental Affairs
crosscutting requirements that are no, longer
worth the effort and expense needed to 'carry

Committee:

them out. A second step tv,iII be to take 'all ac- .
tion necessary to improve the.- and
effctiveness of those crosscutting require-
ments ttrat remain. 4

The Commission notes that the President's
Task Force on Regulatory Relief, headed by
Vice President George Bush, already has exam-
ined some of the crosscutting requirements as
part of its- overall assignment to reduce the.,
burden or government regulations on the pri-
Vate'and public Sectors. The ComMiSsicin com-
mends the task force for identifying Iciurden-
some apd unnecessary regulationst_and for
develdping suggestions for strengthening, and . As noted _earlier, the endorsed
clarifying the administration of crosscutting S 807 as introduced in 1981, and hereby reaf-

requirements. ,... firms that endorsement. Title Ill of S 807 man-

'While it recognizes the efforts on
the part of the Administration to'con-
front the crosscutting issue, the
committee -is convinced that legisla-
tion is needed both to,prdvide a.
foundation and enforcement tool for
OMB Initiatives and to eliminate the

atutoryroad b%cks which currently
revent theimplementation of an ad-

equate system to streamline and
standardize crosscutting regula-
tions.'"

a
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dal( aprocess ftwr developing and imple-
menting standardi arid guidance for, these
regulatory devices. The-President is directed to
designate a federal agency to'develop; national
policy assistance standards for each generally
applicable requirement unless a specific agen-
cy is already designated pursuant to statute.
The designated agencies are reckilred to devel-
op standards in their ireas of responsibility in
consultation with afftted assistance 'recipi-
ents, program beneficiaries, and other
assistance-admthistering agencies. The nation-

. al agencies must publish their standards within
two years of enactment and include a list of the.
programs to which the standards apply. Ulti-
mate responsibility for developing standards/
rests squarely with the designated agencies.

Assistance agencies, Which currently'number,
some 44 bureaus or offices, are requirecr.to
confo,rm to the national policy- assistance
standard4 published by the designated
agencies. These assistance agenciesnot the
designated unitswould exercise sole respon-
sibility Jar implementing and securing compli-
ance by recipients.

Title Ill gives grant-administering agencies
authority to allow grant recipients to certjfy
that they ale in compliance with state or local
requirements comparable to federal standards
and statutes, thereby easing the comphance
burden associated with crosscutting require-
ments. To issue such certification, the assist;
ance agency must determine that state and lo-
'cal requirements are at least equal to
applicable federal requirements and that state
and local applicants are in compliance with
their own requirements.

To assure that Title III is implemented effect
i

-
vely, the legislation gives the President, or a

delegated agency (such as OMB), specific au-
thority to establish a uniform procedure for de-
veloping, implementing, and evaluating nay
tional pplicy-assistance standards. in addition,
the President is authorized to delay imple-
menting certain crosscutting requirements if it
appears that they could lead to- serious,
unanticipated consequences if implemented
without change.

The issue of which crosscutting require-
ments apply, has been raised by the seven new
Health and Human ,Services)block grants and
the Community Development-State Program
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block grant of HUD that were enacted/through
the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of .1981
for which implementing regulations were is-
sued by early June 1982. The interim rule ph
the Community Development Block Graht-
State Program specified that OMB circulars
A-102, A-67, and A-95 (evaluation, Review and
Coordination) were not applitable to the 'pro-
gram but explicitly applied the prohibitions.
against discrimination and. mandated compli-
ance with the purposes of the' National
Environmental Policy Act of 7969 and the re-
quirements of "other applicable laws". The in-
terim rule deferred comment on the "other
applicable laws" pending further departmental
study,

3

Concerns voiced by members Congreis
and by state and local 8overnmenf representa-
tives over the absence of references to other
crosscuts contributed to the delayed -Publica-
tion of the final HUD rule. When it came out,
the rule contained a section an "program re-
quirements.". This _section identified the fol-
lowing crosscutting requirements as applicable
to the CDBG-State Program: the various prohi-
bitions against discrimination; the Davis-Bacon
minimum wage requirements, environmental
standards..and lead-based paint poisoning pre-
verition. In the accompanying commentary,
HUD noted that the mandates so listed are
those which are referred to in the. Omnibus
Budget Reconciliation Act or for which the Sec-
retary of HUD has enforcement responsibili-
ties. It also noted that the issue of applying the
uniform relocation crosscuthad been referred
to the Department of Justice for determination
and that responsibility for administering the re-
quirernehts assuring equal- employment oppor-
tunity and prohibiting political activity of gov-
enmental employees was vested in other
departments.

These two sets of regulatiOns identify the
specific crosscuts that do and do not apply to
each of the programs. They offer no further
guidance to the states and thus leave two ques -.
tions open:

Which, if Any, of the - many
crosscutting requirements that are
not mentioned also apply to these
programs/ This question arises be-
cause in the past crosscutting re-
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quirements have been held to apply
to grant programs even though the
programs' legislation does not refer
to such requirements.

0-How are the grant recipients (usually'
the states) expected to implement
the crosscutting requirements that
are made applicable?

Formally, the national government has given
the states no direct answers to these ques-
lions. Informally, OMB,'`which has played a
leading role in preparing the HHS and HUD
regulations, hasadvised states that they should
t4e responsibility fo?,,lieciding which,..other'
crosscutting requirements, if any, apply to

cbese block grants and how the ,crosscuts are
to be implemented. "(his position accords with
the.Administration's basic policy of giving
broad discretion-to the states in administering
block grants:

Conscious of their susceptibility to federal
audits and to third party suits, states have ex-
pressed uneasiness over the uncertainty or

-their responsibility for crosscutting require-
ments under the block, grants." 3 In some cases
they have requested more guidance from the
federal governntent. Their concern was voiced
in the negotiations over the final HUD regula-
tions as well as in testimony before the Senate
Governmental Affairs Committee. The Comp-
troller General has echoed this concern. Not--
ing that by and large the Omni6us Budget Re-
conoiliatian Act and agency regulations- are
'silent on crosscutting requirements other than
those applying to civil rights, he states!

HHS and the Department of Educa-
tion have not clarified the applicabil-
ity of these requirements in the reg-
ulatiorrs. In contrast, the Department
of Housing and. Urban Development
regulations address the apPlicab,ility
'of many crosscutting requirements

- and indicate that the, department is
deliberating on the applicattllity of
others. .

-

Given the short time available to
plan and administer the new ..block
grant programs. states are just now
considering these issues. Some state
officials are ,uncertain as to the appli-
cability of these requirements to the

block grants and believe that federal
advice on this matter would be help-
ful. We believithe Administration
should clarify for the states' whether'
they apply to the block grants. If the
Administration considers an applica-
ble requirement to be inappropriate, LP ;

'then it should propose remedial leg-
islation to the Congress "4

, - .

The-Commission believes that Congressional
action istneeded to provide better guidance to

: grantors and grantees on the crucial question`
of which Crosscuts a ply "and which do not,
and which political j isdiction has responsi-
bility for seeing tha pplicable requirements
are properly implemented. To the degree such
responsibility is shared, the legislation should

. -make as clear as potsible how it is to be shared
between the national government and the re-
cipient jurisdictions.

-,. To summarize, crosscutting requirementsa
regulatorydevice that has burgeoned with the
proliferation of federal grants since the mid-
1960sare the source of confusion, uncertain-
ty, and excessive administrative burdens for
state and local government grant recipients.
The legislation and regulations establishing the
requirements as well as the arrangements for
implementing them 'need to be rationalized.
The Commission believes that the proposals
set forth in this recornlmendation would help
achieve that rationalization. Those proposals
include: (1) a critical examination of each re-
quirement by the President and Congress to
eliminate or modify those that no longe4serve
a useful purpose; (2) continued efforts by the
Presidential Task Force on Regulatory Relief t6
spot excessively bUrdensome requirements

-sand to suggest ways of reducing the- burdens;,
(3) statutory mid administrative action as called
for by Title- III of S 807 to assign clearly respon-
sibility and authority for achieving standard-
ized guidelines and for simplifying administra-
tion of each crosscutting requirement and to
elltablish OMB's central responsibility for guid-
ance and monitoring; and (4) clear legislative
specification of which crosscutting require:,
meets are to apply to block grants and how re-
sponsibility 'for their implementation is to be
shared between the national government and
recipient jurisdictions.
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Part C

IMPROVING THE
FEDERAL REGULATORY-PROCESS',

The Commis Simi belleveS that considerable
'progress may be made in reducing regulatory'
burdens and improvleg regulatory perform-
ance through the case-by-case review of spe-
cific statutes and rules. Principles-to guide
such efforts wefe suggested in the foregoing:
recomMendations.

Yet, the Commission is*cOnvinced that com7
prehensive, permanent regulatory reliellefforts
also depend upon systematic improvements in
the processes that surround intergovernmental
regiulation. The developfnent of an effective
intergovernmental- partnership requires that
state and local concerns be appropriately
weighed at each stage. in regulationin, dev*N-
oping and drafting rules, as well as in refining,
implementing and evaluating them.

Hence, the Commission offers a series of
recommerettions to improve the structure
and procedures .that, surround federal regula-
tion. Taken together, these five recommenda-
tions apply to most, of the stages of the regu-
latory process mentioned above.- Some are
directed at the period in which regulations are
developed and drafted, and others to the peri-
od during which proposed rules are refined-in
response to public. coMMent. Still others con-
cern the implementation of regulatory policies.

Proposed rules are shaped and reshaped
during several phases of regulatory policymak-
ing. The tst stage, commonly called the "pre=
notice and comment" period, may take years.
It begins with a legislative provision; followed
administratively by its conceptualization as a
polio's', and finally the drafting of that policy in
the form of A proposed rule or rules to be pub-
lished in the Federal .Register. Recommenda-
tions C.1 and C.3 refer to this stage of rule
devefopment

The publication of a notice of proposed
rulemaking (NPRM) marks the beginding of the
Second .stage of regulatory policymaking and
the point at which rulemaking procedures are
prescribed by the Administrative Procedure
Act. This stage includes the "notice and com-
ment" period under which the public is .af-
forded an opportunity to react .,to proposed
rules. Recommendation C.2 refers to this peri-
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od during which regulations are refined, but
before they are published as final rules in the
Federal Register.

Recommendation C :1

Increasing State. and Locil GovernMent*1
Participation in Intergovernmental

Regulatory Policy Developmeni*and
Regulatory Drafting

The Commission believes that many of the
problems :fig .intergovernrnental regulation
stem from inadequate participatibh by' state
and local governments-in the process through
which rules are developed. in part, this faulty
participation results frOm the failure-or Ole fed-
eral government to provide adectuate o0portu*
nitles for it throughout the rule making proc-
ess.'Therefore,

The Commission recommends that Congress
and. the Executive Branch recognize the right of-
state and local officials.both as Individuals
and through thilr national associationsto
participate from the earliest stages in devel-
*ping federal rules and regulations that have a
significant impact upon their Jurlyflictiomi.

C.1(a): Amending the
Federal Advisory Committee Act (MCA)

Consultation is further impeded by certain
statutes that have been interpreted in ways
which undermincippoirtunities that have ex-
isted. The Commission finds that FACA has
been interpreted by federal agencies° in a man-
ner which unnecessarily obstructs early con-
sultation by state ind local officials in de-
veloping intergovernmental regulations.
Therefore,

The Commission recommends that Congress
amend the Federal Advisory Committee Act to
exempt from the requirements of the act any
national organization composed wholli of
elected officials -of state or focal governments
when acting in their official capacities or their
representatives or representatives of their na-
tional associations when engaged in consulta-
tion with agencies for the purposes of
rulemaking. (Note on next !dap%)
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C.1(b): Instituting a State and Local
-Government tonsultation

Process for Federal Agency'Rulemaking

The Commission further recommends that
. the President adopt a process providing for full

state and local government consultation with
federal agencies .con rulerriakingt expected .,to
have significant intergovernmental effects,
econillmix or noneconomic. The process
should apply to grant as well as, nongrant-
related rulemaking. To ensure full corrsidera-.
lion of the views of state and local govern-
ments, consultation should occur as early as
practicable in the first stages of intergovern-
mental regulatory policy tlevelopment and ini-
tial drafting, long-before the publication of the
Notice, of Proposed emaking in the Federal
Register.,

"Representative Fountain requested to be recorded as
opposing this recommendation on the following
grounds:

I agree that state and local officials, ind
their national associations; should have the
rigt' and the opportunity to participate -fully
in the development of federal les and reg-
ulations affecting them. Hower r, amending
the Federal Advisory Corumitte AV to ex-
empt state and local official's- rom the act's
requirentlints appears to be both unneces=
sary and unwise. f am sure there are' many
ways in which state and Itcal govertjments
can express their views on proposed rules
and regulations without- becon'ting subject to
FACA.

This legislation was enacted to assure
openness and accountability in the opera-
tion of federal advisory bodies. To exempt
state and local officials and their national as-
sociations from, the act's procedural safe-
guards would surely invite demands for the
exeription of other groups and, ultimately,
could lead to the destruction of an important
federal law.

I believe this is the wrong remedy if FACA
has been interpreted by federal agencies in a
manner which unnecessarily obstructs early
consultation by'state and focal officiate In the
development of intergovernmental regula-
tions. This, surely, was'not the intent of
Congress. The proper remedy, in my judg-
ment, would be to elicit a more reasonable
interpretation of the act's requirements
withrn the executive branch.

S

Cl(c): Providing a Statutory Basis for
State and Local Governments'

Consultatio'n in Federal Agency
Rulemaking.

To provide a firm statutory basis for such a
consultation process in all rulemakings o in-
tergovernmental significance, the Commission
further recommends that Title IV.pf the Inter-
governmental Cooperation Act of 1968 which
requires that viewpointscnational, state,
regional and localshall be fully considered
and taken into account in planning federal or
federally assisted development programs and
project, be amelnded to include regulatory
programs of intergovernmental significance.

T,

ASSURING STATE AND LOCAL
PARTICIPATION

puring the 1%Os and 1970s an elaborate sys-
tem of grants developed, linking federal, state
and local governments in the pursuit of nation-
al goals. Yet, for many years, no federal provi-
sions for state and local consultation in federal
grant administration existed. Circular A-85', is-
sued by the Bureau gf the Budget in 1967, be-
gan to fill this gap. The resulting process was

r intended to offer state and local governments
the oppqrtunity to review and comment upon
major proposed federal regulations, rules,
standards, procedures And guidelines that sig-
nificantly affected them. The circular set forth
guidelines to be used by federal agencies in
deteiThining which of theirtregulations wereto
be channeled through the consultation proc-
ess. Whenever possible, intergovernmental
consultation yas to take place early in devel-
oping such regulations.

De'spite its initial promise, the public interest
groups, and othdrs involved found A-85 less

,useful than anticipated and their participation-
was not always complete or continuing. Feder-
al agencies' lack of cooperation and their fail-
ure to highlight proposed regulation's of inter-
est to state and local governments, Obtne
contended, contributed to this tendency. X-5
also required public interest groups to expend
considerable staff time and dollars managing
the process.

Overall, in its report covering the final pro-
gram year, 1977, the Advisory Cornmission on
Intergovernmental .Relations concluded,
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"Many of the problems of prei/joui years con-
tinue to hamstring the operation of Ciicular
A-85."1'25 It Cited the failure of the public lntei
est groups to respond to opportunities to corn-.
ment or to respond in a timely manner, infre-
quent -early consultation, between public
interest groups and agencies, insufficient time
provided for state and local governments to
comment, and the widespread tendency of
agencies to begin the Aa.85 process simultane-.
ously with regular public, comment following
publication of tfte "Ncitic4 of ,Proposed
Rulemakingh (NPRM).

Although these shortcomings prompted
some critics to regard Av-85 as a vast
"apapermill," the Advisory Commission cm
Intergovernmental Relations took a more Posi--

tive stand. In its 1977 report, the Commission
expressed its support for such a consultation
process and recommended strengthening A-85
by, among other things, giving it a specific stat-
utory basis, which would make it less likely to

,-be ignored or circumvented."
Despite its problems, A-85 continued intlI

1978. It was then rescinded by President
Carter's £0 12044 and replaced-by a much less
formal and decentralized process under which
agencies and public interest groups were, to
Contact one another directly on issues of
i9tergovernmental importance that were raised
131, proposed rules. "In order to assure full
irate and 1°91- participation in tile develop-
ment and promulgation of federeregulations
with significant intergovernmental im-
pact...;""2 President Carter asked the national
organizations represen.ting subnational general
purpose governments to review systematically
agencies' semi-annual agenda of regulations
published in the Federal-Register. Under the
order, agencies, were to expect informal con-
tad by the public interest grdups on proposed_
regulations of intergovernmental significance.

On February 17, 1981, President Reagan' is-
sued £0 12291 which revoked the previous or-
der, 12044. With that 'rescission, the new Ad-
ministration terminated the consultation
process that the Carter Administration had
substituted' for the original A-&5 process, ef-
fectively returning., state and local governrhents
to the position they regarded as unsatisfactory
in 1966.

In short, the history of federal provision for
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state and local governments' participation in
fetleral ruletnaking has come full circlefrom
no special mechanisms in 1966, one yew-' be,
fore the'issuance of A-85, to a return to this
situation in 1982, one year after the r4kcission
of E0 12044. Now, as ihen, state and local. gov-

..` ernments are accorded the4same pri lieges as
the public generallyno more, no ss.

Many state and. lqcal govern nt officials
believe that they ought to be provided special
opportunities to participate in federal' regula,--
tor); decisionmaking. Indeed, they argQe that
the tremendous growth of intergovernmental
regulation has made adoption of a formal'con-
stiltation mechanism more important now4hari
ever before. The National Association of Cobn-:
ties, for example, has !Wade "consullation" the
basic premise of its regulatory reform. 'Mat- 0

form." The National. Governors' Association;
has recommended that state participation in
the development of federal regulations be up- .

graded to a "true partnership." In 1981, the as-
soCiatiommade this one of seven themes in the
governors' "Green Book," fliminating Road
Blocks to Effective State Government,'"

The extent to which state, and local govern-
ments are regulated by the.federal government

.. and the full impacts of that regulation are not
wholly known or quantified, but,. some indica-
tions are availalik. A recent Calendar of feder-
al Regulations, issued January 13, 1982, con-
tained an index' of "significant regulations"
under devetopment by federal' agencies durint;
the period covered by the Calendae. Analysis
of this index shows that, of ten sectors
identified, "state and local governments"
stand second behind manufacturers is the sec-
tor most frequently affected by the federarreg-
ulatory activities described in the Calendar.
Fully .31% of the regulation's under cdnsidera-
tion were -expected to affect state and local
governments. Such statistics have led one ad-
vocate'of procedural reform to conclude:

Congress should realize that the
[subnational] partners in this Veder-

system are under -intense fiscal
pressures.,. not the least of which
stem from their cooperation in the
hundreds of ... assistance and regu-
latory programkall amply prescribed
by federal rules.2"

Proponents of change also poinf out that



- .

achieving the federal goals that underit,these
regulations depends in great part on their ac-
ceptance at the state and local levels.When
state or local govefnmerffSal,e unable or un-
willing to.:affirmative* parficipale in imple-
menting these rules, the federal effort itself is
undermined. Hence, it is in the interest of the
federal governmentras well as of the states,
and localitiesto ensure that rules are fash-
ioned in a manner most likely to-ensure their
efficient and effective implementation. Advo-
cates,7poir*to the fact that participation which
is limited merely to, written submissions of-
fered during official periods of nbtice and
comment is largely "reactive? in character.
When consultations are thus limitedcit is more

difficult to elicit changes in agency proposals
because, by that point, positions probably
have harde'hed. Thus, reformers maintain, ear-
ly and systematic consultation affords the best
opportunity for state and local governments to
suggest more efficient or effective alternatives
and to identify sources of duplication, overlap
and conflict with state law, local ordinanceand
customall leading-to regulation More in
keeping e spirit of coopera federal-
ism.

These views were
expGovernmental

ssed in 1981
Senate Committee on
which, in reporting the 'Regulatory R
Act," S 1080, conclUded:

by the
Affairs

arm

The successful impleMentation of
many federal programs depends4on
the cooperation of state and local of-
ficials. It is difficult to conceive how
state and local officials can perform
their regulatory responsibilities /if
they are not permitted to work with
federal- officers in developing rules
they will enforce and to meV federal
regulations with state rprograrns,"1

Finally, those who would establish a process
for, state and local government participation in
rulemaking apart from that provided for the
public generally, believe that treating state and
local governments in the same fashion as other
interest groups ignores their unique Constitu-
tional position. A federal system implies a full
partnership in determining the details as well

as the broad outlines of shared responsibili-
ties. Titiese details are by-and-large the result
Of ulemaking. Generally under the national
legi lative process, federal agencies are ac-
cor ed broad discretionary authorityto deter-
mine the detailed application,of laws. 'They
also have discretion in providing state and lo-
cal, governMents access to that process, insofar
as grant law conditions and other
intergovernmental regulations are concerned.
But most agencies have few incentives to do
so. These facts, together with the Constitution-
al position of the states and their political sub-
divisions, lead this Commission to endorse
system of full 'collaboration that respects ,th
legitimate roles of the partners in the federal
system.

Others do not believe a formal process is
necessary and they contend that arguments fOr
it-, though persuasive in theory, are not practi-
cal. A-85, ttrisypoint out, did not work well. In
-addition; they maintain that sufficient opportu-
nities alread exist for "collaboration" in
rulemaking ,Agencies pUblish semi-annual
agendas previding advance notice of proposed
rulernak g. Nothing expressly prohibits state.
and I al governments from contacting agen-
c during the period prior to publication of a

tice of Proposed Rulernaking (NPRM). Be-
cause this early period is not covered by_cthe
requirements of the.Administrative Procedure
Act, agencies may freely consult with states
and local government. In short, they believe
that the public interest groups are overly con-
cerned with obtaining a "special" mechanism
for consultation when they should make full
use 'of opportunities that already exist.

The Commission rejects these arguments. A ,

formal, 'statutorily' authorized process is
needed. It should accord a clear and preferred
position to state and local officials, both indi- .

vidually and collectively. To do any less than
this would-help to perpetuate the legal and op-

...
erational myth that jurisdictions differ in
no significant way from a trade association,
business, trade union; agricultural combine or
individual. This fiction, the ComMission con-
tends, is' untenable, since it totally ignores the
Constitutional position of the states, and also
the crucial - functional role of both the states
and their lOcalities and dellverifng services.
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MODIFYING THE
,FEDERAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE -ACT

Apart from the question of an effective con-
sultation Rrocess, any attempt to reform regu-
latory consultation, whether formal or, infor-
mal, would fall victim to provisions of the
Federal Advisory Committee Act (FACA) as it is
now interpreted by federal agencies. The prob-
lem here centers on the application of FACAs
stringent procedures to any gathering of public
interest groups convened for the purpose of
advising a federal agency or agencies.

The act defines, "advisory committee" to
mean "any committee, council,, conference,
panel, task force, or other similar group or any
subcommittee or other subcommittee -thereof

which is established by statute 'or reorgani-
zation plan, established or utilized by the Pres-,
ident or established or utilized by -one or more
agencies in the interest of obtaining adVice or
recommendations."," Organizations deemed-
"advisory" for the purpose of the act must-fol
low rigorous procedures such as timely notice
of ,meetings, extensive documentation of all
comments, and ample provisions for public at-.
tendance and participation.

FACA, of course, -contributed to the termina-
tion of A-85 by OMB. Citing the AASHTO
case" as the major decision in the area, the
OMB general counsel in 1977 concluded that a
national organization ofIstate and local govern-
meM representatives whose charter and actual
operations include the objective of advising
the federal goverient and whose advice is
sought and utilized ,by federal agencies is not
exempt from FACA section 4(c).

This interpretation of AASHTO by executive
branch officials not only contributed to the de-
cision to terminate the A-8,5 program, it also
undermined the decentralized consultation
process that followell during the Carter years.
To avoid, complying-with MCA's rigid require-
ments, federal agencies often avoid early con-
sultations with state and local governments,in
developing regulatory policies.

Both the Senate and House have sought to
rectify this situation. An amendment to exempt
state and local governments from FACA's pro-
visions was contained in the proposed "Regu-
latory Reform Act" (S 1080, 97th Congress). An
even . broader- exemption for all rulemaking
consultations was contained in its House coun-
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terpart, "The Regulatory. Procedure Act" (H R
746, 97th Congress). The seriousness of the.
FACA dilemma was underscored by the Senate
Committee' Report on S 1080, which defended
the critical importance of maintaining the
"working character" of meetings between- the
levels of government and concluded:

The intergr*tation,of this decision
by executive branch officers hai had
serious repexcuSsions in federal-
state-local relations. Concern about
compliance with Vie requirements of
FACA has precluded discussion on
regulations for programs where state
and local government offitials are
called upon to assume enforcement
responsibility?".

In offering the original FACA amendment
during the Governmental Affairs mark-up of
S 1080, the Commitfee was responding to the
urgings of many public interest groups, includ-
ing the National League of Cities, the National
Association of Counties, and the National, GoV-
ernors' Aisociation. For example, the Executive
Director of the National League of Cities
stated:

In particular, we believe that the
Federal Advisory Committee Act
(FACA) should be amended to permit-
greater consultation with elected .of-
ficials from general 'purpose state
and local governments.... We rec-
ommend that FACA be amended to
exempt elected officials of general -
purpose state and local govern-
ments, their organizations And their
representative,s from coverage. Such
a change woad recognize the
unique role of 'states and local gov-
ernments in the federal system. Un- -

der the federal system; states and lo-
cal governments should receive the
rights and privileges of-. partners in
that system. Permitting early consul-
tation would go a long way toward sr,
restoring balance to the system.,"

Moreover, both the Ford and Carter adminis-
trations expressed concern about the problems,
generated by FACA.,Most recently, the White.
House has taken an interest in removing barri-
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ers to adAoc, informal rulemaking consu
tions between federal. agenci0 and parties a -
fected by proposed rules. Or( one occasion, it
recommended that the Senate Committee on
Governmental Affairs research the issue as part
of its legislative regulatory reform efforts. Fur-
thermore, Christopher DeMuth; the Director
of the Office of Information andRegulatory Af--
fairs and Executive Director of. the President's
Task Force on Regulatory Relief, has stated that r

r."in setting up procedures for reviewing rules
_J where outside groups are concerned, we'have

been very clear we don't want such contacts:
Now, it is clear this -isn't appropriate where
state and local ;governments are affected and
we need to do something ablaut that."2"

In light,.of the foregoi+g, the Commission
recommends that Con reds amend the Federal
Advisory Committee Oct4 to exclude from its
coverage state and local officials as well as
their representatives when they are consulting
with federal agencies.. during any phase, of the
rulemaking process. Without this amendment,
no meaningful consultations car occur and-
without effective consultation among the lev-
els, many of the prbblems associated with
intergovernmental regulation will persist.

AMENpING THE
INTERGOVERNMENTAL COOPERATION ACT

Although amendMg FACA would go far to as-
suring full use of any consultation process, it
also is -necessary to amend the Intergovern-
mental Cooperation Act (ICA) to make such a
process equally applicable to grant and non-
grant rulemaking.

The ICA was adopted prior to the era of
intergovernmental,,social regulation. Hence, it
provides for consultation related to federal or
federally assisted development programs, but
it does not mention nongrant prograMs. In the
past, this omission was used by some agencies
as a means for avoiding consultation require-
ments under the provisions'of A:-85. Some
have asserted that the act could not be applied
to regulatory programs,. such as thoSe of the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission,
and Occupational Safety and Health Adminis-
tration. In fact, throughout the life of the cir-
cular, no distinctions were made between dif-
ferent types of rules: Since A-85 provided

r

enhanced opport4ties beyond those provid-
ed by the Administrative Procedure ,Oict, and
because its use reduced contusion over diffjr-
ences. between types of regulations, public in-
terest groups routinely used A-85 for all their
cbnsultatiOns.

- OMB General CotInsel-'William Nichols ar-
gued against continued, OMB acceptance of
this practice. In a memorandum to Vincent
Puritano, then OMB deputy associate director
of intelpovernmentql relations and regional
operations( Nichols concluded that, "The [In-
tergovernmental Cooperation] Act does, not 'ex-
tend that [intergovernmental consultation]
quirement to nonassistance regulatory'
programs and will not support thegapplication

. tof A-85 to such programs.""7 In summation;
' he said, '71fsis our opinion, therefore, that to

the extent that A-85 appliesp*programs other'
than those identified ib Section 401(b) of the
intergovernmental Cooperation Act' [these be-
ing financial inflature], it has exceeded the au-
thority granted under the act.{''" ,

A

Cdnceivably, these same arguments-could be
applied against any newly- initiated consulta-
tion process, thus greatly limiting its effective-
ness. Hence, the Commission strongly urges
that the Intergovernmental Cooperation Act be
amended to extend the Cohgressional mandate
for consultation 'to regUlatory as well as grant
programs and policies.

Amending the Intergovernmental Coopera.-
tion Act would provide a clear statutory basis
for a comprehensive consultation process. Yet,

'P. there are some who believe that this kind of
reform is unnecessary and inadvisable. Simply
removing the impedirnents imposed by FACA
would, from this' view, clear the way for suc-
cessful consultation, and this is all that is
needed. Amending the Intergovernmental Co-
operation Act would raise expectations about
what a consultation process should consist" of
and, it is charged, lead to burdensome over-'
formalization. If the process were to mandate
review and convent, for example, it would
raise serious questions of cost, delay and "pa-
ralysis by analysig'." Such a process would, by
itself, hinder the "working' character" ol con-
sultation so irportant to successful collabora-
tion. Thus, some officials believed that no
process should be required Beyond a simple
notification of the relevant public interest'
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groups, with no amendment of the.
Intergovernmental Cooperatior2 Act.

in contrast, the Commission supports I full
reform effortwhich includes amending the
Intergoveiromental eooperation- Actand be,
lieves that far more than mere notification is
needed. Such notification procedures, after
all, were in place during much of the period in
which the federal, regulatory role grew larger
and more coercive. While conceding that A-85
dig not always operate smoothly, the Commis-
sion is convihced an alternative process Of col-
laboration can be developed. In a. federal sys-
tem; like ours, some such process is necessary
to safeguard state and local rights to *partici-
Pate in national' regulatory policymaking and
this process must be baled firmly and clearly
on affirmative Congressoinal enactmehts.

Recommeodation C.2

State and Lola! Participation in The
Notic'and Comment Stage of

Rulemaking: Including, Federal. Grants
and Loans Under the 'AdMinistrative

Procedure Act
Since 1946, the Administrative Procedure Act

has been the guarantor of minimum legal
rights of public participation in federal agency.
rulemakings. Under one of its provisions,.how-.
ever, rulemakings relating to "agency manage-
ment Or personnel or to.public property, ,

loans, grants, benefits or contracts" have been
exempted from 'such., patticipation
requirements.

The Commission finds this exclusion, detri-
mental to full participation' of state and local
goyerriments in federal grant and grant-related
rulemakings and to ensuring the minimum le-
gal rights of the state and local governments in
such procedings. Therefore,

The CoMmission recommends that Congress
amend provision 5 U.S.C.., 553 (a)(2) of the Ad-
ministrative Procedure Act,,tokeliminate its ex-
emption of grante, loansr.benefits and con-
tracts from Notice and Comment rulemaking
requirements."'

5 U.S.C. 553 (a)(2); which .is part of the "pro-
prietary clauSe" of the Administrative Proce-
dUre Act, exempts agency rulemaking related
to loans, grants, benefits or contracts from
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public participation, requirements. Thus, ,_con
grant-related regulations, aoencies enjoy broad
discretion as to therand under what
conditionSto consul with state .and loCal
governments. As the grant-in-aid system has
grown, there often have been communications
among the levels of government abot4.,.pro-
posed grant requiiemerits. But such cOniulta-
tion too often is of a technical rather than poli-
cy nature'and too seldym is undertaken in as

-cooperative spirit. f
Over the years, argyNents about the advisa.:

bility of proprietarY exemptions have focuked
on -achieving a balance beiween the public's
right to administrative accountability versus
the bureaucracy's need for flexibility in admin-
istration. Participation, it is believed, protects
democratic values in bureaucratic rulemaking.
In particular, participation by state and local
governments protects their full partnership in

federal system. Furthermore, in the face of
possible bureaucratic abuse, participation
guarantees "legal remedies". that would not
otherwise exist..

On the other hand', the price, of increased
participation must be measured against other
societar values That might be sacrificed to
achieve it. As one authority pointed out,

'Widespread participation in the rule-
making process is an important goal
which ought to be ;ed as far as possi
tale; but, it must be r coriciled with the
undoubtedly important; competing socie-
tal interests.favoring -the efficient, expedi-
tious, effective and inexpensive conduct
of our government affairs.21°

the decisThn to change those provisions of
Section 553 that are Of intergovernmental Sig-
nificance hinges on this trade-off,The key
question is: Are the current problems gener-

,ated for state and local governments and for
maintaining balance in the fedet ial system m-
portant enqugh to justify modification or re-'
peal of exemptions for grants, loans, benefits
and contracts?

Although the current Administration has ex-
presmicl no objectiOn to amending the Admin-
istrative Procedure Act along these lines, his7
torically the executive branchmost notably
the agencies thernSelveshave iustified, the
exclusion of grant rulemakings in both practi-
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cal and,,philfosophiCalJermS: Arty change, it has
been kilued, would increase goVernMentt_
costs and: 4,gency, wOrkloa4 ,In ,cases,

,the argument tans, -such''03)isiltattoris are 'riot,
that vital; in others, ,the''Wnt.i1C(
li4igation and furthei'delaii'4n:'prOrnu 'rig
important rules. :

On, philosiziphical grounds, ,ecf.eriil:agiiCiet;
assert that these kinds:.of ruleMalOgS ale did'
ferent .from "regulatory" rulernakings.10IenCe,,.
such rilltmakingS are properlyi:seNcludect,frOM
usual proCedures becaUse there' is no "right"
fpr 'any member pf the public. to use federal
public property, receive a loan, grant,-ottiene
fit from the government., or to ?hake a contract
with the federal government. In contrast, 'these,
are all "privileges." It. state and local govern

.ments cfoi not like the terms upon which these
privileges are made aVailable, they can refuse
to accept the privileges and thereby avoid,sub-
mission to their conditions. ,Consequently,
rulemaking in relatibn to federal grants and
loans should. be treated differently than
rulemaking relating to other feclal govern-
ment functions."'

The Commission disputes both rationales. it
regards- as fallacious the argument that grant
rulemakings, should be exempt because grants
are a "privilege" and somehow part of an es-
sentially voluntary contract. To assert that
intergovernmental aid is a luxury, rather than.a
necessity, ignores the fiscal realities faced by
many state and local governments.

The Commission also believes that such ex-
emptions have created substantial problems
for state and local governments in carrying out
their responsibilities in the federal system.
Theme problems are exacerbated by the --fact
that it is unclear what is or is not "giant-
related", And where a,jithority to Make this dis-
tinction lies. In the first place, such exemp-
tions have 'meant that' subnational,
governments have no legal rights or remedies
against agency abuse in rulemaking. Further-
more, the exempted subiects constitute a sig-
nificant proportion of all intergovernmental
regulation. finally, the issues at stake are
crucial: ,

The particular classes of
rulemaking excluded by it are of-
especially great, qualitative impor-
tance to particular segments of our

N.

iety,-to the public-at-largt, and to
rational effort to curethic press-

. ,

kng.f*inian. problems of the last half
pf, .1:0e 20th 'century. That is, most
rulemaking excluded from section

x.553 °b ;a hsection (a)(2) rehites to
rOgrairis, or functions or techniques

governing, which have an
-UptiWally. large impact on the daily
lives OfIL,tens of millions of Ameri-,
CariS: Efforts to solve our urban cri-

, '. 'sis, racial problems, poverty prob-
tems,-; environmental quality
'dili:COties, and human spirit and

,:.L'chOrat.,)er rnaladkstments as exam-
:files, hive mainly been pursued
j;ithrough the use of "public" proper

War*. grants, ben fits or
-contracts."1

Reform is- strongly suppo d by many ex-
perts in .the fields of admi istrative law and
governmental management. eir findings sug-
gest that the societal berTefits to be gained
from participation- far outweigh the losses in
agency discretion. As far back'as 1955, the. Task
Force on Legal Services and Procedure of the
Hoover Commission noted: "Many rules gov-
erning proprietary matters, such as procedures
respecting public property, loans, grantsb ben.
efits, and contracts are of vital importance."
The task fOrce concluded that "Proprietary
functions May ... be effectively executed by
agencies with public participation in the
rulemaking procesi" and was convinced that 5
U.S.C. (a)(2) providing such exemptions
should be repealed."'

Similarly, in the late 1960s, the Administra-
tive Conference of the United States (ACUS)
called for the complete deletion of the propri-
etary exemption on the basis that the "good
cause" exemption from the Administrative Pro-
cedure Act is sufficient to allow any necessary
exemptions.'" In regard to grants, loans, ben-
efits or contract exemptions, it concluded that
agencies certainly must be able to take speedy
actions in emergency situations Dees' in in-
stances where the proper performance of their
functions otherwise requires it. Although there
may be certain cases where the delay and cost
involved in according public, state and local
participation are so high in relation to the ben-
efits that adherence to formal notice and corn-
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ment procedures becomes unreasonable,
ACIDS contended that these arguments do not
justify the current unqualified exemption of all
such rulemakings:.

Experience with the section 553
procedures- as applied to [ tbese]
kinds of rulemaking ... suggests that
these consequences are not likely -to
be frequent, great or- detritnental in
the mass of subsection (a)(2) situa-
tiOns as advocates of the exemption
claim. Furthermore,. the conse-
quences of subjecting the present
exempted subsectionAa)(2) classes of
rulemaking to the requirements 'of
section 553 have not

more
demon-

Strated to be so much More deleteri-
ous than the similar consequences
incurred when other rulemaking was
included under the provision, 'as to
suggest a need for the former's spe-
cial treatment on this basis.215

The views,' of these- experts are widely shared
by the public interest groups, who haveargued_
that exemptions have contributed to the overly
rigid charaCter of much. recent federal grant
regulation. -.

In light of these arguments, the Commission
is convinced that a system establishing mini-
mum legal rights 'and remedies against agency
misconduct in grant-in-aid rulemakings would
improve prospects for early agency consulta-
tion with state and local governments. Effective-
consultation would ,help agencies "head- off"
litigation tvorking problems out early in the
process, r er than after a judicial challenge.

In response to calls for reform, the Senate
has taken ctiOn to repeal exemptions for
grants,.loan ,benefitt and contracts under the
APA. ',Their repeal was contained in the pro-
poied "Regulatory. Reform Act" (S 1080, 97th
Congress). But it Was not included in a similar
House version of the bill, "The Regulatory Pro-
cedure Act" (HR 746, 97th'Congress)..

Iri summary, the Commission urges early,
Congressional -repeal of ,the exemption of
grants and loans from the requirements of the

'Administrative Procedure Act. Arguments
about the need tbr speed and agency flexibili-

!ty, in its view, are not supported by; the evi-
dence. Federal policies iMplementced, through
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grant regullons are highly significant. The
probleths generated by a lack of state and local
participation in regulation drafting are quite'
substantial because these governments play a
pivotal role in implementing grantin-aid
programs.

Recommendation C.3

Ensurireg Conskierationlof
Intergovernmental Effects in Agency

Regulatory Impact Aniaksis and
Regulatory Review

Federal intergovernmental regulations often
are enacted without an adequate assessment of
the potential costs that they impose on state
and local gover9ments and on the private sec-
tor. In 1980, the Cortirnission recommended
that Congreis ,enact legislation requiring, each
federal department and agency, including each
of the independent agencies., to prepare arld
make public a detailed analysis of ,the pro-
jected economic, an noneconomic
intergovernmental: effects likely to result from
any proposed major new rule.21*

Since 1974, every President hai required,that
agencies undertake some form of cost-beriefit
analysis of major proposed rules. The
comprehensive regulatory review program ini-
tiated by President Reagan through EO 12291
provides -for, a regulatory analysis of all "ma-
jor" rules as well as a less rigorous review of
the probable impacts of nonmajor rules. The
'President's Task Force on. liegulatory Relief
also is undertaking a review 'of selected ex-
isting rules._

)C.3(a): Consideration of
Intergovernmental Effects

The Commission finds, however, that the im-
plementation of executive branch regulatory
review and analysis programs over the past
three administrations has insufficiently recog-
nized and considered the intergovernmental
effects of regulations. The CommissiOn also
believes . t hat, white -the- most recent executive
order requiring agency analysis of .proposed
rules identifies intergovernmental casts as rel
evant for calculating expected costs, agencies
have not been egpressly required to include
suirkh costs in their analyses of major rules.
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The Commisison finds ti'M the benefits of
. regulatory programs often accrue to individual

citizens or groups of citizens while 'many of
their costs are borne by subnational govern-
ments andthat these intergovernmental costs
are not now fully considered in regulatory re-
view:Therefore,

The Commission reaffirms its 1900 reconl-
mendation to the President that all federal
agenciei conduct regulatory analyses of Igo-
posed major rules.-ancr further recommends
that agencies be required to incorporate into
such analyses a full consideration of the
intergovernmental effectsiconoraic and
noneconomicof proposed regulations.

C.3(13): Redefining Major Rules

The Commission further believes, as pUblic
interest group' studies have.indicated, 'that
agencies tend to underestimate the total
pact 'of proposed rules and that many regula-
tions presently defined as ."nonmajor" by
agencies in fact impose significant financial
and nonfinancial costs on state and local gov-
ernments. To help restore balance-to the sys-
tem, federal regulations reqtiiring significant
changes in 'how state and local governments
operate-should be categorized as major and be
subject.to cost-benefit analyses, Therefore,

The CoMmission recommends that the Plesi-
dent, by executive order, expand the current
definition of major rules to include regulations
requiring state. and 'Coca' governments to make
significant changes in their laws, regulations,
ordinances, organizittion and fiscal affairs. The
Commission further recommends that Whin

'-state and local governments defermitie in the
60-day comment period thata proposed rule or
regulation requires such changes, the federal
agency should be required to designate the
rule as major or to issue statement indicating
that no 'such changes arelequired, thereby es-
tablishing a judicially reviewable basis for its
finding and enabling state and local govern-
ments to bring a court challenge to an agency's
refusal to designate the rule as major.

C.3(c): Review of Nonmajor Rules
Although the Commission believes tat reg-

ulatory analyses can be an important tool for
reducing , the overall burden of

intergovernmental regulation, administative
.costs and practical considerations suggest that
sJch analyses be conducted solely for major
federal regulations. The Commission also be-
lieves, however, that nonmajor regulations
represent a significant proportion of the total
regulatory burden imposed on state and local
governments, Therefore,

The Commisilori recommends that the Presi-
dent direct that in any review program or as
part of the regulatory criteria established un-
der such a program, full consideration be giv-
en to the iintergoveraimental effectseco-
nomk and noneconomicthat wilibe' gener-
ated br any proposed rule.

Regulatory review is a process by w!ich
agencies themselves and those charged with
weir oversight bring systematic analysis to
bear upon bureaucratic rulemaking in an, effort
to improve it and to reduce, regulatory bur-
dens. Although regulatory review often hai
been equated with cost-behefit analysis as it
has been appliedto "major rulesrsuch review
need not be limitedho (or even lac eco-
nomic analysis. In fact,. the curcent re la ory
review prograw required by Executiv Or. r,
12291 establishes a broad process wheteby.ilttfr \-
poposed rules are evalUated--ffirst by
agencies and thereafter by the Office of Man-
agement and Budget-1n accordance with cer-;
tain regulatory principles outlined- in the Or-
der.. As- part of this review process, major
'rulesthose expected to generate impacts in
excess of $100 millionalso are subjected to
cost-benefit analysis.

In the view of public interdst groups, most
other observers, and thiS Commission, the
new regulatory review program deserves praise
for its efforts. Central oversight has long been
overdue. Some officials, however, 'maintain
that the new progrim, like its predecessors, fo-
cuses 'too much on the ihrdens federal regula-
tions place on the private. sector and too little
on those it generates for 'subnational govern-.
ments. This secondary concern for intergoV-
ernmental. intpactt Is- sufficient, che,,Cornmis-
sion believes, to warrant some motlifications in
the process,.

The Commission,: therefore, seeks the, explic-
it inclusion of all fignificant intereyognmprItal
effects; econ6naic and noneconornicln agency
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cost-benefit analyses for major rules as well as
their considerati in agency reviews of
nonmajor rules. (Cilso would be required
to take fully into account intergovernmental ef-
fects in its evaluation Of all agency submissions
as part of the review process.

Of special concern are those effects that of-
ten have not been incorporated in economic,
analyses in the pasts either because they were:
-not easily. quantified or Pecause it did not QC-
cur to agencies to inclLide them. These' omis-
sions pose special problems for gauging.
intergovernmental effects because many are
no economic. No definitive list of
irate overnmental "noneconomic" effects yet
exis , but most would fill into one of three
br d categories: First, "administrative costs"

It when regulations produce administrative
inefl iencies by duplication, inconsistency or
overlap in regulations. Second, "performance
costs" are generated when regulations result
in reduced levels cif total services provided.
Finally, "authority costs" arise if regulations
undermine the political' autonomy of state and.
local governMents. Although these costs are
hard to identify and to measure, theCommis-
sion believes that omitting them from agency
evaltlations , results in significant
underestimation of intergovernmental effects.
'In addition, the problems of ,identification 'and'
measurement could be greatly reduced were
agencies to collaborate more fully with state

end rocat governinents in Ow early develop-
-merit of regulations.

Those who share `a commitment to the regu-
latory review process, and to ensuring a full
consideration of intergovernmental effects
within it, differ in their views as to how this as-
sessment should be achieved. Some feel quite
strongly that, despite9MB evaluation of agen,-
cy reviews, leaving the determination of
intergovernmental costs to agencies will not re-
suit in proper estimates. This position was ex-
pressed by the National League of Cities, in its
1981 recommendation that Congress expand
the definition of "major" to include all rules,
with significant intergovernmental effects.'"
Those holding this view warn that agencies-are
already given direction in the -executive order
to consider 'costs on` state and local govern-
ment agencies." Apparently, such- direction is
not enough. Moreover, fir must review
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Thousands of proposed rules and it has neither'
the staff nor the timeAo undertake what should
be an agency responsibility. From this perspec-
tive, agencies should- be required to include
such effects in their reviews. Failure to do so
shduld raise the possibility of sanctions against
agency officials.

To achieve this expansion, the Commission
recommends that agencies be required to de-
fine as major all rules that require signifkant
changes in state and local laws, regulations, or-
dinances, organization and financial affairs.
When state or,local governments have estab-
dished that a proposed rule would .generate
such effects, OMB would require agencies to
treat that rule as major. Both a cost-benefit lest
and the views ',pf state and local governments
then would ade a part of the rulemaking
file. Should ncies knowingly .refuse to des-
ignate such le as major or otherwise. ob-
struct the fulh. ilionsideration of intergovern-
mental effects, state and local governments
would have a basis lor judicial review on the
grounds of "arbitrary., and capricious" behavior
by the agency.

On the other haVrt: beCommission recog-
.

nizes that some regulatioais have intergovern-
mental impacts which do nptimerit cost-benefit
analysis. Cost-benefit anal*ei, after all, are ex-

it average cost is
ission's view,

ies to include
economic and
ration of minor

that the
arne of
er fully
reviews

pensive. By GAQestimate,
$125,000 per review. In. the C
it is sufficient to remind ag
intergovernmental cosisb
noneconomicHn their consi
rules. Hence, the Commissi
President require agencies, wi
the existing executive order, t
intergovernmental impacts in a
and analyses.

.. ,

Recommendatipn ,.-

An Omnibus 'Approach to ate and
Local. Government Certifiction in

Meeting Federal Rules and Regplations
i: 44

-The Commission finds that there is a great
need to make compliance with federal regula-
tions easier 4nd less costly, and to reduce du-
Option of state and local regulations. In-
creasingly, states have developed programs
and regulatory mechanisms for themselves and



their local governments that respond to Many
of the same problenis and concerns addressed
by federal requirements. Certification of ap:
propriate state and local compliance mecha-
nisms in place of federal ones can help ease
compliance burdens, duplication of effort, and
displacement, of state and local policymaking
prerogatives. Therefore, .

The Commission recommends that certifica-
tion of state and local regulations, procedures,
recordkieping and reporting requirements be
used increasingly by the federal government to
avoid duplication by equivalent federal
requirements.

To encourage greater use of such certifica-
tion, the Commission recommends that Con-
gress and the President enact legielaticm en-
couraging the heads of all fedetal agencies
regulating state and local governments to con-
sider accepting the substitution of state and lo-
cal regulations, procedures, recordkeeping
and reporting requirententt in lieu of federal
ones upon certification by the appropriatesoffi-
cial or officials that applicable federal require-
ments will be met. Such self-certification shall
no longer be accepted upon'a finding by the
head of the federal agency that the recipient
government fails to comply with applicable
federal laws and regulations adopted
thereunder.

The Commission has gone on record twice
before in favor of certification procedures that
would sbbstitute state and localprocedures for
related federal ones. in its report* entitled Cat-
egorical *rants: Their Role and Design, 13
adopted a recommendation aimed at standard-
izing and simplifying the administration 'of gen-
erally applicable requirements in the federal
grant system. Hence, it urged "that certifica-
tion acceptance procedures be incorporated
whenever appropriate.""! In explaining- this
proposal, the Commission noted that:

Another way t9 streamline the ad-
ministration of generally applicable
grant requirements is for the federal

-government to accept the results of
planning and decisionmaking proc-
esses established under state law
that are at feast as demanding as the
federal requirements. The "Certifica-
tion acceptance" technique might

have particular applicability to re-
quirements such as those for envi-
ronmental protection, citizen partici-
pation, 6%01 rights,and prevailing,
wage rates where states have en-
acted similar legislation.. The tech-
niilue relies upon mutual trust bp--)
tween the federal government allid
the grant recipient plus auditing on a
sample basis to help assure that re-
cipient procedures really do provide
compliance with the federal
requirements.

The ACIR also has proposed using a
cetification process for citizen participation re-
quirements."' in justifyng this recommenda-
tion, the Commission stated that:

ff the recipients show that they
have 'state and/or\ local laws -and
administrative proce es 'that offer -
01zeni 'access to e decision-'!
making process equiV t to that set
forth in the performance standards-
of the act, they, would be certified as
meeting the panic' tion require-..
ments for any fede al aid programs
to which the act ;applied. Such certi-
fication, of couAe, would be subjecf
to federal audit from time to time
and to rescission upon a finding, af-
ter 'notice and hearing, that the, re-.
cipient is not in compliance with the
cited state or local laws and proce-
dures or that such laws and proce-
dures are not at least equivalent to
the federal 'standards.

The Commission is not alone in sum:Ong
this approach. Approximately two months after
the Commission adopted its Categorical Grants
report in 19771 the Commission on Federal
Paperwork urged the President and the Con-
gress to provide explicit "authority to certify
state and local governments' compliance with
the [generally applicable policy), to administra-
tors of federal assistance programs."22° in addi-
tion, - the National Governors' Association in
1981 reaff1rm9d its strong support for this ,ap-
proach,"1 and the National League of Cities
has favored using certification as the means by
which cities would comply with federal age dis-
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crimination and equal employment opportuni-
. ties requirements.422

Two pieces of legislation seriously consid-
ered by the U.S.. Senate'cluring the 97th Con-
gress'incorporated the certification approach.
Both were reported out favorably by the full
Committee on Governmental Affairs,and one
passed the Senate, but neither was enacted.

The., one that passed the Senate was the
"Regulatory Reform Act" (S 1080). Section 625
of that bill would have explicitly authorized
fedeial agency headi to:certify which state and
local requirements -are equivalent to federal
ones and to accept their use in lieu of the fed-
eral requirements. This provision of the 'pro-

..

posed leglilation was designed specifically "to
address the problem of unnecessary regulatory.,
burdens and duplication.

The other bill was The "Federal Aid Improve-,
ment Act" (S. 807). Title III of that proposal
would' have implemented ACIR's recommenda-
tion on standardizing and simplifying generally
applicable federal 1r requirements, includ-
ing authority for the heads of federal agencies
to accept the substitution of state and local
laws and regulations in place of related federal
ones.

Despite these endbrsements, the concept of
"certification" has noltNet been very fully de-
veloped. It means different things to different
people. There are at least three different views
of this concept acceptarre, assurance and
waiver. Each, is explored briefly WOW.

"Certification . acceptance" Is the original
form of the concept, and there are several ex-
isting examples of it. Section 116 of the
Federal-Aid Hiffiway Act of 1973 (23 U.S.C. 117)
is one of the clearest. It reads in part ail,
follows;

3t4

117. Certification Acceptance
(a) The Secretary may discharge

any of his responsibilities under this
title relative to projects an Federal-
aid systems, except.the Interstate
System, upon the request of any
State, by accepting a certification- by
the State highway department,ar
that department, commission, board,
or official, of any State charged by its
laws with the responsibility for high-
way construction, of its performance

of such responsibilities, if he "finds
such projects will be carried out in
accordance with State laws, regula-
tions, directives, and' standards es-
tablishing requirements at least
equivalent to those contained in, or
Issued pursuant to; this title.

Other examples of this approach exist in the
fields of equal employment opportunity and
-fair housing. The U.S. Eqpal EMPloyment Op-
portunities Commission has reviewed the EEO

requirements of state and local governments
and certified'those which were equivalent to,
or exceeded the federal. ones. jurisdiction over
cases in .those states and localities was
transferred to the apprbOtate state or local
government. The U.S. Department of Hbusing
and Urban Development has followed a similar
procedure with its fair housing cases.-

A similar certification procedure also is the
keystone for partial preemptions. In these
cases; federal regulators ,assess the/adequacy
of state and local-Jaws atilt regulations in rela-
tion to the relevant federal partial preemption
legislation, and authorize the substitution of
state or local regulation for a federal counter-
paFt where such an action would result in
equivalent or higher regulatory 'performance.
The certification provisions in -the proposed
"RegulatOry Reform Act" and the "Federal Aid
Improvement ACt," as reported opt bylhe Sen-
ate Governmental Affairs Committee during.
the -97th Congress, also followed this "certifi-

. cation acceptance"lormat.
A question has been raised concerning

whether a federal decision to accept each par-.
ticular set of state and local laws and regula-
tions in lieu of specified federal ones tonsti-
tutes federal " "rulemaking"" subject to all the
federal requirements for .notificationr, review
and comment, and hearings. In addition, a
change- in- the certified state or local laws or
regulations is considered by, some observers to
be equivalent to new federal rulemaking. If
this reasoning is followed, certification could
become quite cumbersome or the substitution
of one set of rules `for another might be subject
to challenge for lacking "due process." The
law should 'give clear guidance, on this point,
and legal remedies should be available to ag-
grieved parties if the rulemaking route is. not

followed.
5
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The extent to which federal agencies actually
make prior evaluations of equivalency', before
accepting certifications is open to question. In
grant programs, the pressure to get the money
out tends to short-cut the "prior findings"
process and to encourage reliance on the post
audit to enforce compliance. Nevertheless, the
"certification acceptance" approach estab-
lishes federal compliance standards before
grantsare approved so they will be known by
grantees ahead of time. If the substituted state
and local provisions must be "substantially
equivalent" to the federal ones, greater cer-
tainty but little flexibility may .result. If the
looser criterion.is appliedstate and local Sub-
stituted provisions need only be "reasonably
related" to the purposes and .goals fo the fed-

'eral regulations --the standard would provide
less certainty about how it should be applied
but would leave more room for state and local.
flexibility.

The "reasonably related" formulation of fed.;
eral standards moves in ,the direction of the
state and local discretion but is not as open.'
ended as -self-Certification; it would entail a
substantial monitoring effort by the federal
agencies. The 1"substantially equivalent"
versionthe one usually appliedcan lead to
very inflexible 'administration of the certifica-
tion process, and often requires changes in
state or local laws and regulations before certi-
fication can be acquired.

"Self certification" is a new form of certifica-
tion ushered in largely by the enactment of
nine new block grants for FY 1 . In this form,
the grant recipients certify e\y_ ety of asiur-
ances to the relevant federal de merits that
the new grants wile administer consistent
with the provisions of any applicable fcleral
laws.' Executive branch regulations are mini-
mal, and the federal executive branch makes
ne findings about the grant recipients' capabil-
ities or the adequacy of state or local laws, reg-

'lfl some Cases certification of .eligibility for federal
grants relies upon action by more than ',a single state
and/d kiical government. Interstate entities are an obvi-
ous c Metropolitan planning. organizations (MPO's)
for u an transportation planning' are another. to the,
case f the MPO's, state designation with loc.al concur-
rence provides the ability to comply with 'federal
requirements,

ulations and other requirements in relation to
the related federal ones. The key to compli-
ance lies in performance reporting and follow-
up by the.recipient's own level of government.

Under these -new block grants, audits are
provided by thetreciplents themselves, and a
performance report must be prepared and
published at the end of each year: -Compliance
with "applicable 'federal law" is, required, but'
interpretive federal regulations' are not insert-
ed between the provisions of federal law and
interpretationsiy the states and localities con-
cerning what standards may be used to demon-
strate compliance. Thus, instead of a single,
federal interpretation,.-there is a potential 'for
many different state and local standards. In
fact, the federal- laws generally are broad
enough to. allow and invite a wide array of
interpretations.

Acting through the regular political and Judi-
cial processes within the state, state and-local
governments are responsible for their per-
formance under the block grants 'to their own
cittzens,. voters and program clientele., Federal
audits nay be performed, but currently they
are contemplated only in cases where nonper-
formance or malfeasance has been allegici by
aggrieved parties. It can be expected thatordif-
fering state and local Interpretations of what
constitutes compliance with applicable federal
law may spawn many more law suits',in both
site and federal courts than Would a single set
of federal regulations. The fear of some is that,
in effect, the courts, over .a period, of years,
may end up writing a single.set of federal regu-
lations themselves. This process could be long,
drawn out, confusing, costlyand could negate
the original intent of enhancing situational
flexibiltiy through self-certification.

"Certification waiver" has been proposed 'to
relieve excessive burdens of federal rules and
regulations on small units of government inca-
pable of responding in the normal way because'
of their small size'and lower capacities to han-
dle complex administrative burdens. This ap-
proach was ,embodied in the Regulatory Flexi-
bility Act (PL 96-354) which became, effective
January 1, 1981. Section 603 of that act explicit-
ly allows small entities to use different ccm-,
pliance _standards or exempts them, from
coverage. .
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On balance, the Commission Ilavors the self-
certification strategy as providing state and lo-.
cal governments with the greatest flexibility ,1,4
complying with 'national. requimments. The
Commission believes that the greater use of
this strata g should be .encouraged by enacting
legislation Authorizing and encouraging federal
agency heads to? consider using self-
certification-procedures. This recommendation
'bioadensIthe Commissjon's previous position/
which favored. using certification only for gen-
erally applicable for crosscutting) require-
ments, to include a more ,extensive array of
regulations. At the same time, the Commission
believes that self-certification procedures
should contain provisions for federal, review of
state and local compliance experience so t.stt
any significant deparitireS from federal objec
tives can be remedied.

In making this recommendation, the Com-
mission confronted and resolved three basic
issues:

1. What staniardi"\-are to be ,applied; ancipare
they to be applied uniformly to all classes of-
affected state and ,local governments?

2. Who should be charged with making the
certification and should this be the same in
alt cases?

3. Who is responsible for auditing compliance
and withdrawing ineffective,certifications?

The basic choice between certification Icly a
federal agency and certification by state and Jo-
cal governments themselves was resolved in fa-
vor of .the State and local governments. This
position means that there would be no federal
standard applied to sub sions by4/11e state
and local governments wing how compli-.
ance with the federal stan rds would be at-
complished. Hence, state and, local govern-
ments would not submit idence, Concerning
how compliance will be e sured-and the feder-
al government would make no judgments.

There is no experience to report yet under
. the new block grants, because the first year
cbrnpliance audits were not completed at the
time of this writing. It is uncertain how much
initiative the federipl agencies will take with re-
spect to complia4te audits. Federal agencies
may take different stances on this from time to
time, unless the courts or Congressas with
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the new Community Development Block
Grant lay down clearer guidelines than those

'' in current legislation': Sfilne observers worry
that the present legislation and administrative
regulations for these block grants are so.vague
as to be ripe for.drawn o litigation that/ould
leave the states arid locali es in a seriousnposi-
tion of (once sing their ability to
administ hese.programs.

For any federal agency certification proc-
esses that may remain in effect, different fed-
eral compliance standards may be set for dif-
ferent sizes an*,,capabilities of governments in

taccordance /-with the Regulatory .flexibility Act.
/This authorization would be extended to gr t
and loan rolemaking, in addition 'to regulato
rulemaking, s if the Administrative Procedure
Act is amended in accordance with Recom-
mendation C. 2 above. Under the Commis-
sion's ".self-certi,fication" recommendation,
however, this differentiation would made in4*,1\1

effect by state and local government unless
Overridden by Congress, the courts or by fed-
eral post - audit` standards.

The CommisSion's, recommendation includes
a provision for complianCe-audits and possible
withdrawal of state and local certificatiens. The
federal government is the audit agent named.

`'.Although his provision appears, on the s
fife, to be essentially the same as that in ex,
fitting federal agency "certification'accept-
*ince" Procedures, it 1,yttuld op rate very
differently in prac4ice. Under th federally

, dominated practice, audits would b expected
to be federal ones, and the federa agencies
would be expected to take a substotial inter-
est, in initiating them in some systematic fash-
ion. However, under the Commission's recom-
mendations,' most audits would be performed
at the state and local levels, with federal audits
usually'being conducted only when ,some
question arises. '

Recommendation C. 5

Toward Grea r Flexibility:
The Use of A ative Means in

Regulating State and Loc I Governments
The Commission conclude that, when the

federal government regulates state , and local
governments, unnecessary burdens have
arisen from an over reliance upon traditional,
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rigid fnd increasingly it means of regu-
lation. The Commission finds that mange of al-
lernative means of regulation exists that pro-
vides opportunities to increase, flexibility and-
eduee the burdens of intergovernmental regu-

la n.' Indeed, sore of i those aiternatiye`
me s May enhance the achievementoLha-
tional goals.while reducing direct involvethenj
by the federal.government. Therefore;

The Commission tecommends that the Presi-
iclent, executive agencies, and independent
regulatory commissions fully consider Afteclia
five means of regulation when making-rules to
implement legislation calling for federal egu-
lation of state and local government" and that
they seek to provide maximum flexibility to
state and local governments consistent . with
national objectives. and, Elovisions of federal
law. In cases where prei,triptive federal law
prohibits the flexible use of alternative nieant
for achieving 'regulatory objectives,. the. Com-
mission recommends that the President and
Congress consider amending, such legislation
to allow the pie of alternatives. Among the at-
ternative regulatory means considered should
be performance standards, special provisions
for small governments, marketable rights, eco-
noMic incentives and compliance reformi.

Although federal regulators have not always"
relied on .highly prescriptive, closely moni-
tored approaches to regulation, they generally
have chosen this course. These forms of regu-
lation often have had-high price tag's, have
been hard to implement, have reqUired a great
deal of federal effort, and have been largely in-
effective. State and local officials generally ex-
press more concern about the "means " -of fed-
eral rgUlation than about the basic goals or
ends.

To cite one recent case,, the City of Skagway,
AK, was pushed by the U.S. Environmental Pro-
tection Agency into, building' a very expensive
waste water treatment plantduring the 1970s
even though it was not needed under the cir-
cumstances. "EPA imposed on tiny isolated..
Skagway, whose minimal domestic sewage dis-.
charge simply disappeared in the water volume
and flows of the Pacific Ocean, the same treat-
ment standards developed for massive toxic-.
waste discharges by major population and in-
dustrial centers 'into freshwater lakes and

rivers."223 And, even though EPA approved
design, the plant could not achieve EPA stand-
ards under the climatic and physical conditions
of the Skagway site. The case went to court and
produced a great deal of acrimony on all sides.
An analysis of alternatives might well have led
to a different approach that would have al-
lowed some flexibility in adapting to local
circumstances.

Supporting this view, the General Account:
ing. Office issued a report in 1980 urging the
EPA to help small communities cope with fed-

.eral- pollution control requirement's. GAO
found that: ;-

Small communitiesunder 10,000
populationare generally subject to
the same environmental quality reg-
ulations as larger ones..Complying
with these regulations exacts a much
higher economic and social price
from small communities, however,
because the cost of constructing en-
vironmental control projects must be
shared by fewer taxpayers, same -
times placing severe burdens on low-
income residents. Also, small com-
munities lack technical, expertise
needed to plan 'complex environ-
mental projects.

tR

The Environmental Protection
Agency shOuld minimize, small
communities' problems by

0 more carefully reviewing new
'sewer system justifications,

0 providing' additional technical
assistance to small communi-
ties, and

----_...

0 experimenting with compre-
hensive approaches to pollu-
tion contiro1,224 3 ,.,

In another recent report, GAO also con-
cluded that "A market approach to air pollu-
tion control could reduce compliance costs
without jeopardizing clean . air goals."'" Mar-
ket incentives involving the purchase, sale and
use of air pollution entitlements were sug-
gested. Congress was urged to encourage EPA
to use this apprdach wherever permissible un-
der the present Olean Air Act and to am nd the
act to remove existing limitations on thi\s rac-

4
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Om. Specifically, GAO suggested that Con-
. gress allow, substituting -controlled trading in

emission rights for the rigid. requirements of
new source performance standards (Section
111), lowest achieveable emissions rate tech-
nology (Section 165), and best available control
technology (Section 173) and that Congress
consider replacing case-by-case determina-
tions of compliance with emissions and
technologies standards, using: periodic deter-
minations instead.22*

The need for greater flexibility and for using
alternative approaches-to attain regulatory
goals has not gone unnoticed. The past-two ad-
ministrations and the Congress have begun to
Move in 111,4 direction, as Chapter VI of this
study indicates. Under Presidents Carter and
Reagan, increasing attention has been focused
upon the use of alternative means of imple-
menting .regblations during the adrninistratiie
rulemaking process. In addition, regulatory
standaids themselvis (and 'deadlines for meet-
ing them) have been revised from time to time
as implementation. realities have become more
evident.

Som-e of the innovative techniques success-
fully applied under the Carter Administration
were:

tailoring regulatory requirements to
fit the size or nature of the regu-
lated entity in social services and
hazardous waste programs;

13 using performance standards and
cost-effectiveness measures in
meeting requirements under the
OSHA, mass transit, equal
ment opportunity, water pollution
and air pollution programs;

0 using self-compliance methods un-
der which labor-management com-
mittees help monitor safety and
health requirements under OSHA,
resident councils do the same in
nursing homes, and private auditors
(hired by environmental polluters)
audit polluters'. compliance with_
federal air and Water quality stand-
ards; and

a using increased fines for air pollu-
tion violators sufficient to offset any
cost savings that might be attained.
from noncompliance:227
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In the first-year and .a half c the Reagan Ad-
ministration's regulatory relief efforts, accom-
plishments reported in using alternative means
In the state-local sector - included:

a reconsidering the strategies for pro-
viding education to non-English
speaking students;

o targeting occupational safety and
health inspections to those, work
places having above-average injury
rates and complaints;

a simplifying the certification of food
stamp eligibility;

a providing greater flexibility in rneep.
ing requkements for surface mining
restoration, for paying prevailing
wages on government-sponsored
construction, and for transportatiem
access by the handicapped;

a using compliance certifications to
meet a wide range of federal re-
quirements under** nine new
block grants, and238` r

o permitting ,firms to transfer allowa-
ble air pollution emissions from one
site to another.2"

Through experience with such alternative ap-:
proaches to federal regulation under the
Carter Administration (EO 12044) and the Rea-
gan Administration (EC, 12291), five general
types have 'begun to show promise of enhanc-
ing flexibility for state and local governments.
Each of these is described briefly below.

1. Performance standards regulate according
to general perforthance criteria or goals rather
than by detailed specification of the means of
compliance. Performance standards potentially
permit greater freedom of action by regulated
entltits and reduced compliance. costs. They
also provide more freedgm to discover use
new, more efficient and more effective ompli-_
ante technologies. In addition, perfOrmance
standards may be especially beneficial in
regulating state end local governments be-
cause they facilitate tailoring the means of reg-
ulation to fit current state and local law and
individual organizational strUcthres. Perform-
ance standards, however, are no panacea,
Their Indiscriminate use ultimately could prove
more burdensorne to state and focal, govern-
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ments than the more familiar command -and-
control techniques if the choice of perform-
ance measures is inappropriate.

2'. Tailoring regulatory requirements to fit
the small size or unusual nature of certain reg-
ulated entities (tiering) usually is a matter of
simplifying and reducing unnecessary regula-
tory burdens associated with federal record-
keeping and reporting requirrnents.'However,
such tailoring' also may result; in scaled back
standaidS and modified compliance mecha-
nisms to match- the capabilities of small
governments.

.3. The use of marketable rights is an innova-
-, tive way to allocate' scarce resources. Tradi-

tiQnally, governments decide, ,case by case,
who is permitted to undertake particular activi-
ties and who is not. With the market approach,
rights to conduct these limited activities are
created and these rights then may be traded or
sold among bidders. This approach removes
the government from difficult and contentious
decisionS about who can "best" Use the limit-
ed resource. Instead, the market allocates
rights according to which users can derive the
most value from-their use, as measured by
their willingness to pay.

4. Economic incentives may be estalaished in
regulatory programs where the private sector
fails to satisfy public expeCtations. In many of
these cases, market failure resulted because
private sector costs did not accurately reflect
the costs to society. Pollution is the best
known example of this kind of market failure.
An air polluter incurs no direct cost, from its
emissions, yet downwind communities must
pay for the resulting health and material *m-
ate., In such cases, techniCally referred tcf as
negative externalities, theNraditionar regula-
tdry response attempts to eliminate or directly
to restrict the,_ unwanted activity and assesses
fines ,against violators. In contrast, an incen-
tives approach seeks to correct the problem by
proper pricing. Price corrections are the most
common form of _economic incentives- and are
generally applied through fees or subsidies.
Economic incentives can encourage improve-
ment beyond a particular standard and at a
faster pace. Of particular significance to
stateswhich are often co-regulators of air
and. water pollution standards pricing re-

quires less continuous government involve-
ment, thereby reducing state and lo-cal admin-
istrative costs.

S. Compliance reforms involve market-
oriented procedures to replace or supplement
strict_ governmental monitoring and enforce-

- ment activities, They include both "third party
monitoring" and "penalties ;hat reflect the de-
gree of noncompliance." The compliance re-
form that is most significant for intergovern-
mental regulation ms-the substitution of state or
local regulatory programs for federal ones (see,
Recommendaton C. 4 above). This substitution
occurs by certifying state 'or local regulations.
Certification can be approached in a number
of ways. 'In some cases, federal regulators as-
sess the adequacy of state and local laws and
regulations in relation to federal laws and reg-
ulations, and then authorize the substitution of
state or local ones where such action would re-
sult in equivalent or higher performance. A far
more flexible approach now is being used,
hbwever, for the nine recently.. enacted blOck
grant programs in health, education, social
services and community development. Al-
though there are some differences among
these programs, the basic thrust for all is that-
the state and local governments themselves
certify that federal regulatory intentions will be .

achieved, and proof of compliance is supplied
through performance reporting and follow-up
action undertaken largely' by the regulated
entitity intself. Of course, noncofiliance with
applicable provisions of federal law remains a
basis for federal intervention if the need arises.

Based in part upon executive branch experi-
ences in trying these alternative means of reg-
ulation, Congress also has begun to call for
greater regulatory flexibility. The Regulatory
Flexibility Act, enacted in 1980, marks the be-
ginning of Congressional support for using
theie techniques. The actwhich became ef-
fective January 1, 1981provides a statutory
basis for expanded efforts to make federal reg-
ulations more flexible and less burdensome for
small entities. It charges. ederal regulators (in-
cluding both executive branch agencies and in-
dependent regulatory commissions) with antic-
ipating and reducing the impact of regulations
and paperwork on governments with popula-
tions under 50,000, as well as on small busi-
nesses and other smell 'organizations. It set('

3 5
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standards of federal, tulatory behavior that, if
adhered to, could r ce regulatory burdens
on small cities, counties, towns, townships, vil-
lages, school districts and Tswecial districtsa
list that encompasses well over 40,000 small lo-
cal governments.

Under the act; it becomes an express duty of
-all regulators to consider alternative regulatory
forms that wilt better reflect the compliance-
capacities 'of small entities. Executive branth
and independent federal regulators also are re-
quired to notify small entities of proposed reg.;
ulations that will affect them and to achieve the
participation of such entities in developing and
considering regulatory alternatives., The act
lists specific procedurei for agencies to use in
achieving this participation, including advance
notice that a rule may affect small entities;
placing the notice in the publkations 'of small

.entities or their organizationi;-direct notice to
affected parties; conferences' or public hear:.
ings; and modification of agency procedures
for obtaining input from small entities. Finally,
in -recognitiob that small businesses do not
have a strong advocacy organization to look af-
ter their interests, the act designated a single
,federal officer, the chief counsel for advocacy
in the Small Business Adatiniftration, to moni-
tor governmentwide,performance in regulating
small entities.

To meet these requirements agencies wefe .
directed to publish, 'beginning in April 1981,
and every October and April thereafter, a
regulatory flexibility agenda composed of a list
of rules for which the agency anticipates pub-
lishing a Notice Of Proposed Rulemaking in the
Federal Register.23* Rules to be' included are
those likely to have significant econornrc im-
pact on a sUbstantial number of small entities.
Moreover, for each such rule for which a no-
tice eventually is published, an Agency must
prepare and make available for public com-
ment an "Initial Regulatory Flexibility Analysis"
that is published in the Federal Register with
the notice. igitial flexibility analyses must
contain:

a rationale for the agency's action;
the objectives of the proposed rule
and the legal basis for it;

a an estimate of the type and number
of small. entities it will affect;
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a detailed estimate and description
of the reporting, recordkeeping
and compliance requirements
anticipated;

o an identification of relevant Federal
rules that may conflict with, dupli-
cate or overlap the proposed rule;
and

O a specific discussion of alternatives
to the rule that could accomplish
the same objectives, such as differ-
ent standards for large and small en
tities (multitfering), performance
standards, or exemption of small
entities.

When an agency promulgates a final rule, it
now also must publish a final regulatory flexi-
bility analysis. This final statement is to focus
on how the agency handled issues raised dur-
ing the initial analysis as well as the agency's
responses to public commpts received as a
result of publishing the initial analysis.

The act also addresses problems stemming
from the current body of existing regulktions
affecting small entities by requiring agencies,
within ten /years, to examine systematically
,their existing and outstanding rules with re-
spect to small entities. Agencies are to consid-
er the continued need for the rule, public
complaints-regarding it, its complexity, and the
extent to which it conflicts,wifh or dkiplicates-
other regtilationsboth federal and state.

Agencies areallowed some flexibility in com-
plying. Initial analyses may be waived or de-
layed in an emergency. In addition, when
agencies certify that a proposed rule will not
have significant economic impact on a substan-
tial number of small entities and file such a,cer-
tification with SBA's' chief counsel for advoca-
cy, they need not prepare flexibility analyses.

A year after the Regulatory Flexibility Act be-
came effective, both the Nouse- and Senate
Subcommittees on Small Business held hear-
ings on its implementation. All indications
were that the act had produced little relief for .

small governments."' The lack of interest
shown by federal agencies in applying this act
to small governments was abetted by the fact -

that small governments were not even includ-
ed in the bill until subcommittee mark -up, and
there was little debate on this point; The act
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was passed primarily to benefit small ,busi-
nesses and the implementing o ein the
Small Business Administration has d little' if
any experience with small governments. Not
surprisingly, SBA has not acted aggressively on
behalf of small governments. This lack of SBA
action places the burden on these govern-
ments and their associations to make use of
the public comment provisions 'of the law to
urge SBA's general counsel for advocacy to in-
tercede with federal agencies on their behalf.

Ln addition to these obstacles, the emphasis
within the law on economic effects works
against agency consideration of effects on,
small governments because many of the effects
are not primarily financial. Because nonquanti-

4 fiable effects do not fall under the commonly
held, but overly simple, definition of economic
impact, they may not be recognized when'fed-
eral, agencies identify potential impacts on
.small entities.

A second Congressional effort to increase
regulatory flexibility was embodied in the pro-'
posed "Regulatory Reform Act," (S 1080). The
'Senate passed this bill in March 1982, but the
97th Congress adjourned ,without House ac-
tion. Similar to the Regulatory Flexibility Act,
the Senate's regulatOry reform bill would have
established required procedures and deadlines
for reviewing of regulations in the i executive
branch and in independent regulatoty commis-
sions, created a regulatory'agenda, and calen-
dar,- and authorized substituting state a d local.
regulations for federal ones upo a deral
finding that the state and local r ulations are
at' least equivalent. The Senate committee re-
port on this bill stated that "this legislation is
inte4>ded ... to assure that future major rules
are cost-effective and include a review of alter-
native approaches to regulatory action...."332
Notices of proposed rulemakirig under this bill
would have to solicit proposals from the publiC
and from the state and local4overnments con-
cerning less burdensome alternative regulatory
techniques)"

If passed, the "Regulatory Reform Act,"
. would have applied to regulations affeding all
"entities," not just to small ones as is the case

with the Regulatory Flexibility Act. It would
have further institutionalized the proces4 s now

being used in thefixecutive branch to require
an analysis of alternative means of achieving
regulatory goals, though the bill was not as ex-
pliciton this point as the Regulatory Flexibility
Act. Such institutionalization would require
systems ulatory reviews regardless of
ch mg views by future Presidents about the
need for them. Yet the bik_would not have
taken a strict cost-benefit approach or applied
in mandatory fashion to any but "major"
rulesrecognizing methodological difficulties
and the potential overburdening of the federal
agencies that would have to comply.

Ta summarize the present situation, federal
regulation of state and local governments has-
cr ed many unnecessary burdens and rigidi-
ties t tare both costly and unfair to states and
locall res. Alternative Means of achieving na-,
Vona' regulatory objectives_ are available that
promise greater flexibility and cost-effective,-
ness. A substantial amount of experience in ap-
plying these alternatives to the state-local sec-
tor is being amassed. The appropriateness of
this approach is bein recognized by both the
President (by executive order) and Cohgress
(through enactment of the Regulatory Flexibili.
,ty Act and consideration of the "Regulatory Re-
form Act").

But obstacles .to using alternative regulatory
,approaches remain. Legislation sometimes is
too restrictive to allow innovation. At other
times, it is the administrative rulemaking that
has created excessive rigidities. Benefit-cost
analysis is not always an adequate or appropri-
ate methodology to guide the choices among
alternatives.. At present, there is no statutory
requirement to consider alternative means of
achieving national regulatory objectives that
could allow- substantial flexibility for state and
local governmentsother than the Regulatory
Flexibility Act, which applies only to small
communities.

In this recommendation, the Commission
urges all parties at the federal levelthe exec-
utive branch, Congress and the independent
regulatory commissionsto be sensitive to the
needs of state and local governments for flexi
bility in complying with federal regulations,
and to take posifve action to provide such
flexibility.

ft"
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1000, Report No. 97-305, 95th Congress, 1st Session,
(1961), p. 77.

"Section 3 of S 1060.
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The Advisor (;ommission'on In-
tergoverninental Relations IACIR)

as created by the 'Cohgress in
lNiiil tea monitor the operation of
the z\merican lederal system and
to recommend improvements.
AC1R is a permanent national bi-
partisain body. representing the
executive and legislative branch-
es of Federal, state. and local gov-
Ornineni and the public.
The -Commission is composed of
26 members-- nine representing
the Federal government. 14 rep-
lesenting state and local 'govern-
ment, and three representing flit]
public, The PreSident appoints.
20 three private citizens and
,three Federal- exelitive officials
directly and tour governors, three
slate legislators, four" mayors.
and three eiecttd county offi-
cials Irom slimes nominated by
the Natibnal Governors' Confer-
ence. the Council of Slate:Gov-
ernments. the National League of
Cities/U,S. Conference of Nitay-
yrs, and the. National Association

Counties. The three Senators
are chosen by the PreSnient of
the Senate and the three Con-
gressmen hy the Speaker 01 the.,

LiCh (.I flIMI5S1011 inemiitir serves
1 tv\a, \ ear term ,ind tit i1 he re

ikST COPY AVAILABLE

Whit is
ACIR

As a continuing body, the Com-
mission apprioaclies its 'work by
addressing itself to specific issues
and problems, the resolution of
which would produce .improved
cooperation among the levels of
government and more effective
functioning .of the federal gystem.
In addition to dealinS.with- the all
important functional. and struc-
tural relationships among the
various .governments,.. the Com-
thissiOn has also extensively stud,
it'd critical stresses currently be-
ing placed on traditional govern-
mental .taxitit3 g practices. One of.
the. long rai S efforts of theCorm
mission has been to seek ways to
improve. Federal, state, and local
governmental 'taxing practices
and policies to achieve equitable
allocation of resources, increased
efficiency in Oiler:non and ad:

ministration, and reduced coin-- pliance burdens upon the tax-
payers.

Studies undertaken by the COm-
mission have dealt with subjects
as diverse as trapsportation and
as specific as state taxation of
out-of-state depositories: as wide
ranging as substate regionalism to
the inure specialized, issue of lo-
cal revenue diversification. in
selecting items for the work pro-
gram;. the :Commission considers
the relatiVe importance and Ur=
gency of the problem, its man-
a$eability.,:from the point of view
Of -finances and staff available tti
AC1R 'and the extent to which the
Commission can make. a' fruitful .

contribution toward the *.solution
of the problem.
After selecting specific intergOr-
ernmontai issues for -investiga-
tion, ACIR follows a multistep

.procedure that .assures review
and comment by representatives
of all points of view. all affected
levels of government, technical--
experts, and interested groups,
The Commission then- debates
each issue and formulates its pol-
icy position. Commission findings
and recommendations are pub-
lished and draft hills and execu-
tive- orders developed to assist

inipleinenting AC1R


